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INTRODUCTION 

DATA COLLECTION DESCRIPTION 

The National Crime Survey (NCS) collects data on 
personal and household victimization through an ongoing 
national survey of households and household members. The 
National Crime Survey program was designed to achieve three 
primary objectives: to develop detailed information about 
the victims and consequences of crime, to estimate the 
numbers and types of crimes not reported to pol ice, to 
provide uniform measures of selected types of crimes and 
to permit comparisons over time and types of areas. This 
survey measures attempts and completed incidences of rape. 
Detai led information about each rape victimization incident 
is recorded as well as the characteristics of the offender 
in so far as the victim can report them. 

The original design of the National Crime Survey 
consisted of several surveys of both households and 
commercial establ ishments, nationally and in selected 
American cities. Collection of data for commercial 
establ ishments and in specific cities ended in 1975. The 
data from these surveys are also available from the ICPSR 
and are documented elsewhere. (Other documentat i on ava i I ab I e 
from ICPSR include the NCS Cities Complete Sample (ICPSR 
#7658). the NCS Cities Attitude Sub-sample (ICPSR #7663) 
and the NCS Commercial Victimization Survey (ICPSR #8002 
and 8003)). This codebook documents the National Sample 
survey of rape victims, from 1973 to 1982. Other important 
sources of information about these data and their use are 
contained in the National Sample Survey Documentation and 
the National Sample Interviewers Manual, produced by the 
Bureau of the Census, as well as numerous publications 
based on these data from the Bureau of Justice Statistics. 
Also useful is the report of the National Academy of 
Sciences panel on the National Crime Surveys program 
(Pen i ck and Owen, 1976). A 11 these data have been 
collected by the U.S. Bureau of the Census for the Bureau 
of Justice Statistics. In addition to the extensive work 
done on these data by the Census Bureau, further data 
processing and documentation preparation has been 
performed by ICPSR under grants from the Bureau of 
Justice Statistics. 
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THE NATIONAL CRIME SURVEY 

The National Crime Survey: National Sample of Rape 
Victims is a subset extracted from the NCS National Sample 
complete file. The following is a description of the 
National Crime Survey Program. The National Crime Survey 
program traces its immediate origins to the work performed 
for the President1s Commission on Law Enforcement and the 
Administration of Justice, empaneled in 1965. The commission 
was the second presidential commission in this century to 
attempt a comprehensive examination of crime and law 
enforcement, the first being the Wickersham Commission 
establ ished in 1929 by President Hoover. Both commissions 
were established during period in which crime appeared to 
be rising significantly and when publ ic concern was 
widespread. One important concern in both cases was the 
need for accurate information on the amount and 
distribution of crime. 

Traditionally, such information was I imited to 
official statistics on the activities of law enforcement 
agencies or the judiciary. These figures had long been 
criticized as representing only a small fraction of the 
events occurring in society which might be characterized 
as criminal. The earl ier commission focused on questions 
related to the collection and reI iabil ity of statistics 
available from law enforcement agencies such as those 
reported through the Uniform Crime Reports (UCR) system, 
which was then in its infancy. Significant problems were 
seen in the reI iance upon official statistics of crimes 
known both because many events are not reported to pol ice 
and many other organizational and administrative 
influences may be affecting particular jurisdictions 
and their reports. 

By the 1960 1s, however, the methodology of sample 
surveys had become available and ways were explored to apply 
them to the problem of measuring crime. Such surveys were 
seen as a means whereby accurate measurements of of crime 
were possible which could serve as a sensitive social 
indicator of the incidence of crime and provide detailed 
information on the characteristics and circumstances of 
events which were defined as criminal. Such information 
would allow the examination of a wide variety of important 
topics, including who was victimized by different types of 
crimes and how often, the consequences of victimization in 
injury and financial loss, the willingness of victims to 
report crimes to the pol ice, and the characteristics of 
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offenders as reported by victims. It was also bel ieved that 
accurate and timely estimates of the incidence of crime 
could be developed to allow comparisons over time and assess 
statistics available from official sources, especially the 
the UCR counts of crime known to the pol ice. 

Several field surveys were conducted for the 
President's Commission and revealed both that statistics on 
crimes known to the police under-represented the amount of 
crime and that the measurement of victimization with sample 
surveys was feasible, though for many reasons difficult 
(Biderman. et al., 1967; Ennis, 1967; Reiss, 1967). One of 
the major problems identified in the developmental stage was 
the varying abi I ity of respondents to recall victimization 
experiences. This variation was seen to be dependent in part 
upon the length of the reference period for which the 
respondent was asked to recall incidents. Many victimization 
experiences appear to be of low salience to their victims 
and may be forgotten within a year. Since one goal of the 
NCS was was to estimate the incidence of victimization for 
specific time periods, it therefore became important to 
determine the ideal reference period: the length of time 
which would elicit the most reliable results. Other issues 
of methodological importance included questionnaire design, 
especiallY the screen questions, respondent selection, the 
order of administration of instruments, and the 
classification of incidents. 

As part of the methodological effort in developing the 
NeS, several pretests were performed (see Lehnen and Skogan, 
1981, for a collection of relevar,t documents). Among the 
pretests were three reverse record check studies consisting 
of interviews with known victims of selected crimes 
identified by sampl ing from pol ice records. Pretests were 
conducted in Washington, D.C. (1970), Baltimore, Maryland 
(1970), and San Jose, Cal ifornia (1971). Findings confirmed 
the results of earl ier work which indicated that the 
accuracy of the detailed information in reports increases as 
the length of the reference period decreases. Respondents 
were better able to accurately recall when an event occurred 
if it had happened within 3 months of the interview than 6 
months and better able to recall for a 6 month period mare 
accurately than a 12 month one. A reference period of six 
months was finally chosen for the National Sample as 
representing a reasonable balance between the need for 
accuracy and cost of collection. A household victimization 
supplement to the Quarterly Housing Survey (QHS) was used to 
arrive at a final decision. 
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The six-month reference period is administered by the 
use of bounding interviews to fix the specific period within 
which the incident occurred and to el iminate telescoping. 
Telescoping refers to an observed phenomenon in 
retrospective surveys for respondents to iend to report 
incidents as occurring either earl ier or later than they 
actually did thus inflating estImates. Telescoping of events 
into the reference period which actually occurred prior to 
it can be minimized by a bounding reference periods through 
the use of reported interviews. Bounding establishes a time 
of reference during the first interview to avoid dupl icate 
reports of incidents in subsequent interviews. The effect 
of bounding was examined in the QHS victimization 
supplement. Both bounded and unbounded interviews were 
conducted using the household respondent technique. The 
tabulated survey data were compared on the basis of type of 
crime and whether the interviews were bounded or not. 
Results showed that unbounded interviews produced higher 
victimization rates than bounded interviews and, 
consequently, that telescoping into the reference period was 
taking place. In the NCS design, each visit to a household 
is used to bound the next one by comparing reports in the 
current interview with those given six months prior. When a 
report appears to be a duplicate, thp. respondent is reminded 
of the earl ier report and asked if the new report represents 
the same incident as previously mentioned. A household which 
moves into a previously selected address will have their 
first interviews unbounded. 

The question of whether a household respondent should 
be asked to report for himself and all other household 
members sixteen and older or whether each qualified 
household members should be interviewed individually was 
studied in a pilot household victimization survey in San 
Jose, Cal ifornia and Dayton, Ohio. The sample of about 
5,500 households in each area was divided equally between 
those using the household respondent technique and the 
self-respondent technique. Results demonstrated that the 
self-respondent method generated substantially greater 
reporting of incidents. These results lead to a study design 
~~at called for interviews with all household members 14 
years or older. In the current design, only 12 and 13 year 
01 ds are rout i ne I>' i nterv i ewed by proxy. 
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Other results indicated that while many incidents 
known to have occurred \oJere reported to survey interviewers, 
some were not. Victims of assault were found to be most 
difficult to locate, indicating they may have much higher 
mobility rates. Also, personal crimes in which the offender 
was a person known to the victim were least 1 ikely to be 
reported. 

To provide data for the nation as a whole, the survey 
draws a sample of about 72,000 housing units and conducts 
interviews at six month intervals with each household 
member. 

The National Crime Survey National Sample is sample of 
addresses in the United States, interviewers return to a 
housing unit and conduct interviews with the current 
residents of the unit. All persons age twelve and older in 
selected households and group quarters are interviewed, 
usually in person or by telephone. Some respondents are 
interviewed by proxy interviews of another household member 
or occasionally a caretaker is interviewed. Proxy interviews 
are taken fo~ household members aged 12 or 13 and for 
persons incapable of responding due to physical or mental 
incapacity. 

Each respondent is asked a series of screener 
questions to determine if he or she was victimized during 
the six-month period preceding the interview. The six 
screen questions concern crimes against the household and 
are asked only of a single household respondent (see 
glossary for notes on the selection of the household 
respondent). These ques t ions ask about break - i ns or 
attempts, and stolen household items, including motor 
vehicles. Although all household members are not asked 
these screen questions, a household incident will sti 11 
be recorded if it is mentioned by household member. 
Another 13 screen questions concern specific types of 
personal crimes, other things reported to the pol ice, 
or any events the respondent thought might be a 
crime and are asked of all respondents. An individual 
victimization report is filled out for each one of the 
incidents identified by the screen questions. 
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The report is designed to obtain detailed data on the 
characteristics and circumstances of the victimization. 
items such as time and place of occurrence; injuries 
suffered; medical expenses incurred; number, age, race and 
sex of offender (s); relationship of offender (s) to victim 
(stranger, casual acquaintance, relative, etc.), and other 
detailed data relevant to a complete description of the 
incident are included in the report. Legal and technical 
terms, such as assault and larceny, are avoided during the 
interview. Instead, respondents art: asked if they were 
attacked or threatened. if anything was taken from them or 
their homes, and if they were injured. These responses are 
used by the Bureau of the Census to place the incidents in a 
classification intended to be compatible with that used by 
the Uniform Crime Report~ System (see notes section for a 
detailed description of the type of crime code used in the 
NCS). Additional demographic data are also collected on each 
household member's age, sex, and race and on such dimensions 
as education, migration, labor force status, occupation, and 
family income. 

SAMPLING INFORMATION 

Sample Design and Size 

The National Sample consists of approximately 72,000 
sample units selected in a stratified multi-stage cluster 
sample. 1931 Primary Sampl ing Units (PSUs) were formed 
within counties or groups of counties using every county in 
the U.S. The PSUs were grouped into 376 strata by combining 
PSUs with simi lar characteristics into 220 strata and 
allocating a single self-representing PSU to the remaining 
strata. The first stage of the sampling procedure 
consisted of the designation of the 376 specific PSUs in 
which interviewing was to be conducted. Beyond the 156 PSUs 
selected with certainty, a single PSU per stratum was 
selected with a probabil ity proportionate to size in the 220 
combined strata. 

The sample of units within a PSU was attained in two 
stages. In the first stage, Enumeration Districts (ED, 
geographic areas ranging in size from a city block to 
several hundred square miles, usually encompassing from 750 
to 1,500 persons, establ ished for the 1970 Census of 
Population and Housing) were systematically selected with a 
probabil ity proportionate to their 1970 population size from 

'-------------------------------
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a geographically arranged 1 isting. In the second stage, 
each previorl~ly selected ED was subdivided into segments of 
about four housing units fram which a sample of segments was 
then selected. Whenever possible, the segments were formed 
from the 1 ist of addresses compiled during the 1970 Census. 
Housing units built after the 1970 Census were sampled 
primarily from 1 ists of new construction units. Since data 
from the 1980 Decennial Census has become available, it has 
been employed in adjusting weights and ongoing sample 
design. 

The National Sample of 72,000 households yields 
approximately 60,000 household interviews in the 50 states 
and the District of Columbia for a six-month period. Because 
of the continuing nature of the National Sample Survey, a 
rotation scheme was devised to avoid interviewing the same 
household indefinitely to avoid poor cooperation or biased 
responses resulting from repeated interviewing. The sample 
of housing units is divided into six rotation groups with 
each group being interviewed every six months for three 
years (a total of up to seven interviews per household). 
Within each rotation group six panels are designated, with a 
different panel interviewed each month during the six-month 
period. The first interview for a housing unit in a group is 
used only for bounding and is not included in in the regular 
public use data. However, if a new household moves into a 
sample unit, the members of that household are interviewed 
and their, unbounded, interviews are included in the data. 
Thus the number of incident reports associated with a 
household may be effected by its tenure in the sample. New 
households wi 11 have unbounded information while older units 
may display time in sample effects. 

The example below is an illustration of three 
hypothetical interview years. Two complete samples with six 
rotation groups each are shown as one sample is rotated out 
and the other is rotated in. In the body of the table, the 
panel number within each group is shown opposite the 
month(s) in which they are interviewed and directly below 
their rotation group. The panel numbers in parentheses 
indicate panels which are being interviewed for the first 
time. The results of these interviews will be used for 
bounding only and do not appear in the data. 
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NCS ROTATION GROUP STRUCTURE 

------------------------.---------------------------------
interview FIRST SAMPLE SECOND SAMPLE (ROTAT ION 

month 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 GROUP) 

------------------------------------------------------------

JAN 1 1 1 1 1 (1) 
FEB 2 2 2 2 2 2 (2) 
MARCH 3 3 3 3 3 3 (3) 
APRIL 4 4 4 4 4 4 (4) 
MAY 5 5 5 5 5 5 (5) 
JUNE 6 6 6 6 6 6 (6) 
JULY 1 1 1 1 1 1 (1) 

AUGUST 2 2 2 2 2 2 (2) 
SEPT 3 3 3 3 3 3 (3) 
OCT 4 4 4 4 4 4 (4) 
NOV 5 5 5 5 5 5 (5) 
DEC 6 6 6 6 6 6 (6) 
JAN 1 1 1 1 1 (1) 
FEB 2 2 ., 2 2 2 (2) <-

MARCH 3 3 3 3 3 3 (3) 
APRIL 4 4 4 4 4 4 (4) 
MAY 5 5 5 5 5 5 (5) 
JUNE 6 6 6 6 6 6 (6) 
JULY 1 1 1 1 1 1 (1) 
AUG 2 2 2 2 2 2 (2) 
SEP 3 3 3 3 3 3 (3) 
OCT 4 4 4 4 4 4 (4) 
NOV 5 5 5 5 5 5 (5) 
DEC 6 6 6 6 6 6 (6) 
JAN 1 1 1 1 1 1 (1) 

FEB 2 2 2 2 2 2 (2) 
MARCH 3 3 3 3 3 3 (3) 
APRIL 4 4 4 4 4 4 (4) 
MAY 5 5 5 5 5 5 (5) 
JUNE 6 6 6 6 6 6 (6) 

~ JULY 1 1 1 1 1 (1) 
AUG 2 2 2 2 2 2 (2) 
SEPT 3 3 3 3 3 3 (3) 

OCT 4 4 4 4 4 4 (4) 
NOV 5 5 5 5 5 5 (5) 
DEC 6 6 6 6 6 6 (6) 
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WEIGHTING INFORMATION 

Because the data collected in the National Crime 
Survey represent the total U.S. population twelve years 
and older of each city, each record can be weighted to 
produce universe estimates from the sample cases. 
These weights are carried in the records, and are 
the numbers which one adds or accumulates to obtain 
universe estimates of particular events. The weight 
is a multipl ier that indicates how many times a 
particular record is to be counted. In the diagram 
bel 0\ .... sample household records are illustrated. An 
actual weight from the National Sample data indicating 
the estimated number of households represented by that 
single case is noted. The first record has as a weight 
of 0844119 (three implied decimals) indicating that 
approximately 844 households in the universe are 
represented by that single record. 

Household Record 

Household Record 

Household Record 

0844119 

0793282 

0835508 

Then tabulating the survey data. counts of records or 
universe estimates may be obtained. The two sample tables 
shown below are identical. except for the fact that Table A 
is a COUNT of person records and Table B is an ESTIMATE of 
persons based on the sum of the person record weights. 

Sex of Person 

Male 
Female 

Total 

TABLE A 
Sex of Person 

Observat i on o~: 

Count Percent 

71.870 
79.976 

151.846 

47.3 
52·7 

100.0 
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TABLE B 
Sex of Person (Weighted) 

Observation of 
Sex of Person Count Percent 

Male 
Female 

Total 

76,463,048 
84,404,976 

160,868,024 

47.5 
52.5 

100.0 

Household crimes such as burglary and motor vehicle 
theft are committed against the household or household 
property, and therefore, the household weight should 
be applied. Because criminal acts against a household 
involve a single victimization of the household, 
counts of victimizations and incidents are the same. 

Personal crimes such as assault and robbery are 
committed against persons. When tabulating personal 
crimes, the weight in the incident record should be 
used. Incident records contain the weight of the 
victim divided by the number of persons reported to 
have been victimized in the incident. This results in 
an estimate of incidents as opposed to victimizations. 
To estimate the number of personal victimizations, the 
weights in the person records should be aggregated. 
The number of incidents for personal crimes is 
somewhat less than the number of victimizations. 

Incidents in the NCS tape files ar~ classified 
according to the NCS Crime Classification Scheme, 
in which 36 detailed crime types are identified 
as being either household or personal crimes. 
However, users are not restricted to this 
classification scheme and may, in fact, devise 
their own classification based on the elements of 
the reported victimization. The proper application 
of weights will vary according to the manner 
in which crimes are classified. For example, the 
NCS Crime Classification Scheme used in the files 
classifies all larcenies as household crimes. 
Therefore, estimates of larcenies are based on the 
household weight. The BJS printed reports, however, 
distinguish between household larcenies and 
personal larcenies. As a result, estimates of 
victimizations for personal larceny should be 
based on the person record weights. 
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Computing Estimates of Population Rates from the 
National Crime Survey 

Generating a population rate of victimizations 
from the NCS is a complex task. The hierarchical 
dataset must be manipulated properly to produce a 
count of the victimizations (the numerator of the 
rate), and a count of the persons at risk of such 
victimizations (the denominator). Furthermore, 
adjustments must be made to account for the 
rotational period of the sample design and the 
reported date of the incident. 

NCS REFERENCE PERIODS FOR ANNUAL ESTIMATES 

REFERENCE MONTH WITHIN BOUNDING PERIOD COLLECTION 
MONTH JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

JAN 
FEB X 
MARCH X X 
APRIL X X X 
MAY X X X X 
JUNE X X X X X 
JULY X X X X X X 
AUG X X X X X X 
SEPT X X X X X X 
OCT X X X X X X 
NOV X X X X X X 
DEC X X X X X X 
JAN X X X X X 
FEB X X X X 
MARCH X X X 
APRIL X X 
MAY X 
JUNE 

The above table illustrates the collection months 
from which information about a given calender or 
reference year may be drawn because of bounding. For 
this reason, a respondent may report a victimization 
incident which occurred up to six months before the 
time of the interview. Thus, many incidents reported 
in a given year refer to events in the preceding year. 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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To identify all the incidents which occurred in a 
reference year, all the incidents reported as having 
occurred before the beginning of that year must be 
excluded. Also, al I the incidents reported in the 
following year as having occurred before the end of 
the reference year must be identified. 

In the below example, all non-reference year 
incidents are excluded and next the person weight 
is used to accumulate a count of personal 
victimizations separately by sex and race For the 
sake of simpl icity, assume an incident level extract 
fi Ie is being used and the result variables are 
carried across cases. In this example, a count 
for 1974 is made excluding all series incidents 
as is often done. 

IF V3010 EQ 2 THEN REJECT 
IF V1OO2 EQ 741 AND V3009 I NL I ST (06-12) OR 

V1002 EQ 742 AND V3009 I NL I ST (09-12) OR 
V1002 EQ 751 AND V3009 INLIST(01-03) OR 
V1002 EQ 752 AND V3009 INLIST(01-06) THEN REJECT 

IF V2011 EQ I AND V2010 EQ AND V3080 tNLIST(Ol-12) 
THEN Rl=V2036+RI 

IF V2011 EQ 1 AND V2010 EQ 2 AND V3080 INLIST(Ol-l) 
THEN R2=V2036+R2 

IF V2011 EQ 2 AND V2010 EQ AND V3080 INLIST(Ol-l) 
THEN R3=V2036+R3 

IF V2011 EQ 2 AND V2010 EQ 2 AND V3080 INLIST(Ol-l) 
THEN R4=V2036+R4 

After all incidents had been accumulated, a count 
of the total estimated number of such victimizations 
would be the result. 

A more difficult problem would be the generation 
of the population estimate to be used in a computation 
of the rate of victimization. The sample weights have 
been adjusted to be representative of the national 
adult population. Since the sample is interviewed every 
six months, the sample weights are twice as large as 
they should be for annual estimates. In addition, 
because of the reference period, the total period from 
which the incident reports were drawn spans eighteen 
months. It is therefore necessary to adjust the weights 
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to gain an estimate of the average population size 
during the reference period. To do this, the probabil ity 
that an individual could have contributed an incident 
to those counted as occurring in the reference year 
is used. Assuming an even distribution of incidents, a 
person interviewed in June would be far more likely to 
report an incident occurring in the same year than 
someone interviewed in February. The population 
estimate used to compute the rate should thus be 
adjusted to reflect the same population from which 
the incidents were drawn. In the example below the 
person weight is adjusted to account for these two 
factors of sample and interview month. Assume a person 
level file in which all person records from 1974 and 
the first half of 1975 are used. 

IF V1002 EQ 741 AND V1036 EQ 01 THEN R10=O 
IF V1002 EQ 741 AND V1036 EQ 02 THEN R10=V2036)'( (1/12) 
IF V1002 EQ 741 AND V1036 EQ 03 THEN R10=V2036*(2/12) 
IF V1002 EQ 742 AND V1036 EQ 04 THEN R10=V2036*(3/12) 
IF V1002 EQ 742 AND V1036 EQ 05 THEN R 1 0=V20 36)'( (4/12) 
IF V1002 EQ 742 AND V1036 EQ 06 THEN R10=V2036*(5/12) 
IF V1002 INLIST(743.744) AND V1036 INLIST(07-12) 

THEN R10=V2036*(6/12) 
IF V1002 EQ 751 AND V1036 EQ 01 THEN R 1 0=V20 36)'( (6/12) 
IF Vl002 EQ 751 AND V1036 EQ 02 THEN R10=V2036*(S/12) 
IF V1002 EQ 751 AND V1036 EQ 03 THEN R10=V2036*(4/12) 
IF V1002 EQ 752 AND V1036 EQ 04 THEN R10=V2036*(3/12) 
IF V1002 EQ 752 AND V1036 EQ 05 THEN R10=V2036*(2/12) 
IF V1002 EQ 752 AND V1036 EQ 06 THEN R10=V2036*(1/12) 

The adjusted weight could then be used to accumulate 
a count of the population of interest and this count 
would be used as the base for the rate estimate. This 
description is intended to illustrate the common 
procedure used by many, including those preparing 
official reports from this data It is not an exact 
reconstruction of the procedures employed, although 
it is essentially correct. Because of differences in 
computers and the software available on them, some 
adjustments of the above approach may have to be made 
to manage the large number of cases and the great size 
of the population estimate being computed. 
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Computing the Standard Error of the Estimate 

The National Crime Survey data are commonly used 
to compute estimates of victimization events in the 
United States population. For example. examining the 
changes in robbery victimizations would entai I 
computing victimization rates for a population for 
certain time periods (e.g't a quarter, a year). 
Computation of a standard error for these rates is 
problematic on two accounts. First, the survey design is 
a complex, stratified multi-stage cluster sample, which 
is weighted to represent the entire U.S. population. 
Using traditional statistical techniques to compute 
standard errors requires the assumption that the sample 
is random (or at least an equal probabil ity sample). 
Violating this assumption will cause inaccuracies in 
the estimation of the standard error, making any 
statistical test based on those standard errors suspect. 
The second problem results from the computational 
procedure used in constructing the rates. Any rate is 
the quotient of the sum of the occurrence of the 
event over the base population lIat risk ll of the 
occurrence. In the NCS, rather than summing 
occurrences, the weights associated with them 
would be summed to produce rates representative of 
the U.S. population. To construct a rate of robbery 
victimizations (continuing with the example from 
above). the sum of the person weights of respondents 
who had been victims of a robbery would be divided 
by the total sum of the person weights of respondents. 
(This is the basic procedure; there are other 
adjustments made to account for the sampling 
methodology, etc.) The production of the rate using 
the recode summation procedure (See section entitled 
Computing Estimates of Population Rates .•• ) does not 
provide a standard error of the estimate computed. 
This problem, coupled with the more serious and 
ultimately unavoidable violation of the assumption of 
simple random sampl ing, means that only approximations 
of the standard error can be created through estimation. 
It is possible to compute accurate standard errors for 
the NCS using the Taylor Expansion Method or the 
Balanced Repeated Repl ication Method of computing 
standard errors. However, as these methods are complex 
and expensive to run, it is generally considered 
impractical to compute standard errors for every 
estimate in the NCS. Rather, a subset of standard 
errors were estimated (using the Taylor methods) 
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and were general ized to be appl icable to all survey 
estimates. General ized curves have been produced from 
subsets of computed standard errors. These generalized 
curves are represented by the formula presented below. 
In the Annual Report of the NCS 1978. the U.S. Department 
of Justice publ ished four formulas for approximating 
the appropriate standard error. These formulas and 
their corresponding examples follow. 

where: 

Formula One: Standard errors for numbers of 
victimizations or incidents. 

/ 2 
s . e. (x) = / ax + bx 

\/ 

x = estimated number of personal or household 
victimizations or incidents 

a = a constant 
b = a second constant 

The values of the above two constants have been derived for 
the NCS to represent the curves fitted to the estimates of 
the standard errors. These values are obtainable for various 
time periods and regions from the Bureau of the Census. In 
the following table are listed the constants for annual 
national personal or household victimizations. 

Year 

1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 

Parameters for Estimating the Standard Error of 
Personal or Household Victimizations 

for the Nation by Year 

Personal Victimizations Household Victimizations 
----------------------- ------------------------

a b a b 

-.0000121035 1821 -.0000264539 1821 
-.00001101627 1821 -.0000258085 1821 
-.0000108467 1821 -.0000253180 1821 
-.00001068863 1821 -.00001068863 1821 
-.0000104057 1821 -.0000104047 1821 
-.0000148447 2616 -.0000148447 2616 
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In 1978 there were 1,038,000 robbery victimizations in the 
U.S. By substituting the appropriate values, a confidence 
interval around this figure may be determined. 

/ 2 
s.e. (x)= / (-.0000148447) (1,038,000) + 2616 (1,038,000) 

\/ 

= 52,000 (rounded to the nearest 100) 

This yields a standard error of 52,000 which can be used to 
form a confidence interval around the estimate. The 
following three formulas can also be used to compute 
standard errors for other statistics or tests. 

where: 

Formula two: Standard errors for estimated 
victimization rates or percentages. 

/ b 
s.e.(p)= / -p(1.0-p) 

\/ y 

p= the percentage or rate (in decimal form) 
y= base population or total number of crimes 
b= a constant (see table) 

The 1978 assault rate was 31.8 per 1,000 persons age twelve 
to fifteen. Substituting the appropriate values in formula 
two yields: 

/ 2616 
s.e.(p)= /----------- .0318(1.0-.0318) 

\/ 15,454,400 

= .0022804 (which rounds to .0023) 

The confidence interval around the estimate 31.8 at one 
standard error is 2.3 (plus or minus) while the confidence 
interval at the second standard error would be twice that, 
or 4.6 (p 1 us or minus) . 
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Formula three: Standard error for a difference 
between two cases or percentages 
having two bases. 

/ p (1 .O-p ) P (1.0-p ) 
/ 1 1 2 2 

p )= / ------------ b + ------------
2 \/ y y 

1 2 

b 

where: p = the first percentage or rate (in decimal form) 
1 

y = base from which p is derived 
1 1 

p = second percentage or rate (in decimal form) 
2 

y = base form which p is derived 
2 2 

b = a constant (see table) 

The 1978 victimization rate for personal crimes of violence 
was 45.7 per 1,000 for males and 22.8 per 1,000 for females. 
Substituting the appropriate values in formula two yields: 

s.e. (p -p )= 
1 2 

/ .0i.{·57 (1.0 - .0457) .0228 (1.0 - .0228) 
/------------------- 2616 + ------------------ 2616 

\/ 84.377,000 91,838,000 

~ .00140712 (Which rounds to .0014) 

The confidence interval at one standard error is 
approximately 1.4 per thousand (plus or minus). around the 
difference of 22.9 (45.7-22.8). or 2.8 per thousand (plus or 
minus) at the two standard error level. The one standard 
error confidence interval (68 chances out of a 100) places 
the true percent change between 21.5 and 24.3 (22.9 or and 
minus 1.4). 
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The ratio of a difference to its standard error is 
equivalent to its level of statistical significance. For 
example, a ratio of about 2.0 or more denotes that the 
difference is significant at the 95% confidence level or 
higher; a ratio ranging between 1.6 and 2.0 indicates that 
the difference is significant at a level between 90 and 95~, 
and a ratio of less than 1.6 defines a confidence level 
below gO%. In the above example, the ratio of the 
difference (2.2.g) to its standard error (1.4) equals 16.36 
It was therefore concluded that the difference in the 
violent victimization rate for males and females was 
statistically significant at a level exceeding 95% 

where: 

Formula four: 

s. e. (p - p) = 
I 2 

Standard error for a difference 
between percentages derived from 
the same base. 

/ b 2 
/ - {p + p - (p - p ) } 

\/ y I 2 1 2 

all symbols are the same as formula three except 
y refers to a common base. 

The 1978 proportion of those victims of household crimes 
reporting economic losses of $50-$249 was 26.5 percent; 17.4 
percent of the household crimes reported were in fhe range 
of $250 or more. Substituting the appropriate values into 
formula four yields: 

/ 2616 
/ 

s.e. (p - p)= /----------
\/ 15,690,560 

2 
{.265 + .174 - (.265 - .174) } 

= .0084735 (which rounds to .0085) 

-- -- --- - -- - ---------~--------.-~--~---"------"-~~~"~-'--'-'-
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The confidence interval at one standard error around the 
difference of 9. I would be from 8.25 to 9.95 (9. I minus or 
plus .85). The ratio of the difference (9.1) to its 
standard error (.85) equals 10.7, which is much greater than 
than 2.0. Thus, the difference between the two percentages 
was statistically significant. released by the Census Bureau 
In a form compatible with previous years. 

DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES 

Data Collection 

The Questionnaire Forms 

Four basic forms were used to collect the required 
data for the National Crime Survey. These forms are 
described briefly below and copies are included as 
part of this documentation. A number of changes have 
been made in the NCS instruments and the procedures 
for administering them and some of these are noted 
in this document. A more comprehensive and detailed 
description of these changes is available in Martin 
(1982). 

The Control Card is the basic administrative record 
for each sample unit. It contains the address of each 
sample unit and the basic household data~ such as the 
r.ames of all persons 1 iving there and their age, race, 
sex, marital status, education, etc. Family income, 
tenure of the unit, and pertinent information about 
non-interviews are also included on the Control Card. 
The Control Card serves as a record of visits, telephone 
calls, interviews, and non-interview reasons. The control 
card information is updated, as needed, during each visit 
to the housing unit except questions about educational 
attainment and family income, which are only asked every 
other visit. 
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The Basic Screen Questionnaires were used to obtain 
characteristics of all household members twelve years of 
age and older in a sample unit, as wall as to screen for 
incidents of crime which were committed against the 
household and/or household members. The Basic Screen 
Questionnaires collected information about the general 
characteristics of the household and each respondent. 
Household and Individuai Screen Questions are designed to 
elicit information on whether any crimes were committed 
against the household as a whole or specifically against 
individual household members. Respondents may on occasion 
volunteer reports of household incidents not mentioned by 
the household respondent or victimi~ations of another 
household member which the victim failed to mention. In such 
cases the interviewer attempts to fill in an incident report 
by interviewing the appropriate person. 

A Crime Incident Report was used to gather the 
detailed information about crimes reported in either the 
Household or Individual Screen Questions. One Crime 
Incident Report was completed for each incident of crime 
reported in answer to screen questions. For example, 
if a respondent said that his pocket was picked once and 
he was beaten up twice, three Crime Incident Reports, 
one for each separate incident, were completed. Under 
certain circumstances interviewers were allowed to report 
several incidents as a "series" on one Incident Report form. 
The fol lowing conditions were met before a series incident 
was reported: 

1) Incidents must be of the same type or very similar in 
deta i I . 

2) There must be at least three incidents in the series. 
3) The respondent must not be able to recall dates and 

other details of the individual incidents well enough 
to have reported them separately. 

Interviewers are instructed to try through probing to get 
indivIdual reports whenever possible and only accept series 
reports as a last resort. If a ser-ies incident report is 
made, the questions apply to the most recent occurrence 
within the reference period. 
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Interviewing 

Prior to an interview visit, each sample unit receives 
a letter from the Bureau of the Census informing the 
household about the National Crime Survey. During each 
enumeration period, initial interviews are conducted during 
a personal visit at which time interviews are obtained for 
as many household members as possible. Questions pertaining 
to the entire household were asked only once. These 
questions are answered by a household respondent who could 
reasonably be expected to know the answers to the household 
questions. Individual Screen Questions on the Basic 
Questionnaires are asked as many times as there are 
househo I d member sage twe I ve and a I der. I nformat i on about 
each household member fourteen years and older was obtained 
by self-response; however, information about members twelve 
and thirteen years old was obtained by a proxy, either the 
household respondent or some other knowledgeable household 
member. The average face-to-face household interview lasted 
thirty minutes. Subsequent interviews may have been 
conducted by telephone if more efficient or less costly. The 
Bureau of the Census has made great~r use of telephone 
interviewing in recent years as a cost saving measure. 

A sample unit for which an interview could not be 
obtained is classified as one of three non-interview types. 
Type A non-interviews consist of households occupied by 
persons el igible for interview but from whom no interviews 
were obtained because, for example, no one was found at home 
in spite of repeated visits or the household refused to give 
any information. Because Type A non-interviews are 
considered avoidable, every effort was made to convert them 
to interviews. Type B non-interviews were units which were 
unoccupied or which were occupied solely by persons 
inel igible to be interviewed. Type C non-interviewed units 
were inel igible,for the sample. In certain cases the 
interviewer was unable to obtain an interview for a 
particular household member in an otherwise interviewed 
household. This person was classified as a Type Z 
non-interview. The publ ic use tapes for the NCS contain 
records for noninterview records for households and persons. 

Interviewer instructions are expl ieit and detailed 
concerning the administration of the questionnaires, 
adherence to question wording, and the use of probs. Only 
the questions are read, not the answer categories. 
Interviewers are instructed to read ~nswer categories only 
as a last resort. They are expl icitly instructed to avoid 
reading the answer categories for the question, "How were 
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you threatened?" if at all possible. Thus, for instance, 
respondents are not asked directly if they were raped or 
threatened with rape, they must volunteer the information in 
response to questions about how they were attacked or 
threatened. 

Interviewers received extensive training prior to any 
field work. The qual ity of interviewing was maintained by 
periodic direct observation of all interviewers, office 
edits of comple:ed work, and verification of their work by 
reinterviewing a sample of completed sample units. 

Reinterviews measure how well individual interviewers 
followed procedures. They also measure errors in coverage 
of the population resulting from missed units, incorrect 
address 1 istings, etc •• The reinterview procedure was used 
to evaluate the impact of errors or variations in responses. 
Results from reinterviews indicate that there is little 
inconsistency between responses. 

~______________ J 
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FILE STRUCTURE 

Data for this subset were extracted from the National 
Crime Survey, National Sample, 1973-1982 (ICPSR 7635). There 
are two flat, rectangular fi les in the study. The first fi Ie 
contains all reported attempts and complet~d rapes from 
ICPSR 7635. This file contains 1,236 cases, 342 variables 
and has a logical record length of 559. The second file 
contains data on victims and non-victims in an effort to 
provide the user with information to compare characteristics 
of rape victims with victims of other crimes and 
non-victims. This file contains 2523 cases, 930 variables 
and has a logical record length of 1391. A full sample of 
victims and a ten percent sample of non-victims for up to 
four incidents was employed. Thus, a maximum of four 
incidents per victim has been retained in the subset file; 
the remainder of the incidents were dropped from the file. 
Data for the first incident are contained in variables 
V300l-V3l96, for the second incident they are found in 
variable V3201-V3296, and so on. 
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CODEBOOK INFORMATION 

The example below is a reproduction of information 
appearing in the machine-readable codebook for a 
typical variable. The numbers in brackets do not appear, 
but are references to the descriptions which follow . 

... • ,. " " " ... " " ..... " " " " " " ... " " " • II " " " " • " II " " " II' " • " " III " " " " " " • " " • " 

{l} VAR 325 {2} POL I CE INFORMED? O} MD=2 OR GE 7 
REF 325 {4} LOC 531 WIDTH 1 

{S} Q20a. WERE THE POLICE INFORMED OF THIS 
INCIDENT IN ANY WAY? 

{8} {6} O} 
1. NO 
2. DO NOT KNOW 
3. YES-HOUSEHOLD MEMBER TOLD THEM 
4. YES-SOMEONE ELSE TOLD THEM 
5. RESIDUE 
6. OUT OF UNIVERSE 

{l} Indicates the variable and reference numbers. 
A variable and a reference number are assigned to each 
item in the study. In this codebook documenting the 
archived dataset, variable and reference numbers are 
identical except for the control numbers. Should the 
data be formed into a fixed length record file, new 
variable numbers may be assigned or created. The 
reference number would remain unchanged and correspond 
to those in this codebook. 

{2} Indicates the abbreviated (24 character maximum) 
variable label used within OSIRIS to identify each variable. 
An expanded version can be found in the Variable Description 
List. 
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O} Indicates the designation of missing data. In this 
example, code values equal to two or equal to or greater 
than six are miss i ng data (MD=2 OR GE ]). A 1 though these 
values are defined as within the missing data categories, 
this does not mean that the user should not or cannot use 
these code values in a substantive role, if so desired. 

{4} Indicates the sequential location and width of this 
variable within the record when the data are stored on 
magnetic tape. In this example, the variable named "POLICE 
INFORMED?" is one column wide and located in the 53lst 
column. 

{5} Indicates the full text of the question suppl ied by 
the original collectors of the data. This is the wording 
used in the original questionnaire. 

{6} Indicates the code values occurring in the data for 
this variable. 

{7J Indicates the meaning of the codes. 

{8} Unl ike many codebooks, this one does not include 
frequencies. This is because national complete data are 
arranged in many separate datasets, one for each collection 
quarter. 
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ICPSR PROCESSING INFORMATION 

The study was processed according to the standard 
ICPSR processing procedures. The data were checked for 
illegal or inconsistent code values which, whe~ found, 
were recoded to OSIRIS missing data codes. No consistency 
checks were performed. 

• 
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VARIABLE DESCRIPTION LIST 

VO 1. I CPSR Study Number - 8625 
V02. I CPSR Ed it i on Number 
V03. I CPSR Part Number 
vo4. I CPSR Sequence Number 

Control Numbers 

V05. Household identification number 
voG. Year and quarter identification 
V07. Record type code 
voS. Sample designation 
V09. Primary sampl ing unit number 
V10. Segment number 
Vll. Check digit 
V12. Serial number 

Identification and Sampl ing Information 

V13. Segment type 
v14. Household number 

Location Characteristics 

V15. Land use (1970 Census) 
v16. Place size code (1970 Census) 
V17. Place description 

Interview Information 

v18. Interviewer identification 
V19· P,ecord of interview 
V20. Race of head for non-interviewed household 
V21. Reason for non-interview 
V22. Type Z non-interview - 1 i ne number of response 
V23. Type Z non-interview - 1 i ne number of response 
v24. Type Z non-interview - 1 i ne number of response 
V25. Type Z non-interview - 1 ine number of response 
v26. Household status 

1 
2 
3 
4 
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Housing Unit 

V27. Special place type code 
V2B. Tenure 
V29. Type of I iving quarters 
V30. No. of housing units in structure 

Household Information 

V31. Operation of business from this address 
V32. F am i I Y income 
V33. Crime incident reports filed 
V34. No. of household members 12 years and over 
V35. No. of household members 12 years and under 
V36. Total number of motor vehicles owned 
V37. Use of phone for interview 
V38. Fami 1y income (extended code) 

Samp1 ing Information 

V39. Sample designation 
V40. Month of interview 
V41. Calendar year of interview 
V42. SMSA/NON-SMSA designator for location of samp1 ing 

unit 
V43. Interview procedure experiment (test code). 
V44. Household weight 

Neighborhood Population Characteristics 

V45. Ratio of pop. 0-17 yrs. to total pop. 
V46. Ratio of pop. 65 yrs. and over to total pop. 

Neighborhood Household Characteristics 

V47. Ratio of pop. in households to total pop. 
V48. Ratio of primary individuals to total households 
V49. Ratio of pop. in grp. quarters to total families 
V50. Ratio of fams. w/female head to total families 
V51. Ratio of pop. 0-17 yrs. in husband-wife fams. to ttl 

0-17 yrs. 
V52. Ratio of separated and divorced pop. to ever-married 

pop. 
V53. Ratio ttl child. eVer-born to 35-44 ever-mar 

fern/ever-mar fern 35-44 
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Neighborhood Race Characteristics 

V54. Ratio negro pop. to total pop. 
V55. Ratio spanish heritage pop. to total pop. 
V56. Ratio persons foreign stock to total pop. 

Neighborhood Educational Characteristics 

V57· Ratio 
V58. Ratio 
V59. Ratio 
v60. Ratio 

25-34 
V61. Ratio 
V62. Ratio 

25-34 

HS dropouts 16-21 to total pop. 16-21 
pop. 16-21 to total pop. 
pop. 3-34 enrolled in college to pop. 18-21 
25-34 w/O-7 yrs. school completed to pop. 

25-34 with 12+ yrs. school to pop. 25-34 
25-34 with 4 or more yrs. college to pop. 

V63. Median yrs. school completed for persons 25-34 yrs. 

Neighborhood Population Characteristics 

v64. Ratio 5+ yrs. in same house past 5 yrs. to pop. 5+ 
yrs. 

v65. Ratio 5+ yrs. in for. nation 5 yrs. ago to pop. 5+ 
yrs. 

Neighborhood Employment Characteristics 

V66. Ratio male civil ian labor force 16+ yrs. to tt 1. 
civi I males 16+ yrs. 

v67. Ratio fem. civi 1 ian labor force 16+ yrs. to tt I. 
civi I fem. 16+ yrs. 

v68. Ratio not in school, not emp 16-21 to ttl. 16-21 not 
in school 

v69. Ratio unemployed 16+ yrs. to tt 1. civi I ian labor 
force 16+ yrs. 

V70. Ratio white collar workers to total employed persons 
16+ yrs. 

V71. Ratio farm workers to total employed persons 16+ 
yrs. 

V72. Ratio blue collar workers to total employed persons 
16+ yrs. 
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Neighborhood Income Characteristics 

V73. Ratio famil ies less than $SOOO income to total 
fami 1 ies 

V74. Ratio families $IS000 or more income to total 
families 

V7S. Median family income 
V76. GINI index of income concentration 
V77. R~tio famil ies with income below poverty level to 

total families 
V78. Ratio persons with income below poverty level to 

pop. w/poverty status 

Neighborhood Housing Unit Characteristics 

V79. Ratio owner occupied units to total occupied housing 
units 

v80. Ratio occ housing units>I.OI persons per rm. to ttl 
occ housing units 

v8,. Ratio occ units>I.OI psns pr rm, w/plumbing to ttl 
occ housing units 

V82. Ratio occ units wlo some plumbing to total occupied 
housing units 

v83. Ratio owner-occ units<$IOOOO in value to ttl valued 
owner-occ units 

v84. Ratio owner-occ units>$25000 in value to ttl valued 
owner-occ units 

v8S. Ratio rent-occ units<$40 mo. rent to ttl rent-occ 
units wlrent known 

va6. Ratio rent-ace units<$60 mo. rent to ttl rent-occ 
units wlrent known 

VB7. Ratio rent-Dec units>$lSO mo. rent to ttl rent-occ 
units wlrent known 

v88. Ratio units rent-income ratio 2S+ to ttl rent-occ 
units wlrent known 

Va9. Ratio units rent-income ratio 3S+ to ttl rent-occ 
units wlrent known 

V90. Ratio vacant housing units to total housing units 
V91. Ratio vacant housing units for sale or rent to total 

housing units 
V92. Ratio housing units in I-unit structures to total 

housing units 
V93. Ratio units in S or more unit structure to total 

housing units 
V94. Ratio' and 2 rm. housing units to total housing 

units 
V9S. Ratio ttl rms. in all housing units to total housing 

units 
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V96. Ratio housing units built 1960 or later to total 
housing units 

V97. Ratio units bui It 1939 or earl ier to total housing 
units 

V98. Ratio units with central heat, furnace to total 
housing units 

V99. Ratio of households with 1 or more cars to total 
households 

Head of Household Information 

ViOO. 
VIOl. 
V102. 
VI03. 
V104. 
V105. 
\1106. 
VI07. 

Age of head 
Marital status of head 
Race of head 
Sex of head 
Highest grade attended by head 
Highest grade completed by head 
Origin (ethnicity of head) 
Employment status recode for head 

Person Level 

Identification and Interview Information 

vl08. 
V109. 
VII O. 
VIII. 
Vl12. 
Vl13. 

Household id number 
Person identification number 
Year and city id number 
Record type code 
Type of interview 
Person line number 

Individual Information 

Vl14. 
V115. 
V116. 
Vl17· 
Vl18. 
V119. 
V120. 
V121. 
V122. 
V123. 
V124. 
V125. 

Relationship to household head 
Age last birthday 
Marital status 
Race 
Sex 
Armed forces member at time of interview 
Highest grade attended 
Completed that grade 
Live in th i s house Apr ill, 1970 
Residence in city 1 imits 
Armed forces member April 1, 1970 
Major activity 
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Type of Interview 

V126. Type of interview 

Individual employment information 

V127· 
V128. 
V129· 
V130. 
V131. 
V132. 
V133. 

Temporari ly absent or on layoff last week 
Looking for work 
Why could not take job last week 
Worked for whom 
What kind of business or industry 
Class of worker 
Occupation code 

Reports of Crimes 

V134. Pol ice report last 12 months - response 1 
V135. Pol ice report last 12 months - response 2 
V136. Pol ice report last 12 months - response 3 
V137· Cr ime suspected but not reported -
V138. Cr ime suspected but not reported -
V139· Cr ime suspected but not reported -

Personal Information 
--------------------

V140. 
v141. 
V142. 

Worked during previous week 
Ethnicity 
Employment status recode 

Sampling Information 

V143. 
V144. 

Person weight 
Person record sequence designator 

Crime incidents reported 

response 
response 
response 

V145. Total number of incidents for each person 

I 
2 
3 

e 
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Incident Level 

Identification variables 

V146. 
V147. 
V148. 
V149. 
V150. 
V151. 
V152. 
V153. 

Household identification number 
Person identification number 
Incident identification number 
Year and quarter identification 
Record type code 
Line number of victim 
Screen question number 
Incident number 

Series Incident Variables 

V154. 

V155. 
V156. 
V157. 
V158. 
V159. 
v160. 
v161. 
V162. 

V163. 

v164. 

In what month (did this/did the first) incident 
happen? 
Is this incident report for a series of crimes? 
In what month(s) did these incidents take place? 
The incident occurred in spring 
The incident occurred in summer 
The incident occurred in fall 
The incident occurred in winter 
How many incidents were involved in this series? 
About what time did this/the most recent incident 
happen? 
Did it happen inside the limits of a city, town, 
village, etc.? 
Where did this incident take place (detailed)? 

Commercial or Business Incident Variables 

v165. 

vi66. 

V167. 

v168. 

V169. 
Vl70. 

Vl71· 

V172. 

Were you a customer, employee, or owner in the 
commercial bui lding that was victimized? 
Did the person(s) steal or try to steal anything 
from the building? 
Did the person(s) have a right to be present in the 
bui lding? 
Did the person(s) actually get in or just try to get 
in the building? 
Was there any evidence of forced entry (Summary)? 
Was there any evidence of forced entry - a broken 
lock or window? 
Was there any evidence of forced entry - a forced 
door or window? 
Was there any evidence of forced entry - a slashed 
screen? 



V173· 
V174. 

v175. 
V176. 

Vl77 • 

v178. 
V179. 
v180. 
V181. 
v182. 

V183. 
v184. 

v18S. 
v186. 
v187. 

v188. 
V189. 
V190. 
V191. 

.1..- < \ '~.'" ,,. ••• ' <'" 
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Was there any evidence of forced entry - other? 
Was there any evidence of forced entry - force type 
not avai lable? 
How did the offender(s) (get in/try to get in)? 
Was any member of this household present when this 
incident occurred? 
Did the person(s) have a weapon or something used as 
a weapon? 
Was the weapon a gun? 
Was the weapon a knife? 
Was there another weapon present? 
The weapon type was not avai lable 
Did the person(s) hit you, knock you down, or attack 
in any way? 
Did the person(s) threaten you with harm in any way? 
How were you threatened (Summary)? In any other 
way? 
Were you verbally threatened with rape? 
Were you verbally threatened with attack? 
Was there a weapon present or were you threatened 
with a weapon? 
Was there an attempted attack with a weapon? 
Was there an object thrown? 
Was the person surrounded or followed? 
Did some other event happen? 

Single Incident Variables - Incident Description 

V192. 
V193· 
V194. 

V19S. 
V196. 

V197. 

V19B. 
V199. 

V200. 

What actually happened in the incident (Summary)? 
Was something taken without permission (detailed)? 
Did someone attempt or threaten to take something 
(deta i led) ? 

Was there harassment or was abusive language used? 
Was there forcible entry or attempted entry of the 
house (detailed)? 
Was there forcible entry or attempted entry of a car 
(deta i 1 ed) ? 

Was any property damaged or destroyed (detailed)? 
Was there an attempt or threat to damage or property 
(deta i led) ? 
Were there other things that happened in the 
inc i dent (deta i 1 ed) ? 

Single Incident Variables - Means of Attack 

V201. How did the person(s) attack you (Summary)? In any 
other way? 

V202. How did they attack you - rape? 

~ -- ~ ---- - - - -- --~ --- - -- --- - -- -~ -~~ ------ -- - -~---- ---



V203· 
V204. 

V20S. 
v206. 

V207. 

v208. 

Single 

V209. 

V2l0. 
V2ll. 

V2l2. 

V2l3. 

V2l4. 

V2lS· 

V2l6. 

.• 7,-;------.-. ----~.~-~ ---
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How did they attack you - tried to rape? 
How did they attack you - shot, knifed, hit wi th 
object held in hand? 
How did they attack you - hit by a thrown object? 
How did they attack you - hit, slapped, knocked 
down? 
How did they attack you - grabbed, held, tripped, 
pushed, etc.? 
How did they attack you - other? 

Incident Variables - Types of I nj ur i es Suffered 

What were the i nj ur i es you suffered, (Summary)? 
Anything else? 
What were the injuries you suffered, were you raped? 
What were the injuries you suffered, was there an 
attempted rape? 
What was the injury you suffered. was it a knife or 
gunshot wound? 
What were the injuries you suffered. broken bones, 
teeth knocked out? 
What were your injuries - internal injuries, 
unconsciousness? 
What were the injuries you suffered, bruises, cuts, 
swell ing, etc.? 
What were the injuries you suffered, other types? 

Single Incident Variables - Medical Attention and Costs 

V217. 

V2lB. 
V219. 

V220. 

V22l. 

V222. 

V223· 

Were you injured to the extent that you needed 
medical attention after the attack? 
Did you receive any treatment at a hospital? 
At the time of the incident, were you covered by any 
type of medical insurance? 
If you received any treatment in a hospitai, how 
long was the stay? 
What was the total amount of your medical expenses 
resulting from this incident? 
Did you file a claim with any of the insurance 
companies? 
Did insurance or health programs pay for your 
expenses? 

Single Incident Var1ables - Type of Protection & Crime 

V224. Did you do anything to protect yourself/property 
during the incident? 

V22S. Type of crime code 
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Single Incident Variables - Medical Expenses 
--------------------------------------------

V226. How much did insurance or health benefits program 
pay? 

Single Incident Variables - Type of Self-protection 
---------------------------------------------------

V227. What did you do to protect yourself (Summary)? 
Anything else? 

V228. What did you do to protect yourself - use or 
Brandish a weapon? 

V229. What did you do to protect yourself - hit, kicked. 
etc., offender? 

V230. What did you do to protect yourself - reason with 
the offender? 

V231. What did you do to protect yourself - scream, yell 
for help? 

V232. What did you do to protect yourself - left the 
scene, ran away? 

V233. What did you do to protect yourself hold onto your 
property? 

V234. What did you do to protect yourself - some other 
action? 

Single Incident Variables - Offender ID Variables 
-------------------------------------------------

V235· 

V236. 
V237· 
V238. 

V239· 
V240. 
V241. 
V242. 

V243. 

V244. 
V245· 

V246. 

V247· 
V24B. 

V249. 

Was the crime committed by only one or more than one 
person? 
Was the single offender male or female 
How old would you say the single offender was? 
Was the single offender someone you knew or were 
they a stranger? 
Was the single offender a relative of yours? 
What was the race of the single offender? 
What sexes were the multiple offenders? 
How old would you say the youngest multiple offender 
was? 
How old would you say the oldest multiple offender 
was? 
How many multiple offenders were there? 
Were any of the multiple offenders known or related 
to you or were they strangers? 
To what extent were the multiple offenders known to 
you'? 
Did you know the multiple offenders - by sight only? 
Did you know the multiple offenders - as casual 
acquaintance(s)? 
Were the multiple offenders well known to you? 

l ______ ._.~~_~~~~ 
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V250. How were the multiple offenders related to you 
(Summary) ? 

V251. How were the multiple offenders related - spouse or 
ex-spouse? 

V252. How were the multiple offenders related - parents? 
V253. How were the multiple offenders related - own 

ch i I dren? 
V254. How were the multiple offenders related -

brothers/sisters? 
V255. How were the multiple offenders related - other 

relation? 
V256. What race were the multiple offenders? 

Single Incident Variables - Number of Victims 

V257· Were you the only person there besides the 
offender (s) ? 

V258. How many of these persons ( 12 years or older) were 
robbed, etc.? 

V259. Were any of these persons ( 12 or older) members of 
your household? 

Single Incident Variables - Type of Crime 

v260. Was something stolen or taken without permission 
that belonged to a member of your household? 

V261. Did the person(s) attempt to tAke something that 
belonged to you or others in the household? 

Single Incident Variables - Type of Property Taken 

v262. 

v263. 
v264. 
v265. 
v266. 

V267. 

v268. 
V269. 
V270. 

What object did they try to take (Summary)? 
anything else? 
What did they try to take - a purse? 
What did they try to take - a wallet or money? 
What did they try to take - a car? 
What did they try to take - some other motor 
vehicle? 
What did they try to take - part of a car (hub-cap, 
tape-deck, etc.)? 
What did they try to take - do not know? 
What did they try to take - some other item? 
Was the (purse, wallet, money) en your person? 
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Single Incident Variables - Description of Incident 

V271, 

V272. 
V273. 
V274. 

V275. 

V276. 

V277 . 
V278. 

VZ79. 

What happened in the incident (Summary)? Anything 
else? 
What happened - were you attacked? 
What h~ppened - were you threatened with harm? 
What happened - did someone attempt to break into 
the house/garage? 
What happened - did someone attempt to break into a 
car? 
What happened - were you harassed, or was abusive 
language used? 
What happened - was property damaged or destroyed? 
What happened - was there an attempt to destroy or 
damage property? 
What happened - did some other event occur? 

Single Incident Variables - Property Description and Value 

v280. 

v281. 

V282. 
V283. 
V284. 
V285. 
vz86. 

v287. 

How much cash was taken that belonged to you or 
members of your household? Anything else? 
What property was taken that belonged to a member 
of the household (Summary)? Anything else? 
What was taken - a purse? 
What was taken - a wallet? 
What was taken - a car? 
What was taken - some other motor vehicle? 
What was taken - part of a car (hub-cap, tape-deck, 
etc.) ? 
What was taken - some other item? 

Single Incident Variables - Motor Vehicle Related 

v288. Had permission been given to use the motor vehicle 
to the person who took it? 

V289. Did the person return the motor vehicle? 

Single Incident Variables - Value of Cash or Property Taken 

V290. 

V291. 

V292. 

V293. 
V294. 

Was the (purse, wallet, money) on your person when 
taken? 
Altogether, what was the value of the property 
taken? 
How did you decide the value of the property that 
was stolen (Summary) 
How was the value assessed 
How was the value assessed 

the original cost? 
replacement cost? 
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V295· How was the value assessed - a personal estimate of 
value? 

V296. How was the value assessed - an insurance report 
estimate? 

V297. How was the value assessed - a pol ice estimate? 
V29B. How was the value assessed - do not know? 
V299. How was the value assessed - some other way? 

Single Incident Variables - Recovery of Property or Cash 

V300. 

V301. 

V302. 
V303. 
V304. 
V305· 
V306. 

V307. 
V30B. 
V309· 

Was all or part of the money or property recovered, 
except for any received from insurance? 
What property was recovered (Summary)? 
Anything else? 
Was a - purse recovered? 
Was a - wallet recovered? 
Was a - car recovered? 
Was - some other motor vehicle recovered? 
Was - part of a car (hub-cap, tape-deck. etc.) 
recovered? 
Was - some other item recovered? 
Was the cash recovered? 
What was the cash value of the property recovered, 
excluding cash? 

Single Incident Variables - Insurance Related 

V310. 

V311. 
\1312. 
V313. 
V314. 

What was the value of the property that was replaced 
by insurance? 
Was there any insurance against theft? 
Was the loss reported to an insurance company? 
Was any of the loss recovered through insurance? 
Did a household member lose time from work because 
of this incident? 

V315. How much time was lost from work altogether? 

Single Incident Variables - Property Replacement or Repair 

V316. 

V317. 
V3IB. 
V319. 
V320. 

V321. 
V322. 

How much would it cost to repair or replace the 
damaged item(s)? 
How much was the repair or replacement cost? 
Was anything damaged but not taken in this incident? 
(Was/Were) the damaged item (s) repa i red or rep 1 aced? 

Who paid or will pay for the repairs or replacement 
(Summary) ? 

Who paid or wi 11 pay - a household member? 
Who paid or will pay - the landlord? 



V323. 
V324. 

xl 

Who paid or will pay - insurance? 
Who paid or will pay - some other individual or 
organization? 

Single Incident Variables - Police Involvement 

V325. 

V326. 

V327. 

V328. 

V329. 

V330. 

V33l. 

V332. 

V333. 
V334. 

V335. 

Were the pol ice informed of this incident in any 
way? 
Why was this incident not reported to the pol ice 
(Summary) ? 

Why was incident not reported - nothing could be 
done? 
Why was incident not reported - did not think it was 
important enough? 
Was incident not reported - police would not be 
bothered? 
Why was incident not reported - did not want to take 
the time? 
Why was incident not reported - a private or 
personal matter? 
Why was incident not reported - did not want to get 
involved? 
Why was incident not reported - afraid of reprisal? 
Why was incident not reported - reported to someone 
else? 
Why was incident not reported - some other reason? 

Single Incident Variables - Employment Information 

V336. 

V337. 
V338. 
V339. 
V340. 

Did you have a job at the time this incident 
happened? 
What was the job? 
Occupation codes 
Industry codes 
Employee class 

Single Incident Variables - Miscellaneous 

V341. 
V342. 

Incident weight 
Year of ace 



VAR 0001 
REF 0001 

ICPSR STUDY NUMBER-8625 
LOC WIDTH 4 

ICPSR study number 

NO MISSING DATA CODES 

8625. The ICPSR has attached this number as a 
study identification number . 

• • • • .. .. • • .. • II" ..................................... " .............. .. 

VAR 0002 
REF 0002 

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER 3 
LOC 5 WIDTH 1 

ICPSR edition number 

NO MISSING DATA CODES 

3. This is the third version of the study. 

VAR 0003 
REF 0003 

ICPSR PART NUMBER 1 
LOt 6 WIDTH 1 

ICPSR part number-l 

NO MISSING DATA CODES 

1. Part 1 contains data collected at the incident 
level. 

2. Part 2 contains data collected at the person level. 

VAR 0004 
REF 0004 

ICPSR SEQUENCE NUMBER 
LOC 7 WIDTH 4 

ICPSR sequential identification number 

NO MISSING DATA CODES 

The ICPSR has attached a sequential identification 
number to every case. This number uniquely 
identifies each case in this study. 
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VAR 0005 
REF 0005 

HOUSEHOLD ID NUMBER 
LOC 11 WIDTH 6 

MD=999999 

Household identification number 

The ICPSR has attached (within a collection quarter) a 
sequential household identification number to every record. 
This number uniquely identifies each household record within 
a collection quarter, and is also used to I ink person and 
incident records to the appropriate household. 

VAR 0006 
REF 0006 

YEAR AND QUARTER ID 
LOC 17 WIDTH 3 

Year and quarter identification 

MD=999 

The ICPSR has attached a three-digit identification number 
to each record which denotes the year and quarter in which 
the interview was taken. The first two digits of the 
variable are the last two digits of the year (e.g. 1976 = 
76), and the third digit is the collection quarter (1 - 4). 
the variable is constant within each collection quarter. 

VAR 0007 
REF 0007 

RECORD TYPE CODE 
LOC 20 WIDTH 

Record type code 

1. Household record 

MD=9 

................................................................ 
VAR 0008 
REF 0008 

SAMPLE DESIGNATION 
LOC 21 WIDTH 2 

Sample designation 

MD=99 



(CONT I NUED) 

Two digit code beginning with 01 to identify the sequence 
and source of selection of sample housing units. See 
APPENDIX I. 

3 

• .......................... II ............................................................... . 

VAR 0009 
REF 0009 

PRIMARY SAMPLING UNIT 
LOC 23 WIDTH 3 

Primary sampl ing unit (PSU) number 

001. 

999· 

MD=-l 

(PSU numbers have been scrambled in the national sample for 
reasons of confidential ity.) 

· ............................................................... . 
VAR 0010 
REF 0010 

SEGMENT NUMBER 
LOC 26 WIDTH 4 

Segment number 

i 100. 

6699. 

(See glossary for definition.) 

MD=O 

· .......................... " ............................... " ..... . 
VAR 0011 
REF 0011 

Check digit 

CHECK DIGIT MD=O 
LOC 30 WIDTH 



'.' 
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(CONT I NUED) 

O. 

9. 

(See glossary fo~ definition.) 
................................................................ 
VAR 0012 
REF 0012 

SERIAL NUMBER 
LOC 31 WIDTH 2 

Serial number 

01. 

99. 

(See glossary for definition.) 

MD=O 

............................................................... 
VAR 0013 
REF 0013 

SEGMENT TYPE 
LOC 33 WIDTH 

Segment type 

1. Address segment 
2. Special place segment 
3. Area segment 
4. New construct i on (stratum 1) 
5. New construction (stratum 2) 
6. New construction (publ ic housing) 
8. Cen-Sup segment 
9. Undocumented codes 

(See definition of segment in glossary.) 

MD=9 



---------~~-
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VAR 0014 
REF 0014 

HOUSEHOLD NUMBER 
LOC 34 WIDTH 

MD=O 

Household sequence number 

1. Household in unit at the time of first interview 
2. Second household in unit since time of first 

interview 

9. Ninth household in unit since time of first 
interview 

(Identifies sequence of households that occupy a particular 
address. See glossary for further explanation) 
address. (See definition of household number 
in glossary for further explanation.) 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 

VAR 0015 
REF 0015 

LAND USE 
LOC 35 WIDTH 

Land use (1970 Census) 

1. Urban 
2. Rural - farm (10 acres or larger, $50 or more in 

during the last 12 months from sales of crops, 
I ivestock or other farm products) 

3. Rural - farm (less than 10 acres, $250 or more 
income during the last 12 months from sales of 
crops, livestock or other farm products) 

MD=9 

4. Rural - non-farm (10 acres or larger, less than 
income during last 12 months from the sale of crops 
I ivestock or other farm products) 

5. Rural - non-farm (less than 10 acres, less than 
income during the last 12 months from the sale of 
crops, I ivestock or other farm products) 

(Urban or rural designation based on 1970 Census. See 
glossary for definitions.) 
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VAR 0016 
REF 0016 

PLACE SIZE CODE 
LOC 36 WIDTH 2 

Place size code (1970 Census) 

00. Under 200 
01. 200 to 499 
02. 500 to 999 
03. 1,000 to 1,499 
04. 1 ,500 to 1,999 
05. 2,000 to 2,499 
06. 2,500 to 4,999 
07. 5,000 to 9,999 
oB. 10,000 to 19,999 
09. 20,000 to 24,999 
10. 25,000 to 49,999 
11. 50,000 to 99,999 
12. 100,000 to 249,000 
13. 250,000 to 499,999 
14. 500,000 to 999,999 
15. 1,000,000 or more 
16. Not a place 

MD=16 

" ........ " .... " .................................................................................................. .. 

VAR 0017 
REF 0017 

PLACE DESCRIPTION 
LOC 38 WIDTH 

Place description 

O. No entry provided 
1. Central city of an SMSA only 
2. Central city of an urbanized area only 

MD=O OR GE 7 

3. Central city of both an SMSA and an urbanized area 
4. Other incorporated place 
5. Unincorporated place 
7. Not a place 



VAR 0018 
REF 0018 

INTERVIEWER IDENTIFICATI 
LOC 39 WIDTH 3 

Q.1. Interviewler identification 

ADl - Z99 

7 

NO MISSING DATA CODES 

10 e I ........................................................................................................ . 

VAR 0019 
REF 0019 

LINE # OF HOUSEHOLD RESP 
LOC 42 WIDTH 2 

Q.2. Record of interview 

MD=22 

Household respondent's value on ref. no. 113 --

01. 

20. 
22. Out of universe 

(See glossary for definition.) 
..................... ., 0 ................. " ............................................................. .. 

VAR 0020 
REF 0020 

RACE OF HD-NONINTRVWD HH 
LOC 44 WIDTH 1 

Race of head for non-interviewed households 

1. White 
3. Other 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 
6. No entry provided 

MO=5 OR GE 4 
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VAR 0021 
REF 0021 

I NTERVI EW TYPE 
LOC 45 WIDTH 2 

Q.3. Reason for non-interview 

00. I nterv i ewed househo I d 

Type A non-interview 

10. No one home 
11. Temporari Jy absent 
12. Refused 
13. Other occupied 

Type B non-interview 

20. Vacant - regular 
21. Vacant - storage of household furniture 
22. Temporari Iy occupied by persons with residence 

elswhere 
23. Unfit or to be demol ished 
24. Under construction, not ready 
25. Converted to temporary business or storage 
26. Unoccupied tent site or trai ler site 
27. Permit granted, construction not started 
28. Other 
29. Occupied entirely by armed forces 

Type C non-interview household 

30. Unused I ine of I isting sheet 
31. Demo I i shed 
32. House or ttailer moved 
33. Outside segment 
34. Converted to permanent business or storage 
35. Merged 
36. Condemned 
37. Bu i 1 t after Apr ill, 1970 
38. Other 

40. Residue 

MD=40 



~--~--------------
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(CONT I NUED) 

--- Var.no.22-25 are the 1 ine numbers (var.no.113) of 
non-interviewed persons in interviewed households. ---

• .............. 0 ................ ,. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0022 
REF 0022 

TYPE Z NONINTVW LN # Rl 
LaC 47 WIDTH 2 

Q.3. Type Z non-interview line number (R #1) 

01. 

20. 
21. Res i due 
22. Out of universe 
23. No entry provided 

MD=22 OR GE 21 

· ....................................................... (, ..... . 
VAR 0023 
REF 0023 

TYPE Z NONINTVW LN # R2 
LOC 49 WIDTH 2 

Q.3. Type Z non-interview 1 I~e number (R #2) 

See glossary for codes and explanation *** 

MD=22 OR GE 21 

• ••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0024 
REF 0024 

TYPE Z NONINTVW LN # R3 
LOC 51 WIDTH 2 

Q.3. Type Z non-interview line number (R #3) 

See glossary for codes and explanation *** 

MD=22 OR GE 21 
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VAR 0025 
REF 0025 

TYPE Z NONINTVW LN # R4 
LOC 53 WIDTH 2 

Q.3. Type Z non-interview 1 ine number (R #4) 
--------------------------------------------

See glossary for codes and explanation *** 

MD=22 OR GE 21 

•••••••• ., •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0026 
REF 0026 

HOUSEHOLD STATUS 
LOC 55 WI DTH 

Q.4. Household status 

1. Same household as last enumeration 

MD=5 OR GE 4 

2. Replacement household since last enumeration 
3. Previous non-interview or not in sample before 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

•••••••• it ............................................ It •••••••••• 

VAR 0027 
REF 0027 

SPECIAL PLACE TYPE DESIG 
LOC 56 WIDTH 2 

Q.5. Special place type code 

97. Special place type 
98. Not a special ~lace 
99. Out of universe 

MD=99 

............................................................... 
VAR 0028 
REF 0028 

Q.6. Tenure 

TENURE 
LOC 58 WIDTH 

1. Owned or being bought 
2. Rented for cash 

MD=5 OR GE 4 



1 1 

(CaNT I NUED) 

3. No cash rent 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

•••••••••••••••••••• " •• II ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0029 
REF 0029 

TYPE OF LIVING QUARTERS 
LaC 59 WIDTH 2 

Q.7. Type of 1 iving quarters 

Housing unit 

01. House, apartment, flat 

MD=11 

02. Housing unit in non-transient hotel, motel, etc 
03. Housing unit - permanent in transient hotel, motel 

etc. 
04. Housing unit in rooming house 
05. Mobile home or trailer 
06. Housing unit not specified above 

Other unit 

07. Quarters not housing unit in rooming or boarding 
house 

oB. Unit not permanent in transient hotel, motel, etc 
09. Vacant tent site or trailer site 

10. Not specified above 
11. Res i due 

.................. a , •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0030 
REF 0030 

# OF HOUSE UNITS IN STRC 
LaC 61 WiDTH 1 

Q.B. Number of housing units in structure 

O. Out of universe 
1. One 

MD=O OR GE 9 
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(CaNT I NUED) 

2. Two 
3· Three 
4. Four 
5· Five to nine 
6. Ten or more 
7, Mobi le home or trailer 
8. Only other units 
9· Residue 

........ ,. ......... "' ................ ,. ................... "' ...... " 

VAR 0031 
REF 0031 

OPERATION OF BUSINESS 
LOC 62 WIDTH 1 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.9. (Other than ... business) Does anyone in this household 
operate a business from this address? 

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

•••••••••••••• II! •• III ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR v032 
REF 0032 

Q. 10. 

FAMILY INCOME 
LOC 63 WIDTH 2 

Fam i 1 Y income 
--------------------

01. Under $1,000 
02. $1,000 to $1,999 
03. $2,000 to $2,999 
04. $3,000 to $3,999 
05· $4,000 to $4,999 
06. $5,000 to $5,999 
07· $6,000 to $7,499 
oB. $7,500 to $9.999 
09. $10,000 to $11,999 
10. $12,000 to $14,999 
11- $15,000 to $19,999 
12. $20,000 to $24,999 
13· $25,000 and over 
14. Residue 
15. Out of universe 

MO=15 OR GE 14 
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(CaNT I NUED) 

16. No entry provided 

VAR 0033 
REF 0033 

CRIME IN REPORTS COMPLTD 
LaC 65 WIDTH 2 

MD=99 

(For 1973-74) Q.13. Crime incident rports filled 

(For 1975-77) Q.12. 

00. No crime incident reports filled 
01. One crime incident report filled 

25. Twenty-five crime incident reports filled 

VAR 0034 
REF 0034 

# HH MEMBERS 12 YRS UP 
LOC 67 WIDTH 2 

MD=O 

(For 1973-74) Q.ll. Household members 12 years of age and 
over, number of 

(For 1975-77) Q.lla. 

01. One member 12 or older 

20. Twenty members 12 or older 

VAR 0035 
REF 0035 

HOUSEHOLD MEM UNDER 12 
LOC 69 WIDTH 2 

MD=11 OR GE 10 

Q. lIb. Household members Under 12 years of age, number of 
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(CONT I NUE D) 

00. No household members Under 12 

09. Nine household members Under 12 
10. Residue 
11. Out of univer~e 

••••• f •••••••••••• • •••• • •• ·.····,····················· ••••••••• 

VAR 0036 
REF 0036 

TOTAL # MOTOR VEHICLES 
laC 71 WIDTH 1 

MD=6 OR GE 5 

Q.33. What was the total number of motor vechicles (cars, 
trucks. etc.) owned by you or any other member of this 
household during the last 6 months? 
---------------------------------------------------------

O. None 
1. One 
2. Two 
3· Three 
4. Four or more 
5· Residue 
6. Out of universe 

•••••••• " ........................................... , •••••• II .... . 

VAR 0037 
REF 0037 

USE OF PHONE FOR INTRVW 
lOC 72 WIDTH 1 

Q. l3a. Use of telephone for interview 

MD=9 OR GE 6 

1. Phone in unit-phone interview acceptable 
2. Phone in unit-phone interview not acceptable or 

number refused 
3. Phone elsewhere-phone i ntf~rv i ew acceptab 1 e 
4. Phone elsewhere-phone interview not acceptable 
5. No phone 
6. Residue 
7. Non-interview household 
9. Question not asked 



VAR 0038 
REF 0038 

FM\' INCOME (EXTD. CODE) 
LOC 73 WIDTH 2 

15 

~\D=99 OR GE 15 

Q.10. (After January 1, 1976): Fami ly income (extended code) 

(Also see glossary) 

01. 
02. 
03. 
04. 
OS. 
06. 
07. 
08. 
09· 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16, 
99. 

VAR 0039 
REF 0039 

Under $1,000 
$1,000 to 1,999 
2,000 to 2,999 
3,000 to 3,999 
4,000 to 4,999 
5,000 to 5,999 
6,000 to 7.499 
7.500 to 9,999 
10,000 to 11,999 
12,000 to 14,999 
15,000 to 19.999 
20,000 to 24,999 
25,000 to 49,999 
50,000 and over 
Residue 
Out of universe (non- i nterv jew) 
Question not asked 

SAMPLE DESIGNATION 
LOC 75 WIDTH 

Sample designation 

O. National sample 

VAR 0040 
REF 0040 

MONTH OF INTERVIEW 
LOC 76 WIDTH 2 

Month of interview 

01. January 

MD=9 

MD=15 
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(CONTI NUED) 

02. February 
03. March 
04. Apr i 1 
05. May 
06. june 
07. July 
08. August 
09. September 
10. October 
i1. November 
12. December 
15. No entry provided 

................................................... c •••••••••••• 

VAR 0041 
REF 0041 

CALENDAR YEAR OF INTERVW 
LOC 78 WIDTH 2 

Calendar year in which household was interviewed 

(Last two digits of year given.) 

1'\0=99 

••••••••••••••• -:.e •••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••• • •• •• ••••••••• 

VAR 0042 
REF 0042 

SMSA/NON-SMSA OESIG. LSU 
LOC 80 W!DTH 1 

MO=9 OR GE 4 

SMSA/NON-SMSA designator for location of sample unit 

1. Central city of SMSA 
2. Balance of SMSA 
3. NON-SMSA location 

••••••••••••• " • , ••••••••• " ••••• " •••••••••••• 0. •••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0043 
REF 0043 

INTRVW EXPRMT (TST CD E) 
LOC 81 WIDTH 1 

MD=2 

(After July I, 1976}: Interview procedure experiment (test 
code) 

O. Standard interview procedure 



" ",," . ..,~ ',~ .!"t." ... ;.", ".,,}I ,C{~'>"'-"""F"'~"~h-':;:' ,'." J. ,,,i'_f' ... ,\t-_,f.y'·S~~~~~~;F>r"'f':<l'~"''''''\>.''''·'~P;:;''~'"<?;:'~""-;''',~""''>l':'"1'>;;".~l!''''~''';;-'-'-''''''-.-''''';-;''-;-;-'''''''''';-'--:;--''---'''''~~ 

~,<,.' """".'" '·"e.!,', ""~' ... ":'" ... ,' "".,.' 
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(CONT I NUED) 

2. No entry provided, question not asked 
8. Selected for maximum personal visit interview 
9. selected for maximum telephone 

....................................... " •••••• " •••••••••••••• 11 ••• 

VAR 0044 
REF 0044 

HOUSEHOLD WEIGHT 
LOC 82 WIDTH 7 

Household Weight 

IMP DEC= 3 

Household weight is used to tabulate household data. The 
weight contains three impl ied decimal places. 
Non-interviewed household records will have a weight of 
0000000. 

"'D=O 
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(CONT 1 NUE D) 

Neighborhood Characteristics 

Except where otherwise noted, neighborhood characteristics 
are ratios recorded in the range .00 to .99 (decimal place 
implied). Values are rounded to the nearest decimal ~lace 
recorded. A 99 represents any value above 98.5; however, a 
recently discovered rounding error may in some cases cause 
00 values to actually represent 99%. For a description of 
the error see APPENDIX I I. Neighborhood characteristics 
affected by rounding error are fol lowed by an asterisk. 
Households for which neighborhood characteristics are not 
available are padded . 

••••••• 11 •••••••••••••••• " ••••••••• _ •••••• • •••••••••••• ••••••••• 

VAR 004, 
REF 0045 

POP 0-17/TOT. POPULATION 
LOC 89 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of population 0-17 years old to total population 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , ...... , ............. . 
VAR 0046 
REF 0046 

POP >=65/TOT. POPULATION 
LOC 91 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of population 65 years and older to total population 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 
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VAR 0047 
REF 0047 

POP IN HOUSEHLDS/TTL POP 
LOC 93 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of population in households to total population 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
VAR 0048 
REF 0048 

PRIM INDIVIDS/TTL HHLDS 
LOC 95 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of primary individuals to total households 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household • 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
VAR 0049 
REF 0049 

POP GROUP QUART/TTL FAML 
LOC 97 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of popUlation in group quarters (including inmates) to 
total fami 1 ies 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 
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(CONT I ~JUED) 

household. 

e , ........................................................................... It ...................................... .. 

VAR 0050 
REF 0050 

FAM.FEMALE HEAD/TTL FAML 
LOC 99 WIDTH 2 

MD=-1 OR LE -2 

Ratio of fami 1 ies with female head to total famil ies 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

VAR 0051 
REF 0051 

0-17 OF H&W FAM/TTL 0-17 
LOC 101 WIDTH 2 

MD=-1 OR LE -2 

Ratio of persons 0-17 in husband-wife families to total 
persons 0-17 years old* 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

VAR 0052 
REF 0052 

SEP-DIVORCE/EVER MARRIED 
LOC 103 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of separated and divorced population to ever-married 
population 



,~'.' '\,' '" 

(CONT I NUED) 

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household . 

21 

.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ' • ;0. ........................................... . 

VAR 0053 
REF 0053 

CHLD/EVER MRD FEM 35-44 
LOC 105 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of total children ever born to ever-married females 
35-44 years old to ever-married females 35-44 years old 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household . 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0054 
REF 0054 

NEGRO POP/TOTAL POP 
LOC 107 WIDTH 2 

Ratio of Negro population to total popu1ation* 

00. 

99· 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 
household. 
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VAR 0055 
REF 0055 

SPANISH HERIT/TOTAL POP 
LOC 109 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of persons of Spanish heritage to total population* 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

(The 'Spanish heritage ' population referred to here is 
defined differently in three areas of the country: in New 
York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania, persons of Puerto Rican 
birth or parentage; in Texas, Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, 
and Cal ifornia, persons of Spanish language and/or Spanish 
surname; in all other states, persons of Spanish language.) 

... ,. ., .......................... " ............................... . 
VAR 0056 
REF 0056 

FOREIGN STOCK/TOTAL POP 
LOC III WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of persons of foreign stock to total population 

00. 

99· 
-I. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household . 

. . . . . . . . . . ,. .. " ............. ,. ...................................... . 
VAR 0057 
REF 0057 

HS DROPOUT/TTL POP 16-21 
LOC 113 WIDTH 2 

MD=-1 OR LE -2 

Ratio of persons 16-21 not enrolled in school and not high 
school graduates to total population 16-21 years old 

,,~-- ~-------- ---- --- ------ -- --
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(CONT I NUED) 

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

VAR 0058 
REF 0058 

POP 16-21/TOTAl POP 
lOC 115 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR lE -2 

Ratio of population 16-21 years old to total population 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

VAR 0059 
REF 0059 

POP 3-34 COll/POP 18-21 
lOC 117 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of persons 3-34 enrolled in college to persons 18-21 
years old"c 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

(A value of 1.00 is recorded as .99.) 
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VAR 0060 
REF 0060 

25-54 W 0-7 SCH/25-54 
LoC 119 WIDTH 2 

I~D=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of persons 25-54 with 0-7 years of school completed to 
total persons 25-54 years old 

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not avai lable for 

household . 

• • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • " .......... " ......... " ............ It •• " •• 

VAR 0061 
REF 0061 

25-54 W >=12 SCH/25-54 
LOC 121 WIDTH 2 

MD=-1 OR LE -2 

Ratio of persons 25-54 with 12 or more years of school 
completed to total persons.25-54 years old 

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household 

•••••••••• "t> ••••••••••••••••••••••••• O ......................... . 

VAR 0062 
REF 0062 

25-54 W >=4YR COL/25-54 
LoC . 123 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of persons 25-54 with 4 or more years of college 
completed to total persons 25-54 years old 

00. 

l__ ________________ _ 



\.; ..... :,~., ... ~.:f".~1,t"'''''1!""",,:-:;<,, .... ,,;n.l.\'11?;';"1!::'l'r.:l~m~1Y.·>::'~<:"}..~~"';;:'j>:,""~I\.-i'\"""':(;'·'I)::'R'~-')j{.v\..,t'<:::n'l\"'·<O,,, •. ,·,<,,",.,'·,,·,f, 
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(CONTINUED) 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household . 

25 

. , ........................................... " ................ ., 

VAR 0063 
REF 0063 

MED YR SCH FOR 25-54 YRS 
LOC 125 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Median years of school completed for persons 25-54 years 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

VAR 0064 
REF 0064 

>=5 YR OLD=HSE (5YRS)/>=5 
LOC 127 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of persons 5 and over I iving in same house as 5 years 
ago to total persons 5 years old and over 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

VAR 0065 
REF 0065 

>=5 DIF COUNTRY(5YR)/>=5 
LOC 129 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of persons 5 and over 1 iving in different county 5 
years ago to total persons 5 years old and over 
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(CONT I NUED) 

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood. characteristics not available for 

household. 

VAR 0066 
REF 0066 

CIV M LAB>=16/CIV M >=16 
LOC 131 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of male civil ian labor force 16 years old and over to 
total civi I ian males 16 years old and over 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

VAR 0067 
REF 0067 

CIV F LAB>=16/CIV F >=16 
LOC 133 WIDTH 2 

MD=-1 OR LE -2 

Ratio of female civilian labor force 16 years old and over 
to total c~vi I ian females 16 years and over 

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 
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VAR 0068 
REF 0068 

UNEMP HS DO l6-2l/HS DO 
LOC 135 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of persons 16-21 years old not enrolled in school, 
unemployed or not in labor force to persons 16-21 years old 
not enrol led in school* 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

\fAR 0069 
REF 0069 

UNEMP>=16/CIV LABOR >=16 
LOC 137 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of unempioyed persons 16 years old and over to total 
civil ian labor force 16 years old and over 

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household . 

•••••••••••••••••• " •••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••• " ••••••••••••• 't •••• 

VAR 0070 
REF 0070 

PROF,TECH,ADM/TTL-EM>=16 
LOC 139 WIDTH 2 

MD=-1 OR LE -2 

Ratio of employed professional. technical and kindred 
workers; and administrators except farm managers; 16 years 
old and over 

00. 
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(CONT I NUED) 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household . 

. " ................................................. " ..... " ...... . 

VAR 0071 
REF 0071 

FARM WOR>=16/TTL EMP>~16 
LOC 141 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of employed farmers, farm managers, farm laborers; and 
farm foreman 16 years old and over to total employed persons 
16 years old and over 
--------------------------------~---------------------------

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household . 

• • .. .. • • • • " ......................... 0 ................................ .. 

VAR 0072 
REF 0072 

BLUE COL>=16/TTL EMP>=16 
LOC 143 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of employed blue collar workers (craftsman and kindred 
workers, operatives including transportation equipment 
operatives, and laborers except farm) 16 years old and over 
to total employed persons 16 years old and over 

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 
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VAR 0073 
REF 0073 

FAML<$5000 INCOM/TTL FAM 
LaC 145 WIDTH 2 

[10=-1 OR LE -2 

Ratio of fami 1 ies with less than $5,000 family income to 
tota 1 f am i 1 i i es 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

VAR 0074 
REF 0074 

FAML>=$15K INCOM/TTL FAM 
LOC 147 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of fami 1 ies with $15,000 or more family income to 
total families 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household . 

• • • • • It ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ., ••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0075 
REF 0075 

MEDIAN FAMILY INCOME (K) 
LaC 149 WIDTH 2 

Median family income 

00. Dollars (in thousands) 

99. 

MD=-l OR LE -2 
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(CaNT I NUED) 

-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 
household . 

... ~ ........ ~ ..... " ................................... ........ . 

VAR 0076 
REF 0076 

GINI INDEX INCOME CONCEN 
LaC 151 WIDTH 2 

MD=-1 OR LE -2 

GINI index of income concentration 

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

(The index of income concentration ranges from .01 to .99. 
As the index approaches 1.0, the greater is the inequality 
of the income distribution. A code of 00 indicates the index 
was suppressed due to unreliabil ity.) 

................. " ..................................... " ........ . 
VAR 0077 
REF 0077 

FAML $ < POV LVL/TTL FAM 
LOC 153 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of families with income below the poverty level to 
total fami lies 

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 
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VAR 0078 
REF 0078 

POP<POV LVL/TTL POP PVST 
LaC 155 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of persons with income below the poverty level to 
total population for which poverty status is determined 

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household 

(Poverty status is not determined for inmates of 
institutions, armed forces 1 iving in mil itary barracks, 
college students 1 iving in dormitories, or for unrelated 
individuals less than 14 years old.) 

VAR 0079 
REF 0079 

OWNER OC HU/TTL DC HU 
LOC 157 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of owner-occupied housing units to total occupied 
hous i ng un i ts~~ 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household • 

• • • • • • • .. • .. .. .. .. II .. 0 .......................................................................................... . 

VAR 0080 
REF 0080 

>1.01 (PERS/RM)/TTL ac HU 
LOC 159 WIDTH 2 

MD=-1 OR LE -2 

Ratio of occupied housing units with 1.01 or more persons 
per room to total occupied housing units 

--------- ---
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(CDNT I NUED) 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristl~s not available for 

household. 

VAR 0081 
REF 0081 

ALL PLM> 1 . a 1 (p /R) /TL OCH 
LOC 161 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of occupied housing units with all plumbing facil itles 
and with 1.01 or more persons per room to total occupied 
housing units 

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

VAR 0082 
REF 0082 

DC HU LACK PLM/TTL DC HU 
LOC 163 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of occupied housing units lacking some or all plumbing 
faci lities to total occupied housing units 

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 
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VAR 0083 
REF 0083 

OWN OC HU<$lOK!TTL OC HU 
LaC 165 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of owner-occupied housing units valued at less than 
$10,000 to total owner-occupied housing units for which 
value is tabulated* 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

VAR 0084 
REF 0084 

OWN-OC HU>$25K/TTL OC HU 
LaC 167 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of owner-occupied housing units valued at $25,000 and 
over to total owner-occupied housing units for which value 
is tabulated 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

VAR 0085 
REF 0085 

RENT OC HU<$~O/TL ROC HU 
LaC 169 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of renter-occupied housing units with gross monthly 
rent less than $40 to total renter-occupied housing units 
for which gross rent is tabulated 

00. 



,~, ~ ,f 
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(CaNT I NUED) 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household . 

•••••• " ••••••••••••••• " •••••••••••••• 011 •••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0086 
R~F 0086 

RENT DC HU<$60/TL ROC HU 
LaC 171 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of renter-occupied housing units with gross monthly 
rent less than $60 to total renter-occupied housing units 
for which gross rent is tabulated* 

00. 

951. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household • 

••••• , .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 8 •••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0087 
REF 0087 

RENT DC HU>$150/T ROC HU 
LOC 173 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of renter-occupied housing units with gross monthly 
$150 or more to total renter-occupied units for which gross 
rent is tab~lated* 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

'------------------------------'--~ -~-- ---- ----
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VAR 0088 
REF 0088 

HU GROSS R-INC>=25/TL HU 
LOC 175 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of housing units with gross rent-income ratio of 25 or 
more to total renter-occupied housing units for which gross 
rent is tabulated 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household . 

. . . . . .. . , ...................................................... . 
VAR 0089 
REF 0089 

HU GROSS R-INC>=35/TL HU 
LOC 177 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of housing units with gross rent-income ratios of 35 
or more to total renter-occupied housing units for which 
gross rent is tabulated 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household • 

• • r , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ell ••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0090 
REF 0090 

VACANT HU(YR RNO)/TTL HU 
LOC 179 WIDTH 2 

MO=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of vacant housing units (year round) to total housing 
un its (year round) 

00. 



(CONT I NUED) 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

f •••• 11 ..................................................... 11 •••• 

VAR 0091 
REF 0091 

VAC HU(RENT/SELL)/TTL HU 
LOC 181 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of vacant housing units (rent/sell) to total housing 
un its (year round) 

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household . 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , • (I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0092 
REF 0092 

HU(l-UNIT BLDGS)/TTL HU 
LOC 183 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of housing units in one-unit structures to total 
housing units (year round) 

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not avai 1ab1e for 

household. 
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VAR 0093 
REF 0093 

HU(>=5 UNIT BLDG)/TL HU 
LOC 185 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of housing units in structure of 5 or more units to 
total housing units (year round)* 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not avai lable for 

household . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
VAR 0094 
REF 0094 

HU(1-2 RM)/TTL HU YR RND 
LOC 187 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of 1 and 2 room housing units to total housing units 
(year round) 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ ........ . 
VAR 0095 
REF 0095 

TTL ROOMS IN HU/TTL HU 
LOC 189 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of total rooms in all housing units to total housing 
un j ts (year round) 

00. 



(CONT I NUED) 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household . 

• .. • .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. e ....... '" ................................ '" ................................................... . 

VAR 0096 
REF 0096 

HU>=C.1960/TTL HOUS UNIT 
LOC 191 WIDTH 2 

MD=-1 OR LE -2 

Ratio of housing units bui It 1960 or later to total housing 
un its (year round) ,', 

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household . 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

VAR 0097 
REF 0097 

HU<=C.1939/TTL HOUS UNIT 
LOC 193 WIDTH 2 

MO=-1 OR LE -2 

Ratio of housing units built 1939 or ea~l ier to total 
housing units (year round)* 

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household • 

•• ~ •• o •••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••• 

VAR 0098 
REF 0098 

HU HEATED/TTL HOUSE UNIT 
LOC 195 WIDTH 2 

MD=-1 OR LE -2 

Ratio of housing units with steam or hot water; central 

L ________________________ ~ 
--------- ---------------



(CONT I NUED) 

warm-air furnace; built-in electric units; and floor, wall 
or pipeless furnace to total housing units (year round)* 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household . 

39 

• II. • II! ............................................................ . 

Vft.R 0099 
REF 0099 

HU>=1 CAR/TTL HOUSEHOLDS 
LOC 197 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of households with one or more cars to total number of 
househo 1 ds)~ 

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

VAR 0100 
REF 0100 

AGE OF HEAD 
LOC 199 WIDTH 2 

Q.18. Age of head 

00. Res i due 
01. Non-interviewed household 
12. Actual number of years 

98. 
99. Ninety-nine years or older 

MD=l 
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VAR 0101 
REF 0101 

MARITAL STATUS OF HEAD 
LOC 201 WIDTH 1 

Q.19. Marital status of head 

1. Married 
2. Wi dowed 
3. Divorced 
4. Separated 
5. Never married 
6. Residue 
9. Non-interviewed household 

I1D=9 OR GE 6 

••••• 11 ................. ,. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• III ••• 

VAR 0102 
REF 0102 

RACE OF HEAD 
LOC 202 WIDTH 

Q.20a. Race of head 

1. White 
2. Negro 
3. Other 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 
6. No entry 
9. Non-interviewed household 

MD=9 OR GE 4 

.. " ......... " ................. " ................................. . 
VAR 0103 
REF 0103 

SEX OF HEAD 
LOC 203 WIDTH 

Q.21. Sex of head 

1. Ma 1 e 
2. Fema 1 e 
3. Residue 
9. Non-interviewed household 

MD=9 OR GE 3 



VAR 0104 
REF 0104 

HIGHEST EDUCA LEVEL HEAD 
LOC 204 WIDTH 2 

Q.23. Highest grade attended by head 

01. Elementary 

08. 
09. High School 

12. 
21 . ColI ege 

30. 
99. Non-interviewed household 

41 

MD=99 OR GE 31 

••••••• 0 • " ••••••••••••••••••••••• It ••••••• " ••••••••••••••• " •• " •• 

VAR 0105 
REF 0105 

COMPLET HIGH GRADE HEAD 
LOC 206 WIDTH 1 

MD=9 OR GE 3 

Q.24. Completion of highest grade attended by head 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Residue 
9. Non-interviewed household 

" 0 ........................................... " •••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0106 
REF 0106 

ETHNICITY OF HEAD 
LOC 207 WIDTH 2 

Q.20b. Origin (ethnicity 01 head) 

41. German 
42. Ital ian 
43. Irish 
44. French 
45. Pol ish 
46. Russian 
47. Engl ish 

MD=99 OR GE 60 
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48. Scott i sh 
49. Welsh 
50. Mexican-American 
51. Ch i cano 
52. Mexican 
53. Mexicano 
54. Puerto Rican 
5S. Cuban 
56. Central/South American 
57. Other Spanish 
58. Negro 
59. Other 
60. Residue 
99. Non-interviewed household 

•••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••• • •• •••••••••••• ••••••• ' •• 

VAR 0107 
REF 0107 

EMPLOY STAT REC OF HEAD 
LaC 209 WIDTH 1 

Employment status recode for head 

1. At work 
2. With job, not at work 
3. Unemployed 
4. Keeping house 
5. Going to school 
6. Unable to work 
7. Retired 
8. Other 

O. Out of universe (includes non-interviewed 
househo 1 ds) 

MD=O 

..... , ........................................................ . 
VAR 0108 
REF 0108 

HOUSEHOLD 10 NUMBER 
LOC 210 WIDTH 6 

Household identification number 

MD=999999 

The ICPSR has attached (within a collection quarter) a 
sequential household identification number to every record. 
This number uniquely identifies each household record within 
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a collection quarter, and is also used to link person and 
incident records to the appropriate household. 

VAR 0109 
REF 0109 

PERSON ID NUMBER 
LOC 216 WIDTH 3 

Person identification number 

MD=999 

The ICPSR has attached (within a household) a sequential 
person identification number to each person and incident 
record. Used in conjunction with the household 
identification number, the person identification number will 
uniquely identify each person recorJ ri!thin a collection 
quarter, and is also used to I inK incident records to the 
appropriate person. 

VAR 0110 
REF 0110 

YEAR AND QUARTER ID 
LOC 219 WIDTH 3 

Year and quarter 1.0. 

MD=999 

The ICPSR has attached a three-digit identification number 
to each record which denotes the year and quarter in which 
the interview was taken. The first two digits of the 
variable are the last two digits of the year (e.g. 1976 = 
76) and the third digit is the collection quarter (1-4). The 
variable is constant within each collection quarter • 

••• 0 •••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••• 0 ................................ . 

VAR 0111 
REF 0111 

RECORD TYPE CODE 
LOC 222 WIDTH 

Record type code 

2. Person record 

MD=9 



'-,') ... ' ~ .. " . 
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VAR 0112 
REF 0112 

TYPE OF INTERVIEW 
LOC 22.3 WIDTH 

Q.15. Type of interview 

1. Persona 1 
2. Telephone 
3. Non-interview 
4. Res i due 

MD=9 

....................................................................................... 
VAR 0113 
REF 0113 

PERSON LINE NUMBER 
LaC 2.2.4 WIDTH 2. 

Q.16. Person line number 

01. Actual number coded 

20. Actual number coded 

MD=99 

................................................................................................ 
VAR 0114 
REF 0114 

RELATION HOUSEHOLD HEAD 
LOC 226 WIDTH 1 

Q.17. Relationship to household head 

1 • Head 
2. Wife of head 
3. Own child 
4. Other relative 
5. Non-relative 
6. Residue 

MD=6 



VAR 0115 
REF 0115 

AGE LAST BIRTHDAY 
LOC 227 WIDTH 2 

Q.18. Age last birthday 

00. Residue 
12. Actual age coded 

98. Actual age coded 
99. 99 years or older 

45 

MD=O 

........................................... 0 •••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0116 
REF 0116 

MARITAL STATUS 
LOC 229 WIDTH 

Q.19. Marital status 

1. Married 
2. Widowed 
3. Divorced 
4. Separated 
5. Never married 
6. Residue 

MD=6 

................................... " ........................... . 
VAR0117 
REF 0117 

RACE 
LOC 230 WIDTH 

Q.20. Race of respondent 

1. Whi te 
2. Negro 
3. Other 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 
6. No entry 

MD=5 OR GE 4 
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VAR 0118 
REF 0118 

SEX 
LOC 231 \~IDTH 

Q.21. Sex of respondent 

1 • I~a 1 e 
2. Fema 1 e 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 
5. No entry 

~----------~---- ---~ 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

••••••••• O •••••• D.8 •• ~ •••••••••••• ;!' •••••••••• •••••••• •••••• ., •• 

VAR 0119 
REF 0119 

ARMED FORCES MEM AT TIME 
LOC 232 WIDTH 1 

--For males 18 years or older--

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.22. Are you a member of the armed forces at the time of 
th is i nterv i e,.,,? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

............................................................... 
VAR 0120 
REF 0120 

HIGHEST GRADE ATTENDED 
LOC 233 WIDTH 2 

MD=32 OR GE 31 

Q.23. What is the highest grade (or year) of regular school 
you have ever attended? 

00. Never attended or kindergarten 
01. Actual grade 

12. Actual grade 
21. One year of col lege 
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30. Ten years of college 
31. Res i due 
32. Out of universe 
33. No entry provided 
98. Wi 1d codes 
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VAR 0121 
REF 0121 

YEAR CO~\PLETED 

LOC 235 WIDTH 
MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.£:,. Did you complete that year of regular school? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ......................................... . 

VAR 0122 
REF 0122 

RES I DENCE APR I L 1 1970 
LOC 236 WIDTH 1 

--If Q.4. was coded not equal to 1--

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.25a. Did you live in this house on April 1, 1970? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

......... " ..................................................... . 
VAR 0123 
REF 0123 

RESIDENCE IN CITY LIMITS 
LOC 237 WIDTH 1 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

--If Q.4. was coded not equal to one, and Q.25a. was coded 
2--

Q.25c. Did you 1 ive inside the limits of a city, town, 



'" ~ ••. ""-,,.t.'" " """, n"" 
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village, etc.? 

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

........ ,. ,. .................................................... . 
VAR 0124 
REF 0124 

ARMED FORCE MEM APRIL 70 
LOC 238 WIDTH 1 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

--If Q.4. was coded not equal to 1, Q.25a. was coded 2, and 
the respondent was male and 18 years or older--

Q.25d. Were you in the armed forces on Apri 1 1, 19707 
----------------------~------------------------------------

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

VAR 0125 
REF 0125 

MAJOR ACTIVITY 
LaC 239 WIDTH 

--For persons 16 years old or older--

MD=O OR GE 9 

Q.26a. What were you doing most of last week - working, 
keeping house, going to school or something else? 

O. Out of universe 
1. Working 
2. With a job but not at work 
3. Looking for work 
4. Keeping house 
5. Going to school 
6. Unable to work 
7. Retired 
8. Other 
9. Residue 



VAR 0126 
REF 0126 

INTRVW:SELF-RESPNS/PROXY 
LOC 240 WIDTH 1 

--For interviews after July 1, 1974--

MD=9 OR GE 5 

Q.15. Type of interview: self-response or proxy 

1. Personal-self-response 
2. Telephone-self-response 
3. Personal-proxy 
4. Telephone-proxy 
5. Non-interview person 

VAR 0127 
REF 0127 

TEMP AB OR LAYOFF OF JOB 
LOC 241 WIDTH 1 

MD=5 OR GE 4 

--For persons 16 years old or older, Q.26a. coded not equal 
to 1 or 6, and Q.26b. coded 00--

Q.26c. Did you have a job or business from which you were 
temporari ly absent or on layoff last week? 

1. No 
2. Yes - absent 
3. Yes - layoff 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

VAR 0128 
REF 0128 

LOOKING FOR WORK? 
LOC 242 WIDTH 

MD=6 OR GE 5 

--For persons 16 years old and over, Q.26a. coded not equal 
to 1, Q.26b. coded 00, and Q.26c. coded 1--

Q.26d. Have you been looking for work during the past 4 
weeks? 

1. Yes 
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2-4 No-when did you last work? 

2. Up to 5 years ago 
3. Five or more years ago 
4. Never worked 
5. Residue 
6. Out of universe 

••••••••••••••••••••• " ••••••••••• " •••• f/I •••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0129 
REF 0129 

WHY COULD NOT TAKE JOB 
LaC 243 WIDTH 1 

MD=7 OR GE 6 

--For persons 16 years old and older, Q.26a. not equal to 1, 
Q.26b. coded 00, Q.26c. coded 1 or 3, and Q.26d. coded 1--

Q. 27. I s there any reason why you cou 1 d not take a job 1 ast 
week? 
------------------------------------------------------------

1. No reason 
2. ~es - already has a job 
3. Yes - temporary illness 
4. Yes - going to school 
5. Yes - other 
6. Residue 
7. Out of universe 

................... " .......................... " ........... " .... " . 
VAR 0130 
REF 0130 

NEVER WORKED 
LOC 244 WIDTH 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

--For persons 16 years old and older, Q~26d. coded 1 or 2--

Q.28a. For whom did you work? 
-----------------------------------------------------------

1. No - never worked 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 
4. No entry 
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VAR 0131 
REF 0131 

INDUSTRY CODE MD=O OR GE 999 
LOC 245 WiDTH 3 

Q.28b. What kind of business or industry is this? 

000. No entry 
017. See "Industry Classification Cade" in glossary for 

specific code values. 

99B. 
999. Out of universe 

VAR 0132 
REF 0132 

CLASS OF WORKER 
LOC 248 WIDTH 

MD=6 OR GE 5 

--For persons 16 years old and older, Q.26d. coded 1 or 2, 
and Q.28a. coded not equal to 1--

Q.28c. Class of worker 

Were you -

1. An employee of a private company, business or 
individual for wages, salary or commissions 

2. A government employee (federal, state, county or 
1 oca 1) 

3. Self-employed in own business, professional 
practice, or farm 

4. Working without pay in family business or farm 
5. Residue 
6. Out of universe 

VAR 0133 
REF 0133 

OCCUPATION CODE 
LaC 249 WIDTH 3 

MD=O OR GE 999 

--For persons 16 years old and older, Q.26d. coded 1 or 2, 
Q.28a. coded not equal to 1--
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Q.28d. What kind of work were you doing? (For example: 
electrical engineer, stock clerk. typist, farmer.) 
----------------------------------------------------------

000. No entry 
001. See "Occupat i on C I ass if i cat i on Code" in glossary 

for specific code values. 

998. 
999. Out of universe 

-- var. 134 to var. 136 contain police report codes: if 
there was only one report, var. 134 was used; for two 
reports, vars. 134-135 were used; for three reports, 
vars. 134-136 were used. --

............................................................................. os ................... ,. ..................... .. 

VAR 0134 
REF 0134 

POL REPRT LAST 12MOS. Rl 
LOC 252 WIDTH 2 

MD=31 OR GE 30 

Q.47. Did you call the pol ice during the last 6 months to 
report something that happened to you which you thought was 
a crime? (Do not count any calls made to the police 
concerning the incidents you have just told me about.) 

11. Rape 
12. Attempted rape 
13. Robbery 
14. Attempted robbery 
15. Assault 
16. Attempted assault 
17. Burglary 
18. Attempted burglary 
19. Larceny 
20. Attempted larceny 
21. Auto theft 
22. Attempted auto theft 
23. Car accident 
24. Vandalism 
25. Prowlers/peeping toms 
26. Other crimes against household 
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27. Not a crime 
28. Crime against someone else 
29. Unable to classify 
30. Residue 
31. Out of universe 

VAR 0135 
REF 0135 

POL REPRT LAST 12MOS. R2 
LOC 254 WIDTH 2 
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MD=31 OR GE 30 

Q.47. **See preceding note for variable exp1anation** 

VAR 0136 
REF 0136 

POL REPRT LAST 12MOS. R3 
LaC 256 WIDTH 2 

MD=31 OR GE 30 

Q.47. **See preceding note for variable exp1anation** 

-- variables 137 to 139 are not reported crimes/suspected 
crimes: if there was only one non-report, var. 137 was used; 
for two non-reports, vars.137-138 were used; for three 
non-reports, vars.137-139 were used. --

VAR 0137 
REF 0137 

CRIME SUSPECT/NOT REP R1 
LaC 258 WIDTH 2 

MD=31 OR GE 30 

Q.48. Did anything happen to you during the 1ast-12 months 
which you thought was a crime, but did not report to the 
police? 

1l. Rape 
12. Attempted 
13. Robbery 
14. Attempted robbery 
15. Assault 
16. Attempted assault 
17. Burglary 
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18. Attempted burglary 
19. Larceny 
20. Attempted larceny 
21. Auto theft 
22. Attempted auto theft 
23. Car accident 
24. Vanda 1 ism 
25. Prowlers/peeping toms 
26. Other crimes against household 
27. Not a crime 
28. Crime against someone else 
29. Unable to classify 
30. Residue 
31. Out of universe 

. ., ......................................... " .. " .............................................. .. 

VAR 0138 
REF 0138 

CRIME SUSPECT/NOT REP R2 
LOC 260 WIDTH 2 

MD=31 OR GE 30 

Q.48. **See preceding note for variable explanation** 
------------------------------------------------------

.................... " ................................. - .................................................................. .. 

VAR 0139 
REF 0139 

CRIME SUSPECT/NOT REP R3 
LOC 262 WIDTH 2 

MD=31 OR GE 30 

Q.48. **See preceding note for variable exp1anation** 
------------------------------------------------------

................................... '" ...................................................................................... .. 

VAR 0140 
REF 0140 

WORKED DURING PRE V WEEK? 
LOC 264 WIDTH 2 

MD=99 OR GE 98 

--For persons 16 years old and older, and Q.26a. coded not 
equal to 1 and 6--

Q.26b. Did you do any work last week, not counting work 
around the house? (if yes) How many hours? 
----------------------------------------------------------

00. No 
01. Yes - Actual number of hours coded 

·_--------
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96. 
97. Yes - 97 or more hours 
98. Residue 
99. Out of universe 

VAR 0141 
REF 0141 

ETHNICITY 
LOC 266 WIDTH 2 

Ethnicity 

41. German 
42. Ita 1 ian 
43. Irish 
44. French 
45. Pol ish 
46. Russian 
47. Engl ish 
48. Scottish 
49. Welsh 
50. Mexican-American 
51. Ch i cano 
52. Mexican 
53. Mexicano 
54. Puerto Rican 
55. Cuban 
56. Central/South American 
57. Other Spanish 
58. Negro 
59. Other 
60. Residue 

VAR 0142 
REF 0142 

EMPLOYMENT STATUS RECODE 
LOC 268 WIDTH 1 

Employment status recode 

1. At work 
2. With a job; not at work 

55 

MD=60 

MD=O 
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3. Unemployed 
4. Keeping house 
5. Going to school 
6. Unable to work 
7. Retired 
8. Other 
o. Residue 

••••••• , ....................... I1 •••••••••• ,.."' ••••••• ~ao • .......... 

VAR 0143 
REF 0143 

PERSON WEIGHT 
LaC 269 WIDTH 7 

Person Weight 

MD=O 

IMP DEC= 3 

Person weight is used to tabulate person or victim data. The 
weight contains three impl ied decimal places. Type Z 
non-interviewed person records will have a weight of 
0000000 . 

. . . . . . . . .. . " .... " " ........... " " .............. " ...... " ... " ...... " .. " ... " " .... " " " " .. " .... " "" " 

VAR 0144 
REF 0144 

PERSON RECORD SEQUENCE 
LaC 276 WIDTH 2 

Person Record Sequence Designator 

MD=99 

Identifies sequence of person records in original Census 
Bureau f i 1 es. . 

• " " " " • " " " • " " " " " " " • " II III " " " " " " ~ oil " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " 

VAR 0145 
REF 0145 

TOTAL #IN. (FOR PERSON) 
LOC 278 WIDTH 2 

Total number of incidents 

00. Actual number of incidents coded 

25. Actual number of incidents coded 

MD=99 
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(Indicates the number of incident records for this person.) 
II ............................................................ 0 ................... . 

VAR 0146 
REF 0146 

HOUSEHOLD ID NUMBER 
LOC 280 WIDTH 6 

Household identification number 

MD=999999 

The ICPSR has attached (within collection quarter) a 
sequential household identification number to every record. 
This number uniquely identifies each household record within 
a collection quarter, and is also used to link person and 
incident records to the appropriate household . 

.. • • • .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. f! ........................................................................................... .. 

VAR 0147 
REF 0147 

PERSON 10 NUMBER 
LOC 286 WIDTH 3 

Person ID number 

MD=999 

The ICPSR has attached (within a household) a sequential 
person identification number to each person and incident 
record. Used in conjunction with the household 
identification number, the person identification number wil I 
uniquely identify each person record within a collection 
quarter, and is also used to I ink incident records to the 
appropriate person . 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

VAR 0148 
REF 0148 

INCIDENT 10 NUMBER 
LOC 289 WIDTH 3 

Incident identification number 

MD=999 

The I CPSR has attached (to each person) a sequent i a I 
incident identification number to each incident record. Used 
in conjunction with the household and person identification 
numbers, the incident identification number will uniquely 
identify each incident record within a collection quarter. 
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VAR 0149 
REF 0149 

YEAR AND QUARTER ID 
LOC 292 WIDTH 3 

Year and quarter identification 

MD=999 

The ICPSR has attached a three-digit identification number 
to each record which denotes the year and quarter in which 
the interview was taken. The first two digits of the 
variable are the last two digits of the year (e.g. 1976 = 
76), and the third digit is the collection quarter (1 - 4). 
The variable is constant within each collection quarter . 

• • • • fI .................. 110 .............. " ........................... . 

VAR 0150 
REF 0150 

RECORD TYPE CODE 
LOC 295 WIDTH 

Record type code 

3. Inc i dent record 

MD=9 

" ............................................... " .................. '" " .............................................. .. 

VAR 0151 
REF 0151 

LINE NUMBER OF VICTIM 
LOC 296 WIDTH 2 

Line number of victim 

01. Actual 1 ine number coded 

20. Actual line number coded 

(Corresponds to li~~ number coded in person record, 
var.113) 

~\D=99 

1_- _____ _ 
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VAR 0152 
REF 0152 

SCREEN QUESTION NUMBER 
LOC 298 WIDTH 2 

MD=49 

Screen question number 

29. Household screen question number 

32. Household screen question number 
34. Household screen question number 
35. Household screen question number 
36. I nd i v i dua 1 screen ques t i on number 

48. I nd i v i dua 1 screen ques t i on number 
49. Residue 

(Identifies screen question which el icited this crime 
incident report.) 

" " " " " " ••• ~ " ••••• " •• " ••••••• " 0 •••••• " • " " •••••••• " " " •••••••••• " " " 

VAR 0153 
REF 0153 

INCIDENT NUMBER 
LOC 300 WIDTH 2 

Incident number 

01. Actual number coded 

09. Actual number coded 
10. Res i due 
11. Out of universe 
12. No entry 

MD=ll OR GE 10 

(If more than one incident report resulted from a single 
screen question (See var. no. 152) the incident number 
identifies which incident is being described.) 
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VAR 0154 
REF 0154 

MONTH OF OCCURRENCE 
LOC 302 WIDTH 2 

MD=14 OR GE 13 

Q.la. In what month (did this/did the first) incident 
happen? 

Month of occurrence 

01. January 
02. February 
03. March 
04. Apr i 1 
05. May 
06. June 
07. July 
08. August 
09. September 
10. October 
11. November 
12. December 
13. Residue 
14. Out of universe 
15. No entry 

VAR 0155 
REF 0155 

SERIES INCIDENT REPORT 
LOC 304 WIDTH 1 

Q.CKA. Is this incident report for a series of crimes? 

Series incident report 

1. No 
2. Yes 

MD=9 

............................. 0 ................................... . 

VAR 0156 
REf 0156 

QTR OF SERIES INC OCCUR. 
LOC 305 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.CKA --

MD=7 OR GE 6 

~--------'------------.--------- - -- -
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(CONT I NUED) 

Q.lb. In what month(s) did these incidents take place? 

Quarter in which series incidents occurred (Summary) 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detai led entries are given in var. nos. 
157-160.) 

1. Spr i ng (March, Apr iI, May) 
2. Summer (June, July, August) 
3. Fall (September, October, November) 
4. Winter (December, January, February) 
5. More than one response provided 
6. No responses provided 
7. Not appl icable 
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...................... ., .... ., .................................. . 

VAR 0157 
REF 0157 

INCIDENT OCCURRED SPRING 
LOC 306 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

-- If coded 2 in Q.CKA --

Q.lb(l) Incident occurred Spring 

<See Q.lb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
I. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0158 
REF 0158 

INCIDENT OCCURRED SUMMER 
LOC 307 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.CKA --

Q.lb(2) Incident occurred in Summer 

<See Q.lb for complete question text.> 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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0. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

............................................................... 
VAR 0159 
REF 0159 

INCIDENT OCCURRED FALL 
LOC 308 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.CKA --

Q.lbO) Incident occurred in Fall 

<See Q.lb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=j OR GE 2 

•••••••••••••••• ., 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••• II •••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0160 
REF 0160 

INCIDENT OCCURRED WINTER 
LOC 309 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.CKA --

Q.lb(4) Incident occurred in Winter 

<See Q.lb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 



VAR 0161 
REF 0161 

NUMBER OF I NC I IN SER I ES 
LOC 310 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.CKA --

MD=6 OR GE 4 

Q.lc How many incidents were involved in this series? 

1. Three or four 
2. Five to ten 
3. Eleven or more 
4. Doni t know 
5. Res i due 
6. Out of universe 

(Items beginning in var. 162 refer only to the most recent 
incident, if series.) 

VAR 0162 
REF 0162 

TIME OF OCCURRENCE 
LOC 311 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.CKA --

MD=l OR GE 6 

Q.2. About what time did this/the most recent incident 
happen? 

(The following questions refer only to the most recent 
inc i dent.) 

1. Donlt know 
2. During the day (6a.m. to 6p.m.) 
3. At night (6 p.m. to midnight) 
4. At night (midnight to 6 a.m.) 
5. At night - donlt know specifically 
6. Residue 
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VAR 0163 
REF 0163 

PLACE OF OCCURRENCE 
LOC 312 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 

Q.3b. Did it happen inside the limits of a city, town, 
vi llage, etc.? 

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 

••••••••••• 0 •••• 11 •••••••••••••• ,. ••••••••• _ ••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0164 
REF 0164 

DETAILED PLACE OF OCCURR 
LOC 313 WIDTH 1 

Q.4. Where did this incident take place? 

1. At or in own home/apartment, in garage or other 
building on property 

2. At or in vacation home, hotel/motel 
3. Inside commercial building, slJch as a store, 

restaurant, bank, gas station, public conveyance 
station 

4. Inside office, factory, or warehouse 
5. Near own home; yard. sidewalk, driveway, carport 

apartment hall. 

MD=9 

6. On the street, in a park, field, playground, school 
grounds or parking lot 

7. Ins i de schoo 1 
8. Other 
9. Residue 

............................................... ." ......................................................................... .. 

VAR 0165 
REF 0165 

RSN PRESENT IN COML BLDG 
LOC 314 WiDTH 1 

-- If coded 3 or 4 in Q.4 --

Q.5a. Were you a customer, employee, or owner? 

1. CUstomer 

MD=6 OR GE 5 
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(CONT I NUED) 

2. Employee 
3. Owner 
4. Othe.r 
5. Residue 
6. Out of universe 

VAR 0166 
REF 0166 

COMML OR BUSNS VICTIMIZA 
LOC 315 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 3 or 4 in Q.4 --
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MD=5 OR GE 3 

Q.5b. Did the person(s) steal or try to steal anything from 
the store, restaurant, office, factory, etc.? 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

VAR 0167 
REF 0167 

Yes 
No 
Don't know 
Residue 
Out of universe 

RGHT OF OFNDR TO BE PRES 
LOC 316 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 or 2 in Q.4 --

MD=5 OR GE 3 

Q.6a. Did the person(s) live there or have a right to be 
there, such as a guest or a workman? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don't know 
4. Residue 
5· Out of universe 



",."1'<,,., 
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VAR 0168 
REF 0168 

ACTUAL/ATTEMPTED ENTRY 
LOC 317 WIDTH 1 

MD=5 OR GE 3 

-- If coded 1 or 2 in Q.4 2 or 3 in Q.6a --

Q.6b. Did the person(s) actually get in or just try to get 
in the bu i 1 d i ng7 
-----------------------------------------------------------

1. Actually got in 
2. Just tried to get in 
3. Donlt know 
4. Res i due 
5. Out of universe 

......................................... 4 ............................................................................... .. 

VAR 0169 
REF 0169 

EVID OF FORCED ENTRY 
LOC 318 WiDTH 1 

MD=7 OR GE 6 

-- If coded 1 or 2 in Q.4; 2 or 3 in Q.6a --

Q.6c. Was there any evidence, such as a broken lock or 
broken window, that the person forced his way in/tried to 
force his way in the bui lding? 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detai led entries are given in var. nos. 
170-173 .) 

O. No 
1. Broken lock or window 
2. Forced door or window 
3. Slashed screen 
4. Other 
5. More than one entry provided 
6. No entries provided 
7. Out of universe 
8. Forced type not available 



VAR 0170 
REF 0170 

BROKEN LOCK OR WINDOW 
LOC 319 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.6c 

Q.6c(l). Broken lock or window 

<See Q6.c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 0171 
REF 0171 

FORCED DOOR OR WINDOW 
LOC 320 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.6c 

Q.6c(2). Forced door or window 

<See Qb.c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 0172 
REF 0172 

SLASHED SCREEN 
LOC 321 WIDTH 

-- If coded 3 in Q.6c --

Q.6c (3). Slashed screen? 

<See Q.6c for complete question text.> 

O. No 

67 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

.................................................. iii ................................................................ .. 

VAR 0173 
REF 0173 

OTHER 
LOC 322 WIDTH 

-- If coded 4 in Q.6c --

Q.6c(4). Other 

<See Q.6c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

.................. " ............................ " ............ ., ................. " ........................................ .. 

VAR IQI74 
REF 0174 

FORCE TYPE NOT AVAILABLE 
LOC 323 WIDTH 1 

If coded 8 in Q.6c --

Q.6c (S). Forced type not avai lable 

<See Q.6c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

............................................................................................................................... 

VAR 0175 
REF 0175 

METHOD OF ENTRY 
LOC 324 WIDTH 

MD=3 OR GE 5 

-- If coded 1 or 2 in Q.4; 2 or 3 in Q.6a; 0 in Q.6c --

--------------- -- - ---
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Q.6d. How did the offender(s) (get in/try to get in)? 

1. Through unlocked door or window 
2. Had key 
3. Don't know 
4. Other 
5. Residue 
6. Out of universe 

VAR 0176 
REF 0176 

PRES HH MEM DURING INCl. MD=4 OR GE 3 
LaC 325 WIDTH I 

Q.CKB. Was any member of this household (including 
respondent) present when this incident occurred? 

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

VAR 0177 
REF 0177 

PRESENCE OF WEAPON 
LOC 326 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in eKB --

MD=7 OR GE 6 

Q.7a. Did the person(s) have a weapon such as a gun or 
knife, or something he was using as a weapon, such as a 
bottle, or wrench? 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detai led entries are given in var. nos. 
178-181.) 

O. No 
1. Gun 
2. Knife 
3. Other 
4. Don't know 
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5. More than one entry provided 
6. No entries provided 
7. Out of universe 
8. Weapon type not available 

VAR 0178 
REF 0178 

GUN PRESENT 
LOC 327 WIDTH 

-- If coded 1 in Q.7a --

Q. 7a (1). Gun present? 

<See Q.7a for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 0179 
REF 0179 

KNIFE PRESENT 
LOC 328 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.7a --

Q.7a(2). Knife present? 

<See Q.7a for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Res i due 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

MD=3 OR GE 2 



VAR 0180 
REF 0'180 

OTHER PRESENT 
LOC 329 WIDTH 

-- If coded 3 in Q.7a --

Q. 7a (3). Other present? 

<See Q.7a for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 0181 
REF 0181 

WEAPON TYPE NOT AVAILABL 
LOC 330 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 8 in Q.7a 

Q. 7a (4). Weapon type not ava i 1 ab 1 e? 

<See Q.7a for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 
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MD=3 OR GE 2 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

............................................................... 
VAR 0182 
REF 0182 

ATTACKED 
LOC 331 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in CKB --

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.7b. Did the person(s) hit you, knock you down, or 
actually attack you in any way? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
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3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

............... to .............. to ........................... " ................................ " " ,. " " • " ... III ...... " .. " " " " " " 

VAR 0183 
REF 0183 

THREATENED 
LOC 332 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 2 in Q.7b --

MO=4 OR GE 3 

Q.7c. Did the person(s) threaten you with harm in any way? 

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

" " .... " ~ ........ " " " " .. " " .. " " " ..... " .... " " ......... " ............................................. " ...... .. 

VAR 0184 
REF 0184 

MANNER IN WHICH THREATEN 
LOC 333 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 2 in Q.7b; 2 in Q.7c 

Q.7d. How were you threatened? Any other way? 

MO=9 OR GE 8 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
185-191) 

O. More than one entry given 
1. Verbal threat of rape 
2. Verbal threat of attack 
3. Weapon present or threatened with weapon 
4. Attempted attack with weapon 
5. Object thrown at person 
6. Followed, surrounded 
7. Other 
8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 



VAR 0185 
REF 0185 

VERBAL THREAT OF RAPE 
LOC 334 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 0 or 1 in Q.7d 

Q. 7d (1). Verbal threat of rape? 

<See Q.7d for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3, Out of universe 

VAR 0186 
REF 0186 

VERBAL THREAT OF ATTACK 
LOC 335 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 0 or 2 in Q.7d 

Q. 7d (2). Verba I threat of attack? 

<See Q.7d for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 
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MD=3 OR GE 2 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

......... , .................................................... . 
VAR 0187 
REF 0187' 

WEAPON PRESENT OR THREAT 
LOC 336 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 0 or 3 in Q.7d --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7d(3). Weapon present or threatened with weapon? 

<See Q.7d for complete question text.> 

O. No 
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1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 0188 
REF 0188 

ATTEMPTED ATCK WITH WEAP 
LOC 337 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 0 or 4 in Q.7d 

Q. 7d (4). Attempted attack wi th weapon? 

<See Q.7d for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

.......................... CI •••••••••••••••••••••••••• '3 ••••••••••• 

VAR 0189 
REF 0189 

OBJECT THROWN AT PERSON 
LOC 338 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 0 or 5 in Q.7d 

Q. 7d (5). Object thrown at person? 

<See Q.7d for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 0190 
REF 0190 

FOLLOWED,SURROUNDED 
LOC 339 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 0 or 6 in Q.7d --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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Q.7d(6). Followed, surrounded? 

<See Q.7d for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

•• II •••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0191 
REF 0191 

OTHER 
LOC 340 WIDTH 

-- If coded 0 or 7 in Q.7d --

Q.7d(7). Other? 

<See Q.7d for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3 .. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

••••••••• OO ••••••• ot •••••••••••••••••• CI ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0192 
REF 0192 

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT 
LOC 341 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 2 in Q.7b; 1 in Q.7c --

Q.7e. What actually happened? Anything else? 

MD=O OR GE 9 

(Summary field for multiple response question. Detailed 
entries are given in var. nos. 193-200) 

O. No entries provided 
1. Number of entries provided 

8. Number of entries provided 
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9. Out of universe 

· . .,. ....................................... .,. .. " ................... . 
VAR 0193 
REF 0193 

SOMETHING TAKEN NO PERM. 
LOC 342 WIDTH 1 

Q.7e(l). Something taken without permission 
--------------------------------------------

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• '" ............................................................................... II ... . 

VAR 0194 
REF 0194 

ATMPT/THREAT TO TAKE 
LOC 343 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7e(2). Attempted or threatened to take something 
---------------------------------------------------

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

· ........................ , ...................................... . 
VAR 0195 
REF 0195 

HARASSED,ARGUMENT,ABUSIV 
LOC 344 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7e. (3). Harrassed, argument, abusive language 
------------------------------------------------

O. 
1-
2. 
3· 

No 
Yes 
Residue 
Out of universe 

-- - --- ---~ -------_. --



VAR 0196 
REF 0196 

FORCE.ENTRY/ATTMPT HOUSE 
LOC 345 WIDTH 1 
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MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7e(4). Forcible entry or .attempted forcible entry of 
house 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

.......................................................................................... to .......................... .. 

VAR 0197 
REF 0197 

FORCE.ENTRY/ATTEMPT CAR 
LaC 346 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7e(S). Forcible entry or attempted forcible entry of car 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

....................................................................................................... , ................. .. 

VAR 0198 
REF 0198 

DAMAGED/DESTROYED PROPER 
LOC 347 WIDTH 1 

Q.7e. (6). Damaged or destroyed property 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Res i due 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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'.JAR 0199 
REF 0199 

ATTMPT/THREAT DESTY PROP 
LOC 348 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7e(7). Attempted or threatened to damage or destroy 
property 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 0200 
REF 0200 

OTHER 
LOC 349 WIDTH 

Q. 7e (8). Other 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 0201 
REF 0201 

MEANS OF ATTACK,SUMMARY 
LOC 350 WIDTH I 

-- If coded 2 in CKB --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

MD=9 OR GE 8 

Q.7f. H6w did the person(s) attack you? Any other way? 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
202-208) 

O. More than one entry provided 
1. Raped 
2. Tried to rape 
3. Shot, knifed, hit with object held in hand. 
4. Hit by thrown object 
5. Hit, slapped, knocked down 
6. Grabbed, held, tripped, jumped, pushed, etc. 



(CONT I NUED) 

7. Other 
8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

VAR 0202 
REF 0202 

RAPED 
LOC 351 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.7f --

Q _"O,') • I J \ J • Raped? 

<See Q.7f for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 0203 
REF 0203 

TRIED TO RAPE 
LOC 352 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.7f --

Q. 7f (2). Tr i ed to rape? 

<See Q.7f for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Res i due 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 0204 
REF 0204 

SHOT/KNIFED/HIT WITH OBJ 
LOC 353 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 3 in Q.7f --

79 

I'\D=3 OR GE 2 

I'\D=3 OR GE 2 

I'\D=3 OR GE 2 

- -----------~--
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Q.7f(3). Shot, knifed, hit with object held in hand? 

<See Q.7f for complete question text.> 

I. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

............................................................................................................................. 

VAR 0205 
REF 0205 

HIT BY THROWN OBJECT 
LOC 354 WIDTH I 

-- If coded 4 in Q.7f --

Q.7f(4). Hit by thrown object? 

<See Q.7f for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

.............................................................................................................................. 

VAR 0206 
REF 0206 

HIT,SLAPPED,KNOCKED DOWN 
LOC 355 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 5 in Q.7f --

Q.7f (5). Hit, slapped, knocked down? 

<See Q.7f for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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VAR 0207 
REF 0207 

GRABBED,HELD,TRIPPED ETC 
LOC 356 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

-- If coded 6 in Q.7f --

Q.7f (6). Grabbed, held, tripped, jumped, pushed, etc. 

<See Q.7f for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 0208 
REF 0208 

OTHER 
LOC 357 WIDTH 

-- If coded 7 in Q.7f --

Q.7f(7). Other 

<See Q.7f for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 0209 
REF 0209 

I NJURI ES SUFFERED (SUM.) 
LOC 358 WIDTH 1 

--If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.7b --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

MD=9 OR GE 8 

Q.8a. What were the injuries you suffered, if any? 
Anything else? 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 210-
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216) 

O. None 
1. Number of entries 

8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

VAR 0210 
REF 0210 

RAPED 
LaC 359 WIDTH 

Q.8a(l). Raped? 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

.'1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ...... ~,.O ••••••••••••••• ••••••••••• 

VAR 0211 
REF 0211 

ATTEMPTED RAPE 
LOC 360 WIDTH 

Q.8a(2). Attempted rape 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 0212 
REF 0212 

KNIFE OR GUNSHOT WOUNDS 
LOC 361 WIDTH 1 

Q.8a(3). Knife or gunshot wounds 

MD=3 OR GE 2. 

MD=3 OR GE 2 



(CONT I NLJED) 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 0213 
REF 0213 

BROKEN BONES/TEETH OUT 
LOC 362 WIDTH 1 

Q. 8a (4). Broken bones or teeth knocked out 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 
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MD=3 OR GE 2 

............................................................... 
VAR 0214 
REF 0214 

INTERNAL iNJUR/KNOCK.OUT 
LOC 363 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.8a (5). Internal injuries, knocked unconscious? 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

............................................................... 
VAR 0215 
REF 0215 

BRUISES,BLACK EYE,CUTS 
LOC 364 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.8a(6). Bruises, black eye, cuts, scratches, swell ing1 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 
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VAR 0216 
REF 0216 

OTHER 
LOC 365 WIDTH 

Q.8a(7). Other? 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• :II •••••••••••••••••• III •••••••••••••• 

VAR 0217 
REF 0217 

MEDICAL ATTENTION 
LOC 366 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.7c; not 0 in Q.8a 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.8b. Were you injured to the extent that you needed 
medical attention after the attack? 
-----------------------------------------------------

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

......................... III ••••••••• " ............................ . 

VAR 0218 
REF 0218 

HOSPITAL TREATMENT 
LOC 367 WIDTH 

MO=5 OR GE 4 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.7c; not 0 in Q.8a; 2 in Q.8b --

Q.8c. Did you receive any treatment at a hospital? 
------------------------------------------------------------

1. No 
2. Emergency room treatment only 
3. Stayed overnight or longer 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 
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VAR 0219 
REF 0219 

MED.INSUR./HEALTH BENEFI 
LaC 368 WIDTH 1 

MD=5 OR GE 4 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 
not 000000 in Q.8d 

in Q.7c; not 0 in Q.8a; 2 in Q.8b; 

Q.9a. At the time of the incident, were you covered by any 
medical insurance. or were you el igible for benefits from 
any other type of health benefits program, such as Medicaid. 
Veteran's Administration or Publ ic Welfare? 

1. No 
2. Don't know 
3. Yes 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

............. e , •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ., ••••• ., .............. . 

VAR 0220 
REF 0220 

NO,DAYS !N HOSP!TAL 
LOC 369 WIDTH 6 

MD=999999 OR GE 999998 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.7c; not 0 in Q.8a; 2 in Q.8b 

Q. 8c (sub). How many days? 

000001. Actual number of days 

999997. Actual number of days 
999998. Residue 
999999. Out of universe 

••••••• It .......................... 111 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• " ••• 

VAR 0221 
REF 0221 

TOT.AMOUNT MED.EXPENSES 
LOC 375 WIDTH 6 

MD=10002 OR GE 10000 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.7c; not 0 in Q.£a; 2 in Q.8b --

Q.8d. What was the total amount of your medical expenses 
resulting from this incident, including anything paid by 
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insurance? Include hospital and doctor bi lis, medicine, 
therapy, braces, and any other injury-related expenses. 
------------------------------------------------------------

000000. 
000001. 

009999. 
010000. 
010001. 
010002 . 

No cost 
Amount in whole dollars 

Amount in whole dollars 
Don't know 
Residue 
Out of universe 

• • • • • • • , ............................................ It •••••••• " •• 

VAR 0222 
REF 0222 

INSUR.CLAIM FILED 
LOC 381 WIDTH 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

-- If coded 2 in eKB; 1 in Q.7c; not a in Q.8a; 2 in Q.8b; 
not 000000 in Q.8d; 3 in Q.9a --

Q.9b. Did you file a claim with any of these insurance 
campanies or programs in order to get part or al I of your 
medical expenses paid? 
-----------------------------~----------------------------

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

.......................................... , .................... . 
VAR 0223 
REF 0223 

PAYMENT BY INSUR/HEALTH 
LOC 382 WIDTH 1 

MD=1 OR GE 5 

-- If coded 2 in eKB; 1 in Q.7c; not a in Q.8a; 2 in Q.8b; 
not 000000 in Q.8d; 3 in Q.9a; 3 in Q.9b --

Q.9c. Did insurance or any health benefits program pay for 
all or part of the total medical expenses? 
-----------------------------------------------------------

1. Not yet settled 
2. None 
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3. All 
4. Part 
5. Residue 
6. Out of universe 

............... e , ............................................... ., 

VAR 0224 
REF 0224 

SELF OR PROPERTY PROTECT 
LOC 383 WIDTH 1 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

-- If coded 2 in CKB --

Q. lOa. Did you do anything to protect yourself or your 
property during the incident? 

1. no 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

, •••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0225 
REF 0225 

TYPE OF CRIME CODE 
LOC 384 WIDTH 2 

Type of crime code 

(See glossary for further information on type of crime 
codes .) 

Assaultive Violence 

01. Rape with theft 
02. Attempted rape with theft 
03. Serious assault with weapon with theft 
04. Serious assault no weapon with theft 
05. Minor assault with theft 
06. Rape without theft 
07. Attempted rape without theft 
08. Serious assault with weapon without theft 
09. Serious assault no weapon without theft 
10. Minor assault without theft 
11. Attempted assault with weapon without theft 

MD=O 
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12. Attempted assault no weapon without theft 

Personal Theft Without Assault 

13. Robbery with weapon 
14. Robbery no weapon 
15. Attempted robbery with weapon 
16. Attempted robbery no weapon 
17. Purse snatch, no force 
18. Attempted purse snatch, no force 
19. Pocket picking 

Crimes Against Property-Household Crimes 

20. Burglary, forcible entry, nothing taken, proper 
damage 

21. Burglary, forcible entry, nothing taken, no 
property damage 

22. Burglary, forcible entry, something taken 
23. Burglary, unlawful entry without force 
24. Burglary, attempted forcible entry 
25. Larceny, under $10 
26. Larceny $10-$24 
27. Larceny $25-$49 
28. Larceny $50-$99 
29. Larceny $100-$249 
30. Larceny $250 or more 
31. Larceny NA amount 
32. Attempted larceny 
33. Motor vehicle theft, theft of car 
34. Motor vehicle theft, theft of other vehicle 
35. Motor vehicle theft. attempted theft of car 
36. Motor vehicle theft, attempted theft of other 

vehicle 

.. " .... ,; ........ " ............................................. . 
VAR 0226 
REF 0226 

PAYMENT BY INSUR/HEALTH 
LOC 386 WIDTH 6 

MD=lOOOl OR GE 10000 

-- If coded 2 in eKB; 1 in Q.7c; 0 not in Q.8a;2 in Q.8b; 
not 000000 in Q.8dj 3 in Q.9a; 3 in Q.gb; 4 in Q. lOa --

Q.9d. How much did insurance or a health benefits program 



(CONT I NUED) 

pay? 

000001. 

009999· 
010000. 
010001 , 

Amount in whole dollars 

Amount in whole dollars 
Residue 
Out of universe 

"" .. :"", .... ,.:'. 

••••• e ••••••••••••••••••••• o· ••••••••••••••••• eo •••••••••••• " •• 

VAR 0227 
REF 0227 

HOW VICTIM PROTECT SELF 
LOC 392 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 2 in Q.10a --

Q.10b. What did you do? Anything else? 

MD=9 OR GE 8 

(Summary of single re~ponse entries for mul tip1e response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
228-234) 

For interviews prior to January 1, 1974 

O. More than one entry provided 
1. Used or brandished weapon 
2. Hit, kicked, or scratched offender 
3. Reasoned with offenders 
4. Screamed, yelled for help 
5. Left scene, ran away 
6. Held onto property 
7. Other 
8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

For interviews after January 1, 1974 

O. More than one entry provided 
1. Used/brandished gun or knife 
2. Used/tried physical force 
3. Tried to get help, attract attention, scare 

offenders 
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awa}' 
4. Threatened, argued, reasoned, etc., with offenders 
5. Resisted without force, used evasive action 
6. Other 
8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

._0"." ••••••••• "':1 ••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " ••• "' •••••••••• 

VAR 0228 
REF 0228 

USED OR BRANDISH WEAPON 
LaC 393 WIDTH 1 

Q.l0b. (1). Used or brandished weapon 

(For interviews prior to January I, 1974.) 

<See Q. lab for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

(For i nterv i ews after January 1, 1974.) 

Q. lab (1) • Used/brandished gun or knife 

<See Q. lab for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

•••••••••••• w •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0229 
REF 0229 

USED/TRIED PHYS.FORCE 
LOC 394 WIDTH 1 

Q.l0b (2). Hit, kicked, or scratched offender 

(For interviews prior to January 1, 1974.) 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

(For intervie\'Js after January 1, 1974.) 

Q. 10b(2). Used/tried physical force 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

........................................................................................................ 0 .......... .. 

VAR 0230 
REF 0230 

REASONED WITH OFFENDERS 
LOC 395 WIDTH 1 

Q. lOb (3). Reasoned with offender s 

(For interviews prior to January 1, 1974.) 

<See Q.l0b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universa 

(For interviews after January 1, 1974.) 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. lOb (3). Threatened, argued, reasoned, etc., wi th 
offenders 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 
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VAR 0231 
REF 0231 

SCREAMED,YELLED FOR HELP 
LOC 396 WIDTH 1 

Q. lOb (4). Screamed, yelled for help 

(For i nterv i ews pr i or to January 1, 1974.) 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

(For interviews after January 1,1974.) 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.10b(4). Tried to get help, attract attention, scare 
offenders away 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

....... " • " ............................ a .............................. II ..................................... .. 

VAR 0232 
REF 0232 

LEFT SCENE,RAN AWAY 
LOC 397 WIDTH 1 

Q.10b(S). Left scene, ran away 

(For interviews prior to January 1, 1974.) 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

(For interviews after January 1, 1974.) 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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Q.10b (5). Resisted without force, used evasive action 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 0233 
REF 0233 

HELD ONTO PROPERTY 
LOC 398 WIDTH 

Q. lOb (6). Held onto property 

(For interviews prior to January 1, 1974.) 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

(For interviews after January 1, 1974.) 

Q. 1 Db (6). Dummy 

9. Question not asked 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

o •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0234 
REF 0234 

OTHER 
LOC 399 WIDTH 

Q.l0b(7). Other 

(For interviews prior to January 1, 1974.) 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

(For interviews after January 1, 1974) 

Q.10b(7). Other 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 0235 
REF 0235 

MORE THAN ONE OFFENDER 
LOC 400 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB 

MD=2 OR GE 4 

Q. II. Was the crime committed by only one or more than one 
person? 

1. Only one 
2. Don1t know 
3. More than one 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

VAR 0236 
REF 0236 

SINGLE OFFENDER SEX 
LOC 401 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.ll 

Q.lla. Was this person male or female? 

1. Ma Ie 
2. Fema Ie 

MD=5 OR GE 3 
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3. Don't know 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

VAR 0237 
REF 0237 

SINGLE OFFENDER AGE 
LOC 402 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.l1 --

Q. lIb. How old would you say the person was? 

1. 
2. 
3· 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

VAR 0238 
REF 0238 

Under 12 
12-14 
15-17 
18-20 
21 or over 
Don't know 
Residue 
Out of universe 

SINGLE OFFENDER RELATION 
LOC 403 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.l1 --

95 

MD=8 OR GE 6 

MD=2 OR GE 6 

Q. lIe. Was the person someone you knew or was he a 
stranger? 

I. Stranger 
2. Don't know 
3. Know by sight only 
4. Casual acquaintance 
5. Well known 
6. Residue 
7. Out of universe 



VAR 0239 
REF 0239 

RELATION.OF SINGLE OFFEN 
LOC 404 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.ll; 5 in Q.llc 

Q. lId. Was the person a relative of yours? 

1. No 
2. Yes - spouse or ex-spouse 
3· Yes - parent 
4. Yes - own child 
5· Yes - brother or sister 
6. Yes - Other realative 
8. Residue 
9· Out of universe 

MO=9 OR GE 8 

•• It ••• It It •••••••••• It ••••••••• It •••••• It ••••••• 0 It •••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0240 
REF 0240 

SINGLE OFFENDER RACE 
LOC 405 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; in Q.l1 --

Q. lIe. Was he/she--

1- White 
2. Negro 
3· Other 
4. Don't know 
6. Residue 
7· Out of universe 

MO=7 OR GE 4 

••• It It •••• It • It It •••••••• It •••••• It •••• It ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• It • 

\fAR 0241 
REF 0241 

MULTIPLE OFFENDE SEX 
LOC 406 WIDTH 1 

-- 1f coded 2 in CKB; 3 in Q.ll --

Q.l1g. Were they male or female? 

1. A 11 mal e 

MO=6 OR GE 4 
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2 . All fema 1 e 
3. Male and female 
4. Don't know 
5. Residue 
6. Out of universe 

VAR 0242 
REF 0242 

AGE OF YOUNGEST OFFENDER 
LOC 407 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 3 in Q.11 --

Q.llh Howald would you say the youngest was? 

1. Under 12 
2. 12-14 
3. 15-17 
4. 18-20 
5. 21 or over 
6. Don't know 
7. Residue 
8. Out of universe 

VAR 0243 
REF 0243 

AGE OF OLDEST OFFENDER 
LOC 408 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 3 in Q.l1; not 5 in Q.l1h 

Q. lli. Howald would you say the oldest was? 

1. Under 12 
2. 12-14 
3· 15-17 
4. 18-20 
5· 21 or over 
6. Don't know 
7. Residue 
8. Out of universe 

97 

MD=8 OR GE 6 

MD=8 OR GE 6 
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VAR 0244 
REF 0244 

NUMBER OF OFFENDERS 
LOC 409 WIDTH 6 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 3 in Q.ll -~ 

Q.llf. How many persons? 

000001. Number of persons 

999997. Number of persons 
999998. Residue 
999999. Out of universe 

MD=999999 OR GE 999998 

•• to •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0245 
REF 0245 

RELATIONSHIP OF OFFENDS. 
LOC 415 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in eKB; 3 in Q.ll 

MD=2 OR GE 7 

Q.llj. Were any of the persons known or related to you or 
were they all strangers? 

1. All strangers 
2. Donlt know 
3. All relatives 
4. Some relatives 
5. All known 
6. Some known 
7. Residue 
8. Out of universe 

............................................................... 
VAR 0246 
REF 0246 

EXTENT OF RELATION. (SUM) 
LOC 416 WIDTH 1 

MD=5 OR GE 4 

-- If coded 2 in eKB; 3 in Q.ll; 5 or 6 in Q.llj --

Q.l1k. How well were they known? 
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(CONTI NUED) 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
247-249) 

1. By sight only 
2. Casual acquaintance 
3. We 1 1 known 
4. No entries provided 
5. Out of universe 
O. More than one entry provided 

99 

VAR 0247 
REF 0247 

BY SIGHT ONLY MD=3 OR GE 2 
LOC 417 WIDTH 

-- If coded 1 in Q.llk--

Q.llk(l) B}I sight only? 

<See Q. 11k for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 0248 
REF 0248 

CASUAL ACQUAINTANCE (S) 
LOC 418 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q. 11k -- . 

Q. 11 k (2), • Casual acquaintance(s)? 

<See Q. 11k for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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VAR 0249 
REF 0249 

WELL KNOWN 
LOC 419 WIDTH 

-- If coded 3 in Q.11k 

Q.l1k (3). Well known? 

, r. '>, ~"F· ", ,",. It' "'''.,. It·· .. " 

<See Q. 11k for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

........ , ...................................................... . 

VAR 0250 
REF 0250 

RELAT.MULT.OFFEND. (SUM.) 
LOC 420 WIDTH 1 

MD=9 OR GE 8 

-- If coded 2 in eKB; 3 in Q.l1; 5 or 6 in Q.llj --

Q.ll'. How were they related to you? 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detaiied entries are given in var. nos. 
251-255) 

1. Spouse or ex-spouse 
2. Parents 
3. Own children 
4. Brothers/sisters 
5. Other 
7. More than one entry provided 
8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

...................... , •••••••• 0 ••••• ., ............. • •• •• ••••••••• 

VAR 0251 
REF 0251 

SPOUSE OR EX-SPOUSE 
LOC 421 WIDTH 1 

-- I f coded 1 in Q. 111 --

~--~-----.~-~-~- -- --~-

110=3 OR GE 2 
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Q. 111 (1). Spouse or ex-spouse? 

<See Q.111 for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 0252 
REF 0252 

PARENTS 
LOC 422 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.111 

Q. 111 (2). Parents? 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 0253 
REF 0253 

OWN CHILDREN 
LaC 423 WIDTH 

-- I f coded 3 in Q. 111 --

Q.111 0). Own chi ldren? 

<See Q.111 for complete question text.> 

O. No 
I. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

101 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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VAR 0254 
REF 0254 

BROTHERS/SISTERS 
LOC 424 WIDTH 

-- If coded 4 in Q.III --

Q. III (4). Brothers/s i sters? 

<See Q.l11 for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

1'\0=3 OR GE 2 

••••••• fI •••••••••••• It ••• It ••••• It ............................... .. 

VAR 0255 
REF 0255 

OTHER 
LOC 425 WIDTH 

-- If coded 5 in Q.l11 

Q. 111 (5). Other? 

<See Q.ll1 for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MO=3 OR GE 2 

••••••••••••••• It •••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••• ,. ..................... . 

VAR 0256 
REF 0256 

RACE OF MULTIPLE OFFENDS 
LOC 426 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 3 in Q.l1 --

Q.llm. Were all of them--

1. White 
2. Negro 
3. Other 

MD=7 OR GE 5 

'------------------------------------ ~---~ ---
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4. Combination 
5. Don I t know 
6. Residue 
7. Out of universe 

VAR 0257 
REF 0257 

SOLE VI CTI M MD=4 OR GE 3 
LOC 427 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in CKB 

Q.12a. Were you the only person there besides the 
offender (s)? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

VAR 0258 
REF 0258 

NUMBER OF PERSONS VICTIM 
~OC 428 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in eKB; 2 in Q.12a --

MD=9 OR GE 8 

Q.12b. How many of these persons were robbed, harmed; or 
threatened? (Include only those persons 12 years of age 
and over.) 

O. None 
1. Actual number of persons 12 or over 

6. Actual number of persons 12 or over 
7. Seven or more 
8. Residue 
9. Out of universe 
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VAR 0259 
REF 0259 

NO.HOUSEHOLD PEO.VICTIM. 
LOC 429 WIDTH 1 

MD=9 OR GE 8 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 2 in Q.12a; not 0 in Q.12b --

Q.12c. Were any of these persons members of your household? 
(Do not include household members under 12 years of age.) 

O. No 
1. Actual number of persons 

7. Actual number of persons 
8. Residue 
9. Out of universe 

...................................................... ~ ..... -.. 
VAR 0260 
REF 0260 

THEFT 
LOC 430 WIDTH 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.13a. Was something stolen or taken without permission 
that belonged to you or others in the household? 

1. Y··es 
2. No 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

• " .................. It •• II •••••••••••••••••••••••• " ••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0261 
REF 0261 

ATTEMPTED THEFT 
LOC 431 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13a 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.13b. Did the person(s) attempt to take something that 
belonged to you or others in the household? 

1. No 
2. Yes 
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3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " •••••••• II ••••••••••••• 

VAR 0262 
REF 0262 

OBJECT OF ATMPT.THEF.SUM 
LOC 432 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13a; 2 in Q.13b 

MD=6 OR GE 8 

Q.13c. What did they try to take? Anything else? 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in vars. 263-269.) 
more than one entry provided 

I. Purse 
2. Wallet or money 
3. Car 
4. Other motor vehicle 
5. Part of car (hubcap, tape-deck,etc.) 
6. Don I t know 
7. Other 
8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

........................ '" ...................................... . 
VAR 0263 
REF 0263 

PURSE 
LOC 433 WIDTH 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13c 

Q. 13c (1). Purse? 

<See Q.13c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Res i due 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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VAR 0264 
REF 0264 

WALLET OR MONEY 
LOC 434 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13c --

Q. 13c(2). Wal let or money? 

<See Q.13c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue: 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

........... " ..... " ............................................. . 
VAR 0265 
REF 0265 

CAR 
LOC 435 WIDTH 

-- If coded 3 in Q.13c --

Q.13c. Car? 

<See Q.13c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

................. ., ...... " .............................. " ...... . 

VAR 0266 
REF 0266 

OTHER MOTOR VEHICLE 
LOC 436 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 4 in Q.13c 

Q. 13c (4). Other motor veh i c Ie? 

<See Q.13c for complete question text.> 

O. No 

MO=3 OR GE 2 

------------- -----------------



(CONT I NUED) 

1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 0267 
REF 0267 

PART OF CAR- HUBCAP,TAPE 
LOC 437 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 5 in Q.13c 
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MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. i3c (5). Part of car (hubcap, tape-deck, etc.)? 

<See Q.13c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

• II •••••• " •••••••••••••••••••••• If ............................... . 

VAR 0268 
REF 0268 

DO NOT KNOW 
LOC 438 WIDTH 

-- If coded 6 in Q.13c 

Q. 13c (6). Don I t know? 

<See Q.13c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

................... ,. .......................................... . 
VAR 0269 
REF 0269 

OTHER 
LOC 439 WIDTH 

-- If coded 7 in Q.13c --

MD=3 OR GE 2 



""-",V,, _.",,,1 .. , 
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(CONT I NUED) 

Q.13c(7). Other? 

<See Q.13c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

••••••••••••••• G •••••••• O ......................... ,. ............. . 

VAR 0270 
REF 02]0 

PROPERTY ON PERSON 
LOC 440 WIDTH 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13a; 2 in Q.13b; 1 or 2 in Q.l3c 

Q.13d. Was the (purse/wallet/money) on your person, for 
instance in a pocket or being held? 

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

••••••••••••• CI ••••••••••••••• " ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0271 
REF 0271 

DESCRIPTION OF INCI.SUM. 
LOC 441 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q. l3a; 2 in Q.l3b --

Q.13e. What did happen? Anything else? 

MD=O OR GE 9 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
272-279.) 

O. No entries provided 
1. Number of entries provided 
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(CONT I NUED) 

8. Number of entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

................................................... ill' ••••••••••••• 

VAR 0272 
REF 0272 

ATTACKED 
LOC 442 WIDTH 

Q. 13e (1). Attacked? 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

.......................... ., ................................... . 

VAR 0273 
REF 0273 

THREATENED WITH HARM 
LOC 443 WIDTH 1 

Q. 13e (2). Threatened wi th harm? 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

............................................... 0 ............................................ . 

VAR 0274 
REF 0274 

ATTMPT BREAK HOUSE/GARAG 
LOC 444 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 13e (3). Attempted to break into house or garage? 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 
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VAR 0275 
REF 0275 

ATTMPT BREAK INTO CAR 
LOC 445 WIDTH 1 

Q.1}e(4). Attempted to break into car7 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

"'10=3 OR GE 2 

................................................................................................. OJ .................... .. 

VAR 0276 
REF 0276 

HARASSED,ARGUE,ABSU.LANG 
LOC 446 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.13e(S). Harrassed, argument, abusive language? 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

........................................................................................................................... 

VAR 0277 
REF 0277 

DAMAGED,DESTROYED PROP. 
LOC 447 WIDTH 1 

Q. 13e(6). Damaged or destroyed property? 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

........................................................................................................................ 

VAR 0278 
REF 0278 

ATMPT/THREAT.DESTRY.PROP 
LOC 4~B WIDTH 1 

MO:=:3 OR GE 2 

Q. 13e(7). Attempted or threatened to damage or destroy 



(CaNT I NUED) 

propert)'7 
--------------------------~----------------------------

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 0279 
REF 0279 

OTHER 
LaC 449 WIDTH 

Q. 13e (8). Other 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

VAR 0280 
REF 0280 

AMOUNT TAKEN MD=lOOOl OR GE 10000 
LOC 450 WIDTH 6 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13a --

Q.13f (a). What was taken that belonged to you or others in 
the household? Anything else (A -- cash)? 

000001. Amount of cash in whole dollars 

009999. Amount of cash in whole dollars 
010000. Residue 
010001. Out of universe 
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VAR 0281 
REF 0281 

PROPERTY TAKEN (SU~\.) 
LOC 456 WIDTH 1 

MD=9 OR GE 8 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13a --

Q.13f (b). What was taken that belonged to you or others in 
the household? Anything else (B -- property)? 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detai led entries are given in var. nos. 
282-287.) 

O. Only cash taken 
1. Purse 
2. Wallet 
3. Car 
4. Other motor vehicle 
5. Par t of car (hubcap. tape-deck. etc.) 
6. Other 
7. More than one entry provided 
8. Residue 
9. Out of universe 

VAR 0282 
REF 0282 

PURSE 
LOC 457 WIDTH 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13f(b) 
Q.13f(bl). Purse? 

<See Q. 13f (b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 



VAR 0283 
REF 0283 

WALLET 
LOC 458 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13f(b) 

Q.13f (b2). Wallet? 

<See Q.13f(b) For complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Cut of universe 
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1\0=3 OR GE 2 

o •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0284 
REF 0284 

CAR 
LOC 459 WIDTH 

-- If coded 3 in Q.13f(b) -

Q.13f(b3). Car? 

<See Q.13f(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

•••••• II •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0285 
REF 0285 

OTHER MOTOR VEHICLE 
LOC 460 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 4 in Q.13f(b) --

Q. 13f (b4). Other motor veh i c 1 e? 

<See Q.13f(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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(CONTI NUED) 

1. Yes 
2. Res i due 
3. Out 01 universe 

• ••••••••••••• II •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••• 

VAR 0286 
REF 0286 

PART OF CAR:HUB-CAP,TAPE 
LOC 461 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 5 in Q.13f (b) --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 13f (b5). Par t of car (hub-cap, tape-deck, etc.)? 
---------------------------------------------------

<See Q. 13f (b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

• •••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ........................... . 

VAR 0287 
REF 0287 

OTHER 
LaC 462 WIDTH 

-- If coded 6 in Q.13f(b) 

Q.13f(b6). Other'? 

<See Q.13f(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• ...... '" ••••••••••••• II •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0288 
REF 0288 

PERMISSION TO USE CAR/MV 
LaC 463 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13aj 3 or 4 in Q.13f(b) --

MO=2 OR GE 4 
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(CONT I NUED) 

Q.14a. Had permission to use the (car/motor vehicle) ever 
been given to the person who took it? 

l. No 
2. Don't know 
3. Yes 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

............................................................... 
VAR 0289 
REF 0289 

CAR/MOTOR VEHICLE RETRN 
LOC 464 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; 3 or 4 in Q.13f(b) --

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.14b. Did the person return the car/motor vehicle? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• It • 

VAR 0290 
REF 0290 

CASH ON PERSON WHEN TAKN 
LOC 465 WIDTH 1 

-- I f coded 1 in Q. 13a; 1 or 2 in Q. 13f (b) --

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.14c. Was the (purse/wallet/money) on your person, for 
instance, in a pocket or being held by you when it was 
taken? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 
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VAR 0291 
REF 0291 

VALUE OF PROPERTY TAKEN 
LOC 466 WIDTH 6 

MD=IOOOI OR GE 10000 

-- If coded I in Q.13a; not 0 in Q.13f(b) 

Q.15a. Altogether, what was the value of the property that 
was taken? 
-----------------------------------------------------------

000000. 

009999· 
010000. 
010001. 

Value in whole dollars 

Value in whole dollars 
Residue 
Out of universe 

......................... ., ........... " ........................ . 
VAR 0292 
REF 0292 

DETERMINATION OF VALUES 
LOC 472 WIDTH I 

-- If coded I in Q.13a; not 0 in Q.13f(b) --

MD=6 OR GE 8 

Q.15b. How did you decide the value of the property that 
was stolen? 
---------------------------------------------------------

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
293-299.) 

O. More than one entry provided 
1. Original cost 
2. Replacement cost 
3. Personal estimate of current value 
4. Insurance report estimate 
5. Police estimate 
6. Don It kno\oJ 
7. Other 
8. Residue 
9. Out of universe 



VAR 0293 
REF 0293 

ORIGINAL COST 
LOC 473 WIDTH 

-- If coded 1 in Q.15b --

Q.15b(1). Original cost 

<See Q.15b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 
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MD=3 OR GE 2 

• ., ......................... It ................................. 0 ••••••• 

VAR 0294 
REF 02,94 

REPLACEMENT COST 
LOC 474 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.15b 

Q. 15b (2). Repl acement cost 

<See Q.15b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• • • • • • • • • • • • 8 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • .~ • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • .. .. • • iI • • 

VAR 0295 
REF 0295 

PERSONAL EST. CURRNT VAL 
LOC 475 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 3 in Q.15b --

Q. 15b (3). Personal estimate of current value? 

<See Q.15b for complete question text.> 

O. No 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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(CONT I NUED) 

1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

•••• 41 .............................. , •••••• • ••• ••••••••• ••••••••• 

VAR 0296 
REF 0296 

INSURANCE REPORT EST. 
LOC 476 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 4 in Q.15b --

Q.15b(4). Insurance report estimate? 

<See Q.15b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Res j due 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

..................... " ........................................ . 
VAR 0297 
REF 0297 

POLICE ESTIMATE 
LOC 477 WIDTH 

-- If coded 5 in Q.15b --

Q.15b (5). Pol ice estimate? 

<See Q.15b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

•••••• II ••••••••••••••••••••• It •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAf{ 0298 
REF 0298 

DO NOT KNOW 
LOC 478 WIDTH 

-- If coded 6 in Q.15b --

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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(CONT I NUED) 

Q.15b(6). Don't know? 

<See Q.15b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

O ••••••• ~.IIO •••••••• ~ •••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••• " ......... ........ .. 

VAR 0299 
REF 0299 

OTHER 
LOC 479 WI DTH 

-- If coded 7 in Q.15b 

Q.15b(]). Other? 

<See Q.15b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 0300 
REF 0300 

RECOVER STOLEN PROPTY/$ 
LOC 480 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a --

MD=3 OR GE . 2 

MD=5 OR GE 4 

Q.16a. Was all or part of the stolen money or property 
recovered, except for anything received from insurance? 

1. None 
2 • All 
3. Part 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 
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VAR 0301 
REF 0301 

PROP. RECOVERED SUMMARY 
LOC 481 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; 3 in Q.16a --

MD=9 OR GE 8 

(1 Q. 16b (b). What was recovered? Anyth i ng else (B -
property)? 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given var. nos. 302-307.) 

O. Only cash recovered 
1. Purse 
2. Wallet 
3. Car 
4. Other motor vehicle 
5. Part of car (hubcap, tape-deck, etc.) 
6. Other 
7. More than one entry provided 
8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

••••••••••••••• o ••••••••••••• ( ••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••• ••••••••• 

VAR 0302 
REF 0302 

PURSE 
LOC 482 WIDTH 

-- I f coded 1 in Q. 16 (b) -

Q.16(bl). Purse 

<See Q.16b(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 0303 
REF 0303 

WALLET 
LOC 483 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.16b(b) --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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(CaNT I NUED) 

Q.16 (b2). Wallet 

<See Q.16b(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

•••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0304 
REF 0304 

CAR 
LOC 484 WIDTH 

-- I f coded 3 in Q. 16 (b) --

Q. 16b (b3). Car? 

<See Q.16b(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••• e ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0305 
REF 0305 

OTHER MOTOR VEHICLE 
LaC 485 WIDTH 1 

-- I f coded 4 i n Q. 1Gb (b) --

Q.16b(b4). Other motor vehicle? 

<See Q.16b(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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VAR 0306 
REF 0306 

PART OF CAR-HUBCAP, TAPE 
LOC 486 WIDTH 1 

-- If codedS inQ.16b(b)--

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 1Gb (bS). Part of car (hubcap, tape-deck. etc.)? 

<See Q.16b(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
I. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 0307 
REF 0307 

OTHER 
LaC 487 WIDTH 

-- If coded 6 in Q.16b(b) 

Q.16b(b6). Other? 

<See Q.16b(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••• II) •••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0308 
REF 0308 

CASH RECOVERED 
LaC 488 WIDTH 6 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; 3 in Q.16a --

MD=IOOOl OR GE 10000 

Q. 16b (a). What was recovered? Anyth i ng else (A -- cash)? 

000001. Actual cash recovered in whole dollars 



(CONT I NUED) 

009999. Actual cash recovered in whole dollars 
010000. Residue 
010001. Out of universe 
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VAR 0309 
REF 0309 

PROPERTY RECOVERED 
LOC 494 WIDTH 6 

MD=10002 OR GE 10001 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; 3 in Q.16a; not 0 in Q.16b(b) 

Q.16c. What was the value of the property recovered 
(excluding recovered cash)? 

000001M Value in whole dollars 

009999. Value in whole dollars 
010001. Residue 
010002. Out of universe 

... " " ... " " .. " " .. " " " " " . " " . " .. " " . " . " . " " ... " . " .. " ...... " . " " . " " . " . " 
VAR 0310 
REF 0310 

VALUE PROP.REPLAC.INSUR. 
LOC 500 WIDTH 6 

MD=10002 OR GE 10001 

-- If coded 
Q.17c 

in Q. 13a; 3 in Q. 1Ga; 3 in Q. 1Gb (b); 3 in 

Q.17d. How much was recovered? 

000001. Amount in whole dollars 

009999. Amount in whole dollars 
010001. Residue 
010002. Out of universe 
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VAR 0311 
REF 0311 

INSURANCE AGAINST THEFT 
LOC 506 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a --

Q.17a. Was there any insurance against ~hef~? 

1-
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

VAR 0312 
REF 0312 

No 
Don't know 
Yes 
Residue 
Out of universe 

REPORTED TO INSURANCE CO 
LOC 507 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; 3 in Q.17a --

MD=2 OR GE 4 

MD=2 OR GE 4 

Q.17b. Was this loss reported to an insurance company? 

1-
2. 
3. 
4. 
5· 

VAR 0313 
REF 0313 

No 
Don't know 
Yes 
Residue 
Out of universe 

LOSS RECOVERED THRU INS. 
LOC 508 WIDTH ·1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; 3 in Q.17a; 3 in Q.17b 

MO=] OR GE 4 

Q.17c. Was any of this loss recovered through insurance? 

1. Not yet settled 
2. No 
3. Yes 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 



·-< ,':- .... _,_ ,~'" ".1"" h "", :_~~'!kf.JJ ... ";5~1!t'!i,,!,I(,J1"I','~-i"'" ,J)m;.;d""i"S\.i.""'5">;!;:r.::.;,.~'"-','I'.'"""'H'7mr.;;i.r.r.m.""lD¥;"l~""""_",,~"~=i~,,~"-- ,r .~ '" ~ 
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VAR 0314 
REF 0314 

NO.HOUSE.MEMS.LOST WORK 
LOC 509 WIDTH 2 

MD=22 OR GE 21 

Q.18a. Did any household member lose any time from work 
because of this incident? 

00. No 
01. Yes, number of members 

20. Yes, number of members 
21. Res i due 
22. Out of universe 

. " .. " " " " " " " " " " .. " . " " " " " " " " " " " . " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " 

VAR 0315 
REF 0315 

TOTAL TIME LOST FRM WORK 
LOC 511 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 00 not in Q.18a --

MD=7 OR GE 5 

Q.18b. How much time was lost altogether? 

1. Less than 1 day 
" .:.. 1-5 days ., 6-10 days ). 

4. Over 10 days 
5. Donlt know 
6. Residue 
7. Out of universe 

" , " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " ~ " " " " " " " " " 

VAR 0316 
REF 0316 

COST OF REPAIR OR REPLAC 
LOC 512 WIDTH 6 

-- If coded 2 in Q.19a; 2 in Q.19b --

MD=10002 OR GE 10000 

Q.19c. How much would it cost to repair or replace the 
damaged item(s)? 

~~.----------------------------------------------------------------------.-----------~ 
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(CaNT I NUED) 

000001. 

009999. 
010000. 
010001. 
010002. 

Actual amount in dollars 

Actual amount in dollars 
Donlt know 
Residue 
Out of universe 

(This question is asked only if items were damaged but not 
repaired or replaced.) 

................................................................. 
VAR 0317 
REF 0317 

ACT.COST TO REPAIR/REPLA 
LaC 518 WIDTH 6 

MD=10002 OR GE 10000 

-- If coded 2 in Q.19a; 2 in Q.19b 

Q.19d. How much was the repair or replacement cost? 

000001. 

009999. 
010000. 
01000 I. 
010002 . 

Actual amount in whole dollars 

Actual amount in whole dollars 
No cost or donlt know 
Residue 
Out of universe 

• • • • II •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0318 
REF 0318 

PROP.DAMAGE BUT NO TAKEN 
LOC 524 WIDTH 1 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.19a. Was anything damaged but not taken in this incident? 
For example, was a lock or window broken, clothing damaged, 
or damage done to a car, etc.? 

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 



VAR 0319 
REF 0319 

REP.FOR DAM. ITEM NOT TKN 
LaC 525 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.19a 
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MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.19b. (Was/Were) the damaged item(s) repaired or,replaced? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

VAR 0320 
REF 0320 

REPAIR/REPLAC.PAID BY? 
LOC 526 WIDTH 1 

MD=7 OR GE 6 

-- If coded 2 in Q.19a; 1 in Q.19b; not 010000 in Q.19d --

Q.1ge. Who paid or will pay for the repairs or replacement? 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
321-324.) 

1. Household member 
2. Landlord 
3· Insurance 
4. Other 
5· More than one entry provided 
6. No entries provided 
7· Out of universe 

............................................................... 
VAR 0321 
REF 0321 

HOUSEHOLD MEMBER 
LOC 527 WIDTH 

-- If coded 1 in Q.1ge --

Q. 1ge (1). Househo I d member? 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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(CONT I NUED) 

<See Q.1ge for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

••••••••••••• " •••••••••••••• 11 ••••••••••••••••• " ................. . 

VAR 0322 
REF 0322 

LANDLORD 
LOC 528 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.1ge 

Q.1ge(2). Landlord? 

<See Q.1ge for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

................................................................... 
VAR 0323 
REF 0323 

INSURANCE 
LOC 529 WIDTH 

-- If coded 3 in Q.1ge 

Q. 1ge (3). Insurance? 

<See Q.1ge for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MO=3 OR GE 2 
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VAR 0324 
REF 0324 

OTHER MD=3 OR GE 2 
LOC 530 WIDTH 

-- If coded 4 in Q.1ge 

Q. 1ge (4). Other? 

<See Q.1ge for complete question text.> 

o. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

••• II •••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VI\R 0325 
REF 0325 

POLICE INFORMED? 
LOC 531 WIDTH 

"'10=2 OR GE 6 

Q.20a. Were the pol ice informed of this incident in any 
way? 

1- No 
2. Donlt know 
3. Yes - household member told them 
4. Yes - someone else told them 
5. Yes - pol ice on scene 
6. Residue 
7· Out of universe 

................................................................ 
VAR 0326 
REF 0326 

REASON POLICE NOT INFORM 
LOC 532 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.20a --

MD=O OR GE 9 

Q.20b. What was the reason this incident was not reported 
to the police? 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
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327-335.) 

O. No entry provided 
1. Actual number of entries provided 

7. Actual number of entries provided 
8. Eight or more entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

.... " .......................... _ .............. " ............... . 

VAR 0327 
REF 0327 

NOTHING COULD BE DONE 
LOC 533 WIDTh 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 20b (1). Noth i ng cou I d be done - 1 ack of proof 
------------------------------------------------

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

...................... It ...................... lit ..................... " ...... " ...... " " .......... " ...... " " ............ .. 

VAR 0328 
REF 0328 

DID NOT THINK IMPORTANT 
LOC 534 WIDTH 1 

Q.20b(2). Did not think it important enough? 

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 



VAR 0329 
REF 0329 

POLICE NOT BOTHERED 
LOC 535 WIDTH 1 

Q. 20b (3). Po 1 ice \oJou 1 dn I t want to be bothered? 

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. t~o 

1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

131 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

.... " " ....... " ................................................. . 
VAR 0330 
REF 0330 

DID NT WANT TO TAKE TIME 
LOC 536 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.20b(4). Did not want to take time - too inconvenient? 

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

............................................................... 
VAR 0331 
REF 0331 

PRIVATE/PERSON.MATTER 
LOC 537 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.20b(5). Private or personal matter, did not want to 
report it? 

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 
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VAR 0332 
REF 0332 

DID NT WANT TO GET INVOL 
LOC 538 WIDTH 1 

Q. 20b (6). 0 i d not want to get i nvo I ved? 

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••• tt ••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 0333 
REF 0333 

AFRAID OF REPRISAL 
LOC 539 WIDTH 

Q.20b(7). Afraid of reprisal? 

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

.... , ....................................................... " ... . 

VAR 0334 
REF 0334 

REPORTED TO SOMEONE ELSE 
LOC 540 WIDTH 1 

Q.20b(8). Reported to someone else 
----------------------------~------

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 



VAR 0335 
REF 0335 

OTHER 
LOC 541 WIDTH 

Q.20b(9). Other 

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

133 

MD=3 OR. GE 2 

................................................................. 
VAR 0336 
REF 0336 

EMPLOYED AT TIME OF INCI 
LOC 542 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded yes in CKG 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.21a. Did you have a job at the time this incident 
happened? 

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

................................................................................................................ 

VAR 0337 
REF 0337 

TYPE OF JOB 
LOC 543 WIDTH 

-- If coded yes in CKG; 2 in Q.21a --

Q.21b. What was the job? 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

1. Same as described in var. nos. 131 and 133 
2. Different 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 
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(Var. nos. refer to industry and occupation codes recorded 
in person record) 

"'~"".""""""""_"""II •• tI •• O"."""""" ••••••••• 

VAR 0338 
REF 0338 

OCCUPATION CODE 
LOC 544 WIDTH 3 

MD=O OR GE 998 

-- If coded yes in CKG; 2 in Q.21a; 2 in Q.21b --

Q.2Ic. Occupation code 

001. (See glossary) 

997. (See glossary) 
998. Residue 
999. Out of universe 
000. No entry provided 

(Provided for persons whose job was different at the time of 
the inc i dent.) 

VAR 0339 
REF 0339 

INDUSTRY CODE 
LOC 547 WIDTH 3 

MD=O OR GE 998 

-- If coded yes in CKG; 2 in Q.218; 2 in Q.21b --

Q.21d. Industry code 

What kind of business or industry is this? 

(For example: TV and radio manufacturing, retail shoe, 
state labor department, farm) 

000. No entry provided 
017. (See glossary) 

998. (See glossary 
998. Residue 
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999. Out of universe 

(Provided for persons whose job was different at the time of 
this incident.) 

VAR 0340 
REF 0340 

EMPLOYEE CLASS 
LOC 550 WIDTH 

MD=6 OR GE 5 

-- If coded yes in CKG; 2 in Q.21a; 2 in Q.21b --

Q.21e. Were y~u --

1. An employee of a private company, business, or 
individual for wages, salary, or commissions. 

2. A government employee (federal, state, county or 
1 oca 1) 

3. Self-employed in own business, professional 
practice, or farm 

4. Working without pay in family business or farm 
5. Res i due 
6. Out of universe 

VAR 0341 
REF 0341 

INCIDENT WEIGHT 
LOC 551 WIDTH 7 

Incident Weight 

IMP DEC= 3 

Incident weight is used to tabulate incident dpta. The 
weight contains three impl ied decimal places. 

~\D=O 

VAR 0342 
REF 0342 

YEAR OF DeC NO MISSING DATA CODES 
LOC 558 WIDTH 2 

Year of occurrence 

Last two digits of Actual number is coded. 
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APPENDIX I 

The Sample Rotation 

The NCS sample is rotated to guard against respondent 
fatigue. The total sample of 72,000 households is divided 
into 6 sub-groups. The households in a single rotation 
group will be interviewed 7 times over the course of 3 1/2 
years. After the seventh interview, the rotation group 
leaves the sample and is replaced by a new group of 
respondent households. Thus, every 6 months, a rotation 
group is dropped from the sample, and a rotation group is 
added to the sample. Also, an extra rotational group is 
given the bounding interview, in preperation for entrance 
into the sample. During any given 6 month period, 7 
rotational groups are interviewed, 6 in the sample 
(cont i nuous), and 1 not in the samp 1 e (bound i ng) . 

Each of the rotation groups are divided into six panels. 
Each panel is interviewed in a different month during the 
six month interviewing period. Spreading the interviewing 
across the six month period signifi~antly reduces the survey 
costs by reducing the number of interviews that must be 
collected at the same time. 

The assignments of rotation and panel groups are made to 
segments of housing units. Each rotation and panel group Is 
a systematic subsample of the total sample. Rotation groups 
are also systematic subsamples of the sample interveiwed 
each month. 
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Key 

J --distinguishes NCS from other census surveys. 

01 --sequence and source of selection of sample 
addresses. 

JOI --the first sample for the NCS. 

11 --pane 1 1, rotat i or. group 1. 

12 --pane 1 I. rotat i on group 2. 

1972 July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 

JO 1 . 

11 12 13 14 15 16 
21 22 23 24 25 26 
31 32 33 34 35 36 
41 42 43 44 45 46 
51 52 53 54 55 56 
61 62 63 64 65 66 

The number 34 is part of sample number 1, 
panel 4, rotation group 4 of the NCS. 
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NCS Rotation Chart - National Sample 
-------------------------- .. -------------------------------
MO-YR I J01 J02 J03 
•••••••• ~ •••••••••• III ....................................... 

7-72 1 1 12 13 14 15 16 
8-72 21 22 23 24 25 26 
9-72 31 32 33 34 35 36 

10-72 41 42 43 44 45 46 
11-72 51 52 53 54 55 56 
12-72 61 62 63 64 65 66 
1-73 1 1 12 13 14 15 16 11 12 13 14 15 16 
2-73 21 22 23 24 25 26 21 22 23 24 25 26 
3-73 31 32 33 34 35 36 31 32 33 34 35 36 
4-73 I,. 1 42 43 44 45 46 41 42 43 44 45 46 
5-73 51 52 53 54 55 56 51 52 53 54 55 56 
6-73 61 62 63 64 65 66 61 62 63 64 65 66 
7-73 1 1 12 13 14 15 16 1 1 12 13 14 15 16 
8-73 21 22 23 24 25 26 21 22 23 24 25 26 
9-73 31 32 33 34 35 36 31 32 33 34 35 36 

10-73 41 42 43 44 45 46 41 42 43 44 45 46 
11-73 51 52 53 54 55 56 51 52 53 54 55 56 
12-73 61 62 63 64 65 66 61 62 63 64 65 66 
1-74 1 1 12 13 14 15 16 1 1 12 13 14 15 16 1 1 
2-74 21 22 23 24 25 26 21 22 23 24 25 26 21 
3-74 31 32 33 34 35 36 31 32 33 34 35 36 31 
4-74 41 42 43 44 45 46 41 42 43 44 45 46 41 
5-74 51 52 53 54 55 56 51 52 53 54 55 56 51 
6-74 61 62 63 64 65 66 61 62 63 64 65 66 61 
7-74 12 13 14 15 16 12 13 14 15 16 1 1 12 
8-74 22 23 24 25 26 22 23 24 25 26 21 22 
9-74 32 33 34 35 36 32 33 34 35 36 31 32 

10-74 42 43 44 45 46 42 43 44 45 46 41 42 
11-74 52 53 54 55 56 52 53 51+ 55 56 51 52 
12-74 62 63 64 65 66 62 63 64 65 66 61 62 
1-75 13 14 15 16 13 14 15 16 1 1 12 13 
2-75 23 24 25 26 23 24 25 26 21 22 23 
3-75 33 34 35 36 33 34 35 36 31 32 33 
4-75 43 44 45 46 43 44 45 46 41 42 43 
5-75 53 54 55 56 53 54 55 56 51 52 53 
6-75 63 64 65 66 63 64 65 66 61 62 63 

---------------------------------------------------------
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NCS Rotation Chart - National Sample 
-------------------------------------------------
MO-YR I J01/J02 J03/J04 IJOS/J061 
............. , ........ " ........................... 
1-75 13 14 15 16 1 I 12 13 
2-75 23 24 25 26 21 22 23 
3-75 33 34 35 36 31 32 33 
4-75 43 44 45 46 41 42 43 
5·'75 53 54 55 56 51 52 53 
6-75 63 64 65 66 61 62 63 
7-75 14 15 16 11 12 13 14 
8-75 24 25 26 21 22 23 24 
9-75 31~ 35 36 31 32 33 34 

10-75 4!01 45 46 41 42 43 44 
11-75 51i 55 56 51 52 53 54 
12-75 61f 65 66 61 62 63 64 
1-76 15 16 11 12 13 14 15 
2-76 25 26 21 22 23 24 25 
3-76 35 36 31 32 33 34 35 
4-76 45 46 41 42 43 44 45 
5-76 55 56 51 52 53 54 55 
6-76 65 66 61 62 63 64 65 
7-76 16 11 12 13 14 15 16 
8-76 26 21 22 23 24 25 26 
9-76 36 31 32 33 34 35 36 

10-76 46 41 42 43 44 45 ll6 
11-76 56 51 52 53 54 55 56 
12-76 66 61 62 63 64 65 66 
1-77 11 12 13 14 15 16 11 
2-77 21 22 23 24 25 26 21 
3-77 31 32 33 34 35 36 31 
4-77 41 42 43 44 45 46 41 
5-77 51 52 53 54 55 56 51 
6-77 61 62 63 64 65 66 61 
7-77 1 1 12 13 14 15 16 1 1 
8-77 21 22 23 24 25 26 21 22 
9-77 31 32 33 34 35 36 31 32 

10-77 41 42 43 44 45 46 41 42 
13-77 51 52 53 54 55 56 51 52 
12-77 61 62 63 64 65 66 61 62 
-------------------------------------------------

In the National Crime Survey, the samples are identified by 
the letter J and a two-digit number. The letter 
distinguishes NCS surveys from other census surveys and the 
digits identify the sequence and source of selection of 
sample addresses. The body of the rotation chart above 
contains a series of two-digit numbers. The tens digit is 
the panel number and the units digit is the rotation number. 
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Therefore, ~/OU should read across the rows for a change in 
rotation, and down the columns for a change in panel number. 

Sample JOI begins in July of 1972. Six months later 
(January 1974), sample J02 begins. Each of these sample 
numbers represent 1/2 a total sample. The chart shows a 
ful I sample (of 72,000 cases) by combining two sample e.g., 
J01/J02 or J03/J04. The samples begin to rotate in January 
1974, with rotation groups J01:l and J02:1 being dropped out 
of the sample, and rotation group J03/J04:1 entering the 
sample. By January 1977, all of the rotation groups from 
J01/J02 have left the sample, and the first group from 
JOS/J06 enters the sample. 
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APPENDIX I I 

NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTERISTICS 

Neighborhoods are not identified by name but represent areas 
with a population of about 5,000 in the vicinity of the 
household. Approximately 50 neighborhood characteristics are 
provided, permitting a detai led exploration of the 
socio-economic and d~mographic variables for people living 
in a particular area. 

The neighborhood characteristics are 1970 census 
line i ghborhoods" matched on a househo i d-by-househo 1 d bas i s to 
the NCS data. The neighborhoods were not designed with 
reference to maps and therefore, rarely coincide with 
tracts, minor civi I divisions, or other units. Neighborhoods 
were formed by computer using geographic keys associated 
with 1970 census housing records. The resulting 
neighborhoods are usually contiguous and relatively compact; 
however, socio-economic and demographic data were not used 
in grouping units together to form neighborhoods. 

N~ighborhood Characteristics Error 

Neighborhood characteristics are recorded as two-digit 
numbers. The numbers are usually percentages. For example, 
the percentage of black population might be reported as 07, 
meaning seven percent. Had the original calculation been 
6.99. it would have been rounded to 7. The Census Bureau 
recently discovered an error affecting the use of the 
neighborhood characteristics. The errors resulted when 
values of 99.51 or more were rounded to 100. In these cases, 
the hundreds digit was lost and the values were present as 
"00". Thus a neighborhood which was totally black (99.6%) 
may be represented as having no black population (00%). In 
an effort to assess the impact of the error among the 
various characteristics, the Census Bureau determined that 
38 of the 55 characteristics are unl ikely to have val~es 
greater than 95%, which would indicate that any 00 values 
are val id and do not actually represent 100%. The 16 
characteristics which are affected by this error are shown 
below. 

In most cases, users may resolve affected fields by 
analyzing the appropriate household or person variable and, 
based on the characteristics of that unit, infer 00 or 99 
percent for the neighborhood characteristics. For example, 
to determine whether or not a 00 value for the neighborhood 
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characteristic percent negro population in neighborhood 
actually represents a neighborhood that is all (100%) black, 
the user could check the race of head variable and if the 
race is black, recode 00 to 99. 

Neighborhood Characteristics Affected By Rounding Error 

Characteristic: 

* Population in group quarters (including inmates to 
total families) 

* Persons 0-17 in husband-wife families to total persons 
0-17 years old 

* Negro population to total population 
* Persons of spanish heritage to total population 
* Persons 3-34 enrolled in college to persons 18-21 

years old 
* Persons 16-21 years old not enrolled in school, 

unemployed, or not in labor force to persons 16-21 
years old not enrolled in school 

* Owner-occupied housing units to total occupied housing 
units 

* Owner-occupied housing units valued at less than 
$10,000 to total owner-occupied housing units for 
which value is tabulated 

* Renter-occupied housing units with gross monthly 
rent less than $60 to total renter-occupied housing 
units for which gross rent is tabulated. 

* Renter-occupied housing units with gross monthly rent 
$150 or more to total renter-occupied units for which 
gross rent is tabulated. 

* Housing units in one-unit structures to total housing 
un its (year round) 

* Housing units in structure of five or more units to total 
housing units (year round) 

* Housing units bui It 1960 or later to total housing units 
(year rou'l'ld) 

* Housing units built 1939 or earlier to total housing 
un its (year round) 

* Housing units with steam or hot water; central warm-ai: 
furnace; built-in electric units; and floor, wall or 
pipeless furnace to total housing units (year round) 

* Households with one or more cars to total number of 
households 

Records Without Neighborhood Characteristics 

When matching the national complete sample files with 
neighborhood characteristics file certain records had no 

--------~-----------
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matching neighborhood data because the unit was constructed 
since the 1970 census, the segment type did not permit a 
match. or for some other reason a match did not occur. 
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Address Segment 
See: Segment 

Age 
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APPEND I X I I I 

GLOSSARY 

Age is determined by asking respondent for month, day, and 
year of birth. From this birthdate, the interviewer 
determines the respondent1s age as of the last day of the 
month previous to the interview month. The respondent is 
asked to verify the calculated age. Age is important to 
determine interview el igibility and type of interview to be 
conducted: 
1) Under 12 - not i nterv i ewed; number of such eh i 1 dren is 

determined from household respondent 
2) 12 and older - un i verse for i nterv i ews 
3) 12 and 13 - proxy interview conducted 
4) 14 and older - interviewed individually, unless ill or 

otherwise unavailable 
5) 16 and older - interview includes employment status 

questions 

AGGRAVATED ASSAULT 
As used in the BJS publ ished reports, an attack with a 
wearon resulting in any injury and attack without a weapon 
resulting either in serious injury; e.g., broken bones, loss 
of teeth, internal injuries, loss of consciousness; or- in 
undetermined injury requiring 2 or more days of 
hospital ization. Also includes attempted assault with a 
weapon. It does not include attacks accompanied by theft. 
See also: Assault 

ALPHABETIC SUFFIX 
In the Cities Sample, ascigned to the serial number of the 
original sample unit to identify EXTRA units discovered 
in ~nit-type segments or found at addresses in other 
segment types which required 1 isting. 
See also: Serial Number, Extra Units, Segment 

ARMED FORCES 
See: Mil itary Status 

ASSAULT 
One of the six major types of crime covered by the National 
Crime Survey. In the NCS Classification Scheme, assaults 
are subcategories of the broader term of assaultive violence 
(wi th or wi thout theft). I n these subcategor i es of ser i ous 
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assault, minor assault and attempted assault, the term 
assault refers to the presence or absence of physical 
i nj ury. 
In the BJS publ ished reports, assault is defined as an 
unlawful physical attack, whether aggravated or simple, by 
one person upon another. This definition excludes rape and 
attempted rape, as well as attacks including theft or 
attempted theft, which are classified as robbery. 
See also: Crimes, Serious Assault, Minor Assault, 
Aggravated Assault, Assaultive Violence, Injury 

ASSAULT, MINOR 
See: Minor Assault 

ASSAULT SERIOUS 
See: Serious Assault 

ASSAULTIVE VIOLENCE 
All of the following crimes against persons: rape, 
attempted rape, serious assault (with or without a weapon), 
minor assault, attempted assault (with or without a weapon). 
See also: Assault 

ATTACKED 
For a victim to have been attacked, there must have been 
some form of actual physical contact between victim and 
offender. !f something was thrown at the victim but didn't 
hit him, or if he was shot at but not struck by the bullet, 
he was not considered to have been attacked, but threatened. 
See also: Threatened 

ATTEMPTED FORCIBLE ENTRY 
A form of burglary in which force is used in an attempt to 
gain entrance; e.g., by breaking a window or slashing a 
screen. The same definition is used in the BJS published 
reports and the NCS Classification Scheme. 
See also: Burglary, Forcible Entry, Unlawful Entry Without 

Force 

ATTITUDE QUESTIONNAIRE 
Used to obtain information about household and individual 
activity patterns; and about thoughts, feel ings, and 
attitudes towards crime, police, etc. The Attitude 
Questionnaire was administered during one interview month of 
1972 (one pane 1 of 5, 000 househo 1 ds) in the Nat i ona 1 Samp 1 e. 
Because of the small sample size and the fact that the 
Attitude Supplement for the National Sample has been 
discontinued, this file has not been reformatted and is not 
offered as a standard product. Also, it does not contain 
any victimization data. The file is available on special 
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request from BJS. 

AUTO THEFT 
See: Motor Vehicle Theft 

BASIC SCREEN QUESTIONNAIRE 
Used to obtain characteristics of the household and 
individual household members 12 years of age and older, as 
well as to screen for incidents of crime against the 
household and/or household members. It has four sections: 
1) cover page for identification items and general 
information, 2) personal characteristics items for obtaining 
general information on persons, 3) household screen 
questions to el icit information on whether any household 
crimes were committed during the reference period, and 4) 
individual screen questions to elicit information on whether 
any crimes against individual household members were 
committed during the reference period. 
See also: Household Screen Questions, Information Screen 

Questions, Questionnaire Forms, Interviewing 
Sequence 

BIAS 
Systematic error introduced by selecting items from a wrong 
population, favoring some of the elements of a population, 
or poorly phrasing questions. It includes both samp1 ing 
bias and non-sampl ing bias. 
See also: Standard Error, Survey Error 

BOUNDING PROCEDURE 
A technique used in the National Sample to establ ish a time 
of reference during the first interview to avoid recording 
dupl icate reports of incidents in subsequent interviews. A 
bounding interview is conducted at the first visit to the 
household. Data collected are not tabulated, newly reported 
incidents are compared with descriptions of incidents 
reported in the previous interview. The incident is 
el iminated if the interviewer determines that the same 
incident has been reported in the previous interview period. 
The bounding technique was not used in the Cities Sample, 
since they were not recurring and reference periods used in 
repeat Cities Surveys were not consecutive. 
See also: Reference Period, Bounding Schedule 

BOUNDING SCHEDULE 
In the 1972 and the first half of 1973 NCS National Sample 
interviews, the first-time interviews were unbounded. 
Bounded interviews started in January 1973 and July 1973 for 
the first rotation groups; thus, by July 1973, bounded 
interviews were being conducted in all returning rotation 
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groups. Because of the large number of unbounded 
interviews, the ;972 National Sample fi les are not being 
released. 
See also: Sample Rotation, Bounding Procedure 

BURGLARY 
One of the six major types of crime covered by the National 
Crime Survey. Burglary refers to the following crimes 
against households: forcible entry and unlawful entry 
without force, usually but not necessari ly attended by 
theft, and attempted forcible entry. The same definition is 
used in the BJS published reports and the NCS 
Classification Scheme. 
See also: Crimes, Forcible Entry, Unlawful Entry Without 

Force, Attempted Forcible Entry 

CVS 
See: Commercial Victimization Survey (CVS) 

CENSUS TRACT 
Small, relatively permanent areas into which large cities 
and adjacent areas are divided for the purpose of providing 
comparable small-area statistics over time. Tracts conform 
with county lines and are often homogeneous in character. 
Census tracts are designed, insofar as possible, to contain 
about 4,000 to 5,000 persons. 
See also: Standard Metropol itian Statistical Area 

CENSUS, U.S. BUREAU OF 
The division of the U.S. Department of Commerce responsible 
for conducting the National Crime Survey Victimization 
Program for the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 
(BJS) • 

CENTRAL CITY 
The incorporated city (or cities) which is central to an 
urbanized area and/or a Standard Metropol itan Statistical 
Area. It is bounded by city limits. A central city or the 
combined central cities must have a population of 50,000 or 
more. The 26 cities surveyed in the NCS Cities Samples were 
central cities. 
See also: Urbanized Area, Standard Metropolitan Statistial 

Area, Place Description Code 

CENTRAL CITY SAMPLE 
See: Cities Sample 

CHECK DIGIT 
In the National Sample, the control digit is computed on the 
nine digits of the PSU, segment number and sample number. 
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The check digit is part of the control number which uniquely 
identifies a sample unit. In the Cities Samples, the check 
digit is the sixth digit of the serial number and is 
computed on the 3 digits of the PSU and the first 5 digits 
of the serial number. 
See also: Control Number 

CITIES SAMPLE 
One of two major components in the National Crime Panel 
program. Approximately 12,000 household units in each 
survey city were designated for the sample. In 1972, 
eight "impact" cities designated as part of an 
extensive federally-funded crime prevention program 
were surveyed. These cities are Atlanta, Baltimore, 
Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, Newark, Portland, and 
St. Louis. In 1973. the nation's five largest cities, 
Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles, New York, and 
Ph i 1 ade 1 ph i a - were surveyed; in 1974, th i rteen other 
major cities were covered. These included Boston, 
Buffalo, Cincinnati, Houston, Miami, Milwaukee, 
Minneapol is, New Orleans, Oakland, Pittsburgh, San 
Diego, San Francisco, and Washington, D.C. In 1975, 
the five largest and eight impact cities were 
surveyed a second time. 
See also: Cities Sample Design, National Sample, 

Central City, Five Largest Cities, Impact 
Cities, Sample, National Crime Panel 

CITIES SAMPLE DESIGN 
The basic frames from which the samples were drawn 
for the Cities Sample were the complete housing 
inventories for each city, as determined by the 1970 
Census of Population and Housing. For the purposes of 
sample selection, each city's housing units were 
distributed among 105 strata on the basis of various 
characteristics. Occupied units, which comprised the 
majority, were grouped into 100 strata defined by a 
combination of the following: type of tenure (owned 
or rented); number of household members (five 
categories); household income (five categories); and 
race of head of household (white or nonwhite). 
Housing units vacant at the time of the Census were 
assigned to an additional four strata, where they were 
distributed on the basis of rental or property value. 
Furthermore, a single stratum incorporated certain 
types of group quarters, such as rooming and boarding 
houses, reI igious group quarters, and college 
dormitories. 
See also: Cities Sample, Strata 
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CLASS OF WORKER 
Categories include: 
Private Employee - persons who work for a private employer 
for wages, salary, commission, tips, piece-rates, or pay in 
kind; this appl ies regardless of the occupation at which the 
employee worked, whether general manager, file clerk, or 
porter. Also includes persons working for pay for 
settlement houses, churches, unions, and other private 
non-profit organizations. 
Government Employee - persons who work for any branch of 
federal, state or local governments. It includes persons 
who were elected to paid federal offices and members of the 
Armed Forces. Also includes employees of international 
organizations and employees of foreign governments. 
Self-Employed - persons who work for profit or fees in own 
business, farm. shop, office, etc. Does not apply to 
managers, superintendents, or other executives hired to 
manage a business. 
Working Without Pay - persons working without pay on a farm 
or business operated by a related member of the household. 
Room and board and a cash allowance are not counted as pay 
for these family workers: however, if the worker receives 
money which is definitely considered to be wages for work 
performed, they should be considered a private employee. 
See also: Industry Code, Occupation Code 

CLUSTER 
See: Segment 

COLLECTION QUARTER 
A calendar quarter of the year during which interviews are 
conducted in the National Sample. The differing six-month 
reference period for each month's interviews result in data 
O~ crimes that occurred during an 8-month period. For 
example, interviews conducted during the first collection 
quarter of 1973 reflect crimes occurring between July 1, 
1972 and February 28, 1973. This concept is used for 
processing purposes only, not for data tabulations. 
See also: Data Quarter, Reference Period, Complete Sample 

F i I es 

COMMERCIAL VICTIMIZATION SURVEY (CVS) 
The commercial victimization portion of the National Crime 
Program focuses on measuring robbery and burglary incidents 
against business establ ishments during the 6-month period 
preceding interview. Like the NCS, the CVS uses two 
samples, the National and Cities Samples. Reformatted tapes 
and user publications are not presently available for the 
CVS portions of the National Crime Panel program of surveys. 
See also: National Crime Survey, National Crime Panel 

----~ --------~--
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COMPLETE SAMPLE FILES 
NSC tape fi les containing data for both interviewed and 
noninterviewed households, victims and nonvictims. The 
files are hierarchical in structure, consisting of three 
record types: household records, person records and 
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inc i dent records (i nc Iud i ng ser i es inc i dents). The Nat i ona 1 
Complete Sample files are arranged by the quarter in which 
the i nterv i ews were conducted (colI ect i on quarters) . 
The Cities Complete Sample files are avai lable for 
each survey city. 
See also: Collection Quarter 

CONFIDENCE INTERVAL 
An interval which can be constructed from a sample estimate 
and an estimate of its standard error. It can be stated 
with prescribed confidence that this interval contains the 
average result of all possible samples (for a given sampl ing 
rate). For example, if all possible samples were selected, 
surveyed under the same conditions, and an estimate and its 
estimated standard error were calculated from each sample, 
then approximately 95 percent of the intervals from two 
standard errors below the estimate to two standard errors 
above the estimate would include the average value of all 
possible samples. Such an interval is called a 95% 
confidence 
i nterva 1 . I f there is no bias introduced by the samp ling, 
surveying, and estimation procedures, the average value for 
al I samples would be equal to the value which would be 
obtained by a complete census of the population. 
See also: Estimate, Standard Error, Sampling Variability, 

Census 

CONFIDENTIALITY 
The law (U.S. Code 42, Section 3771) provides that all 
information given to the U.S. Bureau of the Census for this 
survey must be held in confidence and may be used only for 
statistical purposes. The Bureau may not release any 
statistics which might disclose the identity of any 
individual or household. This protection explains why 
publ ic data often do not provide the level of detail many 
researchers might wish. Current restrictions prohibit 
identification of areas containing fewer than 250,000 
persons, when releasing individual or microdata. 
See also: Universal Area Code (UAC) 

CONTROL CARD 
The contro 1 card (or cover sheet) is one of four bas i c forms 
used to collect the NCS data. It is the first form the 
interviewer completes during the initial interview and is 
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updated on each subsequent interview as long as the 
household is in the sample. It contains the address of each 
sample unit and the basic household data, such as the names 
of all persons living there and their age, race, sex, 
marital status, education, etc. In addition, such items as 
family income, tenure of the unit, and pertinent information 
about noninterviewed units are also included on the Control 
Card. The Control Card also serves as a record of visits, 
telephone calls, interviews, noninterview reasons, etc. 
See also: Interviewing Sequence, Questionnaire Forms 

CONTROL NUMBER 
Assigned to each sample unit. In the National Sample, the 
control number is composed of five elements: the sample, 
PSU, Segment number, Check Digit, and Serial Number. 
For the Cities Sample, the control number is composed 
of five elements: the PSU number, serial number, 
panel number. household number, and segment number. 
See also: PSU, Segment Number, Check Digit, Serial Number, 

Identification Code, Sample Designation 

COUNTY CODES (1970) 
In the NCS Cities Sample and National Sample, three-digit 
County Codes are used to identify the County in which a 
household is located. County Codes are only unique 
within a given state. 
See also: State Codes (1960) 

CRIME CLASSIFICATION 
Because the Crime Incident Report completed for each 
victimization includes information on the presence or 
absence of specific elements in the incident, it is possible 
to construct several different types of classification 
schemes. The National Crime Survey (NCS) Classification 
Scheme consists of 36 detailed crime types. The NCS 
Classification Scheme allows for combination events; e.g., 
when a person is assaulted and robbed at the same time. The 
36 types of crime codes are used to categorize incidents in 
the NCS tape files. 
Another common crime classification system is the Uniform 
Crime Report (UCR) Classification system, used by the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). The individual 
elements recorded on a NCS Crime Incident Report form may be 
combined to determine the proper UCR Classification although 
attempts to compare NCS data with FBI data are inappropirate 
because of substantial differences between the two programs. 
See also: Crimes, NCS Classification Scheme 

CRIME INCIDENT REPORT 
Used to gather the detailed information about crimes 

.. 
-~---~- ------~- ------
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reported in either the Household or Individual Screen 
Question section of the Basic Screen Questionnaire. One 
Crime Incident Report is completed for each incident of 
crime reported in answer to the screen questions. Under 
certain circumstances, interviewers are al lowed to report 
severa I inc i dents on one form -- so-ca 11 ed IIser i es ll i nci dent 
reports are made in these cases. 
See also: Questionnaire Forms, Series Incident Report, 

Interviewing Sequence 

CRIMES 
The National Crime Surveys focus on measuring the extent of 
victimization ascribable to the major crimes commonly 
referred to as assault, rape, burglary, larceny, and motor 
vehicle theft. The surveys do not provide measures for 
other offenses such as murder, kidnapping, shopl ifting, 
drunkenness, gambl ing. etc. 
See also: National Crime Survey, Crime Classification, NCS 

Classification Scheme 

DATA QUARTER 
Due to the differing six-month reference period for National 
Sample interviews each month, data from eight months of 
interviewing are required to produce a quarterly estimate, 
based on month of occurrence, which is referred to as the 
Data Quarter. 
See also: Collection Quarter, Reference Period 

ED 
See: Enumeration District (ED) 

EDUCATION 
Current education level of household members 12 or older. 
Respondents are asked the highest grade or year of regular 
school attended, and whether that year was completed. 
Regular schools include all graded publ ic, private, 
parochial schools, colleges, universities, and professional 
schools which advance a person toward an elementary or high 
school diploma, or a college degree. Regular schools do not 
include vocational, trade, business, correspondence, or 
other special ized SGhools, unless credits obtained are 
accepted in the regular school system. For persons still 
attending regular school, highest grade attended is the one 
in which they are currently enrolled. 
See also: Educational Attainment 

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT 
Recorded variable for use in BJS published reports. The 
highest grade attended ahd whether or not that year was 
completed. Educational attainment is classified as fol lows: 
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Never attended or Kindergarten, Elementary. High School, 
College. and N.A. Post-graduate work is coded as college. 
See also: Education 

EMPLOYED 
All persons 16 years of age and over currently working at a 
job, or with a job but not now at work. 
See also: Major Activity 

EMPLOYMENT STATUS 
Recoded variable 10r use in BJS publ ished reports. 
Categories are: Age under 16, in Armed Forces, employed, 
unemployed, keeping house, in school, retired, other. 
See also: Majnr Activity 

ENUMERATION 
The process of obtaining information about selected units of 
study in a surveyor census. 
See also: Census 

ENUMERATION DISTRICT (ED) 
A small geographic area with well-defined boundaries set up 
for the 1970 Census and containing about 250 households. 
Numerous EDs are spread over an entire PSU. Segments of 
about 4 households in clusters are chosen from EDs for 
interview, in the NCS National Sample. 
See also: Primary Sampl ing Unit (PSU) , Segment, National 

Sample Design 

ENUMERATION PERIOD 
The length of time allotted to interviewers for completing 
their assigned workload for a surveyor census; commonly 
referred to as the interview period. 
In the National Sample, households are enumerated during the 
first two weeks of every month. In the Cities Sample. 
enumeration was generally finished in 10-12 weeks in each 
city. 
See also: Household Status, Enumeration 

ERROR 
See: Standard Error 

ERROR RATE 
See: Survey Error 

ESTIMATE 
A numeric value obtained from a sample used to describe the 
measurement which would be obtained if a complete census 
were carried out. An estimate of a total for a population 
is obtained by multiplying a sample count by a 
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systematically designed weight which has the effect of 
inflating the sample count to represent the total 
population. Basically, the sample count is inflated by the 
reciprocal of the probability of selection. Each survey 
estimate has its own variance and standard error. 
See also: Weight, Population, Sample, Variance, Standard 

Error, Confidence Interval, Sampl ing Variabil ity 

ETHNICITY 
Household respondent1s statement of his or her family1s 
national or major multi-national area of derivation; e.g., 
Spanish, Irish, Chinese, German, etc. Adopted, foster, 
step-children, and children with one parent not a member of 
the household are asked this question separately. When both 
parents are household members, the child1s origin may be 
marked without asking. Multiple origins with one part 
Spanish are classified under the appropriate Spanish 
category. Respondents stating only IINegro,1I IIAfro-American,1I 
or IIColored ll are 1 isted as Negro. 
See also: Race 

EXTRA UNITS 
Housing unit or OTHER unit which is discovered at time of 
interview or during updating and is not already entered on 
the listing sheet for the segment. 
1) a. In area segments, EXTRA units must be in the same 

structure or on the same property as the sample 
unit being interviewed. 

b. In Special Places within Area segments, an EXTRA 
unit must be within the specific address of the 
original unit. 

2) In Address (or Unit), Cen-Sup, and Special Place 
segments, EXTRA units must be within the specific 
address of the sample unit being interviewed, but need 
not be within the same structure or on the same 
property. 

3) In Permit segments, EXTRA units must be within the 
specific address of the sample unit being interviewed 
and must be within the same structure. 

When housing units or OTHER units which qualify as EXTRA 
units are discovered, they are interviewed and allocated to 
the sample without bias. 
See also: Segment, Housing Unit, Other Unit, Special 

Places, Listing, Household Status, Updating 

FAMI LY INCO/1E 
The sum of income received by each member of a family living 
in a sample housing unit. The income may include wages, 
salaries, net income from business or farm, pension, 
dividends, rent or any other money income, (not identified 
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as income are such things as room and board, insurance 
payments, iump sum inheritances, occassional gifts, money 
from sell ing property, withdrawals from savings accounts, or 
tax refunds) for the 12-month period immediately preceding 
the month of interview. It is not the calendar year unless 
the month of interview was January. For housing units in 
the National Sample which are interviewed more than once, 
this question is asked only during the first, third, fifth, 
and seventh interviews. 

FIVE LARGEST CITIES 
In the NCS, these cities were New York, Phi ladelphia, 
Los Angeles, Chicago, and Detroit, the nation's five 
most populous cities according to the 1970 Census. 
They were surveyed as part of the Cities Sample over 
a ten-week period beginning in January 1973. These 
cities were resurveyed during January, February, and 
March of 1975. 
See also: Cities Sample 

FORCIBLE ENTRY 
A form of burglary in which force is used to gain entrance; 
e.g., by breaking a window or slashing a screen. Forcible 
entry mayor may not be accompanied by theft or property 
damage. The same definition is used in the BJS publ ished 
reports and the NCS Classification Scheme. 
See also: Burglary, Unlawful Entry Without Force, Attempted 

Forcible Entry 

GOVERNMENT WORKERS 
See: Class of worker 

GROUP QUARTERS 
Census term used to describe quarters occupied by 5 or more 
persons unrelated to the head of household. Quarters with 
no designated head but with 6 or more unrelated persons are 
also group quarters. Some quarters occupied by fewer than 
six persons may also be group quarters by definition; e.g., 
1 iving quarters in dormitories occupied by students. For 
both the National and Cities samples, group quarters were 
selected from Census listings. 
See also: Housing Unit, Other Unit, Special Place 

HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD 
One person in each household designated as head, usually the 
person reported by the members of the household to be the 
head. Usually the chief breadwinner of the family. 
See also: Relationship to Household Head, Principal Person 

HOUSEHOLD 

• 
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A glQUP of occupants of a sample unit who meet the criteria 
for household membership 
See also: Sample Unit, Household Member 

HOUSEHOLD CRIME 
See: Household Victimization 

HOUSEHOLD INCIDENT 
See: Household Victimization 

HOUSEHOLD LARCENY 
See: Larceny 

HOUSEHOLD MEMBER 
Persons in a sample unit are members of the household if: 
1) the i r usua I p I ace of res i dence at the time of the 

interview is the sample unit, and 
2) they have no usua I p I ace of res i dence elsewhere. 
Usual place of residence must be specific living 
quarters held by the person, to which he is free to 
return at any time, and at which he usually lives and 
sleeps. Household members not only include members 
of the fami ly, but may also include: lodgers, 
servants, other employees who I ive in the unit and 
consider it their usual place of residence. Usual 
residents also include persons who I ive in the sample 
unit but are temporari ly absent. 
Armed forces members are considered household members 
if they are stationed near-by and usually sleep in 
the sample unit. Students attending school away from 
home are not considered household members at their 
parentis home. 
See also: Household, Sample Unit 

HOUSEHOLD NUMBER 
Identifies the sequence of households that occupy a 
particular address. For example, if a new family 
moves into a sample unit being interviewed for a second 
time, the household number will be "2" indicating that 
this is a different household from that previously 
interviewed. In the Cities Sample, only sample units 
in the 5 largest and 8 impact cities were reinterviewed 
for a second time (in 1975). 
See also: Household Status 

HOUSEHOLD RESPONDENT 
Questions pertaining to the entire household are 
asked only once of any knowledgeable adult member of 
the household. Such questions include the Control 
Card items, Household Attitude Questions, and 
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Household Screen Questions. The interviewer is 
instructed to interview the .most knowledgeable 
household member; that is, the one that appears to 
know -- or who could reasonably be expected to 
know -- the answers to the household questions. Most 
frequently, this is the head of the household or the 
spouse of the head. Since August 1975, the household 
respondent has been required to be at least 18 years 
of age. 
See also: Household Attitude Questions, Household 

Screen Questions 

HOUSEHOLD SCREEN QUESTIONS 
These que$tions ask about any crimes against the 
household, such as actual or attempted break-ins, 
theft of household goods, and auto thefts. These 
screen questions are asked only once of the household 
respondent and are used to determine whether a Crime 
Incident Report should be completed. 
See also: Household Respondent, Basic Screen 

Questionnaire, Individual Screen Questions, 
Crime Incident Report 

HOUSEHOLD STATUS 
Consists of the following categories: 
1) Same household as last enumeration - if the same 
household was interviewed during the previous interview 
period. 
2) Replacement household since last enumeration if the 
former occupants have moved and the unit is now 
occupied by a new household. 
3) Previous non-interview or not in sample before -- for an 
interviewed unit that was previously non-interviewed for any 
reason, for a unit in its first period of enumeration, or 
for an EXTRA unit being interviewed for the first time. 
See also: Extra Unit, Enumeration 

HOUSEHOLD VICTIMIZATION 
A specific criminal act as it affects the household. Each 
criminal act against a household is assumed to involve a 
single victim: the affected household; therefore, the terms 
household victimization and household incident are 
synoymous. As used in BJS publ ished reports, crimes 
against households include burglary, household larceny, and 
motor vehicle theft. If any household member is attacked or 
threatened during the crime, it is considered a personal 
crime. 
See also: Personal Victimization, Household Screen 

Questions 
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HOUSEHOLD WEIGHT 
In the National Sample, the household weight is based on the 
product of a "principal persons weight" and a third stage 
ratio-factor. The weight for the principal person in 
husband-wife households equals the weight for the wife, 
excluding the within-household non-interview adjustment. 
For non-husband-wife households, the principal person'weight 
equals the weight for the household head, excluding the 
within- household non-interview adjustment. 
In the Cities Sample, the household weight consists of 
the basic weight of the household in the sample plus 
adjustments for noninterviewed households, subsampling, 
and various ratio estimates. 
See also: Weight, Person Weight, Incident Weight, 

Non-interview Adjustments 

HOUSING UNIT 
A group of rooms or a single room, occupied as separate 
I iving quarters. Separate I iving quarters exist when the 
occupants do not I ive and eat with any other persons in the 
structure, AND when there is either direct access from the 
outside or through a common hall, OR complete kitchen 
facilities for this unit only. Vacant rooms or groups of 
rooms, which are intended for occupancy as separate living 
quarters are also considered housing units. A unit has 
complete kitchen facil ities when it has an installed sink 
with piped water AND a range or cooking stove AND a 
mechanical refrigerator. 
All units in the National and Cities samples are defined 
as either being a housing unit or an OTHE~ unit. 
See also: Group Quarters, Living Quarters, Extra Unit, 

Household, (Type of) Living Quarters, Occupied 
Housing Unit, Vacant Housing Unit, Other Unit 

IDENTIFICATION CODE 
A sample designation and control number assigned to each 
sample unit. 
See also: Sample Designation, Control Number 

IMPACT CITIES 
Eight cities designated by the Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration as part of an extensive 
federally-funded crime prevention program. The 
cities are: Atlanta, Baltimore, Cl~veland, Dallas, 
Denver, Newark, Portland, and St. Louis. These 
cities were surveyed as part of the Cities Sample 
from July through September in 1972 and were 
resurveyed in March through May of 1975. 

INCIDENT 
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A specific criminal act involving one or more victims and 
offenders. In the NeS, victims may be persons 12 or older or 
households. 
See also: Crimes, Victimization 

INCIDENT REPORT 
See: Crime Incident Report 

INCIDENT WEIGHT 
For the National Sample, regardless of crime type, whether 
personal or household, the incident weight is computed by 
dividing the person's weight by the total number of persons 
victimized during an incident. For the Cities Sample, 
however, the weight is assigned on the basis of whether 
the incident is a personal crime or a household crime. 
If the NCS type of crime code was 20-36 (all household 
crimes including all larcenies), the household weight 
was repl icated in the incident weight location, but if 
the NCS type of crime code was 1-19 (all personal crimes 
of assaultive violence and personal theft without assault), 
then the incident weight was computed by adjusting the 
person's weight as for the National Sample. 
See also: Weight, Household Weight, Person Weight 

INCOME 
See: Family Income 

INDIVIDUAL SCREEN QUESTIONS 
Questions asked for each household member 12 years of age 
and older designed to elicit information on both personal 
and property crimes committed against these persons. A 
Crime Incident Report is completed for each crime recorded 
in the Individual Screen Questions. 
See also: Basic Screen Questionnaire, Household Screen 

Questions, Crime Incident Report 

INDUSTRY CODE 
A three-digit numeric code assigned to persons using the 
1970 Alphabetic Index of Industries and Occupations, based 
on the kind of business or industry at the location where 
the person works. For unemployed persons, the industry code 
is assigned on the basis of the last job held within 5 
years. 

See also: Occupation Code, Class of Worker, Major Activity 

INDUSTRY CODE CLASSIFICATION 
(Numbers in parentheses are the SIC code equivalents) 
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AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND FISHERIES 

017 Agricultural production (01) 

018 Agricultural services, except horticultural (07 
except 0713 and 073) 

019 Horticultural services (073) 

027 Forestry (08) 

028 Fisher i es (09) 

MINING 

047 Metal mining (10) 

048 Coal mining (II, 12) 

049 Crude petroleum and natural gas extractions (13) 
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057 Nonmeta 11 i c min j ng and quarry i ng, except fue 1 (14) 

CONSTRUCTION 

067 General building contractors (15) 

068 General co~tract~rs, except building (16) 

069 Special trade contractors (17) 

077 Not specified construction 

MANUFACTURING 

Durable goods 

Lumber and wood products, except furniture 

107 Logg i ng (241) 

108 Sawmi lIs, planning mi lIs, and mi 11 work (242, 243) 

109 Miscellaneous wood products (244, 249) 

118 Furniture and fixtures (25) 
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Stone. clay. and glass products 

119 Glass and glass products (321-323) 

127 Cement, concrete, gypsum, and plaster products 
(324.327) 

128 Structural clay products (325) 

137 Pottery and related products (326) 

138 Miscellaneous nonmetallic mineral and stone 
products (328,329) 

Metal industries 

i39 Blast furnaces, steel works, roll ing and finishing 
mi lIs (3312,3313) 

147 Other primary iron and steel industries (3315-3317, 
332,3391. part 3399) 

148 Primary aluminum industries (3334, part 334, 3352, 
3361, part 3392, part 3399) 

149 Other primary nonferrous industries (3331-3333, 
3339, part 334, 3351, 3356. 3357. 3362, 3369. 
part 3392, part 3399) 

157 Cutlery, hand tools, and other hardware (342) 

158 Fabricated structural metal products (344) 

159 Screw machine products (345) 

167 Meta 1 stamp i ng (346) 

168 Miscellaneous fabricated metal products (341, 343, 
347. 348, 349) 

169 Not specified metal industries 

Machinery, except electrical 

177 Engines and turbines (351) 

178 Farm machinery and equipment (352) 

179 Construction and material handl ing machines (353) 
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187 Metalworking machinery (354) 

188 Off i ce and aCC"lunt i ng mach i nes (357 except 3573) 

189 Electronic computing equipment (3573) 

197 Machinery, except electrical, n.e.c. (355, 356, 
358, 359) 

198 Not specified machinery 

Electrical machinery, equipment, and supplies 

199 Househol d app 1 i ances (363) 
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207 Radio, T.V., and communication equipment (365, 366) 

208 Electrical machinery. equipment, and supplies, 
n.e.c. (361,362,364,367,369) 

209 Not specified electrical machinery, equipment, and 
suppl ies 

Transportation equipment 

219 Motor vehicles and motor vehicle equipment (371) 

22.7 Aircraft and parts (372) 

228 Ship and boat building and repairing (373) 

229 Railroad locomotives and equipment (374) 

237 Mobile dwell i ngs and campers (3791) 

238 Cycles and miscellaneous transportation equipment 
(375, 3799) 

Professional and photographic equipment, 
and watches 

239 Scientific and controlling instruments (381. 382) 

247 Optical and health services supplies (383, 384, 
385) 

248 Photographic equipment and supplies (386) 

249 Watches, clocks, and clockwork-operated devices 
(387) 
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257 Not specified professional equipment 

258 Ordnance (19) 

259 Miscellaneous manufacturing industries (39) 

Nondurable goods 

Food and kindred products 

268 Meat products (201) 

269 Da i ry products (202) 

278 Canning and preserving fruits, vegetables, and sea 
foods (203) 

279 Gra i n-m i 11 products (204, 0713) 

287 Bakery products (205) 

288 Confectionery and related products (207) 

289 Beverage industries (208) 

297 Miscellaneous food preparation and kindred products 
(206, 209) 

298 Not specified food industries 

299 Tobacco manufacturers (21) 

Textile mill products 

307 Knitting mills (225) 

308 Dyeing and finishing textiles, except wool and knit 
goods (226) 

309 Floor coverings, except hard surface (227) 

317 Yarn, thread, and fabric mils (221-224, 228) 

318 Miscellaneous textile mill products (229) 

Apparel and other fabricated textile products 

319 Apparel and accessories (231-238) 
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327 Miscellaneous fabricated textile products (239) 

Paper and all ied products 

328 Pulp, paper, and paperboard mills (261-263, 266) 

329 Miscellaneous paper and pulp products (264) 

337 Paperboard containers and boxes (265) 

Printing, publ ishing, and al lied industries 
. 

338 Newspaper publ ishing and printing (271) 

339 Printing, publ ishing, and allied industries, except 
newspapers (272-279) 

Chemicals and all ied products 

347 Industrial chemicals (281) 

348 Plastics, synthetics and resins, except fibers 
(282, except 2823 and 2824) 

349 Synthet i c fibers (2823, 2824) 

357 Drugs and medicines (283) 

358 Soaps and cosmetics (284) 

359 Paints, varnishes, and related products (285) 

367 Agricultural chemicals (287) 

368 Miscellaneous chemicals (286, 289) 

369 Not specified chemicals and allied products 

Petroleum and coal products 

377 Petroleum refining (291) 

378 Miscellaneous petroleum and coal products (295, 
299) 

Rubber and miscellaneous plastic products 

379 Rubber products (301-303, 306) 

387 Miscellaneous plastic products (307) 
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Leather and leather products 

388 Tanned, curried, and finished leather (311) 

389 Footwear, except rubber (313, 314) 

397 Leather products, except footwear (3'12, 31,5-317, 
319) 

398 Not specified manufacturing industries 

TRANSPORTATION. COMMUNICATIONS, AND OTHER 
PUBLIC UTILITIES 

Transportation 

407 Rai Iroads and railway express service (40) 

408 Street railways and bus lines (411, 413-41,5. 417) 

409 Taxicab service (412) 

417 Trucking service (421, 423) 

418 Warehousing and storage (422) 

419 Water transportation (44) 

427 Air transportation (4,5) 

428 Pipe 1 ines. except natural gas (46) 

429 Services incidental to transportation (47) 

Communications 

447 Radio broadcasting and television (483) 

448 Telephone (wire and radio) (481) 

449 Telegraph and miscellaneous communication services 
(482, 489) 

Uti I itie~ and sanitary services 

467 Electric light and power (491) 

468 Electric-gas utilities (493) 
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469 Gas and steam supply systems (492, 496) 

477 Water supply (494) 

478 Sanitary services (495) 

479 Other and not specified uti! ities (497) 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE 

Wholesale trade 

507 Motor vehicles and equipment (501) 

508 Drugs, chemicals, and allied products (502) 

509 Dry goods and appare 1 (503) 

527 Food and related products (504) 

528 Farm products--raw materials (505) 

529 Electrical goods (506) 

537 Hardware, plumbing, and heating supplies (507) 

538 Not specified electrical and hardware products 

539 Machinery equipment and supplies (508) 

557 Metals and minerals, n.e.c. (5091) 

558 Petroleum products (5092) 

559 Scrap and waste materials (5093) 

567 Alcoholic beverages (5095) 

568 Paper and its products (5096) 

569 Lumber and construction materials (5098) 

587 Wholesalers, n.e.c. (5094, 5097, 5099) 

588 Not specified wholesale trade 

Retail trade 

607 Lumber and building material retailing (521-524) 
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608 Hardware and farm equipment stores (525) 

609 Department and mai 1 order establishments (531,532) 

617 Limited price variety stores (533) 

618 Vending machine operators (534) 

619 Direct sell ing establ ishments (535) 

627 Miscellaneous general merchandise stores (539) 

628 Grocery stores (541) 

629 Dairy products stores (545) 

637 Retail bakeries (546) 

638 Food stores, n.e.c. (542-544, 549) 

639 Motor vehicle dealers (551, 552) 

647 Tire, battery, and accessory dealers (553) 

648 Gasol ine service stations (554) 

649 Miscellaneous vehicle dealers (559) 

657 Apparel and accessories stores, except shoe stores 
(56 except 566) 

658 Shoe stores (566) 

667 Furniture and home furnishings stores (571) 

668 Household appl iances, T.V., and radio stores (572, 
573) 

669 Eating and drinking places (58) 

677 Drug stores (591) 

678 Liquor stores (592) 

679 Farm and garden supply stores (596) 

687 Jewelry stores (597) 

688 Fuel and ice dealers (598) 
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689 Reta i I f I or i s ts (5992) 

697 Miscellaneous retail stores (593-595. 599 except 
5592) 

698 Not specified retail trade 

F I NANCE. INSURANCE. AND REAL ESTATE 

707 Bank i ng (60) 

708 Cred it agenc i es (61) 

709 Security. commodity brokerage. and investment 
companies (62. 67) 

717 Insurance (63. 64) 

718 Real estate. incl. real estate-insurance-iaw 
offices (65. 66) 

BUSINESS AND REPAIR SERVICES 

727 Advertising (731) 

728 Services to dwellings and other buildings (734) 

729 Commercial research. development. and testing labs 
(7391. 7397) 

737 Employment and temporary help agencies (736. 7398) 

738 Business management and consulting services (part 
7392) 

739 Computer programming services (part 7392) 

747 Detective and protective services (7393) 

748 Business services. n.e.c. (732. 733. 735. 7394. 
7395. 7396, 7399) 

749 Automobile services. except repair (751, 752, 754) 

757 Automobile repair and related services (753) 

758 Electrical repair shops (762, 7694) 

759 Miscellaneous repair services (763, 764, 769, 
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except 769~) 

PERSONAL SERVICES 

769 Private households (88) 

777 Hote 1 s and mote 1 s (70 1) 

778 Lodging places, except hotels and motels (702, 703, 
704) 

779 Laundering, cleaning, and other garment services 
(721, 727) 

787 Beauty shops (723) 

788 Barber shops (724) 

789 Shoe repair shops (725) 

797 Dressmaking shops (part 729) 

798 Miscellaneous personal services (722, 726, part 
729) 

ENTERTAINMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES 

B07 Theaters and motion pictures (78, 792) 

80B Bowl ing alleys, bill iard and pool parlors (793) 

809 Miscellaneous entertainment and recreation services 
091, 794) 

PROFESSIONAL AND RELATED SERVICES 

828 Offices of physicians (801, B03) 

B29 Offices of dentists (B02) 

837 Offices of chiropractors (B04) 

B3B Hosp ita Is (B06). 

839 Convalescent institutions (B092) 

847 Offices of health practitioners, n.e.c. (part B099) 

"""----------------------=-------~--------------------
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OCCUPATION CLASSIFICATION CODES 

PROFESSIONAL, TECHNICAL, AND KINDRED WORKERS 

001 Accountants 

002 Architects 

Computer special ists 

003 Computer programmers 

004 Computer systems analysts 

005 Computer special ists, n.e.c. 

Engineers 

006 Aeronautical and astronautical engineers 

010 Chemical engineers 

011 Civi I engineers 

012 Electrical and electronics engineers 

013 Industrial engineers 

014 Mechanical engineers 

015 Metallurgical and materials engineers 

020 Mining engineers 

021 Petroleum engineers 

022 Sales engineers' 

023 Engineers, n.e.c. 

024 Farm management advisors 

025 Foresters and conservationists 

026 Home management advisors 

Lawyers and judges 
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030 Judges 

031 Lawyers 

Librarians, archivists, and curators 

032 Librarians 

033 Archivists and curators 

Mathematical special ists 

034 Actuaries 

035 Mathematicians 

036 Statisticians 

Life and physical scientists 

042 Agricultural scientists 

043 Atmospheric and space scientists 

044 Biological scientists 

045 Chemists 

051 Geologists 

052 Marine scientists 

053 Physicists and astronomers 

054 Life and physical scientists, n.e.c. 

055 Operations and systems researchers and gna!ysts 

056 Personnel and labor relations workers 

Physicians, dentists, and related pra~titioners 

061 Chiropractors 

062 Dentists 

063 Optometrists 

064 Pharmacists 
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065 Physicians, medical and osteopathic 

071 Podiatrists 

072 Veterinarians 

073 Health practitioners, n.e.c. 

Registered nurses, dietitians, and therapists 

074 Dietitians 

075 Registered nurses 

076 ·Therapists 

Health technologists and technicians 

080 Cl inical laboratory technologists and technicians 

081 Dental hygienists 

082 Health record technologists and technicians 

083 Radiologic technologists and technicians 

084 Therapy assistants 

085 Health technologists and technicians, n.e.c. 

ReI igious workers 

086 Clergy 

090 ReI igious workers, n.e.c. 

Social scientists 

091 Economists 

092 Pol itical scientists 

093 Psychologists 

094 Sociologists 

095 Urban and regional planners 

096 Social scientists, n.e.c. 
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Social and recreation workers 

100 Social workers 

101 Recreation workers 

Teachers, college and university 

102 Agriculture teachers 

103 Atmospheric, earth, marine, and space teachers 

104 Biology teachers 

105 Chemistry teachers 

110 Physics teachers 

111 Engineering teachers 

112 Mathematics teachers 

113 Health specialties teachers 

114 Psychology teachers 

115 Business and commerce teachers 

116 Economics teachers 

120 History teachers 

121 Sociology teachers 

122 Social science teachers, n.e.c. 

123 Art, drama, and music teachers 

124 Coaches and physical education teachers 

125 Education teachers 

126 English teachers 

130 Foreign language teachers 

131 Home economics teachers 

132 Law teachers 

---'-------~ ----~~-~--~-~-~---- ------ --~--
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133 Theology teachers 

134 Trade, industrial, and technical teachers 

135 Miscellaneous teachers, college and university 

140 Teachers, college and university, subject not 
specified 

Teachers, except college and university 

141 Adult education teachers 

142 Elementary school teachers 

143 Prekindergarten and kindergarten teachers 

144 Secondary school teachers 

145 Teachers, except college and university, n.e.c. 

Engineering and science technicians 

150 Agriculture and biological technicians, except 
health 

151 Chemical technicians 

152 Draftsmen 
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153 Electrical and electronic engineering technicians 

154 Industrial engineering technicians 

155 Mechanical engineering technicians 

156 Mathematical technicians 

161 Surveyors 

162 Engineering and science technicians, n.e.c. 

Technicians, except health, engineering and science 

163 Airplane pilots 

164 Air traffic controllers 

165 Embalmers 
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170 Fl ight engineers 

171 Radio operators 

172 Tool programmers, numerical ~ontro1 

173 Technicians, n.e.c. 

174 Vocational and educational counselors 

Writers, artists, and entertainers 

175 Actors 

180 Athletes and kindred workers 

181 Authors 

182 Dancers 

183 Designers 

184 Editors and reporters 

185 Musicians and composers 

190 Painters and sculptors 

191 Photographers 

192 Public relations specialists and publ icity writers 

193 Radio and television announcers 

194 Writers, artists, and entertainers, n.e.c. 

195 Research workers, not specified 

MANAGERS AND ADMINISTRATORS, EXCEPT FARM 

201 Assessors, controllers, and treasurers; local 
public administration 

202 Sank officers and financial managers 

203 Buyers and shippers, farm products 

205 Buyers, wholesale and retail trade 
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210 Credit and coilection managers 

211 Funeral directors 

212 Health administrators 

213 Construction inspectors, publ ic administration 

215 Inspectors, except construction; pub1 ic 
administration 

216 Managers and superintendents, building 

220 Office managers, n.e.c. 

221 Officers, pilots, and pursers; ship 

222 Officials and administrators; publ ic 
administration, n.e.c. 

223 Officials of lodges, societies, and unions 

224 Postmasters and mai I superintendents 

225 Purchasing agents and buyers, n.e.c. 

226 Railroad conductors 

230 Restaurant, cafeteria, and bar managers 
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231 Sales managers and department heads, retail trade 

233 Sales managers, except retail trade 

235 School administrators, college 

240 School administrators, elementary and secondary 

245 Managers and administrators, n.e.c. 

SALES WORKERS 

260 Advertising agents and sales workers 

261 Auctioneers 

262 Demonstrators 

264 Hucksters and peddlers 
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265 Insurance agents, brokers, and underwriters 

266 Newspaper carriers and vendors 

270 Real estate agents and brokers 

271 Stock and bond sales agents 

280 Sales workers and sales clerks, n.e.c. 

281 Sales representatives, manufacturing industries 

282 Sales representatives, wholesale trade 

283 Sales clerks, ~etail trade 

284 Sales workers, except clerks, retail trade 

285 Sales workers, services and construction 

CLERICAL AND KINDRED WORKERS 

301 Bank tellers 

303 Bill ing clerks 

305 Bookkeepers 

310 Cashiers 

311 Clerical assistants, social welfare 

312 Clerical supervisors, n.e.c. 

313 Collectors, bill and account 

314 Counter clerks, except food 

315 Dispatchers and starters, vehicle 

320 Enumerators and interviewers 

321 Estimators and investigators, n.e.c. 

323 Expediters and production controllers 

325 Fi Ie clerks 

L. ___ ~ 
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326 Insurance adjusters, examiners, and investigators 

330 Library attendants and assistants 

331 Mail carriers, post office 

332 Mail handlers, except post office 

333 Messengers and office helpers 

334 Meter readers, utilities 

Office machine operators 

341 Bookkeeping and bill ing machine operators 

342 Calculating machine operators 

343 Computer and peripheral equipment operators 

344 Dupl icating machine operators 

345 Key punch operators 

350 Tabulating machine operators 

355 Office machine operators, n.e.c. 

360 Payroll and timekeeping clerks 

361 Postal clerks 

362 Proofreaders 

363 Real estate appraisers 

364 Receptionists 

Secretaries 

370 Secretaries, legal 

371 Secretaries, medical 

372 Secretaries, n.e.c. 

374 Shipping and receiving clerks 

375 Statistical clerks 
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376 Stenographers 

381 S~ock clerks and storekeepers 

382 Teacher aides, except school monitors 

383 Telegraph messengers 

384 Telegraph operators 

385 Telephone operators 

390 Ticket, station, and express agents 

391 Typi sts 

392 Weighers 

394 Miscellaneous clerical workers 

395 Not specified clerical workers 

CRAFT AND KINDRED WORKERS 

401 Automobile accessories installers 

402 Bakers 

403 Blacksmiths 

404 Boilermakers 

405 Bookbinders 

410 Brickmasons and stonemasons 

411 Brickmasons and stonemasons, apprentices 

412 Bulldozer operators 

413 Cabinetmakers 

415 Carpenters 

416 Carpenter apprentices 

420 Carpet installers 

421 Cement and concrete finishers 



.... ,'-,) 
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422 Compositors and typesetters 

423 Printing trade apprentices, except printing press 

424 Crane, derrick, and hoist operators 

425 Decorators and window dressers 

426 Dental laboratory technicians 

430 Electricians 

431 Electrician apprentices 

433 Electric power 1 ine and cable installers and 
repairers 

434 Eloctrotypers and stereotypers 

435 Engravers, except photoengravers 

436 Excavating, grading, and road machine operators; 
except bulldozer 

440 Floor layers, except tne setters 

441 Blue-collar worker supervisors, n.e.c. 

442 Forge and hammer operators 

443 Furniture and wood finishers 

444 Furriers 

445 Glaziers 

446 Heat treaters, annealers, and temperers 

450 Inspectors, scalers, and graders; log and lumber 

452 Inspectors, n.e.c. 

453 Jewelers and watchmakers 

454 Job and die setters, metal 

455 Locomotive engineers 

456 Locomotive firemen 
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461 Machinists 

462 Machinist apprentices 

Mechanics and repairers 

470 Air conditioning, heating, and refrigeration 

471 Aircraft 

472 Automotive body repairers 

473 Automobile mechanics 

474 Automobile mechanic apprentices 

475 Data processing machine repairers 

480 Farm implement 

481 Heavy equipment mechanics, incl. diesel 

482 Household appl iance and accessory installers and 
mechanics 

483 Loom fixers 

484 Office machine 

485 Radio and television 

486 Railroad and car shop 

491 Mechanic, except auto, apprentices 

492 Miscellaneous mechanics and repairers 

495 Not specified mechanics and repairers 

501 Millers; grain, flour, and feed 

502 Millwrights 

503 Molders, metal 

504 Molder apprentices 

505 Motion picture projectionists 
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506 Opticians, and lens grinders and pol ishers 

510 Painters, construction and maintenance 

511 Painter apprentices 

512 Paperhangers 

514 Pattern and model makers, except paper 

515 Photoengravers and 1 ithographers 

516 Piano and organ tuners and repairers 

520 Plasterers 

521 Plasterer apprentices 

522 Plumbers and pipe fitters 

523 Plumber and pipe fitter apprentices 

525 Power station operators 

530 Printing press operators 

531 Printing press apprentices 

533 Rollers and finishers, metal 

534 Roofers and slaters 

535 Sheetmetal workers and tinsmiths 

536 Sheetmetal apprentices 

540 Shipfitters 

542 Shoe repairers 

543 Sign painters and letterers 

545 Stationary engineers 

546 Stone cutters and stone carvers 

550 Structural metal workers 

551 Tailors 
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552 Telephone installers and repairers 

554 Telephone I ine installers and repairers 

560 Tile setters 

561 Tool and die makers 

562 Tool and die maker apprentices 

563 Upholsterers 

571 Specified craft apprentices, n.e.c. 

572 Not specified apprentices 

575 Craft and kindred workers, n.e.c. 

580 Former members of the Armed Forces 

OPERATIVES, EXCEPT TRANSPORT 

601 Asbestos and insulation workers 

602 Assemblers 

603 Blasters 

604 Bottling and canning operatives 

605 Surveyor helpers 

610 Checkers, examiners, and inspectors; manufacturing 

611 Clothing ironers and pressers 

612 Cutting operatives, n.e.c. 

613 Dressmakers, except factory 

614 Dri Ilers, earth 

615 Dry wall installers and lathers 

620 Dyers 

621 Filers, polishers, sanders, and buffers 

622 Furnace tenders, smelters, and pourers, metal 
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623 Garage workers and gas station attendants 

624 Graders and sorters, manufacturing 

625 Produce graders and packers, except factory and 
farm 

626 Heaters, metal 

630 Laundry and dry cleaning operatives, n.e.c. 

631 Meat cutters and butchers, except manufacturing 

633 Meat cutters and butchers, manufacturing 

634 Meat wrappers, retail trade 

635 Metal platers 

636 Milliners 

640 Mine operatives, n.e.c. 

641 Mixing operatives 

642 Oilers and greasers, except auto 

643 Packers and wrappers, except meat and produce 

644 Painters, manufactured articles 

645 Photographic process workers 

Precision machine operatives 

650 Dri 11 press operatives 

651 Grinding machine operatives 

652 Lathe and milling machine operatives 

653 Precision machine operatives, n.e.c. 

656 Punch and stamping press operatives 

660 Riveters and fasteners 

661 Sai lars and deckhands 
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662 Sawyers 

663 Sewers and stitchers 

664 Shoemaking machine operatives 

665 Solderers 

666 Furnace tenders and stokers, except metal 

Textile operatives 

670 Carding, lapping, and combing operatives 

671 Knitters, loopers, and toppers 

672 Spinners, twisters, and winders 

673 Weavers 

674 Texti le operatives, n.e.c. 

680 Welders and flame-cutters 

681 Winding operatives, n.e.c. 

690 Machine operatives, miscellaneous specified 

692 Machine operatives, not specified 

694 Miscellaneous operatives 

695 Not specified operatives 

TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT OPERATIVES 

701 Boat operators 

703 Bus drivers 

704 Conductors and operators, urban rail transit 

;[:' 705 Delivery and route workers 
" 
~1 
) 706 
~ 

Fork lift and tow motor operatives 
~ 

~ 
~ 

710 Rail vehicle operators, n.e.c. 

5 711 \ Parking attendants 

"'-------------------------------------------- -----
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712 Railroad brake operators and couplers 

713 Rai lroad switch operators 

714 Taxicab drivers and ch~uffeurs 

715 Truck drivers 

LABORERS, EXCEPT FARM 

740 Animal caretakers, except farm 

750 Carpenters· helpers 

751 Construction laborers, except carpenters· helpers 

752 Fishers, hunters, and trappers 

753 Freight and material handlers 

754 Garbage col lectors 

755 Gardeners and groundskeepers, except farm 

760 Longshore workers and stevedores 

761 Timber cutting and logging workers 

762 Stock handlers 

763 Teamsters 

764 Vehicle washers and equipment cleaners 

770 Warehouse laborers, n.e.c. 

780 Miscellaneous laborers 

785 Not specified laborers 

FARMERS AND FARM MANAGERS 

801 Farmers (owners and tenants) 

802 Farm managers 
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FARM LABORERS AND SUPERVISORS 

821 Farm supervisors 

822 Farm laborers. wage workers 

823 Farm laborers. unpaid family workers 

824 Farm service laborers, self-employed 

SERVICE WORKERS, EXCEPT PRIVATE HOUSEHOLD 

Cleaning service workers 

901 Lodging quarters cleaners, except private household 

902 Building interior cleaners. n.e.c. 

903 Janitors and sextons 

Food service workers 

910 Bartenders 

911 Waiters· assistant 

912 Cooks. except private household 

913 Dishwashers 

914 Food counter and fountain workers 

915 Waiters 

916 Food service workers. n.e.c., except private 
household 

Health service workers 

921 Dental assistants 

922 Health aides. except nursing 

923 Health trainees 

924 Lay midwives 

925 Nursing aides, orderl ies, and attendants 
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926 Practical nurses 

Personal service workers 

931 Fl ight attendants 

932 Attendants, recreation and amusement 

933 Attendants, personal service, n.e.c. 

934 Baggage porters and bellhops 

935 Barbers 

940 Boarding and lodging house keepers 

941 Bootblacks 

942 Child care workers, except private household 

943 Elevator operators 

944 Hairdressers and cosmetologists 

945 Personal service apprentices 

950 Housekeepers, except private household 

952 School monitors 

953 Ushers, recreation and amusement 

954 Welfare service aides 

Protective service workers 

960 Crossing guards and bridge tenders 

961 Fire fighters 

962 Guards 

963 Marshals and constables 

964 Pol ice and detectives 

965 Sheriffs and bail iffs 

PRIVATE HOUSEHOLD WORKERS 
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980 Child care workers, private household 

981 Cooks, private household 

982 Housekeepers, private household 

983 Launderers, private household 

984 Private household cleaners and servants 

WORKERS NOT CLASSIFIABLE BY OCCUPATION 

992 Armed Forces 

INJURIES SUFFERED 
Includes any and all PHYSICAL (bodily) damage experienced by 
the victim from an attack during a crime incident, such as 
broken bones, bru i ses, cuts, i nterna I i nj ur i es, and so on. 
Does not include emotional upset. 
See also: Injury 

INJURY 
Bodily hurt or damage sustained by a victim as a result of 
criminal assault. The types of injuries suffered are used 
to distinguish between serious and minor assaults. Serious 
injuries include knife or gunshot wounds, broken bones, loss 
of teeth, and loss of consciousness. Minor injuries include 
bruises, black eye, cuts, scratches, swelling. Other 
injuries that can't be identified as serious or minor are 
distinguished by the amount of hospitalization required. 
See also: Serious Assault, Minor Assault 

I NTERV I EW PER 100 
See: Enumeration Period 

INTERVIEW PROCEDURES 
Before the scheduled field interview, a letter informing 
each household about the NCS and the interviewer's impending 
visit, was sent to each sample unit. The initial contact 
with the household is a personal visit, at which time 
interviews are obtained for as many household members 12 
years or older as possible. Subsequent to the initial 
personal interviews, interviewers are allowed to make 
telephone callbacks to obtain interviews with the remaining 
eligible household members, but return personal visits are 
recommended whenever possible. 
See also: Interviewing Sequence, Non-interview Procedures 
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INTERVIEW, TYPE OF 
See: Personal Interviews, Telephone Interviews, Self 

Respondent, Proxy Respondent 

INTERVIEWING SEQUENCE 
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The general interview sequence for the NCS National Sample 
is to (1) fill a Control Card for the Unit, (2) ask all 
appropriate personal characteristics and screen questions 
(including Household Screen Questions) on the Basic Screen 
Ques t i onna ire of the househo I d respondent, (3) get deta il ed 
reports on the Incident Report of any incidents of crime 
mentioned by the household respondent in the Basic Screen 
Questionnaire, and (4) ask all appropriate personal 
characteristics and screen questions and fill in incident 
reports, if any, for each subsequent el igible household 
member. An entire interview is completed for a household 
member before proceeding with the next person. 
The general interview sequence for the NCS Cities Sample was 
to (1) fill a Control Card for the unit, (2) then, if an 
Attitude Questionnaire was to be filled for the unit, ask 
all appropriate attitude questions of one respondent, (3) 
next, Basic Screen Questionnaire of the same respondent, and 
(4) get detailed reports on the Incident Report of any 
incidents of crime mentioned in the Basic Screen 
Questionnaire. An entire interview was completed for a 
household member before proceeding with the next person. 
See also: Interview Procedures, Control Card, Basic Screen 

Questionnaire, Crime Incident Report 

LAND USE 
For rural areas, land use may be either IIfarm ll or II non-farm ll 

as defined in the 1970 Census. 
1) Farm use - either of two sets of conditions must be met: 

a) Property of 10 acres or more AND $50 or more income 
from sales of farm products 

OR 
b) Property of less than 10 acres AND $250 or more 

income from sales of farm products. 
2) Non-farm use - either of two sets of conditions must be 

met: 
a) Property of 10 acres or more AND less than $50 

income from sales of farm products 
OR 

b) less than 10 acres property AND less than $250 
income from sales of farm products 

In determining size of property, all tracts of land which 
the respondent considers to be on the same property, farm, 
ranch, estate, etc. are included. If the respondent is 
renting the property for cash, only the acreage specifically 
paid for is included. 
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Income from sales of farm products refers to the GROSS 
amount received from the sale of crops, vegetables, fruits, 
nuts, I ivestock, milk, wool, poultry, eggs, nursery and 
forest products, etc. produced on the land in question 
during the 12 months prior to the interview. Value of 
products consumed on the property is not included. 
Efforts are made to obtain this information for Type A and 
Type B non-interviews as well. 
See also: Rural, Urban 

LARCENY 
One of the six major types of crime covered by the National 
Crime Survey. As used in the NCS Classification Scheme. 
larceny is defined as theft or attempted theft (except of 
autos) without direct contact between victim and offender. 
Subcategories of larceny are based on the amount of cash 
and/or property taken. The BJS publ ished reports 
distinguish between household and personal larceny. 
Household larceny is defined as the theft or attempted theft 
of property or cash from the home or its immediate vicinity. 
Forcible entrYI attempted forcible entry, and unlawful entry 
are not involved. Personal larceny, also referred to as 
personal crimes of theft, involves the theft of property or 
cash, either with contact (but without force or threat of 
force) or without direct contact between victim and 
offender. Personal larceny with contact involves the actual 
or attempted theft of purse, wallet, or cash by stealth 
directly from the person of the victim, but without force or 
threat of force. Personal larceny without contact involves 
theft or attempted theft, without direct contact between 
victim and offender, of property or cash from any place 
other than the victim's home or its immediate vicinity. 
See also: Crimes 

LINE NUMBER 
A two-digit number assigned during the interview to identify 
each individual in a household. Line numbers serve to link 
Control Card data to the Personal Characteristics data, and 
both of these to the Incident Report data. 

LISTING 
Major procedure preparatory to interviewing units. All 
listing is done by the interviewer before contacting any 
sample units. In general, I isting is done by observation, 
and consists of noting the location of every place where 
people I ive or might I ive within a given address or segment, 
using street names, house numbers, apartments numbers, and 
any other descriptive information necessary to fully specify 
unit locations. Listing procedures are detailed and 
extensive, and vary somewhat depending on the type of 
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segment. 
See also: Updating, Segment, Extra Units, Merged Units 

LIVING QUARTERS 
General term fol' structures occupied or intended for human 
occupancy; classified as either housing units or OTHER 
units. 
See also: Housing Unit, Other Unit, (Type of) Living 

Quarters, Place of Residence, Special Places, 
Tenure 

(TYPE OF) LIVING QUARTERS 
Living quarters are classifed as either housing units or 
OTHER units. Six types of housing units are distinguished 
for NCS: 
1) House, apartment, flat -- includes such housing units as 

an apartment over a garage or behind a store, janitor's 
quarters in an office building, and housing units in 
converted barns or sheds, as well as ordinary houses and 
apartments. 

2) Housing unit in a non-transient hotel, motel, etc. -
all separate living quarters in non-transient hotels, 
motels, etc. are housing units by definition. 

3) Housing unit permanent in transient hotel, motel, etc. 
-- occupied or intended for occupancy by permanent 
guests or resident employees. 

4) Housing units in rooming house. 
S) Mobile home or trailer -- includes those with permanent 

foundations. 
6) Housing unit not specified above 
Four types of OTHER units are distinguished for NCS: 
1) Quarters not housing unit in rooming' or boarding house. 
2) Unit not permanent in transient hotel, motel, etc. 

quarters not occupied or intended for occupancy by 
permanent guests or resident employees. 

3) Vacant tent site or trailer site. 
4) Not specified above -- for example, beds in flophouses, 

units for students in dormitories, and units in 
communes. 

See also: Housing Unit, Other Unit, Living Quarters, 
Special Places, Transient/Nontransient 

LOOKING FOR WORK 
See: Major Activity 

MAJOR ACTIVITY 
Used in determining whether household members are employed, 
unemployed, or not in the labor force. For the BJS 
publ ished reports, the major activity categories are used in 
a recode to obtain an employment status variable consisting 
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of: Age under 16, in Armed Forces, employed, unemployed, 
keeping house, in school, retired, and other. 
The major activity categories are: 
Working -- person working for payor profit, working without 
pay on family farm or business, or on jury duty if being 
paid. Persons doing the following types of unpaid work are 
not cons i dered IIwork i ngll: 1) unpa i d work wh i ch does not 
contribute to the operation of a fami ly farm or business, 2) 
unpaid work for a related member of the household who does 
not operate a farm or business, but is himself a salaried 
employee, 3) unpaid work for an unrelated member of the 
household, 4) unpaid work for a relative not in household, 
5) volunteer work without pay for an organization, 6) time 
for which person is paid whi Ie on temporary duty in the 
Armed Forces reserve or National Guard. 7) persons with 
investments only, 8) work reI ief programs. 
With Job But Not At Work -- temporari ly absent from a job or 
business for such reasons as illness, vacation. bad weather. 
labor dispute. temporary layoff, etc. 
Looking For Work -- in the market for a job or trying to 
start a business or profession. 
Keeping House -- persons primarily occupied with their own 
housework including those that indicate that keeping house 
would have been their chief activity except for their own 
temporary illness or absence from home. This category 
applies to any person who says they spend most of their time 
managing or being responsible for the care of the home 
and/or the children. More than one person in a household 
may be marked as IIkeeping house. 1I 

Going To Schooi -- persons attending any kind of public or 
private school, including trade or vocational schools in 
which stUdents receive no compensation in money or kind. 
Unable to Work -- because of long-term physical or mental 
illness or disabil ity, person is unable to do any kind of 
work. 
Retired any person who says he is retired. If person is 
simply working shorter hours because of retirement. the 
person is marked as IIwor king. 1I 

Other -- persons whose activity or ·status cannot be 
described by codes defined above. This includes persons in 
the Armed Forces. 
See also: Employed, Industry Code, Occupation Code, 

Unemployed, Recode 

MARITAL STATUS 
Marriage status may be: 
1) Married - includes common-law marriage 
2) Widowed 
3) Divorced 
4) Separated - those married persons who have a legal 
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separation or who have parted because of marital 
discord, but have not yet obtained a divorce. Those 
who have parted temporarily for reasons other than 
marital discord (such as employment, Armed Forces, 
etc.) are recorded as married. 

5) Never Married - includes all children under 14, and 
persons whose only marriages have been annulled and 
people living together who make no mention of common
law marriage. 

MEDICAL ATTENTION 
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Refers to care given by a trained professional medical 
person such as a doctor, nurse, dentist. etc., either on the 
scene of a criminal incident, at an office, in a hospital or 
clinic, or elsewhere. 

MEDICAL EXPENSES, TOTAL AMOUNT OF 
Total known amount of medical expenses which are a direct 
result of a person's injuries sustained in a criminal 
incident. Includes: doctor and hospital bills, surgeon's 
fees, emergency room expenses, ambulance service, services 
of a physical therapist and dentist's fees. Also includes 
expenses for medicine and any kind of special devices or 
aids the victim was forced to obtain as a result Gf his 
injury, such as braces, dentures, eyeglasses, wheelchair, 
and artificial limbs. 

MERGED UNITS 
Sample unit which has combined with another unit after the 
unit has been initially listed. Merged units are 
interviewed if the first of the merged units listed is in 
the sample for which units in the segment are being 
interviewed for the current interview period; other sample 
units involved become "Type C Non-interview" (reason: 
merged) . 
If the first of the merged units listed is not in the 
current sample, no interview is taken, and sample units 
involved become "Type C Non-interview" (reason: merged). 
See also: Listing, Non-interview Type C 

MIL ITARY STATUS 
Determined for males 18 and over. In Armed Forces includes 
those serving on active duty at the time of the interview 
with: U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, Coast 
Guard, reserve branch of any of the above only if currently 
on active duty status for several months. Also includes 
commissioned officers of the U.S. Publ ic Health Service who 
are attached to any branch of the Armed Forces, and National 
Guardsmen, on active duty. Cadets in U.S. Mil itary 
academies also are considered to be with the Armed Forces. 
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MINOR ASSAULT 
As used in the NCS Classification Scheme, a form of 
assaultive violence in which the attack is carried out 
without a weapon and results in minor injury, such as 
bruises, black eye, cuts, and scratches or an undetermined 
injury requiring less than 2 days of hospitalization. Minor 
assault mayor may not be accompanied by theft. 
In BJS publ ished reports, injuries associated with a 
robbery are classified as resulting from a minor assault if 
the extent of the injury was minor (e.g., bruises, black 
eye, etc.) or was undetermined but required less than 2 days 
of hospitalization. 
See also: Serious Assault, Injury, Assaultive Violence, 

Robbery 

MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT 
Steal ing or unauthorized taking of a motor vehicle. 
including attempts at such acts. Motor vehicles include 
automobiles, trucks, motorcycles, and any other motorized 
vehicle that is legally allowed on most roads and highways. 
See also: Motor Vehicles - Total Number of 

MOTOR VEHICLES, TOTAL NUMBER OF 
Household respondent is asked how many motor vehicles the 
household has owned during the six months prior to interview 
in the Cit i es Samp Ie. (I f none have been owned, s.creen 
questions concerning auto theft are ignored.) A motor 
vehicle is usually a car, truck, motorcycle, or other 
vehicie which may be legally driven on publ ic roads. Not 
included are boats, airplanes, minibikes, or snowmobiles. 
All motor vehicles owned during the reference period are 
counted, including those sold, given away, junked, stolen, 
or abandoned. Motor vehicles used SOLELY by a recognizable 
business are not included, nor are vehicles loaned to the 
respondent for private use by a business, unless the 
respondent owns the business. Motor vehicles used by a 
student, owned by his parents, and kept away from home are 
not included. 

NCP 
See: National Crime Panel (NCP) 

NCS 
See: National Crime Survey (NCS) 

NCS CLASSIFICATION SCHEME 
Classifies crimes according to six main types: assaultive 
violence with theft, assaultive violence without theft, 
personal theft without assault, burglary, larceny, and motor 

-~-------~ _._-------_._-
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vehicle theft. Each type comprises several subcategories. 
Incidents in the NCS tape files have been coded according to 
the NCS Classification Scheme. 
See also: Crime Classification 

NATIONAL CRIME PANEL (NCP) 
A program of household and commercial victimization surveys 
sponsored by the Bureau of Justice Statistics 
and conducted by the Bureau of the Census to develop new 
information on the matter of crime and its impact on 
society. There are two program components -- a continuous 
national survey and surveys taken periodically in selected 
central cities. The program provides: 1) detailed 
information about the victims of crime, 2) estimates number 
and types of crime not reported to the pol ice, and 3) 
uniform measures of selected types of crime permitting 
comparisons over time and between different geographic 
areas. A key feature of the NCP methodology is its use of 
representative probability sampl ing to discover incidents of 
crime, rather than relying on law enforcement agency 
records. This approach enables the collection of previously 
unavailable data on the demographic and socioeconomic 
aspects of crime. 
See also: National Crime Survey, Commercial Victimization 

Survey, Law Enforcement Assistance . 
Administration, Census - U.S. Bureau of, National 
Sample, Cities Sample 

NATIONAL CRIME SURVEY (NCS) 
The household victimization portion of the National Crime 
Panel program which focuses on measuring the extent of 
victimization ascribable to the major crimes of assault, 
rape, robbery, burglary, larceny, and auto or motor vehicle 
theft. The National Crime Survey uses two samples (National 
and Cities) to obtain accurate and up-to-date measures of 
the amounts and kinds of crimes of which households and 
persons 12 
See also: 

years of age and older have been victims. 
National Crime Panel, Crimes, Commercial 
Victimization Survey, National Sample, Cities 
Sample 

NATIONAL SAMPLE 
One of the two major components in the National Crime Panel 
program. A total of approximately 72,000 housing units and 
other living quarters are designated for the sample. 
Interviewing began in July 1972. The sample is divided into 
six groups, or rotations, each of which contains housing 
units whose occupants are interviewed once every six months 
over a period of 3 years. Each rotation group is further 
divided into six panels. Therefore, one-sixth of each 
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rotation group, or one panel, is interviewed each month 
during the six-month period. Because the survey is 
continuous, additional sample units are selected in the 
manner described and assigned to rotation groups and panels 
for subsequent incorporation into the sample. A new 
rotation group enters the sample every six months, replacing 
a group phased out after being in the sample for three 
years. 
See also: Sample Rotation. National Sample Design, Cities 

Sample 

NATIONAL SAMPLE DESIGN 
Estimates from the survey are based on data obtained from a 
stratified multistage cluster sample. In designing the 
sample, the first stage consisted of the formation of 
primary sampling units comprising counties or groups of 
counties, including every county in the Nation. 
Approximately 1,930 of these units were so formed and 
grouped into 376 strata. Among these strata, 156 
represented single areas and thus came into the sample with 
certainty. These strata, designated self-representing 
areas, generally contained the larger metropolitan areas. 
The remaining 220 strata were formed by combining areas that 
shared certain characteristics, such as geographic region, 
popUlation density, population growth rate, proportion of 
nonwhite population, etc. From each stratum, one area was 
selected for the sample, the probability of selection having 
been propor~ionate to the area1s population; areas so chosen 
are referred to as being non-self-representing. 
The remaining stages of sampling were designed to insure a 
self-weighting probabj lity sample of housing units and group 
quarters within each of the selected areas. (Self-weighting 
means that each sample household had the same initial 
probabi I ity of being selected.) This involved a systematic 
selection of enumeration districts (geographic areas used 
for the 1970 Census) with probabil ity of selection being 
proportionate to their 1970 population size, followed by the 
selection of clusters of approximately four housing units 
from within each enumeration district. To account for units 
built after the 1970 Census, a sample was drawn, by means of 
an independent clerical operation, of permits issued for new 
construction. Jurisdictions that do not issue building 
permits were sampled for new construction by means of a 
sample of area segments. The resulting sample of new 
construction units, though yielding a relatively small 
portion of the total sample, wil I account for an increasing 
share as the decade progresses. 
See also: Enumeration District, National Sample, Primary 

Sampling Unit (PSU) , Segment, Strata 

--- ----- -" - -----"------
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NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTERISTICS 
Included in the National Complete Sample Fi Ie and the 
National Incident Extract File. Neighborhood 
Characteristics consist of 55 summary indicators from the 
1970 Census about populations and their their housing in 
particular areas. The Neighborhood Characteristics were 
appended to most household records describing units built 
before, and counted in, the 1970 Census. In general, 
Neighborhood Characteristics are ratios recorded in the 
range .00 to .99; for example, Ilratio of persons of Spanish 
heritage to total population ll might be .07 for a selected 
neighborhood, indicating 7% Spanish population for that 
area. Specific neighborhoods are not identified by name, 
but represent areas of varying types, about the size of 
Census tracts (approximately 4,000 persons). 

NON-I NTERV lEW 
Instance where an interview cannot be obtained. There are 
four types: A) when an interview for an el igible household 
is not obtained for some reason such as refusal; B) when an 
interview is not obtained because the unit is inel igible for 
interview at the present time, such as a vacant unit, but 
could become eligible in the future; C) when the unit is 
physically ineligible, e.g., demol ished; and Z) when a 
particular member is not interviewed in an otherwise 
interviewed household. 
See also: Non-interview Procedures, Non-interview - Type A; 

- Type B; - Type C; - Type Z 

NON-INTERVIEW ADJUSTMENTS 
Adjustments made t( 1nterviewed household and person 
weights. A household non-interview adjustment accounts for 
some occupied units qualified to participate in the survey, 
but from which an interview was not obtained (Non-interview 
Type A). A within-household non-interview adjustment 
accounts for situations in which at least one, but not all, 
el iglble persons in a household were l~terviewed 
(Non- i nterv i ew Type Z) . 
See also: Non-Interview Procedures, Household Weight, 

Person Weight, Non-Interview Type A, 
Non-Interview Type Z 

NON-INTERVIEW PROCEDURES 
For various reasons, interviewers are unable to obtain 
intervie,ws for all sample units. Such units are classified 
as non-interviews and are handled as follows: 
I) Type A Non-interview - occupied sample units in which 
household members were rarely at home, uncooperative, or 
otherwise impossible to reach. A non-interview adjustment 
is appl led to interviewed household and person weights so 
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that these units are represented in the sample. 
2) Type B Non-interview - units selected for sample which 
turn out to be vacant or otherwise inel igible. Since these 
units might become el igible in the future, they are 
revisited in subsequent periods that the unit is in the 
sample. If they become el igible, the household is 
interviewed. 
3) Type C Non-interview - units which are demol ished, 
converted to non-residential use or otherwise out of scope 
for NCS. These units are dropped from the sample once they 
are identified. The sample size is sufficiently large to 
al low for Type Band C Non~interviews. 
In addition, if at least one, but not all el igible persons 
in a household are interviewed, persons for which an 
interview was not obtained (within-household non-interview) 
are classified as Type Z Non-interviews and only a few 
personal characteristics (obtained by proxy) are recorded. 
A non-interview adjustment is appl ied to interviewed person 
weights to account for those with-household non-interviews. 
See also: Non-interview, Non-intervieW Type A, 

Non-interview Type S, - Type C, - Type Z, 
Non-Interview Adjustment 

NON-INTERVIEW TYPE A 
Consists of households occupied by persons eligible for 
interview but from whom no interviews are obtained. because: 
1) no one is at home in spite of repeated visits 
2) the entire household is temporarily away during all of 
the interview period 
3) the household refuses to give any information 
4) the unit cannot be reached due to impassable roads 
5) i nterv i ew is not conducted due to a ser i ous i II ness or 
death in the family 
6) the interviewer is unable to locate the sample unit 
Every effort is made to avoid this type of non-interview in 
order to keep th~ unit and maintain a representative sample. 
See also: Non-interview, Non-interview Procedures, 

Non-interview Adjustments 

NON-INTERVIEW TYPE B 
Consists of units which are not el igible for interview 
because: 
1) unit is a vacant regular housing unit 
2) unit is vacant and used for storage 
3) unit is occupied by persons usually residing elsewhere 
4) unit unfit for habitation or to be demolished 
5) unit under construction and not ready for occupancy 
6) unit temporarily converted to business or storage 
7) address identifies an unoccupied tent or trailer site 
8) permit granted, but construction not started 
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See also: Non-interview. Non-interview Procedures 

NON-INTERVIEW TYPE C 
Consists of units not el igible for sample because: 
1) no address was 1 isted on the sample line of the 
1 isting sheet . 
2) unit demol ished by time of enumer~tion 
3) house or trailer has been moved 
4) unit converted to permanent business or storage 
5) unit has been merged with another unit 
See also: Non-intervi~w, Merged Units, Non-interview 

Procedur.es 

NON-INTERVIEW TYPE Z 
A within-household non-interview. It occurs when the 
interviewer is unable to obtain an interview for a 
particular household member in an otherwise interviewed 
household. For this type of non-interview person, only a 
few persona 1 character i st i cs items are ·f ill ed in on the 
Basic Screen Questionnaire. 
See also: Non-interview, Non-interview Procedures, Basic 
Screen Questionnaire, Non-interview Adjustments 

NONSAMPLING VARIABILITY 
See: Survey Error. Sampling Variabil ity 

OCCUPATION CODE 
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A three-digit numeric code assigned, using the 1970 
Alphabetic Index of Industries and Occupations, based on the 
type of job held by the person. For unemployed persons, the 
occupation code is based on the last job held within the 
last five years. 
See also: Industry Code, Class of Worker, Major Activity 

OCCUPIED HOUSING UNIT 
A housing unit is considered occupied if it is the usual 
place of residence of the person or persons 1 iving in it at 
the time of interview. 
See also: Place of Residence, Housing Unit 

OFFENDER 
The person who committed the crime or was believed to be the 
person who committed the crime. 

OPERATION OF BUSINESS 
For the purposes of the National Crime Survey, a distinction 
is made between two types of businesses. These are 
catagorized as recognizable businesses and unrecognizable 
businesses. 
A recognizable business is one that is observable and 
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identifiable from the outside by a sign or some other 
indication. Crimes involving any recognizable business~ 
such as property stolen from the business are not included 
in the NCS. Only the loss of personal property of the 
respondent or of another household member, or personal 
threat or injury to the respondent or other household member 
is included if a crime involves a recognizable business. 
An unrecognizable business has no outside indication, such 
as a sign in the yard or window, which indicates that it is 
a business. An example of an unrecognizable busjness is a 
mai I order business run from the home, if there is no sign 
outside the house advertising the buiiness. Crimes involving 
unrecognizable businesses, including property stolen from 
the business, are included in the NCS estimates. 

OTHER UNITS 
Refers to 1 iving quarters which do not qualify as housing 
units. OTHER units are located in special places such as 
institutions, dormitories, and boarding houses where the 
residents have their own rooms, groups of rooms, or beds; 
and also have some common facil ities such as a dining room, 
lobby, or 1 iving room or recreational areas. 
Some of the rooms, groups of rooms, etc., in these places 
are always classified as OTHER units, even though they have 
direct access or complete kitchen facil ities. Other rooms 
or groups of rooms are classified as OTHER units if they do 
NOT meet the housing unit definition. 
All units in the National and Cities Samples are defined as 
either being a housing unit or an OTHER unit. 
See also: Housing Unit, Living Quarters, Special Places, 

(Type of) Living Quarters, Group Quarters, 
Extra Units 

OUT OF UNIVERSE 
Out of Universe (or INAP) is used in the codebook 
documentation to designate those areas for which the 
particular question was not appropriate and therefore not 
asked. For example, employment-related questions wer~ not 
asked of persons under the age of 16. 
See also: Residue 

PANEL 
Used in the National Sample rotation scheme. Each panel is 
a systematic one-sixth sample of the 72,000 sample units, 
which is interviewed semi-annually during two designated 
months, e.g., January and July or February and August. 
See also: Sample Rotation, Panel Number 

PANEL NUMBER 
In the National Sample, an identification number (1-6) 
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assigned to each case in the sample which identifies the 
months in which the unit is to be interviewed (e.g., Panel 
housing units are interviewed in January and July). It is 
the first digit of the segment number. 
See also: Panel, Segment Number 

PERSON WEIGHT 
In both the National and Cities Samples, the person weight 
is based on the basic weight of the person in the sample 
plus adjustments for within-;Iousehold noninterviews, 
subsampl ing, noninterviewed households, and various 
ratio estimates. 
See also: Weight, Household Weight, Incident Weight, 

Non-interview Adjustments 

PERSONAL CRIMES 
See: Personal Incident, Personal Victimization 

PERSONAL CRIMES OF THEFT 
Used in the NCS published reports to describe the theft of 
property or cash, either with contact (but without force or 
threat of force) or without direct contact between victim 
and offender. Includes both completed and attempted acts. 
A I so referred to as persona I larceny. 
The NCS Classification Scheme does not distinguish between 
personal crimes of theft which do not involve force or the 
threat of force and robbery which does. 
See also: Larceny, Robbery, Personal Theft Without Assault 

(Robbery) 

PERSONAL INCIDENT 
A specific criminal act involving one or more persons as 
victims of one or more offenders. In BJS published 
reports, crimes against persons include rape, robbery, 
assault, and personal larceny. Estimates of the number of 
personal incidents are usually lower than estimates of 
personal victimizations because the number of persons 
victimized during an incident are not accounted for 
separately. Also, in situations where a personal crime 
occurred during the course of a commercial crime, it was 
assumed that the incident was represented in the Commercial 
Victimization Survey and, therefore, it was not counted as 
an incident of personal crime. 
See also: Personal Victimization, Victimization, Incident 

Weight 

PERSONAL INTERVIEW& 
Each lenumerat!on period, initial interviews in a household 
are conducted in person. Follow-up interviews to reach 
persons not available at the time of the initial visit may 
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be made by telephone. 
See also: Telephone lnterviews, Enumeration Period 

PERSONAL LARCENY 
See: Larceny 

PERSONAL THEFT WITHOUT ASSAULT 
As used in the NCS Classification Scheme, refers to all of 
the following crimes against persons: robbery (with or 
without a weapon), attempted robbery (with or without a 
weapon), purse snatch (without force), attempted purse 
snatch (without force), pocketpicking. 
This term is not used in the BJS publ ished reports. 
See also: Crimes, Robbery, Larceny 

PERSONAL VICTIMIZATION 
A specific criminal act as it affects one victimized person. 
In BJS publ ished reports, crimes against persons include 
rape, robbery, assault, and personal larceny. Estimates of 
the number of personal victimizations are determined by the 
number of victims of such acts; ordinarily, the number of 
victimizations is somewhat higher than the number of 
incidents because more than one person was victimized during 
certain incidents, and because details of personal crimes 
occurring during the course of a commercial crime, as 
related to the victimized person, are reflected in these 
estimates. 
See also: Personal Incident, Victimization, Incident 

PLACE 
The term place refers to a concentration of population, 
regardless of the existence of legally prescribed units, 
powers, or functions. However, most of the places identified 
in the census are incorporated as cities, towns, vi llages, 
or boroughs. In addition, the larger unincorporated places 
are identified. Places are identified in the National 
Sample files by a two-digit place size code and a one-digit 
place description code. 
See also: Place Size Code, Place Description Code, 

Rural, Urban 

PLACE DESCRIPTION CODE 
A one-digit code used in the National Sample files to 
identify the type of place in which a sample unit is 
located. The following categories are given: 
1) Central city of an SMSA only 
2) Central city of an urbanized area only 
3) Central city of both an SMSA and an urbanized area 
4) Other incorporated place 
5) Unincorporated place 
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Code 6 not usee: 
7) Not a place 
See also: Central City, Urbanized Area, Place, Standard 

Metropol itan Statistical Area 

PLACE OF OCCURRENCE 

2.05 

Identifies whether the incident occurred within the 1 imits 
of the city in which the repondent 1 ives or somewhere else 
in the United States. 
See also: Place of Occurrence (Detailed) 

PLACE OF OCCURRENCE (DETA I LED) 
The following place of occurrence categories are used to 
describe where the incident occurred: 
1) At or in own home or apartment, in garage or other 
building on property -- always includes actual or attempted 
entry, and attacks or threats taking place inside the 
respondent's dwelling. Other buildings on property include 
tool sheds, servants l quarters, greenhouses, barns, stables, 
etc. 
2) At or in vacation home, hotel, or motel. 
3) Inside a commerciai building, such as a store, 
restaurant, 
bank, gas station, public conveyance or station -- includes 
all commercial buildings, commercial parking lots, public 
buses, trains, airplanes, taxis, trolleys, etc., and 
terminals or stations for such conveyances. 
4) Inside office, factory, or warehouse. 
S) Near own home: yard, sidewalk, drive, carport, apartment 
hall -- does not include actual or attempted burglaries: 
does include actual or attempted auto theft or theft from 
car, when car was parked on the street in front of the 
respondent's home. 
6) On street, in park, field, playground, school grounds, 
publ ic parking lot. 
7) Ins i de schoo I bu i 1 ding. 
8) Other 
See also: Place of Occurrence 

PLACE OF RESIDENCE 
Specific I iving quarters held by respondent, to which he is 
free to return at any time, AND at which he usually 1 ives 
and sleeps. Not necessarily the same as legal residence or 
voting residence. Also described as "Usual Place of 
Residence." 
See also: Living Quarters, Occupied Housing Unit, Vacant 

Housing Unit 

PLACE SIZE CODE 
A two-digit code used in the National Sample files to 
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identify the population size range for the place in which 
the sample unit is located; as determined by the 1970 
Census. Place sizes are classified in the following 
categories: 
Under 200 
200 to 499 
500 to 999 
1000 to 1 s 499 
I ,500 to 1,999 
2,000 to 2,499 
2,500 to 4,999 
5,000 to 9,999 
10,000 to 19,999 
20,000 to 24,999 
25,000 to 49,999 
50,000 to 99,999 
100,000 to 249,999 
250,000 to 499,999 
500,000 to 999,999 
1,000,000 or more 
See also: Place 

POCKETPICKING 
See: Personal Theft Without Assault, Larceny 

POLICE INFORMED 
A question on the Crime Incident Report asks: IIWere the 
po lice informed of th i s inc i dent in any way711 The IlpO 1 i cell 
include all regular police and sheriff's departments at the 
city, county, state, or federal level of government. Also 
included are specialized police forces authorized to make 
arrests in a special area or jurisdiction. e.g •• campus 
pol ice, park police, transit pol ice, harbor police, and 
airport police. Excluded are security guards, fish & game 
wardens, and such officers without authority to make police 
arrests. 

PRESENCE OF WEAPON 
See: Weapon 

PRIMARY INDIVIDUAL 
Household head 1 iving alone or with non-relatives only. 

PRIMARY SAMPLING UNIT (PSU) 
Consists of a county or a number of contiguous counties. 
Each SMSA constitutes a separate PSU. In combining counties 
to form PSU1s, each PSU is defined so as to be as 
heterogeneous as possible. 1.921 PSUls were formed, using 
every county in the U.S. 
In the National Sample design, 376 PSUls were selected to 
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form the first stage of sampl ing. In the Cities Sample, 
the PSU numbers identify the general area in which a 
segment is located. 
See also: National Sample Design, Control Number, 

Enumeration District, Standard Metropol itan 
Statistical Area (SMSA) 

PRINCIPAL PERSON 
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The wife in a hu~band-wife household or head of household in 
a nonhusband-wife household; often the household respondent. 
Used in the National Sample in determining weights for . 
tabulating household crimes. 
See also: Head of Household, Household Respondent 

PSU NUMBERS 
IIpSU numbers" are three-digit codes which identify each PSU, 
and are part of the Control Number which uniquely identifies 
each sample unit. 

PROXY RESPONDENT 
Person answering questions for another person. Information 
about each household member aged 12 and 13 is obtained by 
asking the questions for these persons of the household 
respondent or some other knowledgeable household member. 
If a particular household member 14 or older is physically 
or mentally unable to answer the individual questions, or is 
temporari ly absent and is not expected to return before the 
enumeration closeout date, the interviewer is instructed to 
accept infor'mation from another knowledgeable household 
member. 
See also: Self Respondent 

PURSE SNATCH 
See: Personal Theft Without Assault, Larceny 

QUESTIONNAIRE FORMS 
There are three basic forms used to collect the data 
required for the National Crime Survey. Both the 
National and Cities Samples use the following three 
forms: 1) Control Card, 2) Basic Screen 
Questionnaire, and 3) Crime Incident Report. 
See also: Basic Screen Questionnaire, Control Card, Crime 

Incident Report» Interview Procedures 

RACE 
In the National Crime Surveys, persons are classified as 
either White, Negro or Other. Persons of Latin-American 
descent are recorded as White unless they specify 
themselves as Negro or Other. Other is used for persons of 
races other than White or Negro, such as Japanese, Chinese, 
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American Indian, etc. For persons of racially mixed 
parentage, race recorded is that of the person1s father. 
Race is determined by observation for family members and by 
inquiry for persons unrelated to household head. 
See also: Ethnicity 

RAPE 
One of the six major types of crime covered by the National 
Crime Survey. In BJS publ ications, rape is defined as 
carnal knowledge through the use of force or the threat of 
force, including attempts. Statutory rape (without force) 
is excluded. The following rape sub-categories are used in 
the NCS Classification Scheme: rape with theft, attempteg 
rape with theft, rape without theft, attempted rape without 
theft. 
See also: Crimes, Assaultive Violence 

RATE 
A fixed ratio of two quantities. Rate per 100 households 
refers to the amount of victimization for every 100 
households. Rate per 100 population refers to the 
amount of victimizations for every 100 persons. 
See also: Victimization, Survey Error, Weight 

RECODE 
A single code, mechanically derived by combining codes for 
several related items, used for convenience and efficiency 
in tabulating data. 

RECOGNIZABLE BUSINESS 
See: Operation of Business 

RECORD COUNTS 
Provides a count of records on a file-specific basis, e.g., 
the number of household records, person records, and 
incident records contained in a file. May also be used to 
provide subcounts within a record type, e.g., number of 
interviewed households, number of non-interviewed 
households, etc. Record counts are provided in the User 
Directories for each NCS tape file. 
See also: User Directories 

REFERENCE PERIOD 
The length of time for which respondents are asked to report 
on victimizations experienced. A reference period of 6 
months is used in the National Sample. 
See also~ Collection Quarter, Data Quarter, Telescoping, 

Bounding Procedure 

REINTERVIEW 
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One of several methods used to evaluate and improve the 
qual ity of interviewing. Reinterviews evaluate the impact 
of errors of variations in response, measure how well 
individual inter"viewers follow procedures, and measure 
errors in coverage arising from incorrect I isting, failure 
to conduct interviews at the correct address, non-interview 
misclassifications, missed units, or incorrect appl ications 
of definitions of housing unit and household members. 
Reinterviews are conducted regularly in a small proportion 
of the National Sample Households. 

RELATIONSHIP TO HOUSEHOLD HEAD 
Interviewers determine the precise relationship to the 
household head of each person I iving in the household, e.g., 
wife, son, daughter, step-son, step-daughter, father, 
mother, grandson, daughter-in-law, aunt, nephew, lodger, 
servant, hired hand, visitor, and so on. In classifying 
these entries for the tape files, only five categories are 
used: 

Head 
Wi fe of Head 
Own Ch i I d 
Other relative 
Non-relative 

See also: Head of Household, Primary Individual 

RESIDENCE 
See: Place of Residence 

RESIDUE 
Used in the codebook documentation to designate those cases 
where the respondent could not or did not provide an answer, 
or for some reason the response given did not fall into the 
predetermined categories. Attempts were made during the 
edits to convert such cases to valid codes based on the 
presence or absence of certain key elements. 
See also: Qut of Universe 

RESPONDENT 
See: Household Respondent, Proxy Respondent, Self 
Respondent 

ROBBERY 
In the NCS Classification Scheme, robbery is a subcategory 
of personal theft without assault and includes: robbery 
with weapon, robbery with no weapon, attempted robbery with 
weapon, and attempted robbery with no weapon. 
As used in the BJS published reports, robbery is defined as 
theft or attempted theft, directly from a person, of 
property or cash by force or threat of force, with or 
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without a weapon. 
There are two main subcategories of robbery, viz., robbery 
with injury and robbery without injury. Robbery with injury 
is theft or attempted theft from a person, accompanied by an 
attack, either with or without a weapon, resulting in 
injury. An injury is classified as resulting from a serious 
assault if a weapon was used in the commission of the crime 
or, if not, when the extent of the i nj ury was either ser i ous 
(e.g., broken bones, internal injuries, etc.) or 
undetermined but required 2 or more days of hospitalization. 
An injury is classified as resulting from a minor assault 
when the extent of the injury was minor (e.g., bruises, 
black eyes, etc.) or undetermined but required less than 2 
days of hospital ization. Robbery without injury is theft or 
attempted theft from a person, accompanied by force or 
threat of force, either with or without a weapon, but not 
resulting in injury. 
See also: Personal Theft Without Assault 

ROTATION 
See: Sample Rotation, National Sample, Rotation Group 

Number 

ROTATION DESIGN 
See: Sample Rotation, National Sample, Rotation Group 

Number 

ROTATION GROUP 
See: Sample Rotation 

ROTATION GROUP NUMBER 
Used in the National Sample rotation scheme. Each rotation 
group should be a systematic one-sixth sample of the 72,000 
housing units as well as a one-sixth sample of the sample 
interviewed each month. The rotation group number is 
denoted by the hundreds digit of the four-digit segment 
number assigned to each sample unit. 
See also: Segment Number, Sample Rotation, National Sample 

RURAL 
All remaining areas not fal ling into one of the following 
categories: 
1) Places of 2,500 or more inhabitants incorporated into 

cities, boroughs, villages, and towns (except towns in 
New England, New York, Wisconsin) 

2} The densely settled urban fringe whether incorporated or 
unincorporated, or urban areas 

3} Unincorporated places of 2,500 or more inhabitants 
See also: Urban, Place, Land Use 
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SMSA 
See: Standard Metropol itian Statistical Area (SMSA) 

SAMPLE 
A selection of part of the units of a population according 
to specific and detailed procedures. The properties of a 
sample population are studied to gain information about the 
whole population. For the NCS surveys, a probability sample 
was used, whereby each element of the population has a 
known, but not necessarily equal chance of being included in 
the sample. 
See also: National Sample, Sampl ing Variabil ity, Estimate, 

Population, Cities Sample 

SAMPLE DESIGN 
See also: National Sample Design, Cities Sample Design 

SAMPLE DESIGNATION 
A portion of the identification codes assigned to each 
sample unit in the National Sample, consisting of the letter 

" 

IIJII and two digits. The letter distinguished NCS surveys 
from other Census surveys, and the digits identify the 
sequence and source of selection of sample addresses. For 
example, the first sample selected was designated as JOI. 
See also: Identification Code, Control Number 

SAMPLE ERROR 
See: Sampl ing Variabil ity 

SAMPLE ROTATION 
A rotation scheme is used for the National Sample: each 
sample of approximately 72,000 households is divided into 
six rotation groups. When the rotation plan became fully 
operative in January, 1977, households in a particular 
rotation group and sample was be interviewed once every six 
months for 3 years, the first interview being only for the 
purpose of bounding. Each rotation group is further divided 
into six panels or months. Thus 1/6th of each rotation 
group is interviewed each month during a six-month period. 
One rotation group enters the sample every six months, while 
the corresponding rotation group from a previous sample is 
phased out. This enables preservation of the overal I sample 
size and survey procedures, while averting undue imposition 
to, and biases in reporting by, respondents through repeated 
interviews. 
See also: Bounding Schedule, National Sample, Panel, 

Rotation Group Number 

SAMPLE UNIT 
A unit selected for inclusion in a sample or a census. 
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See also: Sample, Housing Unit, Other Unit, Special 
Places 

SAMPLING VARIABILITY 
Chance differences in representation which occur because a 
sample was surveyed instead of the whole population. The 
primary measure of sampling variabil ity is Standard Error. 
See also: Sample, Standard Error, Confidence Interval, 

Survey Error, Variance 

SCREEN QUESTION NUMBER 
On each Cri~e Incident Report, the number of the screen 
question that elicited the report of the incident is 
rec'::>rded. 
See also: Individual Screen Questions, Household Screen 

Questions 

SCREEN QUESTIONNAIRE 
See: Basic Screen Questionnaire 

SEGMENT 
A cluster of sample units in the same PSU selected for 
household interview. In the National Sample, sample units 
are located in one of five types of segments, depending on 
the type of Enumeration District in which the segment is 
located: 
1) Address Segments - consist of specific addresses selected 
from the 1970 Decenial Census I ists, in address type 
Enumeration districts. 
2) Area Segments - consist of relatively small designated 
areas of land with well-defined boundaries, such as streets, 
roads, rivers, or railroad tracks in area type Enumeration 
districts. The interviewer I ists all of the I iving quarters 
in a designated segment, and a sample of these is selected 
for interview. 
3) Permit Segments - consist Qf addresses selected from a 
sample of building permits issued for new construction. 
4) Special Place Segments - consist of special places in 
address type Enumeration districts which can be identified 
from Census listings. 
5) Cen-Sup Segments - consist of addresses which were 
inadequately identified or unreported in the Census. 
In the Cities Sample, sample units are located in either 
unit (address), Permit, or Special Place Segments. No 
Area or Cen-Sup Segments are used. Address segments are 
referred to as Unit Segments in the Cities Sample. 
See also: National Sample Design, Enumeration District, 

Extra Units, Listing, Segment Number, Serial 
Number, Updating 
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SEGt1ENT NUMBER 
Part of the Control Number assigned to each sample unit. In 
the National Sample, it consists of four digits: the 
thousands digit identifies the panel; the hundreds digit 
identifies the rotation group; tens and units together 
identify clusters which are numbered sequentially starting 
with 110111 in each panel and rotation combination. 
See als.o: Segment, Control Number, Panel Number, Rotation 

Group Number, Enumeration District 

SELF -E/1PLOYED 
See: Class of Worker 

SELF RESPONDENT 
Person who answers questions for himself. Information about 
each household member 14 years and over is obtained by 
selt-response; that is, each of these persons is interviewed 
for himself. 
See also: Proxy Respondent 

SELF-WE I GHT I NG 
Indication that all sample units have the same initial 
probability of selection for the Sample. 
See also: Weight, Sample 

SERIAL NUMBER 
A unique two-digit number assigned in sequence within each 
s(~gment to each sample household in the National Sample. In 
the Cities Sample, it is a unique 6 digit number 
assigned to each sample unit within a particular PSU. 
It is used for administrative control, and is part of 
the Control Number. 
See also: Segment, Control Number 

SERIES INCIDENT REPORT 
Under certain circumstances, the interviewer is allowed to 
report several incidents as a IIseries ll incident on one 
Incident Report form. All of the following conditions must 
ex i !)t: 
1) The incidents had to be very similar in detail. 
2) There must have been at least three incidents in the 
IIseries,lI 
3) The respondent must not have been able to recall dates 
and other details of the individual incidents well en~ugh 

to report them separately. 
In completing the Crime Incident Report for a series 
incident, details of the most recent incident are used. 
For BJS publ ications, series incidents are tabulated 
separately and are not included with single incidents when 
estimating the amount of crime. 
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SERIOUS ASSAULT 
As used in the NCS Classification Scheme, a form of 
assaultive violence in which the attack is either carried 
out with a weapon, or results in serious injury. such as 
broken bones, internal injuries, loss of consciouness, or, 
an undetermined injury requiring 2 or more days of 
hospitalization. Serious assault mayor may not be 
accompanied by theft. 
In BJS publ ished reports, injuries associated with a 
robbery are classified as reSUlting from a serious assault 
if a weapon was used in the commission of the crime, or, if 
not, when the extent of the injury was either serious (e.g., 
broken bones, internal injuries, etc.) or was undetermined 
but required 2 or more days of hospitalization. 
See also: Injury, Minor Assault, Assaultive Violence, 

Robbery 

S!MPLE ASSAULT 
As used in the BJS published reports, an attack without a 
weapon resulting either in minor injury -- e.g., bruises, 
black eyes, cuts, scratches, swelling -- or in undetermined 
injury requiring less than 2 days of hospital ization. Also 
includes attempted assault without a weapon. It does not 
include attacks accompanied by theft. 
See also: Assault, Aggravated Assault 

SPECIAL PLACE SEGMENT 
See: Segment 

SPECIAL PLACES 
Places in which the occupants have special living 
arrangments. Special places include: correctional 
institutions; homes for the aged, infirm, or needy; mental 
institutions; Nursing, convalescent, or rest homes; 
special ized hospitals; Armed Forces installations; boarding 
and rooming houses; communes; convents and monastaries; 
dormitories and other residences at schools; flophouses and 
missions; halfway houses; hotels and motels; Nurse's homes; 
private residential clubs and tourist camps; recreational, 
educational, religious camps; tourist camps; tent and 
trailer camps; vacation cabins; YMCA's, YWCA's; and so on. 
Special places may include housing units and OTHER units. 
For example, a dormitory consisting of rooms for students 
and an apartment for a resident manager would include both 
OTHER units and a housing unit. 
Living quarters within special places are designated as 
either Staff Units, Non-staff Units, or Unclassified Units, 
as determined by occupancy or intended occupancy. Non-staff 
Units are located in certain special places and are defined 
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as (1) the persons for whom the special place is being 
operated, or (2) the un its in wh i ch these persons live, such 
as rooms or suites of rooms. Non-staff units are never 
interviewed for the NCS. Staff Units are located in the 
same types of places which contain Non-staff Units and are 
defined as the houses, apartments, rooms, or suites of rooms 
occupied or intended for occupancy by resident employees and 
their families,· if any. Unclassified Units are located in 
certain special places and are the houses, apartments, 
rooms, etc. occupied or intended to be occupied by all 
persons. Staff Units and Unclassified Units are 
interviewed. 
See also: Living Quarters, Group Quarters, Other Units, 

Extra Units, (Type of) Living Quarters 

STANDARD ERROR 
A statistician's measure of sampl ing variation taken 
generally to state the amount of deviation of an estimate 
because a sample was drawn instead of a census taken. The 
particular sample used in a survey is one of a large number 
of all possible samples of the same size that could have 
been selected using the same sample design. Estimates 
derived from the different samples would differ from each 
other. The difference between a sample estimate and the 
average of all possible samples is called the sampling 
deviation. The standard error of a sample estimate is a 
measure of the variation among the estimates from all 
possible samples, and thus is a measure of the precision 
with which an estimate from a particular sample approximates 
the average result of all possible samples. An estimate of 
the standard error of a sample estimate can be computed from 
the data obtained in the sample. 
See also: Variance, Confidence Interval, Survey Error, 

Sampl ing Variabil ity, Bias, Estimate 

STANDARD METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL AREA (SMSA) 
A county or group of counties containing at least one city 
or combined cities, of 50,000 or more inhabitants and 
adjacent counties which are metropol itan in character, and 
economically and socially integrated with the central city. 
The SMSA is named after the central city (or cities) 
contained in it. A four-digit code identifies each SMSA. 
Boundaries are drawn by the U.S. Office of Management and 
Budget. 
See also: Central City, Census Tract, Primary Sampling 

Unit, Urbanized Area, Place Description Code 

STATE CODES (1960) 
In the Cities Sample, individual two-digit codes used 
to designate state in which the sample unit is located. 
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The first digit identifies a region of the country, 
e.g., New England states are coded 11-16; Midwest 
states are coded 41-47, etc. State codes are not 
available in the National Sample because of 
confidential ity restrictions. 

STRATA 
Sub-groups of households within a sample which have speci
fied characteristics in common, such as education, income, 
or race. The process of making these groupings -- called 
stratification -- was the second stage of the sampling 
process in the National Sample. Stratification consisted of 
combining PSU's with similar population densities, growth 
rates, proportion non-white, etc. 
See also: National Sample Design, Cities Sample Design 

SURVEY ERROR 
The primary measure of total error ,n survey estimates due 
to: 
1) Sampling Bias (systematic error due to use of inadequate 
or duplicative frames, etc.) 
2) Sampling Variabil ity (chance variation that occurs 
because a sample was surveyed instead of the total 
popu I at ion) 
3) Non-Sampl ing Bias (systematic error due to nonresponse, 
memory error, misinterpretation of questions or procedures, 
etc .) 
4) Non-Sampling Variability (chance variation due to 
interviewer error, response error, coding and editing 
errors, etc.) 
See also: Bias, Sampling Variabil ity 

TELEPHONE INTERVIEWS 
The telephone may be used to conduct interviews with 
household members not available for interview at the time of 
the initial personal interview at the household. Although 
initial contact with the household must be a personal visit, 
subsequent interviews may be made by telephone when another 
personal visit would be inefficient or costly. 
See a I so: Persona I I nterv i ews 

TEMPORARILY ABSENT OR ON LAYOFF FROM JOB 
See: Major Activity 

TENURE 
Manner in which living quarters are held: 
1) Owned or being bought - if owner or co-owner is a 
household member of the unit, even if the unit is mortgaged 
or not fully paid for. Owner need not be head of household. 
A cooperative apartment or condominium unit is owned or 
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being bought only if the owner 1 ives in it. 
2) Rented for cash - if any money rent is paid or contracted 
for by any persons. 
3) Without cash rent - includes unit~ not owned, being 
bought, or rented for cash; usuaiiy provided in 
exchange for services or as a gift. 
See also: Living Quarters 

THEFT 
See: Personal Theft Without Assault, Burglary, Larceny, 

Motor Vehicle Theft, Robbery 

THREATENED 
A situation in which no physical contact was involved, but 
the victim nonetheless felt that physical harm could have 
occurred, e.g., victim was shot at, but not hit. 
See also: Attacked 

TIME LOST FROM WORK 
Number of cumulative days all affected household members 
were absent from work due to a crime. It can be time l6st 
because injur"ies sustained in the incid'ent kept the victim 
from returning to work immediately, or time taken off work 
by a household member to do things related to the incident 
such as visiting a doctor, reporting the incident to the 
pol ice, seeing an insurance agent, or testifying in court .. 

TRANSIENT/NONTRANSIENT 
A transient place is a special place in which more than 25 
percent of the rooms, suites, or cabins are occupied or 
intended for occupancy by transient guests. Transient 
guests usually stay less than a month and pay at dally 
rates. 
A nontransient place is one in which 75 percent or more of 
the rooms, suites, or cabins are occupied or indented for 
occupancy by nontransient (permanent) guests or resident 
employees. Permanent guests usually stay a mor.th or more at 
reduced monthly rates. 
See also: (Type of) Living Quarters 

UA 
See: Urbanized Area (UA) 

UAC 
See: Universal Area Code 

UNCLASSIFIED UNITS 
See: Special Places 

UNEMPLOYED 
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In the NCS, civilians, age 16 and older who were not lIat 
work" during the reference week, were available for work, 
and 1) had been "looking for work" within the past four 
weeks, 2) were waiting to be cal led back to a job from which 
they had been laid-off, or 3) were waiting to report to a 
new job within 30 days. 
See also: Major Activity 

UNIT SEGMENT 
See: Segment 

UN I VERSAL AREA CODE (UAC) 
The UAC is the 1960 Census State code plus a three-digit 
code to indicate cities of 50,000 plus population, or the 
county. It is ass i gned to the Apr ill, 1970 res i dence of 
all household members who had moved since that time, and to 
the geographic area in which any incidents of crime 
occurred. Due to confidentiality restrictions, UAC's are 
not available in the National Sample files. They are 
available in the Cities Sample files. 
See also: State Codes (1960), Confidential ity 

UNLAWFUL ENTRY (WITHOUT FORCE) 
A form of burglary in which the offender hes no legal right 
to be on the premises, even though no force was used to gain 
entrance. The same definitions used in the BJS publ ished 
reports and the NCS Classifi~ation Scheme. 
See also: Burglary, Forcible ~ntry, Attempted Forcible 

Entry 

UNRECOGNIZABLE BUSINESS 
See: Operation of Business 

UPDATING 
Addition to, and correction of, original listing sheets 
which insures that every unit in the segment has a chance to 
be selected for interview. Remodeled, no-longer-existing, 
replacement, demol ished. converted-to-commercial, merged, 
newly-constructed, and converted-to-residential structures 
or units moved into are accounted for in updating 
procedures. Permit segments are not updated. 
See also: Listing, Segment 

URBAN 
1970 Census designation for persons living in places of 
2,500 or more inhabitants incorporated as cities, boroughs, 
villages, and towns (except towns in New England, New York, 
and Wisconsin); the densely settled urban fringe, whether 
incorporated or unincorporated, or urbanizd areas; and 
unincorporated places of 2,500 or more inhabitants. 
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See also: Rural, Place, Land Use 

URBAN I ZED AREA (UA) 
A broad geographical location containing a central city (or 
twin cities) of 50,000 or more inhabitants and the 
surrounding closely settled incorporated and unincorporated 
areas. It differs from an SMSA chiefly in eXtl~ding the 
rural portions of counties in an SMSA and thos~ places 
separated from the densely populated fringe by rural 
territory. The boundaries are not considered permanent. 
See also: Central City, Standard Metropolitan Statistical 

Area, Place Description Code 

VACANT HOUSING UNIT 
A housing unit where no persons are residing during the 
interview period, or any persons found living there usually 
reside elsewhere. 
See also: Housing Unit, Place of Residence 

VALUE OF PROPERTY TAKEN 
Excludes stolen cash and does not include property stolen 
from non-household members or recognizable businesses, nor 
does it include stolen checks, credit cards. travelers 
checks, cashier's checks, etc. 

VARIANCE 
A major statistic equal to the standard error squared. 
See also: Standard Error, Sampl ing Variabil ity, Estimate 

VICTIM 
In the NCS, the person or household involved in a criminal 
act during the specified reference period, for whom an 
Incident Report was completed. 
See also: Victimization 

VICTIM-OFFENDER RELATIONSHIP 
The respondent is asked to specify one of five categories, 
indicating how well the victim knew the offender in a crime 
inc i dent in wh i ch tile vi ct i m was present: 
1) Stranger - someone the victim had never seen before 
2) By sight only - someone the victim had seen before, but 
had not said more than "hello" to 
3) Casual acquaintance - someone the victim knew well enough 
to say more than "hello" to 
4) Well-known - someone the victim had considered as such. 
Victim's judgment alone distinguishes between "casual 
acquaintances" and "well known" 

5) Relative - by type of relationship, e.g., spouse, sister, 
etc. 
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In crime incidents invoiving multiple offenders, respondent 
may specify whether the offenders were: 
1) All strangers to the victim 
2) All relatives - by type of relationship 
3) Some relatives - by type of relationship 
4) All known 
5) Some known 
In further questioning, the respondent may specify the 
extent to which the victim knew the offenders - by sight 
only, casually, or well. 

VICTIMIZATION 
A specific criminal act as it affects a single victim. In 
Criminal acts against persons, the number of victimizations 
is determined by the number of victims of such acts. Each 
criminal act against a household is assumed to involve a 
single victim, the affected household. 
See also: Crimes, .Incident, Victim, Victimization Rate, 

Household Victimization, Personal Victimization 

VICTIMIZATION RATE 
A measure of occurrence among population groups at risk, 
e.g., the number of criminal victimizations during the 
reference period per 100,000 (or other number) persons or 
households. As used in BJS publications: 
1) For crimes against persons, the victimization rate is 
computed on the basis of the number of victimizations per 
1,000 resident population age 12 and over. 
2) For crimes against households, victimizations rates are 
calculated on the basis of the number of incidents per 1,000 
households. 
See also: Weight, Standard Error, Victimization 

WEAPON 
Almost any object or substance used to injure or attempt to 
injure the victim. Not considered as weapons for the 
purposes of the NCS are: mace, tear gas, items of food, 
smal I empty cans, animals, parts of the body such as IIhands ll 

or "feet.1I Also excluded are BB and tear gas guns, except 
when used as clubs. Weapons other than guns or knives, 
e.g., rocks, clubs, shovels, etc. are not individually 
identifiable in the data files. 

WE I GHT 
A designation of the proportion of a sample to its whole 
popUlation. When a sample is surveyed, each incident or 
victimization represents a probable percentage of all cases 
if the total population were to be surveyed. Accordingly, 
each case is assigned a numerical coefficient, or weight, 
expressing its relative importance in a frequency 
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distribution equal1 ing that of the sample to the whole. 
Thus, multiplying each case by its assigned weight provides 
an estimate of the entire population. Because there are 
different proportions in the samples of households, persons 
and incidents with respect to all possible households, 
persons, and incidents in the surveys, there are different 
weights for each. 
See also: Household Weight, Incident Weight, Person Weight, 

Estimate, Self-Weighting 

WORKING 
Working for payor profit; working without pay on family 
farm or business; or working on jury duty, if paid for it. 
See also: Major Activity 
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1973-1982 were originally collected by the 
U.S. Bureau of the Census for the Bureau of 
Justice Statistics. Neither the collectors 
of the original data nor the Consortium bear 
any responsibil ity for the analyses or 
interpretations presented here. 

In order to provide funding agencies with essential 

information about the use of archival resources and to 

faci 1 itate the exchange of information about ICPSR 

participants· research activities, each user of the ICPSR 

data facil ities is expected to send two copies of each 

completed manuscript or thesis abstract to the Consortium. 

Please indicate in the cover letter which data were used. 
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INTRODUCTION 

DATA COLLECTION DESCRIPTION 

The National Crime Survey (NCS) collects data on 
personal and household victimization through an ongoing 
national survey of households and household members. The 
National Crime Survey program was designed to achieve three 
primary objectives: to develop detai led information about 
the victims and consequences of crime, to estimate the 
numbers and types of crimes not reported to pol ice, to 
provide uniform measures nf selected types of crimes and 
to permit comparisons over time and types of areas. This 
survey measures attempts and completed incidences of rape. 
Detailed information about each rape victimization incident 
is recorded as well as the characteristics of the offender 
in so far as the victim can report them. 

The original design of the National Crime Survey 
consisted of several surveys of both households and 
commercial establishments, nationally and in selected 
American cities. Collection of data for commercial 
estaol ishments and in specific cities ended in 1975. The 
data from these surveys are also available from the ICPSR 
and are documented elsewhere. (Other documentation available 
from ICPSR include the NCS Cities Complete Sample (ICPSR 
#7658), the NCS Cities Attitude Sub~sample (ICPSR #7663) 
and the NCS Commercial Victimization Survey (ICPSR #8002 
and 8003». This codebook docum~~ts the National Sample 
survey of rape victims, from 1973 to 1982. 0cher important 
sources of information about these data and their use are 
contained in the National Sample Survey Documentation and 
the National Sample Interviewers Manual, produced by the 
Bureau of the Census, as well as numerous publ ications 
based on these data from the Bureau of Justice Statistics. 
Also useful is the report of the National Academy of 
Sciences panel on the National Crime Surveys program 
(Penick and Owen, 1976). All these data have been 
collected by the U.S. Bureau of the Census for the Bureau 
of Justice Statistics. In addition to the extensive work 
done on these data by the Census Bureau, further data 
processing and documentation preparation has been 
performed by ICPSR under grants from the Bureau of 
Justice Statistics. 
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THE NATIONAL CRIME SURVEY 

The National Crime Survey: National Sample of Rape 
Victims is a subset extracted from the NCS National Sample 
complete file. The fol lowing is a description of the 
National Crime Survey Program. The National Crime Survey 
program traces its immediate origins to the work performed 
for the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the. 
Administration of Justice, empaneled in 1965. The commission 
was the second presidential commission in this century to 
attempt a comprehensive examination of crime and law 
enforcement, the first being the Wickersham Commission 
est,bl ished in 1929 by President Hoover. Both commissions 
were established during period in which crime appeared to 
be rising significantly and when publ ic concern was 
widespread. One important concern in both cases was the 
need for accurate information on the amount and 
distribution of crime~ 

Traditionally, such information was I imited to 
official statistics on the activities of law enforcement 
agencies or the jUdiciary. These figures had long been 
criticized as representing only a small fraction of the 
events occurring in society which might be characterized 
as criminal. The earlier commission focused on questions 
related to the collection and reI iability of statistics 
availabie from law enforcement agencies such as those 
reported through the Uniform Crime Reports (UCR) system, 
which was then in its infancy. Significant problems were. 
seen in the reliance upon official statistics of crimes 
known both because many events are not reported to police 
and many other organizational and administrative 
influences may be affecting particular jurisdictions 
and their reports. 

By the 1960's, however, the methodology of sample 
surveys had become available and ways were explQred to apply 
them to the problem of measuring crime. Such surveys were 
seen as a means whereby accurate measurements of of crime 
were possible which could serve as a sensitive social 
indicator of the incidence of crime and p~ovide detailed 
information on the characteristics and circumstances of 
events which were defined as criminal. Such information 
would allow the examination of a wide variety of important 
topics, including who was victimized by different types of 
crimes and how often, the consequences of victimization in 
injury and financial loss, the will ingness of victims to 
report crimes to the pol ice, and the characteristics of 

~~--~--~-------,--- --- --- --
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offenders as reported by victims. It was also believed that 
accurate and timely estimates of the incidence of crime 
could be developed to allow comparisons over time and assess 
statistics available from official sources, especially the 
the UCR counts of crime known to the pol ice. 

Several field surveys were conducted for the 
President1s Commission and revealed both that statistics on 
crimes known to the pol ice under-represented the amount of 
crime and that the measurement of victimization with sample 
surveys was feasible, though for many reasons difficult 
(Biderman, et a1., 1967; Ennis, 1967; Reiss, 1967). One of 
the major problems identified in the developmental stage was 
the varying ability of respondents to recall victimization 
experiences. This variation was seen to be dependent in part 
upon the length of the reference period'for which the 
respondent was a~ked to recall incidents. Many victimization 
experiences appear to be of low sal ience to their victims 
and may be forgotten within a year. Since one goal of the 
NCS was was to estimate the incidence of victimization for 
specific time periods, it therefore became important to 
determine the ideal reference period: the length of time 
which would elicit the most reliable results. Other issues 
of methodological importance included questionnaire design, 
especially the screen questions, respondent selection, the 
order of administration of instruments, and the 
classification of incidents. 

As part of the methodological effort in developing the 
NCS, several pretests were performed (see Lehnen and Skogan, 
1981, for a co 11 ect i on of re I evant documents). Among the 
pretests were three reverse record check studies consisting 
of interviews with known victims of selected crimes 
identified by sampling from police records. Pretests were 
conducted in Washington, D.C. (1970), Baltimore, Maryland 
(1970), and San Jose, Cal ifornia (1971). Findings confirmed 
the results of earlier work which indicated that the 
accuracy of the detai led information in reports increases as 
the length of the reference period decreases. Respondents 
were better able to accurately recall when an event occurred 
if it had happened within 3 months of the interview than 6 
months and better able to recall for a 6 month period more 
accurately than a 12 month one. A reference period of six 
months was finally chosen for the National Sample as 
representing a reasonable balance between the need for 
accuracy and cost of collection. A household victimization 
supplement to the Quarterly Housing Survey (QHS) was used to 
arrive at a final decision. 
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The six-month reference period is administered by the 
use of bounding interviews to fix the specific period within 
which the incident occurred and to el iminate telescoping. 
Telescoping refers to an observed phenomenon in 
retrospective surveys for respondents to tend to report 
incidents as occurring either earlier or later than they 
actually did thus inflating estimates. Telescoping of events 
into the reference period which actually occurred prior to 
it can be minimized by a bounding reference periods through 
the use of reported interviews. Bounding establ ishes a time 
of reference during the first interview to avoid dupl icate 
reports of incidents in subsequent interviews. The effect 
of bounding was examined in the QHS victimization 
supplement. Both bounded and unbounded interviews were 
conducted using the household respondent technique. The 
tabulated survey data were compared on the basis of type of 
crime and whether the interviews were bounded or not. 
Results showed that unbounded interviews produced higher 
victimization rates than bounded interviews and, 
consequently, that telescoping into the reference period was 
tak i ng p I ace. I n the NCS des i gn, each vis i t to a househo I d 
is used to bound the next one by comparing reports in the 
current interview with those given six months prior. When a 
report appears to be a duplicate, the respondent is reminded 
of the earl ier report and asked if the new report represents 
the same incident as previously mentioned. A household which 
moves into a previously selected address will have their 
first interviews unbounded. 

The question of whether a household respondent should 
be asked to report for himself and all other household 
members sixteen and older or whether each qualified 
household members should be interviewed individually was 
studied in a pilot household victimization survey in San 
Jose, Cal ifornia and Dayton, Ohio. The sample of about 
5,500 households in each area was divided equally between 
those using the household respondent technique and the 
self-respondent technique. Results demonstrated that the 
self-respondent method generated substantially greater 
reporting of incidents. These results lead to a study design 
that called for interviews with all household members 14 
years or older. In the current design, only 12 and 13 year 
olds are routinely interviewed by proxy. 

• 
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Other results indicated that whi Ie many incidents 
knowl1 to have occurred were reported to survey interviewers, 
some were not. Victims of assault were found to be most 
difficult to locate, indicating they may have much higher 
mobil ity rates. Also, personal crimes in which the offender 
was a person known to the victim were least likely to be 
reported. 

To provide data for the nation as a whole, the survey 
draws a sample of about 72,000 housing units and conducts 
interviews at six month intervals with each household 
member. 

The National Crime Survey National Sample is sample of 
addresses in the Un i ted States, i nterv i ewers return to a 
housing unit and conduct intervi~ws with the current 
residents of the unit. All persons age twelve and older in 
selected households and group quarters are interviewed, 
usually in person or by telephone. Some respondents are 
interviewed by proxy interviews of another household member 
or occasionally a caretaker is interviewed. Proxy interviews 
are taken for household members aged 12 or 13 and for 
persons incapable of responding due to physical or mental 
incapacity. 

Each respondent is asked a series of screener 
questions to determine if he or she was victimized during 
the six-month period preceding the interview. The six 
screen questions concern crimes against the household and 
are asked only of a single household respondent (see 
glossary for notes on the selection of the household 
respondent). The:se quest ions ask about break- ins or 
attempts, and stolen household items, including motor 
vehicles. Although all household members are not asked 
these screen quertions, a household incident will sti II 
be recorded if it is mentioned by household member. 
Another 13 screen questions concern specific types of 
personal crimes, other things reported to the po! ice, 
or any events the respondent thought might be a 
crime and are asked of all respondents. An individual 
victimization report is filled out for each one of the 
incidents identified by the screen questions . 
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The report is designed to obtain detailed data ~n the 
characteristics and circumstances of the victimization. 
Items such as time and place of occurrence; injuries 
suffered; medical expenses incurred; number, age, race and 
sex of offender (s); relationship of offender (s) to victim 
(stranger, casual acquaintance, relative, etc.), and other 
detailed data relevant to a complete description of the 
incident are included in the report. Legal and technical 
terms, such as assault and larceny, are avoided during the 
i nt.erv i ew. Ins tead, respondents are asked if they were 
attacked or threatened, if anyth i ng was taken from them or 
their homes, and if they were injured. These responses are 
used by the Bureau of the Census to place the incidents in a 
classification intended to be compatible with that used by 
the Uniform Crime Reports System (see notes section for a 
detailed description of the type of crime code used in the 
NCS). Additional demographic data are also collected on each 
household member's age, sex, and race and on such dimensions 
as education, migration, la~~~ force status, occupation, and 
f am i 1 y income. 

SAMPLING INFORMATION 

Sample Design and Size 

The National Sample consists of approximately 72,000 
sample units selected in a stratified multi-stage cluster 
sample. 1931 Primary Sampl ing Units (PSUs) were formed 
within counties or groups of counties using every county in 
the U.S. The PSUs were grouped into 376 strata by combining 
PSUs with simi Jar characteristics into 220 strata and 
allocating a single self-representing PSU to the remaining 
strata. The first stage of the 'sampl ing procedure 
consisted of the designation of the 376 specific PSUs in 
which interviewing was to be conducted. Beyond the 156 PSUs 
selected with certainty, a single PSU per stratum was 
selected with a probabil ity proportionate to size in the 220 
combined strata. 

The sample of units within a PSU was attained in two 
stages. In the first stage, Enumeration Districts (ED, 
geographic areas ranging in size from a city block to 
several hundred square miles, usually encompassing from 750 
to 1,500 persons, established for the 1970 Census of 
Population and Housing) were'systemdtically selected with a 
probabi 1 ity proportionate to their 1970 population size from 
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a geographically arranged I isting. In the second stage, 
each previously selected ED was subdivided into segments of 
about four housing units from which a sample of segments was 
then selected. Whenever possible, the segments were formed 
from the I ist of addresses compi led during the 1970 Census. 
Housing units built after the 1970 Census were sampled 
primarily from 1 ists of new construction units. Since data 
from the 1980 Decennial Census has become available, it has 
been employed in adjusting weights and ongoing sample 
design. 

The National Sample of 72,000 households yields 
approximately 60,000 household interviews in the 50 states 
and the District of Columbia for a six-month period. Because 
of the continuing nature of the National Sample Survey, a 
rotation scheme was devised to avoid interviewing the same 
household indefinitely to avoid poor cooperation or biased 
responses resulting from repeated interviewing. The sample 
of housing units is divided into six rotation groups with 
each group being interviewed every six months for three 
years (a total of up to seven interviews per household). 
Within each rotation group six panels are designated, with a 
different panel interviewed each month during the six-month 
period. The first interview for a housing unit in a group is 
used only for bounding and is not included in in the regular 
publ ic use data. However, if a new household moves into a 
sample unit, the members of that household are interviewed 
and their, unbounded, interviews are included in the data. 
Thus the number of incident reports associated with a 
household may be effected by its tenure in the sample. New 
households will have unbounded information whi Ie older units 
may display time in sample effects. 

The example below is an illustration of three 
hypothetical interview years. Two complete samples with six 
rotation groups each are shown as one sample is rotated out 
and the other is rotated in. In the body of the table, the 
panel number within each group is shown opposite the 
month(s) in which they are interviewed and directly below 
their rotation group. The panel numbers in parentheses 
indicate panels which are being interviewed for the first 
time. The results of these interviews will be used for 
bounding only and do not appear in the data. 
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NCS ROTATION GROUP STRUCTURE • ---------------------------------------------------------
interview FiRST SAMPLE SECOND SAMPLE (ROTAT ION 

month 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 GROUP) 

------------------------------------------------------------

JAN 1 1 1 1 (1) 
FEB 2 2 2 2 2 2 (2) 
MARCH 3 3 3 3 3 3 0) 
APRIL 4 4 4 If 4 4 (4) 
MAY 5 5 5 5 5 5 (5) 
JUNE 6 6 6 6 6 6 (6) 
JULY 1 1 1 1 1 1 (1) 
AUGUST 2 2 2 2 2 2 (2) 
SEPT 3 3 3 3 3 3 (3) 
OCT 4 4 4 4 4 4 (4) 
t~OV 5 5 ;; 5 5 5 (5) 
DEC 6 6 6 6 6 6 (6) 
JAN 1 1 1 1 1 (1) 
FEB 2 2 2 2 2 2 (2) 
MARCH 3 3 3 3 3 3 (3) 
APRIL 4 4 4 4 4 4 (4) 
MAY 5 5 5 5 5 5 (5) 
JUNE 6 6 6 6 6 6 (6) • JULY 1 1 1 1 1 1 (1) 
AUG 2 2 2 2 2 2 (2) 
SEP 3 3 3 3 3 3 (3) 
OCT 4 4 4 4 4 4 (4) 
NOV 5 5 5 5 5 5 (5) 
DEC 6 6 6 6 6 6 (6) 
JAN 1 1 1 1 1 (1) 
FEB 2 2 2 2 2 2 (2) 
MARCH ... 3 3 3 3 3 (3) ;) 

APRIL 4 4 4 4 4 4 (4) 
MAY 5 5 5 5 5 5 (5) 
JUNE 6 6 6 6 6 6 (6) 
JULY 1 1 1 1 1 1 (1) 
AUG 2 2 2 2 2 2 (2) 
SEPT 3 3 3 3 3 3 0) 
OCT 4 4 4 4 4 4 (4) 
NOV 5 5 5 5 5 5 (5) 
DEC 6 I" 6 6 6 6 (6) 0 
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WEIGHTING INFORMATION 

Because the data collected in the National Crime 
Survey represent the total U.S. population twelve years 
and older of each city. each record can be weighted to 
produce universe estimates from the sample cases. 
These weights are carried in the records, and are 
the numbers which one adds or accumulates to obtain 
universe estimates of particular events. The weight 
is a multipl ier that indicates how many times a 
particular record is to be counted. In the diagram 
below. sample household records are illustrated. An 
actual weight from the National Sample data indicating 
the estimated number of households represented by that 
single case is noted. The first record has as a weight 
of 0844119 (three implied decimals) indicating that 
approximately 844 households in the universe are 
represented by that single record. 

Household Record 

Household Record 

Household Record 

0844119 

0793282 

0835508 

- ------ ------------

Then tabulating the survey data. counts of records or 
universe estimates may be obtained. The two sample tables 
shown below are identical. except for the fact that Table A 
is a COUNT ~f person records and Table B is an ESTIMATE of 
persons based on the sum of the person record weights. 

Sex of Person 

Male 
Female 

Total 

TABLE A 
Sex of Person 

Observation of 
Count Percent 

71,870 
79.976 

151.846 

47.3 
52·7 

100.0 
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TABLE B 
Sex of Person (Weighted) 

Observation of 
Sex of Person Count Percent 

Male 
Female 

Total 

76,463,048 
84,404,976 

160,868,024 

47.5 
52·5 

100.0 

Household crimes such as burglary and motor veh·icle 
theft are committed mgainst the household or household 
property, and therefore, the household weight should 
be applied. Because criminal acts against a household 
involve a single victimization of the household, 
counts of victimizations and incidents are the same. 

Personal crimes such as assault and robbery are 
committed against persons. When tabulating personal 
crimes, the weight in the incident record should be 
used. Inc i dent records conta in the we i ght of the 
victim divided by the number of persons reported to 
have been victimized in the incident. This results in 
an estimate of incidents as opposed to victimizations. 
To estimate the number of personal victimizations, the 
weights in the person records should be aggregated. 
The number of incidents for personal crimes is 
somewhat less than the number of victimizations. 

Incidents in the NCS tape files are classified 
according to the NCS Crime Classification Scheme, 
in which 36 detai led crime types are identi1ied 
as being either household or personal crimes. 
However, users are not restricted to this 
classification scheme and may, in fact, devise 
their own classification based on the elements of 
the reported victimization. The proper appl ication 
of weights will vary according to the manner 
in which crimes are classified. For example, the 
NCS Crime Classification Scheme used in the files 
classifies all larcenies as household crimes. 
Therefore, estimates of larcenies are based on the 
household weight. The BJS printed reports, however, 
distinguish between household larcenies and 
personal larcenies. As a result, estimates of 
victimizations for personal larceny should be 
based on the person record weights. 

• 
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Computing Estimates of Population Rates from the 
National Crime Survey 

Generating a population rate of victimizations 
from the NCS is a complex task. The hierarchical 
dataset must be manipulated properly to produce a 
count of the victimizations (the numerator of the 
rate), and a count of the persons at risk of such 
victimizations (the denominator). Furthermol"e, 
adjustments must be made to account for the 
rotational period of the sample design and the 
reported date of the incident. 

NCS REFERENCE PERIODS FOR ANNUAL ESTIMATES 

REFERENCE MONTH WITHIN BOUNDING PERIOD COLLECTION 
MONTH JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

JAN 
FEB X 
MARCH X X 
APRIL X X X 
MAY X X X X 
JUNE X X X X X 
JULY X X X X X X 
AUG X X X X X X 
SEPT X X X X X X 
OCT X X X X X X 
NOV X X X X X X 
DEC X X X X v X 1\ 

JAN X X X X X 
FEB X X X X 
MARCH X X X 
APRIL X X 
MAY X 
JUNE 

The above table illustrates the cOilection months 
from which information about a given calender or 
reference year may be drawn because of bounding. For 
this reason, a respondent may report a victimization 
incident which occurred up to six months before the 
time of the interview. Thus, many inciaents reported 
in a given year refer to events in the preceding year. 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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To identify all the incidents which occurred in a 
reference year, all the incidents reported as having 
occurred before the beginning of that year must be 
excluded. Also, all the incidents reported in the 
following year as having occurr-ed before the end of 
the reference year must be identified. 

In the below example, all non-reference year 
incidents are excluded and next the person weight 
is used to accumulate a count of personal 
victimizations separately by sex and race For the 
sake of simp] icity, assume an incident level extract 
file is being used and the result variables are 
carried across cases. In this example, a count 
for 1974 is made excluding all series incidents 
as is often done. 

IF V3010 EQ 2 THEN REJECT 
IF VlOO2 EQ 741 AND V3009 I NL I ST (06-12) OR 

V1OO2 EQ 742 AND V3009 I NL I ST (09-12) OR 
Vl002 EQ 751 AND V3009 INLIST(OI-03) OR 
Vl002 EQ 752 AND V3009 INLIST(OI-06) THEN REJECT 

IF V2011 EQ 1 AND V2010 EQ AND V3080 I NLt ST (01-12) 
THEN Rl=V2036+Rl 

IF V2011 EQ 1 AND V2010 EQ 2 AND V3080 I NL I ST (01-1) 
THEN R2=V2036+R2 

IF V2011 EQ 2 AND V2010 EQ AND V3080 I NL I ST (01-1) 
THEN R3==V2036+R3 < .. 

IF V20ll EQ 2 AND V20l0 EQ 2 AND V3080 I NL I ST (01-1) 
THEN R4=V2036+R4 

After all incidents had been accumulated, a count 
of the total estimated number of such victimizations 
would be the result. 

A more difficult problem would be the generation 
of the population estimate to be used in a computation 
of the rate of victimization. The sample weights have 
been adjusted to be representative of the national 
adult population. Since the sample is interviewed every 
six months, the sample weights are twice as large as 
they should be for annual estimates. In addition, 
because of the reference period, the total period from 
which the incident reports were drawn spans eighteen 
months. It is therefore necessary to adjust the weights 

• 
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to gain an estimate of the average population size 
during the reference period. To do this, the probabil ity 
that an individual could have contributed an incident 
to those counted as occurring in the reference year 
is used. Assuming an even distribution of incidents, a 
person interviewed in June would be far more 1 ikely to 
report an incident occurring in the same year than 
someone interviewed in February. The population 
estimate used to compute the rate should thus be 
adjusted to reflect the same population from which 
the incidents were drawn. In the example below the 
person weight is adjusted to account for these two 
factors of sample and interview month. Assume a person 
level fi Ie in which all person records from 1974 and 
the first half of 1975 are used. 

IF Vl002 EQ 741 AND V1036 EQ 01 THEN R10=0 
IF V1002 EQ 741 AND V1036 EQ 02 THEN Rl0=V2036*(1/12) 
IF V1002 EQ 741 AND V1036 EQ 03 THEN Rl0=V2036*(2/12) 
IF Vl002 EQ 742 AND V1036 EQ 04 THEN Rl0=V2036*(3/12) 
IF Vl002 EQ 742 AND V1036 EQ 05 THEN Rl0=V2036*(4/12) 
IF VI002 EQ 742 AND V1036 EQ 06 THEN Rl0=V2036*(5!12) 
IF V1002 INLlST(743,744) AND Vl036 INLIST(07-12) 

THEN RI0=V2036*(6/12) 
IF Vl002 EQ 751 AND Vl036 EQ 01 THEN RIO=V2036*(6/12) 
IF Vl002 EQ 751 AND Vl036 EQ 02 THEN RI0=V2036*(S/12) 
IF Vl002 EQ 751 AND Vl036 EQ 03 THEN RI0=V2036*(4/12) 
IF Vl002 EQ 752 AND V1036 EQ 04 THEN RI0=V2036*(3/12) 
IF V1002 EQ 752 AND V1036 EQ 05 THEN R10=V2036*(2/12) 
IF Vl002 EQ 752 AND Vl036 EQ 06 THEN Rl0=V2036*(1/12) 

The adjusted weight could then be used to accumUlate 
a count of the population of interest and this count 
would be used as the base for the rate estimate. This 
description is intended to illustrate the common 
procedure used by many, including those preparing 
official reports from this data It is not an exact 
reconstruction of the procedures employed, although 
it is essentially correct. Because of differences in 
computers and the software available on them, some 
adjustments of the above approach may have to be made 
to manage the large number of cases and the great size 
of the population estimate being computed • 
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Computing the Standard Error of the Estimate 

The National Crime Survey data are commonly used 
to compute estimates of victimization events in the 
United State~ population; For example, examining the 
changes in robbery victimizations would entail 
computing victimization rates for a population for. 
certain time periods (e.g., a quarter, a year). 
Computation of a standard error for these rates i~ 

problematic on two accounts. First, the survey design is 
a complex, stratified multi-stage cluster sample, which 
is weighted to represent the entire U.S. population. 
Using traditional statistical techniques to compute 
standard errors requires the assumption that the sample 
is random (or at least an equal probabil ity sample). 
Violating this 3ssumption will cause inaccuracies in 
the estimation of the standard error, making any 
statistical test based on those standard errors suspect. 
The second problem results from the computational 
procedure used in constructing the rates. Any rate is 
the quotient of the sum of the occurrence of the 
event over the base population "at risk" of the 
occurrence. In the NCS, rather than summing 
occurrences, the weights associated with them 
would be summed to produce rates representative of 
the U.S. population. To construct a rate of robbery 
victimizations (contInuing with the example from 
above). the sum of the person weights of respondents 
who had been victims of a robbery would be divided 
by the total sum of the person weights of respondents. 
(This is the basic procedure; there are other 
adjustments made to account for the sampl ing 
methodology, etc.) The production of the rate using 
the recode summation procedure (See section entitled 
Computing Estimates of Population Rates •.• ) does not 
provide a standard error of the estimate computed. 
This problem, coupled with the more serious and 
ultimately unavoidable violation of the assumption of 
simple random sampl ing, means that o~ly approximations 
of the standard error can be created through estimation. 
It is possible to compute accurate standard errors for 
the NCS using the Taylor Expansion Method or the 
Balanced Repeated Replication Method of computing 
standard errors. However, as these methods are complex 
and expensive to run, it is generally considered 
impractical to compute standard errors for every 
estimate in the NCS. Rather, a subset of standard 
errors were estimated (using the Taylor methods) 

• 

• 
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and were general ized to be appl icable to all survey 
estimates. General ized curves have been produced from 
subsets of computed standard errors. These general ized 
curves are represented by the formula presented below. 
In the Annual Report of the NCS 1978, the U.s. Department 
of Justice publ ished four formulas for approximating 
the appropriate standard error. These formulas and 
their corresponding examples follow. 

where: 

Formula One: Standard errors for numbers of 
victimizations or incidents. 

/ 2 
s.e. (x)= / ax + bx 

\/ 

x = estimated number of personal or household 
victimizations or incidents 

a = a constant 
b = a second constant 

The values of the above two constants have been derived for 
the NCS to represent the curves fitted to the estimates of 
the standard errors. These values are obtainable for various 
time periods and regions from the Bureau of the Census. In 
the following table are listed the constants for annual 
national personal or household victimizations. 

Year 

1973 
1971t 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 

Parameters for Estimating the Standard Error of 
Personal or Household Victimizations 

for the Nation by Year 

Personal Victimizations Household Victimizations 
----------------------- ------------------------

a b a b 

-.0000121035 1821 -.0000264539 1821 
-.00001101627 1821 .- .0000258085 1821 
-.0000108467 1821 -.0000253180 1821 
-.00001068863 1821 -.00001068863 1821 
- .0000104057 1821 -.0000104047 1821 
-.0000148447 2616 -.0000148447 2616 
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In 1978 there were 1,038,000 robbery victimizations in the 
U.S. By substituting the appropriate values, a confidence 
interval around this figure may be determined. 

/ 2 
s.e" (x)= / (-.0000148447) (1,038,000) + 2616 (l,038,ooo) 

\/ 

= 52,000 (rounded to the nearest 100) 

This yields a standard error of 52,000 which can be used to 
form a confidence interval around the estimate. The 
following three formulas can also be used to compute 
standard errors for other statistics or tests. 

where: 

Formula two: Standard errors for estimated 
victimization rates or percentages. 

/ b 
s.e.(p)= / -p(I.0-p) 

\/ y 

p= the percentage or rate (in decimal form) 
y= base population or total number of crimes 
b= a constant (see table) 

The 1978 assault rate was 31.8 per 1,000 persons age twelve 
to fifteen. Substituting the appropriate values in formula 
two yields: 

/ 2616 
s.e. (p)= /----------- .0318(1.0-.0318) 

\/ 15,454,400 

= .0022804 (which rounds to .0023) 

The confidence interval around the estimate 31.8 at one 
standard error is 2.3 (plus or minus) while the confidence 
interval at the second standard error would be twice that, 
or 4.6 (plus or minus). 

• 

• 

• 
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Formula three: Standard error for a difference 
between two cases or percentages 
having two bases. 

/ P (1.0-p ) P (1 .O-p ) 

/ 1 1 2 2 
p )= / ------------ b + ------------

2 \/ y y 
1 2 

b 

where: p = the first percentage or rate (in decimal form) 
1 

y = base from which p is derived 
1 1 

p = second percentage or rate (in decimal form) 
2 

y = base form which p is derived 
2 2 

b = a constant (see table) 

The 1978 victimization rate for personal crimes of violence 
was 45.7 per 1,000 for males and 22.8 per 1,000 for females. 
Substituting the appropriate values in formula two yields: 

s.e. (p-p)= 
1 2 

/ .0457 (1.0 - .0457) .0228 (1.0 - .0228) 
/------------------- 2616 + ------------------ 2616 

\/ 84,377,000 91.838,000 

= .00140712 (which rounds to .0014) 

The confidence interval at one standard error is 
approximately 1.4 per thousand (plus or minus). around the 
difference of 22.9 (45.7-22.8), or 2.8 per thousand (plus or 
minus) at the two standard error level. The one standard 
error confidence interval (68 chances out of a 100) places 
the true percent change between 21.5 and 24.3 (22.9 or and 
minus 1.4). 
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The ratio of a difference to its standard error is 
equivalent to its level of statistical significance. For 
example, a ratio of about 2.0 or more denotes that the 
difference is significant at the 95% confidence level or 
higher; a ratio ranging between 1.6 and 2.0 indicates that 
the difference is significant at a level between 90 and 95%, 
and a ratio of less than l.6 defines a confidence level 
below 90%. In the above example. the ratio of the 
difference (22.9) to its standard error (1.4) equals 16.36 
It was therefore concluded that the difference in the 
violent victimization rate for males and females was 
statistically significant at a level exceeding 95% 

where: 

Formula four: Standard error for a difference 
between percentages derived from 
the same base. 

/ b 2 
s. e. (p - p) = / - {p + P - (p - p ) } 

1 2 \/ y 1 2 1 2 

all symbols are the same as formula three except 
y refers to a common base. 

The 1978 proportion of those victims of household crimes 
reporting economic losses of $50-$249 was 26.5 percent; 17.4 
percent of the household crimes reported were in the range 
of $250 or more. Substituting the appropriate values into 
formula four yields: 

/ 2616 
/ 

s. e. (p - p) = /-----------
\/ 15,690,560 

2 
{.265 + .174 - (.265 - .174) } 

= .0084735 (which rounds to .0085) 

• 

• 
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The confidence interval at one standard error around the 
difference of 9. I would be from 8.25 to 9.95 (9.1 minus or 
plus .85). The ratio of the difference (9.1) to its 
standard error (.85) equals 10.7. which is much greater than 
than 2.0. Thus, the difference between the two percentages 
was statistically significant. released by the Census Bureau 
in a form compatible with previous years. 

DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES 

Data Collection 

The Questionnaire Forms 

Four basic forms were used to collect the required 
data for the National Crime Survey. These forms are 
described briefly below and copies are included as 
part of this documentation. A number of changes have 
been made in the NCS instruments and the procedures 
for administering them and some of these are noted 
in this document. A more comprehensive and detai led 
description of these changes is available in Martin 
(1982) . 

The Control Card is the basic administrative record 
for each sample unit. It contains the address of each 
sample unit and the basic household data, such as the 
names of all persons I iving there and their age, race, 
sex, marital stat~s, education, etc. Family income. 
tenure of the unit, and pertinent information about 
non-interviews are also included on the Control Card. 
The Control Card serves as a record of visits, telephone 
calls, interviews, and non-interview reasons. The control 
card information is updated. as needed, during each visit 
to the housing unit except questions about educational 
attainment and family income, which are only asked every 
other visit . 
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The Basic Screen Questionnaires were used to obtain 
characteristics of al I household members twelve years of 
age and older in a sample unit, as well as to screen for 
incidents of crime which were committed against the 
household and/or household members. The Basic Screen 
Questionnaires collected information about the general 
characteristics of the household and each respondent. 
Household and Individual Screen Questions are designed to 
elicit information on whether any crimes were committed. 
against the household as a whole or specifically against 
individual household members. Respondents may on occasion 
volunteer reports of household incidents not mentioned by 
the household respondent or victimizations of another 
household member which the victim fai led to mention. In such 
cases the interviewer attempts to fi 11 in an incident report 
by interviewing the appropriate person. 

A Crime Incident Report was used to gather the 
detailed information about crimes reported in either the 
Household or Individual Screen Questions. One Crime 
Incident Report was completed for each incident of crime 
reported in answer to screen questions. For e~ample, 
if a respondent said that his pocket was picked once and 
he was beaten up twice, three Crime Incident Reports, 
one for each separate incident, were completed. Under 
certain circumstances interviewers were allowed to report 
several incidents as a "series ll on one Incident Report form. 
The following conditions were met before a series incident 
was reported: 

1) Incidents must be of the same type or very similar in 
detai I. 

2) There must be at least three incidents in the series. 
3) The respondent must not be able to.recall dates and 

other details of the individual incidents well enough 
to have reported them separately. 

Interviewers are instructed to try through probing to get 
individual reports whenever possible and only accept series 
reports as -a last resort. If a series incident report is 
made, the questions apply to the most recent occurrence 
within the reference period. 

• 

• 

• 
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Interviewing 

Prior to an interview visit. each sample unit receives 
a letter from the Bureau of the Census informin~ the 
household about the National Crime Survey. During each 
enumeration period, initial interviews are conducted during 
a personal visit at which time interviews are obtained for 
as many household members as possible. Questions pertaining 
to the entire household were asked only once. These 
questions are answered by a household respondent who could 
reasonably be expected to know the answers to the household 
questions. Individual Screen Questions ~n the Basic 
Questionnaires are asked as many times as there are 
household members age twelve and older. Information about 
each household member fourteen years and older was obtained 
by self-response; however. information about members twelve 
and thirteen years old was obtained by a proxy, either the 
household respondent or some other knowledgeable household 
member. The average face-to-face household interview lasted 
thirty minutes. Subsequent interviews may have been 
conducted by telephone if more efficient or less costly. The 
Bureau of the Census has made greater use of telephone 
interviewing in recent years as a cost saving measure. 

A sample unit for which an interview could not be 
obtained is classified as one of three non-interview types. 
Type A non-interviews consist of households occupied by 
persons eligible for interview but from whom no interviews 
were obtained because, for example, no one was found at home 
in spite of repeated visits or the household refused to give 
any information. Because Type A non-interviews are 
considered avoidable, every effort was made to convert them 
to interviews. Type B non-interviews were units which were 
unoccupied or which were occupied solely by persons 
inel igible to be interviewed. Type C non-interviewed units 
were inel igible for the sample. In certain cases the 
interviewer was unable to obtain an interview for a 
particular household member in an otherwise interviewed 
household. This person was classified as a Type Z 
non-interview. The publ ic use tapes for the NCS contain 
records for noninterview records for households and persons. 

Interviewer instructions are explicit and detailed 
concerning the administration of the questionnaires, 
adherence to question wording, and the use of probs. Only 
the questions are read, not the answer categories. 
Interviewers are instructed to read answer categories only 
as a last resort. They are expl icitly instructed to avoid 
reading the answer categories for the question. IIHow were 
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you threatened?" if at all possible. Thus, for instance, 
respondents are not asked directly if they were raped or 
threatened with rape, they must volunteer the information in 
response to questions about how they were attacked or 
threatened. 

interviewers received extensive training prior to any 
field work. T.he qual ity of interviewing was maintained by 
periodic direct observation of all interviewers, office 
edits of completed work, and verification of their work by 
reinterviewing a sample of completed sample units. 

Reinter'fiews measure how well individual interviewers 
followed procedures, They also measure errors in coverage 
of the population resulting from missed units, incorrect 
address I istings, etc .. The reinterview procedure was used 
to evaluate the impact of errors or variations in responses. 
Results from reinterviews indicate that there is little 
inconsistency between responses. 

"---------------------------------------- ---- --
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FILE STRUCTURE 

Data for this subset were extracted from the National 
Crime Survey, National Sample, 1973-1982 (ICPSR 7635). There 
are two flat, rectangular files in the study. The first fi Ie 
contains all reported attempts and completed rape~ from 
ICPSR 7635. This file contains 1,236 cases, 342 variables 
and has a logical record length of 559. The second fi Ie 
contains data on victims and non-victims in an effort to 
provide the user with information to compare characteristics 
of rape victims with victims of other crimes and 
non-victims. This file contains 2523 cases, 930 var"iables 
and has a logical record length of 1391. A full sample of 
victims and a ten percent sample of non-victims for up to 
four incidents was employed. Thus, a maximum of four 
incidents per victim has been retained in the subset file; 
the remainder of the incidents were dropped from the file. 
Data for the first incident are contained in variables 
V3001-V3196, for the second incident they are found in 
variable V3201-V3296, and so on • 
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CODEBOOK INFORMATION 

The example below is a reproduction of information 
app~aring in the machine-readable codebook for a 
typical variable. The numbers in brackets do not appear, 
but are references to the descriptions which follow . 

.. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. ... ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. " ................................................ .. 

{I} VAR 3180 {2} POLICE INFORMED? {3} MD=2 OR GE 7 
REF 3180 {4} LOC 531 WIDTH 1 

{5} Q20a. WERE THE POLICE INFORMED OF THIS 
INCIDENT IN ANY WAY 7 --FIRST INCIDENT 

-------------------------------------------------------

{S} {6} O} 
1. NO 
2. DO NOT KNOW 
3. YES-HOUSEHOLD MEMBER TOLD THEM 
4. YES-SOMEONE ELSE TOLD THEM 
5. RESIDUE 
6. OUT OF UNIVERSE 

............................................................................................................. 

{l} Indicates the variable and reference numbers. 
A variable and a reference number are assigned to each 
item in the study. In this codebook documenting the 
archived dataset, variable and reference numbers are 
identical except for the control numbers. Should the 
data be formed into a fixed length record file, new 
variable numbers may be assigned or created. The 
reference number would remain unchanged and correspond 
to those in this codebook. 

{2} I nd i cates the abbrevi ated (24 character max i mum) 
variable label used within OSIRIS to identify each variable. 
An expanded version can be found in the Variable Description 
Li st. 

• 

• 

• 
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{3} Indicates the designation of missing data. In this 
example, code values equal to two or equal to or greater 
than six are missing data (MD=2 OR GE 7). Although these 
values are defined as within the missing data categories, 
this does not mean that the user should not or cannot use 
these code values in a substantive role, if so desired. 

{4} Indicates the sequential location and width of this 
variable within the record when the data are stored on 
magnetic tape. In this example, the variable named "POLICE 
INFORMED?" is one column wide and located in the 531st 
column. 

{5} Indicates the full text of the question supplied by 
the original collectors of the data. This is the wording 
used in the original questionnaire. 

{6} Indicates the cg~e values occurring in the data for 
this variable. 

{7} I nd i cates the mean i ng of the codes. 

{S} Unl ike many codebooks, this one does not include 
frequencies. This is because national complete data are 
arranged in many separate datasets, one for each collection 
quarter. 
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ICPSR PROCESSING INFORMATION 

The study was processed according to the standard 
lCPSR processing procedures. The data were checked for 
illegal or inconsistent code values which, when found, 
were recoded to OSIRIS missing data codes. No consistency 
checks were performed. 

• 

• 

• 
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VARIABLE DESCRIPTION LIST 

VOl. ICPSR Study Number - 8625 
V02. I CPSR Ed it i on Number 
V03. ICPSR Part Number 
v04. I CPSR Sequence Number 

Control Numbers 

V1001. 
V1002. 
V1003. 
Vlo04. 
V1005. 
Vlo06. 
V1007. 
VIOOS. 

Household identification number 
Year and quarter identification 
Record type code 
Sample designation 
Primary sampl ing unit number 
Segment number 
Check digit 
Serial number 

Identification and Sampl ing Information 

V1009. 
V1010 . 

Segment type 
Household number 

Location Characteristics 

VIOl 1. 
V1012. 
V1013. 

Land use (1970 Census) 
Place size code (1970 Census) 
Place description 

Interview Information 

V1014. Interviewer identification 
VIOlS. Record of interview 
V1016. Race of head for non-interviewed household 
V1017. Reason for non-interview 
VIOI8. Type Z non-interview - 1 i ne number of response 
V1019. Type Z non-interview - line number of response 
V1020. Type Z non-interview - Ii ne number of response 
V1021. Type Z non-interview - I j ne number of response 
V1022. Household status 

1 
2 
3 
J. 
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Housing Unit 

V1023· 
V1024. 
V1025· 
V1026. 

Special place type code 
Tenure 
Type of 1 iving quarters 
No. of housing units in structure 

Household Information 

V1027· 
V1028. 
V1029· 
V1030. 
V1031. 
V1032. 
V1033· 
V1034. 

Operation of business from this address 
F am i 1 Y income 
Crime incident reports filed 
No. of household members 12 years and over 
No. of household members 12 years and under 
Total number of motor vehicles owned 
Use of phone for interview 
Family income (extended code) 

Sampling Information 

VI035· 
V1036. 
VI037· 
V1038. 

Vl039· 
V1040. 

Sample designation 
Month of interview 
Calendar year of interview 
SMSA/NON-SMSA designator for location of sampling 
unit 
Interview procedure experiment (test code) 
Househo 1 d \fIe i ght 

Neighborhood Population Characteristics 

Vl041. 
VI042. 

Ratio of pop. 0-17 yrs. to total pop. 
Ratio of pop. 65 yrs. and over to total pop. 

Neighborhood Household Characteristics 

Vl043. 
V1044. 
Vlo4,. 
V1046. 
VI047· 

VI048. 

V1049. 

Ratio of pop. in households to total pop. 
Ratio of primary individuals to total households 
Ratio of pop. in grp. quarters to total famil ies 
Ratio of fams. w/female head to total families 
Ratio of pop. 0-17 yrs. in husband-wife fams. to ttl 
0-"17 yrs. 
Ratio of separated and divorced pop. to ever-married 
pop. 
Ratio ttl child. ever-born to 35-44 ever-mar 
fern/ever-mar fern 35-44 

• 

• 

• 
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Neighborhood Race Characteristics 

VIOSO. 
V10S1. 
Vl0S2. 

Ratio negro pop. to total pop. 
Ratio spanish heritage pop. to total pop. 
Ratio persons foreign stock to total pop. 

Neighborhood Educational Characteristics 

Vl0S3. 
V10S4. 
VIOSS. 
V10S6. 

V10S7. 
V1oS8. 

Ratio HS dropouts 16-21 to total pop. 16-21 
Ratio pop. 16-21 to total pop. 
Ratio pop. 3-34 enrol led in college to pop. 18-21 
Ratio 2S-34 w/O-7 yrs. school completed to pop. 
2S-34 
Ratio 2S-34 with 12+ yrs. school to pop. 25-34 
Ratio 2S-34 with 4 or more yrs. college to pop. 
2S-34 

Vl0S9. Median yrs. school completed for persons 25-}4 yrs. 

Neighborhood Population Characteristics 

Vlo60. Ratio 5+ yrs. in same house past S yrs. to pop. 5+ 
yrs. 

vl061. Ratio 5+ yrs. in for. nation S yrs. ago to pop. 5+ 
yrs. 

Neighborhood Employment Characteristics 

vl062. Ratio male civil ian labor force 16+ yrs. to ttl. 
civi 1 males 16+ yrs. 

Vlo63. Ratio fern. civil ian labor force 16+ yrs. to ttl. 
civi 1 fern. 16+ yrs. 

vlo64. Ratio not in school, not emp 16-21 to ttl. 16-21 not 
in school 

Vlo65. Ratio unemployed 16+ yrs. to ttl. c ivi 1 ian labor 
force 16+ yrs. 

Vlo66. Ratio white collar workers to total employed persons 
16+ yrs. 

Vl067. Ratio farm workers to total employed persons 16+ 
yrs. 

vl068. Ratio blue co 11 ar workers to total employed persons 
16+ yrs . 
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Neighborhood Income Characteristics 

V1069. Rat 0 famil ies less than $5000 income to total 
fam lies 

V1070. Rat 0 famil ies $15000 or more income to total 

V1071. 
V1072. 
V1073· 

fam lies 
Med an family income 
GIN index of income concentration 
Rat 0 fami I ies with income below poverty level to 
total fami lies 

V1074. Ratio persons with income below poverty level to 
pop. w/poverty status 

Neighborhood Housing Unit Characteristics 

V1075. Ratio owner occupied units to total occupied housing 
units 

V1076. Ratio occ housing units>I.OI persons per rm. to ttl 
occ housing units 

Vl077. Ratio occ units>I.Ol psns pr rm, w/plumbing to ttl 
occ housing units 

V1078. Ratio occ units wlo some plumbing to .total occupied 
housing units 

V1079. Ratio owner-occ units<$lOOOO in value to ttl valued 
owner-ace units 

vl080. Ratio owner-occ units>$25000 in value to ttl valued 

vl081. 

vl082. 

vl083. 

vl084. 

Vl085. 

vl086. 
vl087. 

vl088. 

Vl089. 

V1090. 

VI 091 . 

owner-occ units 
Ratio rent-occ units<$40 mo. rent to ttl rent-occ 
units wlrent known 
Ratio rent-occ units<$60 mo. rent to ttl rent-occ 
units wlrent known 
Ratio rent-occ units>$150 mo. rent to ttl rent-occ 
units wlrent known 
Ratio units rent-income ratio 25+ to ttl rent-occ 
units wlrent known 
Ratio units rent-income ratio 35+ to ttl rent-occ 
units wlremt known 
Ratio vacant housing units to total housing units 
Ratio vacant housing units for sale or rent to total 
housing units 
Ratio housing units in I-unit structures to total 
housing units 
Ratio units in 5 or more unit structure to total 
housing units 
Ratio 1 and 2 rm. housing units to total housing 
units 
Ratio ttl rms. in all housing units to total housing 
units 

• 

• 

• 
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V1092. Ratio housing units built 1960 or later to total 
housing units 

V1093. Ratio units built 1939 or earl ier to total housing 
units 

V1094. Ratio units with central heat, furnace to total 
housing units 

V1095. Ratio of households with 1 or more cars to total 
househoids 

Head of Household Information 

V1096. 
V1097. 
V1098. 
V1099. 
VllOO. 
VllOl. 
Vll02. 
Vll03. 

Age of head 
Marital status of head 
Race of head 
Sex of head 
Highest grade attended by head 
Highest grade completed by head 
Origin (ethnicity of head) 
Employment status recode for head 

Person Level 

Identification and Interview Information 

V200l. 
V2002. 
V2003. 
V2004. 
V2005· 
v2006. 

Household id number 
Person identification number 
Year and city id number 
Record type code 
Type of interview 
Person I ine number 

Individual Information 

V2007. 
v2008. 
V2009· 
V20l0. 
V20 11. 
V20l2. 
V2013. 
V2014. 
V20l5. 
V20l6. 
V2017 . 
V20l8. 

Relationship to household head 
Age last birthday 
Mar i ta 1 status 
Race 
Sex 
Armed forces member at time of interview 
Highest grade attended 
Completed that grade 
Live in th i s house Apr ill, 1970 
Residence in city limits 
Armed forces member April i, 1970 
Major activity 
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Type of Interview 

V2019. Type of interview 

Individual employment Information 

V2020. 
V2021. 
V2022. 
V2023· 
V2024. 
V2025. 
V2026. 

Temporarily absent or on layoff last week 
Looking for work 
Why could not take job last week 
Worked for whom 
What kind of business or industry 
Class of worker 
Occupation code 

Reports of Crimes 

V2027· Pol Ice report last 12 months - response 1 
V2028. Pol ice report last 12 months - response 2 
V2029· Pol Ice report last 12 months - response 3 
V2030. Cr ime suspected but not reported -
V2031. Ct" ime suspected but not reported -
V2032. Crime suspected but not reported -

Personal Information 
--------------------

V2033. 
V2034. 
V2035. 

Worked during previous week 
Ethnicity 
Employment status recode 

Sampling Information 
--------------------

V2036. 
V2037. 

Person weight 
Person record sequence designator 

Crime incidents reported 

response 
response 
response 

V2038. Total number of incidents for each person 

• 

1 
2 
3 

• 

• 
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Incident Level 

Identification variables 

V300 I . 
V3002. 
V3003. 
V3004. 
V3005. 
V3006. 
V3007. 
V30oB. 

Household identification number 
Person identification number 
Incident identification number 
Year and quarter identification 
Record type code 
Line number of victim 
Screen question number 
Incident number --First incident 

Series Incident Variables 

V3009. 

V3010. 

V30 11 • 

V3012. 
V3013 • 
V3014. 
V3015. 
V3016. 

V3017. 

V301B. 

V3019. 

In what 
happen? 
!s this 
--First 

month (did this/did the first) incident 
--First incident 
incident report for a series of crimes? 
incident 

In \.,that month(s) did these incidents take place? 
--First incident 
The incident occurred in spring --First incident 
The incident occurred in summer --First incident 
The incident occurred in fall --First incident 
The incident occurred in winter --First incident 
How many incidents were involved in this series? 
--First incident 
About what time did this/the most recent incident 
happen? --First incident 
Did it happen inside the limits of a city, town, 
vi llage, etc.? --First incident 
Where did this incident take place (detailed)? 
--First incident 

Commercial or Business Incident Variables 

V3020. Were you a customer, employee, or owner in the 
commercial building that was victimized? 
--First incident 

V3021. Did the person(s) steal or try to steal anything 
from the building? --First incident 

V3022. Did the person(s) have a right to be present in the 
building? --First incident 

V3023. Did the person(s) actually get in or just try to get 
in the building? --First incident 



V3024. 

V3025· 

V3026. 

V3027· 

V3028. 

V3029· 

V3030. 

V3031. 

V3032. 

V3033. 
V3034. 
V3035· 
V3036. 
v3037· 

V3038. 

V3039· 

V3040. 

V3041. 

V.3042. 

V3043. 

V3044. 
V3045. 

V3046. 

xxxiv 

Was there any evidence of forced entry (Summary)? 
--First incident 
Was there any evidence of forced entry - a broken 
lock or window? --First incident 
Was there any evidence of forced entry - a forced 
door or window? --First incident 
Was there any evidence of forced entry - a slashed 
screen? --First incident 
Was there any ev i dence of forced entry, - other? 
--First incident 
Was there any evidence of forced entry - force type 
not available? --First incident 
How did the offender (s) (get in/try to get in)? 
--First incident 
Was any member of this household present when this 
incident occurred? --First incident 
Did the person(s) have a weapon or something used as 
a weapon? --First incident 
Was the weapon a gun? --First incident 
Was the weapon a knife? --First incident 
Was there another weapon present? --First incident 
The weapon type was not available --First incident 
Did the person(s) hit you, knock you down. or attack 
in any way? --First incident 
Did the person(~) threaten you with harm in any way? 
--First incident 
How were you threatened (Summary)? In any other 
way? --First incident 
Were you verbally threatened with rape? 
--First incident 
Were you verbally threatened with attack? 
--First incident 
Was there a weapon present or were you threatened 
with a weapon? --First incident 
Was there an attempted attack with a weapon? 
--First incident 
Was there an object thrown? --First incident 
Was the person surrounded or followed? 
--First incident 
Did some other event happen? -~First incident 

Single Incident Variables - Incident Description 

V3047. What actually happened in the incident (Summary)? 
--First incidE:~!1t 

V3048. Was something taken without permission (detailed)? 
--First incident 

V3049. Did someone attempt or threaten to take something 
(detailed)? --First incident 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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V30S0. Was there harrassment or was abusive language used? 
--First incident 

V30S1. Was there forcible entry or attempted entry of the 
house (detai led)? --First incident 

V30S2. Was there forcible entry or attempted entry of a car 
(detailed)? --First incident 

V30S3. Was any property damaged or destroyed (detailed)? 
--First incident 

V30S4. Was there an attempt or threat to damage or property 
(detailed)? --First incident 

V30SS. Were there other things that happened in the 
incident (detailed)? --First incident 

Single Incident Variables - Means of Attack 

V3056. 

V30S7· 
V30S8. 

V30S9· 

V3060. 

V3061 . 

V3062. 

V3063. 

Single 

How did the person(s) attack you (Summary)? In any 
other way? --First incident 
How did they attack you - rape? --First incident 
How did they attack you - tried to rape? 
--First incident 
How did they attack you - shot, knifed, hit with 
object held in hand? --First incident 
How did they attack you - hit by a thrown object? 
--First incident 
How did they attack you - hit, slapped, knocked 
down? --First incident 
How did they attack you - grabbed, held, tripped, 
pushed, etc.? --First incident 
How did they attack you - other? --First incident 

Incident Variables - Types of Injuries Suffered 

V3064. What were the i nj ur i es you suffered, (Summary)? 
Anything else? --First incident 

V306S. What were the injuries you suffered, were you raped? 
--First incident 

V3066. What were the injuries you suffered, was there an 
attempted rape? --First incident 

V3067. What was the injury you suffered, was it a knife or 
gunshot wound? --First incident 

V3068. What were the injuries you suffered, broken bones, 
teeth knocked out? --First incident 

V3069. What were your injuries - internal injuries, 
unconsciousness? --First incident 

V3070. What were the injuries you suffered, bruises, cuts, 
swel ling, etc.? --First incident 

V3071. What were the injuries you suffered, other types? 
--First incident 
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Single Incident Variables - Medical Attention and Costs 

V3072. Were you injured to the extent that you needed 
medical attention after the attack? 
--First incident 

V3073. Did you receive any treatment at a hospital? 
--First incident 

V3074. At the time of the incident, were you covered by any 
type of medical insurance? --First incident 

V307,. If you received any treatment in a hospital, how 
long was the stay? --First incident 

V3076. What was the total amount of your medical expenses 
resulting from this Incident? --First incident 

V3077. Did you file a claim with any of the insurance 
companies? --First incident 

V3078. Did insurance or health programs pay for your 
expenses? --First incident 

Single Incident Variables - Type of Protection & Crime 

V3079. Did you do anything to protect yourself/property 
during the incident? --First incident 

V3080. Type of crime code --First incident 

Single Incident Variables - Medical Expenses 

V3081. How much did insurance or health benefits program 
pay? --First incident 

Single Incident Variables - Type of Self-protection 

V3082. What did you do to protect yourself (Summary)? 
Anything else? --First incident 

V3083. What did you do to protect yourself - use or 
Brandish a weapon? --First incident 

V3084. What did you do to protect yourself - hit, kicked, 
etc., offender? --First incident 

V308,. What did you do to protect yourself - reason with 
the offender? --First incident 

V3086. What did you do to protect yourself - scream, yell 
for help? --First incident 

V3087. What did you do to protect yourself - left the 
scene, ran away? --First incident 

V3088. What did you do to protect yourself - hold onto your 
property? --First incident 

V3089. What did you do to protect yourself - some other 
action? --First incident 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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Single Incident Variables - Offender ID Variables 
-------------------------------~-----------------

V3090. 

V309l. 

V3092. 

V3093. 

V3094. 

V3095. 

V3096. 

V3097. 

V309B. 

V3099. 

V3100. 

V3101. 

V3l02. 

V3103· 

V3104. 

V3105. 

V3106. 

V3107. 

V310B. 

V3109· 

V3110. 

V3111. 

Was the crime committed by only one or more than one 
person? --First incident 
Was the single offender male or female 
--First incident 
How old would you say the single offender was? 
--First incident 
Was the single offender someone you knew or were 
they a stranger? --First incident 
Was the single offender a relative of yours? 
--First incident 
What was the race of the single offender? 
--First incident 
What sexes were the multiple offenders? 
--First incident 
How old would you say the youngest multiple offender 
was? --First incident 
How old would you say the oldest multiple offender 
was? --First incident 
How many multiple offenders were there? 
--First incident 
Were any of the multiple offenders known or related 
to you or were they strang~rs? --First incident 
To what extent were the multiple offenders known to 
you? --First incident 
Did you know the multiple offenders - by sight only? 
--First incident 
Did you know the multiple offenders - as casual 
acquaintance(s)7 --First incident 
Were the multiple offenders weI I known to you? 
--First incident 
How were the multiple offenders related to you 
(Summary)? --First incident 
How were the mUltiple offenders related - spouse or 
ex-spouse? --First incident 
How were the multiple offenders related - parents? 
--First incident 
How were the multiple offenders related - own 
children? --First incident 
How were the multiple offenders related -
brothers/sisters? --First incident 
How were the multiple offenders related - other 
relation? --First incident 
What race were the multiple offenders? 
--First incident 
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Single Incident Variables - Number of Victims 

V3112. Were you the only person there besi~es the 
offender (s)? --First incident 

V3l13. How many of these persons (12 years or older) were 
robbed, etc.? --First incident 

V3ll4. Were any of these persons (12 or older) members of 
your household? --First incident 

Single Incident Variables - Type of Crime 

V3115. Was something.stolen or taken without permission 
that belonged to a member of your household? 
--First incident 

V3116. Did the person(s) attempt to take something that 
belonged to you or others in the household? 
--First incident 

Single Incident Variables - Type of Property Taken 

V3117. What object did they tr}' to take (Summary)? 
anything else? --First incident 

V3ll8. 

V3l19· 

V3l20. 

V3 121 • 

V3122. 

V3123· 

V3l24. 

V3l25· 

What did they try to take 
--First incident 

- a purse? 

What did they try to take - a wallet or money? 
--First incident 
What did they try to take - a car? 
--First incident 
What did they try to take - some other motor 
vehicle? --First incident 
What did they try to take part of a car (hub-cap, 
tape-deck, etc.)? --First incident 
What did they try to take - do not know? 
--First incident 
What did they try to take - some other item? 
--First incident 
Was the (purse, wal let, money) on your person? 
--First incident 

Single Incident Variables - Description of Incident 

V3126. What happened in the incident (Summary)? Anything 
else? --First incident 

V3l27. What happened - were you attacked? 
--First incident 

V312B. What happened - were you threatened with harm? 
--First incident 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

V3l29 . 

V3l30. 

V3l3l. 

V3l32. 

V3l33. 

V3l34. 
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What happened - did someone attempt to break into 
the house/garage? --First incident 
What happened - did someone attempt to break into a 
car? --First incident 
What happened - were you harassed, or was abusive 
language used? --First incident 
What happened - was property damaged or destroyed? 
--First incident 
What happened - was there an attempt to destroy or 
damage property? --First incident 
What happened - did some other event occur? 
--First incident 

Single Incident Variables - Property Description and Value 

V3135. How much cash was taken that belonged to you or 
members of your household? Anything else? 
--First incident 

V3l36. What property was taken that belonged to a member 
of the household (Summary)? Anything else? 

V3l37. 
V3l38. 
V3l39· 
V3l40. 

V3l41. 

V3l42. 

--First incident 
What was taken - a purse? --First incident 
What was taken - a wallet? --First incident 
What was taken - a car? --First incident 
What was taken - some other motor vehicle? 
--First incident 
What was taken - part of a car (hub-cap, tape-deck, 
etc.)? --First incident 
What was taken - some other item? --First incident 

Single Incident Variables - Motor Vehicle Related 

V3143. Had permission been given to use the motor vehicle 
to the person who took it? --First incident 

V3144. Did the person return the motor vehicle? 
--First incident 

Single Incident Variables - Value of Cash or Property Taken 

V3l4S. Was the (purse, wallet, money) on your person when 
taken? --First incident 

V3l46. Altogether, what was the value of the property 
taken? --First incident 

V3147. How did you decide the value of the property that 
was stolen (Summary) 

V3l48. How was the value assessed - the original cost? 
--First incident 
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V3149. How was the value assessed - replacement cost? 
--First incident 

V3150. How was the value assessed - a personal estimate of 
value? --First incident 

V3151. How was the value assessed - an insurance report 
estimate? --First incident 

V3l52. How was the value assessed - a police estimate? 
--First incident 

V3153· How was the value assessed - do not know? 
--First incident 

V3154. How was the value assessed - some other way? 
--F:rst incident 

Single Incident Variables - Recovery of Property or Cash: 

V3l55· 

V3156. 

V3157· 
V3l5B. 
V3159· 
V3160. 

V3161. 

V3162. 
V3163. 
V3164. 

Was all or part of the money or property recovered, 
except for any received from insurance? 
--First incident 
What property was recovered (Summary)? 
--First incident 
Anything else? --First incident 
Was a - purse recovered? --First incident 
Was a - wallet recovered? --First incident 
Was a - car recovered? --First incident 
Was - some other motor vehicle recovered? 
--First incident 
Was - part of a car (hub-cap, tape-deck, etc.) 
recovered? --First incident 
Was - some other item recovered? --First incident 
Was the cash recovered? --First incident 
What was the cash value of the property recovered, 
excluding cash? --First incident 

Single Incident Variables - Insurance Related 

V3165. 

V3166. 

V3167. 

V3168. 

V3l69. 

V3170. 

What was the value of the property that was replaced 
by insurance? --First incident 
Was there any insurance against theft? 
--First incident 
Was the loss reported to an insurance company? 
--First incident 
Was any of the loss recovered through insurance? 
--First incident 
Did a household member lose time from work because 
of this incident? --First incident 
How much time was lost from work altogether? 
--First incident 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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Single Incident Variables - Property Replacement or Repair 
----------------------------------------------------------

V3l71 . 

V3l72. 

V3173. 

V3174. 

V317S. 

V3176. 

V3177 . 

V3178. 
V3179. 

How much would it cost to repair or replace the 
damaged item(s)? --First incident 
How much was the repair or replacement cost? 
--First incident 
Was anything damaged but not taken in this incident? 
--First incident 
(Was/Were) the damaged item(s) repaired or replaced? 
--First incident 
Who paid or wi 1 1 pay for the repairs or replacement 
(Summary)? --First incident 

Who paid or will pay - a household member? 
--First incident 
Who paid or will pay - the landlord? 
--First incident 
Who paid or wil I pay - insurance? --First incident 
Who paid or will pay - some other individual or 
organization? --First incident 

Single Incident Variables - Pol ice Involvement 
-----------------------------------------------

V3180. 

V318l . 

V3182. 

V3l83. 

V3184. 

V318S. 

V3186. 

V3187. 

V3188. 

V3189. 

V3190. 

Were the pol ice informed of this incident in any 
way? --First incident 
Why was this incident not reported to the police 
(Summary)? --First incident 

Why was incident not reported - nothing could be 
done? --First incident 
Why was incident not reported - did not think it was 
important enough? --First incident 
Was incident not reported - police would not be 
bothered? --First incident 
Why was incident not reported - did not want to take 
the time? --First incident 
Why was incident not reported - a private or 
personal matter? --First incident 
Why was incident not reported - did not want to get 
involved? --First incident 
Why was incident not reported - afraid of reprisal? 
--First incident 
Why was incident not reported - reported to someone 
else? --First incident 
Why was incident not reported - some other reason? 
--First incident 
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Single Incident Variables - Employment Informatjon 

V3191. 

V3192. 
V3193· 
V3194. 
V319S. 

Did you have a job at the time this incident 
happened? --First incident 
What was the job? --First incident 
Occupation codes --First incident 
Industry codes --First incident 
Employee class --First incident 

Single Incident Variables - Miscellaneous 

V3196. Incident weight --Fi~st incident 

Identification Variables 

V3201. 
V3202. 
V3203. 
V3204. 
V3205· 
V3206. 
V3207. 
V3208. 

Household identification number 
Person identification number 
Incident identification number 
Year and quarter identification 
Record type code 
Line number of victim 
Screen question number 
Incident number --Second incident 

Series Incident Variables 

V3209. 

V3210. 

V3211 • 

V3212. 
V3213. 
V3214. 
V3215. 
V3216. 

V3217· 

V3218. 

V3219. 

In what month (did this/did the first) incident 
happen? --Second incident 
Is this incident report for a series of crimes? 
--Second incident 
In what month(s) did these incidents take place? 
--Second incident 
The incident occurred in spring --Second Incident 
The incident occurred in summer --Second incident 
The incident occurred in fall --Second incident 
The incident occurred in winter --Second incident 
How many incidents were involved in this series? 
--Second incident 
About what time did this/the most recent incident 
happen? --Second incident 
Did it happen inside the 1 imits of a city. town, 
vi llage. etc.? --Second incident 
Where did this incident take place (detai led)? 
--Second incident 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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Commercial or Business incident Variables 

V3220. 

V3221. 

V3222. 

V3223. 

V3224. 

V3225. 

V3226. 

V3227. 

V3228. 

V3229. 

V3230. 

V3231. 

V3232. 

V3233. 
V3234. 
V3235· 
V3236. 
V3237· 

V3238. 

V3239. 

V3240. 

V3241. 

V3242. 

V3243. 

V3244. 
V3245. 

Were you a customer, employee, or owner in the 
commercial building that was victimized? 
--Second incident 
Did the person(s) steal or try to steal anything 
from the bui lding? --Second incident 
Did the person(s) have a right to be present in the 
building? --Second incident 
Did the person(s) actually get in or just try to get 
in the building? --Second incident 
Was there any evidence of forced entry (Summary)? 
--Second incident 
Was there any evidence of forced entry - a broken 
lock or window? --Second incident 
Was there any evidence of forced entry - a forced 
door or window? --Second incident 
Was there any evidence of forced entry - a slashed 
screen? --Second incident 
Was there any evidence of forced entry - other? 
--Second incident 
Was there any evidence of forced entry - force type 
not available? --Second incident 
How did the offender (s) (get in/try to get in)? 
--Second incident 
Was any member of this household present when this 
incident occurred? --Second incident 
Did the person(s) have a weapon or something used as 
a weapon? --Second incident 
Was the weapon a gun? --Second incident 
Was the weapon a knife? --Second incident 
Was there another weapon present? --Second incident 
The weapon type was not available --Second incident 
Did the person(s) hit you, knock you down, or attack 
in any way? --Second incident 
Did the person (s) threaten you wi th harm in any way? 
--Second incident 
How were you threatened (Summary)? in any other 
way? --Second incident 
Were you verbally threatened with rape? 
--Second incident 
Were you verbally threatened with attack? 
--Second incident 
Was there a weapon present or were you threatened 
with a weapon? --Second incident 
Was there an attempted attack with a weapon? 
--Second incident 
Was there an object thrown? --Second incident 
Was the person surrounded or followed? 
--Second incident 

---------
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V3246. Did some other event happen? -~Second incident 

Single Incident Variables - Incident Description 

V3247. What actually happened in the incident (Summary)? 
--Second incident 

V324B. Was something taken without perm!ssion (detailed)? 
--Second incident 

V3249. Did someone attempt or threaten to take something 
(detailed)? --Second incident 

V3250. Was there harrassment or was abusive language used? 
--Second incident 

V3251. Was there forcible entry or attempted entry of the 
house (detailed)? --Second incident 

V3252. Was there forcible entry or attempted entry of a ~ar 
(detai led)? --Second incident 

V3253. Was any property damaged or destroyed (detailed)? 
--Second incident 

V3254. Was there an attempt or threat to damage or property 
(detailed)? --Second incident 

V3255. Were there other things that happened in the 
incident (detailed)? .--Second incident 

Single Incident Variables - Means of Attack 

V3256. 

V3257. 
V325B. 

V3259. 

V3260. 

V3261. 

V3262. 

V3263. 

How did the person(s) attack you (Summary)? In any 
other way? --Second incident 
How did they attack you - rape? --Second incident 
How did they attack you - tried to rape?, 
--Second incident 
How did they attack you - shot, knifed. hit with 
object held in hand? --Second incident 
How did they attack YQu - hit by a thrown object? 
--Second incident 
How did they attack you - hit. slapped. knocked 
down? ~-Second incident. 
How did they attack you - grabbed, held, tripped, 
pushed, etc.? --Second incident 
How did they attack you - other? --Second incident 

Single Incident Variables - Types of Injuries Suffered 

V3264. What were the injuries you suffered, (Summary)? 
Anything else? --Second incident 

V3265. What were the injuries you suffered, were you raped? 
--Second incident 

V3266. What were the injuries you suffered, was there an 
attempted rape? --Second incident 

• 

• 

• 
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V3267. 

V3268. 

V3269. 

\/3270. 

V3271. 
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What was the injury you suffered, was it a knife or 
gunshot wound? --Second incident 
What were the injuries you suffered, broken bones, 
teeth knocked out? --Second incident 
What were your injuries - internal injuries, 
unconsciousness? --Second incident 
What were the injuries you suffered, bruises. cuts, 
swell ing, etc.? --Second incident 
What were the injuries you suffered, other types? 
--Second incident 

Single Incident Variables - Medical Attention and Costs 

V3272. Were you injured to the extent that you needed 
medical attention after the attack? 

V3273. 

V3274. 

V3275. 

V3276. 

V3277 . 

V3278. 

--Second incident 
Did you receive any treatment at a hospital? 
--Second incident 
At the time of the incident, were you covered by any 
type of medical insurance? --Second incident 
If you received any treatment in a hospital, how 
long was the stay? --Second incident 
What was the total amount of your medical expenses 
resulting from this incident? --Second incident 
Did you file a claim with any of the insurance 
companies? --Second incident 
Did insurance or health programs pay for your 
expenses? --Second incident 

Single Incident Variables - Type of Protection & Crime 

V3279. Did you do anything to protect yourself/property 
during the incident? --Second incident 

V3280. Type of crime code --Second incident 

Single Incident Variables - Medical Expenses 

V3281. How much did insurance or health benefits program 
pay? --Second incident 

Single Incident Variables - Type of Self-protection 

V3282. What did you do to protect yourself (Summary)? 
Anything else? --Second incident 

V3283. What did you do to protect yourself - use or 
Brandish a weapon? --Second incident 
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V3284. What did you do to protect yourself - hit, kicked, 
etc., offender? --Second incident 

V328S. What did you do to protect yourself - reason with 
the offender? --Second incident 

V3286. What did you do to protect yourself - scream, yell 
for help? --Second incident 

V3287. What did you do to protect yourself - left the 
scene, ran away? --Second incident 

V3288. What did you do to protect yourself - hold onto your 
property? --Second incident 

V3289. What did you do to protect yourself - some other 
action? --Second incident 

Single Incident Variables - Offender ID Variables 

V3290. Was the crime committed by only one or more than one 
person? --Second incident 

V3291. Was the single offender male or female 
--Second incident 

V3292. How old would you say the single offender was? 
--Second incident 

V3293. Was the single offender someone you knew or were 
they a stranger? --Second incident 

V3294. Was the single offender a relative of yours? 
--Second incident 

V329S. What was the race of the single offender? 
--Second incident 

V3296. What sexes were the multiple offenders? 
--Second incident 

V3297. How old would you say the youngest multiple offender 
was? --Second incident 

VJ298. How old would you say the oldest multiple offender 
was? --Second incident 

V3299. How many multiple offenders were there? 
--Second incident 

V3300. Were any of the multiple offenders known or related 
to you or were they strangers? --Second incident 

V3301. To what extent were the multiple offenders known to 
you? --Second incident 

V3302. Did you know the multiple offenders - by sight only? 
--Second incident 

V3303. Did you know the multiple offenders - as ca$ual 
acquaintance(s)? --Second incident 

V3304. Were the multiple offenders well known to you? 
--Second incident 

V330S. How were the multiple offenders related to you 
(Summary)? --Second incident 

V3306. How were the multiple offenders related - spouse .or 
ex-spouse? --Second incident 

• 

• 

• 
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V3307. How were the multiple offenders related - parents? 
--Second incident 

V330B. How were the multiple offenders related - own 
chi ldren? --Second incident 

V3309. How were the multiple offenders related -
brothers/sisters? --Second incident 

V3310. How were the mUltiple offenders related - other 
relation? --Second incident 

V3311. What race were the multiple offenders? 
--Second incident 

Single Incident Variables - Number of Victims 

V3312. Were you the only person there besides the 
offender (s)? --Second incident 

V3313. How many of these persons (12 years or older) were 
robbed, etc.? --Second incident 

V33l4. Were any of these persons (12 or older) members of 
your household? --Second incident 

Single Incident Variables - Type of Crime 

V3315. Was something stolen or taken without permission 
that belonged to a member of your household? 
--Second incident 

V3316. Did the person(s) attempt to take something that 
belonged to you or others in the household? 
--Second incident 

Single Incident Variables - Type of Property Taken 

V3317. What object did they try to take (Summary)? 
anything else? --Second incident 

V331B. What did they try to take - a purse? 
--Second incident 

V3319. What did they try to take - a wallet or money? 
--Second incident 

V3320. What did they try to take - a car? 
--Second incident 

V3321. What did they try to take - some other motor 
vehicle? --Second incident 

V3322. What did they try to take - part of a car (hub-cap, 
tape-deck, etc.)? --Second incident 

V3323. What did they try to take - do not know? 
--Second incident 

V3324. What did they try to take - some other item? 
--Second incident 
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V3325. Was the (purse, wal let, money) on your person? 
--Second incident 

Single Incident Variables - Description of Incident 

V3326. What happened in the incident (Summary)? Anything 
else? --Second incident 

V3327. What happened - were you attacked? 
--Second incident 

V332B. What happened - were you threatened with harm? 
--Second incident 

V3329. What happened - did someone attempt to break into 
the house/garage? --Second incident 

V3330. What happened - did someone attempt to break into a 
car? --Second incident 

V3331. What happened - were you harassed, or was abusive 
language used? --Second incident 

V3332. What happened - was property damaged or destroyed? 
--Second incident 

V3333. What happened - was there an attempt to de~troy or 
damage property? --Second incident 

V3334. What happened - did some other event occur? 
--Second incident 

Single Incident Variables - Property Description and Value 

V3335· 

V3336. 

V3337· 
V3338. 
V3339· 
V3340. 

V3341. 

V3342. 

How much cash was taken that belonged to you or 
members of your household? Anything else? 
--Second incident 
What property was taken that belonged to a member 
of the household (Summary)? Anything else? 
--Second incident 
What was taken - a purse? --Second incident 
What was taken - a wallet? --Second incident. 
What was taken - a car? --Second incident 
What was taken - some other motor vehicle? 
--Second incident 
What was taken -, part of a car (hub-cap, tape-deck, 
etc.)? --Second incident 
What was taken - some other item? --Second incident 

Single Incident Variables - Motor Vehicle Related 

V3343. Had permission been given to use the motor vehicle 
to the person who took it? --Second incident 

V3344. Did the person return the motor vehicle? 
--Second incident 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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Single Incident Variables - Value of Cash or Property Taken 

V3345. Was the (purse, wallet, money) on your person when 
taken? --Second incident 

V3346. Altogether, what was the value of the property 
taken? --Second incident 

V3347. How did you decide the value of the property that 
was stolen (Summary) 

V334B. How was the value assessed - the original cost? 
--Second incident 

V3349. How was the value assessed - replacement cost? 
--Second incident 

V3350. How was the value assessed - a personal estimate of 
value? --Second incident 

V3351. How was the value assessed - an insurance report 
estimate? --Second incident 

V3352. How was the value assessed - a pol ice estimate? 
--Second incident 

V3353. How was the value assessed - do not know? 
--Second incident 

V3354. How was the value assessed - some other way? 
--Second incident 

Single Incident Va~iables - Recovery of Property or Cash 

V3355· 

V3356. 

V3357. 
V335B. 
V3359. 
V3360. 

V3361 • 

V3362. 
V3363. 
V3364. 

Was all or part of the money or property r~covered, 
except for any received from insurance? 
--Second incident 
What property was recovered (Summary)? 
--Second incident 
Anything else? --Second incident 
Was a - purse recovered? --Second incident 
Was a - wallet recovered? --Second incident 
Was a - car recovered? --Second incident 
Was - some other motor vehicle recovered? 
--Second incident 
Was - part of a car (hub-cap, tape-deck, etc.) 
recovered? --Second incident 
Was - some other item recovered? --Second incident 
Was the cash recovered? --Second incident 
What was the cash value of the property recovered, 
eXCluding cash? --Second incident 

Single Incident Variables - Insurance Related 

V3365. What was the value of the property that was replaced 
by insurance? --Second incident 



V3366. Was there any insurance against theft? 
--Second incident 

V3367. Was the loss reported to an insurance company? 
--Second incident 

V3368. Was any of the loss recovered through insurance? 
--Second incident 

V3369. Did a household member lose time from work because 
of this incident? --Second incident 

V3370. How much time was lost from work altogether? 
--Second incident 

Single Incident Variables - Property Replacement or Repair 
----------------------------------------------------------

V3371. 

V3372. 

V3373· 

V3374. 

V3375. 

V3376. 

V3377 • 

V3378. 
V3379· 

How much would it cost to repair or replace the 
damaged item(s)? --Second incident 
How much was the repair or replacement cost? 
--Second incident 
Was anything damaged but not taken in this incident? 
--Second incident 
(Was/Were) the damaged item(s) repaired or replaced? 
--Second incident 
Who paid or will pay for the repairs or replacement 
(Summary)? --Second incident 

Who paid or will pay - a household member? 
--Second incident 
Who paid or will pay - the landlord? 
--Second incident 
Who paid or will pay - insurance? --Second incident 
Who paid or will pay - some other individual or 
organization? --Second incident 

Single Incident Variables - Pol ice Involvement 

V3380. Were the pol ice informed of this incident in any 
way? --Second incident 

V3381. Why was this incident not reported to the pol ice 
(Summary)? --Second incident 

V3382. Why was incident not reported - nothing could be 
done? --Second incident 

V3383. Why was incident not reported -,did not think it was 
important enough? --Second incident 

V3384. Was incident not reported - police would not be 
botheredl --Second incident 

V3385. Why was incident not reported - did not want to take 
the time? --Second incident 

V3386. Why was incident not reported - a private or 
personal matter? --Second incident 

V3387. Why was incident not reported - did not want to get 
involved? --Second incident 

• 

• 

• 
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V3388. Why was incident not reported - afraid of reprisal? 
--Second incident 

V3389. Why was incident not reported - reported to someone 
else? --Second incident 

V3390. Why was incident not reported - some other reason? 
--Second incident 

SJngle Incident Variables - Employment Information 

V339l. 

V3392. 
V3393. 
V3394. 
V3395. 

Did you have a job at the time this incident 
happened? --Second incident 
What was the job? --Second incident 
Occupation codes --Second incident 
Industry codes --Second incident 
Employee class --Second incident 

Single Incident Variables - Miscellaneous 

V3396. Incident weight --Second incident 

Identification Variables 

V340 1 • 
V3402. 
V3403. 
V3404. 
V3405. 
V3406. 
V3407. 
V3408. 

Household identification number 
Person identification number 
Incident identification number 
Year and quarter identification 
Record type code 
Line number of victim 
Screen question number 
Incident number --Third incident 

Series Incident Variables 

V3409. 

V34l0. 

V341l. 

V34l2. 
V34l3. 
V3414. 
V3415. 
V34l6. 

In what month (did this/did the first) incident 
happen? --Third incident 
Is this incident report fo~ a series of crimes? 
--Third incident 
In what month(s) did these incidents take place? 
--Third incident 
The incident occurred in spring --Third incident 
The incident occurred in summer --Third incident 
The incident occurred in fall --Third incident 
The incident occurred in winter --Third incident 
How many incidents were involved in this series? 
--Third incident 
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V34l7. About what time did this/the most recent incident 
happen? --Third incident 

V341B. Did it happen inside the I imits of a city, town, 
vi 11age, etc.? --Third incident 

V3419. Where did this incident take place (detailed)? 
--Th i rd inc i dent· 

Commercial or Business Incident Variables 

V3420. Were you a customer, employee, or owner in the 
commercial building that was victimized? 
--Third incident 

V3421. Did the person(s) steal or try to steal anything 
from the building? --Third incident 

V3422. Did the person(s) have a right to be present in the 
bui lding? --Third incident 

V3423. Did the person(s) actually get in or just try to get 
in the building? --Third incident 

V3424. Was there any evidence of forced entry (Summary)? 
--Third incident 

V3425. Was there any evidence of forced entry,- a broken 
lock or window.? --Third incident 

V3426. Was there any evidence of forced entry - a forced 
door or window? --Third incident 

V3427. Was there any evidence of forced entry - a slashed 
screen? --Third incident 

V342B. Was there any evidence of forced entry - other? 
--Th i rd i ncY dent 

V3429. 

V3430. 

V3431. 

V3432. 

V3433. 
V3434. 
V3435. 
V3436. 
V3437. 

V343B. 

V3439. 

V3440. 

Was there any evidence of forced entry - force type 
not available? --Third incident 
How did the offender(s) (get in/try to get in)? 
--Third incident 
Was any member of this household present when this 
incident occurred? --Third incident 
Did the person(s) have a weapon or something used as 

'a weapon? --Third incident 
Was the weapon a gun? --Third incident 
Was the weapon a knife? --Third incident 
Was there another weapon present? --Third incident 
The weapon type was not avai lable --Third incident 
Did the person(s) hit you, knock you down, or attack 
in any way? --Third incident 
Did the person(s) threaten you with harm in any way? 
--Third incident 
How were you threatened (Summary)? In any other 
way? --Third incident 
Were you verbally threatened with rape? 
--Third incident 
Were you verbally threatened with attack? 
--Third incident 

• 

• 

• 
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V3442. 

V3443. 

V3444. 
V3445. 

V31f46. 
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Was there a weapon present or were you threatened 
with a weapon? --Third incident 
Was there an attempted attack with a weapon? 
--Third incident 
Was there an object thrown? --Third incident 
Was the person surrounded or followed? 
--Third incident 
Did some other event happen? --Third incident 

Single Incident Variables - Incident Description 

V3447. What actually happened in the incident (Summary)? 
--Third incident 

V3448. Was something taken without permission (detailed)? 
--Third incident 

V3449. Did someone attempt or threaten to take something 
(detailed)? --Third incident 

V3450. Was there harrassment or was abusive language used? 
--Third incident 

V3451. Was there forcible entry or attempted entry of the 
house (detai led)? --Third incident 

V3452. Was there forcible entry or attempted entry of a car 
(detailed)? --Third incident 

V3453. Was any property damaged or destroyed (detai led)? 
--Third incident 

V3454. Was there an attempt or threat to damage or property 
(detailed)? --Third incident 

V3455. Were there other things that happened in the 
incident (detailed)? --Third incident 

Single Incident Variables - Means of Attack 

V3456. 

V3457. 
V3458. 

V3459. 

V3460. 

V3461. 

V3462. 

V3463. 

How did the parson(s) attack you (Summary)? In any 
other way? --Third incident 
How did they attack you - rape? --Third incident 
How did they attack you - tried to rape? 
--Third incident 
How did they attack you - shot, knifed, hit with 
object held in hand? --Third incident 
How did they attack you - hit by a thrown object? 
--Third incident 
How did they attack you - hit, slapped, knocked 
down? --Third incident 
How did they attack you - grabbed, held, tripped. 
pushed, etc.? --Third incident 
How did they attack you - other? --Third incident 
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Single Incident Variables - Types of Injuries Suffered 

V3464. What were the injuries you suffered, (Summary)? 
Anything else? --Third incident 

V346S. What were the injuries you suffered, were you raped? 
--Third incident 

V3466. What were the injuries you suffered, was there an 
attempted rape? --Third incident 

V3467. What was the injury you suffered, was it a knife or 
gunshot wound? --Third incident 

V3468. What were the injuries you suffered, broken bones, 
teeth knocked out? --Third incident 

V3469. What were your injuries - internal injurie~, 
unconsciousness? --Third incident 

V3470. What were the injuries you suffered, bruises, cuts, 
swelling, etc.? --Third incident 

V3471. What were the injuries you suffered, other types? 
--Third incident 

Single Incident Variables - Medical Attention and Costs 

V3472. Were you injured to the extent that you needed 
medical attention after the attack? 
--Third incident 

V3473. Did you receive any treatment at a hospital? 
--Third incident 

V3474. At the time of the incident, were you covered by any 
type of medical insurance? --Third incident 

V347S. If you received any treatment in a hospital, how 
long was the stay? --Third incident 

V3476. What was the total amount of your medical expenses 
resulting from this incident? --Third incident 

V3477. Did you fi Ie a claim with any of the insurance 
companies? --Third incident 

V3478. Did insurance or health programs pay for your 
expenses? --Third incident 

Single Incident Variables - Type of Protection & Crime 

V3479. Did you do anything to protect yourself/property 
during the incident? --Third incident 

V3480. Type of crime code --Third incident 

• 

• 

• 
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• 
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Single Incident Variables - Medical Expenses 

V3481. How much did insurance or health benefits program 
pay? --Third incident 

Single Incident Variables - Type of Self-protection 

V3482. What did you do to protect yourself (Summary)? 
Anything else? --Third incident 

V3483. What did you do to protect yourself - use or 
Brandish a weapon? --Third incident 

V3484. What did you do to protect yourself - hit, kicked, 
etc., offender? --Third incident 

V3485. What did you do to protect yourself - reason with 
the offender? --Third incident 

V3486. What did you do to protect yourself - scream, yell 
for help? --Third incident 

V3487. What did you do to protect yourself - left the 
scene, ran away? --Third incident 

V3488. What did you do to protect yourself hold onto your 
property? --Third incident 

V3489. What did you do to protect yourself - some other 
action? --Third incident 

Single Incident Variables - Offender ID Variables 

V3490. Was the crime committed by only one or more than one 
person? --Third incident 

V3491. Was the single offender male or female 
--Third incident 

V3492. How old would you say the single offender was? 
--Third incident 

V3493. Was the single offender someone you knew or were 
they a str~nger? --Third incident 

V3494. Was the single offender a relative of yours? 
--Third incident 

V3495. What was the race of the single offender? 
--Third incident 

V3496. What sexes were the multiple offenders? 
--Third incident 

V3497. How old would you say the youngest multiple offender 
was? --Third incident 

V3498. How old would you say the DUdest multiple offender 
was? --Third incident 

V3499. How many multiple offenders were there? 
--Third incident 

V3500. Were any of the multiple offenders known or related 
to you or were they strangers? --Third incident 
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V3501. To what extent were the multiple offenders known to. 
you? --Third incident 

V3502. Did you know the multiple offenders - by sight only? 
--Third incident 

V3503. Did you know the multiple offenders - as casual 
acquaintance(s)? --Third incident 

V3504. Were the multiple offender.s well known to you? 
--Third incident 

V3505. How were the multiple offenders related to you 
(Summary)? --Third incident 

V3506. How were the multiple offenders related - spouse or 
ex-spouse? --Third incident 

V3507. How were the multiple offenders related - parents? 
--Third incident 

V3508. How were the multiple offenders related - own 
children? --Third incident 

V3509. How were the multiple offenders related -
brothers/sisters? --Third incident 

V3510. How were the multiple offenders related - other· 
relation? --Third incident 

V3511. What race were the multiple offenders? 
--Third incident 

Single Incident Variables - Number of Victims 

V3512. Were you the only person there besides the 
offender(s)? --Third incident 

V3513. How many of these persons (12 years or older) were 
robbed. etc.? --Third incident 

V3514. Were any of these persons (12 or older) members 'of 
your household? --Third incident 

Single Incident Variables - Type of Crime 

V3515. Was something stolen or taken without permission 
that belonged to a member of your household? 
--Third incident 

V3516. Did the person(s) attempt to take something that 
belonged to you or others in the household? 
--Third incident 

Single Incident Variables - Type of Property Taken 

V3517. What object did they try to take (Summary)? 
anything else? --Third incident 

V3518. What did they try to take - a purse? 
--Third incident 

--- - ----- ----- -- -----
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V3519. What did they try to take - a wallet or money? 
--Third incident 

V3520. What did they try to take - a car? 
--Third incident 

V3521. What did they try to take - some other motor 
vehicle? --Third incident 

V3522. v.Jhat did they try to take - part of a car (hub-cap, 
tape-deck, etc.)? --Third incident 

V3523. What did they try to take - do not know? 
--Third incident 

V3524. What did they try to take - some other item? 
--Third incident 

V3525. Was the (purse, wallet, money) on your person? 
--Third incident 

Single Incident Variables - Description of Incident 

V3526. 

V3527. 

V3528. 

V3529. 

V3530. 

V3531 . 

V3532. 

V3533. 

V3534. 

What happened in the incident (Summary)? Anything 
else? --Third incident 
What happened - were you attacked? 
--Third incident 
What happened - were you threatened with harm? 
--Third incident 
What happened - did someone attempt to break into 
the house/garage? --Third incident 
What happened - did someone attempt to break into a 
car? --Third incident 
What happened - were you harassed, or was abusive 
language used? --Third incident 
What happened - was property damaged or destroyed? 
--Third incident 
What happened - was there an attempt to destroy or 
damage property? --Third incident 
What happened - did some other event occur? 
--Third incident 

Single Incident Variables - Property Description and Value 

V3535. 

V3536. 

V3537· 
V3538. 
V3539· 
V3540. 

How much cash was taken that belonged to you or 
members of your household? Anything else? 
--Third incident 
What property was taken that belonged to a member 
of the household (Summary)? Anything else? 
--Third incident 
What was taken - a purse? --Third incident 
What was taken - a wallet? --Third incident 
What was taken - a car? --Third incident 
What was taken - some other motor vehicle? 
--Third incident 
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V3541. What was taken - part of a car (hub-cap, tape-deck, 
etc.)? --Third incident 

V3542. What was taken - some other item? --Third incident 

Single Incident Variables - Motor Vehicle Related 
-------------------------------------------------

V3543. Had permission been given to use the motor vehicle 
to the person who took it? --Third incident 

V3544. Did the person return the motor vehicle? 
--Third incident 

Single Incident Variables - Value of Cash or Property Taken 

V3545. Was the (purse, wallet, money) on your person when 
taken? --Third incident 

V3546. Altogether, what was the value of the property 
taken? --Third incident 

V3547. How did you decide the value of the property that 
was stolen (Summary) 

V3548. How was the value assessed - the original cost? 
--Third incident 

V3549. How was the value assessed - replacement cost? 
--Third incident 

V3550. How was the value assessed - a personal estimate of 
value? --Third incident 

V355l. How was the value assessed - an insurance report 
estimate? --Third incident 

V3552. 

V3553· 

V3S54. 

Single 

V3555· 

V3556. 

V3557· 
V3558. 
V3559· 
V3560. 

How was the value assessed - a police estimate? 
--Third incident 
How was the value assessed - do not know? 
--Tnird incident 
How was the value assessed - some other way? 
--Third incident 

Incident Variables - Recovery of Property or Cash 

Was all or part of the money or property recovered, 
except for any received from insurance? 
--Third incident 
What property was recovered (Summary)? 
--Third incident 
Anything else? --Third incident 
Was a - purse recovered? --Third incident 
Was a - wallet recovered? --Third incident 
Was a - car recovered? --Third incident 
Was - some other motor vehicle recovered? 
--Third incident 

------ - -----------
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V3561. 

V3562. 
V3563. 
V3564. 
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Was - par t of a car (hub-cap, tape-deck, etc.) 
recovered? --Third incident 
Was - some other item recovered? --Third incident 
Was the cash recovered? --Third incident 
What was the cash value of the property recovered, 
excluding cash? --Third incident 

Single Incident Variables - Insurance Related 

V3565. What was the value of the property that was replaced 
by insurance? --Third incident 

V3566. Was there any insurance against theft? 
--Third incident 

V3567. Was the loss reported to an insurance company? 
--Third incident 

V3568. Was any of the loss recovered through insurance? 
--Third incident 

V3569. Did a household member lose time from work because 
of this incident? --Third incident 

V3570. How much time was lost from work altogether? 
--Third incident 

Single Incident Variables - Property Replacement or Repair 

V3571. 

V3572. 

V3573. 

'/3574. 

V3575. 

V3576. 

V3577 . 

V357B. 
V3579. 

How much would it cost to repair or replace the 
damaged item(s)? --Third incident 
How much was the repair or replacement cost? 
--Third incident 
Was anything damaged but not taken in this incident? 
--Third incident 
(Was/Were) the damaged item (s) repa i red or rep I aced? 
--Third incident 
Who paid or will pay for the repairs or replacement 
(Summary)? --Third incident 

Who paid or will pay - a household member? 
--Third incident 
Who paid or wil I pay - the landlord? 
--Third incident 
Who paid or wil J pay - insurance? --Third incident 
Who paid or will pay - some other individual or 
organization? --Third incident 

Single Incident Variables - Pol ice Involvement 

V3580. Were the police informed of this incident in any 
way? --Third incident 

V3581. Why was this incident not reported to the pol ice 
(Summary)? --Third incident 
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V3582. Why was incident not reported - nothIng could be 
done? --Third incident 

V3583. Why was incident not reported '-, did not think it was 
important enough? --Third incident 

V3584. Was incident not reported - police would not be 
bothered? --Third incident 

V3585. Why was inc~dent not reported - did not want to take 
the time? --Third incident 

V3586. Why was incident not reported - a p~ivateor 
personal matter? --Third incident 

V3587. Why was incident not reported - did not want to get 
involved? --Third incident 

V3S88. Why was incident not reported - afraid of reprisa)? 
--Third incident 

V3589. Why was incident not reported reported to someone 
else? --Third incident 

V3590. Why was incident not reported - some other reason? 
--Third incident 

Single Incident Variables - Employment Information 

V3591. 

V3592. 
V3593. 
V3594. 
V3595· 

Did you have a job at the time this incident 
happened? --Third ,incident 
What was the job? --Third incident 
Occupation codes --Third incident 
Industry codes --Third incident 
Employee class --Third incident 

Single Incident Variables - Miscellaneous 

V359o. Incident weight --Third incident 

Identification Variables 

V36ol. 
V3602. 
V3603. 
V3604. 
V3605. 
V3606. 
V3607. 
V3608. 

Household identification number 
Person identification number 
Incident identification number 
Year and quarter identification 
Record type code 
Line number of victim 
Screen question number 
Incident number --Fourth,incident 

Series Incident Variables 

V3609. In what month (did this/did the first) incident 
happen? --Fourth incident 

• 

• 

• 
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V36l0. 

V36ll . 

V36l2. 
V36l3. 
V36l4. 
V36'15. 
V36l6. 

V36l7. 

V36l8. 

V3619. 

Ixi 

Is this incident report for a series of crimes? 
--Fourth incident 
In what month(s) did these incidents take place? 
--Fourth incident 
The incident occurred in spring --Fourth incident 
The incident occurred in summer --Fourth incident 
The incident occurred in fall --Fourth incident 
The incident occurred in winter --Fourth incident 
How many incidents were involved in this series? 
--Fourth incident 
About what time did this/the most recent incident 
happen? --Fourth incident 
Did it happen inside the I imits of a city, town, 
vi Ilage, etc.? --Fourth incident 
Where did this incident take place (detailed)? 
--Fourth incident 

Commercial or Business Incident Variables 

V3620. 

V362l. 

V3622. 

V3623. 

V3624. 

V3625. 

V3626. 

V3627. 

V3628. 

V3629. 

V3630. 

V363l. 

V3632. 

V3633. 
V3634. 
V3635. 
V3636. 

Were you a customer, employee, or owner in the 
commercial building that was victimized? 
--Fourth incident 
Did the person(s) steal or try to steal anything 
from the building? --Fourth incident 
Did the person(s) have a right to be present in the 
bui lding? --Fourth incident 
Did the person(s) actually get in or just try to get 
in the building? --Fourth incident 
Was there any evidence of forced entry (Summary)? 
--Fourth incident 
Was there any evidence of forced entry - a broken 
lock or window? --Fourth incident 
Was there any evidence of forced entry - a forced 
door or window? --Fourth incident 
Was there any evidence of forced entry - a slashed 
screen? --Fourth incident 
Was there any evidence of forced entry - other? 
--Fourth incident 
Was there any evidence of forced entry - force type 
not avai lable? --Fourth incident 
How did the offender (s) (get in/try to get in)? 
--Fourth incident 
Was any member of this household present when this 
incident occurred? --Fourth incident 
Did the person(s) have a weapon or something used as 
a weapon? --Fourth incident 
Was the weapon a gun? --Fourth incident 
Was the weapon a knife? --Fourth incident 
Was there another weapon present? --Fourth incident 
The weapon ~ype was not available --Fourth incident 
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V3637. Did the person(s) hit you, knock you down, or attack 
in any way? --Fourth incident 

V3638. Did the person (s) threaten you wi th harm in any way? 
--Fourth incident 

V3639. How were you threatened (Summary)? In any other 
way? --Fourth incident 

V3640. Were you verbally threatened with rape? 
--Fourth incident 

V3641. Were you verbally threatened with attack? 
--Fourth incident 

V3642. Was there a weapon present or were you threatened 
with a weapon? --Fourth incident 

V3643. Was there an attempted attack with a weapon? 
--Fourth incident 

V3644. 
V3645. 

V3646. 

Was there an object thrown? --Fourth incident 
Was the person surrounded or followed? 
--Fourth incident 
Did some other event happen? --Fourth incident 

Single Incident Variables - Incident Description 

V3647. What actually happened in the incident (Summary)? 
--Fourth Incident, 

V3648. Was something taken without permission (detailed)? 
--Fourth incident 

V3649. Did someone attempt or threaten to take something 
(detai led)? --Fourth incident 

V3650. Was there harrassment or was abusive language used? 
--Fourth incident 

V365l. Was there forcible entry or attempted entry of the 
house (detailed)? --Fourth incident 

V3652. Was there forcible entry or attempted entry ofa. car 
(detailed)? --Fourth incident 

V3653. Was any.property damaged or destroyed (detailed)? 
--Fourth incident 

V3654. Was there an attempt or threat to damage or property 
(detailed)? --Fourth incident 

V3655. Were there other things that happened in the 
incident (detailed)? --Fourth incident 

Single Incident Variables - Means of Attack 

V3656. 

V3657· 
V3658. 

V3659. 

How did the person(s) attack you (Summary)? In any 
other way? --Fourth incident 
How did they attack you - rape? --Fourth incident 
How did they attack you - tried to rape? 
--Fourth incident 
How did they attack you - shot, knifed, hit with 
object held in hand? --Fourth incident 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

V3660. 

V366l. 

V3662. 

V3663. 

Single 

V3664. 

V3665. 

V3666. 

V3667. 

V3668. 

V3669. 

V3670. 

V367l. 

lxi i i 

How did they attack you - hit by a thrown object? 
--Fourth incident 
How did they attack you - hit, slapped, knocked 
down? --Fourth incident 
How did they attack you - grabbed, held, tripped, 
pushed, etc.? --Fourth incident 
How did they attack you - other? --Fourth incident 

Incident Variables - Types of Injuries Suffered 

What were the injuries you suffered, (Summary)? 
Anything else? --Fourth incident 
What'were the injuries you suffered. were you raped? 
--Fourth incident 
What were the injuries you suffered, was there an 
attempted rape? --Fourth incident 
What was the injury you suffered, was it a knife or 
gunshot wound? --Fourth incident 
What were the injuries you suffered, broken bones, 
teeth knocked out? --Fourth incident 
What were your injuries - internal injuries, 
unconsciousness? --Fourth incident 
What were the injuries you suffered. bruises, cuts, 
swell ing. etc.? --Fourth incident 
What were the injuries you suffered, other types? 
--Fourth incident 

Single Incident Variables - Medical Attention and Costs 

V3672. Were you injured to the extent that you needed 
medical attention after the attack? 
--Fourth incident 

V3673. Did you receive any treatment at a hospital? 
--Fourth incident 

V3674. At the time of the incident, were you covered by any 
type of medical insurance? --Fourth incident 

V3675. If you received any treatment in a hospital, how 
long was the stay? --Fourth incident 

V3676. What was the total amount of your medical expenses 
resulting from this incident? --Fourth incident 

V3677. Did you file a claim with any of the insurance 
companies? --Fourth incident 

V3678. Did insurance or health programs pay for your 
expenses? --Fourth incident 
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Single Incident Variables - Type of Protection & ~rime 
------------------------------------------------------

V3679. Did you do anything to protect yourself/property 
during the incident? ~-Fourth incident 

V3680. Type of crime code --Fourth incident 

Single Incident Variables - Medical Expenses 

V3681. How much did insurance or health benefits program 
pay? --Fourth incident 

Single Incident Variables - Type of Self-protection 
------------------------------~~-------------------

V3682. ~Jhat did you do to protect your se 1f (Summary) 7 
Anything else? --Fourth incident 

V3683. What did you do to protect yourself - use or 
Brandish a weapon? --Fourth 1ncident 

V3684. What did you do to protect yourself - hit, kicked, 
etc., offender? --Fourth incident 

V3685. What did you do to protect yourself - reason with 
the offender? --Fourth incident 

V3686. What did you do to protect yourself scream, yell 
for help? --Fourth incident 

V3687. What did you do to protect yourself left the 
scene, ran away? --Fourth incident 

V3688. What did you do to protect yourself - hold onto your 
property? --Fourth incident 

V3689. What did you do to protect yourself some other 
action? --Fourth incident 

Single Incident Variables - Offender 10 Variables 

V3690. Was the crime committed by only one or more than one 
person? --Fourth incident 

V3691. Was the single offender male or female 
--Fourth incident 

V3692. How old would you say the single offender was? 
--Fourth incident 

V3693. Was the single offender someone you knew or were 
they a stranger? --Fourth incident 

V3694. Was the single offender a relative of yours? 
--Fourth incident 

V3695. What was the race of the single offender? 
--Fourth incident 

V3696. What sexes were the multiple offenders? 
--Fourth incident 

• 

• 

• 
___ - ______ J 



• 

• 

• 
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V3697. How old would you say the youngest multiple offender 
was? --Fourth incident 

V369B. How old would you say the oldest multiple offender 
was? --Fourth incident 

V3699. How many multiple offenders were th~re? 
--Fourth incident 

V3700. Were any of the multiple offenders known or related 
to you or were they strangers? --Fourth incident 

V3701. To what extent were the multiple offenders known to 
you? --Fourth incident 

V3702. Did you know the multiple offenders - by sight only? 
--Fourth incident 

V3703. Did you know the multiple offenders - as casual 
acquaintance(s)? --Fourth incident 

V3704. Were the multiple offenders well known to you? 
--Fourth incident 

V3705. How were the multiple offenders related to you 
(Summary)? --Fourth incident 

V3706. How were the multiple offenders related - spouse or 
ex-spouse? --Fourth incident 

V3707. How were the multiple offenders related - parents? 
--Fourth incident 

,V370B. How were the multiple offenders related - own 
children? --Fourth incident 

V3709. How were the multiple offenders related -
brothers/sisters? --Fourth incident 

V3710. How were the multiple offenders related - other 
relation? --Fourth incident 

V3711. What race were the multiple offenders? 
--Fourth incident 

Single Incident Variables - Number of Victims 

V3712. Were you the only person there besides the 
offender (5)? --Fourth incident 

V3713. How many of these persons (12 years or older) were 
robbed, etc.? --Fourth incident 

V3714. Were any of these persons (12 or older) members of 
your household? --Fourth incident 

Single Incident Variables - Type of Crime 

V3715. Was something stolen or taken without permission 
that belonged to a member of your household? 
--Fourth incident 

V3716. Did the person(s) attempt to take something that 
belonged to you or others in the household? 
--Fourth incident 
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Single Incident Variables - Type of Property Taken 

V3717. What object did they try to take (Summary)1 
anything else? --Fourth incident 

V371B. What did they try to take - a purse? 
--Fourth incident 

V3719. What did they try to take - a wal~et or money? 
--Fourth in~ident 

V3720. What did they try to take - a car? 
--Fourth incident 

V3721. What did they try to take - some other motor 
vehicle? --Fourth incident 

V3722. What did they try to take - part of a car (hub-cap, 
tape-deck, etc.)? --Fourth incident 

V3723. What did they try to take - do not know? 
--Fourth incident 

V3724. What did they try to take - some other item? 
--Fourth incident 

V3725. Was the (purse, wallet, money) on your person? 
--Fourth incident 

Single Incident Variables - Description of Incident 

V3726. What happened in the incident (Summa~y)? Anything 
else? --Fourth incident 

V3727. What happened - were you attacked? 
--Fourth incident 

V372B. What happened - were you threatened with harm? 
--Fourt:l inc i dent 

V3729. What happened - did someone attempt to break into 
the house/garage? --Fourth incident 

V3730. What happened - did someone attempt to break into a 
car? --Fourth incident 

V3731. What happened - were you harassed. or was abusive 
language used? --Fourth i.ncident. 

V3732. What happened - was property damaged or destroyed? 
--Fourth incident 

V3733. What happened - was there an attempt to destroy or 
damage property? --Fourth incident 

V3734. What happened - did some other event occur? 
--Fourth incident 

Single Incident Variables - Property Description and Value 

V3735. How much cash was taken that belonged to you or 
members of your household? Anything else? 
--Fourth incident 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

V3736. 

V3737. 
V3738. 
V3739. 
V3740. 

V3741. 

V3742. 

Ixvi i 

What property was taken that belonged to a member 
of the household (Summary)? Anything ~Ise? 
--Fourth incident 
What was taken - a purse? --Fourth incident 
What was taken - a wallet? --Fourth incident 
What was taken - a car? --Fourth Jncident 
What was taken - some other motor vehicle? 
--Fourth incident 
What was taken - part of a car (hub-cap, tape-deck, 
etc.)? --Fourth incident 
What was taken - some other item? --Fourth incident 

Single Incident Variables - Motor Vehicle Related 

V3743. Had permission been given to use the motor vehicle 
to the person who took it? --Fourth incident 

V3744. Did the person return the motor vehicle? 
--Fourth incident 

Single Incident Variables - Value of Cash or Property Taken 

V3745. Was the (purse, wallet, money) on your person when 
taken? --Fourth incident 

V3746. Altogether, what was the value of the property 
taken? --Fourth incident 

V3747. How did you decide the value of the property that 
was stolen (Summary) 

V3748. How was the value assessed - the original cost? 
--Fourth incident 

V3749. How was the value assessed - replacement cost? 
--Fourth incident 

V3750. How was the valu assessed - a personal estimate of 
value? --Fourth incident 

V3751. How was the value assessed - an insurance report 
estimate? --Fourth incident 

V3752. How was the value assessed - a pol ice estimate? 
--Fourth incident 

V3753. How was the value assessed - do not know? 
--Fourth incident 

V3754. How was the value assessed - some other way? 
--Fourth incident 

Single Incident Variables - Recovery of Property or Cash 

V3755. Was al J or part of the money or property recovered, 
except for any received from insurance? 
--Fourth incident 



V3756. 

V3757. 
V3758. 
V3759· 
V3760. 

V376l. 

V3762. 
V3763. 
V3764. 

1 xv iii 

What property was recovered (Summary)? 
--Fourth incident 
Anything else? --Fourth incident 
Was a - purse recovered? --Fourth incident 
Was a - wallet recovered? --Fourth incident 
Was a - car recovered? --Fourth incident 
Was - some other motor vehicle recovered? 
--Fourth incident . 
Was - part of a car (hub-cap, tape-deck, etc.) 
recovered? --Fourth incident 
Was - some other item recovered? --Fourth incident 
Was the cash recovered? --Fourth incident 
What was the cash value of the property recovered, 
excluding cash? --Fourth incident 

Single Incident Variables - Insurance Related 

V3765. What was the value of the property that was replaced 
by insurance? --Fourth incident 

V3766. Was there any insurance against theft? 
--Fourth incident 

V3767. Was the loss reported to an insurance company? 
--Fourth incident 

V3768. Was any of the loss recovered through insurance? 
--Fourth incident 

V3769. Did a household member lose time from work because 
of this incident? --Fourth incident 

V3770. How much time was lost from work altogether? 
--Fourth incident 

Single Incident Variables - Property Replacement or Repair 
----------------------------------------------------------
V3771. 

V3772. 

V3773. 

V3774. 

V3775. 

V3776. 

V3777. 

V3778. 
V3779. 

How much would it cost to repair or replace. the 
damaged item{s)? --Fourth incident 
How much was the repair or replacement cost? 
--Fourth incident 
Was anything damaged but not taken in this incident? 
--Fourth incident 
(Was/Were) the damaged item(s} repaired or replaced? 
--Fourth incident 
Who paid or will pay for the repairs or replacement 
(Summary)? --Fourth incident 

Who paid or will pay - a household member? 
--Fourth incident 
Who paid or wi 11 pay - the landlord? 
--Fourth incident 
Who paid or wi 11 pay - insurance? --Fourth incident 
Who paid or will pay - some other individual or 
organization? --Fourth incident 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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Single Incident Variables - Pol ice Involvement 

V3780. Were the police informed of this incident in any 
way? --Fourth incident 

V378l. Why was this incident not reported to the pol ice 
(Summary)? --Fourth incident 

V3782. Why was incident not reported - nothing could be 
done? --Fourth incident 

V3783. Why was incident not reported - did not think it was 
important enough? --Fourth incident 

V3784. Was incident not reported - pol ice would not be 
bothered? --Fourth incident 

V378S. Why was incident not reported - did not want to take 
the time? --Fourth incident 

V3786. Why was incident not reported - a private or 
personal matter? --Fourth incident 

V3787. Why was incident not reported - did not want to get 
involved? --Fourth incident 

V3788. Why was incident not reported - afraid of reprisal? 
--Fourth incident 

V3789. Why was incident not reported - reported to someone 
else? --Fourth incident 

V3790. Why was incident not reported - some other reason? 
--Fourth incident 

Single Incident Variables - Employment Information 

V3791. 

V3792. 
V3793. 
V3794. 
V3795· 

Did you have a job at the time this incident 
happened? --Fourth incident 
What was the job? --Fourth incident 
Occupation codes --Fourth incident 
Industry codes --Fourth incident 
Employee class --Fourth incident 

Single Incident Val'iables - Miscellaneous 

V3796. Incident weight --Fourth incident 
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VAR 0001 
REF 0001 

ICPSR STUDY NUMBER-8625 
LOC 1 WIDTH 4 

ICPSR study number 

NO MISSING DATA CODES 

8625. The ICPSR has attached this number as a 
study identification number • 

.... • •••••••• ., .......... 0 ...................................... , •• 

VAR 0002 
REF 0002 

ICPSR EDITION NUMBER 3 
LOC 5 WIDTH 1 

ICPSR edition number 

NO MISSING DATA CODES 

3. This is the third version of the study • 

• • , •••••• " ••• " " " • II ........... II ........ " '" •• 110 ••• " ......... " •• " •••• " •••• 

VAR 0003 
REF 0003 

ICPSR PART NUMBER 2 
LOC 6 WIDTH 1 

ICPSR part number-2 

NO MISSING DATA CODES 

1. Part 1 contains data collected at the incident 
level. 

2. Part 2 contains data collected at the person level • 

. . . . . . " , . " " " .... " " ... " " . " . " ....... " " ... , " . " ... " ... " ... " ..... " .. 
VAR 0004 
REF 0004 

ICPSR SEQUENCE NUMBER 
LOC 7 WIDTH 4 

ICPSR sequential identification number 

NO MISSING DATA CODES 

The ICPSR has attached a sequential identification 
number to every case. This number uniquely 
identifies each case in this study • 
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VAR 1001 
REF 1001 

HOUSEHOLD 10 NUMBER 
LOC 11 WIDTH 6 

MD=999999 

Household identification number 

The ICPSR has attached (within a collection quarter) a 
sequential household identification number to every record. 
This number uniquely identifies ~ach household record within 
a collection quarter, and is also used to I ink person and 
incident records to the appropriate household • 

• • .. • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. I> ................................................................................... .. 

VAR 1002 
REF 1002 

YEAR AND QUARTER' I D 
LOC 17 WIDTH 3 

Year and quarter identification 

MD=999 

The ICPSR has attached a three-digit identification number 
to each record which denotes the year and quarter in which 
the interview was taken. The first two digits of the 
variable are the last two digits of the year (e.g. 1976 = 
76), and the third digit is the collection quarter (1 - 4). 
the variable is constant within each collection quarter. 

VAR 1003 
REF 1003 

RECORD TYPE CODE 
LOC 20 WIDTH 

Record type code 

1. Household record 

VAR 1004 
REF 1004 

SAMPLE DESIGNATION 
LOC 21 WIDTH 2 

Sample designation 

MO=9 

MD=99 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

I. , 

(CONT I NUED) 

Two digit code beginning with 01 to identify the sequence 
and source of selection of sample housing units. See 
APPENDIX I. 

3 

VAR 1005 
REF 1005 

PRIMARY SAMPLING UNIT 
LOC 23 WIDTH 3 

MD=-l 

Primary sampl ing unit (PSU) number 

001. 

999. 

(PSU numbers have been scrambled in the national sample for 
reasons of confidentiality.) 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• CI ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 1006 
REF 1006 

SEGMENT NUMBER 
LOC 26 WIDTH 4 

Segment number 

1100. 

6699. 

(See glossary for definition.) 

MD=O 

••••••• It •••• oJ It ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 1007 
REF 1007 

Check digit 

CHECK DIGIT MD=O 
LaC 30 WIDTH 
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(CaNT I NUED) 

o. 

9· 

(See glossary for definition.) 
III ............ III .................................................... II ..................................................... .. 

VAR 1008 
REF 1008 

SERIAL NUMBER 
LaC 31 WIDTH 2 

Serial number 

01. 

99. 

(See glossary for definition.) 

MD=O 

.............................................................................................................................. 

VAR 1009 
REF 1009 

SEGMENT TYPE 
LaC 33 WIDTH 

Segment type 

1. Address segment 
2. Special place segment 
3. Area segment 
~. New construct i on (stratum 1) 
5. New construction (stratum 2) 
6. New construction (publ ic housing) 
8. Cen-Sup segment 
9. Undocumented codes 

(See definition of segment in glossary.) 

. MD=9 

• 

• 

• 
'-----~-~~----~-------~~~ -~-~ --~-~~ --- ~---- --~~------ -~ ~-- --- - -~- -~ -- - --- ---~- --- -~~ ~-----~---
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VAR 1010 
REF 1010 

HOUSEHOLD NUMBER 
LOC 34 WIDTH 

MD=O 

Household sequence number 

1. Household in unit at the time of first interview 
2. Second household in unit since time of first 

interview 

9. Ninth household in unit since time of first 
interview 

(Identifies sequence of households that occupy a particular 
address. See glossary for further explanation) 
address. (See definition of household number 
in glossary for further explanation.) 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• II ................................. . 

VAR 1011 
REF 1011 

LAND USE 
LOC 35 WIDTH 

Land use (1970 Census) 

1. Urban 
2. Rural - farm (10 acres or larger, $50 or more in 

during the last 12 months from sales of crops, 
I ivestock or other farm products) 

3. Rural - farm (less than 10 acres, $250 or more 
income during the last 12 months from sales of 
crops, I ivestock or other farm products) 

MD=9 

4. Rural - non-farm (10 acres or larger, less than 
income during last 12 months from the sale of crops 
I ivestock or other farm products) 

5. Rural - non-farm (less than 10 acres, less than 
income during the last 12 months from the sale of 
crops, I ivestock or other farm products) 

(Urban or rural designation based on 1970 Census. See 
glossary for definitions.) 
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VAR 1012 
REF 1012 

PLACE SIZE CODE 
LOC 36 WIDTH 2 

Place size code (1970 Census) 

00. Under 200 
01. 200 to 499 
02. 500 to 999 
03. 1,000 to 1,499 
04. 1 ,500 to 1,999 
05. 2,000 to 2,499 
06. 2,500 to 4,999 
07. 5,000 to 9,999 
08. 10,000 to 19,999 
09. 20,000 to 24,999 
10. 25,000 to 49,999 
11. 50,000 to 99,999 
12. 100,000 to 249,000 
13. 250,000 to 499,999 
14. 500,000 to 999,999 
15. 1,000,000 or more 
16. Not a place 

MD=16 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • III ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 1013 
REF 1013 

PLACE DESCRIPTION 
Loe 38 WIDTH 

Place de~cription 

O. No entry provided 
1. Central city of an SMSA only 
2. Central city of an urbanized area only 

MD=O OR GE 7 

3. Central city of both an SMSA and an urbanized area 
4. Other incorporated place 
5. Unincorporated place 
7. Not a place 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

VAR 1014 
REF 1014 

INTERVIEWER IDENTIFICATI 
LOC 39 WIDTH 3 

Q.1. Interviewer identification 

A01 - Z99 

VAR 1015 
REF 1015 

LINE # OF HOUSEHOLD RESP 
LOC 42 WIDTH 2 

Q.2. Record of interview 

7 

NO MISSING OATA CODES 

MD=22 

Household respondent1s value on ref. no.2006 --

01. 

20. 
22. Out of universe 

(See glossary for definition.) 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " 0 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 1016 
REF 1016 

RACE OF HD-NONINTRVWD HH 
Loe 44 WIDTH 

Race of head for non-interviewed households 

1. Whi te 
3. Othel· 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 
6. No entry provided 

MD=5 OR GE 4 
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VAR 1017 
REF 1017 

I NTERV I EW TYPE 
LOC 45 WIDTH 2 

MD=40 

Q.3. Reason for non-interview 

00. Interviewed household 

Type A non-interview 

10. No one home 
11. Temporarily absent 
12. Refused 
13. Other occupied 

Type B non-interview 

20. Vacant - regular 
21. Vacant - storage of household furniture 
22. Temporarily occupied by persons with residence 

elswhere 
23. Unfit or to be demolished 
24. Under construction, not ready 
25. Converted to temporary business or storage 
26. Unoccupied tent site or trai ler site 
27. Permit granted. construction not started 
28. Other 
29. Occupied entirely by armed forces 

Type C non-interview household 

30. Unused I ine of I isting sheet 
31. Demol ished 
32. House or trailer moved 
33. Outside segment 
34. Converted to permanent business or storage 
35. Merged 
36. Condemned 
37. Built after April 1. 1970 
38. Other 

40. Res i due 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 
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(CaNT I NUED) 

--- Var.no. 1018-1021 are the I ine numbers (var.no.2006) 
of non-interviewed persons in interviewed households. ---

.. " " . " " . " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " . " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " 

VAR 1018 
REF 1018 

TYPE Z NONINTVW LN # Rl 
LaC 47 WIDTH 2 

Q.3. Type Z non-interview I ine number (R #1) 

01. 

20. 
21. Res i due 
22. Out of universe 
23. No entry provided 

MD=22 OR GE 21 

" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " • " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " II " " " " " " " " " " " 

VAR 1019 
REF 1019 

TYPE Z NONINTVW LN # R2 
LOC 49 WIDTH 2 

Q.3. Type Z non-interview I ine number (R #2) 

See glossary for codes and explanation *** 

MD=22 OR GE 21 

" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " 

VAR 1020 
REF 1020 

TYPE Z NONINTVW LN # R3 
LaC 51 WIDTH 2 

Q.3. Type Z non-interview line number (R #3) 

See glossary for codes and explanation *** 

MD=22 OR GE 21 
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VAR 1021 
REF 1021 

TYPE Z NONINTVW LN # R4 
LaC 53 WIDTH 2 

Q.3. Type Z non-interview 1 ine. number (R #4) 

See glossary for codes and explanation *** 

VAR 1022 
REF 1022 

HOUSEHOLD STATUS 
LOC 55 WIDTH 

Q.4. Household status 

1. Same household as last enumeration 

HD=22 OR GE 21 

MD=5 OR GE 4 

2. Replacement household since last enumeration 
3. Previous non-interview or not in sample before 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

VAR 1023 
REF 1023 

SPECIAL PLACE TYPE DESIG 
LOC 56 WIDTH 2 

Q.5. Special place type code 

97. Special place type 
98. Not a special place 
99. Out of universe 

VAR 1024 
REF 1024 

Q.6. Tenure 

TENURE 
LOC 58 WIDTH 

1. Owned or being bought 
2. Rented for cash 

MD=99 

MD=5 OR GE 4 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

1 1 

(CONT I NUED) 

3. No cash rent 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

••••••• " " " " " " " " " • " " " " " " " " " " " " " " • " • " " " " 0,1 " " • " " , " •••• " •••• " " " •• III • 

VAR 1025 
REF 102,5 

TYPE OF LIVING QUARTERS 
LOC 59 WIDTH 2 

Q.7. Type of 1 ivi~g quarters 

Housing unit 

01. House, apartment, flat 

MD=11 

02. Housing unit in non-transient hotel, motel, etc 
03. Housing unit - permanent in transient hotel, motel 

etc. 
04. Housing unit in rooming house 
05. Mobile home or trailer 
06. Housing unit not specified above 

Other unit 

07. Quarters not housing unit in rooming or boarding 
house 

08. Unit not permanent in transient hotel, motel, etc 
09. Vacant tent site or trailer site 

10. Not specified above 
11. Res i due 

VAR 1026 
REF 1026 

# OF HOUSE UNITS IN STRC 
LOC 61 WIDTH 1 

Q.8. Number of housing units in structure 

O. Out of universe 
1. One 

MD=O OR GE 9 
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(CONT I NllED) 

2. Two 
3· Three 
4., Four 
5. Five to nine 
6. Ten or more 
7· Mob i 1 e home or trailer 
8. Only other units 
9 . Residue 

• • • • • • " •••••••••••••••• I/> ....................................... . 

VAR 1027 
REF 1027 

OPERATION OF BUSINESS 
LOC 62 WIDTH 1 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.9. (Other than ... business) Does anyone in this household 
operate a business from this address? 

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

VAR 1028 
REF 1028 

Q. 10. 

FAMILY INCOME 
LOC 63 WIDTH 2 

F am i 1 >' income 
--------------------

01. Under $ 1 ,000 
02. $1,000 to $1,999 
03. $2,000 to $2,999 
04. $3,000 to $3,999 
05. $4,000 to $4,999 
06. $5,000 to $5,999 
07· $6,000 to $7,499 
oB. $7,500 to $9,999 
09· $10,000 to $11,999 
10. $12.000 to $14,999 
11- $15.000 to $19,999 
12. $20.000 to $24,999 
13. $25,000 and over 
14. Residue 
15. Out of universe 

MO=15 OR GE 14 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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(CONT I NUED) 

16. No entry provlded 

• •••••••••••••••••••• 0 ................... II' ...................... . 

VAR i029 
REF 1029 

CRIME IN REPORTS COMPLTD 
LOC 65 WIDTH 2 

(For 1973-7L.) Q.13. Crime incident reports filled 

(For 1975-77) Q.12. 

00. No crime incident reports filled 
01. One crime incident report filled 

25. Twenty-five crime incident reports filled 

MD=99 

• ••••••••••• " •••••• 0 ........................................... . 

VAR 1030 
REF 1030 

# HH MEMBERS 12 YRS UP 
LOC 67 WIDTH 2 

MD=O 

(For 1973-74) Q.1l. Household members 12 years of age and 
over, number of 

(For 1975-77) Q.l1a. 

01. One member 12 or older 

20. Twenty members 12 or older 

· ............................................................. . 
VAR 1031 
REF 1031 

HOUSEHOLD MEM UNDER 12 
LOC 69 WIDTH 2 

~\D=11 OR GE 10 

Q.l1b. Household members Under 12 years of age, number of 
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(CONT I NUED) 

00. No household members Under 12 

09. Nine household members Under 12 
10. Res i due 
11. Out of universe 

VAR 1032 
REF 1032 

TOTAL # MOTOR VEHICLES 
LOC 71 WIDTH 1 

MD=6 O.R GE 5 

Q.33. What was the total number of motor vechicles (cars, 
trucks, etc.) owned by you or any other member of this 
household during the last 6 months? 

O. None 
1. One 
2. Two 
3. Three 
4. Four or more 
5. Residue 
6. Out of universe 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••• " •••••• " •• 

VAR 1033 
REF 1033 

USE OF PHONE FOR INTRVW 
LOC 72 WIDTH 1 

Q.13a. Use of telephone for interview 

MD=9 OR GE 6 

1. Phone in unit-phone interview acceptable 
2. Phone in unit-phone interview not acceptable or 

number refused 
3. Phone elsewhere-phone i nteN i e'w acceptab 1 e 
4. Phone elsewhere-phone interview not acceptable 
5. No phone 
6. Residue 
7. Non-interview household 
9. Question not asked 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

VAR 1034 
REF 1034 

FAM. INCOME (EXTD. CODE) 
LOC 73 WIDTH 2 

15 

MD=99 OR GE 15 

Q.l0. (After January 1, 1976): Fami ly income (extended code) 

(Also see glossary) 

01. Under $1,000 
02. $1,000 to 1,999 
03. 2,000 to 2,999 
04. 3,000 to 3,999 
05. 4,000 to 4,999 
06. 5,000 to 5,999 
07. 6,000 to 7,499 
08. 7,500 to 9,999 
09. 10,000 to 11,999 
10. 12,000 to 14,999 
1 1 . 15, 000 to 19,999 
12. 20,000 to 24,999 
13. 25,000 to 49,999 
14. 50,000 and over 
15. Residue 
16. Out of universe (non-interview) 
99. Question not asked 

............................................................... 
VAR 1035 
REF 1035 

SAMPLE DESIGNATION 
LOC 75 WIDTH 

Sample designation 

O. National sample 

MD=9 

............................................................... 
VAR 1036 
REF 1036 

MONTH OF INTERVIEW 
LOC 76 WIDTH 2 

Month of interview 

01. January 

MD=15 
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(CONT I NUED) 

02. February 
03. March 
04. Apr i I 
05. May 
06. June 
07. July 
08. August 
09. September 
10. October 
11. November 
12. December 
15. No entry provided 

••••••••••••••• 0" ••••••••••••••••••• " ••••••••••••••• • •••••••••• 

VAR 1037 
REF 1037 

CALENDAR YEAR OF INTERVW 
LOC 78 WIDTH 2 

Calendar year in which household was interviewed 

(Last two digits of year given.) 

MD=99 

.......................... ,. ..................................... It 

VAR 1038 
REF 1038 

SMSA/NON-SMSA DESIG. LSU 
LOC 80 WIDTH 1 

MD=9 OR GE 4 

SMSA/NON-SMSA designator for location of sample unit 

1. Central city of SMSA 
2. Balance of SMSA 
3. NON-SMSA location 

••••••••••••••• " ••••••••••••••••••••••••• II ••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 1039 
REF 1039 

I NTRVW EXPRMT (TST COE) 
LOC 81 WIDTH 

MD=2 

(After July 1,1976): Interview procedure experiment (test 
code) 

O. Standard interview procedure 

'------------~-~--------------- ------ ------------~ 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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(CONT I NUED) 

2. No entry provided, question not asked 
8. Selected for maximum personal visit interview 
9. selected for maximum telephone 

.·, •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• IP ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 1040 
REF 1040 

HOUSEHOLD WEIGHT 
LOC 82 WIDTH 7 

Household Weight 

IMP DEC= 3 

Household weight is used to tabulate household data. The 
weight contains three impl ied decimal places. 
Non-interviewed household records will have a weight of 
0000000 . 

MD=O 
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(CaNT I NUED) 

Neighborhood Characteristics 

Except where otherwise noted, neighborhood characteristics 
are ratios recorded in the range .00 to .99 (decimal place 
impl ied). Va'lues are rounded to the nearest decimal place 
recorded. A 99 represents any value above 98.,5i h9wever, a 
recently discovered rounding error may in some G~ses cause 
00 values to actually represent 99%. For a description of 
the error see APPENDIX I I. Neighborhood characteristics 
affected by rounding error are followed by an asterisk. 
Households for which neighborhood characteristics are not 
available are padded . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " ......... . 
VAR 1041 
REF 1041 

POP 0-17/TOT. POPULATION 
LaC 89 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of popUlation 0-17 years old to total popUlation 
--------------------~---------------------------------

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household • 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
VAR 1042 
REF 1042 

POP >=6S/TOT. POPULATION 
LaC 91 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of population 65 years and older to total population 

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

-- -- ---- -- ------

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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VAR 1043 
REF 1043 

POP IN HOUSEHLDS/TTL POP 
LaC 93 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of population in households to total population 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

VAR 1044 
REF 1044 

PRIM INDIVIDS/TTL HHLDS 
LOC 95 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of primary individuals to total households 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

VAR 1045 
REF 1045 

POP GROUP QUART/TTL FAML 
LaC 97 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of population in group quarters (including inmates) to 
total fami 1 ies 

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 
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(CONT I NUED) 

household. 

· .................................................................. ~ .............................. .. 

VAR 10/;,6 
REF 1046 

FAM.FEMALE HEAD/TTL FAML 
LOC 99 WIDTH 2 

MD=-I OR LE -2 

Ratio of families with female head to total famil ies 

00. 

99· 
-I. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

· ................ " .... " ................ " ........... , .................................................................. . 

VAR 1047 
REF 1047 

0-17 OF H&W FAM/TTL 0-17 
LOC 101 WIDTH 2 

MD=-1 OR LE -2 

Ratio of persons 0-17 in husband-wife families to total 
persons 0-17 years old* 

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

• " • " " , " " ., ......... " , , " •• " , .. , .. , , •• " • , ... , , • " , 0 , " .. " • " " ...... " " " , , • , .. , 

VAR 1048 
REF 1048 

SEP-DIVORCE/EVER MARRIED 
LOC 103 WIDTH 2 

MD=-1 OR LE -2 

Ratio of separated and divorced population to ever-married 
population 

• 

• 

• 



• ,_,,,,"~,,,,~f'!':\J,jimA{. ".JiAh"X:,.11.,1W.;:l~~,~~"'~""'l'~"'~";·?'J~''''''''')''''f'7;''·iF·'H~;;"'\-:<J"F.<;:"1>i:~r''',-.,,-''I'·-;;:'--:.J''-'~ 

,,\~"';'. ,,"'~ • <\'~ ,<,','-' . .".,~. ,<', i! 

• 

• 

• 

(CONTI NUED) 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household • 

21 

. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. " ................................ .. 

VAR 1049 
REF 1049 

CHLD/EVER MRD FEM 35-44 
LOC 105 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of total children ever born to ever-married females 
35-44 years old to ever-married females 35-44 years old 

00 . 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not availab~e for 

household • 

.. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . 
VAR 1050 
REF 1050 

NEGRO POP/TOTAL POP 
LOC 107 WIDTH 2 

Ratio of Negro population to total population* 

00. 

99. 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 
household • 
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VAR 1051 
REF 1051 

SPANISH HERIT/TOTAL POP 
LOC 109 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of persons of Spanish heritage to total populatio~* 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

(The 'Spanish heritage ' population referred to here is 
def i ned different 1 yin three areas of the .country: in New 
York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania, persons of Puerto Rican 
birth or parentage; in Texas, Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, 
and Cal ifornia, persons of Spanish language and/or Spanish 
surname; in all other states, persons of Spanish language.) 

VAR 1052 
REF 1052 

FOREIGN STOCK/TOTAL POP 
LOC 111 WIDTH 2 

~m=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of persons of foreign stock to total population 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

·household. 

VAR 1053 
REF 1053 

HS DROPOUT/TTL POP 16-21 
LOC 113 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of persons 16-21 not enrolled in school and not high 
school graduates to total population 16-21 years old 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

(CONT I NUED) 

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household • 

23 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • " ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• III ••••••• 

VAR 1054 
REF 1054 

POP l6-2l/TOTAl POP 
lOC 115 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR lE -2 

Ratio of population 16-21 years old to total popUlation 

00 . 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household • 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
VAR 1055 
REF 1055 

POP 3-34 COll/POP 18-21 
lOC 117 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of persons 3-34 enrolled in college to persons 18-21 
years old)'c 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

(A value of 1.00 is recorded as .99.) 
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VAR 1056 
REF 1056 

25-54 W 0-7 SCH/25-54 
LOC 119 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of persons 25-54 with 0-7 years of school complet~d to 
total persons 25-54 years old 
------------------------------------------------------------

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household • 

• • • , ................................................. to •••••••••• 

VAR 1057 
REF 1057 

25-54 W >=12 SCH/25-54 
LOC 121 WIDTH 2 

MD=-1 OR LE -2 

Ratio of persons 25-54 with 12 or more years of school 
completed to total persons 25-54 years old 
------------------------------------------------------

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household 

................................................................ 
VAR 1058 
REF 1058 

25-54 W >=4YR COL/25-54 
LOC 123 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of persons 25-54 with 4 or more years of college 
completed to total persons 25-54 years old 

00. 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

(CONT I NUED) 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

25 

VAR 1059 
REF 1059 

MED YR SCH FOR 25-54 YRS 
LOC 125 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Median years of school completed for persons 25-54 years 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household . 

VAR 1060 
REF 1060 

>=5 YR OLD=HSE(5YRS)/>=5 
LOC 127 WIDTH 2 

MD=-1 OR LE -2 

Ratio of persons 5 and over living in same house as S years 
ago to total persons S years old and over 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household . 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • fI •••••••••••••••• , ••••••••• 

VAR 1061 
REF 1061 

>=5 DIF COUNTRY(SYR)/>=S 
LOC 129 WIDTH 2 

~\D=-1 OR LE -2 

Ratio of persons 5 and over 1 iving in different county 5 
years ago to total persons 5 years old and over 
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(CaNT I NUED) 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • " • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • .- • • • • 5 • • " • • I • • • • • I" 

VAR 1062 
REF 1062 

CIV M LAB>=16/CIV M >=16 
LaC 131 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of male eivi 1 ian labor force 16 years old and over to 
total civil ian males 16 years old and over 
-----------------------------------------------------------

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • ,. ............................ fI ••••••••• " ••••••••••• 

VAR 1063 
REF 1063 

CIV F lAB>=16/CIV F >=16 
laC 133 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of female civil ian labor force 16 years old and over 
to total civilian females 16 years and over 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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VAR 1064 
REF 1064 

UNEMP HS DO 16-21/HS DO 
LOC 135 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of persons lb-21 years old not enrolled in school, 
unemployed or not in labor force to persons 16-21 years old 
not enrol led in school~ 

00. 

99 . 
. -1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

VAR 1065 
REF 1065 

UNEMP>=16/CIV LABOR >=16 
LOC 137 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of unemployed persons 16 years old and over to total 
civilian labor force 16 years old and over 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

II II • II II •• II II •••••• II •••• II •• II II II II II • II II II • II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II .' 

VAR 1066 
REF 1066 

PROF,TECH.ADM/TTL EM>=16 
LaC 139 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of employed professional. technical and kindred 
workers; and administrators except farm managers; 16 years 
old and over 

00. 
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(CaNT I NUED) 

99· 
-I. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

VAR 1067 
REF 1067 

FARH WOR>=16;-rTL EMP>=16 
LOC 141 WIDTH 2 

MD=-I OR LE -2 

Ratio of employed farmers, farm managers, farm laborers; and 
farm foreman 16 years old and over to total empioyed persons 
16 years old and over 

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

VAR 1068 
REF 1068 

household. 

BLUE COL>=16/TTL EMP>=16 
LOC 143 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of employed blue collar workers (craftsman and kindred 
workers, operatives including transportation equipment 
operatives, and laborers except farm) 16 years old and over 
to total employed persons 16 years old and over 

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not avai lable for 

household. 

e 

e. 

e 



• 

• 

• 
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VAR 1069 
REF 1069 

FAML<$SOOO INCOM/TTL FAM 
LOC 145 WIDTH 2 

MD==-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of famil ies with less than $5,000 fami ly income to 
total fami 1 i ies 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

VAR 1070 
REF 1J70 

FAML>=$15K INCOM/TTL FAM 
LOC 147 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of famil ies with $15,000 or more family income to 
total fami lies 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

VAR 1071 
REF 1071 

MEDIAN FAMILY INCOME (K) 
LOC 149 WIDTH 2 

Median family income 

00. Do 11 ars (i n thousands) 

99. 

MD==-l OR LE -2 
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(CONT I NUED) 

-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 
household . 

. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " " " " " .. " . " " " " " " " " " . " " " " " " " " " " " " " " . " " ... 
VAR 1072 
REF 1072 

G I N'I I NDEX INCOME CONCEN· 
LOC 151 WIDTH 2 

GINI index of income concentration 

00. 

99· 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 
household. 

(The index of income concentration ranges from .01 to .99. 
As the index approaches 1.0, the greater is the inequal ity 
of the income distribution. A code of 00 indicates the index 
was suppressed due to unrel iabi I ity.) 

VAR 1073 
REF 1073 

FAML $ < POV LVL/TTL FAM 
LaC 153 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of fami I ies with income below the poverty level to 
total fami 1 ies 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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VAR 1074 
REF 1074 

POP<POV LVL/TTL POP PVST 
LOC 155 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of persons with income below the poverty level to 
total population for which poverty status is determined 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household 

(Poverty status is not determined for inmates of 
institutions, armed forces I iving in mil itary barracks, 
college students I iving in dormitories, or for unrelated 
individuals less than 14 years old.) 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• '" •••••• It •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " • 

VAR 1075 
REF 1075 

OWNER DC HU/TTL DC HU 
LOC 157 WIDTH 2 

MD=-1 OR LE -2 

Ratio of owner-occupied housing units to total occupied 
hous i ng un its'" 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household • 

•••••••• " ••••• " •••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 1076 
REF 1076 

>1.01 (PERS/RM)/TTL DC HU 
LOC 159 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of occupied housing units with 1.01 or more persons 
per room to total occupied housing units 
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(CONT I NUED) 

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household . 

•• e ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••• 

VAR 1077 
REF 1077 

ALL PLM>l.Ol (P/R)/TL OCH 
LOC 161 WIDTH 2 

MO=-1 OR LE -2 

Ratio of occupied housing unit~ with al I plumbing facilities 
and with 1.01 or more pers~ns per room to total occupied 
housing units 
----------------~-------------------------------------------

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

" ...................................... " .......................... .. ' 

VAR 1078 
REF 1078 

OC HU LACK PLM/TTL OC HU 
LOC 163 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of occupied housing units lacking some or all plumbing 
faci 1 ities to total occupied housing units 
------------------------------------------------------------

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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\fAR 1079 
REF 1079 

OWN OC HU<$lOK/TTL OC HU 
LOC 165 WIDTH 2 

MD=-1 OR LE -2 

Ratio of owner-occupied housing units valued at less than 
$10,000 to total owner-occupied housing units for which 
value is tabulated* 

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

VAR 1080 
REF 1080 

household. 

OWN-OC HU>$25K/TTL OC HU 
LOC 167 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of owner-occupied housing units valued at $25,000 and 
over to total owner-occupied housing units for which value 
is tabulated 

00. 

99. 
-I. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

VAR 1081 
REF 1081 

RENT OC HU<$40/TL ROC HU 
LOC 169 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of renter-occupied housing units with gross monthly 
rent less than $40 to total renter-occupied housing units 
for which gross rent is tabulated 

00. 
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(CONT I NUED) 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household . 

••••• o ••••••• " .......... ~ ••••• "' ••• • •• ••••• •• •••••••••••• ••••••••• 

VAR 1082 
REF 1082 

RENT DC HU<$60/TL ROC HU 
LOC 171 WIDTH 2 

MD=-1 OR LE -2 

Ratio of renter-occupied housing units with gross monthly 
rent less than $60 to total renter-occupied housing units 
for which gross rent is tabulated* 

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not avai lable for 

household . 

• • • e , .......................................................... . 

VAR 1083 
REF 1083 

RENT DC HU>$150/T ROC HU 
LOC 173 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of renter-occupied housing units with gross monthly 
$150 or more to total renter-occupied units for which gross 
rent is tabulated* 

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not avai 1able for 

household. 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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VAR 1084 
REF 1084 

HU GROSS R-INC>=25/TL HU 
LOC 175 WIDTH 2 

MD=-1 OR LE -2 

Ratio of housing units with gross rent-income ratio of 25 or 
more to total renter-occupied housing units for which gross 
rent is tabulated 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household . 

. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. " ...................................... .. 

VAR 1085 
REF 1085 

HU GROSS R-INC>=35/TL HU 
LOC 177 WIDTH 2 

MD=-1 OR LE -2 

Ratio of housing units with gross rent"income ratios of 35 
or more to total renter-occupied housing units for which 
gross rent is tabulated 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

It .......................................................................................................................... 0 

VAR 1086 
REF 1086 

VACANT HU(YR RND)/TTL HU 
Loe 179 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of vacant housing units (year round) to total housing 
un its (year round) 

00 . 

-----------_._-----_. 



(CONT I NUED) 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not avai lable for 

hous.eho 1 d • 

............................................................ ,,"'. 

VAR 1087 
REF 1087 

VAC HU (RENT/SELL) !TTL HU 
LOC 181 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Rat i 0 of vacant hous i n9 un its (rent!se 11) to tota 1 hous i n9 
un its (year round) 

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

................................................................................. ~ ............... ,. .......... . 
VAR 1088 
REF 1088 

HU(l-UNIT BLDGS)/TTL HU 
LOC 183 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of housing units in one-unit structures to total 
hous I ng un its (year round) 

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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VAR 1089 
REF 1089 

HU(>=5 UNIT BLDG)/TL HU 
LOC 18, WIDTH 2 

11D=-1 OR LE -2 

Ratio of housing units in structure of 5 or more units to 
total housing units (year round)* 

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
VAR 1090 
REF 1090 

HU(1-2 RM)/TTL HU YR RND 
LOC 187 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of 1 and 2 room housing units to total housing units 
(year round) 

00. 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household . 

. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . " ............................................. . 
VAR 1091 
REF 1091 

TTL ROOMS IN HU/TTL HU 
LOC 189 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of total rooms in all housing units to total housing 
un its (year round) 

00 . 
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99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household. 

" ... " ........................ , ........................................................... II .......................... . 

VAR 1092 
REF 1092 

HU>=C.1960/TTL HOUS UNIT 
LOC 191 WIDTH 2 

I1D=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of housing units built 1960 or later to total housing 
un its (year round)-Ie 
----------------------------------------------------~------

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics ;;ot available for 

household. 

...................... II .... \I ...................... " ......... " , .............................................. '6 ...... .. 

VAR 1093 
REF 1093 

HU<=C.1939/TTL HOUS UNIT 
LaC 193 WIDTH 2 

MO=-1 OR LE -2 

Ratio of housing units built 1939 or earlier to total 
housing units (year round)* 
-----------------------------------------------------

00. 

99· 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not avai 1ab1e for 

household . 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. , ....................................... , ..................................... .. 

VAR 1094 
REF 1094 

HU HEATED/TTL HOUSE UNIT 
LOC 195 WIDTH 2 

110=-1 OR LE -2 

Ratio of housing units with steam or hot water; central 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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warm-air furnace; built-in electric units; and floor, wall 
or pipeless furnace to total housing units (year round)* 

99. 
-1. Neighborhood characteristics not avai lable for 

household . 

39 
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VAR 1095 
REF 1095 

HU>=l CAR/TTL HOUSEHOLDS 
LOC 197 WIDTH 2 

MD=-l OR LE -2 

Ratio of households with one or more cars to total number of 
househo 1 ds", 

00 • 

99· 
-1 Neighborhood characteristics not available for 

household . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . , .................................................. . 
VAR 1096 
REF 1096 

AGE OF HEAD 
LOC 199 WIDTH 2 

Q.18. Age of head 

00. Residue 
Oi. Non-interviewed household 
12. Actual number of years 

98. 
99. Ninety-nine years or older 

MD=l 



.'_:,t, ~'!'I.,o_ ,,'. '~~,;;-,.'~> ,,,,.8'), '-1<',<,1'" 

"~n1-<$IIl'*?*,vk"""""'~V' ... <l"""',1,<-. •• ,,,'P,_.,_,,_'P:1"~~,"i:';""I'.~,rp"':<"'i'!"'.J.r,"P.~,""'·-'''''';f·<L''J''';·'·h-''·'-'~ ___ ·'''''·'· " -,., 
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VAR 1097 
REF 1097 

MARITAL STATUS OF HEAD 
LOC 201 WIDTH 1 

Q.19. Marital status of head 

1. Marr i ed 
2. Wi dowed 
3. Divorced 
4. Separated 
5. Never married 
6. Residue 
9. Non-interviewed household 

MD=9 OR GE 6 

1/ ••••••••••••• It ................................................. . 

VAR 1098 
RE F 1098 

RACE OF HEA·D 
LOC 202 WIDTH 

Q.20a. Race of head 

1. Wh i te 
2. Negro 
3. Other 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 
6. No entry 
9. Non-interviewed household 

MD=9 OR GE 4 

........................... - .. - .................. -0 . __ , . _ . _ . _ ..... _ . 

VAR 1099 
REF 1099 

SEX OF HEAD 
LOC 203 WIDTH 

Q.21. Sex of head 

1. Male 
2. Fema le 
3. Residue 
9. Non-interviewed household 

MD=9 OR GE 3 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

VAR 1100 
REF 1100 

HIGHEST EDUCA LEVEL HEAD 
LOC 204 WIDTH 2 

Q.23. Highest grade attended by head 

01. Elementary 

08. 
09. High School 

12. 
21. Co 11 ege 

30. 
99. Non-interviewed household 

41 

MD=99 OR GE 31 

••• " •••••••••••• 'II ••• II •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 110i 
REF 1101 

COMPLET HIGH GRADE HEAD 
LOC 206 WIDTH 1 

MD=9 OR GE 3 

Q.24. Completion of highest grade attended by head 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Residue 
9. Non-interviewed household 

•• ,. ................... eo ....... II •••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••• 

VAR 1102 
REF 1102 

ETHNICITY OF HEAD 
LOC 207 WIDTH 2 

Q.20b. Origin (ethnicity of head) 

41. German 
42. I ta I ian 
43. Irish 
44. French 
45. Pol ish 
46. Russian 
47. Engl ish 

MD=99 OR GE 60 
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48. Scottish 
49. Welsh 
50. Mexican-American 
51- Chicano 
52. Mexican 
53· Mexicano 
54. Puerto Rican 
55. Cuban 
56. Central/South American 
57· Other Spanish 
58. Negro 
59· Other 
60. Residue 
99· Non-interviewed household 

••••••••• ".8 •••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••.• 

VAR 1103 
REF 1103 

EMPLOY STAT REC OF HEAD 
LOC 209 WIDTH 1 

Employment status recode for head 

1. At work 
2. With job, not at work 
3. Unemployed 
4. Keeping house 
5. Go.ing tp school 
6. Unable to work 
7. Retired 
8. Other 

O. Out of universe (includes non-interviewed 
househo Ids) 

MD=O 

.................................................... ., ............ " 

VAR 2001 
REF 2001 

HOUSEHOLD ID NUMBER 
LOC 210 WIDTH 6 

Household identification number 

MD=999999 

The ICPSR has attached (within a collection quarter) a 
sequential household identification number to every record. 
This number uniquely identifies each household record within 

• 

• 

.' 



• 

• 

• 
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a collection quarter t and is also used to 1 ink person and 
incident records to the appropriate household. 

VAR 2002 
REF 2002 

PERSON 10 NUMBER 
LOC 216 WIDTH 3 

Person identification number 

MD=999 

The ICPSR has attached (within a household) a sequential 
person identification number to each person and incident 
record. Used in conjunction with the household 
identification number t the person identification number will 
uniquely identify each person record within a collection 
quarter, and is also used to link incident records to the 
appropriate person. 

VAR 2003 
REF 2003 

YEAR AND QUARTER 10 
LOC 219 WIDTH 3 

Year and quarter I.D. 

MD=999 

The ICPSR has attached a three-digit identification number 
to each record which denotes the year and quarter in which 
the interview was taken. The first two digits of the 
variable are the last two digits of the year (e.g. 1976 = 
76) and the third digit is the collection quarter (1-4). The 
variable is constant within each collection quarter . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
VAR 2004 
REF 2004 

RECORD TYPE CODE 
LOC 222 WIDTH 

Record type code 

2. Person record 

MD=9 
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VAR 2005 
REF 2005 

TYPE OF INTERVIEW 
LaC 223 WIDTH 

Q.15. Type of interview 

1. Persona 1 
2. Telephone 
3. Non-interview 
4. Residue 

VAR 2006 
REF 2006 

PERSON LINE NUMBER 
LOC 224 WIDTH 2 

Q.16. Person 1 ine number 

01. Actual number coded 

20. Actual number coded 

VAR 2007 
REF 2007 

RELATION HOUSEHOLD HEAD 
LaC 226 WIDTH 1 

Q.17. Relationship to household head-

1. Head 
2. Wife of head 
3. Own C~) i 1 d 
4. Other relative 
5. Non-relative 
6. Residue 

~\D=9 • 

MD=99 

• 
MD=6 -

• 



• 

• 

• 

VAR 200B 
REF 2008 

AGE LAST BIRTHDAY 
LOC 227 WIDTH 2 

Q. lB. Age last birthday 

00. Residue 
12. Actual age coded 

9B. Actual age coded 
99. 99 years or older 

MD=O 

............. flo .................................................. .. 

VAR 2009 
REF 2009 

MARITAL STATUS 
LOC 229 WIDTH 

Q.19. Marital status 

1. Marr i ed 
2. Widowed 
3. Divorced 
4. Separated 
5. Never married 
6. Residue 

MD=6 

................... " ...................... to ............ " ............................ .. 

VAR 2010 
REF 2010 

RACE 
LOC 230 WIDTH 

Q.20. Race of respondent 

1. Wh i te 
2. Negro 
3. Other 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 
6. No entry 

MD=5 OR GE 4 



VAR 2011 
REF 2011 

SEX 
LOC 231 WIDTH 

Q.21. Sex of respondent 

1. Ma Ie 
2. Fema 1 e 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 
5. No entry 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

ill '" '" '" '" ... '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" • '" '" • '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" • '" '" '" • '" '" •• '" '" '" '" '" • '" '" • '" '" •• '" '" '" '" • '" '" '" '" 

VAR 2012 
REF 2012 

ARMED FORCES MEM AT TIME 
LOC 232 WIDTH 1 

--For males 18 years or older--

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.22. Are you a member of the armed forces at the time of 
this interview? 
----------------------------------------------------------

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

, '" '" • '" • " ~ e '" It '" '" '" '" '" • '" '" • '" '" '" ~ '" '" iI ... '" .. it .' ... '" • '" to '" '" '" .. '" '" '" '" '" iII,iII '" '" '" '" .. '" '" '" "' .. '" '" " 

VAR 2013 
REF 2013 

HIGHEST GRADE ATTENDED 
LOC 233 WIDTH 2 

MD=32 OR GE 31 

Q.23. What is the highest grade (or year) of regular school 
you have ever attended? 
------------------------------------------------------------

00. Never attended or kindergarten 
01. Actual grade 

12. Actual grade 
21. One year of college 

• 

• 

• 



• 
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30. Ten years of col lege 
31. Res i due 
32. Out of universe 
33. No entry provided 
98. Wi ld codes 

47 

VAR 2014 
REF 2014 

YEAR COMPLETED 
LOC 235 WIDTH 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.24. Did you complete that year of regular school? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

............... '" .............................................. . 
VAR 2015 
REF 2015 

RES I DENCE APR ILl 1970 
LOC 236 WIDTH 1 

--If Q.4. was coded not equal to 1--

MO=4 OR GE 3 

Q. 25a . Did }'OU live in th is house on Apr ill, 1970? 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

oa ••••••••••••••••••• '" •••••••••••• CI ••••••••••••••••• co ••••••••••• 

VAR 2016 
REF 2016 

RESIDENC£ IN CITY LIMITS 
LOC 237 WIDTH 1 

"',0;;;4 OR GE 3 

--If Q.4. was coded not equal to one, and Q.25a. was coded 
2--

Q.25c. Did you 1 ive inside the limits of a city, town, 
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village, etc.? 
----------------------------------------------------------

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

.............................................. " ............................................... \II ................................ .. 

VAR 2017 
REF 2017 

ARMED FORCE MEM APRIL 70 
LOC 238 WIDTH 1 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

--If Q.4. was coded not equal to 1. Q.25a. was coded 2, and 
the respondent was male and 18 years or older--

Q.25d. Were you in the armed forces on April 1, 1970? 
-----------------------------------------------------------

1. Yes 
... No ,(. . 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

.............................. ,. .... " .................................................................. " .................. .. 

VAH 2018 
REF 2018 

MAJOR ACTIVITY 
LOC 239 WIDTH 

--For persons 16 years old or older--

MD=O OR GE 9 

Q.26a. What were you doing most of last week - working, 
keeping house, going to school or something else? 
--------------------------------------------------------

O. Out of universe 
1. Working 
2. With a job but not at work 
3. Looking for work 
4. Keeping house 
5. Going to school 
6. Unable to work 
7. Retired 
8. Other 
9. Residue 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 
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VAR 2019 
REF 2019 

INTRVW:SELF-RESPNS/PROXY 
LaC 240 WIDTH 1 

MD=9 OR GE 5 

--For interviews after July 1, 1974--

Q.15. Type of interview: self-response or proxy 

1. Persona1-se1f-response 
2. Te1ephone-se1f-response 
3. Personal-proxy 
4. Telephone-proxy 
5. Non-interview person 

VAR 2020 
REF 2020 

TEMP AB OR LAYOFF OF JOB 
LaC 241 WIDTH 1 

MD=5 OR GE 4 

--For persons 16 years old or older, Q.26a. coded not equal 
to 1 or 6, and Q.26b. coded 00--

Q.26c. Did you have a job or business from which you were 
temporari 1y absent or on layoff last week? 

1. No 
2. Yes - absent 
3. Yes - layoff 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

VAR 2021 
REF 2021 

LOOKING FOR WORK? 
LOC 242 WIDTH 

MD=6 OR GE 5 

--For persons 16 years old and over, Q.26a. coded not equal 
to 1, Q.26b. coded 00, and Q.26c. coded 1--

Q.26d. Have you been looking for work during the past 4 
weeks? 

1. Yes 
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2-4 No-when did you last work? 

2. Up to 5 years ago 
3. Five or more years ago 
4. Never worked 
5, Residue 
6. Out of universe 

VAR 2022 
REF 2022 

WHY COULD NOT TAKE JOB 
LOC 243 WIDTH 1 

MD=7 OR GE 6 

--For persons 16 years old and older, Q.26a. not equal to 1, 
Q.26b. coded 00, Q.26c. coded 1 or 3, and Q.26d. coded 1--

Q.27. Is there any reason why you could not take a job last 
week? 

1. No reason 
2. Yes - already has a job 
3. Yes - temporary ill ness 
4. Yes - going to school 
5. Yes - other 
6. Residue 
7. Out of universe 

.................................................................... to ........ '," ................................ .. 

VAR 2023 
REF 2023 

NEVER WORKED 
LOC 244 WIDTH 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

--For persons 16 years old and older, Q.26d. coded 1 or 2--

Q.28a. For whom did you work? 

i. No - never worked 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 
4. No entry 

• 

• 

• 



• 
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VAR 2024 
REF 2024 

INDUSTRY CODE MD=O OR GE 999 
LOC 245 WIDTH 3 

Q.28b. What kind of business or industry is this? 

000. No entry 
017. See "Industry Classification Code" in glossary for 

specific code values. 

998. 
999. Out 6f universe 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,t • " • 

VAR 2025 
REF 2025 

CLASS OF WORKER 
LOC 248 WIDTH 

HD=6 OR GE 5 

--For persons 16 years old and older, Q.26d. coded 1 or 2, 
and Q.28a. coded not equal to 1--

Q.28c. Class of w9rker 

Were you -

1. An employee of a private company, business or 
individual for wages, salary or commissions 

2. A government employee (federal, state, county or 
I oca 1) 

3. Self-employed in own business, professional 
practice, or farm 

4. Working without pay in family business or farm 
5. Residue 
6. Out of universe 

............................................................... 
VAR 2026 
REF 2026 

OCCUPATION CODE 
LOC 249 WIDTH 3 

MD=O OR GE 999 

--For persons 16 years old and older, Q.2od. coded 1 or 2, 
Q.28a. coded not equal to 1--
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Q.28d. What kind of work were you doing? (For example: 
electrical engineer, stock clerk, typist, farmer.) 

000. No entry 
001. See 1I0ccupation Classification Code ll in glossary 

for specific code values. 

998. 
999. Out of universe 

var.2027 to var.2029 contain pol ice report codes: if 
there was only one report, var. 2027 was used; for two 
reports, vars. 2027-2028 were used; for three reports, 
vars.2027-2029 were used. --

.......................... ,. ................... 'ill •••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 2027 
REF 2027 

POL REPRT LAST 12MOS. Rl 
LOC 252 WIDTH 2 

MD=31 OR GE 30 

Q.47. Did you call the pol ice during the last 6 months to 
report something that happened to you which you thought was 
a crime? (Do not count any calls made to the police 
concerning the incidents you have just told me about.) 

11. Rape 
12. Attempted rape 
13. Robbery 
14. Attempted robbery 
15 . Assaul t 
16. Attempted assault 
17. Burglary 
18. Attempted burglary 
19. Larceny 
20. Attempted larceny 
21. Auto theft 
22. Attempted auto theft 
23. Car accident 
24. Vanda 1 ism 
25. Prowlers/peeping toms 
26. Other crimes against household 

• 

• 

• 
---- ~~~--~----- - --~ --- --_._------ ~~------



• 
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27. Not a crime 
28. Crime against someone else 
29. Unable to classify 
30. Residue 
31. Out of universe 

VAR 2028 
REF 2028 

POL REPRT LAST 12MOS. R2 
LOC 254 WIDTH 2 

53 

MD=31 OR GE 30 

Q.47. **See precedJng note for variable explanation** 

VAR 2029 
REF 2029 

POL REPRT LAST 12MOS. R3 
LOC 256 WIDTH 2 

MD=31 OR GE 30 

Q.47. **See preceding note for variable explanation** 

-- variables 2030 to 2032 are not reported crimes/suspected 
crimes: if there was only one non-report,. var.2030 was used; 
for two non-reports, vars.2030-2031 were used; for three 
non-reports, vars.2030-2032 were used. --

VAR 2030 
REF 2030 

CRIME SUSPECT/NOT REP Rl 
LOC 258 WIDTH 2 

MD=31 OR GE 30 

Q.48. Did anything happen to you during the last 12 months 
which you thought was a crime, but did not report to the 
police? 

1l. Rape 
12. Attempted 
13. Robbery 
14. Attempted robbery 
15. Assault 
16. Attempted assault 
17. Burglary 
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18. Attempted burglary 
19. Larceny 
20. Attempted larceny 
21. Auto theft 
22. Attempted auto theft 
23. Car accident 
24. Vanda I ism 
25. Prowlers/peeping toms 
26. Other crimes against household 
27. Not a crime 
28. Crime against someone else 
29. Unable to classify 
30. Res i due 
31. Out of universe 

· .......................... " ......................................... . 
VAR 2031 
REF 2031 

CRIME SUSPECT/NOT REP R2 
LOC 2bO WIDTH 2 

MD=31 OR GE 30 

Q.48. **See preceding note for variable explanation**. 

· ..................................................... ., .......... ., 

VAR 2032 
REF 2032 

CRIME SUSPECT/NOT REP R3 
LOC 262 WIDTH 2 

MD~31 ORGE 30 

Q.48. **See preceding note for variable explanation** 

· ........................................................... ' .................. . 
VAR 2033 
REF 2033 

WORKED DURING PREV WEEK? 
LOC 264 WIDTH 2 

MD=99 OR GE 98 

--For persons 16 years old and older, and Q.26a. coded not 
equal to 1 and 6--

Q.26b. Did you do any work last week, not counting work 
around the house? (i f yes) How many hours? 

00. No 
01. Yes - Actual number of hours coded 

• 

• 

• 
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96. 
97. Yes - 97 or more hours 
98. Residue 
99. Out of universe 

II ••• c c: ........ II " •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 2034 
REF 2034 

Ethnicity 
---------

41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
58. 
59. 
60. 

ETHNICITY MD=60 
LaC 266 WIDTH 2 

German 
I tal ian 
Irish 
French 
Pol ish 
Russian 
English 
Scottish 
Welsh 
Mexican-American 
Chicano 
Mexican 
Mexicano 
Puerto Rican 
Cuban 
Central/South American 
Other Spanish 
Negro 
Other 
Residue 

................................. II •••••••••••••••••••••••• ell •••• 

VAR 2035 
REF 2035 

EMPLOYMENT STATUS RECODE 
LOC 268 WIDTH I 

Employment status recode 

I. At work 
2. With a job; not at work 

MD=O 
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3. Unemployed 
4. Keeping house 
5. Going to school 
6. Unable to work 
7. 
8. 

Ret ired 
Other 

O. Res i due 

• •••••••••••••• , ••• " •••••••••••• II •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " •• 

VAR 2036 
REF 2036 

PERSON WEIGHT 
LOC 269 WIDTH 7 

Person Weight 

MD=O 

IMP DEC= .3 

Person weight is used to tabulate person or victim data. The 
weight contains three impl ied decimal places. Type Z 
non-interviewed person records will have a weight of 
0000000. 

• •••••••••••••••••••• II •••••• " ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1<' ••••• 

VAR 2037 
REF 2037 

PERSON RECORD SEQUENCE 
LOC 276 WIDTH 2 

Person Record Sequence Designator 

MD=99 

Identifies sequence of person records in original Census 
Bureau files. 

• .................. II •••••••••••••••••••• II ••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 2038 
REF 2038 

TOTAL # IN. (FOR PERSON) 
LOC 278 WIDTH 2 

Total number of incidents 

00. Actual number of incidents coded 

25. Actual number of incidents coded 

MD=99 

• 

• 

• 



• 
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(Indicates the number of incident records for this person.) 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• fI •••••••••••••••••••••••• 

The following variables 3001-3796 refer to First 
through Fourth incidents reported by victims. The 
variables from Household ID through Screen ID numbers 
remain constant but appear with each mention of 
an incident . 

. '" ..................... " ................... ., .................. . 
VAR 3001 
REF 3001 

HOUSEHOLD ID NUMBER 
LOC 280 WIDTH 6 

Household identification number 

MD=999999 

The ICPSR has attached (within collection quarter) a 
sequential household identification number to every record. 
This number uniquely identifies each household record within 
a collection quarter, and is also used to 1 ink person and 
incident records to the appropriate household. 

VAR 3002 
REF 3002 

PERSON ID NUMBER 
LOC 286 WIDTH 3 

Person 10 number 

MO=999 

The ICPSR has attached (within a household) a sequential 
person identification number to each person and incident 
record. Used in conjunction with the household 
identification number, the person identification number will 
uniquely identify each person record within a collection 
quarter, and is also used to link incident records to the 
appropriate person. 
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VAR 3003 
REF 3003 

INCIDENT 10 NUMBER 
. LOC 289 WIDTH 3 

MO=999 

Incident identification number 

The ICPSR has attached (to each person) a sequential 
incident identification number to each incident record. Used 
in conjunction with the household and person identification 
numbers, the incident identification number will uniquely 
identify each incident record within a collection quarter . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. " ........ " .................... .. 

VAR 3004 
REF 3004 

YEAR AND QUARTER 10 
LOC 292 WIOTH 3 

Year and quarter identification 

MD=999 

The ICPSR has attached a three-digit identification number 
to each record which denotes the year and quarter in which 
the interview was taken. The first two digits of the 
variable are the last two digits of the year .(e.g. 1976 = 
76), and the third digit is the collection quarter (1 - 4). . . 
The variable is constant within each collection quarter • 

.. .. .. .. .. .. - ........................................................... II .... II ........................... .. 

VAR 3005 
REF 3005 

RECORD TYPE CODE 
LaC 295 WIDTH 

Record type code 

3. Inc i dent record 

MD=9 

•• II •• II ••••• II • II • II .... II ................. II ................... II .... II .............. .. 

VAR 3006 
REF 3006 

LINE NUMBER OF VICTIM 
LOC 296 WIDTH 2 

Line number of victim 

MD=99 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

(CONT I NUED) 

01. Actual 1 ine number coded 

20. Actual 1 ine number coded 

(Corresponds to 1 ine number coded in person record, 
var.2006) 
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.............................................................................. " .......................................... .. 

VAR 3007 
REF 3007 

SCREEN QUESTION NUMBER 
LOC 298 WIDTH 2 

Screen question number 

29. Household screen question number 

32. Household screen question number 
34. Household screen question number 
35. Household screen question number 
36. Individual screen question number 

48. Individual screen question number 
49. Residue 

(Identifies screen question which e1 icited this crime 
incident report.) 

MD=49 

.............................................. " .................................. '" ........................................ .. 

VAR 3008 
REF 3008 

INCIDENT NUMBER 
LOC 300 WIDTH 2 

Incident number 

01. Actual number coded 

MD= 11 OR GEl 0 
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(CaNT I NUED) 

09. Actual number coded 
10. Res i due 
11. Out of universe 
12. No entry 

(If more than one incident report resulted from a single 
screen ques t i on (See var. no. 3007) the i nci.dent humber 
identifies which incident is being described.) 

.............. -...................................... " ......... . 
VAR 3009 
REF 3009 

MONTH OF OCCURRENCE 
LOC 302 WIDTH 2 

MD= 14 OR G E 13 

Q.la. In what month (did this/did the first) incident 
happen? --First incident 

Month of occurrence 

01. January 
02. February 
03· March 
04. Apr i 1 
05. May 
06. June 
07. July 
08. August 
09· September 
10. October 
11. November 
12. December 
13. Residue 
14. Out of universe 
15· No entry 

•••••••• It •••••••••••••• It ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ' •••••••.••• 

VAR 3010 
REF 3010 

SERIES INCIDENT REPORT 
LOC 304 WIDTH 1 

Q.CKA. Is this incident report for a series of crimes? 
--First incident 

Series incident report 

MD=9 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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(CONT I NUED) 

1. No 
2. Yes 

VAR 3011 
REF 3011 

QTR OF SERIES INC OCCUR. MD=7 OR GE 6 
LOC 305 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.CKA --

Q. lb. In what month(s) did these incidents take place? 
--;:irst incident 

Quarter in which series incidents occurred (Summary) 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3012 - 3015.) 

1. Spr i ng (March, Apr iI, May) 
2. Summer (June, July. August) 
3. Fall (September, October, November) 
4. Winter (December, January, February) 
5. More than one response provided 
6. No responses provided 
7. Not applicable 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••• 

VAR 3012 
REF 30i2 

INCIDENT OCCURRED SPRING 
LOC 306 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.CKA --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.lb(l) Incident occurred Spring --First incident 

<See Q.lb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 



. 
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VAR 3013 
REF 3013 

INCIDENT OCCURRED SUMMER 
LOC 307 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.CKA --

l'iO=3 OR GE 2 

Q.1b(2) Incident occurred in Summer --First incident 

<See Q.1b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

.... ~ ......................................................... . 
VAR 3014 
REF 3014 

INCIDENT OCCURRED FALL 
LOC 308 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.CKA --

MD=3 OR GE 2. 

Q.lb(3) Incident occurred in Fall --First incident 

<See Q.1b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3015 
REF 3015 

INCIDENT OCCURRED WINTER 
LOC 309 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.CKA --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.lb(4) Incident occurred in Winter --First incident 

<See Q.lb for complete question text.> 

O. No 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

(CaNT I NUED) 

1. Yes 
2. Res i due 
3. Out of universe 

" " " " " " " " " " . " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " 

VAR 3016 
REF 3016 

NUHBER OF I NC I IN SER I ES 
LOC 310 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.CKA --

MD=6 OR GE 4 

Q.1c How many incidents were involved in this series? 
--First incident 

1. Three or four 
2. Five to ten 
3. Eleven or more 
4. Don't know 
5. Res i due 
6. Out of universe 

(Items beginning in var. 3017 refer only to the most 
recent incident, if series.) 

" " " " " " " " " t " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " I 

VAR 3017 
REF 3017 

TIME OF OCCURRENCE 
LaC 311 WIDTH 1· 

-- If coded 2 in Q.CKA --

MD=l OR GE 6 

Q.2. About what time did this/the most recent incident 
happen? --First incident 

(The following questions refer only to the most recent 
incident.) 

1. Don't know 
2. During the day (6a.m. to 6p.m.) 
3. At night (6 p.m. to midnight) 
4. At night (midnight to 6 a.m.) 
5. At night - don't know specifically 
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(CONTI NUED) 

6. Residue 

o •••••• '" ......... , , •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ' ......... . 

VAR 3018 
REF 3018 

PLACE OF OCCURRENCE 
LOC 312 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 

Q.3b. Did it happen inside the 1 imits of a city, town, 
village, etc.? --First incident 

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 

.................... , .............. " .......................... . 

VAR 3019 
REF 3019 

DETAILED PLACE OF OCCURR 
LaC 313 WIDTH 1 

MD=9 

Q.4. Where did this incident take place? --First incident 

1. At or in own home/apartment, in garage or other 
building on property 

2. At or in vacation home, hotel/motel 
3. Inside commercial building, such as a store, 

restaurant, bank, gas station, public conveyance 
station 

4. Inside office, factory, or warehouse 
5. Near own home; yard, sidewalk, driveway, carport 

apartment hall. 
6. On the street, in a park, field, playground, school 

grounds or parking lot 
7. Ins i de schoo 1 
8. Other 
9. Residue 

.......................................... tI ...................... . 

VAR 3020 
REF 3020 

RSN PRESENT IN COML BLDG 
LOC 314 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 3 or 4 in Q.4 --

MD=6 OR GE 5 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

(CONT I NUED) 

Q.5a. Were you a customer, employee, or owner? 
--First incident 

1. Customer 
2. Emp I o}'ee 
3. Owner 
4. Other 
5. Residue 
6. Out of universe 

VAR 3021 
REF 3021 

COMML OR BUSNS VICTIMIZA 
LOC 315 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 3 or 4 in Q.4 --
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MD=5 OR GE 3 

Q.5b. Did the person(s) steal or try to steal anythlng from 
the store, restaurant, office, factory, etc.? --First 
incident 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don't know 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

VAR 3022 
REF 3022 

RGHT OF OFNDR TO BE PRES 
LOC 316 WIDTH I 

-- If coded 1 or 2 in Q.4 --

MD=5 OR GE 3 

Q.6a. Did the person(s) live there or have a right to be 
there, such as a guest or a workman? --First incident 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don't know 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 
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VAR 3023 
REF 3023 

ACTUAL/ATTEMPTED ENTRY 
LOC 317 WIDTH 1 

MD=5 OR GE 3 

-- If coded 1 or 2 in Q.4 2 or 3 in Q.6a --

Q.6b. Did the person(s) actually get in or just try to get 
in the bui lding? --First incident 

1. Actually got in 
2. Just tried to get in 
3· Don't know 
4. Residue 
5 . Out of universe 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • It ••• 

VAR 3024 
REF 3024 

EVID OF FORCED ENTRY 
LOC 318 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 or 2 in Q.4; 2 or 3 in Q.6a --

. MD=7 OR GE 6. 

Q.6c. Was there any evidence, such as a broken lock or 
broken window, that the person forced hi~ way in/tried to 
force his way in the building? --First incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3025- 3028.) 

O. No 
1. Broken lock or window 
2. Forced door or window 
3. Slashed screen 
4. Other 
5. More than one entry provided 
6. No entries provided 
7. Out of universe 
8. Forced type not available 

• 

• 

• 
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• 

• 

• 

VAR 3025 
REF 3025 

BROKEN LOCK OR WINDOW 
LOC 319 WIDTH 1 

-- I f coded 1 in Q. 6c 
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MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.6c(l). Broken lock or window --First incident 
------------------------------------_._----------

<See Q6.c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3026 
REF 3026 

FORCED DOOR OR WINDOW 
LOC 320 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.6c 

MD;::3 OR GE 2 

Q.6c(2). Forced door or window --First incident 

<See Q6.c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3027 
REF 3027 

SLASHED SCREEN 
LOC 321 WIDTH 

-- If coded 3 in Q.6c --

Q.6c(3). Slashed screen? --First incident 

<See Q.6c for complete question text.> 

O. No 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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(CONT I NUED) 

I. Yes 
2. Res i due 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3028 
REF 3028 

OTHER 
LaC 322 WIDTH 

-- If coded 4 in Q.6c --

Q.6c(4). Other --First incident 

<See Q.6c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
I. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3029 
REF 3029 

FORCE TYPE NOT AVAILABLE 
LOC 323 WIDTH I 

If coded 8 in Q.6c --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.6c(S). Forced type not available --First incident 

<See Q.6c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
I. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

••••• (' ••••••• It • It •••• It It •••••• It It It It It It It It It It It It It It C It It It It It It It It It .. It It It It It II It It It • 

VAR 3030 
REF 3030 

METHOD OF ENTRY 
LaC 324 WIDTH 

MD=3 OR GE S 

-- If coded I or 2 in Q.4; 2 or 3 in Q.6a; 0 in Q.6c --

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

(CONT I NUED) 

Q.6d. How did the offender(s) (get in/try to get in)? 
--First incident 

1. Through unlocked door or window 
2. Had key 
3. Don't know 
4. Other 
5. Res i due 
6. Out of universe 
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VAR 3031 
REF 3031 

PRES HH MEM DURING INCl. MD=4 OR GE 3 
LOC 325 WIDTH 1 

Q.CKB. Was any member of this household (including 
respondent) present when this incident occurred? 
--First incident 

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

VAR 3032 
REF 3032 

PRESENCE OF WEAPON 
LOC 326 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in CKB --

MD=7 OR GE 6 

Q.7a. Did the person(s) have a weapon such as a gun or 
knife, or something he was using as a weapon, such as a 
bottle, or wrench? --First incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3033-3036.) 

O. No 
1. Gun 
2. Knife 
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(CONTINUED) 

3. Other 
4. Don I t know 
5. More than one entry provided 
6. No entries provided 
7. Out of universe 
8. Weapon type not available 

........................................................................................................................... 

VAR 3033 
REF 3033 

GUN PRESENT 
LOC 327 WIDTH 

-- If coded 1 in Q.7a --

Q.7a(l). Gun present? --First incident 

<See Q.7a for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MQ=3 OR GE 2 

.... " .. " ................................ . ,", .................................... ........................................ .. 

VAR 3034 
REF 3034 

KN I FE PRESENT 
LOC 328 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.7a --

Q.7a(2). Knife present? --First .incident 

<See Q.7a for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

VAR 3035 
REF 3035 

OTHER PRESENT 
LOC 329 WIDTH 

-- If coded 3 in Q.7a --

Q.7a(3). Other present? --First incident 

<See Q.7a for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3036 
REF 3036 

WEAPON TYPE NOT AVAILABL 
LOC 330 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 8 in Q.7a 
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MD=3 OR GE 2 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7a(4). Weapon type not av~i1abl~? --First incident 

<See Q.7a for complete question text.> 

O. No 
I. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3037 
REF 3037 

ATTACKED 
LOC 331 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in CKB --

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.7b. Did the person(s) hit you, knock you down, or 
actually attack you in any way? --First incident 

I. Yes 
2. No 
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(CONT I NUED) 

3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

VAR 3038 
REF 3038 

THREATENED 
LOC 332 WIDTH 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 2 in Q.7b --

Q.7c. Did the person(s) threaten you with harm in any way? 
--First incident 

). No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

VAR 3039 
REF 3039 

MANNER IN WHICH THREATEN 
LOC 333 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in eKB; 2 in Q.7b; 2 in Q.7c 

Q.7d. How were you threatened? Any other way? 
--First incident 

MD=9 OR GE 8 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3040-3046) 

O. More than one entry given 
1. Verbal threat of rape 
2. Verbal threat of attack 
3. Weapon present or threatened with weapon 
4. Attempted attack with weapon 
5. Object thrown at person 
6. Followed, surrounded 
7. Other 
8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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VAR 3040 
REF 3040 

VERBAL THREAT OF RAPE 
LOC 334 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

-- If coded 0 or 1 in Q.7d 

Q.7d(l). Verbal threat of rape? --First incident 

<See Q.7d for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• eo , ••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••• 

VAR 3041 
REF 3041 

VERBAL THREAT OF ATTACK 
LOC 335 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 0 or 2 in Q.7d 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7d(2). Verbal threat of attack? --First incident 

<See Q.7d for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

•••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3042 
REF 3042 

WEAPON PRESENT OR THREAT 
LOC 336 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 0 or 3 in Q.7d --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7d(3). Weapon present or threatened with weapon? 
--First incident 

<See Q.7d for complete question text.> 
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(CONTINUED) 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Res j r"Je 
3. Out of universe 

•••••••••••••• ". ••••••••••••• It •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3043 
REF 3043 

ATTEMPTED ATCK WITH WEAP 
lOC 337 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 0 or 4 in Q.7d 

Q.7d(4). Attempted attack with weapon? 
--First incident 

<See Q.7d for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

..................................................... , ..... ". .... 
VAR 3044 
REF 3044 

OBJECT THROWN AT PERSON 
LOC 338 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 0 or S in Q.7d 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7d(S). Object thrown at person? --First incident 

<See Q.7d for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

VAR 3045 
REF 3045 

FOLLOWED,SURROUNDED 
LOC 339 WIDTH I 

-- If coded 0 or 6 in Q.7d --
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MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7d(6). Followed, surrounded? --First incident 

<See Q.7d for complete question text.> 

O. No 
I. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3046 
REF 3046 

OTHER 
LOC 340 WIDTH 

-- If coded 0 or 7 in Q.id --

Q.7d(7). Other? --First incident 

<See Q.7d for complete question text.> 

O. No 
I. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

•••••••••••••••••••• lit ••••••••••••••••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3047 
REF 3047 

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT 
LOC 341 WIDTH I 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 2 in Q.7b; 1 in Q.7c --

Q.7e. What actually happened? Anything else? 
--First incident 

MD=O OR GE 9 

(Summary field for multiple response question. Detai led 
entries are given in var. nos. 3048-3055) 
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(CONT I NUED) 

O. No entries provided 
1. Number of entries provided 

8. Number of entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

.... ,.~ ............................................ " ..... ......... . 

VAR 3048 
REF 3048 

SOMETHING TAKEN NO PERM. 
LOC 342 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7e(l). Something taken without permission --First 
incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

.. " " .... " " .. " " " " " " " " .... " " .... " .... " .. " " " .... " " .. " .. " ...... " " " " .. " " " " " " .. " '" .. " .. " .. " " .. 

VAR 3049 
REF 3049 

ATMPT/THREAT TO TAKE 
LOC 343 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7e(2). Attempted or threatened to take something 
--First incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

........... " .... II " ...... '" .. " .. " .. " " .. " ...... " .... " .. " .. " " .... " " " .. " " " " .... " " " " .. " " " .... " " .... " 

VAR 3050 
REF 3050 

HARASSED,ARGUMENT,ABUSIV 
LOC 344 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7e.(3). Harrassed, argument, abusive language 
--First incident 

-------~~-- -~--~--

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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(CaNT I NUED) 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3051 
REF 3051 

FORCE.ENTRY/ATTMPT HOUSE 
LaC 345 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 7e (4). Fore i b 1 e entry or attempted fore i b 1 e entry of 
house --First incident . 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3052 
REF 3052 

FORCE.ENTRY/ATTEMPT CAR 
LOC 346 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 7e (5). Fore i b 1 e entry or attempted fore i b 1 e entry of car 
--First incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• to •••••••••••••••••• \I •••••••••••• 

VAR 3053 
REF 3053 

DAMAGED/DESTROYED PROPER 
LOC 347 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7e. (6). Damaged or destroyed property --First incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
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(CONT I NUED) 

2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

... ,. ....... ~ . " ........................... ., ...................... . 
VAR 3054 
REF 3054 

ATTMPT/THREAT DESTY PROP 
LOC 348 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7e(7). Attempted or threatened to damage or destroy 
property --First incident 

O. 
1. .. .:. . 
3 . 

No 
Yes 
Residue 
Out of universe 

•••••••••• iII •••••••••• o ••••••••••• ,t ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3055 
REF 3055 

OTHER 
LOC 349 WIDTH 

Q.7e(8). Other --First incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Res i due 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

•••••••••••••••• It ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3056 
REF 3056 

MEANS OF ATTACK,SUMMARY 
LOC 350 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB --

MD=9 OR GE 8 

Q.7f. How did the person(s} attack you? Any other way? 
--First incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3057-3063) 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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(CONTINUED) 

O. More than one entry provided 
1. Raped 
2. Tried to rape 
3. Shot, knifed, hit with object held in hand. 
4. Hit by thrown object 
5. Hit, slapped, knocked down 
6. Grabbed, held, tripped, jumped, pushed, etc. 
7. Other 
8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

•••••••••••••••••••• 0 ....................... " ••••••••••••••• It ••• 

VAR 3057 
REF 3057 

RAPED 
LOC 351 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.7f --

Q.7f(l). Raped? --First incident 

<See Q.7f for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

" " .... " .. " " " .... " " .. " " " " " " " " " " .. " " " " .. " ...... " " .. " " " " " .......... " " " .... " , " " " .. " " .. " " 

VAR 3058 
REF 3058 

TRIED TO RAPE 
LOC 352 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.7f --

Q.7f(2). Tried to rape? --First incident 

<See Q.7f for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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VAR 3059 
REF 3059 

SHOT/KNIFED/HIT WITH OBJ 
LOC 353 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

-- If coded 3 in Q.7f -- , 

Q.7f(3). Shot, knifed, hit wit~ pbject held in han~? 
--First incident 
-----------------------------------------------------

<See Q.7f for complete question text.> 

1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

••••••••••••••••• -.II ••••••••••••• • •• ·.·,·············~· ••••••••• 

VAR 3060 
REF 3060 

HIT BY THROWN OBJECT 
LOC 354 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 4 in Q.7f --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7f(4). Hit by thrown object? --First incident 
----~-------------------------------------------

<See Q.7f for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

............................. " ••••••••••• <3; ••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3061 
REF 3061 

HIT,SLAPPED,KNOCKED DOWN 
LOC 355 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 5 in Q.7f --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7f(5). Hit, slapped, knocked down? --First incident 
------------------------------------------------------

<See Q.7f for complete question text.> 

O. No 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

(,,,,o,?I'!m!l!'h.jI,9;Kl}('t,VJ.f}()Z'!' ,"""'!t-.,f.f<'l"VNd",,ft!,.f,(t'. ~fJ:'!i. ,'1,t1';'~~ll·'~,.;:(!'P'-;·i"!tl:l~~f'f!."~"'.",,~I"';<:" 'i""'-{";;M'S'!:'~·J:·, ... ~t:;"t'.--Y.!<""·"~·l,':"',--,">-.";,,,- :~ •• \i.,",,·"'·" ·,.co " --. 
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1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

••• '.0 .............. " ••••••••••••••••••••••• " .................... . 

VAR 3062 
REF 3062 

GRABBED,HELD,TRIPPED ETC 
LOC 356 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 6 in Q.7f --

HD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7f(6). Grabbed, held, tripped, jumped, pushed, etc. 
"-First incident 

<See Q.7f for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

• •••••••••••• o.~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• o •• •••• \,1 •••• 

VAR 3063 
REF 3063 

OTHER 
LOC 357 WIDTH 

-- If coded 7 in Q.7f --

Q.7f (7). Other --First incident 

<See Q.7f for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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VAR 3064 
REF 3064 

I NJUR I ES SUF FERED (SUM.) 
LOC 358 WIDTH 1 

--If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.7b --

MD=9 OR GE 8 

Q.8a. What were the injuries you suffered, if any? 
Anything else? --First incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in yare nos. 3065-
3071) 

O. None 
1. Number of entries 

8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

............................................................... 
VAR 3065 
REF 3065 

RAPED 
LOC 359 WIDTH 

Q.8a(l). Raped? --first Incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

.............................. $ •••••••• " ••••• CI •••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3066 
REF 3066 

ATTE~'PTED RAPE 
LOC 360 WIDTH 

Q.8a(2). Attempted rape --First incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

(CONT I NUED) 

3. Out of universe 

......... '" .................................. , .................. . 
VAR 3067 
REF 3067 

KNIFE OR GUNSHOT WOUNDS 
LOC 361 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.8a(3). Knife or gunshot wounds --First incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3068 
RE.F 3068 

BROKEN BONES/TEETH OUT 
LOC 362 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.8a(4). Broken bones or teeth knocked out --First incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3069 
REF 3069 

INTERNAL INJUR/KNOCK.OUT 
LOC 363 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.8a(S). Internal injuries, knocked unconscious? --First 
incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 
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VAR 3070 
REF 3070 

BRUISES,BLACK EYE,CUTS 
LOC 364 WIDTH 1 

MD,=3 OR GE 2 

Q.8a (6). Bruises, bl'ack eye, cuts,. scratches, swell ing? 
--First Incident 
---------------------------------------------~----------

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

III .., III .... III .............. e .... It ........... " ............ '" " .. " " ...... III ............................ ' ... ~ .......... .. 

VAR 3071 
REF 30]1 

OTHER 
LOC 365 WIDTH 

Q.8aO). Other? --First incident 

O. No 
l. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

•• 0 ••••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1/1 ••••••••••• 

VAR 3072 
REF 3072 

MEDICAL ATTENTION 
LOC 366 WIDTH 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.7c; not 0 in Q.8a --

Q.Bb. Were you injured to the extent that you needed 
medical attention after the attack? --First incident 

1. ~~o 

2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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VAR 3073 
REF 3073 

HOSPITAL TREATMENT 
LOC 367 WIDTH 

MD=5 OR GE 4 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.7c; not 0 in Q.8a; 2 in Q.8b--

Q.8c. Did you receive any treatment at a hospital? 
--First incident 

1. No 
2. Emergency room treatment only 
3. Stayed overnight or longer 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

VAR 3074 
REF 3074 

MED. INSUR./HEALTH BENEFI 
LOC 368 WIDTH 1 

MD=5 OR GE 4 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 
not 000000 in Q.8d 

in Q.7c; not 0 in Q.8a; 2 in Q.8b; 

Q.9a. At the time of the incident, were you covered by any 
medical insurance, or were you el igible for benefits from 
any other type of health benefits program, such as Medicaid, 
V;teran's Administration or Public Welfare? --First incident 

1. No 
2. Don't know 
3. Yes 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

VAR 3075 
REF 3075 

NO.DAYS IN HOSPITAL 
LOC 369 WIDTH 6 

MD=999999 OR GE 999998 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.7c; not 0 in Q.8a; 2 in Q.8b --

Q.8c(sub). How many days? --First incident 
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000001. 

999997· 
999998. 
999999. 

Actual number of days 

Actual number of days 
Residue 
Out of universe 

. " " .. " .. " " .......... " .... " ....... " ........ " ......... " ............................................................. .. 

VAR 3076 
REF 3076 

TOT.AMOUNT MED.EXPENSES 
LOC 375 WIDTH 6 

MD=10002 OR GE 10000 

-- If coded 2 in CKa; 1 in Q.7c; not 0 in Q.8a; 2 In Q.8b 

Q.8d. What was the total amount of your medical expenses 
resulting from this incident, including anything paid by 
insurance? Include hospital and doctor bills, medicine, 
therapy, braces, and any other injury-related expenses. 
--First incident 
------------------------------------------------------------

000000. 
000001. 

009999. 
010000. 
010001. 
010002. 

No cost 
Amount in whole dollars 

Amount in whole dollars 
Donlt know 
Residue 
Out of universe 

" .... " " .... " " " .... " .. " ....... " " " " " " .... " .. " .. " ...... " " .... "." .................... " " ...... " .......... .. 

VAR 3077 
REF 3077 

INSUR.CLAIM FILED 
LOC 381 WIDTH 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.7c; not a in Q.8a; 2.in Q.8p; 
not 000000 in Q.8d; 3 in Q.9a --

Q.9b. Did you file a claim with any of these insurance 
campanies or programs in order to get part or all of your 
medical expenses paid? --First incident 

1. No 

• 

• 

• 
------ ----------------------------------------------------



• 

• 
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2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

........... 01 .................................................... . 

VAR 3078 
REF 3078 

PAYMENT BY INSUR/HEALTH 
LOC 382 WIDTH 1 

MD=l OR GE 5 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.7c; not a in Q.8a; 2 in Q.8b; 
not 000000 in Q.8d; 3 in Q.9a; 3 in Q.9b --

Q.9c. Did insurance or any health benefits program pay for 
all or part of the total medical expenses? --First incident 

1. Not yet sett 1 ed 
2. None 
3· All 
4. Part 
5· Res i d'Je 
6 . Out of universe 

··············,,········· ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ... " •••••• 

VAR 3079 
REF 3079 

SELF OR PROPERTY PROTECT 
LOC 383 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB --

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q. lOa. Did you do anything to protect yourself or your 
property during the incident? --First incident 
-------------------------------------------------------

1. no 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 
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VAR 3080 
REF 3080 

TYPE OF CRIME CODE 
LaC 384 WIDTH 2 

Type of crime code --First incident 

(See glossary for further information on type of crime 
codes .) 

Assaultive Violence 

01. Rape with theft 
02. Attempted rape with theft 
03. Serious assault with weapon with th~ft 
04. Serious assault no weapon with theft 
05. Minor assault with theft 
06. Rape without theft 
07. Attempted rape without theft 
08. Serious assault with weapon without theft 
09. Serious assault no weapon without theft 
10. Minor assault without theft 
11. Attempted assault with weapon without theft 
12. Attempted assault no weapon without theft 

Personal Theft Without Assault 

13. Robbery with weapon 
14. Robbery no weapon 
15. Attempted robbery with weapon 
16. Attempted robbery no weapon 
17. Purse snatch, no force 
18. Attempted purse snatch, no force 
19. Pocket picking 

Crimes Against Property-Household Crimes 

20. Burglary, forcible entry. nothing taken, proper 
damage 

21- Burglary, forcible entry, nothing taken, no 
property damage 

22. Burglary. forcible entry, something taken 
23. Burglary, unlawful entry without force 
24. Burglary, attempted forcible entry 
25. Larceny, under $10 

MD=O • 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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26. Larceny $10-$24 
27· Larceny $25-$49 
28. Larceny $50-$99 
29. Larceny $100-$249 
30. Larceny $250 or more 
31. Larceny NA amount 
32. Attempted larceny 
33. Motor vehicle theft, theft of car 
34. Motor vehicle theft, theft of other vehicle 
35· Motor vehicle theft, attempted theft of car 
36. Motor vehicle theft, attempted theft of other 

vehicle 

VAR 3081 
REF 3081 

PAYMENT BY INSUR/HEALTH 
LOC 386 WIDTH 6 

MD=IOOOI OR GE 10000 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.7c; 0 not in Q.8a;2 in Q.8b; 
not 000000 in Q.8d; 3 in Q.9a; 3 in Q.9b; 4 in Q. lOa --

Q.9d. How much did insurance or a health benefits program 
pay? --First incident 

000001. Amount in whole dollars 

009999. Amount in whole dollars 
010000. Residue 
010001. Out of universe 

" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " -., " " 

VAR 3082 
REF 3082 

HOW VICTIM PROTECT SELF 
LOC 392 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 2 in Q.10a --

MD=9 OR GE 8 

Q. lOb. What did you do? Anything else? --First incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3083-3089) 
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For interviews prior to January 1, 1974 

O. More than one entry provided 
1. Used or brandished weapon 
2. Hit, kicked, or scratched offender 
3. Reasoned with offenders 
4. Screamed, yelled for help 
5. Left scene, ran away 
6. Held onto property 
7. Other 
8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

For interviews after January 1, 1974 

O. More than one entry provided 
1. Used/brandished gun or knife 
2. Used/tried physical force 
3. Tried to get help, attract attention, scare 

offenders 
away 

4. Threatened, argued, reasoned, etc., with offenders 
5. Resisted without force, used evasive action 
6. Other 
8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

VAR 3083 
REF 3083 

USED OR BRANDISH WEAPON 
LaC 393 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 ,OR GE 2 

Q.l0b. (1). Used or brandished weapon --First incident 

(For interviews prior to January 1, 1974.) 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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(For interviews after January 1, 1974.) 

Q.l0b (1). Used/brandished gun or knife --First incident 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

••••••••••••••••••••••• 011 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3084 
REF 3084 

USED/TRIED PHYS.FORCE 
LOC 394 WIDTH 1 

Q.10b (2). Hit, kicked, or scratched offender 
--First incident 

--(For interviews prior to January 1, 1974.) 

<See Q.10b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

(For interviews after January 1, 1974.) 

MD:::3 OR GE 2 

Q.10b(2). Used/tried physical force --First incident 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 
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VAR 3085 
REF 3085 

REASONED WITH OFFENDERS 
LOC 395 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.l0b(3). Reasoned with offenders .,.-First incident 
---------------------------------------------------

(For interviews prior to January 1, 1974.) 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

(For interviews after January " 1974.) 

Q.10b(3). Threatened, argued, reasoned, etc., with 
offenders --First incident 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

••••• 111 ............................. 8 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3086 
REF 3086 

SCREAMEO,YELLED FOR HELP 
LOC 396 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 10b(4). Screamed, yelled for help --First incident 
-----------------------------------------------------

(For interviews prior to January " 1974.) 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

(For interviews after January 1, 1974.) 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

(CaNT I NUED) 

Q.10b(4). Tried to get help, attract attention, scare 
offenders away --First incident 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

93 

VAR 3087 
REF 3087 

LEFT SCENE,RAN AWAY 
LOC 397 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.10b(5). Left scene, ran away --First incident 

(For interviews prior to January 1, 1974.) 

<See Q. lab for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

(For interviews after January 1, 1974.) 

Q.10b (5). Resisted without force, used evasive action 
--First incident 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 



VAR 3088 
REF 3088 

HELD ONTO PROPERTY 
LOC 398 WIDTH 

Q.l0b(6). Held onto property --First incident 
----------------------------------------------

(For interviews prior to January 1, 1974.) 

<See Q.10b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

(For interviews after January 1,1974.) 

Q.lOb(6). Dummy --First incident 

9. Question not asked 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

•••••••••••••••••••• e _ ......................................... . 

VAR 3089 
REF 3089 

OTHER 
LOC 399 WIDTH 

Q.10b(7). Other --First incident 

(For interviews prior to January 1. 1974.) 

<See Q. lOb for c,:Implete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

(For interviews after January 1, 1974) 

Q.l0b(7). Other --First incident 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 
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1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3090 
REF 3090 

MORE THAN ONE OFFENDER 
LOC 400 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB 

95 

MD=2 OR GE 4 

Q.11. Was the crime committed by only one or more th~n one 
person? --First incident 

1. On 1 y one 
2. Donlt know 
3. More than one 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

VAR 3091 
REF 3091 

SINGLE OFFENDER SEX 
LOC 401 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.11 

MD=5 OR GE 3 

Q.lla. Was this person male or female? --First incident 

1. Male 
2. F ema 1 e 
3. Donlt know 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

VAR 3092 
REF 3092 

SINGLE OFFENDER AGE 
LOC 402 WIDTH 1 

-- I f coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q. 11 --

MD=8 OR GE 6 
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Q. l1b. How old would you say the person was? -~First 
incident 
-----------------------------------------------------

1. Under 12 
2. 12-14 
3. 15-17 
4. 18-20 
5. 21 or over 
6. Don't know 
7. Residue 
8. Out of universe 

............................. e , •••••••••••• I •••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3093 
REF 3093 

SINGLE OFFENDER RELATION 
LOC 403 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in eKB; 1 in Q.ll --

MD=2 OR GE 6 

Q. 11 c. Was the per son someone you kne\'J or was he a 
stranger? --First incident 

1. Stranger 
2. Don't know 
3 .. Know by sight onl)' 
4. Casual acquaintance 
5. Well known 
6. Residue 
7. Out of universe 

................................................................ 
VAR 3094 
REF 3094 

RELATION.OF SINGLE OFFEN 
LOC 404 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in eKB; 1 in Q.l1; 5 in Q.11c 

MD=9 OR GE 8 

Q.lld. Was the person a relative of yours? --First incident 

1. No 
2. Yes - spouse or ex-spouse 
3. Yes - parent 
4. Yes - own child 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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5. Yes - brother or sister 
6. Yes - Other realative 
8. Residue 
9. Out of universe 

VAR 3095 
REF 3095 

SINGLE OFFENDER RACE 
LOC 405 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.11 --

Q.11e. Was he/she-- --First incident 

1. White 
2. Negro 
3. Other 
4. Don't know 
6. Residue 
7. Out of universe 

VAR 3096 
REF 3096 

MULTIPLE OFFENDE SEX 
LOC 406 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 3 in Q.ll --

97 

MD=7 OR GE 4 

MD=6 OR GE 4 

Q.11g. Were they male or female? --First incident 

1. All male 
2. All female 
3· Male and ·female 
4. Don't know 
5. Residue 
6. Out of universe 
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VAR 3097 
REF 3097 

AGE OF YOUNGEST OFFENDER 
LOC 407 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 3 in Q.11 --

Q.l1h How old would you say the youngest was? 
--First incident 

1- Under 12 
2. 12-14 
3· 15-17 
4. 18-20 
5· 21 or over 
6. Don't know 
7· Residue 
8. Out of universe 

MD=8 OR GE 6 

.... -............................ ~ ............................ . 
VAR 309B 
REF 30g8 

AGE OF OLDEST OFFENDER 
LOC 408 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 3 in Q.l1; not 5 in Q.11h 

Q. IIi. How old would you say the oldest was? 
--First incident 

1- Under 12 
2. 12-14 
3. 15-17 
4. 18-20 
5· 21 or over 
6. Don't know 
7· Residue 
B. Out of universe 

MD=B OR GE 6 

............................................................... 
VAR 3099 
REF 3099 

NUMBER OF OFFENDERS 
LOC 40g WIDTH 6 

-- If coded 2 in eKB; 3 in Q.11 --

MD=999999 OR GE 999998 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

(CONT I NUED) 

Q.11f. How many persons? --First incident 

000001. Number of persons 

999997. Number of persons 
99999B. Residue 
999999. Out of universe 

99 

VAR 3100 
REF 3100 

RELATIONSHIP OF OFFENDS. MD=2 OR GE 7 
LOC 415 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 3 in Q.11 

Q.11j. Were any of the persons known or related to you or 
were they all strangers? --First incident 

1. All strangers 
·2. Donlt know 
3. All relatives 
4. Some relatives 
5. All known 
6. Some known 
7. Residue 
8. Out of universe 

VAR 3101 
REF 3101 

EXTENT OF RELATION. (SUM) 
LOC 416 WIDTH 1 

MD=5 OR GE 4 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 3 in Q.l1; 5 or 6 in Q.11j --

Q.11k, How well were they known? --First incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3102-3104) 

1. By sight only 
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(CaNT I NUED) 

2. Casual acquaintance 
3. Well known 
4. No entries provided 
5. Out of universe 
O. More than one entry provided 

•••••••••••••••••••••• iii •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• - •••••• 

VAR 3102 
REF 3102 

BY SIGHT ONLY 
LaC 417 WIDTH 

-- I f coded 1 in Q. 11 k --

Q.llk(l) By sight only? --First incident 

<See Q.11k for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

•••••••••••••••••••••• It •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3103 
REF 3103 

CASUAL ACQUAINTANCE(S) 
LOC 418 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q. 11k --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 11 k (2) . Casual acquaintance(s)? --First inciden~ 
------ - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - ~ - -,- - - - --

<See Q.11k for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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VAR 3104 
REF 3104 

WELL KNOWN MD=3 OR GE 2 
LOC 419 vII DTH 

-- If coded 3 in Q.llk 

Q.llk(3). Well known? --First incident 

<See Q.l1k for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3105 
REF 3105 

RELAT .MULT .OFFEND. (SUM.) 
LOC 420 WIDTH 1 

MD=9 OR GE 8 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 3 in Q.11; 5 or 6 in Q.11j --

Q. 111. How were they related to you? --First incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3106-3110) 

1. Spouse or ex-spouse 
2. Parents 
3. Own children 
4. Brothers/sisters 
5. Other 
7. More than one entry provided 
8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

................... CI ....................................... " .................... .. 

VAR 3106 
REF 3106 

SPOUSE OR EX-SPOUSE 
LOC 421 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.lll --

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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(CONT I NUED) 

Q.l1l(l). Spouse or ex-spouse? --First incident 

<See Q.lll for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

........ " .. " ,. ...................... ., .............................. . 
VAR 3107 
REF 3107 

PARENTS 
LOC 422 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.l11 --

Q.l1l (2). Parents? --First incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

.. '\I .............................................................. tI. ........................................................................ " ... . 

VAR 3108 
REF 3108 

OWN CHILDREN 
LOC 423 WIDTH 

-- If coded 3 in Q.111 --

Q.lll(3). Own child.ren? --First incident 
-----------------------------------------
<See Q.111 for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

VAR 3 '109 
REF 3109 

BROTHERS/SISTERS 
LOC 424 WIDTH 

-- If coded 4 in Q.lll --

Q.lll (4). Brothers/sisters? --First incident 

<See Q.l11 for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 
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MD=3 OR GE 2 

... " ........... " .. , , " , , " . " ... " .. " " " , , " " " , , ... " . " " " " ... " " . " .. " " .. " " " " 

VAR 3110 
REF 3110 

OTHER 
LOC 425 WIDTH 

-- I f coded 5 in Q.ll1 --

Q. 111 (5). Other? --F i rst inc i dent 

<See Q.111 for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

................................. , .............................. . 

VAR 3111 
REF 3111 

RACE OF MULTIPLE OFFENDS 
LOC 426 WIDTH 1 

-- I f coded 2 in CKB; 3 in Q. 11 --

Q.l1m. Were all of them-- --First incident 

1. Wh i te 
2. Negrt1 
3. Other 

MD=7 OR GE 5 



--------------------------------
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4. Combination 
5. Don I t know 
6. Residue 
7. Out of universe 

..... -' ............................. ;, ...................................... ". ....................................... .. 

VAR 3112 
REF 3112 

SOLE VICTIM 
LOC 427 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in CKB 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.12a. Were you the only person there besides the 
offender (s)? --First incident 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

.............................................................................................................................. 

VAR 3113 
REF 3113 

NUMBER OF PERSONS VICTIM 
LOC 428 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in eKB; 2 in Q.12a --

MD=9 OR GE 8 

Q.12b. How many of these persons were robbed, harmed; or 
threatened? --First incident (Include only those persons 
12 years of age and over.) 

O. None 
1. Actual number of persons 12 or over 

6. Actual number of persons 12 or over 
7. Seven or more 
8. Residue 
9. Out of universe 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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VAR 311/-+ 
REF 3114 

NO.HOUSEHOLD PEO.VICTIM. MD=9 OR GE 8 
LOC 429 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in eKB; 2 in Q.12a; not 0 in Q.12b --

Q.12c. Were any of these persons members of your household? 
--First incident (Do not include household members under 12 
years of age.) 

O. No 
1. Actual number of persons 

7. Actual number of persons 
8. Residue 
9. Out of universe 

VAR 3115 
REF 3115 

THEFT 
LOC 430 WIDTH 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.13a. Was something stolen or taken without permission 
that belonged to you or others in the household? --First 
incident 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

............................... u •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3116 
REF 3116 

ATTEMPTED THEFT 
LOC 431 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13a --

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.13b. Did the person(s) attempt to take something that 
belonged to you or others in the household? --First incident 
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(CONT I NUED) 

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

......................... (0 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 11 •••••••••••••• 

VAR 3117 
REF 3117 

OBJECT OF ATMPT.THEF.SUM 
LOC 432 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13a; 2 in Q.13b 

MD=6 OR GE 8 

Q.13c. What did they try to take? Anything else? 
--First incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in vars. 3118-3124.) 
more than one entry provided 

1. Purse 
2. Wal let or money 
3. Car 
4. Other motor vehicle 
5. Part of car (hubcap, tape-deck,etc.) 
6. Don't know 
7. Other 
8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

.......... II ........... " .... " .... " ............................ 41 .. II .......... ,. ........................................ .. 

VAR 3118 
REF 3118 

PURSE 
LOC 433 WIDTH 

-- I f coded 1 in Q. 13c --

Q.13c(l). Purse? --First incident 

<See Q.13c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

VAR 3119 
REF 3119 

WALLET OR MONEY 
LaC 434 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13c --

Q.13c(2). Wallet or money? --First incident 

<See Q.13c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 
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MD=3 OR GE 2 

... " " " " " " " " " " " " " , ~ " , . " " ............. " . " " . " . " .. " " . " " . " " " " " " . " " " " 

VAR 3120 
REF 3120 

CAR 
LaC 435 WIDTH 

-- If coded 3 in Q.13c --

Q.13c. Car? --First incident 

<See Q.13c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Re!Jidue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

" " . " .... " . " " " ..... " " . " .. " .. , . " " " " " .. " . " . " " " " " " " " . " . " " . " " " " " ... " . 
VAR 3121 
REF 3121 

OTHER MOTOR VEHICLE 
LaC 436 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 4 in Q.13c 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.13c(4). Other motor vehicle? --First incident 

<See Q.13c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
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1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

" " " " ......... , . " ... " ............................. " " " " " " . " " " " . " " ~ " . 
VAR 3122 
REF 3122 

PART OF CAR- HUBCAP,TAPE 
LOC 437 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 5 in Q.13c 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 13c (5). Part of car (hubcap, tape-deck, etc.)? --F i rst 
incident 
---------------------------------------------------------

<See Q.13c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

" " " " " • " " " " " " .. " " • " " " " " " " " " " " 0 .. " " " " " " " " .. " " " " " " " " " " " • " " " " " " " • " • " " " 

VAR 3123 
REF 3123 

DO NOT KNOW 
LOC 438 WIDTH 

-- If coded 6 in Q.13c 

Q. 13c(6). Donlt know? --First incident 

<See Q.13c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• 

• 

• 



;1 ,,'~. ~"',~ •• ., .. 9"':'~'-"'<'/ -J~ ,.$)., h,I> ",'i R\i·,1t g;, l'~nw.;:l·~~7i""?\l;~!1"'=t\'J}~T.';""'~!.~I>""l~~'l'Tc''i~''n_\<)~ __ Tof'°t."\.\~~,:,.,oj~'o"~\-·o""~"~-"'''''''''''M~·{·--~-~''''''-';''·'' 

,~" ."."._,j .. _",' ,~, -t".'",o",: ,,~, ',',;,I, _ ~i 

• 

• 

• 
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VAR 3124 
REF 3124 

OTHER MD=3 OR GE 2 
LOC 439 WIDTH 

-- If coded 7 in Q.13c --

Q.13c(7). Other? --First incident 

<See Q.13c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3125 
REF 3125 

PROPERTY ON PERSON 
LOC 440 WIDTH 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13a; 2 in Q.13b; 1 or 2 in Q.13c --

Q.13d. Was the (purse/wallet/money) on your person, for 
instance in a pocket or being held? --First incident 

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

VAR 3126 
REF 3126 

DESCRIPTION OF INCI.SUM. 
LOC 441 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13a; 2 in Q.13b --

Q.13e. What did happen? Anything else? 
--First incident 

MD=O OR GE 9 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3127-3134) 
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O. No entries provided 
1. Number of entries provided 

8. Number of entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

... " " " " " •• " " • " " " " " " " " " " " " • " " " ....... e " .. " ... " •• " .. " " ... " " " " " •• " ...... " " .. " 

VAR 3127 
REF 3127 

ATTACKED 
LOC 442 WIDTH 

Q.13e(l). Attacked? --First incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

" " • " • " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " "I " .. " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " 

VAR 3128 
REF 3128 

THREATENED WITH HARM 
LOC 443 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 13e(2). Threatened with harm? --First incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

..................................... ". ........... , ............. . 

VAR 3129 
REF 3129 

ATTMPT BREAK HOUSE/GARAG 
LOC 444 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 13e (3). Attempted to break into house or garage? --F i rst 
incident 

'--------------------~-----~~ -----~------~-- ~-~-- -

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

(CONT I NUED) 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3130 
REF 3130 

ATTMPT BREAK INTO CAR 
LOC 445 WIDTH 1 

1 1 1 

HD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.13e(4). Attempted to break into car? --First incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

............................................ " !!! ••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3131 
REF 3131 

HARASSED,ARGUE,ABSU.LANG 
LOC 446 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 13e(S). Harrassed, argument, abusive language? --First 
incident 

O. No 
i. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3132 
REF 3132 

DAMAGED,DESTROYED PROP. 
LOC 447 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.13e(6). Damaged or destroyed property? --First incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 
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VAR 3133 
REF 3133 

ATMPT/THREAT.DESTRY.PROP 
LOC 448 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 13e(7). Attempted or threatened to damage or destroy, 
property? --First incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3134 
REF 3134 

OTHER 
LOC 449 WIDTH 

Q. 13e (8). Other 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

/I ••••• /I ••• /I ................... /I • /I ••• /I /I •••••••• /I ••• /I •••••••••••••• /I 

VAR 3135 
REF 3135 

AMOUNT TAKEN 
LOC 450 WIDTH 6 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13a --

MD=10001 OR GE 10000 

Q. l3f (a). What was taken that belonged to you or others i.n 
the hc~sehold? Anything else (A ~- cash)? --First incident 

000001. Amount of cash in whole dollars 

009999. Amount of cash in whole dollars 
010000. Residue 
010001. Out of universe 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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\fAR 3136 
REF 3136 

PROPERTY TAKEN (SUM.) 
LOC 456 WIDTH 1 

MD=9 OR GE 8 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13a --

Q.13f(b). What was taken that belonged to you o'r (!thers in 
the household? Anything else (8 -- property)? --First 
incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detai led entries are given in var. nos. 
3137-3142.) 

o. Only cash taken 
1. Purse 
2. Wallet 
3. Car 
4. Other motor vehicle 
5. Part of car (hubcap, tape-deck, etc.) 
6. Other 
7. More than one entry provided 
8. Residue 
9. Out of universe 

\fAR 3137 
REF 3137 

PURSE 
LOC 457 WIDTH 

-- I f coded lin Q. 13f (b) 
Q.13f(bl). Purse? ··-First incident 

<See Q.13f(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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VAR 3138 
REF 3138 

WALLET 
LOC 458 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13f(b) --

Q.13f (b2). Wallet? --First incident' 

<See Q.13f(b) For complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

............... _ .............................................. . 

VAR 3139 
REF 3139 

CAR 
LOC 459 WIDTH 

-- I f coded 3 ! n Q. 13f (b) --

Q.13f(b3). Car? --First incident 

<See Q.13f(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2. 

•••••• I ..................... It ....... " " ................... " " .......... " ••••• 

VAR 3140 
REF 3140 

OTHER MOTOR VEHICLE 
LOC 460 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 4 in Q.13f(b) --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.13f (b4). Other motor vehicle? --First incident 

<See Q.13f(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

l'IS 

(CaNT I NUED) 

1. Yes 
2. Res i due 
3. Out of universe 

...................... 0 •••••••••••••••• 0 ••• ", •••••••••• ') ••••••••• 

VAR 3141 
REF 3141 

PART OF CAR:HUB-CAP,TAPE 
LaC 461 WIDTH 1 

-- I f coded 5 in Q. 13f (b) --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 13f (bS). Par t of car (hub-cap, tape-deck, etc.)? 
--First incident 

<See Q. 13f (b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

• OJ ............. " .................................................. . 

VAR 3142 
REF 3142 

OTHER 
LaC 462 WIDTH 

-- I f coded 6 in Q. 1 3f (b) --

Q.13f(b6). Other? --First incident 

<See Q. 13f (b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

--------------------------------------------
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VAR 3143 
REF 3143 

PERMISSION TO USE CAR/MV 
LOC 463 WIDTH 1 

MD=2 OR GE 4 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; 3 or 4 in Q.13f(b) --

Q.14a. Had permission to use the (car/motor vehicle) ever 
been given to the person who took it? --First incident 

1. No 
2. Don't know 
3. Yes 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

.......................... II ••••••••••••••• ' ••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3144 
REF 3144 

CAR/MOTOR VEHICLE RETRN 
LOC 464 WIDTH 1 

-- I f coded 1 in Q. 13a; 3 or 4 in Q. 13f (b) --

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.14b. Did the person return the car/motor vehicle? 
--First incident 
--------------------------------------~------~------

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

................................................................. 
VAR 3145 
REF 3145 

CASH ON PERSON WHEN TAKN 
LOC 465 W I·DTH 1 

MD=h OR GE 3 

-- I f coded 1 in Q. 13a; 1 or 2 in Q. 13f (b) --

Q.14c. Was the (purse/wallet/money) on your person. for 
instance. in a pocket or being held by you when it was 
taken? --First incident 

1. Yes 
2. No 

------------~-- --~ 

• 

• 

• 



• 

i. 

• 

,--~-o-,-.-.---------
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3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

VAR 3146 
REF 3146 

VALUE OF PROPERTY TAKEN 
LOC 466 WIDTH 6 

MD=lOOOl OR GE 10000 

-- I f coded 1 in Q. l3a; not a in Q. l3f (b) 

Q.15a. Altogether, what was the value of the property that 
was taken? --First incident 

000000. Value in whole dollars 

009999. 
010000. 
a 1 000 1 . 

VAR 3147 
REF 3147 

Value in whole dollars 
Residue 
Out of universe 

DETERMINATION OF VALUES 
LOC 472 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; not a in Q.13f(b) --

MD=6 OR GE 8 

Q.15b. How did you decide the value of the property that 
was stolen? --First incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3148-3154.) 

O. More than one entry provided 
1. Original cost 
2. Replacement cost 
3. Personal estimate of current value 
4. I nsurance report est i mate 
5. Pol ice estimate 
6. Don I t know 
7. Other 
8. Residue 
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9. Out of universe 

•••••••••••••••• 0" .................. • ••• • •• •••••••••••• ••••••••• 

VAR 3148 
REF 3148 

ORIGINAL COST 
LOC 473 WIDTH 

-- If coded 1 in Q.15b --

Q.15b(l). Original cost --First incident 

<See Q.15b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

.................................................................. 0 • 

VAR :~149 
REF 3149 

REPLACEMENT COST 
LOC 474 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.15b 

Q.15b(2). Replacement cost --First incident 

<See Q.15b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

....... " ............................................................................ " ........... 'I .. .. 

VAR 3150 
REF 3150 

PERSONAL EST. CURRNT VAL 
LOC 475 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 3 in Q.15b --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 15b(3). Personal estimate of current value? --First 

• 

• 

• 
~--------------------- -----~ -- --- -- -----------------~ 



• 

• 

• 

(CONT I NUED) 

incident 

<See Q.15b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3151 
REF 3151 

INSURANCE REPORT EST. 
LOC 476 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 4 in Q.15b --
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MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.15b(4). Insurance report estimate? --First incident 

<See Q.15b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• flo •••• 

VAR 3152 
REF 3i52 

POLICE ESTIMATE 
LOC 477 WIDTH 

-- If coded .5 in Q.15b --

Q.15b(S). Pol ice estimate? --First incident 

<See Q.15b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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VAR 3153 
REF 3153 

DO NOT KNOW 
LOC 478 WIDTH 

-- If coded 6 in Q.15b --

.... 't.,>;,,,·,',·<;··· .• <,,· .. • .. ·, 

Q.15b(6). Don1t know? --First incident 

<See Q.15b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

................ " .............................................. . 
VAR 3154 
REF 3154 

OTHER 
LOC 479 WIDTH 

-- If coded 7 in Q.15b --

Q.15b(7). Other? --First incident 

<See Q.15b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

~~~ ........................... - ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • ! ••••••• 

VAR 3155 
REF 3155 

RECOVER STOLEN PROPTY/$ 
LOC 480 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a --

MD=5 OR GE 4 

Q.16a. Was all or part of the stolen money or property 
recovered, except for anything received from insurance? 
--First incident 

1. None 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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2 . All 
3. Part 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

••••••••••• II ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3156 
REF 3156 

PROP. RECOVERED SUMMARY 
LOC 481 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; 3 in Q.16a--

MD=9 OR GE 8 

Q.16b(b). What \..,ras recovered? Anything else (8-
property)? --First incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given var. nos. 3157-3162.) 

o. Only cash recovered 
1. Purse 
2. Wallet 
3. Car 
4. Other motor vehicle 
5. Part of car (hubcap, tape-deck, etc.) 
6. Other 
7. More than one entry provided 
8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

•••••••••••••• e ••••••• I> ••••••••••••• II •••••••••••••• O ........ " ••• 

VAR 3157 
REF 3157 

PURSE 
LOC 482 WIDTH 

-- I f coded 1 in Q. 16 (b) --

Q.16(bl). Purse --First incident 

<See Q.16b(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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VAR 3158 
REF 3158 

WALLET 
LOC 483 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.16b(b) 

Q.16(b2). Wallet --First incident 

<See Q.16b(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2 •. Res i due 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

...................... ill' •••• ill' ................................................. .. 

VAR 3159 
REF 3159 

CAR 
LOC 484 WIDTH 

-- I f coded 3 in Q. 16 (b) 

Q.16b(b3). Car? --First incident 

<See Q.16b(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

" .. " .... " .. " " ......... " ...... " .............. " ,. • " .... '" ............................ ., ...................... " til. .. .. 

VAR 3160 
REF 3160 

OTHER MOTOR VEHICLE 
LOC 485 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 4 in Q.16b(b) --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.16b(b4). Other motor vehicle? --First incident 
-------------------------------------------------

<See Q.16b(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 

• 
!II 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

--- - -----------
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(CONT I NUED) 

1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

.......... Q .................................................................................. " ............... .. 

VAR 3161 
REF 3161 

PART OF CAR-HUBCAP,TAPE 
LOC 486 WIDTH 1 

-- If c?ded S in Q.16b(b) --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 16b (bS). Par t of car (hubcap. tape-deck, etc.)? 
--First inci'dent 
---------~----------------------------------------

<See Q.16b(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

.. ................................................................................................... .. 

VAR 3162 
REF 3162 

OTHER 
LOC 487 WIDTH 

-- If coded 6 in Q.16b(b) --

Q.16b (b6). Other? --First incident 

<See Q.16b(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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VAR 3163 
REF 3163 

CASH RECOVERED 
LOC 488 WIDTH 6 

MD=lOOOl OR GE 10000 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; 3 in Q.16a --

Q. 16b (a). What was recovered? Anyth i n9 else (A -- cash)? 
--First incident 
----------------------------------------------------------

000001. Actual cash recovered in whole dol lar~ 

009999. Actual cash recovered in whole dollars 
OlOQOO. Residue 
010001. Out of universe 

••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••• " ••••• e , ........... . 

VAR 3164 
REF 3164 

PROPERTY RECOVERED 
LOC 494 WIDTH 6 

MD=10002 OR GE 10001 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; 3 in Q.16a; not 0 in Q.16b(b) 

Q.16c. What was the value of the property recovered 
(excluding recovered cash)? --First incident 

000001. Value in whole dollars 

009999. Value in whole dollars 
010001. Residue 
010002. Out of universe 

••••••••••••• :f.~ •••••• * ••••••••••• "' ..................... ••••••••• 

VAR 3165 
REF 3165 

-- If coded 
Q.17c 

VALUE PROP.REPLAC.INSUR. MD=10002 OR GE 10001 
LOC 500 WIDTH 6 

in Q.13a; 3 in Q.16a; 3 in Q.1Gb(b); 3 in 

Q.17d. How much was recovered? --First incident 

• 

• 

• 



j< 

• 

• 

• 

J •• ,.~"cs,x,,,,.q)j,(I:;;;<,Q{,.g.,.,\04)i"'".Y,1fJ.U;4J.~~':I"'m'YI'i':~r,tr,"'7Wl""'R~""'''''.·''R,,,,,,,;-,~=,,,o'-''''''''''tx·r,·'·'''l·''~"-":J~!",,,,,,,,,~,,.".(.-:;<;;;,-,,,,,7 •• ·,7,,.;;-r-"~"J"'~.-•. 

(CaNT I NUED) 

OOOOOi. Amount in whole dollars 

009999. Amount in whole dollars 
010001. Residue 
010002. Out of universe 
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VAR 3166 
REF 3166 

INSURANCE AGAINST THEFT 
LaC 506 WIDTH 1 

MD=2 OR GE 4 

-- I f coded 1 in Q. 13a --

Q.17a. Was there any insurance against theft? --First 
incident 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5· 

VAR 3167 
REF 3167 

No 
Don1t know 
Yes 
Residue 
Out of universe 

REPORTED TO INSURANCE CO 
LOC 507 WIDTH I 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; 3 in Q.17a --

MD=2 OR GE 4 

Q.17b. Was this loss reported to an insurance company? 
--First incident 

1. No 
2. Don1t know 
3. Yes 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 
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VAR 3168 
REF 3168 

LOSS RECOVERED THRU INS. MD=1 OR GE 4 
LOC 508 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; 3 in Q.17a; 3 in Q.17b 

Q.17c. Was any of this loss recovered through insurance? 
--First incident 

l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

VAR 3169 
REF 3169 

Not yet settled 
No 
Yes 
Residue 
Out of universe 

NO.HOUSE.MEMS.LOST WORK 
LOC 509 WIDTH 2 

MD=22 OR GE 21 

Q.18a. Did any household member lose any time from work 
because of this incident? --First incident 

00. No 
01. Yes, number of members 

20. Yes, number of members 
21. Res i due 
22. Out of universe 

VAR 3170 
REF 3170 

TOTAL TIME LOST FRM WORK 
LOC 511 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 00 not in Q.18a --

MD=7 OR GE 5 

Q.18b. How much time was lost altogether? --First incident 

1. Less than 1 day 
2. 1-5 days 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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(CaNT I NUE D) 

3. 6-10 days 
4. Over 10 days 
5. Don't know 
6. Residue 
7. Out of universe 

VAR 3171 
REF 3171 

COST OF REPAIR OR REPLAC 
LOC 512 WIDTH 6 

MD=10002 OR GE 10000 

-- If coded 2 in Q.19a; 2 in Q.19b --

Q.19c. How much would it cost to repair or replace the 
damaged item(s)? --First incid~~: 

000001. Actual amount in dollars 

009999. 
010000. 
01000 1 . 
010002. 

Actual amount in dollars 
Don't know 
Residue 
Out of universe 

(This question is asked only if items were damaged but not 
repaired or replaced.) 

VAR 3172 
REF 3172 

ACT.COST TO REPAIR/REPLA 
LOC 518 WIDTH 6 

-- If coded 2 in Q.19a; 2 in Q.19b 

MD=10002 OR GE 10000 

Q.19d. How much was the repair or replacement cost? 

--First incident 

000001. Actual amount in whole dollars 

009999. Actual amount in whole dollars 
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(CaNT I NUED) 

010000. 
010001. 
010002 . 

No cost or donlt know 
Residue 
Out of universe 

••• !' ............................................ " •••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3173 
REF 3173 

PROP.DAMAGE BUT NO TAKEN 
LaC 524 WIDTH 1 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.19a. Was anything damaged but not taken in this incident? 
--First incident 
For example, was a lock or window broken, clothing damaged, 
or damage done to a car, etc.? --First incident 

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

.............. " ................................................................ " ................ ... ' ..................... " 

VAR 3174 
REF 3174 

REP.FOR DAM. ITEM NOT TKN 
LOC 525 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.19a 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.19b. (W~s/Were) the damaged item(s) repaired or replaced? 
--First incident 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

VAR 3175 
REF 3175 

REPAIR/REPLAC.PAID BY? 
LaC 526 WIDTH 1 

MD=7 OR GE 6 

-- If coded 2 in Q.19a; 1 in Q.19b; not 010000 in Q.19d 

Q.1ge. Who paid or will pay for the repairs or replacement? 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

(CONT I NUED) 

--First incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3i76-3179.) 

1. Household member 
2. Landlord 
3. Insurance 
4. Other 
5. More than one entry provided 
6. No entries provided 
7. Out of universe 
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................................ 0 •••••• I' ......................... . 

VAR 3176 
REF 3176 

HOUSEHOLD MEMBER 
LOC 527 WIDTH 

-- If coded 1 in Q.1ge --

Q.1ge(l). Household member? --First incident 

<See Q.1ge for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

................................................................ 

VAR 3177 
REF 3177 

LANDLORD 
LOC 528 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.1ge --

Q.1ge(2). Landlord? --First incident 

<See Q.1ge for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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(CONT I NUED) 

2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

• .................... .a .............. 41 ............................... . 

VAR 3178 
REF 3178 

INSURANCE 
LaC 529 WIDTH 

-- If coded 3 in Q.1ge --

Q.1ge(3). Insurance? --First incident 

<See Q.1ge for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2, 

• ........................................ 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3179 
REF 3179 

OTHER 
LOC 530 WIDTH 

-- If coded 4 in Q.1ge --

Q.1ge(4). Other? --First incident 

<See Q.1ge for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Res i due 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

· ...... ~ ........................ " .............................. . 
VAR 3180 
REF 3180 

POLICE INFORMED? 
LaC 531 WIDTH 

MD=2 OR GE 6 

Q.20a. Were the pol ice informed of this incident in any 
way? --First incident 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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(CONT I NUED) 

1. No 
2. Don't know 
3. Yes - household member told them 
4. Yes - someone else told them 
5. Yes - pol ice on scene 
6. Residue 
7. Out of universe 

VAR 3181 
REF 3181 

REASON POLICE NOT INFORM 
LOC 532 WIDTH 1 

MD=O OR GE 9 

-- I f coded 1 in Q. 20a --

Q.20b. What was the reason this incident was not reported 
to the pol ice? --First incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3 I 82- 3190 • ) 

O. No entry provided 
I. Actual number of entries provided 

7. Actual number of entries provided 
8. Eight or more entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

•••••••••• t. ••• " ••••• I!i •••••••••••••••••••••••••• II •••• !l •••••••••• 

VAR 3182 
REF 3182 

NOTHING COULD BE DONE 
LOC 533 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.20b(l). Nothing could be done - lack of proof --First 
incident 

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
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(CONT I NUED) 

2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

............. 10 " .. ,. ................................................................................................. .. 

VAR 3183 
REF 3183 

DID NOT THINK IMPORTANT 
LOC 534 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.20b(2). Did not think it important enough? --First 
incident 

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

." ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• fI ••• 

VAR 3184 
REF 3184 

POLICE NOT BOTHERED 
LOC 535 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.20b(3). Police wouldn't want to be bothered? --First 
incident 
-------------------------------------------------------

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

•• " •••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1» ............... .. 

VAR 3185 
REF 3185 

DID NT WANT TO TAKE TIME 
LOC 536 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.20b(4). Did not want to take time - too inconvenient? 
--First incident 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

(CONT I NUED) 

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3186 
REF 3186 

PRIVATE/PERSON.MATTER 
LOC 537 WIDTH 1 
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MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.20b(5). Private or personal matter, did not want to 
report it? --First incident 

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Res i due 
3. Out of universe 

............................................................... 
VAR 3187 
REF 3187 

DID NT WANT TO GET INVOL 
LOC 538 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.20b(6). Did not want to get involved? --First incident 

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

•••••••••• '" ••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3188 
REF 3188 

AFRAID OF REPRISAL 
LOC 539 WIDTH 

Q. 20b (7). Afra i d of repr i sa 17 --F i rst inc i dent 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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(CONT I NUED) 

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

" ........ " .. " " " .. " .. " " .... " " . " " " .. " ... " .. " . " " " . " . " " " . " . " . " .. " " " .. " ... " , ..... 

VAR 3189 
REF 3189 

REPORTED TO SOMEONE ELSE 
LOC 540 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.20b{8). Reported to someone else --First incident 

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

... .. .. .. .. .. ... ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. " ...... 

VAR 3190 
REF 3190 

OiHER 
LOC 541 WIDTH 

Q.20b(9). Other --First incident 

<See Q.2Qb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

••••••••••••••••• ~ .... " ................................. •••• '.tr ••• 

VAR 3191 
REF 3191 

EMPLOYED AT TIME OF INCI 
LOC 542 WIDTH 1 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

• 

• 

-- If coded yes in CKG -- ~ 



• 

• 

• 

(CONT I NUED) 

Q.2la. Did you have a job at the time this incident 
happened? --First incident 
-------------------------------------~--------------

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 
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" ..... " .............................................................................................................. .. 

VAR 3192 
REF 319~ 

TYPE OF JOB 
LOC 543 WIDTH 

-- If coded yes in CKG; 2 in Q.21a --

Q.21b. What was the job? --First incident 
------------------------------------------

MD=4 OR GE 3 

1. Same as described in var. nos. 2024 and 2026 
2. Different 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

(Var. nos. refer to industry and occupation codes recorded 
in person record) 

.................................... 0 .................................... " .................. " .... " " ...... " ............ .. 

VAR 3193 
REF 3193 

OCCUPATION CODE 
LOC 544 WIDTH 3 

MD=O OR GE 998 

-- If coded yes in CKG; 2 in Q.21a; 2 in Q.21b --

Q.21c. Occupation code --First incident 
-------------------------------------------------

001. N-Z (See glossary) 

997. 
99B. 
999 . 
000. 

N-Z (See glossary) 
Residue 
Out of universe 
No entry provided 
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(Provided for persons whose job was different at the time of 
the inc i dent.) 

VAR 3194 
REF 3194 

INDUSTRY CODE 
LaC 547 WIDTH 3 

MD=O OR GE 998 

-- If coded yes in CKG; 2 in Q.21a; 2 in Q.21b --

Q.21d. Industry code 

What kind of business or industry is this? --First incident 

(For example: TV and radio manufacturing, retail shoe, 
state labor department, farm) 

000. No entry provided 
017. A-M industry codes (See glossary) 

998. 
99B. 
999· 

A-M industry codes (See glossary) 
Residue 
Out of universe 

(Provided for persons whose job was different at the time of 
this incident.) 

VAR 3195 
REF 3195 

EMPLOYEE CLASS 
LOC 550 WIDTH 

MD=6 OR GE 5 

-- If coded yes in CKG; 2 in Q.21a; 2 in Q.21b --

Q.21e. Were you --First incident 

1. An employee of a private company, business, or 
individual for wages, salary, or commissions. 

2. A government employee (federal, state, county or 
1 oca 1) 

3. Self-employed in own business, professional 
practice, or farm 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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4. Working without pay in fami ly business or farm 
5. Res i due 
6. Out of universe 

····~·.· ••••••••••••••• ~ ............................ to •• ••• t ••••• 

VAR 3196 
REF 3196 

I NC I DENT \olE I GHT 
LOC 551 WIDTH 7 

Incident Weight --First incident 

MD=O 

IMP DEC= 3 

Incident weight is used to tabulate incident data. The 
weight contains three impl ied decimal places • 

• • .. .. .. .. .. • • • .. .. • • .. .. • .. " ........................................................ to .............. . 

VAR 3201 
REF 3201 

HOUSEHOLD 10 NUMBER 
LOC 558 WIDTH 6 

Household identification number 

MD=999999 

The ICPSR has attached (within collection quarter) a 
sequential household identification number to every record. 
This number uniquely identifies each household record within 
a collection quarter, and is also used to 1 ink person and 
incident records to the appropriate household • 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• " ............................. e •••••••• 

VAR 3202 
REF 3202 

PERSON 10 NUMBER 
LOC 564 WIDTH 3 

Person 10 number 

MD=999 

The ICPSR has attached (within a household) a sequential 
person identification number to each person and incident 
record. Used in conjunction with the household 
identification number, the person identification number will 
uniquely identify each person record within a collection 
quarter, and is also used to 1 ink incident records to the 
appropriate person. 



VAR 3203 
REF 3203 

INCIDENT 10 NUMBER 
LOC 567 WIDTH 3 

Incident identification number 

MD=999 

The ICPSR has attached (to each person) a sequential 
incident identification number to each incident record. Used 
in conjunction with the household and person identification 
numbers, the incident identification number will uniquely 
identify each incident record within a collection quarter . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " ...................... . 
VAR 3204 
REF 3204 

YEAR AND QUARTER 10 
LOC 570 WIDTH 3 

Year and quarter identification 

~\D=999 

The ICPSR has attached a three-digit identification number 
to each record which denotes the year and quarter in which 
the interview was taken. The first two digits of the 
variable are the last two digits of the year (e.g •. 1976 = 
76), and the third digit is the collection quarter (1 - 4). 
The variable is constant within each collection quarter. 

VAR 3205 
REF 3205 

RECORD TYPE CODE 
LOC 573 WIDTH 

Record type code 

3. inc i dent record 

MD=9 

........................................... ~ .................. . 
VAR 3206 
REF 3206 

LINE NUMBER OF VICTIM 
LOC 574 WIDTH 2 

Line number of victim 

MD=99 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

(CONT I NUED) 

01. Actual 1 ine number coded 

20. Actual line number coded 

(Corresponds to line number coded in person record, 
var.2006) 
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••••••• 0 ••••••••• ~ ............................................... . 

VAR 3207 
REF 3207 

SCREEN QUESTION NUMBER 
LOC 576 WIDTH 2 

Screen question number 

29. Household screen question number 

32. Household screen question number 
34. Household screen question number 
35. Household screen question number 
36. Individual screen question number 

48. Individual screen question number 
49. Residue 

(Identifies screen question which e1 icited this crime 
incident report.) 

MD=49 

..................................................... t •••••••••• 

VAR 3208 
REF 3208 

I NC I DENT NUt'\BER 
LOC 578 WIDTH 2 

Incident number 

01. Actual number coded 

MD=11 OR GE 10 
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09. Actual number coded 
10. Residue 
11. Out of universe 
12. No entry 

(If more than one incident report resulted from a single 
screen quest i on (See var. no. 3207) the inc i dent number 
identifies which incident is being described.) 

................................... " .................................................................... .. 

VAR 3209 
REF 3209 

MONTH OF OCCURRENCE 
LaC 580 WIDTH 2 

MD= 1 4 OR GEl 3 

Q.1a. In what month (did this/did the first) incident 
happen? --Second incident 

Month of occurrence 

01- January 
02. February 
03. March 
04. April 
05. May 
06. June 
07. July 
08. August 
09. September 
10. October 
11- November 
12. December 
13. Residue 
14. Out of universe 
15. No entry 

.................................................................................................................... 

VAR 3210 
REF 3210 

SERIES INCIDENT REPORT 
LOC 582 WIDTH 1 

Q.CKA. Is this incident report for a series of crimes? 
--Second incident 

Series incident report 

MD=9 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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1. No 
2. Yes 

..................................................... " .... " ................................................. I .. 

VAR 3211 
REF 3211 

QTR OF SERIES INC OCCUR. 
LOC 583 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.CKA --

MD=7 OR GE 6 

Q. lb. in what month(s) did these incidents take place? 
--Second in~ident 

Quarter in which series incidents occurred (Summary) 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3212-3215.) 

1. Spr i ng (March. Apr i 1. May) 
2. Summer (June, Ju 1 y. Augus t) 
3 . Fa 11 (September, October • November) 
If. Wi nter (December. January, February) 
5. More than one response provided 
6. No responses provided 
7. Not appl icable 

VAR 3212 
REF 3212 

INCIDENT OCCURRED SPRING 
LOC 584 WIDTH I 

-- If coded 2 i~ Q.CKA --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.lb(l) Incident occurred Spring --Second incident 

<See Q.lb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 
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VAR 3213 
REF 3213 

INCIDENT OCCURRED SUMMER 
LOC 585 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.CKA --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.lb(2) Incident occurred in Summer --Second incident 
-----------------------------------------------------

<See Q.lb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

, •••••••••• , , .. " ... " ••• " ••••• " •••••• , ... a , • , , .... " • , , " •• , •••• " • , " , " 

VAR 3214 
REF 3214 

INCIDENT OCCURRED FALL 
LOC 586 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.CKA --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.lb(3) Incident occurred in Fall --Second incident 
---------------------------------------------------
<See Q.lb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

•• , •••• " ..... , • " •• ~ .. , • " • " •• , , " • " •••••••• " • " ............. " • 0 ••• , .... . 

VAR 3215 
REF 3215 

INCIDENT OCCURRED WINTER 
LOC 587 WIDTH 1 

-- If CQ~~d 2 in Q.CKA --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.lb(4) Incident occurred in Winter --Second incident 

<See Q.1b for complete question text.> 

O. No 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

••• tlfI ........ " ••••••••• ., •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3216 
REF 3216 

NUMBER OF I NC I IN SER I ES 
LOC 588 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.CKA --

MD=6 OR GE 4 

Q.lc How many incidents were involved in this series? 
--Second incident 
-----------------------------------------------------

1. Three or four 
2. Five to ten 
3. Eleven or more 
4. Don 1 t know 
5. Residue 
6. Out of universe 

(Items beginning in var. 3217 refer only to the most 
recent inc i dent. if ser i es.) 

.......... fI .......................................................................... It .................................... .. 

VAR 3217 
REF 3217 

TIME OF OCCURRENCE 
LOC 589 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.CKA --

MD=l OR GE 6 

Q.2. About what time did this/the most recent incident 
happen? --Second incident 
-------------------------------------------------------

(The fol lowing questions refer only to the most recent 
incident.) 

1. Don1t know 
2. During the day (6a.m. to 6p.m.) 
3. At night (6 p.m. to midnight) 
4. At night (midnight to 6 a.m.) 
5. At night - don't know specifically 
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(CONT I NUED) 

6. Residue 

• ....................................................... II: ••••••• 

VAR 3218 
REF 3218 

PLACE OF OCCURRENCE 
LOC 590 WIDTH 1 

Q.3b. Did it happen inside the I imits of a city, town, 
village, etc.? --Second incident 
--------------------------------------------------------

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 

MD=3 

· ................................................................ . 
\fAR 3219 
REF 3219 

DETAILED PLACE OF OCCURR 
LOC 591 WIDTH 1 

MD=9 

Q.4. Where did this incident take place? --Second incident 
------------------------------------------------------------

1. At or in own home/apartment, in garage or other 
building on property 

2. At or in vacation home, hotel/motel 
3. Inside commercial building, such as a store, 

restaurant, bank, gas station, publ ic conveyance 
station 

4. Inside office, factory, or warehouse 
5. Near own home; yard, sidewalk, driveway, carport 

apartment hall. 
6. On the street, in a park, field, playground, school 

grounds or parking lot 
7. Ins i de schoo I 
8. Other 
9. Res i due 

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••• it ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3220 
REF 3220 

RSN PRESENT IN COML BLDG 
LOC 592 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 3 or 4 in Q.4 --

MD=6 OR GE 5 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

(CaNT I NUED) 

Q.5a. Were you a customer, employee, or owner? 
--Second incident 

1. Customer 
2. Employee 
3. Owner 
4. Other 
5. Residue 
6. Out of universe 
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........ -- ........................................... ~ ................. .. 
VAR 3221 
REF 3221 

CoMML OR BUSNS VICTIMIZA 
LaC 593 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 3 or 4 in Q.4 --

MD=5 OR GE 3 

Q.5b. Did the person(s) steal or try to steal anything from 
the store, restaurant, office, factory. etc.? --Second 
incident 
------------------------------------------------------------

1- Yes 
2. No 
3. Don't know 
4. Residue 
5 . Out of universe 

• • • • • • • • .. • • • • • .. II .................................................... . 

VAR 3222 
REF 3222 

RGHT OF OFNDR TO BE PRES 
LaC 594 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 or 2 in Q.4 --

MD=5 OR GE 3 

Q.6a. Did the person(s) live there or have a right to be 
there, such as a guest or a workman? --Second incident 
---------------------------------------------------------

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Don't know 
4. Residue 
5· Out of universe 
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VAR 3223 
REF 3223 

ACTUAL/ATTEMPTED ENTRY 
LOC 595 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 or 2 in Q.4 2 or 3 in Q.6a --

110=5 OR GE 3 

Q.6b. Did the person(s) actually get in or just try to get 
in the building? --Second incident 
----------------------- _________________ ~A ____________ _____ _ 

, Actually got in f • 

2. Just tried to get in 
3. Don1t know 
4. Residue 
5· Out of universe 

• .. ··,,··············· ••••••••• "' •••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3224 
REF 3224 

EVID OF FORCED ENTRY 
LOC 596 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded I or 2 in Q.4; 2 or 3 in Q.6a --

MD=7 OR GE 6 

Q.6c. Was there any evidence, such as a broken lock or 
broken window, that the person forced his way in/tried to 
force his way in the building? --Second incident 
----------------------------------------------------~----

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3225-3228.) 

O. No 
1. Broken lock or window 
2. Forced door or window 
3. Slashed screen 
4. Other 
5. More than one entry provided 
6. No entries provided 
7. Out of universe 
8. Forced type not available 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

VAR 3225 
REF 3225 

BROKEN LOCK OR WINDOW 
LOC 597 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.6c 
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HD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.6c(l). Broken lock or window --Second incident 

<See Q6.c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
'I. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

....................................................... , ........ . 

VAR 3226 
REF 3226 

FORCED DOOR OR WINDOW 
LOC 598 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.6c 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.6c(2). Forced door or window --Second incident 

<See Q6.c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

" .. c " " .. 0 .................... , • " .... " , .. , " ........... , , .... , ... , ... , , , , .. , ... , .............. , 

VAR 3227 
REF 3227 

SLASHED SCREEN 
LOC 599 WIDTH 

-- If coded 3 in Q.6c --

Q. 6c (3). Slashed screen? --Second inc i dent 

<See Q.6c for complete question text.> 

O. No 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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(CoNT I NUED) 

1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

................................................... , •••••••••• e ... 

VAR 3228 
REF 3228 

OTHER 
LaC 600 WIDTH 

-- If coded 4 in Q.6c --

Q.6c (4). Other --Second inc i dent 

<See Q.6c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3, OR GE 2 

............... e •••••••••• " •••••••••••••••••••• It •••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3229 
REF 3229 

FORCE TYPE NOT AVAILABLE· 
LOC 601 WIDTH 1 

If coded 8 in Q.6c --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.6c(S). Forced type not available --Second incident 

<See Q.6c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

••••••••••••••••••••• " ••• tI ................................. ,. •••• 

VAR 3230 
REF 3230 

METHOD OF ENTRY 
LOC 602 WIDTH 

MD=3 OR GE S 

-- If coded 1 or 2 in Q.4; 2 or 3 in Q.6a; 0 in Q.6c --

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

(CONT I NUE D) 

Q.6d. How did the off:':!nder(s) (get in/try to get in)? 
--Second incident 

1. Through unlocked door or window 
2. Had key 
3. Don1t know 
4. Other 
5. Residue 
6. Out of universe 

••• , 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••• ., ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ., ••••• 

VAR 3231 
REF 3231 

PRES HH MEM DURING INti. 
LOC 603 WIDTH 1 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.CKB. Was any member of this household (including 
respondent) present when this incident occurred? 
--Second incident 

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

............................................................... 
VAR 3232 
REF 3232 

PRESENCE OF WEAPON 
LOC 604 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in CKB --

MD=7 OR GE 6 

Q.7a. Did the person(s) have a weapon such as a gun or 
knife, or something he was using as a weapon, such as a 
bottle, or wrench? --Second incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detai led entries are given in var. nos. 
3233-3236.) 

O. No 
1. Gun 
2. Knife 
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(CONT I NUED) 

3. Other 
4. Don It knO\.,r 
5. More than one entry provided 
6. No entries provided 
7. Out of universe 
8. Weapon type not available 

..................................................... " .......... " ..... . 
VAR 3233 
REF 3233 

GUN PRESENT 
LOC 605 WIDTH 

-- If coded 1 in Q.7a --

Q.7a(l). Gun present? --Second incident 

<See Q.7a for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of unlverse 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

.... " ......................... " " . " .. " " " " .. " " . " " " . " " " " " .. " " . " " " " .. " .... .. 
VAR 3234 
REF 3234 

KN I FE PRESENT 
LOC 606 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.7a --

Q.7a(2). Knife present? --Second incident 

<See Q.7a for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Res i due 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

VAR 3235 
REF 3235 

OTHER PRESENT 
LOC 607 WIDTH 

-- If coded 3 in Q.7a --

Q. 7a (3). Other present? --Second inc i dent 

<See Q.7a for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 
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MD=3 OR GE 2 

••••••••••••••••••••• 110 •••••• , ••••••••••••••• " ................... . 

VAR 3236 
REF 3236 

WEAPON TYPE NOT AVAILABL 
LOC 608 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 8 in Q.7a 

MD=;. OR GE 2 

Q. 7a (4). Weapon type not ava i 1 ab 1 e? --Second· inc i dent 

<See Q.7a for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

•••••• .. •••••••••••••••• ••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••••• 110 •••••••••• 

VAR 3237 
REF 3237 

ATTACKED 
LOC 609 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in CKB --

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.7b. Did the person(s) hit YOU t knock you down, or 
actually attack you in any way? --Second incident 

1. Yes 
2. No 
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(CONT I NUED) 

3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

............................................................... 

VAR 3238 
REF 3238 

THREATENED 
LOC 610 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 2 in Q.7b --

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.7c. Did the person(s) threaten you with harm in any way? 
--Second incident 
--------------------------------------------_._-------------

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

••••• III ••••• :. ... '" •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• III •••••••• 

VAR 32.39 
REF 3239 

MANNER IN WHICH THREATEN 
LOC 611 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 2 in Q.7b; 2 in Q.7c 

Q.7d. How were you threatened? Any other way? 
--Second incident 

MD=9 OR GE 8 

(Summary of single response entries for mUltiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
32}~O-3246) 

O. More than one entry given 
1. Verbal threat of rape 
2. Verbal threat of attack 
3. Weapon present or threatened with weapon 
4. Attempted attack with weapon 
5. Object thrown at person 
6. Followed, surrounded 
7. Other 
8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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VAR 3240 
REF 324-0 

VERBAL THREAT OF RAPE 
LOC 612 WIDTH 1 

MD:.::3 OR GE 2 

-- If coded 0 or 1 in Q.7d 

Q.7d(1). Verbal threat of rape? --Second incident 

<See Q.7d for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

......................................................... " .............. 0 ........................................... .. 

VAR 3241 
REF 3241 

VERBAL THREAT OF ATTACK 
LOC 613 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 0 or 2 in Q.7d 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 7d (2). Verba 1 threat of attack? --Second inc i dent 

<See Q.7d for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

••••• •••••••••••••• 8 ........................................... . 

VAR 3242 
REF 3242 

WEAPON PRESENT OR THREAT 
LOC 614 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 0 or 3 in Q.7d --

~\D=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 7d (3). Weapon present or threatened wi th weapon? 
--Second incident 

<See Q.7d for complete question text.> 



(CONT I NUED) 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••• 

VAR 3243 
REF 3243 

ATTEMPTED ATCK WITH WEAP 
LOC 615 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 0 or 4 in Q.7d 

Q. 7d (4). Attempted attack wi th weapon? 
--Second incident 

<See Q.7d for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

. . . . . . . . . . ., .............................................. ~ .... . 
VAR 3244 
REF 3244 

OBJECT THROWN AT PERSON 
LOC 616 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 0 or 5 in Q.7d 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7d(S). Object thrown at person? --Second incident 

<See Q.7d for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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VAR 3245 
REF 3245 

FOLLOWED,SURROUNDED 
LOC 617 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

-- If coded 0 or 6 in Q.7d --

Q.7d(6). Followed, surrounded? --Second incident 
-------------------------------------------------

<See Q.7d for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •• '" ............................. . 

VAR 3246 
REF 3246 

OTHER 
LaC 618 WIDTH 

-- If coded 0 or 7 in Q.7d --

Q. 7d (]). Other? --Second inc i dent 

<See Q.7d for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

HD=3 OR GE 2 

•• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3247 
REF 3247 

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT 
LOC 619 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in eKB; 2 in Q.7b; 1 in Q.7c --

Q.7e. What actually happened? Anything else? 
--Second incident 

MD=O OR GE 9 

(Summary field for multiple response question. Detailed 
entries are given in var. nos. 3248-3255) 
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O. No entries provided 
1. Number of entries provided 

8. Number of entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

• ............................................. 0 •••• , •••••••••••••• 

VAR 3248 
REF 3248 

SOMETHING TAKEN NO PERM. 
LOC 620 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7e(l). Something taken without permission --Second 
incident 
-----------------------------------------------------

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

• •••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••• '" ••• to •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3249 
REF 3249 

ATMPT/THREAT TO TAKE 
LOC 621 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7e(2). Attempted or threatened to take something 
--Second incident 
---------------------------------------------------

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

• ••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3250 
REF 3250 

HARASSED,ARGUMENT,ABUSIV 
LOC 622 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7e. (3). Harrassed, argument, abusive language 
--Second incident 
------------------------------------------------

• 

• 

• 



I 

• 

• 

• 
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O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

••••••• 0 •••••••••••• to ..................................................... .. 

VAR 3251 
REF 3251 

FORCE.ENTRY/ATTMPT HOUSE 
LOC 623 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7e(4). Forcible entry or attempted forcible entry of 
house --Second incident 
-------------------------------------------------------

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

...................... 0 .................................................................... 0 ......... .. 

VAR 3252 
REF 3252 

FORCE.ENTRY/ATTEMPT CAR 
LOC 624 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7e(5). Forcible entry or attempted forcible; entry of car 
--Second incident 
------------_._--------------------------------------------

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

e , ..................................... 41 .................................................. .. 

VAR 3253 
REF 3253 

DAMAGED/DESTROYED PROPER 
LOC 625 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7e. (6). Damaged or destroyed property --Second incident 
----------------------------------------------------------

O. No 
1. Yes 
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2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

................ " ................ Ii .............................................................. .. 

VAR 3254 
REF 3254 

ATTMPT/THREAT DESTY PROP 
LOC 626 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 7e (7). Attempted or threatened to damage or destroy 
property --Second incident 
------------------------------------------------------

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

....................................... " ........................... 9 ................ , ... " ...... . 

VAR 3255 
REF 3255 

OTHER 
LOC 627 WIDTH 

Q. 7e (8). Other --Second inc i dent 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

........ .. 4 ........................................................................................ . 

VAR 3256 
REF 3256 

MEANS OF ATTACK, SUMMARY 
LOC 628 WIDTH I 

-- If coded 2 in CKB --

MD=9 OR GE 8 

Q.7f. How did the person(s) attack you? Any other way? 
--Second incident 
--------------------------------------------------------

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3257-3263) 

• 

• 

• 



f 

I 

• 

• 

• 
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(CONT I NUED) 

O. More than one entry provided 
1. Raped 
2. Tried to rape 
3· Shot, knifed, hit with object held in hand. 
4. Hit by thrown object 
5. Hit, slapped, knocked down 
6. Grabbed, held, tripped, jumped, pushed, etc. 
7. Other 
8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

••••••••••••••••••••••• 01 ••••• " ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3257 
REF 3257 

RAPED 
LOC 629 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 In Q.7f --

Q.7f (1). Raped? --Second incident 
----------------------------------

<See Q.7f for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• II ••••• II •••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3258 
REF 3258 

TRIED TO RAPE 
LOC 630 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.7f --

Q.7'f(2). Tried to rape? --Second incident 
------------------------------------------

<See Q.7f for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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VAR 3259 
REF 3259 

SHOT/KNIFED/HIT WiTH OBJ 
LOC 631 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 3 in Q.7f --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7f(3). Shot, knifed, hit with object held in hand? 
--Second incident 
-----------------_._----------------------------------

<See Q.7f for complete question text.> 

1. Yes 
2. Res i due 
3. Out of universe 

........................................... ,. .................. . 
VAR 3260 
REF 3260 

HIT BY THROWN OBJECT 
LOC 632 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 4 in Q.7f --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7f(4). Hit by thrown object? --Second incident 

<See Q.7f fOi complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Res i due 
3. Out of universe 

............................................................... 
VAR 3261 
REF 3261 

HIT,SLAPPED,KNOCKED DOWN 
LOC 633 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 5 in Q.7f --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7f(5). Hit, slapped, knocked down? --Second incident 

<See Q.7f for complete question text.> 

O. No 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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(CONTI NUED) 

1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

................ t: ........... or. ................... 0 .............................. . 

VAR 3262 
REF 3262 

GRABBED,HELD,TRIPPED ETC 
LOC 634 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 6 in Q.7f --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7f (6). Grabbed, held, tripped. jumped, pushed, etc. 
--Second incident 

<See Q.7f for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

.............................. 111 •••• "' ••••••••••••••••••• " •••••• 01-

VAR 3263 
REF 3263 

OTHER 
LaC 635 WIDTH 

-- If coded 7 in Q.7f --

Q. 7f (7). Other --Second inc i dent 

<See Q.7f for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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VAR 3264 
REF 3264 

INJURIES SUFFERED (SUH.) 
LOC 636 WIDTH 1 

--I f coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q. 7b --

MD=9 OR GE 8 

Q.8a. What were the injuries you suffered, jf any? 
Anything else? --Second incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 3265-
3271) 

O. None 
1. Number of entries 

8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

................ , ............................................. . 
VAR 3265 
REF 3265 

RAPED 
LOC 637 WIDTH 

Q. 8a (1). Raped? --Second inc i dent 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Res i due 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

01 .................................................................. . 

VAR 3266 
REF 3266 

ATTEMPTED RAPE 
LOC 638 WIDTH 

Q. 8a (2). Attempted rape --Second inc i dent 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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3. Out of universe 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• II ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3267 
REF 3267 

KNIFE OR GUNSHOT WOUNDS 
LOC 639 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.8a(3). Knife or gunshot wounds --Second incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

................................................................ 
VAR 3268 
REF 3268 

BROKEN BONES/TEETH OUT 
LOC 640 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 8a (4). Broken bones or teeth knocked out --Second 
incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3269 
REF 3269 

INTERNAL INJUR/KNOCK.OUT 
LOC 641 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.8a(S). Internal injuries, knocked unconscious? --Second 
incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 
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VAR 3270 
REF 3270 

BRUISES,BLACK EYE,CUTS 
LaC 642 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.8a(6). Bruises, black eye, cuts, scratches, swell ing? 
--Second incident 
--------------------------------------------------------

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

•••• Ie .................................................................... . 

VAR 3271 
REF 3271 

OTHER 
LOC 643 WIDTH 

Q.8a (7). Other? --Second incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

............ " ............................................................................................ .. 

VAR 3272 
REF 3272 

MEDICAL ATTENTION 
LaC 644 WIDTH 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.7c; not a in Q.8a --

Q.8b. Were you injured to the extent that you needed 
medical attention after the attack? --Second incident 

., • No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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VAR 3273 
REF 3273 

HOSPITAL TREATMENT 
LOC 645 WIDTH 

MD=5 OR GE 4 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.7c; not a In Q.8a; 2 in Q.8b 

Q.8c. Did you receive any treatment at a hospital? 
--Second incident 
------------------------------------------------------------

1. No 
2. Emergency room treatment only 
3. Stayed overnight or longer 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

............................................................ " ... 
VAR 3274 
REF 3274 

MED.INSUR./HEALTH BENEFI 
LOC 646 WIDTH 1 

MD=5 OR GE 4 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 
not 000000 in Q.8d 

in Q.7c; not 0 in Q.8a; 2 in Q.8b; 

Q.9a. At the time of the incident, were you covered by any 
medical insurance, or were you eligible for benefits from 
any other type of health benefits program, such as Medicaid, 
Veteran1s Administration or Pub1 ic Welfare? --Second 
incident 
-------------------------------------------------~----------

1. r~o 

2. Don1t know 
3. Yes 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

••••••••••• It ................................................... . 

VAR 3275 
REF 3275 

NO.DAYS IN HOSPITAL 
LOC 647 WIDTH 6 

MD=999999 OR GE 999998 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.7c; not 0 in Q.8a; 2 in Q.8b --

Q.8c (sub). How many days? --Second incident 
------------------------------------------------------------
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000001. 

999997. 
99999B. 
999999· 

Actual number of days 

Actual number of days 
Residue 
Out of universe 

....................................................... s ........ . 

VAR 3276 
REF 3276 

TOT.AMOUNT MED.EXPENSES 
LOC 653 WIDTH 6 

MD=10002 OR GE 10000 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.7c; not 0 in Q.8a; 2 in Q.8b 

Q.8d. What was the total amount of your medical expenses 
resulting from this incident, including anything paid by 
insurance? InclUde hospital and doctor bil Is, medicine, 
therapy, braces, and any other injury-related expenses. 
--Second incident 

000000. 
000001. 

009999. 
010000. 
010001. 
010002 . 

No cost 
Amo~nt i~ whole dollars 

Amount in whole dollars 
Donlt know 
Residue 
Out of universe 

........................... ., ................................... . 

VAR 3277 
REF 327-7 

INSUR.CLAIM FILED 
LOC 659 WIDTH 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.7c; not 0 in Q.8a; 2 in Q.8b; 
not 000000 in Q.8d; 3 in Q.9a --

Q.9b. Did you file a claim with any of these insurance 
campanies or programs in order to get part or all of your 
medical expenses paid? --Second incident 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

............................ " ................. e " ..... " ....................... " • 0 ........... .. 

VAR 3278 
REF 3278 

PAYMENT BY INSUR/HEALTH 
LOC 660 WIDTH 1 

MD=l OR GE 5 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.7c; not a in Q.8a; 2 in Q.8b; 
not 000000 in Q.8d; 3 in Q.9a; 3 in Q.9b --

Q.9c. Did insurance or any health benefits program pay for 
all or part of the total medical expenses? --Second incident 
------------------------------------------------------------

1. Not yet settled 
2. None 
3. All 
4. Part 
5 . Residue 
6. Out of universe 

o .............................................................................................. . 

VAR 3279 
REF 3279 

SELF OR PROPERTY PROTECT 
LOC 661 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB --

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q. lOa. Did you do anything to protect yourself or your 
property during the incident? --Second incident 
-------------------------------------------------------

1. no 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 
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VAR 3280 
REF 3280 

TYPE OF CRIME CODE 
LOC 662 WIDTH 2 

Type of crime code --Second incident 

(See glossary for further information on type of crime 
codes. ) 

Assaultive Violence 

01. Rape with theft 
02. Attempted rape with theft 
03. Serious assault with weapon with theft 
04. Serious assault no weapon with theft 
05. Minor assault with theft 
06. Rape without theft 
07. Attempted rape without theft 
oB. Serious assault with weapon without theft 
09. Serious assault no weapon without theft 
10. Minor assault without theft 
11. Attempted assault with weapon without theft 
12. Attempted assault no weapon without theft 

Personal Theft Without Assault 

13. Robbery with weapon 
14. Robbery no weapon 
15. Attempted robbery with weapon 
16. Attempted robbery no weapon 
17. Purse snatch, no force 
18. Attempted purse snatch, no force 
19. Pocket picking 

Crimes Against Property-Household Crimes 

20. Burglary, forcible entry, nothing taken. proper 
damage 

21. Burglary, forcible entry, nothing taken, no 
property damage 

22. Burglary, forcible entry. something taken 
23. Burglary, unlawful entry without force 
24. Burglary, attempted forcible entry 
25· Larceny. under $10 

MD=O • 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

(CONT I NUED) 

26. Larceny $10-$24 
27. Larceny $25-$49 
28. Larceny $50-$99 
29. Larceny $100-$249 
30. Larceny $250 or more 
31. Larceny NA amount 
32. Attempted larceny 
33. Motor vehicle theft, theft of car 
34. Motor vehicle theft, theft of other vehicle 
35. Motor vehicle theft, attempted theft of car 
36. Motor vehicle theft, attempted theft of other 

vehicle 

" .. " ..... " " ... " ................................................. . 
VAR 3281 
REF 3281 

PAYMENT BY INSUR/HEALTH 
LOC 664 WIDTH 6 

MD=10001 OR GE 10000 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.7c; 0 not in Q.8a;2 in Q.8b; 
not 000000 in Q.8d; 3 in Q.9a; 3 in Q.9b; 4 in Q. lOa --

Q.9d. How much did insurance or a health benefits program 
pay? --Second incident 
----------------------------------------------------------

000001. Amount in whole dollars 

009999. Amount in whole dollars 
010000. Residue 
010001. Out of universe 

. " " . " . " " " " " " " " " " . " " " " " " " " " " . " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " . " " " " " " " " .. " 

VAR 3282 
REF 3282 

HOW VICTIM PROTECT SELF 
LOC 670 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 2 in Q. lOa --

MD=9 OR GE 8 

Q. lOb. What did you do? Anything else? --Second incident 
----------------------------------------------------------

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos . 
3283-3289) 
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For interviews prior to January 1, 1974 

O. More than one entry provided 
1. Used or brandished weapon 
2. Hit, kicked, or scratched offender 
3. Reasoned with offenders 
4. Screamed, yelled for help 
5. Left scene, ran away 
6. Held onto property 
7, Other 
8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

For interviews after January 1, 1974 

O. More than one entry provided 
1. Used/brandished gun or knife 
2. Used/tried physical force 
3. Tried to get help, attract attention, scare 

offenders 
away 

4. Threatened, argued, reasoned, etc., with offenders 
5. Resisted without force, used evasive action 
6. Other 
8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

............................................................... 
VAR 3283 
REF 3283 

USED OR BRANDISH WEAPON 
LOC 671 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. lab. (1). Used or brandished weapon --Second incident 
-------------------------------------------------------

(For interviews prior to January 1, 1974.) 

<See Q.10b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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(For interviews after January 1, 1974.) 

Q.l0b (1). Used/brandisheci gun or knife --Second incident 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

..... ~ .......... fI .......................................................... . 

VAR 3284 
REF 3284 

USED/TRIED PHYS.FORCE 
LOC 672 WIDTH 

Q. lOb (2). Hit, kicked, or scratched offender 
--Second incident 

--(For interviews prior to January 1, 1974.) 

<See Q.10b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

(For interviews after January 1, 1974.) 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.10b (2). Used/tried physical force --Second incident 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Res i due 
3. Out of universe 
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VAR 3285 
REF 3285 

REASONED WITH OFFENDERS 
LOC 673 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. lOb 0). Reasoned wi th offenders --Second inc i dent 
----------------------------------------------------

(For intervievJs prior to January 1, 1974.) 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

(For interviews after January I, 1974.) 

Q. lOb 0). Threatened. argued. reasoned. etc .• wi th 
offenders --Second incident 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Res i due 
3. Out of universe 

............................. ~ .................................. . 
VAR 3286 
REF 3286 

SCREAMED,YELLED FOR HELP 
LOC 674 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.l0b (4). Screamed, yelled for help --Second incident 
------------------------------------------------------
(For interviews prior to January 1, 1974.) 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

(For interviews after January 1, 1974.) 

______________ ~ __ ~~~-L~--~-~_~"~ ______ -__ -

• 

_. 

• 



• 

• 

• 

(CONTI NUED) 

Q.l0b(4). Tried to get help, attract attention, scare 
offenders away --Second incident 

<See Q.l0b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 
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•••• It .............. " •••••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3287 
REF 3287 

LEFT SCENE,RAN AWAY 
LOC 675 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.l0b(S). Left scene, ran away --Second incident 
-------------------------------------------------

(For interviews prior to January 1. 1974.) 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

(For interviews after January 1. 1974.) 

Q.l0b(S). Resisted without force, used evasive action 
--Second incident 

<See Q. lOb for complete que~tion text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 
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VAR 3288 
REF 3288 

HELD ONTO PROPERTY 
LOC 676 WIDTH 

Q. lOb (6). He 1 d onto property --Second inc i dent 
-----------------------------------------------

(For interviews prior to January 1, 1974.) 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

(For interviews after January 1, 1974.) 

Q. lOb (6). Dummy --Second inc i dent 

9. Question not asked 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
VAR 3289 
REF 3289 

OTHER 
LOC 677 HI DTH 

Q. lOb (7). Other --Second inc i dent 
----------------------------------

(For interviews prior to January 1, 1974.) 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

(For interviews after January 1, 1974) 

Q.10b(7). Other --Second incident 

<See Q. lOb for complet~ question text.> 

O. No 

MD=3 OR G·E 2 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3290 
REF 3290 

MORE THAN ONE OFFENDER 
LOC 678 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB 
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MD=2 OR GE 4 

Q.l1. Was the crime committed by only one or more th~n one 
person? --Second incident 

1. On I}' one 
2. Don't know 
3. More than one 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

VAR 3291 
REF 3291 

SINGLE OFFENDER SEX 
LOC £79 WIDTH 1 

-- I f coded 2 i n CKB; 1 i n Q. 1 1 

MD=5 OR GE 3 

Q.l1a. Was this person male or female? --Second incident 

1. Ma Ie 
2. Fema Ie 
3. Don't know 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

VAR 3292 
REF 3292 

SINGLE OFFENDER AGE 
LOC 680 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.l1 --

MD=8 OR GE 6 
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(CONT I NUED) 

Q.l1b. How old would you say the person was? --Second 
incident 

1. Under 12 
2. 12-14 
3. 15-17 
4. 18-20 
5· 21 or over 
6. Don't know 
7. Residue 
B. Out of universe 

••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••• 8 •••••••••••• , •••••••••• , ••• 

VAR 3293 
REF 3293 

SINGLE OFFENDER RELATION 
LOC 681 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.11 --

1'\0=2 OR GE 6 

Q.11c. Was the person someone you knew or was he a 
stranger? --Second incident 

1, Stranger 
2. Don't know 
3. Know by sight only 
4. Casual acquaintance 
5. Well known 
6. Residue 
7. Out of universe 

VAR 3294 
REF 3294 

RELATION.OF SINGLE OFFEN 
LOC 682 WIDTH 1 

-- I f coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q. 11; 5 in Q. 11 c 

I'\D=9 OR GE 8 

Q.l1d. Was the person a relative of yours? --Second 
incident 

1. No 
2. Yes - spouse or ex-spouse 
3. Yes - parent 

__ --'~~ _____ ~_ 'C ___ - _-_'-_-_'_" __ , ' 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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4. Yes - own child 
5. Yes - brother or sister 
6. Yes - Other realative 
8. Residue 
9. Out of universe 

••••••••••••••••••••••• , ..... ~ ..... " ••••••••••••••• It •••• ••• e ••••• 

VAR 3295 
REF 3295 

SINGLE OFFENDER RACE 
LaC 683 WIDTH 1 

-- I f coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q. 11 --

Q.11e. Was he/she-- --Second incident 

1. White 
2. Negro 
3. Other 
4. Don1t know 
6. Residue 
7 • Out of universe 

HD=7 OR GE 4 

. .. .. . " .. " ..... " ... " , .............................. " ..... " .......... " ..... " .. " 

VAR 3296 
REF 3296 

MULTIPLE OFFENDE SEX 
LOC 684 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 3 in Q.11 --

MD=6 OR GE 4 

Q.119. Were they male or female? --Second incident 

1. All male 
2. All female 
3. Male and female 
4. Don1t know 
5· Residue 
6. Out of universe 
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VAR 3297 
REF 3297 

AGE OF YOUNGEST OFFENDER 
LOC 685 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 3 in Q.ll --

Q.llh How old would you say the youngest was? 
--Second incident 

1- Under 12 
2. 12-14 
3. 15-17 
4. 18-20 
5. 21 or over 
6. Don1t know 
7· Residue 
B. Out of universe 

MD=8 OR GE 6 

••••••••••••• a" •••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••• .......... 

VAR 3298 
REF 3298 

AGE OF OLDEST OFFENDER 
LOC 686 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 3 in Q.11; not 5 in Q.l1h 

Q. lli. How old would you say the oldest was? 
--Second incident 

1. Under 12 
2. 12-14 
3. 15-17 
4. lB-20 
5. 21 or over 
6. Don1t know 
7. Residue 
8. Out of universe 

MD=8 OR GE 6 

........................................................... " ............. e •• 

VAR 3299 
REF 3299 

NUMBER OF OFFENDERS 
LOC 687 WIDTH 6 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 3 in Q.l1 --

MD=999999 OR GE 999998 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

(CO NT I NUED) 

Q.llf. How many persons? --Second incident 

00000 I. 

999997. 
999998. 
999999. 

Number of persons 

Number of persons 
Residue 
Out of universe 
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VAR 3300 
REF 3300 

RELATIONSHIP OF OFFENDS. MD=2 OR GE 7 
LOC 693 WIDTH I 

-- If coded 2 in eKB; 3 in Q. II 

Q.llj. Were any of the persons known or related to you or 
were they all strangers? --Second incident 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5· 
6. 
7. 
8. 

VAR 3301 
REF 3301 

A II strangers 
Donlt know 
A II relatives 
Some relatives 
A I J known 
Some known 
Residue 
Out of universe 

EXTENT OF RELATION. (SUM) 
LOC 694 WIDTH I 

MD=5 OR GE 4 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 3 in Q. II; 5 or 6 in Q.llj --

Q.llk. How well were they known? --Second incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3302-3304) 

I. By sight only 
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2. Casual acquaintance 
3. Well known 
4. No entries provided 
5. Out of universe 
O. More than one entry provided 

•••••• 'to ••••••••••••••• __ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3302 
REF 3302 

BY SIGHT ONLY 
LOC 695 WIDTH 

-- I f coded 1 in Q. 11 k --

Q.llk(l) By sight only? --Second incident 

<See Q. 11k for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

•••••• It ••••••••••••••••••••••••• · ........................ ., •••••• ". 

VAR 3303 
REF 3303 

CASUAL ACQUAINTANCE (S) 
LOC 696 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q. 11k --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 11k (2) • Casual acquaintance(s)? --Second incident 
-----------------------------------------------------

<See Q. 11k for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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VAR 3304 
REF 3304 

WELL KNOWN MD=3 OR GE 2 
LOC 697 WIDTH 

-- If coded 3 in Q.11k 

Q.llk(3). Well known? --Second incident 

<See Q.llk for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••• !!.,. •• , ....... . 

VAR 3305 
REF 3305 

RELAT .MULT .OFFEND. (SUM.) 
LOC 698 WIDTH 1 

MD=9 OR GE 8 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 3 in Q.11; 5 or 6 in Q.llj --

Q.l11. How were they related to you? --Second incident 
--------------------------------------------------------

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3306-3310) 

1. Spouse or ex-spouse 
2. Parents 
3. Own children 
4. Brothers/sisters 
5. Other 
7. More than one entry provided 
8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

............................. " .............................. " ........................... " ...... " ........... , ...... .. 

VAR 3306 
REF 3306 

SPOUSE OR EX-SPOUSE 
LOC 699 WIDTH 1 

-- I f coded 1 in Q.ll1 --

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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Q.l1J (1). Spouse or ex-spouse? --Second incident 
-------------------------------------------------

<See Q.111 for complete question text.> 

O. No 
J. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

, " " " " " , " " " " .. " , " , " " " , , • , " , " " , " " " , " " " , " " " II , .. " , .. " .. , " " , " " .. , .. " " , II " .... 

VAR 3307 
REF 3307 

PARENTS 
LaC 700 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.l11 --

Q.111 (2). Parents? --Second incident 
-------------------------------------

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

.... " .... " , .. " .. " .. " " " ........ , .... " ........ " " .... " " " , ...... " .. , ............ " " ...... " .... " .. " .. " .... .. 

VAR 3308 
REF 3308 

OWN CHILDREN 
LaC 701 WIDTH 

-- If coded 3 in Q.ll1 --

Q. 111 (3). Own ch i 1 dren? --Second inc i dent 
------------------------------------------
<See Q.l11 for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

VAR 3309 
REF 3309 

BROTHERS/SISTERS 
LOC 702 WIDTH 

-- If coded 4 in Q.ll1 --

Q.ll1 (4). Brothers/sisters? --Second incident 

<See Q.l11 for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 
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MD=3 OR GE 2 

. " ............................................... " .......................... " ............ " .. " " ... . 
VAR 3310 
REF 3310 

OTHER 
LOC 703 WIDTH 

-- If coded 5 in Q.l11 --

Q. 111 (5). Other? --Second inc i dent 

<See Q.lll for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 DR GE 2 

........ I2J ............ '" ........... " ....... " ...... Q " .... " " " • " ........ " .. " " " ................................. .. 

VAR 3311 
REF 3311 

RACE OF MULTIPLE OFFENDS 
LOC 704 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 3 in Q.ll --

Q.llm. Were all of them-- --Second incident 

1. White 
2. Negro 
3. Other 

MD=7 OR GE 5 
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4. Combination 
5. Don't know 
6. Residue 
7. Out of universe 

........................................ 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3312 
REF 3312 

SOLE VICTIM 
LOC 705 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in eKB 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.12a. Were you the only person there besides the 
offender (s)? --Second incident 
--------------------------------------------------

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

.. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
VAR 3313 
REF 3313 

NUMBER OF PERSONS VICTIM 
LOC 706 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in eKB; 2 in Q.12a --

MD=9 OR GE 8 

Q. 12b. How many of these persons were robbed, harmed; o.r 
threatened? --Second incident (Include only those perS08S 
12 years of age and over.) 
----------------------------------------------------------

O. None 
1. Actual number of persons 12 or over 

6. Actual number of persons 12 or over 
7. Seven or more 
8. Residue 
9. Out of universe 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 
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VAR 3314 
REF 3314 

NO.HOUSEHOLD PEO.VICTIM. MD=9 OR GE 8 
LOC 707 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 2 in Q.12a; not 0 in Q.12b --

Q.12c. Were any of these persons members of your household? 
--Second incident (Do not include household members under 12 
)/ears of age.) 

O. No 
1. Actual number of persons 

7. Actual number of pers~ns 
8. Residue 
9. Out of universe 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• I ......................................... . 

VAR 3315 
REF 3315 

THEFT 
LaC 708 WIDTH 

MO=4 OR GE 3 

Q.13a. Was something stolen or taken without permission 
that belonged to you or others in the household? --Second 
incident 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

VAR 3316 
REF 3316 

ATTEMPTED THEFT 
LaC 709 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13a --

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.13b. Did the person(s) attempt to take something that 
belonged to you or oth€rs in the household? --Second 
incident 
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1: No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

...................................................................... 
VAR 3317 
REF 3317 

OBJECT OF ATMPT.THEF.SUM 
LOC 710 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13a; 2 in Q.13b 

MD=6 OR GE 8 

Q.13c. What did they try to take? Anything else? 
--Second incident 
-------------------------------------------------

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in vars. 3318-3324.) 
more than one entry provided 

1. Purse 
2. Wallet or money 
3. Car 
4. Other motor vehicle 
5. Part of car (hubcap, tape-deck,etc.) 
6. Don't know 
7. Other 
8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

................................................................ 
VAR 3318 
REF 3318 

PURSE 
LOC 711 WIDTH 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13c --

Q.13c(l). Purse? --Second incident 

<See Q.13c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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(CONT I NUED) 

3. Out of universe 

....... It .......................................... l .............................. '" ................................ .. 

VAR 3319 
REF 3319 

WALLET OR MONEY 
LOC 712 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13c --

Q. 13c (2). Wa 11 et or money? --Second inc i dent 

<See Q.13c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD==3 OR GE 2 

, ••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••• c ••••• 

VAR 3320 
REF 3320 

CAR 
LOC 713 WIDTH 

-- If coded 3 in Q.13c --

Q.13c. Car? --Second incident 

<See Q.13c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

•••••• ••• ··" ••••••••••••• ,. •• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3321 
REF 3321 

OTHER MOTOR VEHICLE 
LOC 714 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 4 in Q.13c 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.13c (4). Other motor vehicle? --Second incident 
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<See Q.13c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ...................... , ••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3322 
REF 3322 

PART OF CAR- HUBCAP,TAPE 
LOC 715 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 5 in Q.13c 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 13c (5). Par t of car (hubcap, tape-deck, etc.)? --Second 
incident 

<See Q.13c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3323 
REF 3323 

~') NOT KNOW 
LOC 716 WIDTH 

-- If coded 6 in Q.13c 

Q. l3c (6). Don I t know? --Second inc i dent 

<See Q.13c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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VAR 3324 
REF 3324 

OTHER MD=3 OR GE 2 
LOC 717 VlIDTH 

-- If coded 7 in Q.13c --

Q.13c (7). Other? --Second incident 

<See Q.13c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

............................................................................................................................. 

VAR 3325 
REF 3325 

PROPERTY ON PERSON 
LOC 718 WI DTH 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

_.- If coded 2 in Q.13a; 2 in Q.13b; 1 or 2 in Q.13c --

Q.13d. Was the (purse/wallet/money) on your person, for 
instance in a pocket or being held? --Second incident 

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

........ ,. .................................................................................................................. .. 

VAR 3326 
REF 3326 

DESCRIPTION OF INCI.SUM. 
LOC 719 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13a; 2 in Q.13b --

Q.13e. What did happen? Anything else? 
--Second incident 

MD=O OR GE 9 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3327-3334) 
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(CaNT I NUED) 

O. No entries provided 
1. Number of entries provided 

8. Number of entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

................................................................ 
VAR 3327 
REF 3327 

ATTACKED 
LOC 720 WIDTH 

Q.13e(l). Attacked? --Second incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• •••••••••• " ••• t' ........................................ fI ••••••• 

VAR 3328 
REF 3328 

THREATENED WITH HARM 
LOC 721 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.13e(2). Threatened with harm? --Second incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

••• It ••••••••• to ................................................. . 

VAR 3329 
REF 3329 

ATTMPT BREAK HOUSE/GARAG 
LOC 722 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 13e (3). Attempted to break into house or garage? --Second 
incident 
------------------------------------------------------------

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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(CotH! NUED) 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

•••• 9 ................................ 11 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3330 
REF 3330 

ATTMPT BREAK INTO CAR 
LOC 723 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 13e (4). Attempted to break into car? --Second inc i dent 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

•••••••••••••••• 6 • 110 .......................... " •••••••••••••••••• to 

VAR 3331 
REF 3331 

HARASSED,ARGUE,ABSU.LANG 
LOC 724 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 13e (5). Harrassed. argument, abus i ve 1 anguage? --Second 
incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

............................................... " ............... . 
VAR 3332 
REF 3332 

DAMAGED,DESTROYED PROP. 
LOC 725 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 13e (6). Damaged or des troyed proper ty? --Second inc i dent 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 
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VAR 3333 
REF 3333 

ATMPT/THREAT.DESTRY.PROP 
LOC 726 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.13e(7). Attempted or threatened to damage or destroy 
property? --Second incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

........ to .................................................................. to ........................................ .. 

VAR 3334 
REF 3334 

OTHER 
LOC 727 WIDTH 

Q. 13e (8). Other 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

.................................................... fI .......................... ,. .......................................... .. 

VAR 3335 
REF 3335 

AMOUNT TAKEN 
LOC 728 WIDTH 6 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13a --

MO=10001 OR GE 10000 

Q.13f(a). What was taken that belonged to you or others in 
the household? Anything -else (A -- cash)? --Second incident 

000001. Amount of cash in whole dollars 

009999. Amount of cash in whole dollars 
010000. Residue 
010001. Out of universe 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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VAR 3336 
REF 3336 

PROPERTY TAKEN (SUM.) 
LOC 734 WIDTH 1 

MD=9 OR GE 8 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13a --

Q.13f (b). What was taken that belonged to you or others in 
the household? Anything else (B -- property)? --Second 
incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3337-3342.) 

O. Only cash taken 
1. Purse 
2. Wall et 
3. Car 
4. Other motor vehicle 
5. Part of car (hubcap, tape-deck, etc .) 
6. Other 
7. More than one entry provided 
8. Residue 
9· Out of universe 

........................................................ .; ...... . 

VAR 3337 
REF 3337 

PURSE 
LOC 735 WIDTH 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13f(b) 
Q.13f (bl). Purse? --Second incident 

<See Q.13f(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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VAR 3338 
REF 3338 

WALLET 
LOC 736 WIDTH 

-- I f coded 2 in Q. l3f (b) --

Q.13f(b2). Wallet? --Second incident 

<See Q.13f(b) For complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• -- •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• it ...................... . 

VAR 3339 
REF 3339 

CAR 
LOC 737 WIDTH 

-- If coded 3 in Q.13f(b) 

Q.13f (b3). -Car? --Second incident 

<See Q.13f(b) for complete.question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• It •• II , ••••• 

VAR 3340 
REF 3340 

OTHER MOTOR VEHICLE 
LOC 738 WIDTH 1 

-- I f coded 4 in Q. 13f (b) --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 13f (b4). Other motor vehicle? --Second incident 

<See Q.13f(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

............ 0 ........................................ It ............... .. 

VAR 3341 
REF 3341 

PART OF CAR:HUB-CAP,TAPE 
LOC 739 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 5 in Q.13f(b) --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 13f (bS). Part of car (hub-cap, tape-deck, etc.)? 
--Second fncident 
---------------------------------------------------
<See Q.13f(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

• 0, ......................... " ........................................ . 

VAR 3342 
REF 3342 

OTHER 
LOC 740 WIDTH 

-- If coded 6 in Q.13f(b) --

Q.13f (b6). Other? --Second incident 

<See Q.13f(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

~\D=3 OR GE 2 
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VAR 3343 
REF 3343 

PERMISSION TO USE CAR/MV 
LOC 741 WIDTH 1 

-- !f coded 1 in Q.13a; 3 or 4 in Q.13f (b) --

MD=2 OR GE 4 

Q.14a. Had permission to use the (car/motor vehicle) ever 
been given to the person who took it? --Second incident 
----------------------------------------------------------

1. No 
2. Don't know 
3. Yes 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

, ............. " ............................................... . 

VAR 3344 
REF 3344 

CAR/MOTOR VEHICLE RETRN 
LOC 742 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; 3 or 4 in Q.13f (b) --

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.14b. Did the person return the car/motor vehicle? 
--Second incident 
----------------------------------------------------

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

• " • II • II ••• II •••• II II • , ... It •••• II ....... II ••• II •••••• ." •••• II II ••• II •• II • 0 .... . 

VAR 3345 
REF 3345 

CASH ON PERSON WHEN TAKN 
LOC 743 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; 1 or 2 in Q.13f (b)--

"'10=4 OR GE 3 

Q.14c. Was the (purse/wallet/money) on your person, for 
instance, in a pocket or being held by you when it was 
taken? --Second incident 
--------------------------------------------------------

1. Yes 
2. No 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 
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3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

............... 0 ................. 110 ................................ . 

VAR 3346 
REF 3346 

VALUE OF PROPERTY TAKEN 
LOC 744 WIDTH 6 

MD=10001 OR GE 10000 

-- I f coded 1 in Q. 1 3a; not a in Q. 13f (b) 

Q.15a. Altogether, what was the value of the property that 
was taken? --Second incident 
----------------------------------.~------------------------

000000. Value in whole dollars 

009999. Value in whole dollars 
010000. Residue 
010001. Out of universe 

. .. O····················· .............. OIt;. .. ".~a •••••• •••• e .... . 

VAR 3347 
REF 3347 

DETERMINATION OF VALUES 
LaC 750 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; not a in Q.13f (b) --

MD=6 OR GE 8 

Q.15b. How did you decide the value of the property that 
was stolen? --Second incident 
---------------------------------------------------------

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detai led entries are given in var. nos. 
3348- 3354.) 

O. More than one entry provided 
1. Original cost 
2. Replacement cost 
3. Personal estimate of current value 
4. Insurance report estimate 
5. Police estimate 
6. Don I t know 
7. Other 
8. Residue 
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9. Out of universe 

• ••••••••••••••• It , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3348 
REF 3348 

ORIGINAL COST 
LOC 751 WIDTH 

-- I f coded 1 in Q. 15b --

Q.15b(l). Original cost --Second incident 
------------------------------------------

<See Q.15b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

· .............................................................. -
VAR 3349 
REF 3349 

REPLACEMENT COST 
LOC 752 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q. l5b 

Q. l5b(2). Replacement cost --Second incident 
---------------------------------------------

<See Q.15b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• ............... f' •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 

VAR 3350 
REF 3350 

PERSONAL EST. CURRNT VAL 
LOC 753 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 3 in Q. l5b --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 15b (3). Personal estimate of current value? --Second 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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incident 
-------------------------------------------------------

<See Q.15b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

••••••••• ••• • ................. CI .... e ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3351 
REF 3351 

INSURANCE REPORT EST. 
LOC 754 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 4 in Q. l5b --

110=3 OR GE 2 

Q.. l5b (4). I nsurance report est i mate? --Second inc i dent 

<See Q.15b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
l. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

................ " ............ /) ................................ . 

VAR 3352 
REF 3352 

POLICE :::STIMATE 
LaC 755 WIDTH 

-- If coded 5 in Q. l5b --

Q.15b~). Pol ice estimate? --Second incident 

<See Q.15b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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VAR 3353 
REF 3353 

DO NOT KNo\</ 
LOC 756 WIDTH 

-- If coded 6 in Q.15b --

Q.15b(6). Don't know? --Second incident 

<See Q.15b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

I1D=3 OR GE 2 

............................................................................................... "" .... " ........ 

VAR 3354 
REF 3354 

OTHER 
LOC 757 WIDTH 

-- If coded 7 in Q.15b --

Q.15b (7). Other? --Second incident 

<See Q.15b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

.......................................................................................................................... 

VAR 3355 
REF 3355 

RECOVER STOLEN PROPTY/$ 
LOC 758 WIDTH 1 

-- I f coded 1 in Q. 13a --

MD=5 OR GE 4 

Q.16a. Was all or part of the stolen money or property 
recovered, except for anything received from insurance? 
--Second incident 
-------------------------------------------------------

1. None 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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2. A 11 
3. Par t 
4. Res i due 
5. Out of universe 

•••••• tll •••••••••• tI •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3356 
REF 3356 

PROP. RECOVERED SUMMARY 
LOC 759 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; 3 in Q.16a --

MD=9 OR GE 8 

Q.16b(b). What was recovered? Anything else (8-
property)? --Second incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given var. nos. 3357-3362.) 

O. Only cash recovered 
1. Purse 
2. Wallet 
3. Car 
4. Other motor vehicle 
5. Part of car (hubcap, tape-deck, etc.) 
6. Other 
7. More than one entry provided 
8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

" ............... " ........................... '" ........ , .......... . 
VAR 3357 
REF 3357 

PURSE 
LOC 760 WIDTH 

-- I f coded 1 in Q. 16 (b) --

Q.16(bl). Purse --Second incident 

<See Q.16b(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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VAR 3358 
REF 3358 

WALLET 
LOC 761 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.16b(b) --

Q.16(b2). Wanet --Second incident 

<See Q.16b(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3359 
REF 3359 

CAR 
LOC 762 WIDTH 

-- I f coded 3 in Q. 16 (b) --

Q.16b(b3). Car? --Second incident 

<See Q.16b(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3360 
REF 3360 

OTHER MOTOR VEHICLE 
LOC 763 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 4 in Q.16b(b) --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.16b(b4). Other motor vehicle? --Second incident 

<See Q.16b(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

... ,,~ .................................................. ......... . 

VAR 3361 
REF 3361 

PART OF CAR-HUBCAP,TAPE 
LaC 764 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 5 in Q.16b(b) --

MO=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 16b (b5). Par t of car (hLlbcap. tape-deck, etc.)? 
--Second incident 

<See Q.16b(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

•••••••••••••••••••••••• ,. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 " ••••• 

VAR 3362 
REF 3362 

OTHER 
LOC 765 WIDTH 

-- If coded 6 in Q.16b(b) --

Q. 16b (b6). Other? --Second inc i dent 

<See Q.16b(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
i. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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VAR 3363 
REF 3363 

CASH RECOVERED 
LOC 766 WIDTH 6 

MD=10001 OR GE 10000 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; 3 in Q.16a --

Q. 1Gb (a). What was recovered? Anyth i ng else (A -- cash)? 
--Second incident 

000001. Actual cash recovered in whole dollars 

009999. Actual cash recovered in whole dollars 
010000. Residue 
01000i. Out of universe 

VAR 3364 
REF 3364 

PROPERTY RECOVERED 
LOC 772 WIDTH 6 

MD=10002 OR GE 10001 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; 3 in Q.16a; not 0 in Q.16b(b) 

Q.16c. What was the value of the property recovered 
(excluding recovered cash)? --Second incident 

000001. Value in whole dollars 

009999. Value in whole dollars 
010001. Residue 
010002. Out of universe 

VAR 3365 
REF 3365 

VALUE PRoP.PSPLAC.INSUR. 
LOC 778 WIDTH 6 

MD=10002 OR GE 10001 

-- If coded 
Q.17c 

i n Q. 13a; 3 i n Q. 16a; 3 i n Q. 16b (b); 3 in 

Q.17d. How much was recovered? --Secohd incident 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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000001. Amount in whole dollars 

009999. Amount in whole dollars 
010001. Residue 
010002. Out of universe 
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•••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••• It ............................. . 

VAR 3366 
REF 3366 

INSURANCE AGAINST THEFT 
LOC 784 WIDTH 1 

-- I f ceded 1 in Q. 13a --

MD=2 OR GE 4 

Q.17a. Was there any insurance against theft? --Second 
incident 

1- No 
2. Don1t know 
3. Yes 
4. Residue 
5 . Out of universe 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • III • 

VAR 3367 
REF 3367 

REPORTED TO INSURANCE CO 
LOC 785 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; 3 in Q.17a --

MD=2 OR GE 4 

Q.17b. Was this loss reported to an insurance company? 
--Second incident 

1. No 
2. Don1t know 
3. Yes 
4. Residue 
5· Out of universe 
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VAR 3368 
REF 3368 

LOSS RECOVERED THRU INS. MD=l OR GE 4 
LOC 786 WIDTH I 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; 3 in Q.17a; 3 in Q.17b 

Q.17c. Was any of this loss recovered through insurance? 
--Second incident 

1. Not yet settled 
2. No 
~ Yes J' 

4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

................ , ..... , ••••• If' ••• tJ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3369 
REF 3369 

NO.HOUSE.MEMS.LOST WORK 
LOC 787 WIDTH 2 

MD=22 OR GE 21 

Q.18a. Did any household member lose any time from work 
because of this incident? --Second incident 

00. No 
01. Yes, number of members 

20. Yes, number of members 
21. Res i due 
22. Out of universe 

.0 ................. 0 .................................. 0 •••••••••• 

VAR 3370 
REF 3370 

TOTAL TIME LOST FRM WORK 
LOC 789 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 00 not in Q.18a --

MD=7 OR GE 5 

Q.18b. How much time was lost altogether? --Second incident 

1. Less than 1 day 
2. 1-5 days 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 
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3. 6-10 days 
4. Over 10 days 
5. Don I t know 
6. Residue 
7. Out of universe 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• 110 ............................ •• ' •••••••• 

VAR 3371 
REF 3371 

COST OF REPAIR OR REPLAC 
LOC 790 WIDTH 6 

-- If coded 2 in Q.19a; 2 in Q.19b --

MD=10002 OR GE 10000 

Q.19c. How much would it cost to repair or replace the 
damaged item(s)? --Second incident 

000001. Actual amount in dollars 

009999· 
010000. 
010001 . 
010002. 

Actual amount in dollars 
Donlt know 
Residue 
Out of universe 

(This question is asked only if items were damaged but not 
repaired or replaced.) 

•. ao····· ••••.••• , .•••.••..••••.••.•••• o •...•.• Ct •••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3372 
REF 3372 

ACT.COST TO REPAIR/REPLA 
LOC 796 WIDTH 6 

-- If coded 2 in Q.19a; 2 in Q.19b 

MD=10002 OR GE 10000 

Q.19d. How much was the repair or replacement cost? 

--Second incident 

000001. Actual amount in whole dollars 

009999. Actual amount in whole dollars 

------------~--~" -"" --" -" -" ~~-----
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010000. 
010001 . 
010002. 

No cost or donlt know 
Residue 
Out of universe 

VAR 3373 
REF 3373 

PROP.DAMAGE BUT NO TAKEN 
LOC 802 WIDTH 1 

"\0=4 OR GE 3 

Q.19a. Was anything damaged but not taken in this incident? 
--Second incident 
For example, was a lock or window broken, clothing damaged, 
or damage done to a car, etc.? --Second incident 

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

VAR 3374 
REF 3374 

REP.FOR DAM. ITEM NOT TKN 
LOC 803 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.19a 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.19b. (Was/Were) the damaged item(s) repaired or replaced? 
--Second incident 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

VAR 3375 
REF 3375 

REPAIR/REPLAC.PAID BY? 
LOC 804 WIDTH 1 

MD=7 OR GE 6 

-- If coded 2 in Q.19a; 1 in Q.19b; not 010000 in Q.19d --

Q.1ge. Who paid or will pay for the repairs or replacement? 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

(CONT I NUED) 

--Second incident 

(Summary of sfngle response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3376'-3379.) 

1- Household member 
? .... Landlord 
3. Insurance 
4. Other 
5. More than one entry provided 
6. No entries provided 
7 • Out of universe 
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.............. , ...... ,.." ....................................... . 

VAR 3376 
REF 3376 

HOUSEHOLD MEMBER 
LOC 805 WIDTH 

-- If coded 1 in Q.1ge --

Q. 1ge(1). Household member? --Second incident 

<See Q.1ge for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

................................................................. to .......................................... " ............ .. 

VAR 3377 
REF 3377 

LANDLORD 
LOC 806 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.1ge --

Q. 1ge(2). Landlord? --Second incident 

<See Q.1ge for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• II .................... It •••• , •••••••• 

VAR 3378 
REF 3378 

INSURANCE 
LaC 807 HIDTH 

-- If coded 3 in Q.1ge --

Q.1ge(3). Insurance? --Second incident 
~--------------------------------------

<See Q.1ge for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 11 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3379 
REF 3379 

OTHER 
LOC 808 HIDTH 

-- If coded 4 in Q.1ge --

Q. 1ge (4). Other? --Second inc i dent 

<See Q.1ge for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1, Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• •••••••• I •••••••••••••••••••• II ................................. . 

VAR 3380 
REF 3380 

POLICE INFORMED? 
LOC 809 WIDTH 

MD=2 OR GE 6 

Q.20a. Were the pol ice informed of this incident in any 
way? --Second incident 
--------------------------------------------------------

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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1. No 
2. Don't know 
3. Yes - household member told them 
4. Yes - someone else told them 
5. Yes - pol ice on scene 
6. Residue 
7. Out of universe 

............... 11' •••••••••••••••••••• ." ••••••••• "' •••••••••••• e ••• 

VAR 3381 
REF 3381 

REASON POLICE NOT INFORM 
LOC 810 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.20a --

MD=O OR GE 9 

Q.20b. Wb~t was the reason this incident was not reported 
to the police? --Second incident 
----------------------------------------------------------

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detai led entries are given in var. nos. 
3382-3390.) 

O. No entry provided 
1. Actual number of entries provided 

7· Actual number of entries provided 
8. Eight or more entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

.......................................................................................................................... ~ 

VAR 3382 
REF 3382 

NOTHING COULD BE DONE 
LOC 811 WIDTH 1 

MD:3 OR GE 2 

Q. 20b (1). Noth i ng cou 1 d be done - 1 ack of proof --Second 
incident 
----------------------------------------------------_.----

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
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2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

~ .................. ., .............................................................................. " . 
VAR 3383 
REF 3383 

DID NOT THINK IMPORTANT 
LOC 812 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.20b(2). Did not think it import,'lnt enough? --Second 
incident 
------------------------------------------------------

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

................................................................................... " ................. . 

VAR 3384 
REF 3384 

POLICE NOT BOTHERED 
LOC 813 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.20b(3). Pol ice wouldn't want to be bothered? --Second 
incident 
-----------------------------------------------------__ D 

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

.................... " ........................................................... Ii .............. . 

VAR 3385 
REF 3385 

DID NT WANT TO TAKE TIME 
LOC 814 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.20b(4). Did not want to take time - too inconvenient? 
--Second incident 
--------------------------------------------------------

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes; 
2. Res i due 
3. Out of universe 

.................................................... ., ......... . 
VAR 3386 
REF 3386 

PRIVATE/PERSON.MATTER 
LOC 815 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.20b(5). Private or personal matter, did not want to 
report it? --Second incident 
------------------------------------------------------

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

..... ~ ••••• O ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (I ••••••• ••• " ••••• 

VAR 3387 
REF 3387 

DID NT WANT TO GET INVOL 
LaC 816 WIDTH 1 

~\D=3 OR GE 2 

Q.20b(6). Did not want to get involved? --Second incident 
----------------------------------------------------------

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

•• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " •••••••••••• 

VAR 3388 
REF 3388 

AFRAID OF REPRISAL 
LaC 817 WIDTH 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.20b(7). Afraid of reprisal? --Second incident 
-------------------------~----------------------
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<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

• •••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••• 

VAR 3389 
REF 3389 

REPORTED TO SOMEONE ELSE 
LOC 818 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.20b(8). Reported to someone else --Second incident 
-----------------------------------------------------

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Res i due 
3. Out of universe 

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1\1 ......................... . 

VAR 3390 
REF 3390 

OTHER 
LOC 819 WIDTH 

Q. 20b (9). Other --Second inc i dent 

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=-3 OR GE 2 

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• It ••• III ••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3391 
REF 3391 

EMPLOYED AT TIME OF INCI 
LOC 820 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded yes in CKG --

MD=4 OR GE 3 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

(CONT I NUED) 

Q.21a. Did you have a job at the time this incident 
happened? --Second incident 

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 
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................................................................ 

VAR 3392 
REF 3392 

TYPE OF JOB 
LOC B21 WIDTH 

-- If coded yes in CKG; 2 in Q.21a 

Q.21b. What was the job? --Second incident 

~\D"'4 OR GE 3 

1. Same as described in var. nos. 2024 and 2026 
2. Different 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

(Var. nos. refer to industry and occupation codes recorded 
in person record) 

•••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••• \1 ..................... . 

VAR 3393 
REF 3393 

OCCUPATION CODE 
LOC 822 WIDTH 3 

MD=O OR GE 998 

-- If coded yes in CKG; 2 in Q.21a; 2 in Q.21b 

Q.21c. Occupation code --Second incident 

001. N-Z (See glossary) 

997. 
99B. 
999. 
000. 

N-Z (See glossary) 
Residue 
Out of universe 
No entry provided 
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(Provided for persons whose job was different at the time of 
the incident.) 

•••••••••••••••••••••••• e , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3394 
REF 3394 

INDUSTRY CODE 
LOC 825 WIDTH 3 

MD=O OR GE 998 

-- If coded yes in CKG; 2 in Q.21a; 2 in Q.21b 

Q.21d. Industry code 
-------------------------------------------------

What kind of business or industry is this? --Second incident 

(For example: TV and radio manufacturing, retail shoe, 
state labor department, farm) 

000. No entry provided 
017. A-M industry codes (See glossary) 

998. 
998. 
999· 

A-M industry codes (See glossary) 
Residue 
Out of universe 

(Provided for persons whose job was different at the time of 
this incident.) 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• II' •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3395 
REF 3395 

EMPLOYEE CLASS 
LOC 828 WIDTH 

MD=6 OR GE 5 

-- If coded yes in CKG; 2 in Q.21a: 2 in Q.21b --

Q.21e. Were you --Second incide~t 

-------------------------------------------------
1. An employee of a private company, business, or 

individual for wages, salary, or commissions. 
2. A government employee (federal, state, county or 

1 oca I) 
3. Self-employed in own business, professional 

practice, or farm 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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4. Working without pay in family business or farm 
5. Residue 
6. Out of universe 

VAR 3396 
REF 3396 

INCIDENT WEIGHT 
LOC 829 WIDTH 7 

Incident Weight --Second incident 

IMP DEC= 3 

Incident weight is used to tabulate incident data. The 
weight contains three impl ied decimal places. 
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MD=O 

VAR 3401 
REF 3401 

HOUSEHOLD 10 NUMBER 
LOC 836 WIDTH 6 

MD=999999 

Household identification number 

The ICPSR has attached (within coliection quarter) a 
sequential household identification number to every record. 
This number uniquely identifies each household record within 
a collection quarter, and is also used to link person and 
incident records to the a~~ropriate household. 

\fAR 3lJ02 
REF 3402 

PERSON 10 NUMBER 
LOC 842 WIDTH 3 

Person ID number 

MD=999 

The ICPSR has attached (within a household) a sequential 
person identification number to each person and incident 
record. Used in conjunction with the household 
identification number, the person identification number will 
uniquely identify each person record within a collection 
quarter, and is also used to I ink incident records to the 
appropriate person. 
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VAR 3403 
REF 3403 

INCIDENT 10 NUMBER 
LOC 845 WIDTH 3 

MD=999 

Incident identification number 

The ICPSR has attached (to each person) a sequential 
incident ldentifi~ation number to each incident record. Used 
in conjunction with the household and person identificati~n 
numbers, the incident identification number will uniquely 
identify each incident record within a collection quarter • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , •• '" iii ....................................................................... . 

VAR 3404 
REF 3404 

YEAR AND ~UARTER ID 
LOC 848 WIDTH 3 

Year and quarter identification 

"'10=999 

The ICPSR has attached a three-digit identification number 
to each record which denotes the year and quarter in which 
the interview was taken. The first two digits of the 
variable are the last two digits of the year (e.g. 1976 = 
76), and the third digit is the collection quarter (1 - 4). 
The variable is constant within each collection quarter . 

..................................... " ......................... . 

VAR 3405 
REF 3405 

RECORD TYPE CODE 
LOC 851 WIDTH 

Record type code 

3. Inc i dent record 

MD=9 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " •••••••••••••••••• l ••••••••• 

VAR 3406 
REF 3406 

LINE NUMBER OF VICTIM 
LOC 852 WIDTH 2 

Line number of victim 

l _________________ ~~,~~_~,~~~~ 

MD=99 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

(CONT I NUED) 

01. Actual 1 ine number coded 

20. Actual 1 ine number coded 

(Corresponds to 1 ine number coded in person record, 
var.2006) 
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•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• t • 

VAR 3407 
REF 3407 

SCREEN QUESTION NUMBER 
LOC 854 WIDTH 2 

Screen question number 

29. Household screen question number 

32. Household screen question number 
34. Household screen question number 
35. Household screen question number 
36. Individual screen question number 

48. Individual screen question number 
49. Res i due 

(Identifies screen question which el icited this crim~ 
incident report.) 

MD=49 

................ " ........... '" ..................................... . 
VAR 3408 
REF 3408 

INCIDENT NUMBER 
LOC 856 WIDTH 2 

Incident number 

01. Actual number coded 

MD=11 OR GE 10 
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09. Actual number coded 
10. Res i due 
11. Out of universe 
12. No entry 

(If more than one incident report resulted from a single 
screen question (See var. no. 3407) the incident number 
identifies which incident is being described.) 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3409 
REF 3409 

MONTH OF OCCURRENCE 
LOC 858 WIDTH 2 

MD=14 OR GE 13 

Q.1a. In what month (did this/did the first) incident 
happen? --Third incident 

Month of occurrence 

01. January 
02. February 
03. March 
04. Apr i 1 
AS. May 
06. June 
07. July 
08. August 
09. September 
10. October 
11. November 
12. December 
13. Residue 
14. Out of universe 
15 . No entry 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 'II •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• It •••••• 

VAR 3410 
REF 3410 

SERIES INCIDENT REPORT 
LOC 860 WIDTH 1 

Q.CKA. Is this incident report for a series of crimes? 
--Third incident 

Series incident report 

MD=9 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
/, 
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1. No 
2. Yes 

,···············,····· ••••••••••••••••••••••• ' •• '15 ............. . 

VAR 3411 
REF 3411 

QTR OF SERIES INC OCCUR. 
LOC 861 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.CKA --

MD=7 OR GE 6 

Q.1b. In what month(s) did th~se incidents take place? 
--Third incident 
-------------------------------------------------------

Quarter in which series incidents occurred (Summary) 

(Summary of single response entries for mUltiple response 
question. Detai led entries are given in var. nos. 
3412 - 3415.) 

1. Spr i ng (March, Apr iI, May) 
2. Summer (June, July, August) 
3. Fa II (September, October, November) 
4. Winter (December, J~nuary, February) 
5. More than one response provided 
6. No responses provided 
7. Not appl icable 

•••••••••• co •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ • ( ••••••••• " ••••••••• 

VAR 3412 
REF 3412 

INCIDENT OCCURRED SPRiNG 
LOC 862 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.CKA --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.lb(l) Incident occurred Spring --Third incident 

<See Q.lb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 
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VAR 3413 
REF 3413 

INCIDENT OCCURRED SUMMER 
LaC 863 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.CKA --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.lb(2) Incident-occurred in Summer --Third incident 

<See Q.lb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

•• O· .... • ......................... fIo" •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3414 
RE F 3L.14 

INCIDENT OCCURRED FALL 
LaC 864 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.CKA --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.lb(3) Incident occurred in Fall --Third incident 

<See Q.lb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

............................................ It ............................ 0 ................................................ .. 

VAR 3415 
REF 3415 

INCIDENT OCCURRED WINTER 
LaC 865 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.CKA --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.lb(4) Incident occurred in Winter --Third incident 

<See Q.lb for complete question text.> 

O. No 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

•••••••••••••••••• 0" ................ ., ................. " ........... . 

VAR 3416 
REF 3416 

NU~\BER OF INCI IN SERIES 
LOC 866 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.CKA --

MD=6 OR GE .4 

Q.1c How many incidents were involved in this series? 
--Third incident 

1. Three or four 
2. Five to ten 
3. Eleven or more 
4. Don't know 
5. Residu(f' 
6. Out of universe 

(Items beginning in var. 3417 refer only to the most 
recent incident, if series.) 

............... 5 ............. 0 ................... D.& •••••••••••••• 

VAR 3417 
REF 3417 

TIME OF OCCURRENCE 
LOC 867 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.CKA --

MD=l OR GE 6 

Q.2. About what time did this/the most recent incident 
happen? --Third incident 

(The following questions refer only to the most recent 
inc i dent.) 

1. Don't know 
2. During the day (6a.m. to 6p.m.) 
3. At night (6 p.m. to midnight) 
4. At night (midnight to 6 a.m.) 
5. At night - don't know specifically 
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6. Res i dlJe 

VAR 3418 
REF 3418 

PLACE OF OCCURRENCE 
LOC 868 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 

Q.3b. Did it happen inside the limits of a city. town, 
village, etc.? --Third incident 

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 

VAR 3419 
REF 3419 

DETAILED PLACE OF DCCURR 
LOC 869 WIDTH 1 

MD=9 

Q.4. Where did this incident take place? --Third incident 

1. At or in own home/apartment, in garage or other 
building on property 

2. At or in vacation home, hotel/motel 
3. Inside commercial building, such as a store, 

restaurant, bank, gas station, publ ic conveyance 
station 

4. Inside office~ factory, or warehouse 
5. Near Ol1n home; yard, sidewalk, driveway, carport 

apartment hall. 
6. On the street, in a park. field, playground, school 

grounds or parking lot 
7. Ins i de schoo I 
8. Other 
9. Residue 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••• "'0 •••••••••••••••••• " ••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3420 
REF 3420 

RSN PRESENT IN COML BLDG 
LOC 870 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 3 or 4 in Q.4 --

MD=6 OR GE 5 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

(CaNT i NUED) 

Q.5a. Were you a customer, employee, or owner? 
--Third incident 

1. Customer 
2. Employee 
3. Owner 
4. Other 
5. Residue 
6. Out of universe 
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••••••••••• ••••••••••••••• G •• ., •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4'0 .... 

VAR 3421 
REF 3421 

COMML OR BUSNS VICTIMIZA 
LaC 871 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 3 or 4 in Q.4 --

MD=5 OR GE 3 

Q.5b. Did the person(s) steal or try to steal anything from 
the store, restaurant, office, factory. etc.? --Third 
incident 
------------------------------------------------------------

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Donlt know 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

................ ,. .................................... , ......... . 

VAR 3422 
REF 3422 

RGHT OF OFNDR TO BE PRES 
LaC 872 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 or 2 in Q.4 --

MD=5 OR GE 3 

Q.6a. Did the person(s) live there or have a right to be 
there, such as a guest or a workman? --Third incident 
---------------------------------------------------------

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Donlt know 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 
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VAR 3423 
REF 3423 

ACTUAL/ATTEMPTED ENTRY 
LOC 873 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 or 2 in Q.4 2 or 3 in Q.6a --

MD=5 OR GE 3 

Q.6b. Did the person(s) actually get in or just try to get 
in the bui lding? --Third incident 
-----------------------------------------------------------

1. Actually got in 
2. Just tried to get in 
3· Don't know 
4. Residue 
5· Out of universe 

............................................................... 
VAR 3424 
REF 3424 

EVID OF FORCED ENTRY 
LOC 874 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 or 2 in Q.4; 2 or 3 in Q.6a --

MD=7 OR GE 6 

Q.6c. Was there any evidence, such as a broken lock or 
broken window, that the person forced his way in/tried to 
force his way in the building? --Third incident 
---------------------------------------------------------

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3425-3428.) 

O. No 
1. Broken lock or window 
2. Forced door or window 
3. Slashed screen 
4. Other 
5. More than one entry provided 
6. No entries provided 
7. Out of universe 
8. Forced type not available 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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VAR 3425 
REF 3425 

BROKEN LOCK OR WINDOW 
LOC 875 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

-- If coded 1 in Q.6c 

Q.6c(l). Broken lock or window --Third incident 
------------------------------------------------
<See Q6.c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

" •• " •• " .. " " fI " " " " " • " " " " " • " .. " •• " " • " " " " " " " " •• " • " " " " " " • " " ••• " .. " " " " " • 

VAR 3426 
REF 3426 

FORCED DOOR OR WINDOW 
LOC 876 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.6c 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.6c(2). Forced door or window --Third incident 
------------------------------------------------

<See Q6.c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

" " " " " •• " " " " " •• " " " " " " " " " " " " " .. " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " I • " " " " " " " " " " " " " " 

VAR 3427 
REF 3427 

SLASHED SCREEN 
LOC 877 WIDTH 

-- If coded 3 in Q.6c --

Q.6c(3) , Slashed screen? --Third incident 
------------------------------------------

<See Q.6c for complete question text.> 

O. No 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

...................................................................... " .......................................... .. 

VAR 3428 
REF 3428 

OTHER 
LaC 878 WIDTH 

-- If coded 4 in Q.6c --

Q. 6c (4). Other --Th i rd inc i dent 
-~------------------------------

<See Q.6c for complete question text.> 

O. NCI 

1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

.. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

VAR 3429 
REF 3429 

FORCE TYPE NOT AVAILABLE 
LaC 879 WIDTH 1 

If coded 8 in Q.6c --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.6c(S). Forced type not available --Third incident 
----------------------------------------------------

<See Q.6c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. ResidUe 
3. Out of universe 

...................................................................................................................... ID ...... 

VAR 3430 
REF 3430 

METHOD OF ENTRY 
LaC 880 WIDTH 

MD=3 OR GE .5 

-- If coded 1 or 2 in Q.4; 2 or 3 in Q.6a; 0 in Q.6c --

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

(CONT I NUED) 

Q.6d. How did the offender(s) (get in/try to get in)? 
--Third incident 
-------------------------------------------------------

1. Through unlocked door or window 
2. Had key 
3. Don It knovJ 
4. Other 
5. Residue 
6. Out of universe 

2.29 

•• " !II •••••••••••••••••••••• ,. ••••• " ••• " ••• " .............. " " • " " " " " " • " 

VAR 3431 
REF 3431 

PRES HH MEM DURING INCl. 
LOC 881 WIDTH 1 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.CKB. Was any member of this household (including 
respondent) present when this incident occurred? 
--Th.i rd inc i dent 
---------------------------------------------------

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

•••• •••••••••• 88 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " ••• 

VAR 3432 
REF 3432 

PRESENCE OF WEAPON 
LOC 882 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in eKB --

MD=7 OR GE 6 

Q.7a. Did the person(s) have a weapon such as a gun or 
knife, or something he was using as a weapon, such as a 
bottle, or wrench? --Third incident 
-------------------------------------------------------

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3433-3436.) 

O. No 
1., Gun 
2. Knife 
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3. Other 
4. Don't know 
5. More than one entry provided 
6. No entries provided 
7. Out of universe 
8. Weapon type not available 

••••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " •••••••• II ..... 

VAR 3433 
REF 3433 

GUN PRESENT 
LaC 883 WIDTH 

-- If coded I in Q.7a --

Q.7a(l). Gun present? --Third incident 

<See Q.7a for complete question text.> 

O. No 
I. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

, •••••••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3434 
REF 3434 

KN I FE PRESENT 
LOC 884 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.7a --

Q.7a(2). Knife present? --Third incident 

<See Q.7a for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

VAR 3435 
REF 3435 

OTHER PRESENT 
LOC 885 \11 DTH 

-- If coded 3 in Q.7a --

Q.7a(3). Other present? --Third incident 

<See Q.7a for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 
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MD=3 OR GE 2 

...................... , ..................... ~ ........................................................................... .. 

VAR 3436 
REF 3436 

WEAPON TYPE NOT AVAILABL 
LOC 886 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 8 in Q.7a 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7a(4). Weapon type not available? --Third incident 

<See Q.7a for compl~te question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

.......................................... '" .............................................................................. .. 

VAR 3437 
REF 3437 

ATTACKED 
LOC 887 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in CKB --

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.7b. Did the person(s) hit you, knock you down! or 
actually attack you in any way? --Third incident 

1. Yes 
2. No 
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3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

................................................................. 

VAR 3438 
REF 3438 

THREATENED 
LOC 888 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 2 in Q.7b --

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.7c. Did the person(s) threaten you with harm in any way? 
--Third incident 
-----------------------------------------------------------

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

•• e •••••••••• e •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ........ ~. 

VAR 3439 
REF 3439 

MANNER IN WHICH THREATEN 
LaC 889 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in eKB; 2 in Q.7b; 2 in Q.7c 

Q.7d. How were you threatened? Any other way? 
--Third incident 
-----------------------------------------------

MD=9 OR GE 8 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3440-3446) 

O. More than one entry given 
1. Verbal threat of rape 
2. Verbal threat of attack 
3. Weapon present or threatened with weapon 
4. Attempted attack with weapon 
5. Object thrown at person 
6. Followed, surrounded 
7. Other 
8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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VAR 3440 
REF 3440 

VERBAL THREAT OF RAPE 
LOC 890 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

-- If coded 0 or 1 in Q.7d 

Q.7d(l). Verbal threat of rape? --Third incident 

<See Q.7d for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

.. " " .......................................... " .................... '" 

VAR 3441 
REF 3441 

VERBAL THREAT OF ATTACK 
LOC 891 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 0 or 2 in Q.7d 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7d(2). Verbal threat of attack? --Third incident 

<See Q.7d for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

.... ., .......................... " ........ " ....................... . 
VAR 3442 
REF 3442 

WEAPON PRESENT OR THREAT 
LOC 892 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 0 or 3 in Q.7d --

I~D=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7d(3). Weapon present or threatened with weapon? 
--Third incident 

<See Q.7d for complete question text,> 

-~~~'.~~ .. ~ -'--'--.-~.'-
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O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

....................... ~ ...................................... . 
VAR 3443 
REF 3443 

ATTEMPTED ATCK WITH WEAP 
LOC 893 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 0 or 4 in Q.7d 

Q.7d(4). Attempted attack with weapon? 
--Third incident 

<See Q.7d for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

................................ ~ ............................... . 
VAR 3444 
REF 3444 

OBJECT THROWN AT PERSON 
LOC 894 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 0 or 5 in Q.7d 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 7d (5). Obj ect thrown at person? --Th i rd inc i dent 

<See Q.7d for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

VAR 3445 
REF 3445 

FOLLOWED,SURROUNDED 
LOC 895 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 0 or 6 in Q.7d --
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MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7d(6). Followed, surrounded? --Third incident 

<See Q.7d for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

............. ,. ....... " .............................................. . 
VAR 3446 
REF 3446 

OTHER 
LOC 896 VlIDTH 

-- If coded 0 or 7 in Q.7d --

Q.7dO). Other? --Third incident 

<See Q.7d for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

... " ..... !f' ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3447 
REF 3447 

DESCRIPTION OF !NCIDENT 
LOC 897 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 2 in Q.7b; I in Q.7c --

Q.7e. What actually happened? Anything else? 
--Third incident 

MD=O OR GE 9 

(Summary field for multiple response question. Detai led 
entries are given in var. nos. 3448-3455) 
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O. No entries provided 
1. Number of entries provided 

8. Number of entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

.............................................................................................................................. 

VAR 3448 
REF 3448 

SOMETHING TAKEN NO PERM. 
LOC 898 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7e(l). Something taken without permission --Third 
incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

VAR 3449 
REF 3449 

ATMPT/THREAT TO TAKE 
LOC 899 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7e(2). Attempted or threatened to take something 
-'-Th i rd inc i dent 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

............................................................................................... ,. ................ II ........ .. 

VAR 3450 
REF 3450 

HARASSED,ARGUMENT,ABUSIV 
LOC goo WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7e. (3). Harrassed, argument, abusive language 
--Third incident 

------~~----.-----~~~ 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Res i due 
3. Out of universe 

........ " " ............ " .............. " " ........... " .................................. e .............. " .. " ...... .. 

VAR 3451 
REF 3451 

FORCE.ENTRY/ATTMPT HOUSE 
LOC 901 WIDTH I 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 7e (4). Forc i b 1 e entry or attempted forc i b 1 e entry of 
house --Third incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Res i due 
3. Out of universe 

........... ~ ............. ., ............................. ......... . 

VAR 3452 
REF 3452 

FORCE.ENTRY/ATTEMPT CAR 
LOC 902 WIDTH I 

I1D=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7e(5). Forcible entry or attempted forcible entry of car 
--Third incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Res i due 
3. Out of universe 

.......... " " ...... " .... " ................................... " " ........................ " " ............ " " " " " .... " .. 

VAR 3453 
REF 3453 

DAMAGED/DESTROYED PROPER 
LOC 903 WIDTH I 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 7e. (6). Damaged or destroyed property --Th i rd inc i dent 

O. No 
I. Yes 
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2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

• 10 ••••••••••••••••••• I! ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3454 
REF 3454 

ATTMPT/THREAT DESTY PROP 
LOC 904 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7e(7). Attempted or threatened to damage or destroy 
property --Third incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3455 
REF 3455 

OTHER 
LOC 905 WIDTH 

Q. 7e (8). Other --Th i rd inc i dent 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3456 
REF 3456 

MEANS OF ATTACK,SUMMARY 
LOC 906 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

MD=9 OR GE 8 

Q.7f. How did the person(s) attack you? Any other way? 
--Third incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3457-3463) 

• 

• 

• 



--------~~~~-------------------

• 

• 

• 
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O. More than one entry provided 
1. Raped 
2. Tried to rape 
3. Shot, knifed, hit with object held in hand. 
4. Hit by thrown object 
5. Hit, slapped, knocked down 
6. Grabbed, held, tripped, jumped, pushed, etc. 
7. Other 
8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

............................... " ................................ lit • 

VAR 3457 
REF 3457 

RAPED 
LOC 907 WIDTH 

-- If ceded 2 in Q.7f --

Q.7f (1). Raped? --Third incident 

<See Q.7f for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

............................. , .... ,. .................. " ......... . 
VAR 3458 
REF 3458 

TRIED TO RAPE 
LOC 908 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.7f --

Q.7f(2). Tried to rape? --Third incident 

<See Q.7f for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD==3 OR GE 2 
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VAR 3459 
REF 3459 

SHOT/KNIFED/HIT WITH OBJ 
LOC 909 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 3 in Q.7f --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7f(3). Shot, knifed, hit with object held in hand? 
--Third incident 

<See Q.7f for complete question text.> 

1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3460 
REF 3460 

HIT BY THROWN OBJECT 
LOC 910 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 4 in Q.7f --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7f(4). Hit by thrown object? --Third incident 

<See Q.7f for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

HIT,SLAPPED,KNOCKED DOWN 
LOC 911 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 5 in Q.7f --

~\D=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7f(S). Hit, slapped, knocked down? --Third incident 

<See Q.7f for complete question text.> 

O. No 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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1. Yes 
2. \~es i due 
3. Out of universe 

...... , .... , .......... "' ................. ,. ........ , ............... . 

VAR 3462 
REF 3462 

GRABBED,HELD,TRIPPED ETC 
LOC 912 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 6 in Q.]f --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7f(6). Grabbed, held, tripped, jumped, pushed, etc. 
--Third incident 
------------------------------------------------------

<See Q.7f for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

. " .. " .... '" " " ... " .. " . " ... " .. " ..... " ... " . " " . " " . " " .. ~ " " . '" '" " . " " " ... 
VAR 3463 
REF 3463 

OTHER 
LOC 913 WIDTH 

-- If coded 7 in Q.7f --

Q.7f(7). Other --Third incident 

<See Q.7f for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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VAR 3464 
REF 3464 

INJURIES SUFFERED (SUM.) 
LOC 914 WIDTH 1 

--If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.7b --

MD=9 OR GE 8 

Q.8a. What were the Injuries you suffered t if any? 
Anything else? --Third incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 3465-
3471) 

O. None 
1. Number of entries 

8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

........................................................ 0 .......................................................... '" .... .. 

VAR 3465 
REF 3465 

RAPED 
LOC 915 WIDTH 

O. 8a (1). Raped? --Th i rd inc i dent 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

" ........ " ..................................................... . 

VAR 3466 
REF 3466 

ATTEMPTED RAPE 
LOC 916 WIDTH 

Q.8a(2). Attempted rape --Third incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
... 
/C.. Residue 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• 

• 

'. 



• 

• 

• 
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3. Out of universe 

........................................................ " ............................................... " .. .. 

VAR 346j 
REF 3467 

KNIFE OR GUNSHOT WOUNDS 
LOC 917 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.8aO). Knife or gunshot wounds --Third incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

............................................ " .......................................... to ..................... . 

VAR 3468 
REF 3468 

BROKEN BONES/TEETH OUT 
LOC 918 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. Sa (4). Broken bones or teeth knocked out --Th i rd inc i dent 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

....................................................... " .. "' ......... . 

VAR 3469 
REF 3469 

INTERNAL INJUR/KNOCK.OUT 
LOC 919 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.8a(S). Internal injuries, knocked unconscious? --Third 
incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 
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VAR 3470 
REF 3470 

BRUISES,BLACK EYE, CUTS 
LOC 920 WIDTH 1 

110=3 OR GE 2 

Q.8a(6). BrLlises, black eye, cuts, scratches, swelling? 
--Third incident 

O. No 
l. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of u~iverse 

VAR 3471 
REF 3471 

OTHER 
LOC 921 WIDTH 

Q.8a(7). Other? --Third incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3472 
REF 3472 

MEDICAL ATTENTION 
LOC 922 WIDTH 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.7c; not 0 in Q.8a --

Q.8b. Were you injured to the extent that you needed 
medical attention after the attack? --Third incident 

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

HOSPITAL TREATMENT 
LOC 923 WIDTH 
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MD=5 OR GE 4 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.7c; not 0 in Q.8a; 2 in Q.8b --

Q.8c. Did you receive any treatment at a hospital? 
--Third incident 

1. No 
2. Emergency room treatment only 
3. Stayed overnight or longer 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

.............................. III ........ (10 ........................... . 

VAR 3474 
REF 3474 

MED.INSUR./HEALTH BENEFI 
LOC 924 WIDTH 1 

MD=5 OR GE 4 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 
not 000000 in Q.8d 

in Q.7c; not 0 in Q.8a; 2 in Q.8b; 

Q.9a. At the time of the incident, were you covered by any 
medical insurance, or were you el igible for benefits from 
any other type of health benefits program, such as Medicaid, 
Veteran1s Administration or Publ ic Welfare? --Third incident 

l. No 
2. Don't know 
3· Yes 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

..................................................... e , ............. . 

VAR 3475 
REF 3475 

NO.DAYS IN HOSPITAL 
LOC 925 WIDTH 6 

MD=999999 OR GE 999998 

-- If coded 2 in eKB; 1 in Q.7c; not a in Q.8a; 2 in Q.8b --

Q.8c(sub). How many days? --Third incident 
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000001. 

999997. 
999998. 
999999· 

Actual number of days 

Actual number of days 
Residue 
Out of universe 

II •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• to ................ II ••••••••• 

VAR 3476 
REF 3476 

TOT.AMOUNT MED.EXPENSES 
LOC 931 WIDTH 6 

MD=10002 OR GE 10000 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.7c; not 0 in Q.8a; 2 in Q.8b 

Q.8d. What was the total amount of your medical expenses 
resulting from this incident, including anything paid by 
insurance? Include hos~ital and doctor bi lIs, medicine, 
therapy, braces, and any other injury-related expenses. 
--Third incident 

000000. 
000001. 

009999. 
010000. 
010001. 
010002 . 

No cost 
Amount in whole dollars 

Amount in whole dollars 
Don't know 
Residue 
Out of universe 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • II ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (0 ••••• 

VAR 3477 
REF 3477 

INSUR.CLAIM FILED 
LOC 937 WIDTH 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

-- If coded 2 in CKS; 1 in Q.7c; not 0 in Q.8a; 2 in Q.8b; 
not 000000 in Q.8d; 3 in Q.9a --

Q.9b. Did you file a claim with any of these insurance 
campanies or programs in order to get part or all of your 
medical expenses paid? --Third incident 

1. No 

• 

• 

• 



,---

• 

• 

• 
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2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

••••••••••• I' •••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3478 
REF 3478 

PAYMENi BY INSUR/HEALTH 
LOC 938 WIDTH 1 

MD=l OR GE 5 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.7c; not 0 in Q.8a; 2 in Q.8b; 
not 000000 in Q.8d; 3 in Q.9a; 3 in Q.9b --

Q.9c. Did insurance or any health benefits program"pay for 
al I or part of the total medical expenses? --Third incident 

1- Not yet sett led 
2. None 
3. All 
4. Part 
5· Residue 
6. Out of universe 

.O ••••••••• CI ••••••••••••••• ~ ••••• " •••••••••••••••••••• .......... 

VAR 3479 
REF 3479 

SELF OR PROPERTY PROTECT 
LOC 939 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB --

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.10a. Did you do anything to protect yourself or your 
property during the incident? --Third incident 

1. no 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 
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VAR 3480 
REF 3480 

TYPE OF CRIME CODE 
LOC 940 WIDTH 2 

Type of crime code --Third incident 

(See glossary for further information on type of crime 
codes. ) 

Assaultive Violence 

01. Rape with theft 
02. Attempted rape with theft 
03. Serious assault with weapon with theft 
04. Serious assault no weapon with theft 
05. Minor assault with theft 
06. Rape without theft 
07. Attempted rape without theft 
oB. Serious assault with weapon without theft 
09. Serious assault no weapon without theft 
10. Minor assault without theft 
11. Attempted assault with weapon without theft 
12. Attempted assault no weapon without theft 

Personal Theft Without Assault 

13. Robbery with weapon 
14. Robbery no weapon 
15. Attempted robbery with weapon 
16. Attempted robbery no weapon 
17. Purse snatch, no force 
18. Attempted purse snatch, no force 
19. Pocket picking 

Crimes Against Property-Household Crimes 

20. Burglary, forcible entry, nothing taken, proper 
damage 

21. Burglary, forcible entry, nothing taken, no 
property damage 

22. Burglary, forcible entry, something taken 
23. Burglary, unlawful entry without force 
24. Burglary, attempted forcible entry 
25. Larceny, under $10 

MD=O • 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

(CaNT I NUED) 

26. Larceny $10-$24 
27. Larceny $25-$49 
28. Larceny $50-$99 
29. Larceny $100-$249 
30. Larceny $250 or more 
31. Larceny NA amount 
32. Attempted larceny 
33. Motor vehicle theft, theft of car 
34. Motor vehicle theft. theft of other vehicle 
35. Motor vehicle theft, attempted theft of car 
36. Motor vehicle theft, attempted theft of other 

vehicle 
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........................................... " ..................... . 
VAR 3481 
REF 3481 

PAYMENT BY INSUR/HEALTH 
LOC 942 WIDTH 6 

MD=10001 OR GE 10000 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.7c; 0 not in Q.8a;2 in Q.8b; 
not 000000 in Q.8d; 3 in Q.9a; 3 in Q.9b; 4 in Q. lOa --

Q.9d. How much did insurance or a health benefits program 
pay? --Third incident 

000001. Amount in whole dollars 

009999. Amount in whole dollars 
010000. Residue 
010001. Out of universe 

................................................................... 
VAR 3482 
REF 3482 

HOW VICTIM PROTECT SELF 
LOC 948 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 2 in Q. lOa --

MD=9 OR GE 8 

Q. lOb. What did you do? Anything else? --Third incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3483-3489) 
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(CONT I NUE D) 

For interviews prior to January 1, 1974 

O. More than one entry provided 
1. Used or brandished weapon 
2. Hit, kicked, or scratched offender 
3. Reasoned with offenders 
4. Screamed, yelled for help 
5. Left scene, ran away 
6. Held onto property 
7. Other 
8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

For interviews after January 1, 1974 

O. More than one entry provided 
1. Used/brandished gun or knife 
2. Used/tried physical force 
3. Tried to get help, attract attention, scare 

offenders 
away 

4. Threatened, argued, reasoned, etc., with offenders 
5. Resisted without force, used evasive action 
6. Other 
8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

VAR 3483 
REF 3483 

USED OR BRANDISH WEAPON 
LaC 949 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.l0b.(l). Used or brandished weapon --Third incident 

(For interviews prior to January 1, 1974.) 

<See Q. lab for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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(CONT I NUED) 

(For interviews after January 1, 1974.) 

Q.l0b(1). Used/brandished gun or knife --Third incident 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

•••••••••• of •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ., ••••••• 

VAR 3484 
REF 34b4 

USED/TRIED PHYS.FORCE 
LaC 950 WIDTH 1 

Q.IOb(2). Hit, kicked, or scratched offender 
--Third incident 

--(For interviews prior to January 1, 1974.) 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
I. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

(For interviews after January 1, 1974.) 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.l0b(2). Used/tried physical force --Third incident 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 
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VAR 3485 
REF 3485 

REASONED WITH OFFENDERS 
LOC 951 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.l0b(3). Reasoned with offenders --Third incident 
---------------------------------------------------

(For interviews prior to January 1, 1974.) 

<See Q. lab for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universo 

(For interviews after January 1, 1974.) 

Q. lab (3). Threatened, argued, reasoned, etc .• wi th 
offenders --Third incident 

<See Q. lab for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

••••••••••••••••• Po , •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3486 
REF 3486 

SCREAMED,YELLED FOR HELP 
LOC 952 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.l0b(4). Screamed, yelled for help --Third incident 
-----------------------------------------------------

(For interviews prior to January 1, 1974.) 

<See Q. lab for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

(For interviews after January 1. 1974.) 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

(CONT I NUED) 

Q.10b (4). Tried to get help, attract attention, scare 
offenders away --Third incident 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 
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VAR 3487 
REF 3487 

LEFT SCENE,RAN AWAY 
LOC 953 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.10b(S). Left scene, ran away --Third incident 

(For interviews prior to January 1. 1974.) 

<See Q.10b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

(For interviews after January 1. 1974.) 

Q.10b(S). Resisted without force, used evasive action 
--Third incident 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 
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VAR 3488 
REF 3488 

HELD ONTO PROPERTY 
LOC 954 WIDTH 

Q. lOb (6). He 1 d onto proper ty --Th i rd inc i dent 

(For interviews prior to January 1, 1974.) 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

(For interviews after January 1, 1974.) 

Q.l0b(6). Dummy --Third incident 

9. Question not asked 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

. n····················.· .................... , .. o .............. . 

VAR 3489 
REF 3489 

OTHER 
LOC 955 WIDTH 

Q.10b(]). Other --Third incident 

(For interviews prior to January 1, 1974.) 

<See Q.10b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

(For i ntervi ews after January 1, 1974) 

O. lOb (]). Other --Th i rd inc i dent 

<See Q.l0b for complete question text.> 

O. No 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

•• 
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1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

.................. D" ............................................ . 

VAR 3490 
REF 3490 

MORE THAN ONE OFFENDER 
LOC 956 WIDTH I 

-- If coded 2 in CKB 

MD=2 OR GE 4 

Q.ll. Was the crime committed by only one or more than one 
person? --Third incident 
---------------~-------------------------------------- -----

1. On 1 y one 
2. Donlt know 
3. More than one 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• "' ••••••••• c •••••••• 

VAR 3491 
REF 3491 

SINGLE OFFENDER SEX 
LOC 957 WIDTH I 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.ll 

MD=5 OR GE 3 

Q.lla. Was this person male or female? --Third incident 

1. Ma 1 e 
2. Fema I e 
3. Donlt know 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

.. " " " " " " " " " " " " " ........ " " " " to " " " " .... " .. " .. " .. " " " " .... " .. " " " " " " " " " " " ...... " • " " " " 

VAR 3492 
REF 3492 

SINGLE OFFENDER AGE 
LOC 958 WIDTH 1 

-- I f coded 2 in eKB; 1 in Q. 11 --

MD=8 DR GE 6 
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Q.llb. How old ~ ... ould you say the person was? --Thi rd 
incident 

1- Under 12 
2. 12-14 
3. 15-17 
4. 18-20 
5. 21 or over 
6. Don't know 
7· Residue 
B. Out of universe 

VAR 3493 
REF 3493 

SINGLE OFFENDER RELATION 
LOC 959 WIDTH 1 

MD=-2 OR GE 6 

-- I f coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q. 11 --

Q. lIe. Was the person someone you knew or was he a 
stranger? --Third incident 

1. Stranger 
2. Don't know 
3. Know by sight only 
4. Casual acquaintance 
5. Well known 
6. Res i due 
7. Out of universe 

VAR 3494 
REF 3494 

RELATION.OF SINGLE OFFEN 
LOC 960 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.II; 5 in Q.llc 

MD=9 OR GE 8 

Q. lId. Was the person a relative of yours? --Third incident 

I. No 
2. Yes - spous~ or ex-spouse 
3. Yes - parent 
4. Yes - own child 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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5. Yes - brother or sister 
6. Yes - Other realative 
8. Res i dLle 
9. Out of universe 

........................................ '" e ............................................................... .. 

VAR 31195 
REF 3495 

SINGLE OFFENDER RACE 
LOC 961 WIDTH 1 

-- I f coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q. 11 --

Q. lie. Was he/she-- --Third incident 

1. White 
2. Negro 
3. Other 
4. Donlt know 
6. Residue 
7. Out of universe 

MD=7 OR GE 4 

......................................... " .. CI .......................... G ................................................ .. 

VAR 3496 
REF 3496 

MULTIPLE OFFENDE SEX 
LaC 962 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 3 in Q.l1 --

MD=6 OR GE 4 

Q.l1g. Were they male or female? --Third incident 

1. A 11 ma 1 e 
2 • All female 
3. Male and female 
4. Don I t know 
5. Residue 
6. Out of universe 
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AGE OF YOUNGEST OFFENDER 
LOC 963 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 3 in Q.11 --

Q.11h How old would you say the youngest was? 
--Third incident 
-----------------------------------------------

1. Under 12 
2. 12-14 
3. 15-17 
4. 18-20 
5. 21 or over 
6. Don't know 
7. Residue 
8. Out of universe 

MD=8 OR GE 6 

··,························ ............................ 0 ••••••••• 

VAR 3498 
REF 3498 

AGE OF OLDEST OFFENDER 
LOC 964 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKBj 3 in Q.11; not 5 in Q.11h 

Q. 11i. How old would you say the oldest was? 
--Third incident 

l'iD=8 OR G E 6 

--------------------------------------------------
1. Under 12 
2. 12-14 
3. 15-17 
4. 18-20 
5. 21 or over 
~ o. Don't know 
7. Residue 
8. Out of universe 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " •••••••••••••••••••••••• '0 •••• 

VAR 3499 
REF 3499 

NUMBER OF OFFENDERS 
LOC 965 WIDTH 6 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 3 in Q.11 --

MD=999999 OR GE 999998 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

(CONT I NUED) 

Q.llf. How many persons? --Third incident 

000001. Number of persons 

999997. Number of persons 
999998. Residue 
999999. Out of universe 
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............... Il .......................... CI ••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3500 
REF 3500 

RELATIONSHIP OF OFFENDS. 
LOC 971 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 3 in Q.l1 

MD=2 OR GE 7 

Q.l1j. Were any of the persons known or related to you or 
were they all strangers? --Third incident 

1. All strangers 
2. Don't know 
3. A 11 re I at i ves 
4. Some relatives 
5· All known 
6. Some known 
7· Residue 
B. Out of universe 

." •• "c ••••••••• , ............................................... . 

VAR 3501 
REF 3501 

EXTENT OF RELATION. (SUM) 
LOC 972 WIDTH 1 

MD=5 OR GE 4 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 3 in Q.l1; 5 or 6 in Q.llj --

Q.l1k. How well were they known? --Third incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3502-3504) 

1. By sight only 
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2. Casual acquaintance 
3. Well known 
4. No entries provided 
5. Out of universe 
O. More than one entry provided 

........ ~ , ........................................................... . 
VAR 3502 
REF 3502 

BY SIGHT ONLY 
LOC 973 WIDTH 

-- I f coded 1 in Q. 11 k --

Q.11k(l) By sight only? --Third incident 

<See Q. 11k for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• • • • • • • • • • • • it •••••••••••• lilt .............. c ••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3503 
REF 3503 

CASUAL ACQUAINTANCE(S) 
LOC 974 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q. 11k --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

O. 11 k (2) • Casual acquaintance(s)? --Third incident 

<See Q. 11k for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

• 

• 



• 
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VAR 3501+ 
REF 3504 

WELL KNOWN /"ID=3 OR GE 2 
LaC 975 WIDTH 

-- If coded 3 in Q.llk 

Q.llk(3). Well known? --Third incident 

<See Q. 11k for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3505 
REF 3505 

RELAT.MULT.OFFEND. (SUM.) 
LOC 976 WIDTH 1 

MD=9 OR GE 8 

-- If coded 2 in CKBj 3 in Q.l1; 5 or 6 in Q.llj --

Q.lli. How were they related to you? --Third incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3506-3510) 

l. Spouse or ex-spouse 
2. Parents 
3. Own children 
4. Brothers/sisters 
r: Other ~. 

7· More than one entry provided 
8. No entries provided 
9· Out of universe 

.... ., ........ " . " ... " ..... " .................. " ......... " ....... " 
VAR 3506 
REF 3506 

SPOUSE OR EX-SPOUSE 
LOC 977 WIDTH I 

-- If coded 1 inQ.lll--

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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Q.ll1(l). Spouse or ex-spouse? --Third incident 
------------------------------------------------
<See Q.l11 for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

•••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••• ." •••••••••••••••••••••••••• n ••••• 

VAR 3507 
REF 3507 

PARENTS 
LOC 978 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.111 --

Q. 11 J (2). Parents? --Th i rd inc i dent 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

HD=3 OR GE 2 

•••••••••••••••••••• " .... " " " • " • " •• " e " " " • " • " " ••• " • " • " •••• " " • " " ••• 

VAR 3508 
REF 3508 

OWN CHILDREN 
LOC 979 WIDTH 

-- If coded 3 in Q.111 --

Q.111 (3). Own children? --Third incident 

<See Q.111 for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

'. 



• 

• 

• 

VAR 3509 
REF 3509 

BROTHERS/SISTERS 
LOC 980 WIDTH 

-- If coded 4 in Q.111 --

Q.lll (4). Brothers/sisters? --Third incident 

<See Q.ll1 for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

..... '" ............................................................ . 
VAR 3510 
REF 3510 

OTHER 
LOC 981 \oil DTH 

-- I f coded 5 in Q. 111 --

Q.ll1 (5). Other? --Third incident 

<See Q.ll1 for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

...................................... f'" ....................................... . 

VAR 3511 
REF 3511 

RACE OF MULTIPLE OFFENDS 
LaC 982 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 3 in Q.l1 --

Q.l1m. Were all of them-- --Third incident 

1. Wh i te 
2. Negro 
3. Other 

MD=7 OR GE 5 
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4. Combination 
5. Don I t know 
6. Residue 
7. Out of universe 

............................................ It ....................... f! .................... . 

VAR 3512 
REF 3512 

SOLE VICTIM 
LOC 983 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in CKB 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.12a. Were you the only person there besides the 
offender (s)? --Third incident 
--------------------------------------------------

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

.. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. • .. • • .. • • .. • • • • .. • .. .. • • .. • .. 1;1 ............................... .. 

VAR 3513 
REF 3513 

NUMBER OF PERSONS VICTIM 
LaC 984 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 2 in Q.12a --

MD=9 OR GE 8 

Q.12b. How many of these persons were robbed, harmed; or 
threatened? --Third incident (Include only those persons 
12 years of age and over.) 
---------------------------------------------------------

O. None 
1. Actual number of persons 12 or over 

6. Actual number of persons 12 or over 
7. Seven or more 
8. Residue 
9. Out of universe 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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VAR 3514 
REF 3514 

NO.HOUSEHOLD PEO.VICTIM. MD=9 OR GE 8 
LOC 985 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 2 in Q.12a; not 0 in Q.12b --

Q.12c. Were any of these persons members of your household? 
--Third incident (Do not include household members under 12 
years of age.) 

O. No 
1. Actual number of persons 

7. Actual number of persons 
8. Residue 
9. Out of universe 

........... " ........ " ..................... " .................... . 

VAR 3515 
REF 3515 

THEFT 
LOC 986 WIDTH 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.13a. Was something stolen or taken without permission 
that belonged to you or others in the household? --Third 
incident 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

VAR 3516 
REF 3516 

ATTEMPTED THEFT 
LOC 987 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13a --

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.13b. Did the person(s) attempt to take something that 
belonged to you or others in the household? --Third incident 
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1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

................................................................ 
VAR 3517 
REF 3517 

OBJECT OF ATMPT.THEF.SUM 
LOC 988 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13a; 2 in Q.13b 

MD=6 OR GE 8 

Q.13c .. What did they try to take? Anything else? 
--Third incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in vars. 3518-3524.) 
more than one entry provided 

1. Purse 
2. Wallet or money 
3. Car 
4. Other motor vehicle 
5. Part of car (hubcap, tape-deck,etc.) 
6. Don't know 
7. Other 
8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

...................................................... " ....... . 
VAR 3518 
REF 3518 

PURSE 
LOC 989 WIDTH 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13c --

Q.13c(l). Purse? --Third incident 

<See Q.13c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

VAR 3519 
REF 3519 

vJALLET OR MONEY 
LOC 990 \oJ I DTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13c --

Q.13c(2). Wallet or money? --Third incident 

<See Q.13c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3 .. Out of universe 
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~\D=3 OR GE 2 

................................................................................ " ............................... . 

VAR 3520 
REF 3520 

CAR 
LaC 991 WIDTH 

-- If coded 3 in Q.13c --

Q.13c. Car? --Third incident 

<See Q.13c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

..... 0 ............................... 0 .............. " ......................... " .... .. 

VAR 3521 
REF 3521 

OTHER MOTOR VEHICLE 
LaC 992 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 4 in Q.13c 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.13c (4). Other motor vehicle? --Third incident 

<See Q.13c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
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1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

•••••••••••••••• e •••••••••••••• Oo ••••••••••••••• ~ •••••• ••••••••• 

VAR 3522 
REF 3522 

PART OF CAR- HUBCAP,TAPE 
LOC 993 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 5 in Q.13c 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 13c(5). Par t of car (hubcap, tape-deck. etc.)? --Th i rd 
incident 
---------------------------------------------------------
<See Q.13c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

• • • • • • .. • • • • • II • II •• co ••••••••••••••• II •• II ••••• II •••••••••• II ••••••••• 

VAR 3523 
REF 3523 

DO NOT I(NOW 
LOC 994 WIDTH 

-- If coded 6 in Q.13c 

Q.13c(6). Don't know? --Third incident 
---------------------------------------

<See Q.13c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

VAR 3524 
REF 3524 

OTHER 
LOC 995 WIDTH 

-- If coded 7 in Q.13c --

Q. l3c (7). Other? --Th i rd inc i dent 

<See Q.13c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of un~verse 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

........................................... tI ................................. ., .......................................... .. 

VAR 3525 
REF 3525 

PROPERTY ON PERSON 
LOC 996 WIDTH 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13a; 2 in Q.13b; 1 or 2 in Q.13c --

Q.13d. Was the (purse/wallet/money) on your person, for 
instance in a pocket or being held? --Third incident 

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

.............................................................................................................................. 

VAR 3526 
REF 3526 

DESCRIPTION OF .INCI.SUM. 
LOC 997 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13a; 2 in Q.13b --

Q.13e. What did happen? Anything else? 
--Third incident 

MD=O OR GE 9 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3527-3534) 
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O. No entries provided 
1. Number of entries provided 

8. Number of entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

............................................ Ii ••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3527 
REF 3527 

ATTACKED 
LaC 998 WIDTH 

Q.13e (1). Attacked? --Third incident 
-------------------------------------

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• • • • • • '" •••••••••••• " ....... ,. ••••••••••• G •••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3528 
REF 3528 

THREATENED WITH HARM 
LaC 999 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. i3e(2). Threatened with harm? --Third incident 
-------------------------------------------------

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Res i due 
3. Out of universe 

• fI ................. to ••• " ....... If .......................... " ............... . 

VAR 3529 
REF 3529 

ATTMPT BREAK HOUSE/GARAG 
LaC 1000 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 13e (3). Attempted to break into house or garage? --Th i rd 
incident 
----------------------------------------------_ ... _----------

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

."".fI •••• " ...................................................... .. 

VAR 3530 
REF 3530 

ATTMPT BREAK INTO CAR 
LOC 1001 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.13e(4). Attempted to break into car? --Third incident 
--------------------------------------------------------

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

........................................... to • ., •••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3531 
REF 3531 

HARASSED,ARGUE,ABSU.LANG 
LOC 1002 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.13e(5). Harrassed, argument, abusive language? --Third 
incident 
---------------------------------------------------------

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

......................................... '" .... e I • " ••• 5- ................. .. 

VAR 3532 
REF 3532 

DAMAGED,DESTROYED PROP. 
LOC 1003 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 13e (6). Damaged or destroyed property? --Th i rd inc i dent 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 
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VAR 3533 
REF 3533 

ATMPT/THREAT.DESTRY.PROP 
LOC 1004 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 13e (]). Attempted or threatened to damage or destroy 
property? --Third incident 
-------------------------------------------------------

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••• II ••••••• " ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3534 
REF 3534 

OTHER 
LOC 1005 WIDTH 

Q.13e(8). Other 

O. Nt", 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

................................................................ 
VAR 3535 
REF 3535 

AMOUNT TAKEN 
LOC 1006 WIDTH 6 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13a --

MD=10001 OR GE 10000 

Q. 13f (a). Wha t was taken tha t be longed to you or other sin 
the household? Anything else (A -- cash)? --Third incident 
-----------------------------------------------------------

000001. Amount of cash in whole dollars 

009999. Amount of cash in whole dollars 
010000. Residue 
010001. Out of universe 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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VAR 3536 
REF 3536 

PROPERTY TAKEN (SUM.) 
LOC 1012 WIDTH 1 

MD=9 OR GE 8 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13a --

Q. 13f (b). What was taken that be longed to you or others in 
the household? Anything else (B -- property)? --Third 
incident 
-------------------------------------- .. _-------------------

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3537-3542.) 

O. Only cash taken 
1. Purse 
2. Wallet 
3. Car 
4. Other motor vehicle 
5. Part of car (hubcap, tape-deck, etc.) 
6. Other 
7. More than one entry provided 
8. Residue 
9. Out of universe 

•••• ••••••••••••••••••••• Ik •• O •••••••••••••••••• a ••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3537 
REF 3537 

PURSE 
LOC 1013 WIDTH 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13f(b) 
Q. 13f (b i). Purse? --Th i rd inc i dent 

<See Q.13f(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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VAR 3538 
REF 3538 

WALLET 
LOC 1014 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13f(b) --

Q.13f(b2). Wallet? --Third incident 

<See Q.13f(b) For complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

••••••••• 111' ••••••• 0 ••••••••• " ................................... . 

VAR 3539 
REF 3539 

CAR 
LOC 1015 WIDTH 

-- I f coded 3 in Q. 13f (b) --

Q.13f(b3). Car? --Third incident 

<See Q.13f(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

................................................................... \1 ................................................. .. 

VAR 3540 
REF 3540 

OTHER MOTOR VEHICLE 
LOC 1016 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 4 in Q.13f(b) --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 13f (b4). Other motor veh i c 1 e? --Th i rd inc i dent 

<See Q.13f(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

............ " ................ " ..................... ~ ..... ........ . 

VAR 3541 
REF 3541 

PART OF CAR:HUB-CAP,TAPE 
LOC 1017 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 5 in Q.13f(b) --

I1D=3 OR GE 2 

Q.13f (bS). Part of car (hub-cap, tape-deck, etc.)? 
--Third incident 

<See Q.13f(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

................................ ., • 0 .............................. . 

VAR 3542 
REF 3542 

OTHER 
LOC 1018 WIDTH 

-- I f coded 6 in Q. 13f (b) --

Q.13f (b6). Other? --Third incident 

<See Q.13f(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

110=3 OR GE 2 
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VAR 3543 
REF 3543 

PERMISSION TO USE CAR/MV 
LOC 1019 WIDTH 1 

MD=2 OR GE 4 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; 3 or 4 in Q.13f(b) --

Q.14a. Had permission to use the (car/motor vehicle) ever 
been given to the person who took it? --Third incident 

1- No 
2. Don't know 
3· Yes 
4. Residue 
5 . Out of universe 

. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . " .. " .................. " .. " .................. ~ ................... " 
VAR 3544 
REF 3544 

CAR/MOTOR VEHICLE RETRN 
LOC 1020 WIDTH 1 

-- I f coded 1 in Q. i 3a; 3 or 4 in Q. 13f (b) --

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.14b. Did the person return the car/motor vehicle? 
--Third incident 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

.......... " ...................................................... .. 
VAR 3545 
REF 3545 

CASH ON PERSON WHEN TAKN 
LOC 1021 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; 1 or 2 in Q.13f (b) --

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.14c. Was the (purse/wallet/money) on your person, for 
instance, in a pocket or being held by you when it was 
taken? --Third incident 

1. Yes 
2.. No 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 
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3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

................ It.· ....... " ........................... o •••••••••• 

VAR 3546 
REF 3546 

VALUE OF PROPERTY TAKEN 
LOC 1022 WIDTH 6 

MD=10001 OR GE 10000 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; not a in Q.13f (b) 

Q.15a. Altogether, what was the value of the property that 
was taken? --Third incident 

000000. 

009999. 
010000. 
010001 . 

Value in whole dollars 

Value in whole dollars 
Residue 
Out of universe 

.. " ....................................... 0 .......................................................... ., .... .. 

VAR 3547 
REF 3547 

DETERMINATION OF VALUES 
LaC 1028 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; not 0 in Q.13f (b) --

MD=6 OR GE 8 

Q.1Sb. How did you decide the value of the property that 
was stolen? --Third incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detai led entries are given in var. nos. 
3548- 3554.) 

O. More than one entry provided 
1. Original cost 
2. Replacement cost 
3. Personal estimate of current value 
4. Insurance report estimate 
5. Pol ice estimate 
6. Don1t know 
7. Other 
8. Residue 
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9. Out of universe 

•••• ~ ••••••••• 8 ••••••••••••••••••••• 0 .................. ••••••••• 

VAR 3548 
REF 3548 

ORIGINAL COST 
LOC 1029 WIDTH 

-- If coded 1 in Q.15b --

Q.15b(l). Original cost --Third incident 

<See Q.15b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
I. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

•••• " ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• i!I ••••• ~.& •••••••••• " •• ••••••••• 

VAR 3549 
REF 3549 

REPLACEMENT COST 
LOC 1030 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.15b 

Q.15b(2). Replacement cost --Third incident 

<See Q.15b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

....................................................................................................... 

VAR 3550 
REF 3550 

PERSONAL EST. CURRNT VAL 
LOC 1031 WIDTH I 

-- If coded 3 in Q.15b --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.15b (3). Personal estimate of current value? --Third 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 
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incident 

<See Q.15b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

·11'(················.·.·· ......... te" •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3551 
REF 3551 

INSURANCE REPORT EST. 
LOC 1032 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 4 in Q.15b --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.15b(4). Insurance report estimate? --Third incident 

<See Q.15b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

......... " ...................................................... . 
VAR 3552 
REF 3552 

POL I CE EST I ~\ATE 
LOC 1033 HIDTH 

-- If coded 5 in Q.15b --

Q. 15b(5). Pol ice estimate? --Third incident 

<See Q.15b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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VAR 3553 
REF 3553 

DO NOT KNOW 
LOC 1034 WIDTH 

-- If coded 6 in Q.15b --

Q.15b(6). Don1t know? --Third incident 
----------------------------------------

<See Q.15b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• r , •••••• , ~ .............................. . 

VAR 3554 
REF 3554 

OTHER 
LOC 1035 WIDTH 

-- If coded 7 in Q.15b --

Q, 15b (7). Other? --Third incident 

<See Q.15b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

••••• :t •••••••••••••••••••••••• " ............. II ••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3555 
REF 3555 

RECOVER STOLEN PROPTY/$ 
LOC 1036 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a --

MD=5 OR GE 4 

Q.16a. Was all or part of the stolen money or property 
recovered, except for anything received from insurance? 
--Third incident 
-------------------------------------------------------

1. None 

---------~~~---~ 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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2 . All 
3. Part 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••• tt •••••••••••••••••••• It •••••••••••••• 

VAR 3556 
REF 3556 

PROP. RECOVERED SUMMARY 
LOC 1037 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; 3 in Q.16a --

MD=9 OR GE 8 

Q.16b(b). What was recovered? Anything else (8 -
property)? --Third incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given var. nos. 3557-3562.) 

O. Only cash recovered 
1- Purse 
2. Wal'f et 
3. Car 
4. Other motor vehicle 
5. Part of car (hubcap, tape-deck, etc .) 
6. Other 
7. More than one entry provided 
8. No entries provided 
9. Oll! cf universe 

•••••••••••••• •••••••••••• 11 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3557 
REF 3557 

PURSE 
LaC 1038 WIDTH 

-- If coded 1 in Q.16(b)--

Q.16(bl). Purse --Third incident 

<See Q.16b(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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VAR 3558 WALLET MD=3 OR GE 2 
REF 3558 LOC 1039 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.16b(b) 

Q.16(b2). Wallet --Third incident 

<See Q.16b(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

••• .................. 6 ••••••••••••••••••••• , .................... . 

VAR 3559 
REF 3559 

CAR 
LOC 1040 WIDTH 

-- If coded 3 in Q.16(b) 

Q.16b(b3). Car? --Third incident 

<See Q.16b(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

..................... to .......................................... . 

VAR 3560 
REF 3560 

OTHER MOTOR VEHICLE 
LOC 1041 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 4 in Q.16b(b) --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 16b (b4). Other motor veh i c 1 e? --Th i rd inc i dent 

<See Q.16b(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

,. .... ,. ........ 'JI ••••• " " ••• , ...... " • " " " III' • f, " ........ " " ••••• , .... " •••• " • 

VAR 3561 
REF 3561 

PART OF CAR-HUBCAP.TAPE 
LOC 1042 WIDTH 1 

-- I f coded 5 in Q. 16b (b) --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 1Gb CbS). Part of car (hubcap. tape-deck. etc.)? 
--Third incident 

<See Q.16b(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

• " •• " •• " • " ••• " • " " •••• " " •• " •• 0 ••• " " ••• " •••••• " ............ " " " •••• 

VAR 3562 
REF 3562 

OTHER 
LOC 1043 WIDTH 

-- I f coded 6 in Q. 16b (b) --

Q. 16b (b6). Other? --Th i rd ! nc i dent 

<See Q.16b(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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VAR 3563 
REF 3563 

CASH RECOVERED 
LOC 1044 WI DTH r o 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; 3 in Q.16a --

MD=10001 OR GE 10000 

Q. 16b (a). What was recovered? Anyth i ng else (A -- cash)? 
--Third incident 

000001. Actual cash recovered in whole dollars 

009999. Actual cash recovered in whole dollars 
010000. Residue 
010001. Out of universe 

................................. , ...................... , ...... " .. . 

VAR 3564 
REF 3564 

PROPERTY RECOVERED 
LOC 1050 WIDTH 6 

MD=10002 OR GE 10001 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; 3 in Q.16a; not 0 in Q.16b(b) 

Q.16c. What was the value of the property recovered 
(excluding recovered cash)? --Third incident 

000001. Value in whole dollars 

009999. Value in whole dollars 
010001. Residue 
010002. Out of universe 

........................ " ........ , ....................................................................................... .. 

VAR 3565 
REF 3565 

-- If coded 
Q.17c 

VALUE PROP.REPLAC.INSUR. MD=10002 OR GE 10001 
LOC 1056 WIDTH 6 

in Q. 1 3a; 3 i n Q. 16a; 3 i n Q. 1Gb (b); 3 in 

Q.17d. How much was recovered? --Third incident 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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000001. Amount in whole dollars 

009999. Amount in whole dollars 
010001. Residue 
Oi0002. Out of universe 
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••••••••••••••••••• .. ••• ••••••••••••• 0 ......... 0.0 ••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3.566 
REF 3566 

INSURANCE AGAINST THEFT 
LOC 1062 WIDTH 1 

-- I f coded 1 in Q. 13a --

MD=2 OR GE 4 

Q.17a. Was there any insurance against theft? --Third 
incident 
---------------------------------.~--------------------

1. No 
") 
{... Don't know 
3. Yes 
4. Residue 
5· Out of universe 

...................... $ .............................................................. . 

VAR 3567 
REF 3567 

REPORTED TO INSURANCE CO 
LOC 1063 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; 3 in Q.17a --

MD=2 OR GE 4 

Q.17b. Was this loss reported to an insurance company? 
--Third incident 
-------------------------------------------------------

l. No 
2. Don't know 
3. Yes 
4. Residue 
5 . Out of universe 
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VAR 3568 
REF 3568 

LOSS RECOVERED THRU INS. MD=l OR GE 4 
LOC 1064 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a: 3 in Q.17a; 3 in Q.17b 

Q.17c. Was any of this loss recovered through insurance? 
--Third incident 

1-
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

VAR 3569 
REF 3569 

Not yet settled 
No 
Yes 
Residue 
Out of universe 

NO.HOUSE.MEMS.LOST WORK 
LOC 1065 WIDTH 2 

MD=22 OR GE 21 

Q.18a. Did any household member lose any time from work 
because of this incident? --Third incident 

00. No 
01. Yes, number of members 

20. Yes, number of members 
21. Res i due 
22. Out of universe 

VAR 3570 
REF 3570 

TOTAL TIME LOST FRM WORK 
LOC 1067 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 00 not in Q.18a --

MD=7 OR GE 5 

Q.18b. How much time was lost altogether? --Third incident 

1. Less than 1 day 
2. 1-5 days 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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3. 6-10 days 
4. Over 10 days 
5. Don I t know 
6". Res i due 
7. Out of universe 

287 

, ......................................... " ..................... . 
VAR 3571 
REF 3571 

COST OF REPAIR OR REPLAC 
LaC 1068 WIDTH 6 

-- If coded 2 in Q.19a; 2 in Q.19b --

Mu=10002 OR GE 10000 

Q.19c. How much would it cost to repair or replace the 
damaged item(s)? --Third incident 
-------------------------------------------------------

000001. Actual amount in dollars 

009999· 
010000. 
010001 • 
010002. 

Actual amount in dollars 
Don't know 
Residue 
Out of universe 

(This question is asked only if items were damaged but not 
repaired or replaced.) 

••••••• ., .................. III • It ...................................... . 

VAR 3572 
REF 3572 

ACT.COST TO REPAIR/REPLA 
LaC 1074 WIDTH 6 

-- If coded 2 in Q.19a; 2 in Q.19b 

MD=10002 OR GE 10000 

Q.19d. How much was the repair or replacement cost? 

--Third incident 

000001. Actual amount in whole dollars 

009999. Actual amount in whole dollars 
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010000. No cost or don't know 
010001 • Res i due 
010002. Out of universe 

• a ............................................................. . 

VAR 3573 
REF 3573 

PROP.DAMAGE BUT NO TAKEN 
LOC 1080 WIDTH 1 

MO=4 OR GE 3 

Q.19a. Was anything damaged but not taken in this incident? 
--Third incident 
For example, was a lock or window broken, clothing damaged, 
or damage done to a car, etc.? --Third incident 
------------------------------------------------------------

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

• •• " • " .................. " ... " .... " " .. " ................ " " • " • " ....... " I.' ............ " " " •• 

VAR 3574 
REF 3574 

REP.FOR DAM. ITEM NOT TKN 
LOC 1081 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.19a 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q. 19b. (Was/Were) the damaged item (s) repa i red or rep I aced? 
--Third incident 
------------------------------------------------------------

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

· .... " ..... " .. " . " . " ..... ., " .. " " .. " " . " ....... " ..... " .. " ........................ .. 
VAR 3575 
REF 3575 

REPAIR/REPLAC.PAID BY? 
LOC 1082 WIDTH 1 

MD=7 OR GE 6 

-- If coded 2 in Q.19a; 1 in Q.19b; not 010000 in Q.19d --

Q.1ge. Who paid or will pay for the repairs or replacement? 
------------------------------------------------------------

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 
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--Third incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detai led entries are given in var. nos. 
3576-3579.) 

1. Household member 
2. Landlord 
3. Insurance 
4. Other 
5. More than one entry provided 
6. No entries provided 
7. Out of universe 

........................... f> ••••••• ,. ••••••••••••••••••••• ,. • 0 ••• , 

VAR 3576 
REF 3576 

HOUSEHOLD MEMBER 
LaC 1083 WIDTH 

-- If coded 1 in Q.1ge --

Q. 1ge (1). Househo 1 d member? --Th i rd inc i dent 

<See Q.1ge for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

II •••••••• ~ ....................................................... . 

VAR 3577 
REF 3577 

LANDLORD 
LaC 1084 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.1ge --

Q. 1ge (2). Land 1 ord? --Th i rd inc i dent 

<See Q.1ge for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3578 
REF 3578 

INSURANCE 
LOC 1085 WIDTH 

-- If coded 3 in Q.1ge --

Q.1ge(3). Insurance? --Third incident 

<See Q.1ge for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3579 
REF 3579 

OTHER 
LOC 1086 WIDTH 

-- If coded 4 in Q.1ge --

Q.1ge(4). Other? --Third incident 

<See Q.1ge for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3580 
REF 3580 

POLICE INFORMED? 
LOC 1087 WIDTH 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

MD=2 OR GE 6 

Q.20a. Were the pol ice informed of this incident in any 
way? --Third incident 

• 

• 

• 
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1. No 
2. Donlt know 
3. Yes - household member told them 
4. Yes - someone else told them 
5. Yes - pol ice on scene 
6. Residue 
7. Out of universe 

....... ,. .... ,. .............. " ............... ,. ...................... . 
VAR 3581 
REF 3581 

REASON POLICE NOT INFORM 
LaC 1088 WIDTH 1 

-- I f coded 1 in Q. 20a --

MD=O OR GE 9 

Q.20b. What was the reason this incident was not reported 
to the police? --Third incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3582 - 3590.) 

o. No entry provided 
1. Actual number of entries provided 

7. Actual number of entries provided 
8. Eight or more entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

VAR 3582 
REF 3582 

NOTHING COULD BE DONE 
LOC 1089 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.20b(l). Nothing could be done - lack of proof --Third 
incident 

<See Q.20b for complete quest~on text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
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2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

•••••••••••••• " " .......... II •••••••• " ••• " •• " 0 " •••• " ............. " ••• 

VAR 3583 
REF 3583 

DID NOT THINK IMPORTANT 
LOC 1090 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.20b(2). Did not think it important enough? --Third 
incident 
-----------------------------------------------------

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

...... , .......................................................... . 
VAR 3584 
REi= 3584 

POLICE NOT BOTHERED 
LOC 1091 WIDTH 1 

"'10=3 OR GE 2 

Q.20b(3). Police wouldn't want to be bothered? --Third 
incident 
-----------------------~-------------------------------

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

.................................................. " ..... , ..... . 

VAR 3585 
REF 3585 

DID NT WANT TO TAKE TIME 
LOC 1092 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.20b(4). Did not want to take time - too inconvenient? 
--Third incident 
--------------------------------------------------------

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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(CONT I NUED) 

<Se~ Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3586 
REF 3586 

PRIVATE/PERSON.MATTER 
LOC 1093 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.20b(5). Private or personal matter, did not \"ant to 
report it? --Third incident 

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3587 
REF 3587 

DID NT WANT TO GET INVOL 
LOC 1094 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.20b(6). Did not \..,ant to get involved? --Third incident 

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3588 
REF 3588 

AFRAID OF REPRISAL 
LOC 1095 WIDTH 

Q.20b(7). Afraid of reprisal? --Third incident 

MD=3 OR GE 2 



(CONT I NUED) 

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

" ..................... .a ................................................. . 

VAR 3589 
REF 3589 

REPORTED TO SOMEONE ELSE 
LOC 1096 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 20b (8). Repor ted to someone else --Th i rd inc i dent 
----------------------------------------------------

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

• • • • • • • • • • • " ••• " ••••• " ••••••• l.r • " ........ " •••••••••••••••••••••• " 

VAR 3590 
REF 3590 

OTHER 
LOC 1097 WIDTH 

Q.20b(9). Other --Third ir,cident 

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

••••••• It ............................................... ,. ....... " ..... .. 

VAR 3591 
REF 3591 

EMPLOYED AT TIME OF INCI 
LOC 1098 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded yes in CKG --

MD=4 OR GE 3 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

(CONT I NUED) 

Q.21a. Did you have a job at the time this incident 
happened? --Third incident 

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 
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•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• C' •••••••• o •••••••••••• "' .... 0 •••••••• 

VAR 3592 
REF 3592 

TYPE OF JOB 
LOC 1 099 \~ 10TH 

-- If coded yes in CKG; 2 in Q.21a --

Q.21b. What was the job? --Third incident 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

1. Same as described in var. nos. 2024 and 2026 
2. Different 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

(Var. nos. refer to industry and occupation codes recorded 
in person record) 

VAR 3593 
REF 3593 

OCCUPATION CODE 
LOC 1100 WIDTH 3 

MD=O OR GE 998 

-- If coded yes in CKG; 2 in Q.21a; 2 in Q.21b --

Q.21c. Occupation code --Third incident 

001. N-Z (See glossary) 

997· 
998. 
999. 
000. 

N-Z (See glossary) 
Residue 
Out of universe 
No entry provided 
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(corn I NUED) 

(Provided for persons whose job was different at the time of 
the inc i dent.) 

................... " ... " .............. , .................... , .. . 

VAR 3594 
REF 3594 

INDUSTRY CODE 
LOC 1103 WIDTH 3 

MD=O OR GE 998 

-- If coded yes in CKG; 2 in Q.21a; 2 in Q.21b --

Q.21d. Industry code 

What kind of business or industry is this? --Third incident 

(For example: TV and radio manufacturing, retail shoe, 
state labor department, farm) 

000. No entry provided 
017. A-M industry codes (See glossary) 

998. 
99B. 
999. 

A-M industry codes (See glossary) 
Residue 
Out of universe 

(Provided for persons whose job was different at the time of 
th i s inc i dent.) 

~ ...... II .... " ................................... II ........................................................... .. 

VAR 3595 
REF 3595 

EMPLOYEE CLASS 
LOC 1106 WIDTH 

MD=6 OR GE 5 

-- If coded yes in CKG; 2 in Q.21a; 2 in Q.21b --

Q.21e. Were you --Third incident 

1. An employee of a private company, business, or 
individual for wages, salary, or commissions. 

2. A government employee (federal, state, county or 
I oca J) 

3. Self-employed in own business, professional 
practice, or farm 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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(COIn I NIJED) 

4. Working without pay in family business or farm 
5. Res i due 
6. Out of universe 

• " " ........ " ........ " , " " ........ " .................. " Il " " ............... " .............. " .. " , , .. " .. " ...... .. 

VAR 3596 
REF 3596 

INCIDENT WEIGHT 
LOC 1107 WIDTH 7 

Incident Weight --Third incident 

MD=O 

IMP DEC= 3 

Incident weight is used to tabulate incident data. The 
weight contains three impl ied decimal places • 

•••••••• ,.~ •••••••••••• ItI •••••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••• ••••••••• 

VAR 3601 
REF 3601 

HOUSEHOLD ID NUMBER 
LOC 1114 WIDTH 6 

Household identification number 

MD=999999 

The ICPSR has attached (within collection quarter) a 
sequential household identification number to every record. 
This number uniquely identifies each household record within 
a collection quarter, and is also used to 1 ink person and 
incident records to the appropriate household • 

.................... " ............................................ . 

VAR 3602 
REF 3602 

PERSON ID NUMBER 
LOC 1120 WIDTH 3 

Person ID number 

MD=999 

The ICPSR has attached (within a household) a sequential 
person identification number to each person and incident 
record. Used in conjunction with the household 
identification number, the person identification number will 
uniquely identify each person record within a collection 
quarter, and is also used to 1 ink incident records to the 
appropriate person. 
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VAR 3603 
REF 3603 

INCIDENT 10 NUMBER 
LaC 1123 WIDTH 3 

MD=999 

Incident identification number 

The ICPSR has attached (to each person) a sequential 
incident identification number to each incident record. Used 
in conjunction with the household and person identification 
numbers, the incident identification number ~ill uniquely 
identify each incident record within a collection quarter. 

VAR 3604 
REF 3604 

YEAR AND QUARTER 10 
LaC 1126 WIDTH 3 

Year and quarter identffication 

MD=999 

The ICPSR has attached a three-digit identification number 
to each record which denotes the year and quarter in which 
the interview was taken. The first two digits of the 
variable are the last two digits of the year (e.g. 1976 = 
76), and the third digit is the collection quarter (l - 4). 
The variable is constant within each collection quarter. 

VAR 3605 
REF 3605 

RECORD TYPE CODE 
LaC 1129 WIDTH 

Record type code 

3. Inc i dent record 

VAR 3606 
REF 3606 

LINE NUMBER OF VICTIM 
LaC 1130 WIDTH 2 

Line number of victim 

MD=9 

MD=99 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

(CONT I NUED) 

01. Actual 1 ine number coded 

20. Actual 1 ine number coded 

(Corresponds to I ine number coded in person record, 
var.2006) 
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....... II ••••••••••• ot II ................... " •••••• II •••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3607 
REF 3607 

SCREEN QUESTION NUMBER 
LOC 1132 WiDTH 2 

Screen question number 

29. Household screen question number 

32. Household screen question number 
34. Household screen question number 
35. Household screen question number 
36. Individual screen question number 

48. Individual screen question number 
49. Residue 

(Identifies screen question which el icited this crime 
incident report.) 

MD=49 

.............................. II ... " .... " .......... " ............ " ................. " ... 

VAR 3608 
REF 3608 

INCIDENT NUMBER 
LOC 1134 WIDTH 2 

Incident number 

01. Actual number coded 

MD=ll OR GE 10 
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(CaNT I NUED) 

09. Actual number coded 
10. Residue 
11. Out of universe 
12. No entry 

(If more than one incident report resulted from a single 
screen question (See var. no. 3607) the incident number 
identifies which incident Is being described.) 

VAR 3609 
REF 3609 

MONTH OF OCCURRENCE 
LOC 1136 WIDTH 2 

MD=14 OR GE 13 

Q.la. In what month (did this/did the first) incident 
happen? --Fourth incident 

Month of 

01-
02. 
03· 
04. 
05· 
06. 
07· 
08. 
09· 
10. 
11-
12. 
13· 
14. 
15· 

VAR 3610 
REF 3610 

occurrence 

January 
February 
March 
April 
.May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
Residue 
Out of universe 
No entry 

SERIES INCIDENT REPORT 
LOC 1138 WIDTH 1 

Q.CKA. Is this incident report for a series of crimes? 
--Fourth incident 

Series incident report 

MD=9 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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1. No 
2. Yes 

........................ 00 ............................... 0 •••••••• 

VAR 3611 
REF 3611 

QTR OF SERIES INC OCCUR. 
LOC 1139 WiDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.CKA --

MD=7 OR GE 6 

Q.1b. In what month(s) did these incidents take place? 
--Fourth incident 

Quarter in which series incidents occurred (Summary) 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3~12-3615.) 

1. Spr i ng (March, Apr iI, May) 
2. Summer (June, July. August) 
3 . Fa 11 (September, October, November) 
4. Wi nter (December, January, February) 
5. More than one response provided 
6. No responses provided 
7. Not appl icable 

............................ II ........................................................................... .. 

VAR 3612 
REF 3612 

INCIDENT OCCURRED SPRING 
LaC 1140 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.CKA --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 1 b (1) Inc i dent occurred Spr i ng --Fourth inc i dent 

<See Q.lb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 
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VAR 3613 
REF 3613 

INCiDENT OCCURRED SUMMER 
LOC 1141 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.CKA --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.lb(2) Incident occurred in Summer --Fourth incident 

<See Q.lb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3614 
REF 3614 

INCIDENT OCCURRED FALL 
LOC 1142 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.CKA --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.lb(3) Incident occurred in Fall --Fourth incident 

<See Q.lb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3615 
REF 3615 

INCIDENT OCCURRED WINTER 
LOC 1143 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.CKA --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.1b(4) Incident occurred in Winter --Fourth incident 

<See Q.lb for complete question text.> 

O. No 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

8 •••••••••• ,.C!C" ............................ " •••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3616 
REF 3616 

NUMBER OF INCI IN SERIES 
LOC 1144 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.CKA --

MD=€; OR GE 4 

Q.1e How many incidents were involved in this series? 
--Fourth incident 

1. Three or four 
2 • Five to ten 
3. Eleven or more 
4. Don't know 
5. Residue 
6. Out of universe 

(Items beginning in var. 3617 refer only to the most 
recent incident, if series.) 

............. II ...................................................................................................... .. 

VAR 3617 
REF 3617 

TIME OF OCCURRENCE 
LOC 1145 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.CKA --

MD=1 OR GE 6 

Q.2. About what time did this/the most recent incident 
happen? --Fourth incident 

(The following questions refer only to the most recent 
incident.) 

1. Don't know 
2. During the day (6a.m. to 6p.m.) 
3. At night (6 p.m. to midnight) 
4. At night (midnight to 6 a.m.) 
5. At night - don't know specifically 
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6. Residue 

· ...................... " ................. " .................... . 
VAR 3618 
REF 3618 

PLACE OF OCCURRENCE 
LOC 1146 WIDTH 1 

Q.3b. Did it happen inside the I imits of a city, town, 
village, etc.? --Fourth incident 

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 

MD=3 

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " •••••••••••••••••••• to ••••••••••••• 

VAR 3619 
REF 3619 

DETAILED PLACE OF OCCURR 
LOC 1147 WIDTH 1 

MD=9 

Q.4. Where did this incident take place? --Fourth incident 

1. At or in own home/apartment, in garage or other 
building on property 

2. At or in vacation home, hotel/motel 
3. Inside commercial building, such as a store, 

restaurant, bank, gas station, public conveyance 
station 

4. Inside office, factory, or warehouse 
5. Near own home; yard, sidewalk, driveway, carport 

apartment hall. 
6. On the street, in a park, field, playground, school 

grounds or parking lot 
7. ins i de schoo 1 
8. Other 
9. Residue 

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 6- •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3620 
REF 3620 

RSN PRESENT IN COML BLDG 
LOC 1148 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 3 or 4 in Q.4 --

MD=6 OR GE 5 

• 

• 

• 



--- ---------- ------------------

• 

• 

• 

(CONT I NUED) 

Q.5a. Were you a customer, employee, or owner? 
--Fourth incident 

1. Customer 
2. Employee 
3. Owner 
4. Other 
5. Residue 
6. Out of universe 
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·"'· ... ·."'.r. ....... ~ .................. D ••••••••••• , •••• • " ••••••• 

VAR 3621 
REF 3621 

COMML OR BUSNS VICTIMIZA 
LOC 1149 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 3 or 4 in Q.4 --

MD=5 OR GE 3 

Q.5b. Did the person(s) steal or try to steal anything from 
the store, restaurant, office, factory, etc.? --Fourth 
incident 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Donlt know 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

...... " ............. " • " ..... e .... " ......... " " .. u ......... " • " " " It ................. " • 

VAR 3622 
REF 3622 

RGHT OF OFNDR TO BE PRES 
LOC 1150 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 or 2 in Q.4 --

MD=5 OR GE 3 

Q. 6a. Did th(~ person (s) 1 i ve there or have a right to be 
there, such as a guest or a workman? --Fourth incident 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3· Donlt know 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 
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VAR 3623 
REF 3623 

ACTUAL/ATTEMPTED ENTRY 
LOC 1151 WIDTH 1 

11D=5 OR GE 3 

-- If coded 1 or 2 in Q.4 2 or 3 in Q.6a --

Q.6b. Did the person(s) actually get In or just try to get 
in the bui lding? --Fourth incident 

l. Actua 11 y got in 
2. Just tried to get in 
3. Don't know 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

~ 11 ••••• " ... " ........... " " " ...... " ................... " •••••••••• " ........ .. 

VAR 3624 
REF 3624 

EVID OF FORC~D ENTRY 
LOC 1152 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 or 2 in Q.4; 2 or 3 in Q.6a --

MD=7 OR GE 6 

Q.6c. Was there any evidence, such as a broken lo~k or 
broken window, that the person forced his way in/tried to 
force his way in the building? --Fourth incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in varo nos. 
3625- 3628.) 

O. No 
10 Broken lock or window 
2. Forced door or window 
30 Slashed screen 
4. Other 
50 More than one entry provided 
6. No entries provided 
7. Out of universe 
8. Forced type not available 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

VAR 3625 
REF 3625 

BROKEN LOCK OR WINDOW 
LOC 1153 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.6c 
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MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.6c(l). Broken lock or window --Fourth incident 

<See Q6.c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3626 
REF 3626 

FORCED DOOR OR WINDOW 
LOC 1154 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.6c 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.6c (2). Forced door or window --Fourth incident 

<See Q6.c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3627 
REF 3627 

SLASHED SCREEN 
LOC 1155 WI DTH 

-- If coded 3 in Q.6c --

o.6c(3). Slashed screen? --Fourth incident 

<See Q.6c for complete question text.> 

O. No 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

... " " " " " " " . " " " . " " " " " " " " " .. " " " . " " " " " " " . " " " " " " . " " " " " .. " " " " " " " " " " " " " 

VAR 3628 
REF 3628 

OTHER 
LOC 1156 WIDTH 

-- If coded 4 in Q.6c --

Q.6c(4). Other --Fourth incident 

<See Q.6c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " ... " ...... . 
VAR 3629 
REF 3629 

FORCE TYPE NOT AVAILABLE 
LOC 1157 WIDTH 1 

If coded 8 in Q.6c --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.6c(5). Forced type not available --Fourth incident 

<See Q.6c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

" " •••••••••• " " ••• " " " " •••• " ••••• " ••• " • , " ••• " ••••• " • " • " ••• It • " • " " • 

VAR 3630 
REF 3630 

METHOD OF ENTRY 
LOC 1158 WIDTH 

MD=3 OR GE 5 

-- If coded 1 or 2 in Q.4; 2 or 3 in Q.6a; 0 in Q.6c --

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

(CONT I NUED) 

Q.6d. How did the offender(s) (get in/try to get in)? 
--Fourth incident 

1. Th rough un locked door or window 
2. Had key 
3. Donlt know 
4. Other 
5. Residue 
6. Out of universe 
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............... 0 ••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3631 
REF 3631 

PRES HH MEM DURING INri. 
LOC 1159 WIDTH 1 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.CKB. Was any member of this household (including 
respondent) present when this incident occurred? 
--Fourth incident 

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

VAR 3632 
REF 3632 

PRESENCE OF WEAPON 
LOC 1160 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in CKB --

MD=7 OR GE 6 

Q.7a. Did the person(s) have a weapon such as a gun or 
knife, or something he was using as a weapon, such as a 
bottle, or wrench? --Fourth incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3633-3636.) 

O. No 
1. Gun 
2. Knife 



----------
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3. Other 
~. Don't know 
5. More than one entry provided 
6. No entries provided 
7. Out of universe 
8. Weapon type not available 

VAR 3633 
REF 3633 

GUN PRESENT 
LOe 1161 WIDTH 

-- If coded 1 in Q.7a --

Q.7a(l). Gun present? --Fourth incident 

<See Q.7a for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3634 
REF 3634 

KNIFE PRESENT 
LOe 1162 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.7a --

Q.7a(2). Knife present? --Fourth incident 

-<See Q.7a for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

• 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• 
MD=3 OR GE 2 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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VAR 3635 
REF 3635 

OTHER PRESENT MD=,3 OR GE 2 
LOC 1163 WIDTH 

-- If coded 3 in Q.7a --

Q.7a(3). Other present? --Fourth incident 

<See Q.7a for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

............... ,"" ............ , .......... " ...................... . 

VAR 3636 
REF 3636 

WEAPON TYPE NOT AVAILABL 
LOC 1164 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 8 in Q.7a 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7a(4). Weapon type not available? --Fourth incident 
------------------------------------------------------

<See Q.7a for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

.c:r •••••••••••• "' ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 't ••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3637 
REF 3637 

ATTACKED 
LOC 1165 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in CKB --

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.7b. Did the person(s) hit you, knock you down, or 
actually attack you in any way? --Fourth incident 

1. Yes 
2. No 
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3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -!r' •••••••••••••••• " •••••• ••••••••• 

VAR 3638 
REF 3638 

THREATENED 
LOC 1166 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 2 in Q.7b --

MD""4 OR GE 3 

Q.7c. Did the person(s) threaten you with harm in any way? 
--Fourth incident 

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

VAR 3639 
REF 3639 

MANNER IN WHICH THREATEN 
LOC 1167 WIDTH 1 

~- If coded 2 in CKB; 2 in Q.7b; 2 in Q.7c 

Q.7d. How were you threatened? Any other way? 
--Fourth incident 

MD=9 OR GE 8 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3640-3646) 

O. More than one entry given 
1. Verbal threat of rape 
2. Verbal threat of attack 
3. Weapon present or threatened with weapon 
4. Attempted attack with weapon 
5. Object thrown at person 
6. Followed, surrounded 
7. Other 
8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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VAR 361+0 
REF 3640 

VERBAL THREAT OF RAPE 
LOC 1168 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

-- If coded 0 or 1 in Q.7d 

Q. 7d (1). Verba 1 threat of rape? --Four th inc i dent 

<See Q.7d for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

. " " " " " " " " " . " " " " " " " " .. " " " . " " " .. " . " . " . " . " . " . " " " " " " .. " .. " " " . " " " " " " " . 
VAR 3641 
REF 3641 

VERBAL THREAT OF ATTACK 
LOC 1169 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 0 or 2 in Q.7d 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7d(2). Verbal threat of attack? --Fourth incident 

<See Q.7d for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

. " . " " " .. " . " . " . " " " " . " " " " " " " " " . " .. " " .. " " " . " . " ,) .. " " " " " .. " . " .. " . " " .. 
VAR 3642 
REF 3642 

WEAPON PRESENT OR THREAT 
LOC 1170 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 0 or 3 in Q.7d --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7d(3). Weapon present or threatened with weapon? 
--Fourth incident 

<See Q.7d for complete question text.> 
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O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 36 l+3 
REF 3643 

ATTEMPTED ATCK WITH WEAP 
LOC 1171 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 0 or 4 in Q.7d 

Q.7d(4). Attempted attack with weapon? 
--Fourth incident 

<See ~.7d for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3644 
REF 3644 

OBJECT THROWN AT PERSON 
LOC 1172 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 0 or 5 in Q.7d 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7d(S). Object thrown at person? --Fourth incident 

<See Q.7d for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

VAR 3645 
REF 3645 

FOLLOWED,SURROUNDED 
LOC 1173 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 0 or 6 in Q.7d --
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MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 7d (6). Fo 1.1 owed. surrounded? --Fourth inc i dent 

<See Q.7d for complete question text.> 

O. No 
I. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

•••••••••••••• & ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Qo ••• , •••••••••••• 

VAR 3646 
REF 3646 

OTHER 
LOC 1174 WIDTH 

-- If coded 0 or 7 in Q.7d --

Q.7d(7). Other? --Fourth incident 

<See Q.7d for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• , ................. c ................................................... . 

VAR 3647 
REF 3647 

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT 
LOC 1175 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in eKB; 2 in Q.7b; 1 in Q.7c --

Q.7e. What actually happened? Anything else? 
--Fourth incident 

(10=0 OR GE 9 

(Summary field for multiple response question. Detailed 
entries are given in var. nos. 3648-3655) 
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O. No entries provided 
1. Number of entries provided 

8. Number of entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

........................................................................................... 
VAR 3648 
REF 3648 

SOMETHING TAKEN NO PERM. 
LOC 1176 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7e(1). Something taken without permission --Fourth 
incident 
-----------------------------------------------------

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

.. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. 

VAR 3649 
REF 3649 

ATMPT/THREAT TO TAKE 
LOC 1177 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 7e (2). Attempted or threatened to take someth i ng 
--Fourth incident 
----------------------------------------------------

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

......................................................... " ,. .................................................. .. 

VAR 3650 
REF 3650 

HARASSED,ARGUMENT,ABUSIV 
LOC 1178 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7e. (3). Harrassed, argument, abusive language 
--Fourth incident 
------------------------------------------------

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

................ , ............................................. . 
VAR 365"1 
REF 3651 

FORCE.ENTRY/ATTMPT HOUSE 
LOC 1179 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7e(4). Forcible entry or attempted forcible entry of 
house --Fourth incident 
-------_._----------------------------------------------

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

................................. ., ............................... . 

VAR 3652 
REF 3652 

FORCE.~NTRY/ATTEMPT CAR 
LaC 1180 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7e(5). Forcible entry or attempted forcible entry of car 
--Fourth incident 
----------------------------------------------------------

O. ~o 

1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

••••••••••• I" .................................................... . 

VAR 3653 
REF 3653 

DAMAGED/DESTROYED PROPER 
LOC 1181 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7e. (6). Damaged or destroyed property --Fourth incident 

-----------------------------------------~~----------------

O. No 
1. Yes 
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2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

..................... " ............................................................................................ .. 

VAR 3654 
REF 3654 

ATTMPT/THREAT DESTY PROP 
LOC 1182 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7e(7). Attempted or threatened to damage or destroy 
property --Fourth incident 
------------------------------------------------------

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

................................... " .......... "' .......... & ••••••••• 

VAR 3655 
REF 3655 

OTHER 
LaC 1183 WI DTH 

Q.7e(8). Other --Fourth incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

....................•........................................ 0. 

VAR 3656 
REF 3656 

MEANS OF ATTACK,SUMMARY 
LOC 1184 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB --

MD=9 OR GE. 8 

Q.7f. How did the person(s) attack you? Any other way? 
--Fourth incident 
--------------------------------------------------------

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3657-3663) 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

(CONT I NUED) 

O. More than one entry provided 
1 • Raped 
2. Tried to rape 
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3. Shot, knifed, hit with object held in hand. 
4. Hit by thrown object 
5. Hit, slapped, knocked down 
6. Grabbed, held. tripped, jumped, pushed. etc. 
7. Other 
8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

............... , ................................................ .. 
VAR 3657 
REF 3657 

RAPED 
LOC 1185 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.7f --

Q.7f (1). Raped? --Fourth incident 

<See Q.7f for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

..................................................................... 
VAR 3658 
REF 3658 

TRIED TO RAPE 
LOC 1186 \vIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.7f --

Q.7f (2). Tried to rape? --Fourth incident 

<See Q.7f for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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VAR 3659 
REF 3659 

SHOT/KNIFED/HIT WITH OBJ 
LOC 1187 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 3 in Q.7f --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7f(3). Shot, knifed, hit with object held in hand? 
--Fourth incident 

<See Q.7f for complete question text.> 

1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

...... ., .. ., ............... " ..................... t •••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3660 
REF 3660 

HIT BY THROWN OBJECT 
LOC 1188 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 4 in Q.7f --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7f (4). Hit by thrown object? --Fourth incident 

<See Q.7f for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

..................................................................... !) •••••••••• 

VAR 3661 
REF 3661 

HIT,SLAPPED,KNOCKED DOWN 
LaC 1189 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 5 in Q.7f --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7f(5). Hit, slapped, knocked down? --Fourth incident 

<See Q.7f for complete question text.> 

O. No 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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I. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

••• " .............. 'to ................ " ...................................................................... .. 

VAR 3662 
REF 3662 

GRABBED,HELD,TRIPPED ETC 
LaC 1190 WIDTH I 

-- If coded 6 in Q.7f --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.7f (6). Grabbed, held, tripped, jumped, pus.hed, etc. 
--Fourth incident 

<See Q.7f for complete question text.> 

O. No 
I. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

.................................................... '" ...................................................................... .. 

VAR 3663 
REF 3663 

OTHER 
LOC 1191 WIDTH 

-- If coded 7 in Q.7f --

Q.7f (]). Other --Fourth incident 

<See Q.7f for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

~\D=3 OR GE 2 
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VAR 3664 
REF 3664 

INJURIES SUFFERED (SUM.) 
LOC 1192 WIDTH 1 

--If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.7b --

MD=9 OR GE 8 

Q.Ba. What \.,rere the injuries you suffered, if any? 
Anything else? --Fourth incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 3665-
3671) 

O. None 
1. Number of entries 

B. No entries provided 
9, Out of universe 

...................... II .......... 11 ................................................................ . 

VAR 3665 
REF 3665 

RAPED 
LOC 1193 WIDTH 

Q.Ba(l). Raped? --Fourth incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

" ..... e ............................................ __ ................................. .. 

VAR 3666 
REF 3666 

ATTEMPTED RAPE 
LOC 1194 WIDTH 

Q. Ba (2). Attempted rape --F ourth inc i dent 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 

i.-_____________ ~ __ _"__ ____ ~~_~_~ __ -_ ._~_~~_ .. _-~ ___ ~-_ 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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3. Out of universe 

............................................... ". ................. , 

VAR 3667 
REF 3667 

KNIFE OR GUNSHOT WOUNDS 
LOC 1195 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.8a(3). Knife or gunshot wounds --Fourth incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

• " " " •• " " • " ................... " .... " " ......... to ..... " ..... " ............... " ....... " .. 

VAR 3668 
REF 3668 

BROKEN BONES/TEETH OUT 
LOC 1196 W~DTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.8a(4). Broken bones or teeth knocked out --Fourth 
incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

.... " ............ " .... " ...... " .. " ...... " ... " ..... " " ............ " " . " , . " .. " .. 

VAR 3669 
REF 3669 

INTERNAL INJUR/KNOCK.OUT 
LOC 1197 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.8a(S). Internal injuries, knocked unconscious? --Fourth 
incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 
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VAR 3670 
REF 3670 

BRUISES,BLACK EYE,CUTS 
LOC 1198 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.8a(6). Bruises, black eye, cuts, scratches, swelling? 
--Fourth incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3671 
REF 3671 

OTHER 
LOC 1199 WIDTH 

Q.8a (7). Other? --Fourth incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3672 
REF 3672 

MEDICAL ATTENTION 
LOC 1200 WIDTH 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

~\D=4 OR GE 3 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.7c; not 0 in Q.8a --

Q.8b. Were you injured to the extent that you needed 
medical attention after the attack? --Fourth incident 

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

VAR 3673 
REF 3673 

HOSPITAL TREATMENT 
LaC 1201 WIDTH 
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MD=5 OR GE 4 

-- If coded 2 in eKB; 1 in Q.7c; not 0 in Q.8a; 2 in Q.8b --

Q.8c. Did you receive any treatment at a hospital? 
--Fourth incident 
--------------------------~----------------------------------

I. No 
2. Emergency room treatment only 
3. Stayed overnight or longer 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

•••••• O!l ................. ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••• 

VAR 3674 
REF 3674 

MED. INSUR./HEALTH BENEFI 
LOC 1202 WIDTH I 

MD=5 OR GE 4 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 
not 000000 in Q.8d 

in Q.7c; not 0 in Q.8a; 2 in Q.8b; 

Q.9a. At the time of the incident, were you covered by any 
medical insurance, or were you el igible for benefits from 
any other type of health benefits program, such as Medicaid, 
Veteranls Administration or Publ ic Welfare? --Fourth 
incident 

1. No 
2. Donlt know 
3. Yes 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

............. <II ............................................................... " ............................... .. 

VAR 3675 
REF 3675 

NO.DAYS IN HOSPITAL 
LaC 1203 WIDTH 6 

MD=999999 OR GE 999998 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.7c; not 0 in Q.8a; 2 in Q.8b --

Q. 8c (sub). How many days? --Fourth inc i dent 

I 
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00000 1. 

999997. 
999998. 
999999. 

Actual number of days 

Actual number of days 
Residue 
Out of universe 

to I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- .. I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I-

VAR 3676 
REF 3676 

TOT.AMOUNT MED.EXPENSES 
LOC 1209 WIDTH 6 

MD=10002 OR GE 10000 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; I in Q.7c; not a in Q.8a; 2 in Q.8b 

Q.8d. What was the total amount of your medical expenses 
resulting from this incident, including anything paid by 
insurance? Include hospital and doctor bills, medicine, 
therapy, braces, and any other injury-related expenses. 
--Fourth incident 
------------------------------------------------------------

000000. No cost 
000001. Amount in whole dollars 

009999. 
010000. 
01000 I . 
010002. 

Amount in whole dollars 
Don't know 
Residue 
Out of universe 

I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- tI I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- III I- I- I- I- I- • I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I-

VAR 3677 
REF 3677 

INSUR.CLAIM FILED 
LOC 1215 WIDTH 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.7c; not a in Q.8a; 2 in Q.8b; 
not 000000 in Q.8d; 3 in Q.9a --

Q.9b. Did you file a claim with any of these insurance 
campanies or programs in order to get part or ali of your 
medical expenses paid? --Fourth incident 
----------------------------------------------------------

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

D ••••• flo ,. ........................................ flo ................................ " ................ . 

VAR 3678 
REF 3678 

PAYMENT BY INSUR/HEALTH 
LOC 1216 WIDTH I 

MD=I OR GE 5 

-- if coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.7c; not 0 in Q.8a; 2 in Q.8b; 
not 000000 in Q.8d; 3 in Q.9a; 3 in Q.9b --

Q.9c. Did insurance or any health benefits program pay for 
all or part of the total medical expenses? --Fourth incident 
._-----------------------------------------------------------

1. Not yet sett led 
2. None 
3. All 
4. Part 
5. Residue 
6. Out of universe 

.................... ft .......................................................................... ,. • 

VAR 3679 
REF 3679 

SELF OR PROPERTY PROTECT 
LOC 1217 WIDTH I 

-- If coded 2 in CKB --

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q. lOa. Did you do anything to protect yourself or your 
property during the incident? --Fourth incident 

I. no 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 
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VAR 3680 
REF 3680 

TYPE OF CRIME CODE 
LOC 1218 WIDTH 2 

Type of crime code --Fourth incident 

(See glossary for further information on type of crime 
codes. ) 

Assaultive Violence 

01. Rape with theft 
02. Attempted rape with theft 
03. Serious assault with weapon with theft 
04. Serious assault no weapon with theft 
05. Minor assault with theft 
06. Rape without theft 
07. Attempted rape without theft 
08. Serious assault with weapon without theft 
09. Serious assault no weapon without theft 
10. Minor assault without theft 
11. Attempted assault with weapon without theft 
12. Attempted assault no weapon without theft 

Personal Theft Without Assault 

13. Robbery with weapon 
14. Robbery no weapon 
15. Attempted robbery with weapon 
16. Attempted robbery no weapon 
17. Purse snatch, no force 
18. Attempted purse snatch, no force 
19. Pocket picking 

Crimes Against Property-Household Crimes 

20. Burglary, forcible entry, nothing taken, proper 
damage 

2l. Burglary, forcible entry, nothing taken, no 
property damage 

22. Burglary, forcible entry, something taken 
23. Burglary, unlawful entry without force 
24. Burglary, attempted forcible entry 
25. Larceny, under $10 

MD=O • 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

(CONTINUED) 

26. Larceny $10-$24 
27. Larceny $25-$49 
28. Larceny $50-$99 
29. Larceny $100-$249 
30. Larceny $250 or more 
31. Larceny NA amount 
32. Attempted larceny 
33. Motor vehicle theft, theft of car 
34. Motor vehicle theft, theft of other veh~cle 
35. Motor vehicle theft, attempted theft of car 
36. Motor vehicle theft, attempted theft of other 

vehicle 

329 

................................. ') ............... , .............. . 

VAR 3681 
REF 3681 

PAYMENT BY !NSUR/HEALTH 
LOC 1220 WIDTH 6 

MD=IOOOI OR GE 10000 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.7c; 0 not in Q.8a;2 in Q.8b; 
not 000000 in Q.8d; 3 in Q.9a; 3 in Q.9bj 4 in Q. IDa --

Q.9d. How much did insurance or a health benefits program 
pay? --Fourth incident 

000001. Amount in whole dollars 

009999. Amount in whole dollars 
010000. Residue 
010001. Out of universe 

........ to ............................................... " .. po ....... " .. " .. " " .................. " " .. " .............. " 

VAR 3682 
REF 3682 

HOW VICTIM PROTECT SELF 
LOC 1226 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 2 in Q. lOa --

MD=9 OR GE 8 

Q. lOb. What did you do? Anything else? --Fourth incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3683-3689) 
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For interviews prior to January 1, 1974 

O. 
1. ., 
L. 

More than one entry provided 
Used or brandished weapon 
Hit, kicked, or scratched offender 

3. Reasoned with offenders 
4. Screamed, yelled for help 
5. Left scene, ran away 
6. Held onto property 
7. -Other 
8. 
9· 

No entries provided 
Out of universe 

For interviews after January 1, 1974 

O. More than one entry provided 
1. Used/brandished gun or knife 
2. Used/tried physical force 
3. Tried to get help, attract attention, scare 

offenders 
away 

4. Threatened, argued, reasoned, etc., with offenders 
5. Resisted without force, used evasive action 
6. Other 
8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

................................................................ 0 ................ ,. ................... " .... .. 

VAR 3683 
REF 3683 

USED OR BRANDISH WEAPON 
LOC 1227 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.l0b. (1). Used or brandished weapon --Fourth incident 
-------------------------------------------------------

(For interviews prior to January 1, 1974.) 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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(For interviews after January 1. 1974.) 

Q.10b(l). Used/brandished gun or knife --Fourth incident 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

••• e .................................... '" • 0 ••••••••••••••••••••• '" • 

VAR 3684 
REF 3684 

USED/TRIED PHYS.FDRCE 
LDC 1228 WIDTH 1 

D.10b (2). Hit, kicked. or scratched offender 
--Fourth incident 

--(For interviews prior to January 1. 1974.) 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

(For interviews after January 1, 1974.) 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.l0b(2). Used/tried physical force --Fourth incident 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 



I 
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VAR 3685 
REF 3685 

REASONED WITH OFFENDERS 
LOC 1229 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. lOb(3). Reasoned with offenders --Fourth incident 
----------------------------------------------------

(For interviews prior to January 1, 1974.) 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
I. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

(For interviews after January 1, 1974.) 

Q. lOb (3). Threatened, argued, reasoned, etc., wi th 
offenders --Fourth incident 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

eo ....................................................................................................................... .. 

VAR 3686 
REF 3686 

SCREAMED,YELLED FOR HELP 
LOC 1230 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.l0b(4). Screamed, yelled for help --Fourth incident 
------------------------------------------------------

(For ir1terviews prior to January 1, 1974.) 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
I. Yes 
2. Res i due 
3. Out of universe 

(For interviews after JanLlary 1, 1974.) 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

(CONTINUED) 

Q.10b (4). Tried to get help, attract attention, scare 
offenders away --Fourth incident 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 
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• to ...................................................................................... It .............................. .. 

VAR 3687 
REF 3687 

LEFT SCENE,RAN AWAY 
LOC 1231 WIDTH 1 

Q.10b (5). Left scene, ran away --Fourth incident 

(For interviews prior to January 1, 1974,) 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

(For interviews after January 1, 1974.) 

Q.10b(S). Resisted without force, used evasive action 
--Fourth incident 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. ResidlJe 
3. Out of universe 
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VAR 3688 
REF 3688 

HELD ONTO PROPERTY 
LOC 1232 WIDTH 

Q. lOb (6). He 1 d onto proper ty --Four th inc i dent 
-----------------------------------------------

(For interviews prior to January 1, 1974.) 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

(For interviews after January 1, 1974.) 

Q.10b(6). Dummy --Fourth incident 

9. Question not asked 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
VAR 3689 
REF 3689 

OTHER 
LOC 1233 WIDTH 

Q.10b(7). Other --Fourth incident 

(For interviews prior to January 1, 1974.) 

<See Q.10b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

(For interviews after January 1, 1974) 

Q.10b(7). Other --Fourth incident 

<See Q. lOb for complete question text.> 

O. No 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

.................................................... ~(lO ••••••••• 

VAR 3690 
REF 3690 

MORE THAN ONE OFFENDER 
LOC 1234 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB 

MD=2 OR GE 4 

Q.l1. Was the crime committed by only one or more than one 
person? --Fourth incident 

1. Only one 
2. Don't know 
3. More than one 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

• 2 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ............ " ... . 

VAR 3691 
REF 3691 

SINGLE OFFENDER SEX 
LOC 1235 WIDTH 1 

-- I f coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q. 11 

MD=5 OR GE 3 

Q.11a. Was this person male or female? --Fourth incident 

1. Male 
2. F ema I e 
3. Don't know 
4. Res i due 
5. Out of universe 

... " ........................................................... . 
VAR 3692 
REF 3692 

SINGLE OFFENDER AGE 
LOC 1236 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.l1 --

MD=8 OR GE 6 
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Q.l1b. How old would you say the person was? --Fourth 
incid~nt 

1. Under 12 
2. 12-14 
3· 15-17 
4. 18-20 
5· 21 or over 
6. Don't know 
7· Residue 
8. Out of universe 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • •• 0 .. • • • • .. .. • • • • • • • 0 • " .. .. .. .. .. .. .. '. .. .. .. .. .. .. -. .. .. .. It .. .. 

VAR 3693 
REF 3693 

SINGLE OFFENDER RELATION 
LOC 1237 WIDTH 1 

-- I f coded 2 in eKB; 1 in Q. 11 --

MD=2 OR GE 6 

Q.11c. Was the person someone you knew or was he a 
stranger? --Fourth incident 

1. Stranger 
2. Don't know 
3. Know by sight only 
4. Casual acquaintance 
,. Well known 
6. Res i due 
7. Out of universe 

................ t ........................... ' .......................................................................... .. 

VAR 3694 
REF 3694 

RELATION.OF SINGLE OFFEN 
LOC 1238 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q.11; 5 in Q.11c 

MD=9 OR GE 8 

Q.lld. Was the person a relative of yours? --Fourth 
incident 

1. No 
2. Yes - spouse or ex-spouse 
3. Yes - parent 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

I. 
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4. Yes - own child 
5. Yes - brother or sister 
6. Yes - Other realative 
8. Res i dLle 
9. Out of universe 

•••••••••••••••••••• ,.oo ............. c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3695 
REF 3695 

SINGLE OFFENDER RACE 
LOC 1239 WIDTH 1 

-- I f coded 2 in CKB; 1 in Q. 11 --

Q.11e. Was he/she-- --Fourth incident 

1. Wh i te 
2. Negro 
3. Other 
4. Don I t know 
6. Residue 
7. Out of universe 

HD==7 OR GE 4 

II ............ e ............................................................................................................. .. 

VAR 3696 
REF 3696 

MULTIPLE OFFENDE SEX 
LaC 1240 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 3 in Q.l1 --

MD=6 OR GE 4 

Q.llg. Were they male or female? --Fourth incident 

1. A 11 rna 1 e 
2. All female 
3. Male and female 
4. Donlt know 
5. Residue 
6. Out of universe 
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VAR 3697 
REF 3697 

AGE OF YOUNGEST OFFENDER 
LOC 1241 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 3 in Q.ll --

Q.l1h How old would y.ou say the youngest was? 
--Fourth incident 
-----------------------------------------------

l. Under 12 
2. 12-14 
3. 15-17 
4. 18-20 
5· 21 or over 
6. Don't know 
7. Residue 
8. Out of universe 

HD=8 OR GE 6 

••••• ••••••••••••••••••••• e ••••••••••••••••••• Q •••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3698 
REF 3698 

AGE OF OLDEST OFFENDER 
LOC 1242 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 3 in Q.ll; not 5 in Q.llh 

Q.lli. How old would. you say the oldest was? 
--Fourth incident 

1. Under 12 
2. 12-14 
3. 15-17 
4. 18-20 
5. 21 or. over 
6. Don't know 
7· Residue 
8. Out of universe 

HD=8 OR GE 6 

........... " ............................................................... .. 
VAR 3699 
REF 3699 

NUMBER OF OFFENDERS 
LOC 1243 WIDTH 6 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 3 in Q.11 --

MD=999999 OR GE 999998 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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Q.llf. How many persons? --Fourth incident 

000001. 

999997· 
999998. 
999999 . 

Number of persons 

Number of persons 
Residue 
Out of universe 
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................................................... ' ............... . 

VAR 3700 
REF 3700' 

RELATIONSHIP OF OFFENDS. 
LOC 1249 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 3 in Q.l1 

MD=2 OR GE 7 

Q. llj. Were any of the persons known or related to you or 
were they all strangers? --Fourth incident 

1 • All strangers 
2. Don't know 
3. All relatives 
4. Some relatives 
5. All known 
6. Some known 
7. Residue 
8. Out of universe 

....................... , ............. " ....................................... . 
VAR 3701 
REF 3701 

EXTENT OF RELATION. (SUM) 
LOC 1250 WIDTH 1 

MD=5 OR GE 4 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 3 in Q.ll; 5 or 6 in Q.llj --

Q.llk. How well were they known? --Fourth incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3702-3704) 

1. By sight only 
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2. Casual acquaintance 
3 . We 11 known 
4. No entries provided 
5. Out of universe 
O. More than one entry provided 

....... " " . " ... " .... " " " " ................. " " .... " .... " ...... ;. .......... " .. " " ....... " .. " .... " " " .. " 

VAR 3702 
REF 3702 

BY SIGHT ONLY 
LOC 1251 WIDTH 

- - I f coded "I in Q. 11 k --

Q.11k(l) By sight only? --Fourth incident 

<See Q.11k for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

" ......... " ............... " ........... " 0 ..... " .... " ...... " " ........ " ................. . 

VAR 3703 
REF 3703 

CASUAL ACQUAINTANCE (S) 
LOC 1252 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q. 11k --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 11 k (2) . Casual acquaintance(s)? --Fourth incident 
-----------------------------------------------------

<See Q. 11k for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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VAR 3704 
REF 3704 

~"'ELL KNOWN MD=3 OR GE 2 
LOC 1253 WIDTH 

-- If coded 3 in Q.l1k 

Q.llk(3). Well known? --Fourth incident 

<See Q. 11k for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

................. t ............................................................................................... .. 

VAR 3705 
REF 3705 

RELAT.MULT.OFFEND. (SUM.) 
LOC 1254 WIDTH 1 

MD=9 OR GE 8 

-- If coded 2 in eKB; 3 in Q.11; 5 or 6 in Q.llj --

Q.111. How were they related to you? --Fourth incident 

(Summary of single response ent~ies for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3706-371 0) 

1. Spouse or ex-spouse 
2. Parents 
3. Own children 
4. Brothers/sisters 
5. Other 
7. More than one entry provided 
8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

••••••••••• " •••••• ".0 •••••• ., ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3706 
REF 3706 

SPOUSE OR EX-SPOUSE 
LOC 1255 WIDTH 1 

-- I f coded 1 in Q. 111 --

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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Q.III(l). SpouRe or ex-spouse? --Fourth incident 

<See Q.ll1 for complete question text.> 

C. No 
I. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••• • •••••••••••••• 0 ........ •••• ~ •••• 

VAR 3707 
REF 3707 

PARENTS 
LOC 1256 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.l11 --

Q. III (2). Parents? --Fourth inc i dent 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

................................................................. 
VAR 3708 
REF 3708 

OWN CHILDREN 
LOC 1257 WIDTH 

-- I -F coded 3 in Q. III --

Q.III (3). O\-m children? --Fourth incident 
------------------------------------------
<See Q.l11 for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

VAR 3709 
REF 3709 

BROTHERS/SISTERS 
LOC 1258 WIDTH 

-- If coded 4 in Q.111 --

Q.11J(l~). Brothers/sisters? ---Fourth incident 

<See Q.ll1 for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Res i due 
3. Out of universe 

343 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

.................................................................... 
VAR 371 0 
REF 3710 

OTHER 
LOC '1259 WIDTH 

-- If coded 5 in Q.11l --

Q.l11(5). Other? --Fourth incident 

<See Q.l11 for complete question text.> 

O. No 
i. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

......... " ........................................................... . 
VAR 3711 
REF 3711 

RACE OF MULTIPLE OFFENDS 
LOC 1260 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 3 in Q.11 --

Q.l1m. Were all of them-- --Fourth incident 

1. Wh i te 
2. Negro 
3. Other 

MD=7 OR GE 5 
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4. Combination 
5. Don I t know 
6. Residue 
7. Out of universe 

VAR 3712 
REF 3712 

SOLE VICTIM 
LOC 1261 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in CKB 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q. i2a. Were you the only person there besides the 
offender (s)? --Fourth incident 

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

VAR 3713 
REF 3713 

NUMBER OF PERSONS VICTIM 
LOC 1262 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 2 in Q.12a --

MD=9 OR GE 8 

Q.12b. How many of these persons were robbed, harmed; or 
threatened? --Fourth incident (Include only those persons 
12 years of age and over.) 

O. None 
1. Actual number of persons 12 or over 

6. Actual number of persons 12 or over 
7. Seven or more 
8. Residue 
9. Out of universe 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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VAR 3714 
REF 3714 

NO.HOUSEHOLD PEO.VICTIM. MD=9 OR GE 8 
LOC 1263 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in CKB; 2 in Q.12a; not 0 in Q.12b --

Q.12c. Were any of these persons members of your household? 
--Fourth incident (Do not include household members under 12 
years of age.) 

O. No 
1. Actual number of persons 

7. Actual number of persons 
8. Residue 
9. Out of universe 

............................................................. '" . 
VAR 3715 
REF 3715 

THEFT 
LOC 1264 WIDTH 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.13a. Was something stolen or taken without permission 
that belonged to you or others in the household? --Fourth 
incident 

1. Yes 
2.· No 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

................................................... " ........... " . 
VP.R 3716 
REF 3716 

ATTEMPTED THEFT 
LOC 1265 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13a --

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.13b. Did the person(s) attempt to take something that 
belonged to you or others in the household? --Fourth 
incident 
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1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

•••••• •• ~ •••••• " •••••••••••••• t ••••••••••••• , .......... ••••••••• 

VAR 3717 
REF 3717 

OBJECT OF ATMPT.THEF.SUM 
LOC 1266 WIDTH 1 

-- I f coded 2 in Q. 13a; 2 in Q. 13b 

MD=6 OR GE 8 

Q, '13c. What did they try to take? Anyth i ng else? 
--Fourth incident 
-------------------------------------------------

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in vars. 3718-3724.) 
more than one entry provided 

1. PUrse 
2. Wallet or money 
3. Car. 
4. Other Motor vehicle 
5. Part of car (hubcap, tape-deck,etc.) 
6. Doni t know 
7. Other 
8. No entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

.. " " .. " " " " " " ,. " " ........ ,. .... " .... " ... " ,. ....... " ................. ,. .. . 
VAR 3718 
REF 3718 

PURSE 
LOC 1267 WIDTH 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13c --

Q. 13c (1). Purse? --Fourth inc i dent 

<See Q.13c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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3. Out of universe 

• ... 4' • l1li •• l1li ••••••••• e ••••••••••• l1li ........ l1li •••• , •••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3719 
REF 3719 

WALLET OR MONEY 
LOC 1268 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13c --

Q.13c (2). Wallet or money? --Fourth incident 

<See Q.13c for comp:ete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• ........................................................... l1li ...... " 

VAR 3720 
REF 3720 

CAR 
LOC 1269 WIDTH 

-- If coded 3 in Q.13c --

Q.13c. Car? --Fourth incident 

<See Q.13c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR Gc 2 

· ............................................... '" ................. . 
VAR 3721 
REF 3721 

OTHER MOTOR VEHICLE 
LOC 1270 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 4 in Q.13c 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.13c(4). Other motor vehicle? --Fourth incident 
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<See Q.13c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

...... 1\ ........... , ...................... If ................................................ . 

VAR 3722 
REF 3722 

PART OF CAR- HUBCAP,TAPE 
LOC 1271 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 5 in Q.13c 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 13c (5). Part of car (hubcap, tape-deck, etc.)? --Fourth 
incident 

<See Q.13c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

..................... " •••••••••••••• (1 ••••••••••••••••••••••• " ••• 

VAR 3723 
REF 3723 

DO NOT KNOW 
LOC 1272 WIDTH 

-- If coded 6 in Q.13c 

Q. 13c (6). Don I t know? --Fourth inc i dent 

<See Q.13c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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VAR 3724 
REF 3724 

OTHER MO=3 OR GE 2 
LOC 1273 WIDTH 

-- If coded 7 in Q.13c --

Q.13c(7). Other? --Fourth incident 

<See Q.13c for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

" . " " " " " " " " " " " " " " . " " " " " " " " . " " " " " " " " . " " " " " " " " .... " " " " " " " " " " " , " " " " " " 

VAR 3725 
REF 3725 

PROPERTY ON PERSON 
LOC 1274 WIDTH 

110=4 OR GE 3 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13a; 2 in Q.13b; 1 or 2 in Q.13c --

Q.13d. Was the (purse/wal let/money) on your person, for 
instance in a pocket or being held? --Fourth incident 

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

" " " '" " " to " " " " " " " " " .. " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " .. " " " " " " " " .. " " " " " " " " " " " " .. " " .. " .. " 

VAR 3726 
REF 3726 

DESCRIPTION OF INCI.SUM. 
LOC 1275 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13a; 2 in Q.13b --

Q.l3e. What did happen? Anything else? 
--Fourth incident 

MD=O OR GE 9 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3727-3734) 
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O. No entries provided 
1. Number of entries provided 

8. Number of entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

VAR 3727 
REF 3727 

ATTACKED 
LOC 1276 VlIDTH 

Q.13e(l). Attacked? --Fourth incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3728 
REF 3728 

THREATENED WITH HARM 
LOC 1277 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.13e(2). Threatened with harm? --Fourth incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

................................................................................................................. 

VAR 3729 
REF 3729 

ATTMPT BREAK HOUSE/GARAG 
LOC 1278 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 13e(3). Attempted to break into house or garage? --Fourth 
incident 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3730 
REF 3730 

ATTMPT BREAK INTO CAR 
LOC 1279 WIDTH 1 
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MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 13e (4). Attempted to break into car? --Fourth inc i dent 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3731 
REF 3731 

HARASSED,ARGUE,ABSU.LANG 
LOC 1280 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.13e(5). Harrassed, argument, abusive language? --Fourth 
incident 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3732 
REF 3732 

DAMAGED,DESTROYED PROP. 
LOC 1281 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 13e (6). Damaged or destroyed property? --Fourth inc i dent 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 
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VAR 3733 
REF 3733 

ATMPT/THREAT.DESTRY.PROP 
LOC 1282 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 13e (7). Attempted or threatened to damage or destroy 
property? --Fourth incident 
-------------------------------------------------------

O. No 
1.. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

............................................................................................ 
VAR 3734 
REF 3734 

OTHER 
Loe 1283 WIDTH 

Q. 13e (8). Other 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• •••••••••••••••••••••• 11111 •• " ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3735 
REF 3735 

AMOUNT TAKEN 
LaC 1284 WIDTH 6 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13a --

MD=10001 OR GE 10000 

Q. 13f(a). What was taken that belonged to you or others in 
the household? Anything else (A -- cash)? --Fourth incident 
------------------------------------------------------------

000001. Amount of cash in whole dollars 

009999. Amount of cash in whole dollars 
010000. Residue 
010001. Out of universe 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 
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VAR 3736 
REF 3736 

PROPERTY TAKEN (SUM.) 
LOC 1290 WIDTH 1 

MD=9 OR GE 8 

-- If coded 2 in Q.13a --

Q.13f (b). What was taken that belonged to you or others in 
the household? Anything else (B -- property)? --Fourth 
incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3737-3742.) 

O. Only cash taken 
1. Purse 
2. Wa 1 'let 
3· Car 
4. Other motor vehicle 
5. Par·t of car (hubcap, tape-deck, etc .) 
6. Other 
7· More than one entry provided 
8. Residue 
9 . Out of universe 

•••• '.Il.O ....................................................... . 

VAR 3737 
REF 3737 

PURSE 
LOC 1291 WIDTH 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13f(b) 
Q.13f (bl). Purse? --Fourth incident 

<See Q.13f(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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VAR 3738 
REF 3738 

WALLET 
LOC 1292 WIDTH 

-- I f coded 2 in Q. 13f (b) --

Q.13f(b2). Wallet? --Fourth incident 

<See Q.13f(b) For complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

•••• l" •• " .......................................................... . 

VAR 3739 
REF 3739 

CAR 
LOC 1293 WIDTH 

-- If coded 3 in Q.13f(b) 

Q.13f (b3). Car? --Fourth incident 

<See Q. 13f (b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

~\D=3 OR GE 2 

................................................................. 
VAR 3740 
REF 3740 

OTHER MOTOR VEHICLE 
LOC 1294 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 4 in Q.13f (b) --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.13f (b4). Other motor vehicle? --Fourth incident 

<See Q.13f(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 
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1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

..... " ....................... " ................................................................ .. 

VAR 3741 
REF 3741 

PART OF CAR:HUB-CAP,TAPE 
LOC 1295 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 5 in Q.13f~) --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.13f(b5). Part of car (hub-cap, tape-deck, etc.)? 
--Fourth incident 
---------------------------------------------------
<See Q.13f(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

.................................................. " ................................. ~ ......................... .. 

VAH 3742 
REF 3742 

OTHER 
LaC 1296 WIDTH 

-- If coded 6 in Q.13f (b) --

Q. i3f (b6). Other? --Fourth incident 

<See Q.13f(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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VAR 3743 
REF 37Lf3 

PERMISSION TO USE CAR/MV 
LOC 1297 WIDTH 1 

HD=2 OR GE 4 

-- I f coded 1 in Q. 13a; 3 or 4 in Q. 13f (b) --

Q.14a. Had permission to use the (car/motor vehicle) ever 
been given to the person who took it? --Fourth incident 
----------------------------------------------------------

1. No 
2. Don't know 
3. Yes 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

................................................................ 
VAR 3744 
REF 3744 

CAR/MOTOR VEHICLE RETRN 
LOC 1298 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; 3 or 4 in Q.13f (b) --

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.14b. Did the person return the car/motor vehicle? 
--Fourth incident 
----------------------------------------------------

1. Yes 
2. No 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

................................................................ 
VAR 3745 
REF 3745 

CASH ON PERSON WHEN TAKN 
. LOC 1299 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; I or 2 in Q.13f (b) --

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.14c. Was the (purse/wallet/money) on your person, for 
instance, in a pocket or being held by you when it was 
taken? --Fourth incident 

1. Yes 
2. No 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

•• " •• " " •••• " ••••••• " " ••• " •••••• " •••• ~ " ••••• J •••• " ••••• " •••••••• 

VAR 3746 
REF 3746 

VALUE OF PROPERTY TAKEN 
LOC 1300 WIDTH 6 

MD=10001 OR GE 10000 

-- I f coded 1 in Q. 13a; not a in Q. 13f (b) 

Q.15a. Altogether, what was the value of the property that 
was taken? --Fourth incident 
-----------------------------------------------------------

000000. 

009999. 
010000. 
01000 1 . 

Value in whole dol lars 

Value in whole dollars 
Residue 
Out of universe 

••• •• • •••••••••• 0 ........... , ••••••••••• 1' ••• ., •••••••••••••••• "' •• 

VAR 3747 
REF 3747 

DETERMINATION OF VALUES 
LaC 1306 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; not a in Q.13f(b) --

MD=6 OR GE 8 

Q.15b. How did you decide the value of the property that 
was stolen? --Fourth incident 
---------------------------------------------------------

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3748-3754.) 

O. More than one entry provided 
i. Original cost 
2. Replacement cost 
3. Personal estimate of current value 
4. Insurance report estimate 
5. Po lice est imate 
6. Don't know 
7. Other 
8. Residue 
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9. Out of universe 

.......... " . " . " . " " " " . " " " " " " " " " " " " . " " " " " " " " " " " ... " " " . " .. " .. " .... " .. 

VAR 3748 
REF 3748 

ORIGINAL COST 
LOC 1307 WIDTH 

-- If coded 1 in Q.15b --

Q,,15b(1). Original cost --Fourth incident 

<See Q.15b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

..................... " ...................................... " ....................... " " .......................... .. 

VAR 3749 
REF 3749 

REPLACEMENT COST 
LOC 1308 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.15b 

Q.15b(2). Replacement cost --Fourth incident 

<See Q.15b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

\fAR 3750 
REF 3750 

PERSONAL EST. CURRNT VAL 
LOC 1309 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 3 in Q.15b --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.15b(3). Personal estimate of current value? --Fourth 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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incident 

<See Q. l5b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

.......... 0 •••••••• t ............................................ . 

VAR 3751 
REF 3751 

INSURANCE REPORT EST. 
LOC 1310 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 4 in Q.1Sb --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.15b (1+). Insurance report estimate? --Fourth incident 

<See Q.15b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
l. Yes 
2. Res i due 
3. Out of universe 

•••••••••••••••••• II ................. " ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3752 
REF 3752 

POLICE ESTIMATE 
LOC 131 1 WIDTH 

-- If coded 5 in Q.15b --

Q.15b(S). Police estimate? --Fourth incident 

<See Q.15b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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VAR 3753 
REF 3753 

DO NOT KNOW 
LaC 1312 WIDTH 

-- If coded 6 in Q.15b --

Q.15b(6). Don't know? --Fourth incident 

<See Q.15b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

..................................... " ........................ . 
VAR 3754 
REF 3754 

OTHER 
LaC 1313 WIDTH 

-- If coded 7 in Q.15b --

Q. 15b (7). Other? --Fourth incident 

<See Q.15b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• II •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3755 
REF 3755 

RECOVER STOLEN PROPTY/$ 
LOC 1314 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a --

MD=5 OR GE 4 

Q.16a. Was all or part of the stolen money or property 
recovered, except for anything received from insurance? 
--Fourth incident 

1. None 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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2 . All 
3. Part 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 

..................................... 'II .................. ~ ......... . 

VAR 3756 
REF 3756 

PROP. RECOVERED SUMMARY 
LOC 1315 WIDTH 1 

-- I f coded 1 in Q. 13a; 3 in Q. 16a --

MD=9 OR GE 8 

Q. 16b(b). What was recovered? Anything else (B -
property)? --Fourth incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given var. nos. 3757-3762.) 

O. Only cash recovered 
1. Purse 
2. Wallet 
3· Car 
4. Other motor veh lc 1 e 
5. Part of car (hubcap, tape-deck, etc. ) 
6. Other 
7· More than one entry provided 
8. No entries provided 
9 . Out of universe 

.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . " ........................ " ................ . 
VAR 3757 
REF 3757 

PURSE 
LOC 1316 WIDTH 

-- I f coded 1 in Q. 16 (b) --

Q. 16 (bl). Purse --Fourth incident 

<See Q.16b(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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VAR 3758 
REF 3758 

WALLET 
LOC 1317 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 In Q.16b(b) --

Q.16(b2). Wallet --Fourth incident 
-----------------------------------

<See Q.16b(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Res i due 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

f ••••••• II ..................................................... " •• 

VAR 3759 
REF 3759 

CAR 
LOC 1318 WIDTH 

-- If coded 3 in Q.16(b) --

Q.16b(b3). Car? --Fourth incident 

<See Q.16b(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

••••••••••••••••• , •••••• III •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3760 
REF 3760 

OTHER MOTOR VEHICLE 
LOC 1319 WIDTH 1 

-~ If coded 4 in Q.16b(b) --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.16b{b4). Other motor vehicle? --Fourth incident 
--------------------------------------------------

<See Q.16b(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

(CaNT I NUE D) 

1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

.... " ..................................................... " .... . 

VAR 3761 
REF 3761 

PART OF CAR-HUBCAP,TAPE 
LOC 1320 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 5 in Q.16b(b) --

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q. 16b (b5). Part of car (hubcap, tape-deck, etc.)? 
--Fourth incident 
--------------------------------------------------

<See Q.16b(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

" D " " " " " " " " " " " " " " ~ " .. " " " " " " .. " " " " " " " " " .. " " " " " " " " .. " " .. " " " .. " " .. " " " " " " .. " 

VAR 3762 
REF 3762 

OTHER 
LOC 1321 WIDTH 

-- I f coded 6 in Q. 1Gb (b) --

Q.16b(b6). Other? --Fourth incident 

<S~e Q.16b(b) for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 
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VAR 3763 
REF 3763 

CASH RECOVERED 
LOC 1322 WIDTH 6 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; 3 in Q.16a --

MD=10001 OR GE 10000 

Q. 16b (a). What was recovered? Anyth i ng else (A -- cash)? 
--Fourth incident 
----------------------------------~-----------------------

000001. Actual cash recovered in whole dol lars 

009999. Actual cash recovered in whole dol lars 
010000. Residue 
010001. Out of universe 

................................. 4' ......................................... , .......... .. 

VAR 3764 
REF 3764 

PROPERTY RECOVERED 
LOC 1328 WIDTH 6 

MD=10002 OR GE 10QOl 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; 3 in· Q.16a; not 0 in Q.16b (b) 

Q.16c. What was the value of the property recovered 
(excluding recovered cash)? --Fourth incident 
---------------------------------------------------------

000001. Value in whole dollars 

009999. Value in whole dollars 
010001. Residue 
010002. Out of universe 

................................... ;f .................................................... .. 

VAR 3765 
REF 3765 

-- I; coded 
Q.17c 

VALUE PROP.REPLAC.INSUR. MD=10002 OR GE 10001 
LOC 1334 WIDTH 6 

in Q.13a; 3 in Q.16a; 3 in Q.16b(b); 3 in 

Q.17d. How much was recovered? --Fourth incident 
-------------------------------------------------------

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

(CONTI NUED) 

000001. Amount in whole dollars 

009999. Amount in whole dollars 
010001. Residue 
010002. Out of universe 

VAR 3766 
REF 3766 

INSURANCE AGAINST THEFT 
LaC 1340 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a --

MD=2 OR GE 4 

Q.17a. Was there any insurance against theft? --Fourth 
incident 

1-
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

VAR 3767 
REF 3767 

No 
Donlt know 
Yes 
Residue 
Out of universe 

REPORTED TO INSURANCE CO 
LOC 1341 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; 3 in Q.17a --

MD=2 OR GE 4 

Q.17b. Was this loss reported to an insurance company? 
--Fourth incident 

1. No 
2. Donlt know 
3. Yes 
4. Residue 
5. Out of universe 
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VAR 3768 
REF 3768 

LOSS RECOVERED THRU INS. 
LOC 1342 WIDTH 1 

MD=l OR GE 4 

-- If coded 1 in Q.13a; 3 in Q.17a; 3 in Q.17b 

Q.17c. Was any of this loss recovered through insurance? 
--Fourth incident 
---------------------------------------------------------

1. Not yet settled 
') ..... No 
3. Yes 
4. Residue 
5 • Out of universe 

.. • • • II ............................................... flo ••••••••••• 

VAR 3769 
REF 3769 

NO.HOUSE.MEMS.LOST WORK 
LOC 1343 WIDTH 2 

MD=22 OR GE 21 

Q.18a. Did any household member lose any time from work 
because of this incident? --Fourth incident 

00. No 
01. Yes, number of members 

20. Yes, number of members 
21. Res i due 
22. Out of universe 

........................................................................ 
VAR 3770 
REF 3770 

TOTAL TIME LOST FRM WORK 
LOC 1345 WIDTH 

-- If coded 00 not in Q.18a --

I1D=7 OR GE 5 

Q.18b. How much time was lost altogether? --Fourth incident 

1. Less than 1 day 
2. 1-5 days 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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3. 6-10 days 
4. Over 10 days 
5. Don I t know 
6. Residue 
7. Out of universe 

................................................... " •••• .... ~110 •••• 

VAR 3771 
REF 3771 

COST OF REPAIR OR REPLAC 
LaC 1346 WIDTH 6 

-- If coded 2 in Q.19a; 2 in Q.19b --

MD=iOOQ2 OR GE 10000 

Q.19c. How much would it cost to repair or replace the 
damaged item(s)? --Fourth incident 

000001. Actual amount in dollars 

009999 • 
010000. 
010001. 
010002. 

Actual amount in dollars 
Don't know 
Residue 
Out of universe 

(This question is asked only if items were damaged but not 
repaired or replaced.) 

" " " " /I " " " " " " " " • " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " It " • " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " • " " " 

VAR 3772 
REF 3772 

ACT.COST TO REPAIR/REPLA 
LOC 1352 WIDTH 6 

-- If coded 2 in Q.19a; 2 in Q.19b 

MD:10002 OR GE 10000 

Q.19d. How much was the repair or replacement cost? 

--Fourth incident 

000001. Actual amount in whole dollars 

009999. Actual amount in whole dollars 
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010000. 
010001. 
010002. 

No cost or donlt know 
Residue 
Out of universe 

" ••••••••• to ...... " " " " " " " •• " " " ••• " • " • " " " " • " " .. " " •.• " " " .. " " " • " " • " " " • , 

VAR 3773 
REF 3773 

PROP.DAMAGE BUT NO TAKEN 
LOC 1358 WIDTH 1 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.19a. Was anything damaged but not taken in this incident? 
--Fourth incident 
For example, was a lock or window broken. clothing damaged, 
or damage done to a car, etc.? --Fourth incident 
--------_._--------------------------------------------------

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

. " " " " " " " " " " " . " " " " " " . " " " ... " " " " " . " . " " . " " .. " ..... " " " . " " .... " " .' " " " . 
VAR 3774 
REF 3774 

REP.FOR DAM. ITEM NOT TKN 
Loe 1359 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 2 in Q.19a 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

Q.19b. (Was/Were) the damaged item(s) repaired or replaced? 
--Fourth incident 
------------------------------------------------------------

1. Yes 
2. t~o 

3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

" " " " " " " " " ... " " " ... " . " " . " .. " " " .. " " " ... " . " . " " . " " .. " " .. " " " . " " " " .... 
VAR 3775 
REF 3775 

REPAIR/REPLAC.PAID BY? 
Loe 1360 WIDTH 1 

MD=7 OR GE 6 

-- If coded 2 in Q.19a; 1 in Q.19b; not 010000 in Q.19d --

Q.1ge. Who paid or will pay for the repairs or replacement? 
------------------------------------------------------------

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 
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--Fourth incident 

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3776-3779.) 

1. Household member 
2. Landlord 
3. Insurance 
4. Other 
5. More than one entry provided 
6. No entries provided 
7. Out of universe 

............................................ "'" ................. . 

VAR 3776 
REF 3776 

HOUSEHOLD MH\BER 
LOC 1361 WIDTH 

-- If coded 1 in Q.1ge --

Q. 1ge (1). Household member? --Fourth incident 

<See Q.1ge for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

......................... ,. ............................... to •••••••• 

VAR 3777 
REF 3777 

LANDLORD 
LOC 1362 WIDTH 

-- If coded 2 in Q.1ge --

Q.1ge(2). Landlord? --Fourth incident 

<See Q.1ge for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 

MD=3 OR GS 2 
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2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3778 
REF 3778 

INSURANCE 
LOC 1363 WIDTH 

-- If coded 3 in Q.1ge --

Q.1ge(3). Insurance? --Foul'th incident 

<See Q.1ge for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3779 
REF 3779 

OTHER 
LOC 1364 WIDTH 

-- If coded 4 in Q.1ge --

Q.1ge(4). Other? --Fourth incident 

<See Q.1ge for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

VAR 3780 
REF 3780 

POLICE INFORMED? 
LOC 1365 WIDTH 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

MD=2 OR GE 6 

Q.20a. Were the pol ice informed of this incident in any 
way? --Fourth incident 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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1. No 
2. Don't know 
3. Yes - household member told them 
4. Yes - someone else told them 
5. Yes - pol ice on scene 
6. Residue 
7. Out of universe 

·····~····C'· .. ·~························., ............ o ••••••••• 

VAR 3781 
REF 3781 

REASON POLICE NOT INFORM 
LOC 1366 WIDTH 1 

-- If coded 1 in Q.20a--

MD=O OR GE 9 

Q.20b. What was the reason this incident was not reported 
to the pol ice? --Fourth incident 
----------------------------------------------------------

(Summary of single response entries for multiple response 
question. Detailed entries are given in var. nos. 
3782-3790.) 

O. No entry provided 
1. Actual number of entries provided 

7. Actual number of entries provided 
8. eight or more entries provided 
9. Out of universe 

.............. '" ..................................... to ................... . 

VAR 3782 
REF 3782 

NOTHING COULD BE DONE 
LOC 1367 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.20b(1). Nothing could be done - lack of proof --Fourth 
incident 
---------------------------------------------------------

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
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2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

................................ III •••••••••••••••••••••••• II ••••• III • 

VAR 3783 
REF 3783 

DID NOT THINK IMPORTANT 
LOC 1368 WIDTH 1 

MO=3 OR GE 2 

Q.20b(2). Did not think it important enough? -~Fourth 
incident 
------------------------------------------------------

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

.......... III ......... _ ............................................ . 

VAR 3784 
REF 3784 

POLICE NOT BOTHERED 
LOC 1369 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.20b(3). Pol ice wouldn't want to be bothered? --Fourth 
incident 
--------------------------------------------------------

<See Q.20b·for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

.............................. ., ••••••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••• 8' •.•••••• 

VAR 3785 
REF 3785 

DID NT WANT TO TAKE TIME 
LOC 1370 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.20b(4). Did not want to take time ~ too inconvenient? 
--Fourth incident 
--------------------------------------------------------

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
I. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

373 

•• fI •• 0 •••••• to ••• " ••••• It .... Ii ••••••• " ............................. . 

VAR 3786 
REF 3786 

PRIVATE/PERSON.MATTER 
LOC 1371 WIDTH I 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.20b(S). Private or personal matter, did not want to 
report it? --Fourth incident 
------------------------------------------------------

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

..... ., ................... ~ ..................................... . 
VAR 3787 
REF 3787 

DID NT WANT TO GET INVOL 
LOC 1372 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.20b(6). Did not want to get involved? --Fourth incident 
-------------------------------------------~---------- ----

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

•••••••••••• •• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• e ••••• 0 ••••••• 

VAR 3788 
REF 3788 

AFRAID OF REPRISAL 
LOC 1373 WIDTH 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.20b(7). Afraid of reprisal? --Fourth incident 
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<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

· ............................................................. . 
VAR 3789 
REF 3789 

REPORTED TO SOMEONE ELSE 
LOC 1374 WIDTH 1 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

Q.20b(8). Reported to someone else --Fourth incident 
-----------------------------------------------------

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

· ............................................................. . 
VAR 3790 
REF 3790 

OTHER 
LOC 1375 WIDTH 

Q.20b(9). Other --Fourth incident 

<See Q.20b for complete question text.> 

O. No 
1. Yes 
2. Residue 
3. Out of universe 

MD=3 OR GE 2 

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " •••• II •••••••••••••• 

VAR 3791 
REF 3791 

EMPLOYED AT TIME OF INCI 
LOC 1376 WIDTH 1 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

• 

• 

-- If coded yes in CKG -- • 



• 

• 

• 
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Q.21a. Did you have a job at the time this incident 
happened? --Fourth incident 

1. No 
2. Yes 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

375 

••••• ,. • 110 •••••••••••••••••••• ,. ••••••••••••••••••••••• " •••••••••• 

VAR 3792 
REF 3792 

TYPE OF JOB 
LOC 1377 WIDTH 

-- If coded yes in CKGj 2 in Q.21a 

Q.21b. What was the job? --Fourth incident 

MD=4 OR GE 3 

1. Same as described in var. nos. 2024 and 2026 
2. Different 
3. Residue 
4. Out of universe 

(Var. nos. refer to industry and occupation codes recorded 
in person record) 

•••••• 11/ ......................... , ••••••••••• $0 ••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3793 
REF 3793 

OCCUPATION CODE 
LaC 1378 WIDTH 3 

MD=O OR GE 998 

-- If coded yes in CKGj 2 in Q.21a; 2 in Q.21b 

Q.21c. Occupation code --Fourth incident 

001. N-Z (See glossary) 

997· 
998. 
999· 
000. 

N-Z (See glossary) 
Residue 
Out of universe 
No entry provided 
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(Provided for persons whose job was different at the time of 
the inc i dent.) 

······:!!o·.&· ....... 1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

VAR 3794 
REF 3794 

INDUSTRY CODE 
LOC 1381 WIDTH 3 

MD=O OR GE 998 

-- I f coded yes in CKG; 2 in Q. 21 a; 2 in Q. 21 b --

Q.21d. Industry code 
-------------------------------------------------

What kind of business or industry is this? --Fourth incident 

(For example: TV and radio manufacturing, retail shoe, 
state labor department, farm) 

000. No entry provided 
017. A-M industry codes (See glossary) 

998. 
99B. 
999. 

A-M industry codes (See glossary) 
Residue 
Out of universe 

(Provided for persons whose job was different at the time of 
this incident.) 

.............................. " ............... ,. ............................................... .. 

VAR 3795 
REF 3795 

EMPLOYEE CLASS 
LOC 1384 WIDTH 

MD=6 OR GE 5 

-- I f coded yes in CKG; 2 in Q. 21 a; 2 in Q. 21 b --

Q.21e. Were you --Fourth incident 
-------------------------------------------------

1. An employee of a private company, business, or 
individual for wages, salary, or commissions. 

2. A government employee (federal, state, county or 
1 oca 1) 

3. Self-employed in own business, professional 
practice, or farm 

• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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4. Working without pay in family business or farm 
5. Residue 
6. Out of universe 

······ ..... &.···· ........ ~ .......... " ......... II ............... ••••••••• 

VAR 3796 
REF 3796 

INCIDENT WEIGHT 
LOC 1385 WIDTH 7 

Incident Weight --Fourth incident 

I ~\P DEC= 3 

Incident weight is used to tabulate incident data. The 
weight contains three impl ied decimal places • 

MD=O 
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• 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 
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APPENDIX I 

The Sample Rotation 

The NCS sample is rotated to guard against respondent 
fatigue. The total sample of 72,000 households is divided 
into 6 sub-groups. The households in a single rotation 
group will be interviewed 7 times over the course of 3 1/2 
years. After the seventh interview, the rotation group 
leaves the sample and is replaced by a new group of 
respondent households. Thus, every 6 months, a rotation 
group is dropped from the sample, and a rotation group is 
added to the sample. Also, an extra rotational group is 
given the bounding interview, in preperation for entrance 
into the sample. During any given 6 month period, 7 
rotational groups are interviewed, 6 in the sample 
(cont i nuous), and 1 not in the samp I e (bound i ng) • 

Each of the rotation groups are divided into six panels. 
Each panel is interviewed in a different month during the 
six month interviewing period. Spreading the interviewing 
across the six month period significantly reduces the survey 
costs by reducing the number of interviews that must be 
collected at the same time. 

The assignments of rotation and panel groups are made to 
segments of housing units. Each rotation and panel group is 
a systematic subsample of the total sample. Rotation groups 
are also systematic subsamples of the sample interveiwed 
each month. 
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Key 

J --distinguishes NCS from other census surveys. 

01 --sequence and source of selection of sample 
addresses. 

J01 --the first sample for the NCS. 

11 --panel 1, rotat i on group 1. 

12 --panel 1, rotation group 2. 

1972 July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 

JOl 

11 12 13 14 15 16 
21 22 23 24 25 26 
31 32 33 34 35 36 
41 42 43 44 45 46 
51 52 53 54 55 56 
61 62 63 64 65 66 

The number 34 is part of sample number 1, 
panel 4, rotation group 4 of the NCS. 

• 

• 

• 
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NCS Rotation Chart - National Sample 
----------------------------------------------------------
MO-YR I J01 J02 J03 
....... O·····.·~· ................................... eo •••• 

7-72 11 12 13 14 15 16 
8-72 21 22 23 24 25 26 
9-72 31 32 33 34 35 36 

10-72 41 42 43 44 45 46 
11-72 51 52 53 54 55 56 
12-72 61 62 63 64 65 66 

1·- 7 3 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 1 12 13 14 15 16 
2-73 21 22 23 24 25 26 21 22 23 24 25 26 
3-73 31 32 33 34 35 36 31 32 33 34 35 36 
4-73 41 42 43 4lf 45 46 41 42 43 44 45 46 
5-73 51 52 53 54 55 56 51 52 53 54 55 56 
6-73 61 62 63 64 65 66 61 62 63 64 65 66 
7-73 11 12 13 14 15 16 11 i2 13 14 °'5 16 
8-73 21 22 23 24 25 26 21 22 23 24 25 26 
9-73 31 32 33 34 35 36 31 32 33 34 35 36 

10-73 41 42 43 44 45 46 41 42 43 44 LI5 46 
11-73 51 52 53 54 55 56 51 52 53 54 55 56 
12-73 61 62 63 64 65 66 61 62 63 64 65 66 • 1-74 1 1 12 13 14 15 16 11 12 13 14 15 16 11 
2-74 21 22 23 24 25 26 21 22 23 24 25 26 21 
3-74 31 32 33 34 35 36 31 32 33 34 35 36 31 
4-74 41 42 43 44 45 46 1; 1 42 43 44 45 46 41 
5-74 51 52 53 54 55 56 51 52 53 54 55 56 51 
6-74 61 62 63 64 65 66 61 62 63 64 65 66 61 
7-74 12 13 14 15 16 12 13 14 15 16 11 12 
8-74 22 23 24 25 26 22 23 24 25 26 21 22 
9-74 32 33 34 35 36 32 33 34 35 36 31 32 

10-74 42 43 44 45 46 42 43 44 45 L.6 41 42 
11-74 52 53 54 55 56 52 53 54 55 56 51 52 
12-74 62 63 64 65 66 62 63 64 65 66 61 62 
1-75 13 14 15 16 13 14 15 16 1 1 12 13 
2-75 23 24 25 26 23 24 25 26 21 22 23 
3'-75 33 3LI 35 36 33 34 35 36 31 32 33 
4-75 43 44 45 46 43 44 45 46 41 42 43 
5-75 53 54 55 56 53 54 55 56 51 52 53 
6-75 63 64 65 66 63 64 65 66 61 62 63 

---------------------------------------------------------

• 
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NCS Rotation Chart - National Sample 

MO-YR I J01/J02 J03/J04 I J05/J061 .................................................. 
1-75 
2-75 
3-75 
4-75 
5-75 
6-75 
7-75 
8-75 
9-75 

10-75 
11-75 
12-75 
1-76 
2-76 
3-76 
4-76 
5-76 
6-76 
7-76 
8-76 
9-7(; 

10-76 
11-76 
12-76 
1-77 
2-77 
3-77 
4-77 
5-77 
6-77 
7-77 
8-77 
9-77 

10-77 
13-i7 
12-77 

13 14 15 16 
23 24 25 26 
33 34 35 36 
43 44 45 46 
53 54 55 56 
63 64 65 66 

14 15 16 
24 25 26 
34 35 36 
44 45 46 
54 55 56 
64 65 66 

15 16 
25 26 
35 36 
45 46 
55 56 
65 66 

16 
26 
36 
46 
56 
66 

11 12 13 
21 22 23 
31 32 33 
41 42 43 
51 52 53 
61 62 63 
11 12 13 14 
21 22 23 24 
31 32 33 34 
41 42 43 44 
51 52 53 54 
61 62 63 64 
11 12 13 14 15 
21 22 23 24 25 
31 32 33 34 35 
41 42 43 44 45 
51 52 53 54 55 
61 62 63 64 65 
11 12 13 14 15 16 
21 22 23 24 25 26 
31 32 33 34 35 36 
41 42 43 44 45 46 
51 52 53 54 55 56 
61 62 63 64 65 66 
11 12 13 14 15 16 
21 22 23 24 25 26 
31 32 33 34 35 36 
41 42 43 44 45 46 
51 52 53 54 55 56 
61 62 63 64 65 66 
11 12 13 14 15 16 
21 22 23 24 25 26 
31 32 33 34 35 36 
41 42 43 44 45 46 
51 52 53 54 55 56 
61 62 63 64 65 66 

1 1 
21 
31 
41 
51 
61 
1 1 
21 22 
31 32 
41 42 
51 52 
61 62 

In the National Crime Survey, the samples are identified by 
the letter J and a two-digit number. The letter 
distinguishes NCS surveys from other census surveys and the 
digits identify the sequence and source of selection of 
sample addresses. The body of the rotation chart above 
contains a serios of two-digit numbers. The tens digit is 
the panel number and the units digit is the rotation number. 

• 

• 
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Therefore, you should read across the rows for a change in 
rotation, and down the columns for a change in panel number. 

Sample JOI begins in July of 1972. Six months later 
(January 1974), sample J02 begins. Each of these sample 
numbers represent 1/2 a total sample. The chart shows a 
full sample (of 72,000 cases) by combining two sample e.g., 
J01/J02 or J03/J04. The samples begin to rotate in January 
1974, with rotation groups J01:1 and J02:1 being dropped out 
of the sample, and rotation group J03/J04:1 entering the 
sample. By January 1977, all of the rotation groups from 
J01/J02 have left the sample, and the first group from 
J05/J06 enters the sample • 
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APPENDIX I I 

NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTERISTICS 

.Neighborhoods are not identified by name but represent areas 
with a population of about 5,000 in the vicinity of the 
household. Approximately 50 neighborhood characteristics are 
provided, permitting a detailed exploration of the 
socio-economic and demographic variables for people living 
in a particular area. 

The neighborhood characteristics are 1970 censu~ 
"neighborhoods" matched on a household-by-household basis to 
the NCS data. The neighborhoods were not designed with 
reference to maps and therefore, rarely coincide with 
tracts. minor civi 1 divisions, or other units. Neighborhoods 
were formed by computer using geographic keys associated 
with 1970 census housing records. The resulting 
neighborhoods are usually contiguous and relatively compact; 
however, socio-economic and demographic data were not used 
in grouping units together to form neighborhoods. 

Neighborhood Characteristics Error 

Neighborhood characteristics are recorded as two-digit 
numbers. The numbers are usually percentages. For example, 
the percentage of black population might be reported as 07. 
meaning seven percent. Had the original calculation been 
6.99, it would have been rounded to 7. The Census Bureau 
recently discovered an error affecting the use of the 
neighborhood characteristics. The errors resulted when 
values of 99.51 or more Were rounded to 100. In these cases, 
the hundreds digit was lost and the values were present as 
"00". Thus a neighborhood which was totally black (99.6%) 
may be represented as having no black population (00%). In 
an effort to assess the impact of the ,error amo.ng the· 
various characteristics, the Census Bureau determined that 
38 of the 55 characteristics are unl ikely to have values 
greater than 95%, which would indicate that any 00 values 
are valid and do not actually represent 100%. The 16 
character i st i cs wh i ch are affected by th i s error a're shown 
below. 

In most cases, users may r~solve affected fields by 
analyzing the appropriate household or person variable and, 
based on the characteristics of that unit, infer 00 or 99 
percent for the neighborhood characteristics. For example, 
to determine whether or not a 00 value for the neighborhood 

• 

• 

• 
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characteristic percent negro population in neighborhood 
actually represents a neighborhood that is all (100%) black, 
the user could check the race of head variable and if the 
race is black, recode 00 to 99. 

Neighborhood Characteristics Affected By Rounding Error 

Characteristic: 

* Population in group quarters (including inmates to 
total fami lies) 

* Persons 0-17 in husband-wife fami I ies to total persons 
0-17 years old 

* Negro popUlation to total population 
* Persons of spanish heritage to total population 
* Persons 3-34 enrolled in college to persons 18-21 

years old 
* Persons 16-21 years old not enrolled in school, 

unemployed, or not in labor force to persons 16-21 
years old not enrolled in school 

* Owner-occupied housing units to total occupied housing 
units 

* Owner-occupied housing units valued at less than 
$10,000 to total owner-occupied housing units for 
which value is tabulated 

* Renter-occupied housing units with gross monthly 
rent less than $60 to total renter-occupied housing 
units for which gross rent is tabulated. 

* Renter-occupied housing units with gross monthly rent 
$150 or more to total renter-occupied units for which 
gross rent is tabulated. 

* Housing units in one-unit structures to total housing 
units (year round) 

* Housing units in structure of five or more units to total 
hous i ng un its (year round) 

* Housing units built 1960 or later to total housing units 
(year round) 

* Housing units bui it 1939 or earl ier to total housing 
un its (year round) 

* Housing units with steam or hot water; central warm-air 
furnace; built-in electric units; and floor, wall or 
pipeless furnace to total housing units (year round) 

* Households with one or more cars to total number of 
households 

Records Without Neighborhood Characteristics 

When matching the national complete sample files with 
neighborhood characteristics file certain records had no 
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matching neighborhood data because the unit was constructed 
since the 1970 census, the segment type did not permit a 
match, or for some other reason a match did not occur. 

• 

• 

• 
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Addr·ess Segment 
See: Segmer:lt 

Age 

APPEND I X I I I 

GLOSSARY 

Age is determined by asking respondent for month, day. and 
year of birth. From this birthdate, the interviewer 
determines the respondent's age as of the last day of the 
month previous to the interview month. The respondent is 
asked to verify the calculated age. Age is important to 
determine interview el igibil ity and type of interview to be 
conducted: 
1) Under 12 - not i nterv i ewed; number of such ch i I dren is 

determined from household respondent 
2) 12 and older - universe for interviews 
3) 12 and 13 - proxy i nterv i ew conducted 
4) 14 and older - interviewed individually. unless ill or 

otherwise unavai lable 
5) 16 and older - interview includes employment status 

questions 

AGGRAVATED ASSAULT 
As used in the BJS published reports, an attack with a 
weapon resulting in any injury and attack without a weapon 
resulting either in serious injury; e.g., broken bones, loss 
of teeth. internal injuries, loss of consciousness; or in 
undetermined injury requiring 2 or more days of 
hospitalization. Also includes attempted assault with a 
weapon. It does not include attacks accompanied by theft. 
See also: Assault 

ALPHABETIC SUFFIX 
.In the Cities Sample, assigned to the serial number of the 
original sample unit to identify EXTRA units discovered 
in unit-type segments or found at addresses in other 
segment types which required listing. 
See also: Serial Number, Extra Units, Segment 

AR~\ED FORCES 
See: Mil itary Status 

ASSAULT 
One of the six major types of crime covered by the National 
Crime Survey. In the NCS Classification Scheme, assaults 
are subcategories of the broader term of assaultive violence 
(w i th or without thef t). I n these subca tegor i es of ser i ous 
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assault, minor assault and attempted assault, the term 
assault refers t6 the presence or absence of physical 
injury. 
In the BJS publ ished reports, assault is defined as an 
unlawful physical attack, whether aggravated or simple, by 
one person upon another. This definition excludes rape and 
attempted rape, as well as attacks including theft or 
attempted theft, which are classified as robbery. 
See also: Crimes, Serious Assault, Minor Assault, 
Aggravated Assault, Assaultive Violence, Injury 

ASSAULT, MINOR 
See: Minor Assault 

ASSAULT SERIOUS 
See: Serious Assault 

ASSAULTIVE VIOLENCE 
All of the following crimes against persons: rape, 
attempted rape, serious assault (with or without a weapon), 
minor assault, attempted assault (with or without a weapon). 
See also: Assault 

ATTACKED 
For a victim to have been attacked, there must have been 
some form of actual physical contact between victim and 
offender. If something was thrown at the victim but didn't 
hit him, or if he was shot at but not struck by the bul let, 
he was not considered to have been attacked, but threatened. 
See also: Threatened 

ATTEMPTED FORCIBLE ENTRY 
A form of burglary in which force is used in an attempt to 
gain entrance; e.g., by breaking a window or slashing a 
screen. The same definition is used in the BJS publ ished 
reports and the NCS Classification Scheme. 
See also: Burglary, Forcible Entry, Unlawful Entry Without 

Force 

ATTITUDE QUESTIONNAIRE 
Used to obtain information about household and individual 
activity patterns; and about thoughts, feel ings, and 
attitudes towards crime, police, etc. The Attitude 
Questionnaire was administered during one interview month of 
1972 (one panel of 5 s 000 households) in the National Sample. 
Because of the small sample size and the fact that the 
Attitude Supplement for the National Sample has been 
discontinued, this file has not been reformatted and is not 
offered ~s a standard product. Also, it does not contain 
any victimization data. The file is avai lable on special 

• 

• 

• 
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request from BJS. 

AUTO THEFT 
See: Motor Vehicle Theft 

BASIC SCREEN QUESTIONNAIRE 
Used to obtain characteristics of the household and 
individual household members 12 years of age and older, as 
weI I as to screen for incidents of crime against the 
household and/or household members. It has four sections: 
1) cover page for identification items and general 
information, 2) personal characteristics items for obtaining 
genera I i nformat i on on persons, 3) househo I d screen 
questions to e1 icit information on whether any household 
crimes were committed during the reference period, and 4) 
individual screen questions to e1 icit information on whether 
any crimes against individual household members were 
committed during the reference period. 
See also: Household Screen Questions, Information Screen 

Questions, Questionnaire Forms, Interviewing 
Sequence 

BIAS 
Systematic error introduced by selecting items from a wrong 
population, favoring some of the elements of a population, 
or poor 1 y phras i ng ques;: ions. It inc I udes both sampl i ng 
bias and non-samp1 ing bias. 
See also: Standard Error, Survey Error 

BOUNDING PROCEDURE 
A technique used in the National Sample to estab1 ish a time 
of reference during the first interview to avoid recording 
dupl icate reports of incidents in subsequent interviews. A 
bounding interview is conducted at the first visit to the 
household. Data collected are not tabulated, newly reported 
incidents are compared with descriptions of incidents 
reported in the previous interview. The incident is 
el iminated if the interviewer determines that the same 
incident has been reported in the previous interview period. 
The bounding technique was not used in the Cities Sample, 
since they were not recurring and reference periods used in 
repeat Cities Surveys were not consecutive. 
See also: Reference Period, Bounding Schedule 

BOUNDING SCHEDULE 
In the 1972 and the first half of 1973 NCS National Sample 
interviews, the first-time interviews were unbounded. 
Bounded interviews started in January 1973 and July 1973 for 
the first rotation groups; thus, by July 1973, bounded 
interviews were being conducted in all returning rotation 
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groups. Because of the large number of unbounded 
interviews, the 1972 National Sample files are not being 
released. 
See also: Sample Rotation, Bounding Procedure 

BURGLARY 
One of the six major types of crime covered by the National 
Crime Survey. Burglary refers to the fol lowing crimes 
against households: forcible entry and unlawful entry 
without force, usually but not necessari ly attended by 
theft, and attempted forcible entry. The same definition is 
used in the BJS published reports and the NCS 
Classification Scheme. 
See also: Crimes, Forcible Entry, Unlawful Entry Without 

Force, Attempted Forcible Entry 

CVS 
See: Commercial Victimization Survey (CVS) 

CENSUS TRACT 
Small, relatively permanent areas into which large cities 
and adjacent areas are divided for the purpose of providing 
comparable small-area statistics over time. Tracts conform 
with county I ines and are often homogeneous in character. 
Census tracts are designed. insofar as possible, to contain 
about 4,000 to 5,000 persons. 
See also: Standard Metropol itian Statistical Area 

CENSUS, U.S. BUREAU OF 
The division of the U.S. Department of Commerce responsible 
for conducting the National Crime Survey Victimization 
Program for the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 
(BJS) . . 

CENTRAL C lTV 
The incorporated city (or cities) which is central to an 
urbanized area and/or a Standard Metropol itan Stati~tical 
Area. It is bounded by city I imits. A central city or the 
combined central cities must have a population of 50,000 or 
more. The 26 cities surveyed in the NCS Cities Samples were 
central cities. 
See also: Urbanized Area, Standard Metropol itan Statistial 

Area, Place Description Code 

CENTRAL CITY SAMPLE 
See: Cities Sample 

CHECK DIGIT 
In the National Sample, the control digit is computed on the 
nine digits of the PSU, segment number and sample number. 

• 

• 

• 
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The check digit is part of the control number which uniquely 
i dent if i es a samp 1 e un it. I n the Cit i es Samp 1 es, the check 
digit is the sixth digit of the serial number and is 
computed on the 3 digits of the PSU and the first 5 digits 
of the serial number. 
See also: Control Number 

CITIES SAMPLE 
One of two major components in the National Crime Panel 
program. Approximately 12,000 household units in each 
survey city were designated for the sample. In 1972, 
eight lIimpact" cities designated as part of an 
extensive federally-funded crime prevention program 
were surveyed. These cities are Atlanta, Baltimore, 
Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, Newark, Portland, and 
St. Louis. In 1973, the nation's five largest cities, 
Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles, New York, and 
Philadelphia - were surveyed; in 1974, thirteen other 
major cities were covered. These included Boston, 
Buffalo, Cincinnati, Houston, Miami, Milwaukee, 
Minneapol is, New Orleans, Oakland, Pittsburgh, San 
Diego t San Francisco, and Washington. D.C. In 1975. 
the five largest and eight impact cities were 
surveyed a second time. 
See also: Cities Sample Design, National Sample, 

Central City, Five Largest Cities, Impact 
Cities, Sample, National Crime Panel 

CITIES SAMPLE DESIGN 
The basic frames from which the samples were drawn 
for the Cities Sample were the complete housing 
inventories for each city, as determined by the 1970 
Census of Population and Housing. For the purposes of 
sample selection, each city's housing units were 
distributed among 105 strata on the basis of various 
characteristics. Occupied units, which comprised the 
majority, were grouped into 100 strata defined by a 
combination of the following: type of tenure (owned 
or rented); number of household members (five 
categor i es); househo 1 d income (f i ve categor i es); and 
race of head of household (white or nonwhite). 
Housing units vacant at the time of the Census were 
assigned to an additional four strata, where they were 
distributed on the basis of rental or property value. 
Furthermore, a single stratum incorporated certain 
types of group quarters, such as rooming and boarding 
houses, reI igious group quarters, and college 
dormitories. 
See also: Cities Sample, Strata 
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CLASS OF WORKER 
Categories include: 
Private Employee - persons who work for a private employer 
for wages, salary, commission, tips, piece-rates, or pay in 
kind; this applies regardless of. the occupation at which the 
employee worked, whether general manager, file clerk, or 
porter. Also includes persons working for pay for 
settlement houses, churches, unions, and other private 
non-profit organizations. 
Government Employee - persons who work for any branch of 
federal, state or local governments. It includes persons 
who were elected to paid federal offices and members of the 
Armed Forces. Also includes employees af international 
organizations and employees of foreign governments. 
Self-Employed - persons who work for profit or fees in own 
business, farm, shop, office, etc. Does not apply to 
managers, superintendents, or other executives hired to 
manage a business. 
Working Without Pay - persons working without pay on a farm 
or business operated by ~ related member of the household. 
Room and board and a cash allowance are not counted as pay 
for these family workers; however, if the worker receives 
money which is definitely considered to be wages for work 
performed, they should be considered a private employee. 
See a lSI): I ndus try Code, Occupat i on Code 

CLUSTER 
See: Segment 

COLLECTION QUARTER 
A calendar quarter of the year during which interviews are 
conducted in the National Sample. The differing six-month 
reference period for each month's interviews result in data 
on crimes that occurred during an 8-month period. For 
example, interviews conducted during the first collection 
quarter of 1973 reflect crimes occurring between July 1, 
1972 and February 28, 1973. This concept is used for 
processing purposes only, not for data tabulations. 
See also: Data Quarter, Reference Period, Complete Sample 

F i I es 

COMMERCIAL VICTIMIZATION SURVEY (CVS) 
The commercial victimization portion of the National Crime 
Program focuses on measuring robbery and burglary incidents 
against business establishments during the 6-month perio~ 
preceding interview. Like the NCS, the CVS uses two 
samples, the National and Cities Samples. Reformatted tapes 
and user publications are not presently available for the 
CVS portions of the National Crime Panel program of surveys. 
See also: National Crime Survey, National Crime Panel 

• 

• 

• 
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COMPLETE SAMPLE FILES 
NSC tape files containing data for both interviewed and 
noninterviewed households, victims and nonvictims. The 
files are hierarchical in structure, consisting of three 
record types: household records, person records and 
incident records (including series incidents). The National 
Complete Sample files are arranged by the quarter in which 
the interviews were conducted (collection quarters). 
The Cities Complete Sample files are available for 
each survey city. 
See also: Collection Quarter 

CONFIDENCE INTERVAL 
An interval which can be constructed from a sample estimate 
and an estimate of its standard error. It can be stated 
with prescribed confidence that this interval contains the 
average result of all possible samples (for a given sampl ing 
rate). For example, if all pos5ible samples were selected, 
surveyed under the same conditions, and an estimate and its 
estimated standard error were calculated fr"om each sample, 
then approximately 95 percent of the intervals from two 
standard errors below the estimate to two standard errors 
above the estimate would include the average value of all 
possible samples. Such an interval is cal led a 95% 
confidence 
i nterva I • I f there is no bias introduced by the samp 1 i ng, 
surveying, and estimation procedures, the average value for 
al I samples would be equal to the value which would be 
obtained by a complete census of the population. 
See also: Estimate, Standard Error, Sampl ing Variability, 

Census 

CONF I DENT I AL ITY 
The law (U.S. Code 42, Section 3771) provides that all 
information given to the U.S. Bureau of the Census for this 
survey must be held in confidence and may be used only for 
statistical purposes. The Bureau may not release any 
statistics which might disclose the identity of any 
individual or household. This protection explains why 
publ ic data often do not provide the level of detail many 
researchers might wish. Current restrictions prohibit 
identification of areas containing fewer than 250,000 
persons, when releasing individual or microdata. 
See also: Universal Area Code (UAC) 

CONTROL CARD 
The contro I card (or cover sheet) is one of four bas i c forms 
used to collect the NCS data. It is the first form the 
interviewer completes during the initial interview and is 
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updated on each subsequent interview as long as the 
household is in the sample. It contains the address of each 
sample unit and the basic household data, such as the. names 
of all persons living there and their age, race, sex, 
marital status, education. etc. In addition, such items as 
family income, tenure of the unit, and pertinent information 
about noninterviewed units are also included on the Control 
Card. The Control Card also serves as a record of visits, 
telephone calls, interviews, noninterview reasons, etc. 
See also: Interviewing Sequence, Questionnaire Forms 

CONTROL NUMBER 
Assigned to each sample unit. In the National Sample, the 
control number is composed of five elements: the sample, 
PSU, Segment number, Check Digit,.and Serial Number. 
For the Cities Sample, the control number is composed 
af five elements: the PSU number, serial number, 
panel number, household number, and segment number. 
See also: PSU, Segment Number, Check Digit, Serial Number, 

Identification Code, Sample Designation 

COUNTY CODES (1970) 
In the NCS Cities Sample and National Sample, three-digit 
County Codes are used to identify the County in which a 
household is located. County Codes are only unique 
within a given state. 
See also: State Codes (1960) 

CRIME CLASSIFICATION 
Because the Crime Incident Report completed for each 
victimization includes information on the presence or 
absence of specific elements in the incident, it is possible 
to construct several different types of classification 
schemes. The National Crime Survey (NCS) C.lassification 
Scheme consists of 36 detai led crime types. The NCS 
Classification Scheme allows for combination events; e.g., 
when a person is assaulted and robbed at the same time. The 
36 types of cr i me codes are used to categor i ze inc i de.nts in 
the NCS tape fi les. 
Another common crime classification system is the Uniform 
Crime Report (UCR) Classification system, used by the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). The individual 
elements recorded on a NCS Crime Incident Report form may be 
combined to determine the proper UCR Classification although 
attempts to compare NCS data with FBI data are inappropirate 
because of substantial differences between the two programs. 
See also: Crimes, NCS Classification Scheme 

CRIME INCIDENT REPORT 
Used to gather the detailed information about crimes 

• 
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reported in either the Household or Individual Screen 
Question section of the Basic Screen Questionnaire. One 
Crime Incident Report is completed for each incident of 
crime reported in answer to the screen questions. Under 
certain circumstances, interviewers are allowed to report 
severa 1 inc i dents on one form -- so-ca 11 ed "ser i es ll inc i dent 
reports are made in these cases. 
See also: Questionnaire Forms, Series Incident Report, 

Interviewing Sequence 

CRIMES 
The National Crime Surveys focus on measuring the extent of 
victimization ascribable to the major crimes commonly 
referred to as assault, rape. burglary, larceny, and motor 

. vehicle theft. The surveys do not provide measures for 
other offenses such as murder, kidnapping, shopl ifting, 
drunkenness, gambl ing, etc. 
See also: National Crime Survey, Crii.1e Classification, NCS 

Classification Scheme 

DATA QUARTER 
Due to the differing six-month reference period for National 
Sample interviews each month, data from eight months of 
interviewing are required to produce a quarterly estimate, 
based on month of occurrence, which is referred to as the 
Data Quarter. 
See also: Collection Quarter, Reference Period 

ED 
See: Enumeration District (ED) 

EDUCATION 
Current education level of household members 12 or older. 
Respondents are asked the highest grade or year of regular 
school attended, and whether that year was completed. 
Regular schools include all graded public, private, 
parochial schools, colleges, universities, and professional 
schools which advance a person toward an elementary or high 
school diploma, or a college degree. Regular schools do not 
include vocational, trade, business, correspondence, or 
other specialized schools, unless credits obtained are 
accepted in the regular school system. For persons still 
attending regular school, highest grade attended is the one 
in which they are currently enrolled. 
See also: Educational Attainment 

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT 
Recorded variable for use in BJS publ ished reports. The 
highest grade attended and whether or not that year was 
completed. Educational attainment is classified as follows: 
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Never attended or Kindergarten, Elementary, High School, 
College, and N.A. Post-graduate work is coded as college. 
See also: Education 

EMPLOYED 
All persons 16 years of age and over currently working at a . 
job, or with a job but not now at work. 
See also: Major Activity 

EMPLOYMENT STATUS 
Recoded variable for use in BJS publ ished reports. 
Categories are: Age under 16, in Armed Forces, employed, 
unemployed, keeping house, in school, retired, other. 
See also: Major Activity 

ENUMERATION 
The process of obtaining information about selected units of 
study in a surveyor census. 
See also: Census 

ENUMERATION DISTRICT (ED) 
A small g~ographic area with well-defined boundaries set up 
for the 1970 Census and containing about 250 households. 
Numerous EDs are spread over an entire PSU. Segments of 
about 4 households in clusters are chosen from EDs for 
interview, in the NCS National Sample. 
See also: Primary Sampl ing Unit (PSU), Segment, National 

Sample Design 

ENUMERATION. PERIOD 
The length of time allotted to interviewers for completing 
their assigned workload for a surveyor census; commonly 
referred LO as the interview period. 
In the National Sample, h04seholds are enumerated during the 
first two weeks of every month. In the Cities Sample,. 
enumeration was generally finished in 10-12 weeks in each 
city. 
See also: Household Status, Enumeration 

ERROR 
See: Standard Error 

ERROR RATE 
See: Survey Error 

EST I MATE 
A numeric value obtained from a sample used to describe the 
measurement which would be obtained if a complete census 
were carried out. An estimate of a total for a population 
is obtained by multiplying a sample count by a 

• 

• 

• 
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systematically designed weight which has the effect of 
inflating the sample count to represent the total 
population. Basically, the sample count is inflated by the 
reciprocal of the probabil ity of selection. Each survey 
estimate has its own variance and standard error. 
See also: Weight, Population, Sample, Variance, Standard 

Error, Confidence Interval. Sampl ing Variability 

ETHNICITY 
Household respondent's statement of his or her family's 
national or major multi-national area of derivation; e.g., 
Spanish, Irish, Chinese, German, etc. Adopted, foster, 
step-children, and children with one parent not a member of 
the household are asked this question separately. When both 
parents are household members, the chi ld's origin may be 
marked without asking. Multiple origins with one part 
Spanish are classified under the appropriate Spanish 
category. Respondents stating only "Negro," "Afro-American," 
or "Colored" are I isted as Negro. 
See also: Race 

EXTRA UNITS 
Housing unit or OTHER unit which is discovered at time of 
interview or during updating and is not already entered on 
the listing sheet for the segment. 
1) a. In area segments, EXTRA units must be in the same 

structure or on the same property as the sample 
unit being interviewed. 

b. In Special Places within Area segments, an EXTRA 
unit must be within the specific address of the 
original unit, 

2) In Address (or Unit), Cen-Sup, and Special Place 
segments, EXTRA units must be within the specific 
address of the sample unit being interviewee, but need 
not be within the same structure or on the same 
property. 

3) In Permit segments, EXTRA units must be within the 
specific address of the sample unit being interviewed 
and must be within the same structure. 

When housing units or OTHER units which qual ify as EXTRA 
units are discovered, they are interviewed and allocated to 
the sample without bias. 
See also: Segment, Housing Unit. Other Unit, Special 

Places, Listing, Household Status, Updating 

FAMILY INCOME 
The sum of income received by each member of ~ family living 
in a sample housing unit. The income may include wages, 
salaries, net income from business or farm, pension, 
dividends, rent or any other money income, (not identified 
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as income are such things as room and board, insurance 
payments, lump sum inheritances, occassional gifts, money 
from sell ing property, withdrawals from savings accounts, or 
tax refunds) for the 12-month period immediately preceding 
the month of interview. It is not the calendar year unless 
the month of interview was January. For housing units in 
the National Sample which are interviewed more than once, 
this question is asked only during the first, th~;d, fifth, 
and seventh interviews. 

FIVE LARGEST CITIES 
In the NCS, these cities were New York, Philadelphia, 
Los Angeles, Chicago, and Detroit, the nation's five 
most populous cities according to the 1970 Census. 
They were surveyed as part of the Cities Sample over 
a ten-week period beginning in January 1973. These 
cities were resurveyed during January, February, and 
March of 1975. 
See also: Cities Sample 

FORCIBLE ENTRY 
A form of burglary in which force is used to gain entrance; 
e.g., by breaking a window or slashing a screen. Forcible 
entry mayor may not be accompanied by theft or property 
damage. The same definition is used in the BJS publlshed 
reports and the NCS Classification. Scheme. 
See also: Burglary, Unlawful Entry Without Force, Attempted 

Forcible Entry 

GOVERNMENT WORKERS 
See: Class of worker 

GROUP QUARTERS 
Census term used to describe quarters occupied by 5 or more 
persons unrelated to the head of household. Quarters with 
no designated head but with 6 or more unrelated persons are 
also group quarters. Some quarters occupied by fewer than 
six persons may also be group quarters by definition; e.g., 
1 iving quarters in dormitories occupied by students. For 
both the National and Cjties samples, group quarters were 
selected from Census listings. 
See also: Housing Unit, Other Unit, Special Place 

HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD 
One person in each household designated as head, usually the 
person reported by the members of the household to be the 
head. Usually the chief breadwinner of the family. 
See also: Relationship to Household Head, Principal Person 

HOUSEHOLD 

• 

• 

• 
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A group of occupants of a sample unit who meet the criteria 
for household membership 
See also: Sample Unit, Household Member 

HOIJSEHOLD CRIME 
See: Household Victimization 

HOUSEHOLD INCIDENT 
See: Household Victimization 

HOUSEHOLD LARCENY 
See: Larceny 

HOUSEHOLD MEMBER 
Persons in a sample unit are members of the household if: 
1) the i r usua 1 place of res i dence at the time of the 

interview is the sample unit, and 
2) they have no usual place of residence elsewhere. 
Usual place of residence must be specific 1 iving 
quarters held by the person, to which he is free to 
return at any time, and at which he usually I ives and 
sleeps. Household m~mbers not only include members 
of the family, but may also include: lodgers, 
servants, other employees who live in the unit and 
consider it their usual place of residence. Usual 
residents also include persons who 1 ive in the sample 
unit but are temporarily absent. 
Armed forces members are considered household members 
if they are stationed near-by and usually sleep in 
the sample unit. Students attending school away from 
home are not considered household members at their 
parentis home. 
See also: Household, Sample Unit 

HOUSEHOLD NUMBER 
Identifies the sequence of households that occupy a 
particular address. For example, if a new family 
moves into a sample unit being interviewed for a second 
time, the household number wi 11 be "2" indicating that 
this is a different household from that previously 
interviewed. In the Cities Sample, only sample units 
in the 5 largest and 8 impact cities were reinterviewed 
for a second time (in 1975). 
See also: Household Status 

HOUSEHOLD RESPONDENT 
Questions pertaining to the entire household are 
asked only once of any knowledgeable adult member of 
the household. Such questions include the Control 
Card items, Hou~ehold Attitude Questions, and 
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Household Screen Questions. The interviewer is 
instructed to interview the most knowledgeable 
household member; that is, the one that appears to 
know -- or who could reasonably be expected to 
know -- the answers to the household questions. Most 
frequently, this is the head of the household or the 
spouse of the head. Since August 1975. the household 
respondent has been required to be at least 18 years 
of age. 
See also: Household Attitude Questions, Household 

Screen Questions 

HOUSEHOLD SCREEN QUESTIONS 
These questions ask about any crimes against the 
household, such as actual or attempted break-ins, 
theft of household goods, and auto thefts. These 
screen questions are asked only once of the household 
respondent and are used to determine whether a Crime 
Incident Report should be completed. 
See also: Household Respondent, Basic Screen 

Questionnaire, Individual Screen Questions, 
Crime Incident Report 

HOUSEHOLD STATUS 
Consists of the following categories: 
1) Same household as last enumeration - if the same 
household was interviewed during the previous interview 
period. 
2) Replacement household since last enumeration if the 
former occupants have moved and the unit is now 
occupied by a new household. 
3) Previous non-interview or not in sample before -- for an 
interviewed unit that was previously non-interviewed for any 
reason, for a unit in its first period of enumeration, or 
for an EXTRA unit being interviewed for the first time. 
See also: Extra Unit, Enumeration 

HOUSEHOLD VICTIMIZATION 
A specific criminal act as it affects the household. Each 
criminal act against a household is assumed to involve a 
single victim: the affected household; therefore, the terms 
household victimization and household incident are 
synoymous. As used in BJS published reports, crimes 
against househoids include burglary, household larceny, and 
motor vehicle theft. If any household member is attacked or 
threatened during the crime, it is considered a personal 
crime. 
See also: Personal Victimization, Household Screen 

Questions 

• 

• 

• 
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HOUSEHOLD WEIGHT 
In the National Sample, the household weight is based on the 
product of a "principal persons weight 'l and a third stage 
ratio-factor. The weight for the principal person in 
husband-wife households equals the weight for the wife, 
excluding the within-household non-interview adjustment. 
For non-husband-wife hOLlseholds, the principal person weight 
equals the weight for the household head, excluding the 
within- household non-interview adjustment. 
In the Cities Sample, the household weight consists of 
the basic weight of the household in the sample plus 
adjustments for noninterviewed households, subsampl ing, 
and various ratio estimates. 
See also: Weight, Person Weight, Incident Weight, 

Non-interview Adjustments 

HOUSING UNIT 
A group of rooms or a single room, occupied as separate 
I iving quarters. Separate I iving quarters exist when the 
occupants do not I,ve and eat with any other persons in the 
structure, AND when there is either direct access from the 
outside or through a common hall, OR complete kitchen 
faci! ities for this unit only. Vacant rooms or groups of 
rooms, which are intended for occupancy as separate living 
quarters are also considered housing units. A unit has 
complete kitchen facil ities when it has an installed sink 
with piped water AND a range or cooking stove AND a 
mechanical refrigerator. 
All units in the National and Cities samples are defined 
as either being a housing unit or an OTHER unit. 
See also: Group Quarters, Living Quarters, Extra Unit, 

Household, (Type of) Living Quarters, Occupied 
Housing Unit, Vacant Housing Unit, Other Unit 

IDENTIFICATION CODE 
A sample designation and control number assigned to each 
sample unit. 
See also: Sample Designation, Control Number 

IMPACT CITIES 
Eight cities designated by the Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration as part of an extensive 
federally-funded crime prevention program. The 
cities are: Atlanta, Baltimore, Cleveland, Dallas, 
Denver, Newark, Portland, and St. Louis. These 
cities were surveyed as part of the Cities Sample 
from July through September in 1972 and were 
resurveyed in March through May of 1975 • 

INCIDENT 
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A specific criminal act involving one or more victims and 
offenders. In the NCS, victims may be persons 12 or older c'r 
households. 
See also: Crimes, Victimization 

INCIDENT REPORT 
See: Crime Incident Report 

INCIDENT WEIGHT 
For the National Sample, regardless of crime type, whether 
personal or household. the incident weight is computed by 
dividing the person's weight ~y the total number of persons 
victimized during an incide.,t. For the Cities Sample, 
however, the weight is assigned on the basis of whether 
the incident is a personal crime.or a household crime. 
If the NCS type of crime code was 20-36 (all household 
crimes including all larcenies), the household weight 
was replicated in the incident weight location, but if 
the NCS type of crime code was 1-19 (all personal crimes 
of assaultive violence and personal theft without assault). 
then the incident weight was computed by adjusting the 
person's weight as for the National Sample. 
See also: Weight, Household Weight, Person Weight 

INCOME 
See: Family Income 

INDIVIDUAL SCREEN QUESTIONS 
Questions asked for each household member 12 years of age 
and older designed to el icit information on both personal 
and property crimes committed against these persons. A 
Crime Incident Report is completed for each crime recorded 
in the Individual Screen Questions. 
See also: Basic Screen Questionnaire, Household Screen 

Questions, Crime Incident Report 

INDUSTRY CODE 
A three-digit numeric code assigned to persons using the 
1970 Alphabetic Index of Industries and Occupations, based 
on the kind of business or industry at the location where 
the person works. For unemployed persons, the industry code 
is assigned on the basis of the last job held within 5 
years. 

See also: Occupation Code, Class of Worker, Major Activity 

INDUSTRY CODE CLASSIFICATION 
(Numbers in parentheses are the SIC code equivalents) 

• 

• 

• 
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AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND FISHERIES 

017 Agricultural production (01) 

018 Agricultural services, except horticultural (07 
except 0713 and 073) 

019 Horticultural services (073) 

027 Forestry (08) 

028 Fisher i es (09) 

MINING 

047 Metal mining (10) 

048 Coa 1 min i ng (11, 12) 

01.+9 Crude petroleum and natural gas extractions (13) 

403 

057 Nonmetal! ic mining and quarrying, except fuel (14) 

CONSTRUCTION 

067 General building contractors (15) 

068 General contractors, except building (16) 

069 Special trade contractors (17) 

077 Not specified construction 

MANUFACTURING 

Durable goods 

Lumber and wood products, except furniture 

107 Logg i ng (241) 

108 Sawmills, planning mills, and mill work (242, 243) 

109 M i sce I I aneous wood products (244, 249) 

118 Furn i ture and fixtures (25) 
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Stone, clay, and glass products 

119 Glass and g I ass products (321-323) 

127 Cement, concrete, gypsum, and plaster products 
(324,327) 

128 Structural clay products (325) 

137 Pottery and re I ated products (326) 

138 Miscellaneous nonmetal I ic mineral and stone 
products (328,329) 

f1eta1 industries 

139 Blast furnaces, steel works, rol I ing and finishing 
mills (3312,3313) 

147 Other primary iron and steel industries <3315-3317. 
332.3391, part 3399) 

148 

149 

Primary aluminum industries (3334, part 334, 3352, 
3361, part 3392, part 3399) 

Other primary nonferrous industries (3331-3333, 
3339, part 334, 3351, 3356, 3357. 3362, 3369, 
part 3392, part 3399) 

157 Cutlery, hand tools, and other hardware (342) 

158 Fabr i cated structura I meta 1 products (344) 

159 Screw machine products (345) 

167 Metal stamping (346) 

168 Miscellaneous fabricated metal products (341, 343. 
347, 348, 349) 

169 Not specified metal industries 

Machinery, except electrical 

177 Eng i nes and turb i nes (351) 

178 Farm machinery and equipment (352) 

179 Construction and material handling machines (353) 

• 

• 

• 
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187 Metalworking machinery (354) 

188 Office and accounting machines (357 except 3573) 

189 Electronic computing equipment (3573) 

197 Machinery, except electrical, n.e.c. (355, 356, 
358. 359) 

198 Not specified machinery 

Electrical machinery, equipment, and supplies 

199 Household appl iances (363) 

405 

207 Radio, T.V., and communication equipment (365, 366) 

208 

209 

219 

227 

228 

229 

237 

238 

Electrical machinery, equipment, and suppl ies, 
n. e. c . (361, 362, 364, 367, 369) 

Not specified electrical machinery, equipment, and 
suppl i es 

Transportation equipment 

Motor vehicles and motor vehIcle equipment (371) 

Aircraft and parts (372) 

Ship and boat building and repairing (373) 

Railroad locomotives and equipment (374) 

Mobile dwell in9s and campers (3791) 

Cycles and miscellaneous transportation equipment 
(375, 3799) 

Professional and photographic equipment, 
and watches 

239 Scientific and controll ing instruments (381, 382) 

247 Optical and health services suppl ies (383, 384. 
385) 

248 Photographic equipment and suppl ies (386) 

249 Watches, clocks, and clockwork-operated devices 
(387) 
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257 Not specified professional equipment 

258 Ordnance (19) 

259 Miscellaneous manufacturing industries (39) 

Nondurable goods 

Food and kindred products 

268 Meat products (201) 

269 Da i ry products (202) 

278 Canning and preserving fruits, vegetables, and sea 
foods (203) 

279 Grain-mill products (204,0713) 

287 Bakery products (205) 

288 Confectionery and related products (207) 

289 Beverage industries (208) 

297 Miscellaneous food preparation and kindred products 
(206, 209) 

298 Not specified food industries 

299 Tobacco manufacturers (21) 

Textile mill products 

307 Kn itt i ng m i 11 s (225) 

308 Dyeing and finishing textiles, except wool and knit 
goods (226) 

309 Floor coverings, except hard surface (227) 

317 Yarn, thread, and fabric mils (221-224, 228) 

318 Miscellaneous textile mill products (229) 

Apparel and other fabricated textile products 

319 Appare 1 and accessor i es (231-238) 

• 

• 

• 
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327 Miscellaneous fabricated textile products (239) 

Paper and all ied products 

328 rulp, paper, and paperboard mills (261-263. 266) 

329 Miscellaneous paper and pulp products (264) 

337 Paperboard containers and boxes (265) 

Printing, pub1 ishing. and allied industries 

338 Newspaper publ ishin~ and printing (271) 

339 Printing, publ ishing, and all ied industries, except 
newspapers (272-279) 

347 

348 

349 

357 

358 

359 

367 

368 

369 

Chemicals and all ied products 

Industrial chemicals (281) 

Plastics, synthetics and resins, except fibers 
(282, except 2823 and 2824) 

Synthet i c fibers (2823, 2824) 

Drugs and medicines (283) 

Soaps and cosmetics (284) 

Paints, varnishes, and rel:ted products (285) 

Agricultural chemicals (287) 

Miscellaneous chemicals (286, 289) 

Not specified chemicals and all ied products 

Petroleum and coal products 

377 Petroleum refining (291) 

378 Miscellaneous petroleum and coal products (295, 
299) 

Rubber and miscellaneous plastic products 

379 Rubber products (301-303, 306) 

Miscellaneous plastic products (307) 
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Leather and leather products 

388 Tanned, cur r i ed. and fin i ~hed 1 ea ther (311) 

389 Footwear, except rubber (313. 314) 

397 Leather products, except footwear (312, 315-317, 
319) 

398 Not specified manufacturing industries 

TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS, AND OTHER 
PUBLIC UTILITIES 

Transportation 

407 Railroads and railway express service (40) 

408 Street railways and bus lines (411,413-415,417) 

409 Taxicab service (412) 

417 

418 

Trucking service (421, 423) 

Warehousing and storage (422) 

419 Water transportation (44) 

427 Air transportat i on (45) 

428 Pipe 1 ines, except natural gas (46) 

429 Services incidental to transportation (47) 

Communications 

447 Radio broadcasting and television (483) 

448 Telephone (w ire and rad i 0) (481) 

449 Telegraph and miscellaneous communication services 
(482, 489) 

Util ities and sanitary services 

467 E 1 ectr i c 1 i ght and power (491) 

468 E 1 ectr i c-gas ut iIi ties (493) 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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469 Gas and steam supply systems (492, 496) 

477 Water supply (494) 

478 San i tary serv ices (495) 

479 Other and not specified util ities (497) 

507 

508 

509 

527 

528 

529 

537 

538 

539 

557 

558 

:i59 

567 

568 

569 

587 

588 

607 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE 

Wholesale trade 

Motor vehicles and equipment (501) 

Drugs, chemicals, and allied products (502) 

Dry goods and appare I (503) 

Food and related products (504) 

Farm products--raw materials (505) 

Electrical goods (506) 

Hardware, plumbing, and heating supplies (507) 

Not specified electrical and hardware products 

Machinery equipment and suppl ies (508) 

Metals and minerals, n.e.c. (5091) 

Petroleum products (5092) 

Scrap and waste materials (5093) 

Alcohol ic beverages (5095) 

Paper and its products (5096) 

Lumber and construction materials (5098) 

Wholesalers, n.e.c. (5094,5097,5099) 

Not specified wholesaie trade 

Retail trade 

Lumber and building material retail ing (521-524) 

409 
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609 Department and mail order establ ishments (531, 532) 

617 Limited price variety stores (533) 

618 Vending machine operators (534) 

619 Oirect sell ing establ ishments (535) 

627 Miscellaneous general merchandise stores (539) 

628 Grocery stores (541) 

629 Da i ry products stores (5115) 

637 Retail bakeries (546) 

638 Food stores, n.e.c. (542-544, 549) 

639 Motor vehicle dealers (551, 552) 

647 Tire, battery, and accessory dealers (553) 

648 Gasol ine service stations (554) • 

649 Miscellaneous vehicle dealers (559) 

657 Apparel and accessories stores, except shoe stores 
(56 except 566) 

658 Shoe stores (566) 

667 Furniture and home furnishings stores (571) 

668 Household appl iances, T.V., and radio stores (572, 
573) 

669 Eating and drinking places (58) 

677 Drug stores (591) 

678 Liquor stores (592) 

679 Farm and garden supply stores (596) 

687 Jewelry stores (597) 

688 Fuel and ice dealers (598) 

,,-,--,-,-~~ ........ , .•. "~.,., 

• 
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689 Retail florists (5992) 

697 Miscellaneous retail stores (593-595. 599 except 
5592) 

698 Not specified retail trade 

F I NANCE, INSURANCE, AND REAL ESTATE 

707 Banking (60) 

708 Credit agencies (61) 

709 Security, commodity brokerage, and investment 
companies (62~ 67) 

717 insurance (63, 64) 

718 Real estate, incl. real estate-insurance-law 
off ices (65, 66) 

BUSINESS AND REPAIR SERVICES 

727 Advert is i ng (731) 

728 Services to dwellings and other bui ldings (734) 

411 

729 Commercial research, development, and testing labs 
(7391, 7397) 

737 Employment and temporary help agencies (736, 7398) 

738 Business management and consulting services (part 
7392) 

739 Computer ~rogramming services (part 7392) 

747 Detective and protective services (7393) 

748 Business services, n.e.c. <732, 733. 735, 7394, 
7395, 7396, 7399) 

749 Automobile services, except repair <751, 752, 751*) 

757 Automobile repair and related services (753) 

758 Electrical repair shops (762, 7694) 

759 Miscellaneous repair services (763, 764, 769t 
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except 7694) 

PERSONAL SERVICES 

769 Private households (88) 

777 Hotels and motels (701) 

778 Lodging places, except hotels and motels (702, 703, 
704) 

779 Laundering, cleaning, and other garment services 
(721, 727) 

787 Beauty shops (723) 

788 Barber shops (724) 

789 Shoe repa i r shops (725) 

797 Dressmak i ng shops (part 729) 

798 Miscellaneous personal services (722. 726, part 
72~) 

ENTERTAINMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES 

807 Theaters and motion pictures (78, 792) 

808 Bowl ing alleys, bill iard and pool parlors (793) 

809 ~\iscellaneous entertainment and recreation services 
091, 794) 

PROFESSIONAL AND RELATED SERVICES 

828 Offices of physicians (SOl, 803) 

S29 Off ices of dent i sts (802) 

837 Offices of chiropractors (S04) 

838 Hospitals (806) 

839 Convalescent institutions (8092) 

847 Offices of health practitioners, n.e.c. (part 8099) 

• 

• 

• 
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OCCUPATiON CLASSIFICATION CODES 

PROFESSIONAL, TECHNICAL, AND KINDRED WORKERS 

001 Accountants 

002 Architects 

Computer special ists 

003 Computer programmers' 

004 Computer systems an~lysts 

005 Computer special ists, n.e.c. 

006 

010 

011 

012 

013 

014 

015 

020 

021 

022 

023 

024 

025 

026 

Engineers 

Aeronautical and astronautical engineers 

Chemical engineers 

Civi I engineers 

Electrical and electronics engineers 

Industrial engineers. 

Mechanical engineers 

Metallurgical and materials engineers 

Mining engineers 

Petroleum engineers 

Sales engineers 

Engineers, n.e.c. 

Farm management advisors 

Foresters and conservationists 

Home management advisors 

Lawyers and judges 
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030 Judges 

031 Lawyers 

Librarians, archivists. and curators 

032 Librarians 

033 Archivists and curators 

Mathematical special ists 

034 Actuaries 

035 Mathematicians 

036 Statisticians 

Life and physical scientists 

042 Agricultural scientists 

043 Atmospheric and space scientists 

044 

045 

Biological scientists 

Chemists 

051 Geologists 

052 Marine scientists 

053 Physicists and astronomers 

054 Life and physical scientists, n.e.c. 

055 Operations and systems researchers and analysts 

056 Personnel and labor relations workers 

Physicians, dentists, and related practitioners 

061 Chiropractors 

062 Dentists 

063 Optometrists 

064 Pharmacists 

• 

• 

• 
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065 Physicians, medical and osteopathic 

071 Podiatrists 

072 Veterinarians 

073 Health practitioners, n.e.c. 

Registered nurses, dietitians, and therapists 

074 Dietitians 

075 Registered nurses 

076 Therapists 

Health technologists and technicians 

080 Cl inical laboratoi'Y technologists and technicians 

081 Dental hygienists 

082 Health record technologists and technicians 

083 Radiologic technologists and technicians 

084 Therapy assistants 

085 Health technologists and technicians, n.e.c. 

Religious workers 

086 Clergy 

ogo Rel igicus workers, n.e.c. 

091 

092 

093 

094 

095 

096 

Social scientists 

Economists 

Pol itical scientists 

Psychologists 

Sociologists 

Urban and regional planners 

Social scientists, n.e.c . 
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100 Social workers 

101 Recreation workers 

Teachers, college and university 

102 Agriculture teachers 

103 Atmospheric, earth, marine, and space teachers 

104 Biology teachers 

105 Chemistry teachers 

110 Physics teachers 

111 Engineering teachers 

112 Mathematics teachers 

113 Health specialties teachers 

114 Psychology teachers • 115 Business and commerce teachers 

116 Economics teachers 

120 History teachers 

121 Sociology teachers 

122 Social science teachers, n.e.c. 

123 Art, drama, and music teachers 

124 Coaches and physical education teachers 

125 Education teachers 

126 Engl ish teachers 

130 Foreign language teachers 

131 Home economics teachers 

132 Law teachers • 



• 
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133 Theology teachers 

134 Trade, industrial, and technical teachers 

135 Miscellaneous teachers, college and university 

140 Teachers, college and university, subject not 
specified 

Teachers, except col lege and university 

141 Adult education teachers 

142 Elementary school teachers 

143 Prekindergarten and kindergarten teachers 

144 Secondary school teachers 

145 Teachers, except college and university, n.e.c. 

150 

151 

152 

Engineering and science technicians 

Agriculture and biological technicians, except 
health 

Chemical technicians 

Draftsmen 
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153 Electrical and electronic engineering technicians 

154 Industrial engineering technicians 

155 Mechanical engineering technicians 

156 Mathematical technicians 

161 Surveyors 

162 Engineering and science technicians, n.e.c. 

Technicians, except health, engineering and science 

163 Airplane pilots 

164 Air traffic controllers 

165 Embalmers 
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170 Fl ight engineers 

171 Radio operators 

172 Tool programmers, numerical control 

173 Technicians, n.e.c. 

174 Vocational and educational counselors 

Writers, artists, and entertainers 

175 Actors 

180 Athletes and kindred workers 

181 Authors 

182 Dancers 

183 Designers 

184 Editors and reporters 

185 Musicians and composers 

190 Painters and sculptors 

191 Photographers 

192 Publ ic relations special ists and publicity writers 

193 Radio and television announcers 

i94 Writers, artists, and entertainers, n.e.c. 

195 Research workers, not specified 

MANAGERS AND ADMINISTRATORS, EXCEPT FARM 

201 Assessors, controllers, and treasurers; local 
public administration 

202 Bank officers and financial managers 

203 Buyers and shippers, farm products 

205 Buyers, wholesale and retail trade 

• 

• 

• 
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210 

211 

212 

213 

215 

216 

220 

221 

222 

223 

224 

225 

226 

230 

Credit and collection managers 

Funeral directors 

Health administrators 

Construction inspectors, public administration 

Inspectors, except construction; publ ic 
administration 

Managers and superintendents, bui lding 

Office managers, n.e.c. 

Officers, pilots, and pursers; ship 

OfficIals and administrators; publ ie 
administration, n.e.c. 

Officials of lodges, societies, and unions 

Postmasters and mail superintendents 

Purchasing agents and buyers, n.e.c. 

Railroad conductors 

Restaurant, cafeteria, and bar managers 
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231 Sales managers and department heads, retail trade 

233 Sales managers, except retail trade 

235 School administrators, col lege 

240 School administrators, elementary and secondary 

245 Managers and administrators, n.e.c. 

SALES WORKERS 

260 Advertising agents and sales workers 

261 Auctioneers 

262 Demonstrators 

264 Hucksters and peddlers 
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265 Insurance agents, brokers, and underwriters 

266 Newspaper carriers and vendors 

270 Real estate agents and brokers 

271 Stock and bond sales agents 

280 Sales workers and sales clerks, n.e.c. 

281 Sales representatives, manufacturing industries 

282 Sales representatives, wholesale trade 

283 Sales clerks, retail trade 

284 Sales workers, except clerks, retail trade 

285 Sales workers, services and construction 

CLERICAL AND KINDRED WORKERS 

301 

303 

Bank tellers 

Billing clerks 

305 Bookkeepers 

310 Cashiers 

311 Clerical assistants, social welfare 

312 Clerical supervisors, n.e.c. 

313 Collectors, bill and account 

314 Counter clerks, except food 

315 Dispatchers and starters, vehicle 

320 Enumerators and interviewers 

321 Estimators and investigators, n.e.c. 

323 Expediters and production controllers 

325 File clerks 

• 

• 
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326 Insurance adjusters, examiners, and investigators 

330 Library attendants and assistants 

331 Mail carriers, post office 

332 Mail handlers, except post office 

333 Messengers and office helpers 

334 Meter readers, util ities 

341 

342 

343 

344 

345 

350 

355 

360 

361 

362 

363 

364 

Office machine operators 

Bookkeeping and billing machine operators 

Calculating machine operators 

Computer and peripheral equipment operators 

Dupl icating machine operators 

Key punch operators 

Tabulating machine operators 

Office machine operators, n.e.c. 

Payroll and timekeeping clerks 

Postal clerks 

Proofreaders 

Real estate appraisers 

Receptionists 

Secretaries 

370 Secretcries, legal 

371 Secretaries, medical 

372 Secretaries, n.e.c. 

374 Shipping and receiving clerks 

375 Statistical clerks 
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(CO NT IIWED) • 376 Stenographers 

381 Stock clerks and storekeepers 

382 Teacher aides, except school monitors 

383 Telegraph messengers 

384 Telegraph operators 

385 Telephone operators 

390 Ticket, station, and express agents 

391 Typ i sts 

392 Weighers 

394 Miscellaneous clerical workers 

395 Not specified clerical workers 

CRAFT AND KINDRED WORKERS • 401 Automobile accessories installers 

402 Bakers 

403 Blacksmiths 

404 Boilermakers 

405 Bookbinders 

410 Brickmasons and stonemasons 

411 Brickmasons and stonemasons, apprentices 

412 Bulldozer operators 

413 Cabinetmakers 

415 Carpenters 

416 Carpenter apprentices 

420 Carpet installers 

421 Cement and concrete finishers • 



• 

• 
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422 Compositors and typesetters 

423 Printing trade apprentices, except printing press 

424 Crane, derrick, and hoist operators 

425 Decorators and window dressers 

426 Denta 1 1 aboratory techn i c i ans 

430 Electricians 

431 Electrician apprentices 

433 Electric power line and cable installers and 
repairers 

434 Eloctrotypers and stereotypers 

435 Engravers, except photoengravers 

Excavating, grading, and road machine operators; 
except bulldozer 

440 Floor layers, except tile setters 

441 Blue-collar worker supervisors, n.e.c. 

442 Forge and hammer operators 

443 Furniture and wood finishers 

444 Furriers 

445 Glaziers 

446 Heat treaters, annealers, and temperers 

450 inspectors, scalers, and graders; log and lumber 

452 Inspectors, n.e.c. 

453 Jewelers and watchmakers 

454 Job and die setters, metal 

455 Locomotive engineers 

456 Locomotive firemen 
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461 Machinists 

462 Machinist apprentices 

Mechanics and repairers 

470 Air conditioning. heating, and refrigeration 

471 Aircraft 

472 Automotive body repairers 

473 Automobile mechanics 

474 Automobile mechanic apprentices 

475 Data processing machine repairers 

480 Farm impiement 

481 Heavy equipment mechanics, incl. diesel 

482 Household appl iance and accessory installers and 
mechanics 

483 Loom fixers 

484 Office machine 

485 Radio and television 

486 Railroad and car shop 

491 Mechanic, except auto, apprentices 

492 Miscellaneous mechanics and repairers 

495 Not specified mechanics and repairers 

501 Millers; grain, flour, and feed 

502 Millwrights 

503 Molders, metal 

504 Molder apprentices 

505 Motion picture projectionists 

• 

• 

• 
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506 Opticians, and lens grinders and pol ishers 

510 Painters, construction and maintenance 

511 Painter apprentices 

512 Paperhangers 

514 Pattern and model makers, except paper 

515 Photoengravers and 1 ithographers 

516 Piano and organ tuners and repairers 

520 Plasterers 

521 Plasterer apprentices 

522 Plumbers and pipe fitters 

523 Plumber and pipe fitter apprentices 

525 Power station operators 

530 

531 

533 

Printing press operators 

Printing press apprentices 

Rollers and finishers, metal 

534 Roofers and slaters 

535 Sheetmetal workers and tinsmiths 

536 Sheetmetal apprentices 

540 Shipfitters 

542 Shoe repairers 

543 Sign painters and letterers 

545 Stationary engineers 

546 Stone cutters and stene carvers 

550 

551 

Structural metal workers 

Tailors 
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552 Telephone installers and repairers 

554 Telephone 1 ine installers and repairers 

560 Ti Ie setters 

561 Tool and die makers 

562 Tool and die maker apprentices 

563 Upholsterers 

571 Specified craft apprentices, n.e.c. 

572 Not specified ?pprentices 

575 Craft and kindred workers, n.e.c. 

580 Former members of the Armed Forces 

601 

602 

603 

OPERATIVES, EXCEPT TRANSPORT 

Asbestos and insulation workers 

Assemblers 

Blasters 

604 Bottling and canning operatives 

605 Surveyor helpers 

610 Checkers, examiners, and inspectors; manufacturing 

611 Clothing ironers and pressers 

612 Cutting operatives, n.e.c. 

613 Dressmakers, except factory 

614 Drillers, earth 

615 Dry wall installers and lathers 

620 Dyers 

621 Filers, pol ishers, sanders, and buffers 

622 Furnace tenders, smelters, and pourers, metal 

• 

• 

• 
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623 

624 

625 

626 

630 

631 

633 

634 

635 

636 

640 

641 

642 

643 

644 

645 

6so 

651 

652 

653 

656 

660 

661 

Garage workers and gas station attendants 

Graders and sorters, manufacturing 

Produce graders and packers, except factory and 
farm 

Heaters, metal 

Laundry and dry cleaning operatives, n.e.c. 

Meat cutters and butchers, except manufacturing 

Meat cutters and butchers, manufacturing 

Meat wrappers, retai 1 trade 

Metal plate:-s 

Mi 11 iners 

Mine operatives, n.e.c. 

Mixing operatives 

Oilers and greasers, except auto 

Packers and wrappers, except meat and produce 

Painters, manufactured articles 

Photographic process workers 

Precision machine operatives 

Drill press operatives 

Grinding machine operatives 

Lathe and mill ing machine operatives 

Precision machine operatives, n.e.c. 

Punch and stamping press operatives 

Riveters and fasteners 

Sailors and deckhands 
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662 Sawyers 

663 Sewers and stitchers 

664 Shoemaking machine operatives 

665 Solderers 

666 Furnace tenders and stokers, except metal 

Textile operatives 

670 Carding, lapping. and combing operatives 

671 Knitters, loopers, and toppers 

672 Spinners, twisters, and winders 

673 Weavers 

674 Textile operatives, n.e.c. 

680 Welders and flame-cutters 

681 Winding operatives, n.e.c. 

690 Machine operatives, miscellaneous specified 

692 Machine operatives, not specified 

694 Miscellaneous operatives 

695 Not specified operatives 

TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT OPERATIVES 

701 Boat operators 

703 Bus drivers 

704 Conductors and operators, urban rail transit 

705 Del ivery and route workers 

706 Fork 1 ift and tow motor operatives 

710 

711 

Rail vehicle operators, 

Parking attendants 

n.e.c. 

• 

• 

• 
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712 Railroad brake operators and couplers 

713 Railroad switch operators 

714 Taxicab drivers and chauffeurs 

715 Truck drivers 

LABORERS, EXCEPT FARM 

740 Animal caretakers, except farm 

750 Carpenters l helpers 

751 Construction laborers, except carpenters l helpers 

752 Fishers, hunters, and trappers 

753 Freight and material handlers 

754 • 755 

Garbage collectors 

Gardeners and groundskeepers, except farm 

760 Longshore workers and stevedores 

761 Timber cutting and logging workers 

762 Stock handlers 

763 Teamsters 

764 Vehicle washers and equipment cleaners 

770 Warehouse laborers, n.e.c. 

780 Miscellaneous laborers 

785 Not specified laborers 

FARMERS AND FARM MANAGERS 

801 Farmers (owners and tenants) . 
802 Farm managers 

• 
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FARM LABORERS AND SUPERVISORS 

821 Farm supervisors 

822 Farm laborers, wage workers 

823 Farm laborers, unpaid fami ly workers 

824 Farm service laborers, self-employed 

SERVICE WORKERS, EXCEPT PRIVATE HOUSEHOLD 

Cleaning service workers 

901 Lodging quarters cleaners, except private household 

902 Building interior cleaners, n.e.c. 

903 Janitors and sextons 

Food service workers 

910 Bartenders 

911 Waiters' assistant 

912 Cooks, except private household 

913 Dishwashers 

914 Food counter and fountain workers 

9i5 Waiters 

916 Food service workers, n.e.c., except private 
household 

Health service workers 

921 Dental assistants 

922 Health aides, except nursing 

923 Health trainees 

924 Lay midwives 

925 Nursing aides, orderlies, and attendants 

• 

• 

• 
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926 Practical nurses 

931 

932 

933 

934 

935 

940 

941 

942 

943 

944 

945 

950 

952 

953 

954 

960 

961 

962 

963 

964 

965 

Personal service workers 

Flight attendants 

Attendants, recreation and amusement 

Attendants, personal service, n.e.c. 

Baggage porters and bellhops 

Barbers 

Boarding and lodging house keepers 

Bootblacks 

Child care workers, except private household 

Elevator o~erators 

Hairdressers and cosmetologists 

Personal service apprentices 

Housekeepers, except private household 

School monitors 

Ushers, recreation and amusement 

Welfare service aides 

Protective service workers 

Crossing guards and bridge tenders 

Fire fighters 

Guards 

Marshals and constables 

Pol ice and detectives 

Sheriffs and bai I iffs 

PRIVATE HOUSEHOLD WORKERS 
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980 Chi ld care workers, private household 

981 Cooks, private household 

982 Housekeepers, private household 

983 Launderers, private household 

984 Private household cleaners and servants 

{ 

WORKERS NOT CLASSIFIABLE BY OCCUPATION 

992 Armed Forces 

INJURIES SUFFERED 
Includes any and all PHYSICAL (bodily) damage experienced by 
the victim from an attack during a crime incident, such as 
broken bones, bruises, cuts, internal injuries, and so on. 
Does not include emotional upset. 
See a 1 so: I nj ury 

INJURY 
Bodily hurt or damage sustained by a victim as a result of 
criminal assault. The types of injuries suffered are used 
to distinguish between serious and minor assaults. Serious 
injuries include knife or gunshot wounds, broken bones, loss 
of teeth, and loss of consciousness. Minor injuries include 
bruises, black eye, cuts, scratches, swelling. Other 
injuries that can't be identified as serious or minor are 
distinguished by the amount of hospitalization required. 
See also: Serious Assault, Minor AS$ault 

I NTERV I EW PER I 00 
See: Enumeration Period 

INTERVIEW PROCEDURES 
Before the scheduled field interview, a letter informing 
each household about the NCS and the interviewer's impending 
visit, was sent to each sample unit. The initial contact 
with the household is a personal visit, at which time 
interviews are obtained for as many household members 12 
years or older as possible. Subsequent to the initial 
personal interviews, interviewers are allowed to make 
telephone callbacks to obtain interviews with the remaining 
el igible household members, but return personal visits are 
recommended whenever possible. 
See also: Interviewing Sequence, Non-interview Procedures 

• 

• 

• 
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INTERVIEW, TYPE OF 
See: Personal Interviews, Telephone IntervievJs, Self 

Respondent, Proxy Respondent 

INTERVIEWING SEQUENCE 
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The general interview sequence for the NCS National Sample 
is to (1) fill a Control Card for the Unit, (2) ask all 
appropriate personal characteristics and screen questions 
(including Household Screen Questions) on the Basic Screen 
Questionnaire of the household respondent, (3) get detailed 
reports on the Incident Report of any incidents of crime 
mentioned by the household respondent in the Basic Screen 
Questionnaire, and (4) ask all appropriate personal 
characteristics and screen questions and fill in incident 
reports, if any, for each subsequent el igible household 
member. An ent i r-e i nterv i ew is comp 1 eted for a househo 1 d 
member before proceeding with the next person. 
The general interview sequence for the NCS Cities Sample was 
to (1) fill a Control Card for the unit, (2) then, if an 
Attitude Questionnaire was to be filled for the unit, ask 
all appropriate attitude questions of one respondent, (3) 
next, Basic Screen Questionnaire of the same respondent, and 
(4) get detailed reports on the Incident Report of any 
incidents of crime mentioned in the Basic Screen 
Questionnaire. An entire interview was completed for a 
household member before proceeding with the next person. 
See also: Interview Procedures, Control Card, Basic Screen 

Questionnaire, Crime Incident Report 

LAND USE 
For rural areas, land use may be either Ilfarm" or " non-farm" 
as defined in the 1970 Census. 
1) Farm use - either of two sets of conditions must be met: 

a) Property of 10 acres or more AND $50 or more income 
from sales of farm products 

OR 
b) Property of less than 10 acres AND $250 or more 

income from sales of farm products. 
2) Non-farm use - either of two sets of conditions must be 

met: 
a) Property of 10 acres or more AND less than $50 

income from sales of farm products 
OR 

b) less than 10 acres property AND less than $250 
income from sales of farm products 

In determining size of property, all tracts of land which 
the respondent considers to be on the same property, farm, 
ranch, estate, etc. are included. If the respondent is 
renting the property for cash, only the acreage specifically 
paid for is included. 

----------........... -.. ~.---.~--
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Income from sales of farm products refers to the GROSS 
amount received from the sale of crops, vegetables, fruits, 
nuts, I ivestock, milk, wool, poultry, eggs, nursery and 
forest products, etc. produced on the land in question 
during the 12 months prior to the interview. Value of 
products consumed on the property is not included. 
Efforts are made to obtain this information for Type A and 
Type B non-interviews as well. 
See also: Rural, Urban 

LARCENY 
One of the six major types of crime covered by the National 
Crime Survey. As used in the NCS Classification Scheme, 
larceny is defined as theft or attempted theft (except of 
autos) without direct contact between victim and offender. 
Subcategories of larceny are based on the amount of cash 
and/or property taken. The BJS publ ished reports 
distinguish between household and personal larceny. 
Household larceny is defined as the theft or attempted theft 
of property or cash from the home or its immediate vicinity. 
Forcible entry, attempted forcible entry, and unlawful entry 
are not involved. Personal larceny, also referred to as 
personal crimes of theft, involves the theft of property or 
cash, either with contact (but without force or threat of 
force) or without direct contact between victim and 
offender. Personal larceny with contact involves the actual 
or attempted theft of purse, wallet, or cash by stealth 
directly from the person of the victim, but without force or 
threat of force. Personal larceny without contact involves 
theft or attempted theft, without direct contact between 
victim and offender, of property or cash from any place 
other than the victim's home or its immediate vicinity. 
See also: Crimes 

LINE NUMBER 
A two-digit number assigned during the interview to identify 
each individual in a household. Line numbers serve to 1 ink 
Control Card data to the Personal Characteristics data, and 
both of these to the Incident Report data. 

LISTING 
Major procedure preparatory to interviewing units. All 
I i5tin9 is done by the interviewer before contacting any 
sample units. In general, listing is done by observation, 
and consists of noting the location of every place where 
people I ive or might I ive within a given address or segment, 
using street names, house numbers, apartments numbers, and 
any other descriptive information necessary to fully specify 
unit locations. Listing procedures are detailed and 
extensive, and vary somewhat depending on the type of 

• 

• 

• 
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segment. 
See also: Updating, Segment, Extra Units, Merged Units 

LIVING QUARTERS 
General term for structures occupied or intended for human 
occupancy; classified as either housing units or OTHER 
units. 
See also: Housing Unit, Other Unit, (Type of) Living 

Quarters, Place of Residence, Special Places, 
Tenure 

(TYPE OF) LIVING QUARTERS 
Living quarters are classifed as either housing units or 
OTHER units. Six types of housing units are distinguished 
for NCS: 
1) House, apartment, flat -- includes such housing units as 

an apartment over a garage or behind a store, janitor's 
quarters in an office bui lding, and housing units in 
converted barns or sheds, as well as ordinary houses and 
apartments. 

2) Housing unit in a non-transient hotel, motel, etc. -
all separate I iving quarters in non-transient hotels, 
motels, etc. are housing units by definition. 

3) Housing unit permanent in transient hotel, motel, etc. 
-- occupied or intended for occupancy by permanent 
guests or resident employees. 

4) Housing units in rooming house. 
S) Mobile home or trailer -- includes those with permanent 

foundations. 
6) Housing unit not specified above 
Four types of OTHER units are distinguished for NCS: 
1) Quarters not housing unit in rooming or boarding house. 
2) Unit not permanent in transient hotel, motel, etc. 

quarters not occupied or intended for occupancy by 
permanent guests or resident empioyees. 

3) Vacant tent site or trailer site. 
4) Not specified above -- for example, beds in flophouses, 

units for students in dormitories, and units in 
communes. 

See also: Housing Unit, Other Unit, Living Quarters, 
Special Places, Transient/Nontransient 

LOOKING FOR WORK 
See: Major Activity 

MAJOR ACTIVITY 
Used in determining whether household members are employed, 
unemployed, or not in the labor force. For the BJS 
publ ished reports, the major activity categories are used in 
a recode to obtain an employment status variable consisting 
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of: Age under 16, in Armed Forces, employed, unemployed, 
keeping house, in school, retired, and other. 
The major activity categories are: 
Working -- person working for payor profit, working without 
pay on family farm or business, or on jury duty if being 
paid. Persons doing the following types of unpaid work are 
not considered "working": 1) unpaid work which does not 
contribute to the operation of a family farm or business, 2) 
unpaid work for a related member of the household who does 
not operate a farm or business, but is himself a salaried 
employee, 3) unpaid work for an unrelated member of the 
household, 4) unpaid work for a relative not in household, 
5) volunteer work without pay for an organization. 6) time 
for which person is paid while on temporary duty in the 
Armed Forces reserve or National Guard, 7) persons with 
investments only, 8) work reI ief programs. 
With Job But Not At Work -- temporarily absent from a job or 
business for such reasons as illness, vacation, bad weather, 
labor dispute, temporary layoff, etc. 
Looking For Work -- in the market for a job or trying to 
start a business or profession. 
Keeping House -- persons primarily occupied with their own 
housework including those that indicate that keeping house 
would have been their chief activity except for their own 
temporary illness or absence from home. This category 
app 1 i es to any person who ·says they spend most of the i r time 
managing or being responsible for the care of the home 
and/or the children. More than one person in a household 
may be mar ked as II keep i ng house .11 

Going To School -- persons attending any kind of public or 
private school, including trade or vocational schools in 
which students receive no compensation in money or kind. 
Unable to Work -- because of long-term physical or mental 
illness or disabil ity, person is unable to do any kind of 
work. 
Retired any person who says he is retired. If person is 
simply working shorter hours because of retirement, the 
person is marked as Ilwork i ng." 
Other -- persons whose activity or status cannot be 
described by codes defined above. This includes persons in 
the Armed Forces. 
See also: Employed, Industry Code, Occupation Code, 

Unemployed, Recode 

MARITAL STATUS 
Marriage status may be: 
1) Married - includes common-law marriage 
2) Wi dowed 
3) 0 i vorced 
4) Separated - those married persons who have a legal 

• 

• 
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separation or who have parted because of marital 
discord, but have not yet obtained a divorce. Those 
who have parted temporarily for reasons other than 
marital discord (such as employment, Armed Forces, 
etc.) are recorded as married. 

S) Never Married - includes all children under 14, and 
persons whose only marriages have been annulled and 
people I iving together who make no mention of common
law marriage. 

MEDICAL ATTENTION 
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Refers to care given by a trained professional medical 
person such as a doctor, nurse, dentist, etc., either on the 
scene of a criminal incident, at an office, in a hospital or 
cl inic, or elsewhere. 

MEDICAL EXPENSES, TOTAL AMOUNT OF 
Total known amount of medical expenses which are a direct 
result of a person's injuries sustained in a criminal 
incident. Includes: doctor and hospital bi lIs. surgeon's 
fees, emergency room expenses, ambulance service, services 
of a physical therapist and dentist's fees. Also includes 
expenses for medicine and any kind of special devices or 
aids the victim was forced to obtain as a result of his 
injury, such as braces, dentures, eyeglasses, wheelchair, . 
a nd art i f i cia IIi mb s . 

MERGED UN ITS 
Sample unit which has combined with another unit after the 
unit has been initially I isted. Merged units are 
interviewed if the first of the merged units 1 isted is in 
the sample for which units in the segment are being 
interviewed for the current interview period; other sample 
units involved become "Type C Non-interview" (reason: 
merged) . 
If the first of the merged units listed is not in the 
current sample, no interview is taken, and sample units 
involved become "Type C Non-interview" (reason: merged). 
See also: Listing. Non-interview Type C 

MILITARY STATUS 
Determined for males 18 and over. In Armed Forces includes 
those serving on active duty at the time of the interview 
with: U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, Coast 
Guard, reserve branch of any of the above only if currently 
on active duty status for several months. Also includes 
commissioned officers of the U.S. Public Health Service who 
are attached to any branch of the Armed Forces, and National 
Guardsmen, on active duty. Cadets in U.S. Mil itary 
academies also are considered to be with the Armed Forces. 
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MINOR ASSAULT 
As used in the NCS Classification Scheme, a form of 
assaultive violence in which the attack is carried out 
without a weapon and results in minor injury. such as 
bruises, black eye, cuts, and scratches or an undetermined 
injury requiring less than 2 days of hospital ization. Minor 
assault mayor may not be accompanied by theft. 
In BJS published reports, injuries associated with a 
robbery are classified as resulting from a minor assault if 
the extent of the injury was minor (e.g., bruises, black 
eye, etc.) or was undetermined but required less than 2 days 
of hospital ization. 
See also: Serious Assault, Injury, Assaultive Violence, 

Robbery 

MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT 
Stealing or unauthorized taking of a motor vehicle, 
including attempts at such acts. Motor vehicles include 
automobiles, trucks, motorcycles, and any other motorized 
vehicle that is legally allowed on most roads and highways. 
See also: Motor Vehicles - Total Number of 

MOTOR VEHICLES, TOTAL NUMBER OF 
Household respondent is asked how many motor vehicles the 
household has owned during the six months prior to interview 
in the Cities Sample. (If none have been owned, screen 
questions concerning auto theft are ignored.) A motor 
vehicle is usually a car, truck, motorcycle, or other 
vehicle which may be legally driven on publ ic roads. Not 
included are boats, airplanes, minibikes, or snowmobiles. 
All motor vehicles owned during the reference period are 
counted, including those sold, given away, junked, stolen, 
or abandoned. Motor vehicles used SOLELY by a recognizable 
business are not included, nor are vehicles loaned to the 
respondent for private use by a business, unless the 
respondent owns the business. Motor vehicles used by a 
student, owned by his parents, and kept away from home are 
not included. 

NCP 
See: National Crime Panel (NCP) 

NCS 
See: National Crime Survey (NCS) 

NCS CLASSIFICATION SCHEME 
Classifies crimes according to six main types: assaultive 
violence with theft, assaultive violence without theft, 
personal theft without assault, burglary, larceny, and motor 

• 

• 
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vehicle theft. Each type comprises several subcategories. 
Incidents in the NCS tape fi les have been coded according to 
the NCS Classification Scheme. 
See also: Crime Classification 

NATIONAL CRIME PANEL (NCP) 
A program of household and commercial victimization surveys 
sponsored by the Bureau of Justice Statistics 
and conducted by the Bureau of the Census to develop new 
information on the matter of crime and its impact on 
society. There are two program components -- a continuous 
national survey and surveys taken periodically in selected 
central cities. The program provides: 1) detailed 
information about the victims of crime, 2) estimates number 
and types of crime not reported to the pol ice, and 3) 
uniform measures of selected types of crime permitting 
comparisons over time and between different geographic 
areas. A key feature of the NCP methodology is its use of 
representative probabil ity sampl ing to discover incidents of 
crime, rather than relying on law enforcement agency 
records. This approach enables the collection of previously 
unavailable data on the demographic and socioeconomic 
aspects of crime. 
See also: National Crime Survey, Commercial Victimization 

Survey, Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration, Census - ~.S. Bureau of, National 
Sample, Cities Sample 

NATIONAL CRIME SURVEY (NCS) 
The household victimization portion of the National Crime 
Panel program which focuses on measuring the extent of 
victimization ascribable to the major crimes of assault, 
rape, robbery, burglary, larceny, and auto or motor vehicle 
theft. The National Crime Survey uses two samples (National 
and Cities) to obtain accurate and up-to-date measures of 
the amounts and kinds of crimes of which households and 
persons 12 
See also: 

years of age and older have been victims. 
National Crime Panel. Crimes, Commercial 
Victimization Survey, National Sample, Cities 
Sample 

NATIONAL SAMPLE 
One of the two major components in the National Crime Panel 
program. A total of approximately 72,000 housing units and 
other 1 iving quarters are designated for the sample. 
Interviewing began in July 1972. The sample is divided into 
six groups, or rotatior)s, each of which contains housing 
units whose occupants are interviewed once every six months 
over a period of 3 years. Each rotation group is further 
divided into six panels. Therefore, one-sixth of each 
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rotation group, or one panel, is interviewed each month 
during the six-month period. Because the survey is 
continuous, additional sample units are selected in the 
manner described and assigned to rotation groups and panels 
for subsequent incorporation into the sample. A new 
rotation group enters the sample every six months, replacing 
a group phased out after being in the sample for three 
years. 
See also: Sample Rotation, National Sample Design, Cities 

Sample 

NATiONAL SAMPLE DESIGN 
Estimates from the survey are based on data obtained from a 
stratified multistage cluster sample. In designing the 
sample, the first stage consisted of the formation of 
primary sampl ing units comprising counties or groups of 
counties, including every county in the Nation. 
Approximately 1,930 of these units were so formed and 
grouped into 376 strata. Among these strata, 156 
represented single areas and thus came into the sample with 
certainty. These strata, designated self-representing 
areas, generally contained the larger metropolitan areas. 
The remaining 220 strata were formed by combining areas that 
shared certain characteristics, such as geographic region. 
popUlation density, population growth rate, proportion of 
nonwhite population, etc. From each stratum, one area was 
selected for the sample. the probabil ity of selection having 
been proportionate to the area1s popUlation; areas so chosen 
are referred to as being non-self-representing. 
The remaining stages of sampl ing were designed to insure a 
self-weighting probabil ity sample of housing units and group 
quarters within each of the selected areas. (Self-weighting 
means that each sample household had the same initial 
probabil ity of , being selected.) This involved a systematic 
selection of enumeration districts (geographic areas used 
for the 1970 Census) with probabil ity of selection being 
proportionate to their 1970 population size, followed by the 
selection of clusters of approximately four housing units 
from within each enumeration district. To account for units 
built after the 1970 Census, a sample was drawn, by means of 
an independent clerical operation, of permits issued for new 
construction. Jurisdictions that do not issue building 
permits were sampled for new construction by means of a 
sample of area segments. The resulting sample of new 
construction units, though yieldIng a relatively small 
portion of the total sample, will account for an increasing 
share as the-decade progresses. 
See also: Enumeration District, National Sample, Primary 

Samp ling Un it (PSU), Segment, Strata 

• 
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NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTERISTICS 
Included in the National Complete Sample Fi Ie and the 
National Incident Extract File. Neighborhood 
Characteristics consist of 55 summary indicators from the 
1970 Census about populations and their their housing in 
particular areas. The Neighborhood Characteristics were 
appended to most household records describing units bui It 
before, and counted in, the 1970 Census. In general, 
Neighborhood Characteristics are ratios recorded in the 
range .00 to .99; for example, "ratio of persons of Spanish 
heritage to total population" might be .07 for a selected 
neighborhood, indicating 7% Spanish popUlation for that 
area. Specific neighborhoods are not identified by name, 
but represent areas of varying types, about the size of 
Census tracts (approx i mate I y 4,000 persons) . 

NON-I NTERV lEW 
Instance where an interview cannot be obtained. There are 
four types: A) when an interview for an el igible household 
is not obtained for some reason such as refusal; B) when an 
interview is not obtained because the unit is inel igible for 
interview at the present time, such as a vacant unit, but 
could become el igible in the future; C) when the unit is 
physically ine! igiblc, e.g., demolished; and Z) when a 
particular member is not interviewed in an otherwise 
interviewed household. 
See also: Non-interview Procedures, Non-interview - Type A; 

- Type B; - Type Cj - Type Z 

NON-INTERVIEW ADJUSTMENTS 
Adjustments made to interviewed household and person 
weights. A household non-interview adjustment accounts for 
some occupied units qual ified to participate in the survey, 
but from which an interview was not obtained (Non-interview 
Type A). A within-household non-interview adjustment 
accounts for situations in which at least one, but not all, 
eligible persons in a household were interviewed 
(Non- i nterv i ew T}'pe Z) • 
See also: Non-Interview Procedures, Household Weight, 

Person Weight, Non-Interview Type A, 
Non-Interview Type Z 

NON-INTERVIEW PROCEDURES 
For various reasons, interviewers are unable to obtain 
interviews for ail sample units. Such units are classified 
as non-interviews and are handled as follows: 
1) Type A Non-interview - occupied sample units in which 
household members were rarely at home. uncooperative, or 
otherwise impossible to reach. A non-interview adjustment 
is appl ied to interviewed household and person weights so 
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that these units are represented in the sample. 
2) Type B Non-interview - units selected for sample which 
turn out to be vacant or otherwise inel igible. Since these 
units might become el igible in the future, they are 
revisited in subsequent periods that the unit is in the 
sample. If they become el igible, the household is 
interviewed. 
3) Type C Non-interview - units which are demolished, 
converted to non-residential use or otherwise out of scope 
for NCS. These units are dropped from the sample once they 
are identified. The sample size is sufficiently large to 
allow for Type Band C Non-interviews. 
In addition, if at least one, but not all el igible persons 
in a household are interviewed, persons for which an 
interview was not obtQined (within-household non-interview) 
are classified as Type Z Non-interviews and only a few 
personal characteristics (obtained by proxy) are recorded. 
A 'non-interview adjustment is appl ied to interviewed person 
weights to account for those with-household non-interviews. 
See also: Non-interview, Non-interview Type A, 

Non-interview Type B, - Type C, - Type Z, 
Non-Interview Adjustment 

NON-INTERVIEW TYPE A 
Consists of households occupied by persons eligible for 
interview but from whom no interviews are obtained, because: 
1) no one is at home in spite of repeated visits 
2) the entire household is temporarily away during all of 
the interview period 
3) the household refuses to give any information 
4) the unit cannot be reached due to impassable roads 
5) interview is not conducted due to a serious illness or 
death in the fami ly 
6) the interviewer is unable to locate the sample unit 
Every effort is made to avoid this type of non-interview in 
order to keep the unit and maintain a representative sample. 
See also: Non-interview, Non-interview Procedures, 

Non-interview Adjustments 

NON-INTERVIEW TYPE B 
Consists of units which are not el igible for interview 
because: 
1) un t is a vacant regular housing unit 
2) un t is vacant and used for storage 
3) un t is occupied by persons usually residing elsewhere 
4) un t unfit for habitation or to be demol ished 
5) un t under construction and not ready for occupancy 
6) un t temporarily converted to business or storage 
7) address identifies an unoccupied tent or trailer site 
8) permit granted, but construction not started 

• 

• 

• 
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See also: Non-interview, Non-interview Procedures 

NON-INTERVIEW TYPE C 
Consists of units not eligible for sample because: 
1) no address was 1 isted on the sample I ine of the 
1 isting sheet 
2) unit demol ished by time of enumeration 
3) house or trai ler has been moved 
4) unit converted to permanent business or storage 
5) unit has been merged with another unit 
See also: Non-interview, Merged Units, Non-interview 

Procedures 

NON-INTERVIEW TYPE Z 
A within-household non-interview. It occurs when the 
interviewer is unable to obtain an interview for a 
particular household member in an otherwise interviewed 
household. For this type of non-interview person, only a 
few personal characteristics items are fi lIed in on the 
Basic Screen Questionnaire. 
See also: Non-interview, Non-interview Procedures, Basic 
Screen Questionnaire, Non-interview Adjustments 

NONSAMPLING VARIABILITY 
See: Survey Error, Sampl ing Variabil ity 

OCCUPATION CODE 
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A three-digit numeric code assigned, using the 1970 
Alphabetic Index of Industries and Occupations, based on the 
type of job held by the person. For unemployed persons, the 
occupation code is based on the last job held within the 
last five years. 
See also: Industry Code, Class of Worker, Major Activity 

OCCUPIED HOUSING UNIT 
A housing unit is considered occupied if it is the usual 
place of residence of the person or persons living in it at 
the time of interview. 
See also: Place of Residence, Housing Unit 

OFFENDER 
The person who committed the crime or was bel ieved to be the 
person who committed the crime. 

OPERATION OF BUSINESS 
For the purposes of the National Crime Survey, a distinction 
is made between two types of businesses. These are 
catagorized as recognizable businesses and unrecognizable 
businesses • 
A recognizable business is one that is observable and 
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identifiable from the outside by a sign or some other 
indication. Crimes involving any recognizable business, 
such as property stolen from the business are not included 
in the NCS. Only the loss of personal property of the 
respondent or of another household member, or personal 
threat or injury to the respondent or other household member 
is included if a crime involves a recognizable business. 
An unrecognizable business has no outside indication, such 
as a sign in the yard or window, which indicates that it is 
a business. An example of an unrecognizable business is a 
rna i I order bus i ness run f rom the home, if there is no sign 
outside the house advertising the business. Crimes involving 
unrecognizable businesses, including property stolen from 
the business, are included in the NCS estimates. 

OTHER UNITS 
Refers to I iving quarters which do not qualify as housing 
units. OTHER units are located in special places such as 
institutions, dormitories, and boarding houses where the 
residents have their own rooms, groups of rooms, or beds; 
and also have some common facil ities such as a dining room, 
lobby, or I iving room or recreational areas. 
Some of the rooms, groups of rooms, etc., in these places 
are always classified as OTHER units, even though they have 
direct access or complete kitchen faci I ities. Other rooms 
or groups of rooms are classified as OTHER units if they do 
NOT meet the housing unit definition. 
All units in the National and Cities Samples are defined as 
either being a housing unit or an OTHER unit. 
See also: Housing Unit, Living Quarters, Special Places, 

(Type of) Living Quarters, Group Quarters, 
Extra Units 

OUT OF UNIVERSE 
Out of Un i ver se (or I NAP) is used in the codebook 
documentation to designate those areas for which the 
particular question was not appropriate and therefore not 
asked. For example, employment-related questions were not 
asked of persons under the age of 16. 
See also: Residue 

PANEL 
Used in the National Sample rotation scheme. Each panel is 
a systematic one-sixth sample of the 72,000 sample units, 
which is interviewed semi-annually during two designated 
months, e.g., January and July or February and August. 
See also: Sample Rotation, Panel Number 

PANEL NUMBER 
In the National Sample, an identification number (1-6) 

• 
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assigned to each case in the sample which identifies 
months in which the unit is to be interviewed (e.g., 
housing units are interviewed in January and July). 
the first digit of the segment number. 
See also: Panel, Segment Number 

PERSON WEIGHT 
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the 
Panel 
It is 

In both the National and Cities Samples, the person weight 
is based on the basic weight of the person in the sample 
plus adjustments for within-household noninterviews, 
subsampJ ing, noninterviewed households, and various 
I"atio estimates. 
See also: v/efght, Household Weight, Incident Weight, 

Non-interview Adjustments 

PERSONAL CRIMES 
See: Personal Incident, Personal Victimization 

PERSONAL CRIMES OF THEFT 
Used in the NCS publ ished reports to describe the theft of 
property or cash, either with contact (but without force or 
threat of force) or without direct contact between victim 
and offender. Includes both completed and attempted acts . 
Also referred to as personal larceny. 
The NCS Classification Scheme does not distinguish between 
personal crimes of theft which do not involve force or the 
threat of force and robbery which does. 
See also: Larceny, Robbery, Personal Theft Without Assault 

(Robber}') 

PERSONAL INCIDENT 
A specific criminal act involving one or more persons as 
victims of one or more offenders. In BJS publ ished 
reports, crimes against persons include rape, robbery, 
assault, and personal larceny. Estimates of the number of 
personal incidents are usually lower than estimates of 
personal victimizations because the number of persons 
victimized during an incident are not accounted for 
separately. Also, in situations where a personal crime 
occurred during the course of a commercial crime, it was 
assumed that the incident was represented in the Commercial 
Victimization Survey and, therefore, it was not counted as 
an incident of personal crime. 
See also: Personal Victimization, Victimization, Incident 

Weight 

PERSONAL INTERVIEWS 
Each enumeration period, initial interviews in a household 
are conducted in person. Fol low-up interviews to reach 
persons not available at the time of the initial visit may 
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be made by telephone. 
See also: Telephone Interviews, Enumeration Period 

PERSONAL LARCENY 
See: Larceny 

PERSONAL THEFT WITHOUT ASSAULT 
As used in the NCS Classification Scheme, refers to all of 
the following crimes against persons: robbery (with or 
without a weapon), attempted robbery (with or without a 
weapon), purse snatch (without force), attempted purse 
snatch (without force), pocketpicking. 
This term is not used in the BJS publ ished reports. 
See also: Crimes, Robbery, Larceny 

PERSONAL VICTIMIZATION 
A specific criminal act as it affects one victimized person. 
In BJS publ ished reports, crimes against persons include 
rape, robbery, assault, and personal larceny. Estimates of 
the number of personal victimizations are determined by the 
number of victims of such acts; ordinarily, the number of 
victimizations is somewhat higher than the number of 
incidents because more than one person was victimized during 
certain incidents, and because details of personal crimes 
occurring during the course of a commercial crime, as 
related to the victimized person, are reflected in these 
estimates. 
See also: Personal Incident, Victimization, Incident 

PLACE 
The term place refers to a concentration of population, 
regardless of the existence of legally prescribed units" 
powers, or functions. However, most of the places identified 
in the census are incorporated as cities, towns, villages, 
or boroughs. In addition, the larger unincorporated places 
are identified. Places are identified in the National 
Sample fi les by a two-digit place size code and a one-digit 
place description code. 
See also: Place Size Code, Place Description Code, 

Rural, Urban 

PLACE DESCRIPTION CODE 
A one-digit code used in the National Sample files to 
identify the type of place in which a sample unit is 
located. The following categories are given: 
1) Central city of an SMSA only 
2) Central city of an urbanized area only 
3) Central city of both an SMSA and an urbanized area 
4) Other incorporated place 
5) Unincorporated place 

• 

• 
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Code 6 not used 
]) Not a p I ace 
See also: Central City, Urbanized Area, Place, Standard 

Metropolitan Statistical Area 

PLACE OF OCCURRENCE 
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Identifies whether the incident occurred within the limits 
of the city in which the repondent I ives or somewhere else 
in the United States. 
See also: Place of Occurrence (Detai led) 

PLACE OF OCCURRENCE (DETA I LED) 
The following place of occurrence categories are used to 
describe where the incident occurred: 
1) At or in own home or apartment. in garage or other 
building on property -- always includes actual or attempted 
entry, and attacks or threats taking place inside the 
respondent's dwell ing. Other bui Idings on property include 
tool sheds, servants' quarters, greenhouses, barns, stables, 
etc. 
2) At or in vacation home, hotel, or motel. 
3) Inside a commercial building, such as a store, 
restaurant, 
bank, gas station, pub1 ic conveyance or station -- includes 
all commercial buildings, commercial parking lots, publ ic 
buses, trains, airplanes, taxis, trolleys, etc., and 
terminals or stations for such conveyances. 
4) Inside office, factory, or warehouse. 
S) Near own home: yard, sidewalk, drive, carport. apartment 
hall -- does not include actual or attempted burglaries: 
does include actual or attempted auto theft or theft from 
car, when car was parked on the street in front of the 
respondent's home. 
6) On street, in park, field, playground, school ground5, 
publ ic parking lot. 
7) Ins i de schoo I bu i 1 ding. 
8) Other 
See also: Place of Occurrence 

PLACE OF RESIDENCE 
Specific living quarters held by respondent, to which he is 
free to return at any time, AND at which he usually lives 
and sleeps. Not necessarily the same as legal residence or 
voting residence. Also described as "Usual Place of 
Residence." 
See also: Living Quarters, Occupied Hou$ing Unit, Vacant 

Housing Unit 

PLACE SIZE CODE 
A two-digit code used in the National Sample files to 
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identify the population size range for the place in which 
the sample unit is located; as determined by the 1970 
Census. Place sizes are classified in the following 
categories: 
Under 200 
200 to 499 
500 to 999 
1000 to 1,499 
1 ,500 to 1,999 
2,000 to 2,499 
2,500 to 4,999 
5,000 to 9,999 
10,000 to 19,999 
20,000 to 24,999 
25,000 to 49,999 
50,000 to 99,999 
100,000 to 249,999 
250,000 to 499,999 
500,000 to 999.999 
1,000,000 or more 
See also: Place 

POCKETPICKING 
See: Personal Theft Without Assault, Larceny 

POLICE INFORMED 
A question on the Crime Incident Report asks: "Were the 
police informed of this incident in any way?" The "pol ice" 
include all regular pol ice and sheriff's departments at the 
city, county, state, or federal level of government. Also 
included are special ized pol ice forces authorized to make 
arrests in a special area or jurisdiction, e.g., campus 
pol ice, park pol ice. transit pol ice, harbor pol ice. and 
airport pol ice. Excluded are security guards, fish & game 
wardens, and such officers without authority to make pol ice 
arrests. 

PRESENCE OF WEAPON 
See: Weapon 

PRIMARY INDIVIDUAL 
Household head living alone or with non-relatives only. 

PRIMARY SAMPLING UNIT (PSU) 
Consists of a county or a number of contiguous counties. 
Each SMSA constitutes a separate PSU. In combining counties 
to form PSU1s, each PSU is defined so as to be as 
heterogeneous as possible. 1,921 PSUls were formed, using 
every county in the U.S. 
In the National Sample design, 376 PSUls were selected to 

• 
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form the first stage of sampl ing. In the Cities Sample, 
the PSU numbers identify the general area in which a 
segment is located. 
See also: National Sample Design, Control Number, 

Enumeration District, Standard Metropol itan 
Statistical Area (SMSA) 

PRINCIPAL PERSON 
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The wife in a husband-wife household or head of household in 
a nonhusband-wife household; often the household respondent. 
Used in the National Sample in determining weights for 
tabulating household crimes. 
See also: Head of Household, Household Respondent 

PSU NUMBERS 
IIpSU numbers" are three-digit codes which identify each PSU, 
and are part of the Control Number which uniquely identifies 
each sample unit. 

PROXY RESPONDENT 
Person answering questions for another person. Information 
about each household member aged 12 and 13 is obtained by 
asking the questions for these persons of the household 
respondent or some other knowledgeable household member. 
If a particular household member 14 or older is physically 
or mentally unable to answer the individual questions, or is 
temporari ly absent and is not expected to return before the 
enumeration closeout date, the interviewer is instructed to 
accept information from another knowledgeable household 
member. 
See also: Self Respondent 

PURSE SNATCH 
See: Personal Theft Without Assault, Larceny 

QUESTIONNAIRE FORMS 
There are three basic forms used to collect the data 
required for the National Crime Survey. Both the 
National and Cities Samples use the following three 
forms: 1) Contro 1 Card, 2) Bas i c Screen 
Questionnaire, and 3) Crime Incident Report. 
See also: Basic Screen Questionnaire, Control Card, Crime 

Incident Report, Interview Procedures 

RACE 
In the National Crime Surveys, persons are classified as 
either White, Negro or Other. Persons of Latin-American 
descent are recorded as White unless they specify 
themselves as Negro or Other. Other is used for persons of 
races other than White or Negro, such as Japanese, Chinese, 
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American Indian, etc. For persons of racially mixed 
parentage, race recorded is that of the person's father. 
Race is determined by observation for family members and by 
inquiry for persons unrelated to household head. 
See also: Ethnicity 

RAPE 
One of the six major types of crime covered by the National 
Cr i me Survey. In BJS pub 1 i cat ions, rape is def i ned as 
carna 1 kno\oJl edge through the use of force or the threat of 
force, including attempts. Statutory rape (without force) 
is excluded. The following rape sub-categories are used in 
the NCS Classification Scheme: rape with theft, attempted 
rape with theft, rape without theft, attempted rape without 
theft. 
See also: Crimes, Assaultive Violence 

RATE 
A fixed ratio of two quantities. Rate per 100 households 
refers to the amount of victimization for every 100 
households. Rate per 100 population refers to the 
amount of victimizations for every 100 persons. 
See also: Victimization, Survey Error, Weight 

RECODE 
A single code, mechanically derived by combining codes for 
several related items, used for convenience and efficiency 
in tabulating data. 

RECOGNIZABLE BUSINESS 
See: Operation of Business 

RECORD COUNTS 
Provides a count of records on a fi Ie-specific basis, e.g., 
the number of household records, person records, and 
incident records contained in a file. May also be used to 
provide subc~Jnts within a record type, e.g., number of 
interviewed households, number of non-interviewed 
households, etc. Record counts are provided in the User 
Directories for each NCS tape file. 
See also: User Directories 

REFERENCE PERIOD 
The length of time for which respondents are asked to report 
on victimizations experienced. A reference period of 6 
months is used in the National Sample. 
See also: Collection Quarter, Data Quarter, Telescoping, 

Bounding Procedure 

RE I NTERV lEW 

• 
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One of several methods used to evaluate and improve the 
qual ity of interviewing. Reinterviews evaluate the impact 
of errors of variations in response, measure how well 
individual interviewers follow procedures, and measure 
errors in coverage arising from incorrect 1 isting, failure 
to conduct interviews at the correct address, non-interview 
misclassifications, missed units, or incorrect applications 
of definitions of housing unit and household members. 
Reinterviews are conducted regularly in a small proportion 
of the National Sample Households. 

RELATIONSHIP TO HOUSEHOLD HEAD 
Interviewers determine the precise relationship to the 
household head of each person 1 iving in the household, e.g., 
wife. son, daughter, step-son, step-daughter, father, 
mother, grandson, daughter-in-law, aunt, nephew, lodger, 
servant, hired hand, visitor, and so on. In ,lassifying 
these entries for the tape files, only five categories are 
used: 

Head 
Wife of Head 
Own Child 
Other relative 
Non-relative 

See also: Head of Household, Primary Individual 

RESIDENCE 
See: Place of Residence 

RESIDUE 
Used in the codebook documentation to designate those cases 
where the respondent could not or did not provide an answer, 
or for some reason the response given did not fa 11 into the 
predetermined categories. Attempts were made during the 
edits to convert such cases to val id codes based on the 
presence or absence of certain key elements. 
See also: Out of Universe 

RESPONDENT 
See: Household Respondent, Proxy Respondent, Self 
Respondent 

ROBBERY 
In the NCS Classification Scheme, robbery is a subcategory 
of personal theft without assault and includes: robbery 
with weapon, robbery with no weapon, attempted robbery with 
weapon, and attempted robbery with no weapon. 
As used in the BJS publ ished reports, robbery is defined as 
theft or attempted theft, directly from a person, of 
property or cash by force or threat of force, with or 
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without a weapon. 
There are two main subcategories of robbery, viz., robbery 
with injury and robbery without injury. Robbery with injury 
is theft or attempted theft from a person, accompanied by an 
attack, either with or without a weapon, resulting in 
injury. An injury is classified as reSUlting from a serious 
assault if a weapon was used in the commission of the crime 
or, if not, when the extent of the injury was either serious 
(e.g., broken bones, internal injuries, etc.) or 
undetermined but required 2 or more days of hospital ization. 
An injury is classified as resulting from a minor assault 
when the extent of the injury was minor (e.g •• bruises~ 
black eyes, etc.) or undetermined but required less than 2 
days of hospital ization. Robbery without injury is theft or 
attempted theft from a person, accompanied by force or 
threat of force, either with or without a weapon, but not 
resulting in injury. 
See also: Personal Theft Without Assault 

ROTATION 
See: Sample Rotation. National Sample. Rotation Group 

Number 

ROTATION DESIGN 
See: Sample Rotation, National Sample, Rotation Group 

Number 

ROTATION GROUP 
See: Sample Rotation 

ROTATION GROUP NUMBER 
Used in the National Sample rotation scheme. Each rotation 
group should be a systematic one-sixth sample of the 72,000 
housing units as well as a one-sixth sample of the sample 
interviewed each month. The rotation group number is 
denoted by the hundreds digit of the four-digit segment 
number assigned to each sample unit. 
See also; Segment Number, Sample Rotation. National Sample 

RURAL 
All remaining areas not fall ing into one of the following 
categories: 
1) Places of 2,500 or more inhabitants incorporated into 

cit i es, boroughs, v i I I ages, and towns (except towns in 
New England. New York, Wisconsin) 

2) The densely settled urban fringe whether incorporated or 
unincorporated. or urban areas 

3) Unincorporated places of 2,500 or more inhabitants 
See also: Urban, Place, Land Use 

• 
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SMSA 
See: Standard Metropol itian Statistical Area (SMSA) 

SAMPLE 
A selection of part of the units of a population according 
to specific and detailed procedures. The properties of a 
sample population are studied to gain information about the 
whole population. For the NCS surveys, a probabil ity sample 
was used, whereby each element of the population has a 
known, but not necessarily equal chance of being included in 
the sample. 
See also: National Sample, Sampl ing Variabil ity, Estima~e, 

Population, Cities Sample 

SAMPLE DESIGN 
See also: National Sample Design, Cities Sample Design 

SAMPLE DESIGNATION 
A portion of the identification codes assigned to each 
sample unit in the National Sample, consisting of the letter 
IIJII and two digits. The letter distinguished NCS surveys 
from other Census surveys, and the digits identify the 
sequence and source of selection of sample addresses. For 
example, the first sample selected was designated as J01. 
See also~ Identification Code, Control Number 

SAMPLE ERROR 
See: Samp1 ing Variab! 1 ity 

SAMPLE ROTATION 
A rotation scheme is used for the National Sample: each 
sample of approximately 72,000 households is divided into 
six rotation groups. When the rotation plan became fully 
operative in January, 1977, households in a particular 
rotation group and sample was be interviewed once every six 
months for 3 years, the first interview being only for the 
purpose of bounding. Each rotation group is further divided 
into six panels or months. Thus 1/6th of each rotation 
group is interviewed each month during a six-month period. 
One rotation group enters the sample every six months, while 
the corresponding rotation group from a previous sample is 
phased out. This enables preservation of the overall sample 
size and survey procedures, while averting undue imposition 
to, and biases in reporting by, respondents through repeated 
interviews. 
See also: Bounding Schedule, National Sample, Panel, 

Rotation Group Number 

SAMPLE UNIT 
A unit selected for inclusion in a sample or a census. 
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See also: Sample, Housing Unit, Other Unit, Special 
Places 

SAMPLING VARIABILITY 
Chance differrnces in representation which occur because a 
sample was surveyed instead of the whole population. The 
primary measure of sampl ing variabil ity is Standard Error. 
See also: Sample, Standard Error, Confidence Interval, 

Survey Error, Variance 

SCREEN QUESTION NUMBER 
On each Crime Incident Report, the number of the screen 
question that elicited the report of the incident is 
recorded. 
See also: Individual Screen Questions, Household Screen 

Questions 

SCREEN QUESTIONNAIRE 
See: Basic Screen Questionnaire 

SEGMENT 
A cluster of sample units in the same PSU selected for 
household interview. In the National Sample, sample units 
are located in one of five types of segments, depending on 
the type of Enumeration District in which the segment Is 
located: 
1) Address Segments - consist of specific addresses selected 
f rom the 1970 Decen i a I Census 1 is ts, in address type 
Enumeration districts. 
2) Area Segments - consist of relatively small designated 
areas of land with well-defined boundaries, such as streets, 
roads, rivers, or rai lroad tracks in area type Enumeration 
districts. The interviewer 1 ists all of the 1 iving quarters 
in a designated segment, and a sample of these is selected 
for interview. 
3) Permit Segments - consist of addresses selected from a 
sample of bui lding permits issued for new construction. 
4) Special Place Segments - consist of special places in 
address type Enumeration districts which can be identifIed 
from Census listings. 
5) Cen-Sup Segments - consist of addresses which were 
inadequately identified or unreported in the Census. 
In the Cities Sample, sample units are located in either 
unit (address), Permit, or Special Place Segments. No 
Area or Cen-Sup Segments are used. Address segments are 
referred to as Unit Segments in the Cities Sample. 
See also: National Sample Design. Enumeration District, 

Extra Units, Listing, Segment Number, Serial 
Number, Updating 

• 

• 

• 
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SEGt1ENT NUMBER 
Part of the Control Number assigned to each sample unit. In 
the National Sample, it consists of four digits: the 
thousands digit identifies the panel; the hundreds digit 
identifies the rotation group; tens and units together 
identify clusters which are numbered sequentially starting 
with 1101" in each panel and rotation combination. 
See also: Segment, Control Number, Panel Number, Rotation 

Group Number, Enumeration District 

SELF-EMPLOYED 
See: Class of Worker 

SELF RESPONDENT 
Person who answers questions for himself. Information about 
each household member 14 years and over is obtained by 
self-response; that is. each of these persons is interviewed 
for himself. 
See also: Proxy Respondent 

SELF-WEIGHTING 
Indication that all sample units have the same initial 
probabil ity of selection for the Sample. 
See also: Weight, Sample 

SERIAL NUMBER 
A unique two-digit number assigned in sequence within each 
segment to each sample household in the National Sample. In 
the Cit i es Samp Ie, i tis a un i que 6 dig it number 
assigned to each sample unit within a particular PSU. 
It is used for administrative control, and is part of 
the Control Number. 
See also: Segment, Control Number 

SERIES INCIDENT REPORT 
Under certain circumstances, the interviewer is al lowed to 
report several incidents as a II ser ies" incident on one 
Incident Report form. All of the following conditions must 
exist: 
1) The incidents had to be very similar in detail. 
2) There must have been at least three incidents in the 
"series." 
3) The respondent must not have been able to recall dates 
and other details of the individual incidents well enough 
to report them separately. 
In completing the Crime Incident Report for a series 
incident, details of the most recent incident are used. 
For BJS publ ications, series incidents are tabulated 
separately and are not included with single incidents when 
estimating the amount of crime. 
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SERIOUS ASSAULT 
As used in the NCS Classification Scheme, a form of 
assaultive violence in which the attack is either carried 
out with a weapon, or results in serious injury, such as 
broken bones, internal injuries, loss of consciouness. or, 
an undetermined injury requiring 2 or more days of 
hospital ization. Serious assault mayor may not be 
accompanied by theft. 
In BJS publ ished report •• injuries associated with a 
robbery are classified as resulting from a serious assault 
if a weapon was used in the commission of the crime, or, if 
not, when the extent of the i nj ury was either ser i ous (e. g. , 
broken bones, internal injuries, etc.) or was undetermined 
but required 2 or more days of hospital ization. 
See also: Injury, Minor Assault, Assaultive Violence, 

Robbery 

S I ~\PLE ASSAULT 
As used in the BJS publ ished reports, an attack without a 
weapon resulting either in minor injury -- e.g., bruises, 
black eyes, cuts, scratches, swell ing -- or in undetermined 
injury requiring less than 2 days of hospitalization. Also 
includes attempted assault without a weapon. It does not 
include attacks accompanied by theft. 
See also: Assault, Aggravated Assault 

SPECIAL PLACE SEGMENT 
See: Segment 

SPECIAL PLACES 
Places in which the occupants have special 1 iving 
arrangments. Special places include: correctional 
institutions; homes for the aged, infirm, or needy; mental 
institutions; Nursing, convalescent, or rest homes; 
special ized hospitals; Armed Forces installations; boarding 
and rooming houses; communes; convents and monastal"ies; 
dormitories and other residences at schools; flophouses and 
missions; halfway houses; hotels and motels; Nurse's homes; 
private residential clubs and tourist camps; recreational, 
educational, religious camps; tourist camps; tent and 
trailer camps; vacation cabins; YMCA's, YWCA's; and so on. 
Special places may include housing units and OTHER units. 
For example, a dormitory consisting of rooms for students 
and an apartment for a resident manager would include both 
OTHER units and a housing unit. 
Living quarters within special places are designated as 
either Staff Units, Non-staff Units, or Unclassified Units, 
as determined by occupancy or intended occupancy. Non-staff 
Units are located in certain special places and are defined 

• 
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as (1) the persons for whom the special place is being 
operated. or (2) the un its in wh i ch these persons 1 i ve, such 
as rooms or suites of rooms. Non-staff units are never 
interviewed for the NCS. Staff Units are located in the 
same types of places which contain Non-staff Units and are 
defined as the houses, apartments, rooms, or suites of rooms 
occupied or intended for occupancy by resident employees and 
their families, if any. Unclassified Units are located in 
certain special places and are the houses, apartments, 
rooms, etc. occupied or intended to be occupied by all 
persons. Staff Units and Unclassified Units are 
interviewed. 
See also: Living Quarters, Group Quarters. Other Units, 

Extra Units, (Type of) Living Quarters 

STANDARD ERROR 
A statisticlan1s measure of sampl ing variation taken 
generally to state the amount of deviation of an estimate 
because a sample was drawn instead of a census taken. The 
particular sample used in a survey is one of a large number 
of all possible samples of the same size that could have 
been selected using the same sample design. Estimates 
derived from the different samples would differ from each 
other. The difference between a sample estimate and the 
average of all possible samples is called the sampl ing 
deviation. The standard error of a sample estimate is a 
measure of the variation among the estimates from all 
possible samples, and thus is a measure of the precision 
with which an estimate from a particular sample approximates 
the average result of al I possible samples. An estimate of 
the standard error of a sample estimate can be computed from 
the data obtained in the sample. 
See also: Variance, Confidence Interval, Survey Error, 

Sampl ing Variabi J ity, Bias, Estimate 

STANDARD METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL AREA (SMSA) 
A county or group of counties containing at least one city 
or combined cities, of 50,000 or more inhabitants and 
adjacent counties which are metropol itan in character, and 
economically and socially integrated with the central city. 
The SMSA is named after the central city (or cities) 
contained in it. A four-digit code identifies each SMSA. 
Boundaries are drawn by the U.S. Office of Management and 
Budget. 
See also: Central City, Census Tract, Primary Sampl ing 

Unit, Urbanized Area, Place Description Code 

STATE CODES (1960) 
In the Cities Sample, individual two-digit codes used 
to designate state in which the sample unit is located. 
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The first digit identifies a region of the country, 
e.g., New England states are coded 11-16; Midwest 
states are coded 41-47~ etc. State codes are not 
available in the National Sample because of 
confidential ity restrictions. 

STRATA 
Sub-groups of households within a sample which have speci
fied characteristics in common, such as education, income, 
or race. The process of making these groupings -- called 
stratification -- was the second stage of the sampl ing 
process in the National Sample. Stratification consisted of 
combining PSU's with similar population densities, growth 
rates, proportion non-white, etc. 
See also: National Sample Design, Cities Sample Design 

SURVEY ERROR 
The primary measure of total error in survey estimates due 
to: 
1) Samp ling Bias (sys temat i c error due to use of inadequate 
or dupl icative frames, etc.) 
2) Sampl ing Variabil ity (chance variation that occurs 
because a sample was surveyed instead of the total 
popu I at ion) 
3) Non-Sampl ing Bias (systematic error due to nonresponse, 
memory error, misinterpretation of questions or procedures, 
etc .) 
4) Non-Sampl ing Variabil ity (chance variation due to 
interviewer error, response error, coding and editing 
errors, etc.) 
See also: Bias, Sampling Variability 

TELEPHONE INTERVIEWS 
The telephone may be used to conduct interviews with 
household members not available for interview at the time of 
the initial personal interview at the household. Although 
initial contact with the household must be a personal visit, 
subsequent interviews may be made by telephone when another 
personal visit would be inefficient or costly. 
See also: Personal Interviews 

TEMPORARILY ABSENT OR ON LAYOFF FROM JOB 
See: Major Activity 

TENURE 
Manner in which living quarters are held: 
1) Owned or being bought - if owner or co-owner is a 
household member of the unit, even if the unit is mortgaged 
or not fully paid for. Owner need not be head of household. 
A cooperative apartment or condominium unit is owned or 

• 
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being bought only if the owner I ives in it. 
2) Rented for cash - if any money rent is paid or contracted 
for by any persons. 
3) Without cash rent - includes units not owned, being 
bought, or rented for cash; usually provided in 
exchange for services or as a gift. 
See alsa: Living Quarters 

THEFT 
See: Personal Theft Without Assault. Burglary, Larceny, 

Motor Vehicle Theft, Robbery 

THREATENED 
A situation in which no physical contact was involved, but 
the victim nonetheless felt that physical harm could have 
occurred, e.g., victim was shot at, but not hit. 
See also: Attacked 

TIME LOST FROM WORK 
Number of cumulative days all affected household members 
were absent from work due to a crime. it can be time lost 
because injuries sustained in the incident kept the victim 
from returning to work immediately, or time taken off work 
by a household member to do things related to the incident 
such as visiting a doctor, reporting the incident to the 
police. seeing an insurance agent, or testifying in court. 

TRANSIENT/NONTRANSIENT 
A transient place is a special place in which more than 25 
percent of the rooms, suites, or cabins are occupied or 
intended for occupancy by transient guests. Transient 
guests usually stay less than a month and pay at daily 
rates. 
A nontransient place is one in which 75 percent or more of 
the rooms, suites, or cabins are occupied or indented for 
occupancy by nontransient (permanent) guests or resident 
employees. Permanent guests usually stay a month or more at 
reduced monthly rates. 
See also: (Type of) Living Quarters 

UA 
See: Urbanized Area (UA) 

UAC 
See: Universal Area Code 

UNCLA~SIFIED UNITS 
See: Special Places 

UNEMPLOYED 
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In the NCS, civil ians, age 16 and older who were not "at 
work" during the reference week, were available for work, 
and 1) had been "look i ng for work" wi th in the past four 
weeks, 2) were waiting to be called back to a job from which 
they had been laid-off, or 3) were waiting to report to a 
new job within 30 days. 
See also: Major Activity 

UNIT SEGMENT 
See: Segment 

UN I VERSAL AREA CODE (UAC) 
The UAC is the 1960 Census State code plus a three-digit 
code to indicate cities of 50,000 plus population, or the 
county. It is assigned to the April 1, 1970 residence of 
all household members who had moved since that time, and to 
the geographic area in which any incidents of crime 
occurred. Due to confidential ity restrictions, UAC's are 
not avai lable in the National Sample files. They are 
available in the Cities Sample files. 
See also: State Codes (1960), Confidentiality 

UNLAWFUL ENTRY (WITHOUT FORCE) 
A form of burglary in which the offender has no legal right 
to be on the premises, even though no force was used to gain 
entrance. The same definitions used in the BJS published 
reports and the NCS Classification Scheme. 
See also: Burglary, Forcible Entry, Attempted Forcible 

Entry 

UNRECOGNIZABLE BUSINESS 
See: Operation of Business 

UPDATING 
Addition to, and correction of, original listing sheets 
which insures that every unit in the segment has a chance to 
be selected for interview. Remodeled, no-longer-existing, 
replacement, demolished, converted-to-commercial, merged, 
newly-constructed, and converted-to-residential structures 
or units moved into are accounted for in updating 
procedures. Permit segments are not updated. 
See also: Listing, Segment 

URBAN 
1970 Census designation for persons I iving in places of 
2,500 or more inhabitants incorporated as cities, boroughs, 
villages, and towns (except towns in New England, New York, 
and Wisconsin); the densely settled urban fringe, whether 
incorporated or unincorporated, or urbanizd areas; and 
unincorporated places of 2,500 or more inhabitants. 

• 
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See also: Rural, Place~ Land Use 

URBAN I ZED AREA (UA) 
A broad geographical location containing a central city (or 
twin cities) of 50,000 or more inhabitants and the 
surrounding closely settled incorporated and unincorporated 
areas. It differs from an SMSA chiefly in exclUding the 
rural portions of counties in an SMSA and those places 
separated from the densely populated fringe by rural 
territory. The boundaries are not considered permanent. 
See also: Central City, Standard Metropol itan Statistical 

Area, Place Description Code 

VACANT HOUSING UNIT 
A housing unit where no persons are residing during the 
interview period, or any persons found I iving there usually 
reside elsewhere. 
See also: Housing Unit. Place of Residence 

VALUE OF PROPERTY TAKEN 
Excludes stolen cash and does not include property stolen 
from non-household members or recognizable businesses, nor 
does it include stolen checks, credit cards, travelers 
checks, cashier's checks, etc. 

VAR:ANCE 
A major statistic equal to the standard error squared. 
See also: Standard Error, Sampl ing Variability, Estimate 

VICTIM 
In the NCS, the person or household involved in a criminal 
act during the specified reference period, for whom an 
Incldent Report was completed. 
See also: Victimization 

VICTIM-OFFENDER RELATIONSHIP 
The respondent is asked to specify one of five categories, 
indicating how well the victim knew the offender in a crime 
incident in which the victim was present: 
1) Stranger - someone the victim had never seen before 
2) By sight only - someone the victim had seen before, but 
had not said more than IIhello" to 
3) Casual acquaintance - someone the victim knew well enough 
to say more than IIhello" to 
4) WeI I-known - someone the victim had considered as such. 
Victim's judgment alone distinguishes between "casual 
acquaintances" and "well known" 

5) Relative - by type of relationship, e.g., spouse, sister • 
etc. 
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In crime incidents involving multiple offenders, 
may specify whether the offenders were: 
1) All strangers to the victim 
2) All relatives - by type of relationship 
3) Some relatives - by type of relationship 
4) All known 
5) Some known 

respondent 

In further questioning, the respondent may specify the 
extent to which the victim knew the offenders - by sight 
only, casually, or well. 

VICTIMIZATION 
A specific criminal act as it affects a single victim. In 
Criminal acts against persons, the number of victimizations 
is determ i ned b}1 the number of vi ct i ms of such acts. Each 
criminal act against a household is assumed to involve a 
single victim, the affected household. 
See also: Crimes, Incident, Victim, Victimization Rate, 

Household Victimization, Personal Victimization 

VICTIMIZATION RATE 
A measure of occurrence among population groups at risk, 
e.g., the number of criminal victimizations during the 
reference period per 100,000 (or other number) persons or 
households. As used in BJS publ ications: 
1) For crimes against persons, the victimization rate is 
computed on the basis of the number of victimizations per 
1,000 resident population age 12 and over. 
2) For crimes against households, victimizations rates are 
calculated on the basis of the number of incidents per 1,000 
househoids. 
See also: Weight, Standard Error, Victimization 

WEAPON 
Almost any object or substance used to injure or attempt to 
injure the victim. Not considered as weapons for the 
purposes of the NCS are: mace, tear gas, items of food, 
small empty cans, animals, parts of the body such as "hands" 
or Ilfeet." Also excluded are BB and tear gas guns, except 
when used as clubs. Weapons other than guns or knives, 
e.g., rocks, clubs, shovels, etc. are not individually 
identifiable in the data files. 

WE I GHT 
A designation of the proportion of a sample to its whole 
popUlation. When a sample is surveyed, each incident or 
victimization represents a probable percentage of all cases 
if the total popUlation were to be surveyed. Accordingly, 
each case is assigned a numerical coefficient, or weight, 
expressing its relative importance in a frequency 
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distribution equall ing that of the sample to the whole. 
Thus, multiplying each case by its assigned weight provides 
an estimate of the entire population. Because there are 
different proportions in the samples of households, persons 
and incidents with respect to all possible households, 
persons, and incidents in the surveys, there are different 
weights for each. 
See also: Household Weight, Incident Weight, Person Weight, 

Estimate, Self-Weighting 

WORKING 
Working for payor profit; working without pay on family 
farm or business; or working on jury duty, if paid for it. 
See also: Major Activity 
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b. Whore did you Ii., on April I. 1970? (Stal'. loroi9n country. 27. I. ,h.r. ony roasan why you could no' ,aka a job LAST WEEK? 

U.S. pouI.s.ion, etc.) @ I DNa Yes - 2 0 Already had a ,ob 

State, etc. County 
10 Temporary Illness 
• 0 Go.n, 10 school 

~ c. Did you livo Insid. ,h. limits 01 a city. town. villago •• 'c.? 5 0 Olher - SpeCify '"1 
045 I 0 No 20 Yes - Name of Cit)·, Cown. v.lloge. etc. '1 
(§) I I I I I 28 •. For who", did you (lolt) work? (Nome of company. 

(Ask moles IS- only) bUSiness, orgonlzotlon or other employer} 

@ 
d. W.r. you in tho Arm.d Fore .. on April 1.19701 

10 Yes 20 No @) x 0 Never worked - SKIP to 29 

CHECK. Is thiS person 16 ye.rs old or older? b. Whot kind 01 busin, .. or indultry is this? (E.,.: TV and 
ITEM B DNa - SKIP cO 29 DYes radiO mfg., retail shoe store, State Labor Deportment. form) 

26a. What w.r. YOll doing ",os, of LAST WEEK - (working. @) I I I I 
k"ping haUle. going to school) or 1""',thin9 .I .. ? c. W.r. you -

(§) 1 0 Workin, - SKIP to 2Ba 60 Unable 10 work-SKlPt026d § lOAn ... play .. of a PRIVATE company. bUlin, .. or 
z 0 With a lob b1Jt nolO( work 70 Remoo individual for wagel, lolcry or comMisliOtlI? 

3D Lookin, for work eO Other - Specify -;, 20 A GOVERHMEHT .",ploy,. (F.d .. al. SIal •• county. 
• 0 Keepln, house or loco I)? 

s is Gain, to school (If Armed Forces. SKIP co 2Ba) 3D SEL.F·EMPLOYED in OWH bu. in .... pro, ... ionol 

b. Did you do .ny wotk 01 .11 LAST WEEK. nol counling work 
practice or farm? 

.round tho hone? (Noce' If form or bUSiness operator ,n HH. 
40 Working WITHOUT PAY in lamily busin, .. or larm? 

ask obouc unpaid work.) d. Wha' kind 01 work wore you doin9? (E.g.: eleetf! col 

(§) oONo Yes - How ",any hours? ___ - SKIP to 280 engineer. stock clerk. typlSC, far",er, Armed Forces) 

c. Did you have a lob or bUlinlt'll from which yOy we,., @) I I I I 
t.,.parorily obl ... t Of on lavoff LAST WEEK? e. W"l'toi wiir;i 'fG;&~ ~o,t j"'portant activitl., or clutie.? (E.g.; 

@ '0 No 20 Yes - Absent - SKIP 10 2lla cYPlng. keeping occounC books, selling cars, Armed Forces) 
10 Yes - Layoff - SKIP to 27 

NoteS 

',. 
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\·1 HOUSEHOLD SCREEN QUESTIONS t . ' . 
., .. 't>"- 'otJ~ , .:t< 

29. How I'd liko to 0'1. 'am. quostlons aboul :OVes-How_, 32. Did anyono take lomolhin, bolonginG I - J Yes - How .'Jy 
crime. Th.y rol.r only to tho Iou 6 month. - , 11 .. ,1 to you or to an~ .,o .. bor a thh hou IQh.ltI, I.... tI •• l , 

from Q place 'fit .r. you at they were 
, 

betwoon ___ I, 197 __ and ___ , 197_.;ONO 'omporarlly stayin" such •• a friond' •• , : :-.J HO 

During tho last 6 month., did anyo." b,o.k 
r.lative', home, a hotel or motel, or 

I 

I o vacation home? , ---into .r .om.how ill.,.IIy gOl into you, I 

(aparlmont/),omo), ga,a90, 0' anotho, building 
, --- 33. Whal wo. tho tOlal nu .. bo, 01 .,ot.r :@) , 

on your property? .ohicl •• (cars, trucks, ole.) owned by , 

: c.;Ves - Haw IlIlny 
you 0' any otho, .. _b.r .1 thh haulohold 'Or I None -

30. (Oth.r than tho incidont{s) lust .. onlioned) during Ih. lau 6 manlh.? : _. SKIP to 36 
Did you /ind a door jimmiod, a lock fare.d, : UM.' ~ 1= I or any oth~r ,iynl alan ATTEMPTED 

:SNO : 2=:1 2 broak in? 
:3U 3 I , ---- 14C .. or more , , 

34. Did anyone sl ... l, TRY to 1, ... 1, or UIO '-'Yes-How ",J,., 

31. Was anything ot all ,tolon thai is kopt :CVos - How .. lft, (il/any 01 tho",) with.ul pormiuian? : CNO 11 .... 1 
oUlsido your homo, or hopp.nod to b. loft I IIm." I ---out, luch as a bicycle, Q garden hOlll, or 

I 

I 35. Did anyone .toal or TRY to .t •• 1 port. lawn lurniluro? (othor than any ineldon .. ;[jNO I r-:.; Yes - How .1"" 
alroody montionod) I --- attock..! 10 (It/any 01 thom), .ueh •• a ;tNo 11 .... 1 

bottory, hubcap., tapo.doek, otc.? , , ---
J INDIVIDUAL SCREEN QUESTIONS I 

36. Th. fo/lowing qu •• tlons r.l.r only to things that '~·V •• _ Ho .. mao, 46. Did you lind any •• ideneo that som"no I -~Yes-Ho .... .,. 
h.pp.n~d 10 YOU durin9 tho lUI 6 month. _ :--' 11 .... 1 ATTEMPTED 10 ,toal ."",.thin, that ~~ tI .. 11 

bot .... o. ___ I, 197_ and ___ , 197 .: 
bolongod to you? (oth.r than any incidents , 

-':'No alr.ady montionod) : CJ No Did you ha •• your (packot pickod/pu"o ,~, 

,natch.d)? : --- , ---I 

37. Did anyono tak. so",othing (.1 .. ) diroctly '~Yes - HOW •• , ~7. Old you call tho pollco elurlng tho lOll 6 , 
Irom you by usin9 lareo, sucN 01 by a : til ... 1 month. to report .o",othln, that happened , , 
sti ckup, mU99in9 or ",r.at? , 10 YOU which you thought was a erl",.? , , (Do not count ony call. mod. 10 tho I 

'=:JNo polic. concerning the incidents you 
, 
I 

I --- havo JUII t<old mo about.) , , 
:J No - SKIP to 48 

I 

38. Did anyone TRY to rob you by .Iing foreo : '::J 'fes - H'. 1ft .. , 
, , 

or throat.nin, to harm you? (ather than I' Hmad , 
any incidents already mentioned) 

, :~J Yes - What happonod? 
I , 
:ONo I , , , --- :@>IT] 

39. Did onyon. beal you up, attock r~u or hit ;0 Yes - HIW IRMy 

you with .omothiny, such a. 0 rach or bottl.? , 11 ... 1 IT] (olhor than any ineidonts already montionod) I , , , 
:ONO I IT] I , , ---

40. wo,. you knilod, shol ot, or attackod with 
I 

Look at 47. Was HH member : ::;Ves-H ••• ., ':::1 Ves - H'" IUIIJ 
'0"'0 oth.r .. oapon by anyono 01 all? (ath., : 11 ... , 12 I attacked or threatened, or I tilled , 
than any incidon" alroady monlianod) , 

CHECK t 
was someth,ne stolen or an , 

bNO 
attempt made to steal somethine :ONO , ITEM C that bel anced to h.m? , , --- , , 

41. Did anyono THREATEN to boat you up or 
, , 
'OVo. - How ... ' I ---THREATEN you with a knifo, 9IIn, or '0"" ,- 11 .. 11 

othor woapon, NOT including 'ol'ph,n. 
, .ca. Old "n,thin, happen ta YOU during tho I. It , , 

throat.? (other than any ineidont. alroady :OHO ' 6 ",onth. which y •• thou .. t w~ •• erh ... , 
mentioned) but did NOT report to 'ho police? (ather 

, , , , --- than any ineidenll already ",_n'ioned) , , 
42. Did anyone TRY la attock you in '0 •• :ovu - H .... .., o No - SKIP to Check Item e 

, , 
oth.r way? (othor than any ineidonll already , II ... , I 

monlioned) 
, 

rJ Yes - What hap,.ned? 
, , , 

:OHO 
, , , --- :@)IT] , 

43. During th. la.t 6 ",,,,,th., did onyon •• t .. 1 'Ov .. ·. H ..... ' , 
CD thing. that ""1011 .... to you Ire. iftli~ AMY : 11 .. 11 

, , 
car or truck, .ueh •• poeh, .. or cl.thl",? , , 

I , 
CO' :0"0 

, , ---
44. Was anything slolo. Ir .... you whllo ,M 'QV .. -H ... _, Look at 48. Was HH member o V .. - H ... IUtOJ 

wer. away from home, for instance at warie l in : U_17 
CHECK t 121 attacked or threatened, or 11 ... 1 

a theate, or restaurant, or whil. tray.Un,? , 
was somethine stolen or an ON. 

:ON. ITEM 0 
a!tempt made to steal t:ometh.n& , 
that beloneed to him? , --- , ---, 

I 

45. (Olhor thon any ineidenl. you' •• already :i.....J VII' HO. Min' Do any of the screen questions conta.n any entr.eS 
monlioned) was anything (0100) ot all , lI .. sI for "'How many times?" 

stolen fro", you durin9 tho la.t 6 ,"onth.? , 
CHECK t c.; No - I ntervlew next HH member. 

:ONO ITEM E end 'ntervlew If lost respondent, , ond fi" item I 2 on cover po,e. , 
I --- CJ Yes - Fill Crime Inc.dent Reports. 
I 
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14. 15. 
"AilE TY Pt: OF 

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
U. 20 •• 21. 

SEX 
22. 21. 24. 
A~lIfD [due.U"" - Ed_cltlon-1-_____ -l'NTEftVIEW 

15. 
LINE 
NO. 

II. 
RELATIONSHIP' 
TO HOUSEHOLD 
HEAD 

II. 
AGE 
LAST 
SIRT!1' 
DAY 

IIA~'TAL RAC! 
ITATUS 

'21l11. 
:ORIGIM , , FORCES h'lile., c_'ot. 

IIEIIUR "... Ihlt Y,"1 
KEVER •• 8EGIN 

NEil ~£COftD 

Last @) 
1 :.- Per - Selt·reSQOndent 

'"'F=-,:-"7', -----I' .:: Te'. - Self',e"",nden' 
).: Per. - PrOXY} ':111 13b on 
4:' Tel. - ?rCA)' covel page 

5 .: NI - F." 16-2' 

ICC 121 ICC 13bl 

@@) 
,::' H.ad 
, :' Wife 01 held 

'i:TnO 1 -=' Own child 
No. 4 --:-- OtherrelatlYe 

Non-relative 

CHECK ... 
ITEM A" 

Look at Item 4 on cover page. Is thiS the same 
hous.hold as last enumer.t,on1 !80' I marked) 
DYes - SKIP to Ch.ck Item 8 0 No 

250. Did you 11.0 In thll hou .. on April 1. 1970? 
S ' 0 Yes - SKIP to Check It.m 8 20No 

b. Whor. did you Ilyo on April 1, 1970? (Stat •• foreign counlry. 
U.S. possession, .tc.) 

State. etc. County 

, , 
ICC 111 lee 181 'cc 19a, "CC 19D' 'CC 201 ICC 211 ICC 221 

: @) @ @) 
I :. W. : I ~J M I ~ Yes 
2:-'Ne.J ZCF ZCNo 
,:=OC. \--.- ,Qr'K,n , , , 

ICC 23) 

1 [JVes 
zeNo 

26d. Ha •• you boon looking for work during tho p .. t 4 ", •• k.? 
@ , 0 Yes No - Whon did you lost work? 

Z 0 Less than 5 years .,o-SKIP to 280 

30 5 or roOle years a,o} SKIP to 36 
• 0 N.veI worked 

21. 
@ 

I. the .. any r.o.on why you could not toke a job LAST WEEK? 
, 0 No Yes - 2 0 Already had a lob 

30 Temporary Illness 
4 0 Go,ng to school 

~
'5 c. Did you Ii •• in.id, Iho li .. its of a city, town, .illogo. otc.? 5 0 Other - SpeCIfy 7 
. , 0 No 2 0 Yes - Nome of City, town, vtlloge. etc.? ~-::C:--::--'7'-...".:--.-;;-__:-...:;::====:=======~ 

046 r I I I I I 280. F~r whom did you (lo.t) work? (Nome of com pony • 
IAsk mo"s 18' onlyl bus,ness. orgon,zotlon or other employe" 

d, W"o you in tho Armod Foree, on April 1, 1970? 
@ ,DYes 20No ~ .,-, 
~:::;"'--="--:--:---==--:-:---..,..,-....,...,-.,,-------f\!OSl x LJ N.v.r worked - SKIP to 36 

CHECK'" Is thIS p.rson 16 y •• rs old or older? b. What kind of bu.lno .. or Indu.try i. thl.? IE.g.: TV and 
ITEM B " 0 No - SKIP to 36 0 Yes rad,o mfg .. retatl shoe store, Stat. Labor Departm.nt. form) 

260. What wo .. you doing mo.t of LAST WEEK - (working. @ I J I L 
k •• ping houl., going to school) or lomethin9 .I,.? c. w.,. you _ 
'0 Work,ng - SKIP to 28a 6 0 Unabl~ to work-SKIPt026d @ lOAn o .. ploy.o 01 a PRIVATE company, busino .. or 
z 0 W,th 'Iob but not at work 70 R.tlled indl.lduol fa, wogo., .olary or com,.iulon.? 
3 0 Look,ng lor work 80 Other - Sp.Clly -;r Z 0 A GOVERNMENT o .. ployoo (F.doral. Stat •• county. 
40 Ke.p,ng house or locall? 
5 n Go,ng to school /II Armed Forces. SKIP to 2801 3D SELF·EMPLOY ED In OWN bu. In .... prof ... lonol 

practice or farm? 
b. Did you do any work at all LAST WEEK. not counting work 40 Working WITHOUT PAY In family bu. In ... or farm? 

around tho hou .. ? INote: II form or bUSIness operator 'n HH. 
ask about unpa,d wor~.1 
a 0 No Yes - How many hou,,? ___ - SKIP to 28a 

c. Did you hoye a job or busine'l from which you wer. 
tomporarily obl.nt or on layoff LAST WEEK? 
, 0 No z 0 Y.s - Absent - SKIP to 28a 

3D Y.s - Layoff - SKIP to 27 

d. What kind of work woro you doing? (E.g.: electncol 
engin •• r, stock clerk. typ,st, former, Armed Forces) 

@) I I I I 
e. What were your mOlt important actiyiti., or duties? tE.g.: 

typ,ng. keep,ng account books. se",ng cars. Arm.d Forc.s} 

INDIVIDUAL SCREEN QUESTIONS 
36. Th. following qUlltions r.f.r only to thing. ',- VIS _ How ""' 46. Did you find any ovldonco that .o .. oono 

that hoppon.d to YOU during tho lo.t 6 ..-th. -: I 111 ... 1 ATTEMPTED to .tool .omothlng that 
l' .. Yes - How man), 
, 11 .... 1 

b., .... n __ 1. 191 __ ond __ • 197 __ • ! ~ u bolong.d to you? (othor Ihan Qny 
Old ,ou ho.o your(pockot pickod/pu""natchod)?, , .. 0 Incidont. alroody montlonod) 

: ~-: No , 
37. 47. Old onyono toke .omothing (.1.0) directly : ~ VIS _ How ... , 

from you by uling forc~, .uch .. by a 1 11 •• 7 
1-____ ~'~t~lc~k~u~p~.~m~u~g~g~ln~g~o~r_t~h~r.~a~I~? ______ ~----~'w~~-J~N~O~ __ -_-_-_~::~~ 

38. Did onyon. TRY to rob you by u.in9 fore. :r.J v .. - How __ f=i-
or thr.otoning to hor", you? (oth .. Ihon any, 11 •• 1 
Incidonlo .I, •• dy monlionod) Ie No --_:-:-

39. Did anyone boat you UP •• Hack )'OIl or hlt)'Oll: r:J yes _ How .... , r--

Old you call tho pollco during tho I •• t 6 month. to roport 
.o .. othlng that hoppen.d 10 YOU which you thought WQI a 
crl .. o? (Do not count any c~lI. ",ad. to tho polico 
cancornlnv th~ ineld.nll you ho.o ju.t told "0 about.) 
o No - SKIP to 48 
DYes •. \\Ih.t happa.od? __________ _ 

with ,om.thing •• uch as a rock or "",.?, 11 .. 11 f---
(otho, than any Inc id.nll alroady .. ontlon.d)!:- No --- 1-------.....,.L-O-O.,..k-.-t-~:::7~---:W::-a-s-H~H-m-e-m~b:-.-r~I:-::2~.--~,;-'=-V.-'-_-H-O .. - .. -.. -,-i 

CHECK" .tt.cked or threaten.d, or w.s Some· , .. 11 .... 1 40. 

41. 

W .. o you knilod •• hot 01. or oHack.d with 1:': Vo. - How .... ' 
.omo olhor woapon by anyan. at .II? (othor " 11 ... 1 
than any incidont. alrudy montionod) :-_ No ---

Did anyono THREATEN to boot you up or ,.-. YIS _ How ... ., 
THREATEN you with a knil •• gun •• r '0'" \'~ II." 
olh.r woopon. NOT Incl .... I'" tol.~ thNOls?, 
(othor thon any Incident •• I....ty montl""ed) : c: No __ _ 

42. Did .nyono TRY to aHack you in sam. 
othor way? (ether than any incldonll 
already .. ontionod) 

::-: YIS - How..., 
, tll ... r 
''']NO 

43. During tho last 6 month •• did anyone slool .. 1 VIS - How ... , 
thing. Ihot bolongod to you from Insid. ANY:' - 11 ... 1 
cor or Iruck, luch .. pockog .. or clothing? 'r.~ No __ _ 

«. W .. anything Itolon fro", you whilo you ,;-::; VIS - How_ 
wer. away from home, for instance at wor~, 1 II .. ., 
in a theat., or re.tauront, or while tra.,,,!ln,?I;; No 

ITEM C" thlO& stolen or an attempt mad. to ::-:-- No 
steal someth,ne that beloneed to h,m': 

Old anything happen to YOU during tho lo.t 6 monlh. which 
you thought w .. a cr/ .... but Jid NOT roporl to tho pollco?"· 
(oth .. thoft any Incldonts al .. ady m.ntionod) 
o No - SKIP to Check lIem E 
DYes - Whal happ.n.d? __________ _ 

CHECK'" 
ITEM 0" 

Do any of the scre.n Questions conta'n any entri.s 
for "Haw many times?" 

45. (Oth.r than any incid.nt. you' •• al .. ady ,rj YIS - He. .... , 
m.ntionod) W .. anything (.1 .. ) al all .tal.n : • lI",tI 

CHECK'" 
ITEM E" 

o No - IntervIew next HH member, End interview if 
last r.spOndent. and fill item 12 on cov.r pore. 

from you during tho la., 6 .. onth.? ,r:J No __ _ o Y.s - Fill Crime InCident R.pOrts. 
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o Ptr. - SaIl.,IIpO<1d.n1 
o Til. - SaIl"UllOndenl 

'0 Ptr. - ", .. y} Fill IJb on "iJii" 
40TII. - ", .. y ...... 1lIIQfI No. 
o NI - 1'111 111-21 

County 

limits of 0 city, town, village, .te.? 

for work durin, the pa.t ~ w •• ks? 
No - Wh •• did you la.t work? 

20 Less lI1an 5 ye.s "10 -SKIP to 2&l 
] 0 5 or more years a,o} SKIP to 36 
• 0 NevI!!' """ked 

.--""" ...... _.--.,.-_,_ yes - Name of c, ty. town. v iI/age. etc. ? 1--::-=--::----:--"':7'7""--;;--':-"'::::::=:::==:=======:.....J 
For you (Nome of compony. 

260. Wh.t "'"r' you doi.g mo.t of LAST WEEK - (working, 
kflplng hou ... going to .chool) or IOm.thing .I •• ? 
I 0 Workin, - SKIP to 280 60 Unable to work-SKJPt026d 
20 Will1 a Job but not at work 70 Retired 
J 0 Lookin, for work "0 Other - Specify /1 
40 Keep,n, house 
5 to school Armed Forces SKIP to 2801 

b. Did you do any work .t .11 LAST WEEK. not counting work 
.round tho ho ... ? (Note: If form or bus,nesz operator in HH. 
ask about unpoid work.) 
o No Yes - How 

•• Old you have 0 job or bu.in... which you WI" 

39. 

~3. 

«. 

45. 

tlmporarily ob .. nt or on loyoll LAST WEEK? 
I 0 No Yes - Absent - SKIP to 28a 

were away 
In a 

(Oth" tho. a.y ineld •• I. you' ••• 
mo.tionod) '1101 a",thl., (.1.0) 01 01 
from you during Ih. 1 .. 16 .,onlh.? 

to 27 

bUSiness, organization or otner employer) 

you -
, 0 An .",ploree of a PRIVATE co",pony, bu.ln ... or 

indlvidutJ for wag •• , lalary or commillion.? 
2 0 A GOVERNMENT .",ploy .. (F.d"al, Slot., county, 

or I~eol)? 
J 0 SELF·EMPLOYED in OWN bu.in .... prof ... ionol 

practic. or fa",,? 
• 0 Working WITHOUT PAY i. f.",ily bu.i" ... or f.rm? 

d. work w". you doing? (E.,.: e'ectnca' 
slack clerk. typist. former. Armed Forces) 

r-r ......... ..., 

e. What wo .. your moot i.,po".nt oetlvltle. or dutll'? (E.g.: 
typ,ng. keep,n, account books. sellin, cars. Armed Fore •• ) 

VII - Ho. ,. .. , 
IIM.I 

Old you call the polle. during tho laat 6 ",onth. ta roport 
lo",.thing thot hap ... nod t. YOU which you thaughl w ••• 
eri.,.? (Do nol eaunl any •• 11. ",.eI. to tho poliel 
eoncom,ng tho i.cid .... you have ju.I lold "' •• baul.) 
o No - SKIP to 48 
DYes - Wh.t h.p ..... d? __________ _ 

kat 
attacked or threatened. or wu some
th,n, stolen or an Ittempt made to 
steal somethin, that bllonced to him? 

YII- Ho .... , 
11 ... 1 

Did anything hap ... " to YOU du,lfig tho lalt 6 menthl which 
you Ihought WOI a erl_, but did HOT r.pott 10 tho polie.? 
(olh" Ihan ony Ineid .... alrudy ",.ntlon.d) 
o No - SKIP to Cneck Item E ",. 
DYes - Wh.I happ.n.d? __________ _ 

CHECK" 
ITEM E'" 

Look at ~ - Was HH member 12. 
attacked 0' threatened. or was Some
thine stolen or an anempt made to 
steai somethln, that belon,ed to him? 

VII - HI ••• , 
11 ... 1 

No 

00 any of the screen questions contlin any enuies 
for IIHow mlnY urnes?" 
o No - Interview next HH member. End interview jf 

lost respoNdent. and fill item 12 on cover po,e. 

DYes - Fill Crime Incident Reports. 
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,~~ l.);. •.. ~ PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS .. Ai ,~ (~;·~l~M~~.~~j" ~ )'.1';'. 

14. 15. 15. 17. 11. U. 2G.1. '2tIo. 21. U. 2J. 24. 
NA_ TYI'!! 0' UII! RELATIONSHIP AGE MARITAl.. RACI : ORIGIN SEX ARMED t"'"I ... ~ E .... I •• -

IIITUVIE. NO. TO HOUnHDUI LAS'\' STIITUI , 'OllCU hi ...... c_loIe 
HUD 8111TH' , MEMBER ,,,. til., .. , 

KEVEII - BEGIN OilY , 
NE.IIECOIID (oc Ubi 

, 
(cc 12) (cc 17) (CC 181 (cc 19.) Hoc 19b) Icc 2!l1 (cc 21) ICC 221 IcC 231 

US, @) @ @ @ ~ @ , S @) § @) , 
, C ..... - S.II ... """'den! , oHtI<! 'OM. '0·· : 'OM 'ov .. 'oVU . ° Tol. - SoIl·respondl11! • C1 Wlfl 01 hll<! • OVId • '0"'',: ,0F ,0N. 'DNa 

First '0 .... · - ", .. y} Fill 13baro "'CiiW 10 Own ch,ld AP 100. 1 ° 01. : Q;iiiii o;;c;;-
-C!TII.- Prosy COlfll<_ No. .. ':J Ott»r relat jyt -OSoP. , 
'CJ NI - Fill 15-21 • 0 Non~.'.IIW sC'" I , 
Lock at Item ~ on cover pale. Is this the same 2~d. Ha •• you Io .. n loakln, fa, work du,ing the POlt 4 w .. kl? 

CHECK. household as last enumeration! (Bo' , marked) @) , DYes No - When did you lalt wo,k? 
ITEM A DYes - SKIP to Check Item B ONo z 0 Less than 5 years .,0 -SI(JP to 2Sa 

250. Did you Ii •• in this hou.o on AP,il I. 1970? 305 or more years 3&0} SI(JP to 36 

@) I 0 Yes - SKIP to Check Item B zONo • 0 Neva" WOtked 

b. Wh.,. did you live on April I. 1970? (Stote. foreign country. 27. h there any reaso. why you could not toke a job LAST WEEK? 

U.S. po ..... ion •• te.) @ , ONo Yes - z 0 Already had a lob 

State, etc. County 
3D TelllPorary ,lIness 
• 0 GOln, to school 

~ c. Did you Ii •• in.id. tho limill of a city. town. villag •• etc.? , 0 Othe, - SpeCIfy -; 
045 , 0 No 20 Yes - Nome of coty. town. vi/loge, etc. "1 
046 I I I I I I 280. For who", did yeu (lolt) work? (Nome of company, 

(Ask I'1o/es 18+ only) bus,ness. organization or other employer) 
~. d. Wer. you in the Armed Fore .. on April I, 1970? 
~47 , 0 Yes 20 No ~ x 0 Never worked - SKIP to 36 

CHECK. Is this person 16 years old or older! b, What kind of bUlin ... or indu.try i. thi.? (E.g.: TV and 
ITEM B o No - SKIP to 36 DYes rod,o mfg .. retol/ shoe store, State Labor Deportment, form) 

260. What w ... you doin, mo.t of LAST WE EK - (workln,. @IIII 

~ 
keopinv hou ... ,oinll to .chool) or lomething .I .. ? c. W.,. you -
I 0 Workine - SKIP to 280 60 Unable to wark-SI(JPt026d @ , 0 An .mpl:ro, of a PRIVATE compony, bu.in ... or 
z 0 With a lob but not at work 70 Retored indivicua for WGg.', .alary or commil'io~'I1? 

3 0 LookinC fo, work a 0 Other - Specify ""7 20 A GOVERNMENT .mploy •• (Fod.r.l. Sta",. county. 

• 0 Keep'"e house 
or loco I)? 

50 Go,ne to school (If Armed Forces. SKIP to 280) 3D SELF·EMPLOYED in OWN bu. in .... p,of ... lonal 
proctlce 0' fa ... ? 

b. Old you do any wo,k ot all LAST WEEK. not counlln, work • 0 Wo,kin, WITHOUT PAY in fo",ily bu.in ... 0' farm? 
around the houlI? (Note: If form or business operator in HH, 
ask about unpaid work.) d. What kind of work wer. you do ill,? (E.I.': electrical 

S oONo Yes - How many hours? ___ - SKIP to 280 engineer, stock clerk, typist, former, A'med Forces) 

c. Did you ha •• 0 job 0' buoine .. from which you w ... ~ III 
tempora,i Iy ab.ollt 0' on layoff LAST WEEK? e. What wo .. your mOlt Imporlant actl.ltI .. or dutl •• ? (E.g.: 

@ , ONo z 0 yes - Absent - SKIP to 28_ typing, keep,ng account books, se/lin, cars, Armed Forces) 
3 0 Yes - Layoff - SKIP 10 27 

~ ~ :~~ ~ 't .... *~"'f'. • < 
·,:;P~rr., .. INDIVIDUAL SCREEN QUESTIONS 

, .. ,~ ... ;.~, ~~~~: .. ' .. -.i:<";;':'" ~~. 

36. Th. following quostlon ... f.r ollly to thin,s, 0 Yes __ ...., 46. Old you find any evid.nc. that ._eon. ,nV" -How...., 
that happened to YOU du.;ng the 10116 _tho - : II ... , ATTEMPTED to .t.al .o_thing that I. 11 ... 11 

botw •• n __ I, 197 __ ond __ • 197. __ • 'r.J b.longod to you? (.ther thall any :oNO 

Did you h ...... your (pocket picked/purs. snotch.)i; No IlIcid.nts alr.ody ."nlianed) I ---
37. Did anyone toke .om.thin, (.10.) dlrKtly :OV .. -H .... y 

47. Old you call the pelle. du,ln, the I .. t 6 mOlltl .. to report 

f,o", you by u.ing forc ••• uch at by. , II .. " 
som.thill, that h.ppeud to YOU which you ",ought wal a 

• tickup. mugging 0' th,eat? 'oNo --- @) 
c,i",.? (Do net count any calli .. ad. to the pollc • 

38. Did .nyon. TRY to ,ob you by u.ln, fo,co 'oV .. --..., 
conc.ml", the I"ci"onli ylOU hove just told "'" ab .... t.) 

or th,.ot.ning to ha,,,, y .... ? (other than any : 11.01 
P'-- o No - SKIP 10 .8 

incld.nts already m.ntion.d) 'oNo --- ..... - DYes - WIwot ha".n.d? 

39. Did anyone boot you uP. attock you .. hit you : 0 VII - __ , 
with • __ thin ••• uch .. a rock 0' bottl.?, 1I .. a? r...---
(other than ony incld.nts already •• lIti ...... ): 0 110 --- Look at (7 - Was HH member 12+ 10 VIS - ," •• .., 

40. W ... you knif.d •• hot at. Of attoch" with ,oV .. -H .. ...., CHECK. attacked or threatened. or W8S some- , II ... , 
som' otho, w.apo. by any.n. at all? (otlo., , 11 .. 1' ITEM C thin, stolen or an attempt made to \0 No 
tkon any illcld.ntl al ..... dy ","ntl.Md) :ONO --- steal somethin, that balon,ed to him?: ---

41. Old anyon. THREATEH to b •• t you u, or '0 v •• - H .. ....., 41. Old oRythlng happen to YOU du,ln, the 10lt 6 .. onthl which 
THREATEN you with a knif., gUll. a, 10.. : II .. " @) rau thou,ht wU a crl_. but did NOT .. port to the polic.? 
other w.apon.1'4OT Incl""i,.. tel.,...... thtMIl?, PF- other thall any illcld'"1i already •• nlloned) ',. 
(other then any inci ....... 01....., _i""'" : 0 No --- ..... ..... o No - SKIP to Check Item E 

42. Did .nyon. TRY t. attock y .... In •••• 'oV" - H .. ..., f- f-
Dyes - What hopp.n.d? 

oth~r way? (oth., than .ny incldontl : 11 .. 11 
.'reody m.ntlo",") 10Na f-'--

43. Du,lnl the I .. t 6 m.nthl. did anyone .toal '0 VOl - H .. ..., Look at 048 - Was HH member 12+ '0 V .. - H" • .., 

thill,1 thot b.long.d to you f,_ Inlld. AHY : II ... , CHECK. attacked 0' threatened. or was Some- I II ... , 

cor or truck •• uch a. poc~age. a, clothln,? '0 No ITEM 0 thin, stolen 0' In attempt made to : --- steal somethin, that belon,ed to him? 0 No 
«. Wu anything Ital.n fr_ y .... while you ,0 VII - H .. ..., 

Do any of the .crHn questions contain any entries w ... owoy fr_ h_ •• fa' Installc, at work. , II •• , 
in a lIo.oter ., ... touront. 0' whil. t .... I1I1,?'o No for "How min)' times?" 

45. (Other than any incl"nll rou'v. alread, CHECK. o No - Interview nut HH member. End interview if 
'oV.I-H .. ..., ITEM E lost respondent, and fill item 12 on cover P<lle. m.nilon.d) Wu anything (el .. ) at all Itol.n , II .. " 

from you du,in, the lut 6 ",.nthl? :0110 --- DYes - Fill Crime InCident Repons. 

(I)B-8 



----~----------~ 

""'.- SeIl.,ISj)Ondent 
1-:,-,-____ -120 TIl. - SeIl.roSj)Ondent 

• 0 ""'. - Pr .... Y} Fill '3b cr, LiiiI 

CHECK ... 
ITEM A IP' 

40 Tol. - Pr .... y COY« - No. 
s 0 HI - Fill '5-2' 

Did you live In thl. hau •• on April 1. 1970? 
I 0 Yes - SKIP to Check Item B 

b. Whoro did you live on April 1. 
U.S. po ..... lon, .tc.) 

I , 
'OW. : 
20 No'1 
.00l.:~ 

I 
I 

Have you b •• n lookln, I .. work durin, pa.t 4 w .... ? 
I 0 Yes No - When did you la.t work? 

2 0 Less d!., 5 y •• s 
1 0 5 or more y_s aco 
4 0 Nev. worked 

Is th.,e any "Glon why you not tok. 0 jolo 
I 0 No Yes - 2 0 Already had a Job 

State. etc. 
10 Temporary ,lIness 

County 40 Goine to school 

II",ill 01 a city, town, .ill.,., .tc.? 5 0 Other - Specify -; 

,-.>;=...,.-1"'"" ...... -,.- Yes - Nome of CIty. town. v,l/age. ece.? ~-=:--=--:--'7'-:---;;---:--:::::=::::==::=======:.....j 

years old or older? 
36 0 yes 

260. What w.r. you doing mo.t 01 LAST WEEK - (wor~ing. 
k •• plng h ...... ,oin, to Ichool) or lornothing .I .. ? 
I 0 Workine - SKIP to 280 sO Unaille to ...,IIt.-SJ(JPt026d 
20 Wid! a Job but not ill work 70 Retired 
3D Lookioa for work a 0 Other - S~cify '"'i 
• 0 Keepina house 
5 to school Armed Forces. SKIP to 280) 

b. Did you do o.y work ot LAST WEEK. not counting work 

.(0. 

41. 

45. 

around th. hou •• ? (Note: If form or business operator in HH. 
ask about unpaid work.) 

No Yes - H • ., many hou .. ? ___ - SKIP to 280 

v .. -_..., 
1I.1f 

V .. -H .. ..., 
II •• , 

d. 

For who .. did you (Nome of company. 
bUSIness. organization or other employer) 

you -
lOAn ... pl:r •• 01 a PRIVATE co.,pany, bu.i .... or 

indl.ldua lor wag •• , .alary or c __ ';lIlon,? 

20 A GOVERNMENT ... ploy •• (F.d.r.l. 51010, county, 
Of local)? 

3 0 SEL~·EMPLOYED In OWN bUlln .... prof ... lonol 
practice or f.,...? 

• 0 Working WITHOUT PAY in I ... ily bu. in .... or far .. ? 

t. What ... r. your ",o.t h .. ,.rtonl o.li.iti .. or dutlol? (E.g.: 
tYPIn,. keeping account books. sellin, cars, Armed Forces) 

Old you c.1I tho pelle. durlR' III. laot 6 ... nlll. to r.port 
.o",.thln, lII.t hoppen." to YOU which you thought wao 0 

crl",o? (Do not caunt ony .. 110 "'001. to III. IMII .. 
conc.ml", th. Inciol.,,11 yM II ••• IUlt tolol ... oloeut.) 
o Na - SKIP to 48 
DYes - Wh •• hoptl4tn ... ? __________ _ 

HH m 
anacked or threatoned, or wa. som.
thina stolon ar ., anempt made to 
st.al somethina d!at belon,ed to him? 

VII -lIew.MY 
II ... , 

No 

0101 onythl", ;""pee t. YOU ""rill, tho Int 6 .. onlll. which 
you 1II •• ,ht w •• a .rl_, bitt 01101 NOT ro,... to tho .,.11 .. 7 
(oth.r t;",n any IncHl ..... olrHoI, IIIRII-.I) 
o No - SKIP to Check Item E 
DYes - What h_"'.nod? __________ _ 

CHECK'" 
ITI!M DIP' 

CHECK" 
ITEM EIP' 

Look at 048 - Wu HH member 12+ 
attacked or threaten od, or was some
thina stolen or an anempt modo to 
steal somethln, that belon,ed to him? 

VII-How.., 
II ... , 

No 

00 any of the screen questions contain any entries 
for "How meny tlmn?" 
o No - Interview nut HH member. End interview if 

lost I'I!spondent. and fill item 12 on cover po,e. 

DYes - Fill CriM. Incident Reports. 

(I)B-9 



1 0 PIt. - $oU .. ofllO!1donl 

20 Tol. - $o11· .. lIIOI1<Ionl 
~::-;------l, C PIt. - PrOlY} Fill '3b"" 'i:ioiI 

• 0 Tel. - PrOly cove< - No. 
S = NI - Fltl '6-1' 

Old you liv. in !hls h.,u .. on April 1. 1970? 
1 0 Yes - SKIP to Check Item B 

, 
, , 

lOW. : 
20 Ne'~ 
) 0 01. : Q;iiiii , , 

Hav. you b .. n looking f ... work tho p.,t 4 
1 0 Yes No - WIo.n did you 10lt work? 

20 Less on.., 5 y ... s SKIP to 28a 
30 5 0< more y .... s "'A 
• 0 Never worked 

SKIP to 36 

any r ..... why you cou not take a joe LAST WEEK? 
Yes - 20 Already had a lob 

b. Wh.,. did you IlvI on April 
U.S. pOllesliun, "te.) 

State, etc. 
CoUnty 30 Temporary ,lIness 

• 0 Go, n, to school 
limit. of a city. lown. villav ••• tc.? 5 0 Other - Specify-; 

r-"F'-T-r-,---,'- Yes - Nome of c,ty. lown. villoB •• etc.? I-~:--::-_-:-_-:-.,......_..,.,...-,_-==============-I 

(Ask moles 18. only) 
d. 'oil ... you in Ih. Arm.d Fore .. on April 1. 1970? 

Yes No 

260. What w ... you dcing mo.t of LAST WEEK - (working. 
k •• ping hou ••• going to .chool) or so",.thing .Is.? 
, 0 Work,n, - SKIP to 2Ba 60 Unable to worlc-SKlPt026d 
20 Wion a ,ob but not .. work 70 Retired 
30 Lookinl for work eO Other - Specify 11 
• 0 Keep,nc house 

Go,n to school (I Armed Forces, SKIP to 2801 

b. Did rou do any w<lrk at all LAST WEEK. not countin9 work 
around Iho hou .. ? (Note: If farm or bus,ness operator in HH, 
osk about unpa,d work.) 
00 No Yes - How ",any hours? ___ - SKIP to 280 

40. Wo .. you knlf.d •• hot ot, 0' 

44. 

45. 

some othor w.apen by any ..... ot all? (other 
Ihon any incid •• " ol ... dy .... lIo ... d) 

anyon_ you "II or 
THREATEN y .... with. klllfo.",,, •• , .... , 
othor ... opon. HOT Incl""l", tolOflh- ",_.? 1 
(othor than any inclclonn olready _I~ 10 No 

V .. -H .. ..., 
II •• , 

y .. -H .. ..., 
II ... , 

280. For .. hom did you (la.t) work? (Nome of company. 
bus'n .... orBOnizotlon or other employer) 

x Never worked - SKIP to 36 
b. Who' kind of bUlino .. or i.? (E.II.: TV and 

d. 

rad,o mfB •• retool shoe store. State Labor Departmtnt. farm) 

you -
lOAn .mploy •• of a PRIV" TE co .. ""ny. bu.ln ... or 

individual for wa, •• , salary or cOft'lmia.ion,? 
20 A GOVERNMENT ... ,Ioy •• (F.d.ral. Stat •• county. 

or local)? 
30 SELF·EMPLOYED in OWN bu.i ..... prof ... lonal 

practlc. or fa",,? 
• 0 Working WITHOUT PAY in fa",ily bu.in ... or far.,? 

•• Whot wor. your mo.t I .. ""rtant acilvill .. 0' duli •• ? (e.B.: 
typ,nB. "eep,n, occount books. sellin, cars, Armed Forces) 

Did you find any ovldenc. thai ._eon. 
ATTEMPTED to .to.1 .a_thing that 
bolong.d to you? (oth.r than any 
Inciden" 01 ",.nll 

Did you call tho ""lic. durin, tho I .. t 6 ... nth. 10 .. pori 
.o",.thlng that happenod I. YOU which y .... thoughl wa. a 
cri",.? (Do not count any call ... ad. t. tho polic. 
cancornlng tho incld.n" y .... haY. ju.' told ... oboul.) 
o No - SKIP to ~B 
DYes - Whal hoppon ... ? __________ _ 

CHECK~ attacked 0' threatened. or WIS some
ITEM C., thine stolen or .., luempt made to 

steal someth,nl mat belon,ed to hi 

Yes - Ho ... ., 
tI .. .. 

No 

Old anything happen to YOU "u,lnv tho la.t 6 .. anth. which 
you thoulht 10'0' a c'i .... bUI dl" NOT .. port 10 tho pollc.? 
(oth., ,hon any Inc idonla .Iroaol, _ntloft.d) 
o No - SKIP to Check Item E 
DYes - Whll hopttOn.d? __________ _ 

CHECK~ 
ITEM 0" 

Look It 048 - Wu HH membar 12. 
attacked or mreatoned. or was some
thlnl stolen or an .u..,pt made to 
st •• 1 somethinl mat belonled to him? 

Vos - "",.y 
11 ... 1 

No 

00 any of the screen questions contain any entries 
for "How many times?" 
o Na - Interv,ew nUt HH member. end Interview If 

last respondent. and (iI/ item 12 on cover po,e. 

DYes - Fill Crime Incident Reporu. 
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KEYER - Notes NOTIC! - Your report to the Census Bureau II cOn'ldential by law 

BECIN NEW RECORD 
IU.S. Cade 42. Sochon 1761). All Id""lill.ble Inlo,matlon will be u,ed only by 
person, enla,ed In and 'or the purposes of the survey, Jlnd may not be 

Line number 
disclosed or rl!leaud to other. for JUlY purpos •• 

@ 
FO.'" • MCS-2 U.II.,., 

U.S. OEPA,AT!.II!HT 0" CONWI:,.CE 

Screen question number 
8U~14U 011' TI-IC CINtU, 

ACTING AS c:.O\.LICTINC AGINT 11'0" THE 

@) 
\.A.W r;NII'O"CEMItNY "UIIT4"'CI AO'-4INISTftA.TION 

u.s. OEP"rUMfNT OF JUSTICE: 

Inc.dent number CRIME INCIDENT REPORT 

@) NATIONAL CRIME SURVEY - NATIONAL SAMPLE 

10. You ,oid Ihal during tho la,t 6 Month I - IRefer to Sa. W.r. you a customwr, ftnploy •• , or owner? 
ooproPriote screen quesllon for desCI'IPllon of crime). @ • :::::J Customer 
In wh.I month (did thil' did tho lint) incidonl hoppon? 
(Show floshcord If necessary. Encourage respondenl 10 

2::J Employee 

g,ve exact monlh.1 l::J Owner 
I • =.i Other - Speci fy 

@) Month (O( -12) : Year 197 
b. Old tho p."on(l) .Ioal or TRY 10 .10.1 anylhing bolonglng • 

Is thiS InCident report for a se"es of crimes? to the star., ,.'tcurant, office, factory, .tc.? 

@ CHECK t I = No - SKIP 10 2 @ I::: Yes } 

(TEM A 2 :::.: Yes - (NOle: series muSt hove 3 or 2:::: No SKIP 10 Check Item B 
more SImilar ,nc,dents whIch 3 -. Don't know 
resDOndenl can'l recall separotelvl 60. Did Iho aflondor( I) li.o Iho,. or hove a righl to bo 

b. In whot month( I) did the .. ineidonll toke plaeo? ther., such a' a guest or a workman? 

. IMark all thai applYI @ I ::J Yes - SKIP 10 Check Ilem 8 
@ I .-_ Spllng (March. April. May) 2= No 

2 ~ Summer (june, july. August) 
3 : Don't know 

1 .:.. Fall (September. October. Noyember) 
• :-.:... Winter IDecember. january, February) b. Oid tho oflond.r(I) octually got In or jUlt TRY to gol 

c. How many incident. w.,. involv.d in thi' s.ries? 
in tho building? 

@) I -= Actually ,ot In 
@) · =- Three or four 2 = just tiled to get In 

2 .-: Five to ten 
3 = Don't kno'N 

3 := Eleven or more 
4 = ;:)on't know e. Wal thor. any o.ldonco, .uch 01 0 b,oken lack 0' brokon 

INTERVIEWER: If Ihls report IS for a series. read the window, that Iho allondor(l) (Iorcod hi. woy In/TRIED 

follow.ng stalement. . to foreo hi. way in) tho building? 

(Tho following quoltion. ,of or only to tho molt rKont Incidonl.) ® • =No 
2. About whol timo did (thil ··th. mo.t rocenl) Yes - What WOI tho o.idonco? Anything oliO? 

incidont hoppon? IMark 01/ thai apply) 

@ , .:::.:: Don't know 2 = Broken lock or Window 

2 -- DUling the day (6 a.m. to 6 p.m.) 1 :::.: Forced door or WI ndow 
At night (6 p.m. to 6 a.m.) • = 51 ashed screen }"" 1 _-= 6 p.m. to mldnl ght to Check 

• ..:: Midnight to 6 a.m. 
s = Other - Speer fy 7 Ilem 8 

s = Don't know 

30. In what 51010 and county did thil incident occur? d. How did Ihe oflondor(l) (gol in/t,y to got in)? 

- Outside U.S. - END IfJ~/DENT REPORT @ · = Throu&h unlocked door or WIndow 
-- 2= Had key 

State County 1 ~ Don't know . = Other - Speci fy 

b. Did it hoppon INSIDE THE LIMITS of a eily, town, Was respondent or any other member of 
vi 1I0g_, etc.? 

CHECK t thIS household present when this 

@) I No ITEM B 
InCident occurred! (I ( nOI sure. ASK) 

--
@) 

2 - Yes - Enler nome of City, lown, etc. 7 @) I C No - SKIP 10130 

\ \ \ \ \ \ 20 Yes 

4. Wh.,o did thit incidont take place? 70. Old Iho ponon(l) ha.o a ",oapon •• eh at 0 lIun or knlfo, 

@) • .:::... At or .n own dwell inc, .n carace or 

} SKIP .,. 

or something h. was using al a weapon, such al a 

other build Inc on property (Includes . boltlo, or wrench? 
break-In or attempled breok·in) @ IONo 

2 -= At or in a vacation home, hotel/motel 2 C Don't know 

1 = Inside commercial bulldin, such a~ 

} AS". 
Yes - What was tho woapanr Anythinll ol .. ? ' .. 

store. restaurant. bank, gas station, (Mark all Ihal apply) 
public conveyance or station 3 =:J Gun 

• -: Ins. de office, factory, or warehouse .~ Knife 
~ :.: Near own home; yard. sidewalk. sOOther - Speci fy 

drlyeway, carport. apartment hall 

•• Did tho penon(s) hll you, knock you down, or aClually (Does nOI include break-in or 
atlempled break-In) .I,,"ck you in any way? 

6 = On the street, In a park, field. play- SKIP @) I :::J Yes - SKIP 10 7( 
,round. school crounds or parkin, (ot ). to Check 

7 = InSide school 
Item 8 2:J No 

8 ~ Other - Specify 7 c, Old tho p .. ton(t) throal*" you with harm In ony way? 

@) I :::; No - SKIP to 7e 

20 Yes ., 
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.,.<j CRIME INCIDENT QUESTIONS - COnliftu.d L;·~· i.;......;~:Jii~~ .... ~~~'l:;, ~ 
7d. How wore you Ihrealonod? Any oth .. way? 9c. Old inlu,on .. or any hoolth boneflll prog,am pay Iv, .11 0' porl of · IMar' all choc apply) . tho 10101 m.di cal upon ... ? 

@) I .:; Verbal th,eat of rap. @ I .• ; Not yet settled} 
2 . :; Verbal threat of attack oth.r than ropo 2:" None •••. , , , SKIP co 100 
l _, Weapon present or threotenod 

SKIP l:, All. "',." 
with weapon 

• ~ Part - Attempted attack WIth .,., .. pon to • .- 100 
(for example, shot at) d, How m"ch did Inlu,onc. or a heolth bon.fllI program poy? 

5::: Oblect thrown at pe,son I@ S [Qo;.] (ObtOIn on estlmoce, If necessary) 
6 Followed, surrounded 
7 - Other - SPecl fy lOa, Did you do onylhlng 10 prolocl younolf or you, proporly 

during tho incldont? 

@ I .. No - SKIP to /I 
., What octually happon.d? Anything .I .. ? 2:-:-' Yes · (Mark 0/1 that apply) --

@ I :::; Something taken Without permiSSIon . b, Whal did you do? Anylhin, .I •• ? (Mark all that apply) 

2 .-. Attempted 6r threatened to @) I C Used/brandished lun or knife 

take something 2 C Used/tlled phYSical force (hIt, chased, threw oblect, used 

l ~: Harassed, argument, abUSive Iln,ua,e other weapon, etc,) 

4 :..:.. ForCible entry or .ttempted l C Tiled to let help, BtUaC! Ittenllon, scare off.nder IWlY 

forCible entry of house SKIP 
(screamed, yelled, called for help, turned on lilhts, etc.) 

s .:~ ForCible entry or attempted to • C Threatened, .r,ued, reasoned, etc .. with offender 

entry of car 100 5 =: ReSisted WIthout force, used evasive actIon (ran/drove away, 

6 _= Damaged or destroyed property hid, held property, locked dow, dUCked, shIelded self, etc,) 

7 : • Attempted or threatened to 6 C Other - Specify 
damage or destroy property 

11. W .. Ihe crime o~m",ltt.d by o.ly one or more Ihon on. p ... on? s .• Other - SPecl fy 'jl 
@) I • : : Dnly one ,. 2:"; DQll't knllw - 1 ~ More than one ""' 

SKIP to 120 
f. How did tho pe"on( I) altaek you? Any 

a. Wa. thll po,.on mol. ath.r way? (Mark all that apply) I. How many p.rson.? 

@ I Raped 
0' lomol.? 

@) -
2 Tried to rape @ I~Male 
1 Hit With oblect held In hand, shot, knlred g:W ... ttr.y mal. 0' f.molo? 

• Hit by thrown oblect 2 : Female @) I == All male 
; 2 ~ All femal. 5 Hit, slapped, knocked down 3 ~J Don't know 

6 Grabbed, held, trIpped, lumped, pushed, etc, 1 .:::; Male and female 
, := 

" Other - Spe" fy b, Howald would 'au .oy • C Don't know 

80, Whal we,. tho inju,i .. you .ull.,ed, il any? 'he penon WOI 
h, Howald would you .ay Ih. 

• Anything .I .. ? rMark all that apply) (ill) I - Under 12 yo"ngo.1 .o.? @ I: None - SKIP to 100 
.. 

2 12-1~ "@) I ;::J Under 12 5 [J 21 or over -
2 =. Raped .. ' z[J12-1~ SKIP to I 
l ::.:~ Attempted rape 1 : 15-17 3[]15-17 5:'::: Don't know • =-: Kni re or gunshot wounds • .~; 18-20 • ~ 18-20 
5 Broken bones or teeth knocked out i, Hew old w .... ld you .ay Ih. 
6 

.. 
Internal InJUrieS, knocked unconscIous s .. 21 or over 

old .. 1 wo.? : 
7 BrUISes, black eye. cuts, saatohes, swell .. , 6 Don't know @) I ::J Under 12 _018-20 
s Other - Spe" fy 2012-1<4 5 =:; 21 or over ". c. Wal the p.rson lom""_ you 

b. Wore you injur.d 10 the .. t.nl Ihal you ne.dod knew or was h. 0 .,ranie,? l::J15-17 50 Don't know 
modicol off.nlion aftor tho attaok? 

@ J, Wo,. any of Ih. p."Gn. known 
@) I ~:, No - SKIP to 100 I ::::.J Stranler 0' r.lat.d 10 IOU or .e,. they 

2 ._. Yes 2 =~ Don't know all .trang .... 

Co Did you receive ony treatment at a hospital? 
1 ..: Known by }"IP 

@ , .:::J An "".".. ~ SKIP 
@) I::::' No SI,ht only to e Z CJ Don't know to m 

2 ::-~ Emergency room treatment only ) CJ All relatIves SKIP 

l"::': Stayed overnIght or lon&er - · = Casual • 0 Some relauves to I 
How many day.?"", acquaIntance 5 CJ All known 

@) 5 :::'J Well known 5 C Some known 

d. What was ,h. 'otGI omounl of your modiool d, Woo Ih. p.non a ,olotlve 
k, Ho .. w.II wo,. th.y know.? 

up.nu .... ulting from ,hi. ineid.nl, INCLUDING • (Mork all that apply) 
onything paid by in.uronco? Inolud. ho.plt.1 of yours? @) , :J " ",h' ~I, } and doclor bllll, .... dicin., th .... ,y, "'OCOI, .nd @) '=:J No 2 CJ Casual SKIP 
any otho, injury.r.l.t.d medical .. p.n •••• 

Yos - Whal ralotion.hip? 
Icquaintance(s) to m 

INTERVIEWER - If respondent does not know 30 Well known 
eX'.lct amount. encourage him to "ve on estimate. 2::J Spouse" eX'spouse 

I. H ..... ,. thoy ,.Iated 10 yeu? @ a .-: No cost - SKIP to roo 3 CJ Parent 
• (Mark 01/ thO! apply) 

S .@[J • U Own child @) 10 Spouse or .;::] Brothers"" 
x -" Don't know 5 L:J Brother or sISter eX'spouse sisters 

90, AI tho tim. 01 Iho incidenl, w.,. 10u co •• red e ::J Other rei alive -
2:= Parents 50 Other-

by a.y modical in.u,ano., er .. e,. yO" ollgibl. l:::::J Own SpeCIfY, 

for bonofits from any otho, typ. of h ... lth SpeCIfY"", children 
benefit, program, luch 01 M.dicaid, V.teran,' ----
Admini.lration, 0' Public W.I/o,.? 

m, W.,. all 01 tho ... -@) I .; No : •. , •• } SKIP to 100 e. W .. ho/.h. - @) I ::::J Whit.? 2 _. Don t know @) I :.: Whil.? 20No,ro? 
1 -=-_ Yes 

b. Old you filo a oloim with any 01 Ih ... in.uranco '.:."'.? JSKIP lO Oth.,? - Speer fy, 

compani., or program I in ord.r to get port or all 1 - Oth.,? - SpeCIfY, \20 
01 you, modieal .. pen ... paid? • LJ Comb,nat,on - SpeCIfy? 

@) I :.. No - SKIP to 100 

2 - Yes 4 - Don't know 5 =:J Oon't know ... 
(I)B-12 



• 

• 

20. W.,. y.u 1ft. only p ... on th.r. b.lid .. 1ft. oH.ncleril)? 

, :::::; Yes - SKIP to 130 

z=:= No 

b. Haw many of 1ft ••• pononl, not count:.'9 yaurulf, 
wo .. robb.d, harmed, or threat.n.d? D,. net Includ. 
p.rsonl uncler 12 yea .. of age. 
a c::; None - SKIP to 130 

Number of persons 

c. Ar. any of th ... p.rsonl ",.mb ... 0/ your houI.hold now? 
Do not includ. hou •• hold ", ... b ... und., 12 y .... of age. 

a L:J No 
Yes - How ",ony, ..,t counting yourull? 

Was a car or olller motor veh,cle taken? 
(Bo. 3 or ~ morited in 13n 

CHECK ~ 
ITEM D." C No - SKIP to Check Item E 

CJ Yes 

l~a. Had po""isllon I. us. tho (co,/molo, vehicl.) ovor b"n 
gi ... 10 tho pe .. on who ,ook it? 

'ONo ••... } 

O D 
. •. SKIP to Check Item E 

z on t Know 

3D Yes 

b. Did tho p.,.an roturn tho (car/",.,or vehicl.)? 

,;:::::; Yes 

(ALSO MARK "YES" IN CHECK ITEM r ON PAGE 12) 2LJ No 

• 

130. Was som.thin, stol.n or takon without p.,,,,iulon thot 
belonged 10 you or othe .. in the houlehold? 
INTERVIEWER -Include any thin, stolen from 
unrecog",zoble business 'n respondent"s home. 
00 not Include anythIng stolen from a reco,", zoble 
bUSIness in reSPOndent's home or another bUSIness, 
such as merchandise or cosh from a rellSter. 

1 :=; Yes - SKIP to 13f 
2=No 

b. Did tho p.non(.) ATTEMPT to ,ah something that 
b.long~ 10 you or others in the houlehold? , = No - SKIP to 13e 
2 ~ Yes 

c. Whal did they try to I.It.? Anylhing .I •• ? 
(Mark all that apply) 

1 =:; Purse 

2 L::: Wallet or money 

3 =:J Car 

• C Other motor vehicle 
5 CJ Part of car (hubcap, tape-deck, etc.) 

e == Don't know 
7 ~ Other - Specify 

CHECK ~ 
ITEM C.,. Did they try to take. purse, wallet, 

or money? (Box I or 2 marked in 13c) 

o No - SKIP to 180 

DYes 
d. Wu tho 1_ ••.•••• /_._11 

Inllonce 

'DYes 
zONo 

e. Whot did hoppn? i.nythh" .Ia.? (Mark a/l tlt<Jt 

'0 Attacked 
2 0 Threatened with hum 

l 0 Attempted to break into house or ,ua,e 

40 Attempted to break into cat 

sO Harassed, a'iument. abusive I""u-a_ 

s 0 Dalllllaeel 0' destroyed property 
7 0 Attemptad or threatened to dItma,. or 

destroy PlOP1ft)' 
• 0 Other - Specify _________ _ 

I. What ... "' .... that bel ....... to yo. .r .tha,. III !Ito 
1".".eh.ltI? .. ,"'11., .I •• ? me. 
Cash: S . iEIII 
and/", 
P,operty: (Mart all that apply) 

@) 00 Only cash takan - SKIP to 141: 
10 Purse 

20 Wallet 

JOCar 

• 0 Other mot'" vahicl. 
I 0 Plrt of car (hubcap, cape-<leck. etc.) 

s CJ Othe, - Sped fy 

SKIP 
to 
180 

CHECK at.. 
ITEM E." 

I s Box I or 2 marked In 13(1 

G No - SKIP to 150 

DYes 

c. Wao tho (pune/wallet/Monoy) on you, person, 10, inilonCe, 
in a pocket or being h.ld by yew wh.n il was I ..... n? 

'OYes 
20 No 

CHECK .. 
ITEM F." 

Was only cash taken? (Box 0 markod In 13n 

o Yes - SKIP to 160 

DNo 

lSa. Allog9th." whol was tho value of the PROPERTY 
Ihal WOI lahn? 

INTERVIEWER - Exclude stolon cosh. and enter SO for 
stolon checks and credit cords, even if they were used. 

s 

b. How did you decida the value of tha prop.rty that .01 

Itol ... ? Any other woy? (Mark all thot apply) 

, 0 Oriclool cost 

z 0 Replacement cost 

3D Personal estimate of current value 

• 0 Insurance report estimate 

sO Police .stimate 

s 0 Don't know 

7 0 Other - Specify -------------

16 •• W.I .11 ar port of tho ltol ... _soy a, ,"porty __ v ... tI. 
no' C'OIIntin, OtIythlnl recalv.oI fro. Inlu_c.? 

(I)B-13 

, O/IJOM} 
Z 0 All SKIP to 170 

lO Pan 

... Wltat ... ,.covo,"'? i.nythl ••• I •• ? 

Cash: $, _____ •• 

and/or 
Property: (Marit all tho! apply) 

00 Cash only rocavereoj - SKIP 10 170 

10 Pu,se 

20Wallot 

sO Car 

40 Other motor vehicla 

10 Part of ca, (hubcap, t,lpe-dock. etc.) 

sOOther - Specify ____________ _ 

e. Whet wal tho valu. of the PI'op.rty roc ••• ,ed ( .. cludln, 
roc .... red ca.h)? 

s 



I CRIME INCIDENT QUESTIONS - Con,lnu • .! 1 
170. Wn ,he,. any in.uranco olJClln.t th.ft? 20 •• W.,.lIt. polic. infomed of ,hi. incident In any ""1'? 

@) 'DNa ••.•• 
} SKIP to 180 

@) 'ONo 
20 Don't know - SKIP to Check Item G 

2:::J Don't know Yes - Who told th.",? 
3 0 Household member} 

3 c::::J Yes • 0 Someone else SKIP to Check Item G 
• :::::J Po lICe on scene 

b. Was this lOll report.d to .n inouranco company? b. What .... the rea •• n this incid.nt " .. nat report" to 

@) teNo ..•.. 
} SKIP to 180 

. the ,..,lic.1 Any .th.r r ... on? (Mork all that apply) 

<® ' LJ Nothine could be done - lack of proof 
2:::J Don't know 20 Did not think it ,mportant .nauch 

3D Police wouldn't want to be bothered 
3::JYe$ • 0 Did not want to take time - too, nconvenient 

c. Wa. ony 01 'hi' 10 .. r.co •• red through in.uronc.? 5 0 Private or personal mauer. d,d not want to report it 
50 D,d not want to cet ,nvolved 

@ , =: Not yet settled 
} SKIP to ISo 

7 0 Afra,d of reprisal 

2:::J No ...••.•• 
a 0 Reported to someone else 
9 0 Other - SpeC! fy 

3:::::::J Yes 
CHECK t Is th,s person 16 years or older? 

d. How much was recover.d? ITEM (i o No - SKIP to Check Item H 
::J Yes - ASK 210 

INTERVIEWER - If property replaced by insurance 210. Did you hoy. a job .t ,h. lil ... thl. incident h.ppen.d? 
company inslead of cosh seltlemenl, ask for eSl,mate 

@) , 0 No - SKIP to Check Item H of value of Ihe properly replaced. 
20 Yes 

.[Q2J @) 
b. What .... the Job? 

items 2S.-e - SKIP 10 @ $ '::J Same .5 deSCribed ,n NCS-I 
Check Ilem H 

180. Did any household .. _b.r 10 •• any time fro", work 2:::J Different than deSCribed 'n NCS-I items 28.-. 
b.cQu •• of this incident? c. For whom did you worlt? (Nome of company, business, 

@) 00 No - SKIP to 190 
or,a",lolion or other employer) 

Yes - How .. any ... ", b ... ? "7 d. Wh.t kind 01 bu. In ... or indu.try II this? (For example: TV 
and radio mf, .. retod shoe store, State Labor Dept., form) 

@) r 1 1 1 
b. How much lim. wal loot altog.ther? 

•• W.r. you -
@) , c:::: Less than I day @ '0 An -plor." 01. PRIVATE co",pony, bu.in ... or 

IndividuQ for wag •• , salary or CO",,"illionl? 
z D 1-5 days 

~ 0 A GOVERNMENT ... ploy •• (Federal, Stat., c ..... ty Of local)? 
3 [J 6-10 days 3D SELF-EMPLOYED In OWN bu,in ... , profu.ional 

practlc. or fa",,? . = Over 10 days -0 Working WITHOUT PAY In I_ily b ... ln ... or la .... ? 
5 = Don't know I. What kind 01 work were you doing? (For example: electrical 

19a. Woo anything that b.longed to you or other membe .. of 
en,ineer, stock clerk, typist, farmer) 

the hous.hold damag.d but not tak.n in thl. incident? @) r I I 1 
For exampl., .,a. a lock or window brok.n, clothln, g. What ... r. your mo.t important ocll.III •• Of duti •• ? (For eXarf)/e: 
damaged, Qr damo .. don. to a car, etc.? typin" keepin, account books, sellin, cars, finishin, concrete, etc.) 

@ , 0 No - SKIP to 200 

20 Yes Summarize this incident or series of incidents. 

CHECK t b. (Wo.l.er.) the damoged It.",(.) repaired or replecn? 
ITEM H 

@) I 0 Yes - SKIP to 19d 

20 No -
c. How much would it c ... t to r.polr or repl ... the 

damoged it_(.)? 

. ~ } WI' to 200 @ S 

x 0 Don't know 
Laok at 12c: on IneidIMt Report. Is th ... an 

d. How .. uch WI' the r.,.!f .r r."l.c ..... ' c •• t? entry for "How many?" .., ... 

@) x 0 No cost or don't know - SlCIP to 200 
CHICK t ITIM I ONo 

.~ 
DYes - Be sure you have an Incidenl Report (01' each 

S HH member 12 years of .e'. 01' over ,..no was 
rob~d. harmed, or threot~ned in this inCident. 

e. Who paid or will poy far the !'epai .. or r.plac ....... t? 

t 
Is this the last Incident Report to ~ fi lied for this person? Anyon •• 1 .. 1 (NoOrk all thol apply) 

CHECK o No - Go to next InCident R~pol't • • 
@) 1 0 Household member ITEM J DYes - Is this the last HH member to be interviewed? 

20 Landlord o No - Interview nexl HH member. 
DYes - END INTERVIEW. Enler 10101 

3D Insurance number of Crime Ineidenl Reports 
filled (or this hOlJsehold in 

• 0 Other - Speei fy - Item 12 on the cover of NC5-1 • 

(I)B-l~ 




